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ABSTRACT

The point of departure in this study is that entrepreneurship, regard less of how it is
defined , is more than a means to create employment opportu nities and maximise
economic returns; it is rather a development alternative with g reat potential to
contribute to the well-being of individ uals, communities and nation s in develope d ,
developing a n d less developed countries alike. The pu rpose o f this thesis i s to explore
the entrepreneurship phenomenon from a n Islamic perspective with in the Saudi Arabia
context. The thesis specifically seeks to examine the relationship between Islamic
values and e ntrepreneurial activity and to establish whether these va lues can be more
effectively tapped into to raise the profile of Islamic form of entrepreneursh ip and
promote alternatives to development.

The philosoph ical differences between the Islamic and the prevailing Western world
views on the theoretical as well as the practical aspects of development a re
fu ndamental, to the point where they cannot be marginalised or reconciled and
integrated with in a standard ised single development model. Furthermore, the lack of
cultural sensitivity on the part of the Western model and its inability to account for
variables specific to the Islamic cultural and institutional environ ment j ustify the need to
search for an alternative Islamic model of entrepreneurship that best serves the
ultimate goal of the Muslim nation (ummah), that is, realising the state of well-being
(rajah).

Despite the suggestion of modern isatio n theories of development and the prevalent
conventiona l assumption that Islam is intrinsically anti-modernisation and a nti
development, and that the religiously based Saudi cu ltu re would be the foremost
obstacle in the way of cultivating a dynamic entrepreneurship class in Saudi Arabia, the
find ings of this study indicate otherwise. There is no evidence of incompatibility
between Islamic values and entrepreneurship. Lack of entrepreneu rial dynamism in
Saudi Arabia by no means can be attributed to adherence to Islamic values and
business ethics; rather, it can be linked to the state's failure to assimilate the implication

ill

of entrepreneurship and consequently to integrate Islamic values i nto its developmental
process.

This research indicates that Saudi entrepreneurs embrace positive perceptions and
attitudes regarding the role of Islamic values in promotin g productivity through
e ntrepreneurship. This positive attitude is independent of both the demographic
backgrounds of the entrepreneurs and the physical characteristics of their enterprises.
Analysis of case stud ies of Saudi entrepreneurs revealed inconsistencies betwee n the
attitudes and practised behaviours of Saudi e ntrepreneurs, and the reality of the Saudi
e ntrepreneurship

landscape.

The

personal

in-depth

interviews

with

various

stakeholders explained this d ivergence mainly in terms of entrepreneurship policy
vacuity and incompatibility between Islamic values and the existin g institutional
framework, most evident in the financial sector.

The findings of this study further confirm that Islamic e ntre preneurship is a concept that
is misread by the vast majority of Muslims at individual as well as at state levels.
Arg uably this misinterpretation has caused , and at the same time is larg e ly caused by,
the neglect of policymakers, lack of institutional support and deficiency in educational
systems that lacked the focus on e ntrepreneurship development. The study therefore
emphasises the need to reth ink the current official approach to entrepre neurship, and
highlights the i mportance of devising e ntrepreneurship policies that draw from local
experiences and cultural values. Building a viable entrepreneurship sector also requires
the intervention of the state, most likely through a combination of directive as well as
facilitative policies. However, the exact form, scope and nature of govern ment
intervention should be mapped in line with the findings of future policy-oriented
research.

The main challenge for Islamic (development) remains operational in nature : how can
the Islamic entrepreneurship model be transformed into working policies and enabling
institutions? Furthermore, how can any Islamic business ethics be operationalised in
the context of the contemporary business e nvironment i n order to reap the benefits of
Islamic entrepreneurship? These basic q uestions bring about the inevitable question of
whether or not the behaviour and the performance of Islamic e ntrepreneurship can be
or should be judged in the absence of a true "Islamic state where the whole realm of
,,
socio-economic human behaviour is engineered according to Islam 1 .

1 See footnote 77, p. 351 of this thesis.
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CiLOSSARY OF ISLAMIC/ARABIC TERMS

Allah

The greatest and most inclusive of the names of God . It is
an Arabic word of rich and varied meanings, denoting the
One True God , the only God who is adored in worsh ip,
who creates all that exists, and who has priority over all
creation.

Akhlaq

Code of con d uct (ethics).

AI-qard al-hassan

A free of profiUinterest loan (benevolent loan). It is
assumed that ind ividuals seek to acquire loans only if they
are in need of them. Therefore, it is a moral duty of
lenders to help their brothers by lending them money
without any charge. Lenders anticipate g reater reward of
this act from The Almighty Allah in the hereafter. The loan
has to be paid back in fu ll on demand.

Aqidah

Piety, belief, faith or creed. In Islamic terms, it means
belief in: Allah as the only true God ; Allah's angels; His
revealed Books; His messengers; the Day of Judgement
and in Fate and the Divine Decree.

Ayah

Verse of the Holy Qur'an.

Bai'

Sale or barter. It is also used in a wide r context to include
trade and commerce, and various kinds of transactions.

Bank AI-Taslif

Saudi Credit Bank.

Barakah

Literally means "blessing". It is also described as "the
greater good" derived from any act.

Duhr

The second of the five daily Prayer services offered
(midday prayer).

Falah

Success. Real raJah in this worldly life is a precondition for
the raJah in the hereafter, which is achieved through
"enjoining what is right and forbidding what is evil".

Fard

An obligation / a duty that a Muslim has no choice but to
carry out or perform.
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Fard kifayah

A collective d uty upon Muslims. This obligation must be
performed by adequate n u m ber of Muslims to discharg e
the rest of its performance.

Hadith

Reports on what the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), said ,
what he did, and what he approved of.

Hajj

The performance of pilgrimage to Mecca in Saudi Arabia.
It is one of the five pillars of Islam. An adult Muslim is to
perform Hajj at least once in his/her life, if means and
health allow.

Halal

Something that is lawful and permitted in Islam .

Haram

Someth ing that is harmful a n d forbidden in Islam.

I badah

The fundamental message of Islam is that h u mans, as
God's creatures, should direct their ibadah (worship) to
His Almighty in the following three meanings: ( 1 ) worship
and adoration; (2) obedience and submissio n ; (3) service
and subjection .

Imam

Any person who leads a con g regational prayer is called
imam. Moreover, imam in its h ighest form refers to the
head of the Islamic State.

Iman

Faith and trust in The Almig hty Allah.

I nfaq

Spending in the way of The Almig hty Allah in g eneral and
for the needy and poor in particular.

In sha'a Allah

By Allah's willing.

Isha

Obligatory prayer, after sunset and later in the evening

Kafeel

Sponsor; could be a person , a business, an educational
institution or a govern mental agency that a ny person
wishes to visit or work in the Kingdom of Sa udi Arabia
must have. The Saudi kafeel applies for the visa and acts
as 'g uarantor' for the foreign visitor or expatriate.

Khalifah

Steward , vicegerent, successor. Khalifah has two
mean ings: every Muslim is a khalifah entrusted with earth
resou rces. The other meaning is specific to Muslim rulers
after the noble Prophet (PBUH).

Mua'qqeb

A liaison officer who acts as a link between the business
entity and the Saudi authorities. He must be a Saudi
citizen .
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Mudaraba

Mujlis AI shoura

An agreement made between two parties: one provides
the capital' for the project (Le . , financial institution) and the
other party (entrepreneur) uses h is/he r entrepreneurial
ideas and skills to manage the project. Profits generated
from the project are d istributed according to a
predetermined ratio. Any financial losses accruing are
borne by the provider of capital while the entrepreneur
loses his/her labour. The provider of capital has no control
over the management of the project.
Consu ltative Council/Assembly.

Murabaha

A contract for purchase and resale and allows the
customer to make purchases without having to take out a
loan and pay interest. The Bank purchases the goods for
the customer, and re-sells them to the customer on a
deferred basis, adding an agreed profit marg i n . The
customer then pays the sale price for the goods over
instalments, effectively obtaining credit without paying
interest.

Musharaka h

A partnership betwee n two parties (i.e. Islamic financial
institution and entrepreneur), both provide capital towards
the financing of a project. Wh ile profits are shared
according to a pre-agreed ratio, losses are shared based
on equ ity participation. Both parties carry out
management of the p roject.

Nisab

The minimum amount of property (wealth) liable to
payment of Zakah.

Qur'an

The Islam's Holy Book, believed by Muslims to be the
direct word of The Almighty Allah, revealed to the Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH).

Riba

The Arabic word for "Usury", wh ich means guaranteed
interest. Islam con siders i nterest to be unjust return
because it is money gained without due efforts or
productive work. Thus, Muslims are explicitly prohibited to
neither give nor receive interest.

Rizq

Provision , Sustenance. It is derived from the word "AI
Razzaq" which means the "Provider or Sustainer" , one of
the n inety-nine attributes of The Almighty Allah.

Saudi Riyal (SR)

Riyal is the basic unit of the Saudi national cu rrency; the
riyal is begged to the US$ since the mid 1 980s at arou nd
3.75 SRI 1 US$.

S hari'ah

The Islamic law, based on the teachings of the Holy
Qur'an; the hadith; and the noble Sunnah of the Prophet
Muhammad (PBU H).
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Sheikh

A designation or a title which is g iven to an elde rly / wise
person or to a religious leader in a community.

Shoura

Consultation .

Sidd iqeen

Plural of 'Siddiq'. T h e earnest, honest a n d truthful.

S un nah

The reported sayings and deeds that proved beyond any
doubt to be that of the Prophet (PBUH) or what he
witnessed and approved. This is the second sou rce of
Islamic law, next to the Holy Qur'an.

Sura h

Chapter. The Holy Qur'an is composed of 1 1 4 chapters;
each chapter is called a Surah.

Ulama

Plural of 'A lim'. The people of knowledge from amongst
the Muslims who act on what they know and do what they
say.

Ummah

The Muslim commun ity / nation.

Tawhid

Faith in or affirmation of the u n ity of God (Oneness of
God).

Tuwakol

It implies that one should do nothing and hope for
everything by relying on "other power", clearly defying the
universal law and commonsense.

Thoub

Trad itional Saudi-male dress/wear.

Tuwukkol

Relying on The Almighty Allah after mobilising all
resources and taking all possible measures necessary to
achieve desired goals.

Zakah I Zakat

Zakah is one of the five pillars of Islam. It literally means
purification and increment of one's wealth. All Muslims
who possess minimum net worth above their basic needs
(Nisab) have to pay Zakah (2.5% of the assets that have
been owned over a year). Zakah is also called the alms
due or poor due, and it is a major economic means to
spread socio-economic justice amongst Muslims.
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CHAP'ER ONE
'HE FOCUS AND 'HE CONTEXT OF 'HE RESEARCH

Development does not necessarily mean that one should have more b ut that one
should be more.
Ghosh (2001, p. 138)

Despite the remarkable levels of socio-economic development that Saudi Arabia can
claim to have achieved with in the past three decades, the Saudi economy largely
remains a rentier single resource-based economy. Zahra ( 1 999, p. 38) pointed out that
"economic development can neither be achieved nor sustained if it does not promote or
encou rage h u man development" , and further explained "economic progress does not
always translate into human development". The failure of the Saudi State to nurture a
positive attitude towards work and prod uctivity among its youth and to invest
substantially in developing its human resources could be linked to its inability to
differentiate between economic development and economic growth. Conseq uently, the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is faced with many challenges, among wh ich are: the
imbalance between levels of popu lation g rowth and the ability of the economy to
generate sufficient employment opportu n ities for the rising nu mbers of Saudi job
seekers; unbalanced growth levels between the diverse sectors of the economy;
uneven reg ional development mainly caused by disparities in the d istribution of national
wealth amongst citizens, and lack of economic diversification and sustainable sou rces
of national income. The Saudi experience is a typical case of a developing country with
an abu ndance of natural resources that has failed to establish a dynamic economic
structu re ca pable of expanding the prod uctive base of the national economy through
the development of vibrant indigenous entrepreneurship sector.

It is widely accepted that entrepreneurship, regardless of how it i s defined, is an
empowering instrument and a d riving force for economic development and prosperity in
developed , developing and less developed countries alike. Entrepreneurship creates
jobs, inspires creativity, promotes competitiveness, and in many ways contributes to
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the well-being of individuals, communities and societies. Due to cu ltural variations and
incompatibility of values between Western and Islamic societies, this study examines
Islamic e ntrepreneurship as an a lternative to the prevailing Western style of
entrepre n eurship within an Islamic context. It a lso arg ues that Islamic entrepreneurship
is a viable d evelopmental strategy potentially capable of rendering sign ificant
contributions to confront these challenges, and fu rther to advance the well-being of the
Muslim nation (ummah) at larg e .

The main purpose o f t h i s introductory chapter is to provide the framework and the
focus of the study. Thus, it presents an overview of the research problem and the
arguments leading to d efining the research questions and delineating research
objectives. It also briefly discusses the theoretical framework and practical approaches
used to justify the methods em ployed in collecting and analysing necessary data. The
chapter con cludes with a summary outlining the structure of the thesis.

Background issues
The majority of Islamic cou ntries, including Arab countries, are poor and economically
underdeveloped. Applying the U nited Nations' ( U N) criteria or measuring against other
international
characterised

development
as

ind icators

developing ,

less

reveals that these
developed

or

cou ntries

underd eveloped

could

be

cou ntries.

Conventional economic parameters based on Gross Domestic Prod uct (GDP) and
Gross National Income (GNI) per capita 1 g rowth rates for Arab countries are neither
reassuring nor promising. Although one could argue that GDP fig ures are misleading
and do not measure real productivity, true economic output or the well-being of
nations, the 22 social, economic and e nviron mental components of the newly
introduced Genuine Progress Index (GPI)2 point towards the same conclusion. The

developmental path of the majority of Arab I Islamic countries, including the rich

resource countries, is best described by: lack of investment in people, steady d ecline
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The World Bank has recently adopted the new termi nology i n line with the 1 993 System of
National Accounts (SNA). The changes in terms are from Gross National Product ( G NP) and
G N P per capita (old terminology) to Gross National Income ( G NI ) and G N I per capita.
2 According to the GDP terminology, there is a linear correlation between the level of a country's
depletion of its natural resources and its economic growth. Depletion of natural resources is
i nterpreted as a sign of wel l-being and progress. In contrast, G PI , as an alternative to the GDP,
accounts for social, env ironmental and economic health of the country and considers both "the
q uality and d istribution of economic growth". For more on the G P I , visit:
www . elements. n b. ca/theme/ecologicalfootprinUanne/gpi.htm

2
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in productivity, shortage in employment opportunities , lower level of quality education
and depletion of non-renewable natural resources (Ahmed, 1984; AI Habtoor, 2001a;
Bhalla, 2002; Kuran, 1997; Lacey, 2005; Schwab, 2006).

The disturbing reality is that these countries have witnessed more than two decades of
economic

failures

and

development

decline;

in

fact

they

were

politically

and

economically more affluent in the 1970s and 1980s than they were in 2001 (Bishop,
2001). The Arab World Competitiveness Report 2002-2003 (AWCR), published by the
World Economic Forum (WEF), indicated that the political establishments across the
Arab countries have failed to effectively involve the private sector in their national
economies. This failure, coupled with the failure to diversify the productive base of
these economies, impeded development in the majority of Arab countries (Schwab &
Cornelius, 2003) and might have caused 'de-development' in others.

Furthermore,

The Arab

Human

Development Report 2002 (AHDR) which was

commissioned by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and compiled
by a group of renowned Arab scholars revealed alarming statistics about the realities of
development across Arab countries. The real GDP per capita in the Arab World based
on Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) was 21.3 percent of the average GDP per capita of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries in
1975. By 1998, the real PPP income of the average Arab citizen had fallen to 13.9
percent of that of the average OECD citizen. Egypt, for instance, had the same per
capita income as that of South Korea in 1950; the ratio was 1 to 5 in favour of the Asian
Tiger in 2002 (AHDR, 2002; Alabbar, 2003; Lopez-Claros & Schwab, 2005). The
annual combined GDP of the twenty-two Arab countries in 1999 was $531.2 billion,
less than that of Spain at $595.5 billion (AHDR, 2002; AI Muquoshi, 2004, p. 23). The
total registered patents of nine Arab countries for the twenty years between 1980 and
1999 were 370, while those of South Korea alone were 16,328 for the same period.
Arab countries expenditure on research and development (R&D) is less than 15% of
the world's average (about 0.4% of their GDP in 1996, compared to 1.26% in 1995 for
Cuba, and 2.9% for Japan).
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"International experts have warned Arab governments that they need to create 55 million jobs

over the next decade to curb unemployment rates" (Bibbo, 2006). In an interview with Sabreen,
Schwab (2006), the founder and the executive chairman of the WEF, drew attention to the
severity of the unemployment problem facing the Middle East and North Africa, and emphasised
the role of entrepreneurship in the job creation process. He further pointed out that in excess of
100 million jobs must be created during the upcoming 20 years in order to keep unemployment
rates in these countries to a sustainable level.
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The economies of most Arab countries are stagnant with low levels of international
trade and little capital inflow. The prolonged economic stagnation over the past 30
years, coupled with high rates of population growth , evidently led to a decline i n the
l iving standard s across the majority of Arab countries (Lacey, 2005). The Middle East
Quarterly (2002) presented the findings of the AHDR (2002) under the following g loomy
but descriptive head ings: Mouths to feed ; Stag nant growth ; Less per capita; Education
shortfall; Science and tech backwater; Information isolation ; Labour lag ; Freedom
d eficit and Rich and underdeveloped. The report concluded that the reg ion is far richer
in natural resou rces than in terms of development.

The d ifficulties facing the majority of Arab Muslim countries thus are not limited to the
economic sphere , but are extended to encompass their social, political and institutional
environments. Reforms, when undertaken , are slow and selective and are u sually
d esigned in such a way that not only undermines their effectiveness, but also justifies
the agendas of the elite. The AWCR puts the blame solely on Arab govern ments:
reg u lations, protectionism, state-dominated economies, corru ption , poor delivery,
oversized public sectors, and outdated educational systems -both in content and in
mode of delivery. The political unrest d u ring the past half-century has left its mark on
every Arab cou ntry; best evidenced by reg ional wars, border d isputes and internal
conflicts. The HDR (2002) highlighted the adverse impact of political instability and how
it has hindered d evelopment efforts and contributed to the economic d isarray of the
Midd le-Eastern Islamic/Arab countries.
Peter Cornelius, Director of WE F's Global Competitiveness Program noted that "the
reg ion has for too long pursued a one-dimensional growth strategy that is far too reliant
on capital accumulation as the single engine for growth" (Corn elius, 2002 , p. 3). Capital
accumu lation should not be an objective by itself; rather it is a means to advance the
cause of d evelopment. The rich Arab G u lf States are investing their ever-increasing
wealth in promoting Western economies (AI Habtoor, 1 997). The paradox is that the
WEF and other internationally renowned economic bodies encourage these countries
to open their economies for foreign investments rather than inspiring them to invest
their own wealth in the development of their national economies. Iron ically, in most
cases, the potential foreign investors are the same countries in which the Arab wealth
is being invested.

The accu mu lated d eposits in the Islamic banks in the Gulf States have exceeded US$
400 billion in 2005. I nterestingly, most of this wealth is re-invested in overseas financial
4

institutions, as local banks have neither the facilities nor the capabilities to invest such
wealth in the region (Abu Dhabi, 2005). The irony is that while this national wealth is
being invested in foreign economies, financing new business initiatives remains a
genuine problem facing the majority of potential local entrepreneurs. It could be argued
that investing even a small portion of this wealth at home wou l d make a h ug e impact
on the ind igenous economic development formula of the respective countries.

There is a consensus among all nations, regard less of the status of their 'well-being',
that e ntrepreneurship has a vital role to play in the economic development of any given
country, and consequently in the q uestion of 'development' in its wider context (Burnett,
2000; Hisrich & Peters, 1 998; OEeD, 1 997; O'Neill, 1 993). Entrepreneurship according
to Hay, Butt and Kirby (2003, p. 1 32) is "the key to unlock futu re economic potential"
and a source of sustainable economic productivity. Despite this widespread positive
perception of entrepreneurial activity, the 'defi n ition', the 'concept', the 'process' and
the ' u ltimate goal' of 'entrepreneurship' , 'economic development', and 'development'
remain country-specific issues. They are framed, explained and promoted in d ifferent
terms and hence pursued from d ifferent perspectives, according to each cou ntry's own
vision of the development phenomenon.

Based

on

this

overwhelming ly

affirmative

view

of

entrepreneurial

activity,

entrepreneurship in this thesis is promoted as a viable diversification strategy that
enables the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to confront the manifold challenges it is facing,
and to p ress ahead with its q uest for 'development' in accordance with its own
defin ition of the term. The importance of entrepreneurship to the economic well-being

of the Arab I Islamic countries is not in question. However, the suitability of the
prevailing Western entreprene u rship model4 to the political , cu ltural, and economic
environment of these countries is highly contested . The revolutionary Schumpeterian
model of entrepreneurship with its emphasis on innovation a n d creativity is best suited
to the liberal industrialised countries of Western Europe and North America. Likewise,
the evolutionary Kirznerian version of entre preneursh ip, with its focus on creative
i mitation and adaptiveness, has played a key role in the development of the East Asian
newly ind ustrialised economies (Chea h , 1 992; Cheah & V u , 1 996; Vu, 1 997 ; 1 999).
4

Delanty ( 2004) drew attention to the prevalent misconception that portrays the West as being
a collection of homogeneous nations and cultures, and the Western model as being a uniform
m odel . The term "West" in this thesis refers to the countries of Western Europe, North America,
Australia and New Zealand. Equally important is to note that although all Muslims share the
same value system and religious beliefs, variations amongst the l ocal cultures of various I slamic
countries do exist.
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Most d evelopment theories, which are largely based on mainstream economies have
Western orig ins, and thus view entrepreneurship purely as an economic activity and
assu me that the prime motive of the entrepreneur is to maximise personal returns.

Islam has no ill feelings towards the Western perception of entrepreneurship as a n
economic activity', b u t strongly argues that, like a l l other activities, an economic activity
has to be based on ethical and moral foundations and be socially acceptable (AI
Habtoor, 200 1 b; Sid d iqi, 1 979). Islam considers the profit motive to be legitimate and
moral as long as it is kept free of interest (riba), g reed, specu lation and exploitation and
as long a s it is not con sidered the ultimate goal of the entrepreneur. Materialistic gain,
therefore , should be intended for pleasing The Almig hty Allah through lawful and
righteou s use. Thus, e ntrepreneurship in Islam has a relig ious d imension alongside its
economic dimension . Where Muslim e ntrepreneurs meet their economic needs, serve
their commun ities and fulfil religious d uties they will attain falah in this worldly life and
be rewarded generously in the hereafter.

Entrepre neurship development, or lack of it in a country, has been explored from
d ifferent perspectives, namely: the e ntrepreneurial process that encompasses the
entrepre n eur and the enterprise, the institutional/environmenta l , the h istorical/structural
and more recently, the cultural perspective. It is evident that none of these approaches
independently is capable of explaining the level and type of entrepreneurial activity;
hence, this study integ rates these approaches within one comprehensive framework.
Although this study employs the cultural approach as the major line of inqu iry i nto the
development of Islamic e ntrepreneurship with i n the Saudi context, it will i n due course
establish appropriate points of contact to link the "cu ltural" approach with the other
components of the proposed conceptual model.

Background to the research problem : The Saudi context
Some of the most pressing challenges facing policymakers in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia and other Arab countries at the present time are : firstly, increasing the
participation of their citizens in productive business activities to curb the rising level of
unemployment, especially among the youth and university g raduates. Secondly, to
ensure that generated national income and wealth are distributed more evenly between
all citizens with the aim of reducing social d isparities amongst d iverse segments of their
societies. Thirdly, developing sustainable prod uctive sou rces of national income based
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on multidimensional d evelopment strateg ies to d iversify the base of their economies as
opposed to dependency on a single source of national income or a single-track
development strategy. Fourthly, assuming a more active role, as exporters, in the
g lobal economy to maximise the economic benefits of their association with the World
Trade Organization (WTO) (Goetz, 2003; Looney, 2004a ; Raphaeli, 2003; Zineldin,
1 998).

Estimates of the unemployment rate among Saudis range from as low as 8% to a high
of 40%. However, conservative unofficial sou rces estimate the figure to be around
20%5 . Economists estimate that the Saudi market generates approximately 30,000 new
jobs annually, while there are more than 1 00,000 new Saudis seeking employment
each year (Aljazeera. net, 200 1 ; Baki, 2004). The irony is that while about 20% of the
Saudi work force is unemployed, more than 60% of the total jobs in the Kingdom are
filled by foreign labour.

At the current growth rate of the popu lation of about 3.5%, it is expected that the Saudi
population will dou ble by the year 2020.

Hence, more pressure will be exerted on

various sectors of the economy, namely: employment, health, ed ucation and general
infrastructure. Authorities are under no illusion of the severity of these challenges and
they realise the u rgency to act because the threat of not acting is unpredictable. AI
Sayari, the Governor of the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA), acknowledged
"the employment of the Saudi youth is one of the most p rominent challenges facing the
,,
national economy and the decision makers in the Kingdom 6 . Mr. AI -Sayari explained
the causes of the Saudi unemployment dilemma in terms of the Kingdom's high
population g rowth rate, recruitment of foreign man power, and the slow pace of tailoring
education curricu la and train ing program mes to meet the market demands

Despite its commitment to adopting a strategy of diversification, Saudi Arabia remains
highly dependent on oil revenues to ru n the country and to finance its development

5 There is no official Saudi statistical definition of unemployment, or reliable official data on the
rate of unemployment, hence estimates of unemployment rate vary considerably from 8%, 1 2%,
20% to 40%. However, unem ployment is broadly defined to be an economic condition marked
by the fact that individuals who are able and actively seeking jobs remain unemployed.
U nemployment is expressed as a percentage of the total available workforce. Given esti mates
account for unemployment among Saudi males only, if unemployed women were to be
included, these figures would increase drastically. Mike Moore, the Di rector General of the
World Trade Organization (WTO) from 1 999 to 2002, esti mated that about 95% of Saudi women
are unemployed (Moore, 2003).
6 Comments made while presenting SAMA's 40th annual report to the late King Fahd in October
2003.
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projects, and the Saudi economy remains best characterised as an "oil-based
economy" ( Kanovsky, 1 994; O'Sulliva n , 1 996 cited in Champion , 2003). The Saudi
economic d evelopment model has been built u pon its oil industry. Saudi Arabia is the
home of 26% of the world's proved oil reserves, and is the largest prod ucer and
exporter of petroleum. Although accounts of Saudi reliance on oil revenues vary, most
figures cited clearly indicate that oil is still the biggest contributor to the economy, and
one of the largest determinants of GDP g rowth. Oil revenues and oil related industries
account for a pproximately 90% of the total Saudi export intake, up to 70% to 80% of
the state revenues and a bout 40% to 45% of its GDP (EIA, 2005; Habib, 2003;
Wynbrandt, 2 004)7

Being the world's leading oil exporter and holder of the world's' largest oil reserve,
Saudi Arabia - like most other natural resou rce economies - has fallen victim to the
"Dutch Disease" synd romes and failed to employ the influx of oil revenues to establish a
d iversified and animated national economy. That is to say, it has failed to n u rture ,
develop and promote an entrepreneurial culture among its citizens. The Saudi
government has accepted the inevitability that the economy has to be transformed from
being a single commod ity economy based on oil crude to a prod uctive economy with
multi-d iversified sources of income. This intuitive reading was incorporated within the
consecutive five-year Saudi national development plans. It is true that in most cases
change does not occur in good times, so the actual imple mentation of these policies
d id not materialise during the 1 970s and 1 980s. The new economic realities facing the
country and the region have left the Saudis with no option but to act, and have forced
the Saudi policymakers to rethink their strateg ies and approaches towards diversifying
the productive base of the Saudi economy.

Diversification throug h entrepreneurship is seen as a viable alternative strategy. The
broad assu mption that underlies the vast majority of entrepreneurship literature and
the conclusions of many e mpirical stud ies ind icate that promoting prod uctive
entrepreneurship

is

always

beneficial.

E ntrepreneurship

creates

employment

opportun ities and contributes to national economies in terms of innovations and
7 Or. AI Zahrani of t h e Ministry o f Education did not reveal a secret when he told t hi s researcher
that one of the most frustrating challenges he faced while doing his research in Saudi Arabia
was the lack of timely and reliable statistical data, especially in the socio-economic disci pline.
''There would be i mmense variations and in many instances clear contradictions i n publ ished
data from two different government sources with regard to the same topic". Scholars who
ventured to do research in Saudi Arabia, including this researcher, frequently repeat si milar
com ments
8 More discussion on the " Dutch Disease" is presented in Chapter 4 .
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international competitiveness in the g lobal market. Further, it is regarded as a pre
condition

to the

success

of any

export-oriented

and/or i m port substitution

d iversification strategy (Baumol, 1 993; Lee & Peterson , 2000).

As the number of entrepreneurs and level of entrepreneurial activity vary between and
within nations, the 'productive contribution' of entre preneurial activities among these
nations varies to a g reater or lesser extent depending on the prevailing national reward
structure (Baumol, 1 990). Hence, the impact of entrepreneurship on economic
development varies accordingly (GEM, 2000a). Within the Saudi context, the mission
is to establish a structure and build a mechanism that can generate domestically
d riven economic growth. In other words, the challenge is to develop an effective
indigenous e ntrepreneurship sector that is able to have a presence, and compete , in
the global economy.
Conventional theories of economic development advocate that entrepreneurship
th rives in environments that a llow market forces to work, and for market forces to work,
it is necessary that fundamental changes in state policies take place to promote
privatisation and limit the dominant role of the state in the economy. This line of
reasoning places this study within the boundaries of the neo-liberalism theories of
economic development. Neo-liberalism theories view poor economic performance as
an outcome of corrupt economic policies practised by the state. Policies such as
excessive state intervention, reg u lations, and an oversized pu blic sector limit the
scope of the economic activity, h ence hinder the emergence and development of a
viable indigenous entrepreneurship with in the country.

The call for economic reforms within the Saudi economy as a means of achieving
economic development and growth is far from being trou ble-free. The attempt to
reform the Saudi economy, according to the canons of development theory, requires
the transformation of the 'traditional' religiously based Saudi society into a 'modern '
secu lar society. The main characteristics of the 'modern society' as advocated by
modernisation and neo-liberal theories are: individualism , secu larity, rationale, cultura l
standardisation and a un iversal 'Western' value system. In analysing the Sau d i cultural
values from the perspective of modern isation theories, one concludes that such values
wou ld avert reforms and act as impediments in the way of the emergence of the
entrepreneurship cu lture i n the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Cultural values of the Islamic countries - represented in this study by the case of
Saudi Arabia - are built on deeply rooted relig ious convictions that govern all daily
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activities of Muslims and account for the economic, social, political and lega l aspects
of their lives. Hence, the call for cultural transformation within this perspective is not a
sustainable option and ought not to be on the agenda. Mainstream economic theorists
arg u e that failure to reform implies that traditional societies carry from within their self
destruction and that their economies are doomed.

This unfolding arg u ment leads to a questionable conclusion that development by the
means of entrepre n eurship in the Islamic world had reached an impasse. At the same
time, it underscores the importance of readdressing the 'old/new' debate that divides
nations into 'modern' and 'trad itional' , and the implications of such d ivision for the
cou rse of development of traditional societies.

M odern isation, Western isation and the q uestion of develo pment
Mode rnisation is widely linked to development in its materialistic manifestations, while
Westernisation is associated with the influence of the Western value system on the
cultu ra l , family and commun ity values of developing (non -Western) countries. Pfaff
(2002, p. 1 ) high lig hted the contradictory views of Western isation: "Western isation , to
Westerners, means liberation . . . for people in other societies, Western isation frequently
means destruction , social and moral crises, with individuals cast ad rift in a restructured
and literally demoralised world". Modernisation theorists define 'modernity' strictly
using Western criteria. In addition, the underlying frame of reference for the
modern isation theories is the 'Western model' of development as the only model for
developing countries to follow. Reflecting on this common u n derstanding imbedded in
the Western mentality, Holmstrom (2002) passes on the gene ral Western , but not h is
own , perception comprising the notation of 'development':
. . . to develop means to become more like us, meaning those of us who live in
rich countries. The way for the poor countries to get rich is to copy our
institutions, like the free market; absorb our culture, our work ethics,
management etc. (Holmstrom, 2002, p. 36-3 7).
Wh ile Holmstrom (2002) described the common Western view of d evelopment,
Shrestha (2000) reflected on his "own developmental experience and journey". He
realised that his "mind had been colonised" by Western values and developmental
thinking throughout his youthfu l years:
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In recent years though, I have come full circle. I am not the passionate
subscriber to Western development that I once was. The more I observe what is
happening in countries like Nepal, especially the social, political, and economic
outcomes of their booming enterprise of development rooted in western
materialism, the more I question its value (Shrestha, 2000, pp. 1 1 1-1 1 2).
There are no ind ications that the debate on the nature of the relationsh ip betwee n
Islam a n d modern ity a n d t h e su bsequent impact o f such a relationship on the course of
development is losing its momentum or coming to a near closure. Two opposing
schools of thought have attempted to explain the relationship betwee n Islam and
modernisation . The first school claims that Islam is a static religion that stands in the
way of economic prosperity and innovation and views Muslims' religious values as
being barriers to carrying out reforms necessary for the emergence of entrepreneurship
(Coulson , 1 964; Labohm, 2003; Perkins, 2003; Pipes, 1 983).
The su bscribers to this school of thought believe that non -Western cultu res are
incompatible with modernisation and for such societies to develop, they must
modernise, and to modernise they must break ties with their trad itions and endure a
cu ltural transformation process towards Western modernity. Thus, they equate
modernisation with Westernisation, and operate under the assumption that the cultura l
and moral values and religious beliefs of non -Western societies are on a collision
course with those of the West. They fu rther explained that due to the superiority of the
Western culture, to that of non -Western , evidenced by its scientific and economic
advancement, there is no way for the traditional societies to develop but to go Western .

The problem therefore is not in modernisation itself and whether to modern ise or not; it
is rather rooted in the insistence by some that Westernisation i s a must for
modernisation. While Berger ( 1 99 1 ) and Lee and Peterson (2000) advocated cultural
transformation ,

Pipes ( 1 983) could not have been more explicit, direct and

confrontational when he revealed his views on modernity with reference to Islam.
" Islam does not offer a n alternative way to modernise . . . only when Muslims explicitly
accept the Western model will they be in a position to tech nicalise and then to develop"
(Pipes, 1 983, pp. 1 97-1 98)9 . In h is appraisal of the Arab Human Development Report
2000-2003, Labohm (2003) noted that the report "evades the delicate question of the
impact of Islam on the sustained absence of an economic take-off'. This attitude
9 Unsurprisingly, The Islamic Human Rights Commission made Daniel Pipes a nom inee for their
2004 and 2005 "Islamophobe of the year" awards. Pipes is in the process of creating two
organizations with an anti-Islamist attitude: the Anti-Islamist I nstitute (Al l) and the Centre for
I slamic Pluralism (Lobe, 2005).
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conforms to the general Western perception that Islam and development enjoy a
paradoxical relationship.

Among the early advocates for cultural transformation and equating modernisation with
Western isation is Lerner ( 1 958). In his publicised study of the modern isation of the
small Turkish village of Balgat, Lerner failed to distingu ish between modernisation and
Westernisation . He portrayed the tension between the g loom of the past and the hope
of the future: on the one hand were the past, the backward ness and status q uo,
represented in the personality of 'The Chief'. On the other hand , there were his sons
who represented the dynamism, the promising futu re and the d ream of a better
tomorrow. The Ch ief's sons have recognised , seized the opportunity, and abandoned
long time traditions. They are now the new shopkeepers . . . they are the entrepreneurs.
It is the contrast between tradition and modernity (Schech & Haggis, 2002), in which
modernity has prevailed. Once the modernisation process has started , rad ical rather
than g radual cultural transformation of the traditional society has occurred.

The impact of cultural transformation on the social fabric of ' Balgat' , on the villagers'
values and on their sense of belonging was not the issue ; hence, it was deemed
immaterial a nd of no relevance to Lerner's investigation . Modern isation was at work in
Balgat, declared Lerner, hence the research was com plete and what follows is to be
accepted as part of the process. Therefore, what Lerner is trying to say is that cultures
will converge and the convergence will eventually be towards modern Western values.
That is because, according to this line of reasoning, one cannot separate Western
modern isation (the form) from the value system (the content) that prod uced Western
material modern ity

Pfaff (2002) questioned what makes the West believe that they a re in a position to
decide not only what su its the West, but also to establish that Islamic values are
"unsuitable for the Muslims themselves". He concluded , "in short, they are to become
us". However, are Muslims willing to "give up their moral identity"? Thus, the real issue
becomes whether Muslims do really want to become "us".

It is the incompatibility of values between Islamic society and the modern West.
. The power and material dynamism of the West seem inseparable from a value
system that demands that Muslims give up their moral identity (Pfaff, 2002, p. 1).
A second school of thought builds its argu ment on a very d ifferent logic and argues that
Islam not only endorses, but also promotes, modernisation and progress. It fu rther
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sees in Islam a modern and a developmental religion that has led global modernisation
for many centuries while E u rope was in the midst of the Dark Ages. The British social
anthropologist, E rnest Gel lner, refuted equating modern ity with "Westernity". He fu rther
maintained that there is no conflict or ten sion between Islam and modern ity even where
modernity is d efined withi n the Western frame of reference. On the contrary, he arg ued
that "Islam of the three Western monotheisms the one closest to modernity" (Gellner,
1 98 1 , p. 7). Meuleman (2002 , p . 4) rejected the widely spread notion that the
relationship between Islam and modern ity is on a collision course. He further averred
that with some objectivity, one has to acknowledge the fact that the Muslim civilization
once was the main source of universal "scientific and intellectual" advances. Hooker
(2003) disputed

the Western

account

regarding

the

inevitability of cultural

transformation as a pre-condition for d evelopment and argued, "Cu ltural development
can proceed in many directions, not only the one that the Western mind takes to be
self-evident" (Hooker, 2003, p. 287). In h is study Modernity and Disenchantment of
Life: Muslim-Christian Contrast, Woodward concluded that there is no contradiction
between being modern and being a good Muslim. "While in the West modernism and
religion appear to be locked in an eternal struggle, in Indonesia a person can be both
profoundly modern and profoundly Muslim" (Woodward , 2002, p. 1 1 3).

Tim Beh rend believed that " Islam is becoming an ideology and a force that offers an
alternative modernity. It offers alternative world to one dominated by the US, and its
economic interests with its mu lti-national corporations". He further explained that " Islam
offers a d isciplined, tech nology friendly, proud , non -tribal, and non - local, international
identity that stands opposed to the "rape of the world" by mu lti-national corporations
and interests that serve them" (Behrend, cited in Pon n iah, 2005, p. 1 5).

A major theme that high l ighted the work of E isenstadt (1 978; 2003) was the idea of
"mu ltiple modernity" and

his emphasis that modernisation

is not necessarily

synonymous with Westernisation or Americanisation. In debatin g the inevitability of
'modern isation', Apter ( 1 965) drew a clear distinction between the "indigenous" and the
"Western" types of modern ity. He fu rther concluded that all nations would inevitably
change e ither willingly or in response to outside pressure. All nations will become more
modern by creating their own form of modern ity (Watts, 1 995), and the nature of their
modernity would reflect their own cultural, environ mental and h istorical profiles.
Ziauddin Sardar rejected the implications of modernisation theories that trad itional
societies a re static and argued that "on the contrary, traditional cultures are dynamic
entities, they are constantly renewing themselves and chang i n g , but they change
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according to their own logic and grammar" (Sardar, 1 997, p. 44). External forces as
well, on many occasions, interrupt the natural flow of the modern isation p rocess and in
many instances manipulate its outcome. "Modernisation" therefore is inevitable but
when strictly defined in Western terms "is not" inevitable, concluded Apter ( 1 965). This
is a view supported by Hu ntington (2002), who strongly believed that Westernisation is
not a pre-cond ition for modernisation :

Modernization, in short, does not necessarily mean Westernization. Non-Western
societies can modernize and have modernized without abandoning their own
cultures and adopting wholesale Western values, institutions and practices
(Huntington, 2002, p. 29).
Even Pipes (1 983) did not sense anything in Islam as a faith or a tradition that
prevents Muslims from being modern. "Islam and mode rn isation do not clash . . .
modernisation requires no one political ideology or set of institutions" (Pipes, 1 983,
cited in H untington, 2003, pp. 77-78). Nonetheless, he reaffirmed h is belief that
Westernisation must be achieved in order for modern ity to occur, by claiming the
incompatibility between Islam a nd modernity in relation to some economic aspects
such as the prohibition of interest and the role of women in the economy. While Pipes
considered the Islamic stand on interest as an obstacle to economic development,
many other intellectuals have embraced the Islamic financial system and its potential
role in promoting entrepreneurship and in d elivering just and equitable economic
development (Presley & Sessions, 1 994; Sade q , 1 99 1 : 1 992; Ziauddin, 1 994; Zineld i n ,
1 990). A more detailed discussion on Islamic banking a s an alternative to conventional
banking is presented in Chapter 3.

As the conflict between traditionalism and modernism is causing tension betwee n
different cultures , i t i s also causing a n i ntense and sometimes fierce d ebate withi n
Islamic societies. Muslims are still searching for ways to cope with mode rnity and
trying to comprehend what it entails to be a Muslim in the g lobal e ra. The tension is
evidenced by the failure of Muslim countries to formulate a common perception of such
crucial issues in o rder to devise a consistent approach to effectively manage their
implications. Dr. Mahath ir Mohammed , the former Prime Minister of Malaysia, cynically
described th is state of chaos, and commented that whenever a Muslim nation attempts
to embark on the path of development, it is usually accused by some Muslim g roups of
deviating from Islam (Mahathir, 2002), as if Islam stands in the way of development
and prosperity. He further criticized the attitudes of the majority of today's "political
ulama" for limiting their understanding of knowledge to religious knowledge, and
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interpreting such knowledge in a way that suits their interests and supports their
political agenda.

C u ltural u niversality and diversity in cultures
The rapid expansion of the commun i st movement beyond the bou ndaries of the former
Soviet Empire , and the desire of the United States to assert its g lobal influence and
counter this expansion were, in part, behind the emergence and rise of modernisation
theories in the mid - 1 940s. Therefore, the d isintegration of the Soviet Union in the late
1 980s has marked an end of an era for some and "The end of History" for others. To
Fu kuyama ( 1 992), it was "The end of History"; the Western liberal ways of governance
and free markets have prevailed . Therefore, there would be only one universal culture,
and that is the Western culture. In contrast, Segesvary (2004) stopped short of
announcing the demise of the Western "universalistic modernity" to declare that the
world-view wh ich promotes the universality and the supe riority of the Western
modern ity is dated and facing g radual but unavoidable collapse -a view shared by
even the strongest advocates of cu ltural u niversality.

Fukuyama ( 1 992) assumed that the desire for economic modernisation is a natural
aspiration shared by all. Such an assumption seems to be reasonable and fair.
However, what is contested is the precondition he attached to modern ity. To achieve
modern ity, individuals and societies have to e mbrace the Western model as the only
model for development, to divorce themselves from their own traditional cultures and to
adapt to the Western value system. Fu kuyama believes that cu ltural convergence is a
must and the path of convergence is in favour of the Western culture (Fu kuyama,
1 995). The lack of sensitivity of the "cu ltural standard isation" concept to the value
systems of other societies did not raise its profile. On the contrary, it added to the
controversy surrounding the concept and drew eminent intellectuals to the debate.

Harvard University scholar, Samuel Hu ntington ( 1 993; 2003), has rejected Fukuyama's
( 1 992) thesis a nd the implicit suggestions of Lerner (1 958) on cu ltural universality.
Hu ntington observed that the cultural d ivide between nations is widening. He pinned
down the dividing elements causing cu ltura l differences and signalled "ethn icity and
relig ion" as the most two influential elements. While the conventional wisdom implies
that g lobalisation with its call for a "borderless" globe works towards cultural un ification,
Hu ntington has disputed the suggestion that globalisation will produce a universal
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cultu re. I nstead, he argues that globalisation is confirming cultural d iversity by bringing
cultu ral d ifferences to the surface. Huntington went to the extreme and hypothesised
that because of such cultural d ifferences, the clash between cultures is inevitable. H e
fu rther explained t h e causes of the world's major conflicts in terms o f religious
differences and claimed that the clash will be "culturally motivated". Huntington argued
that the i ncompatibility between the Western a n d the Islamic cultu res is too wide to
reconcile and the friction between the two cultures is too sensitive to overcome. Hence ,
he concluded his work by what came to be known as the "the clash of civilisations"
thesis, in which he predicted that the clash between the Western and the Islamic
civilisations is a reality.

This rad ical interpretation of the nature of the conflict has prompted a sharp response
from Edward Said. In h is response, "the clash of ignorance" as opposed to "the clash of
civilisations" , Said (200 1 ) categorically rejected Huntington's thesis: its assumptions, its
methodology and, more importantly, its implications.

He pointed out that to

acknowledge cu ltu ral d ifferences is a step forward that must be mobilised and
channelled towards the acceptance and the appreciation of such d ifferences. The
portrayal of the Islamic and the Western civilisations as fixed entitie s that are at odds is
a clear d enial and a sign of ignorance about these two great civilisations, commented
Said (200 1 ). He further argued that it would be incomprehensible to explain the tension
between "The Christian West" and 'The Muslim East" in religious terms, and that is
simply d u e to the fact that both religions draw from the same source.

Hunter ( 1 998) has carried out an exploratory analysis of the relationship between Islam
and the West and the "likelihood of a civilizational clash" between them. It is interesting
to note that Hunter has approached the relations between Islam and the West at a
macro level that is, relationships between countries. To her, key factors that govern the
relationsh ips between Muslim cou ntries and Western countries are not based on
cultural d ifferences. Rather, they are subject to the same combination of variables that
underline the nature of relations between any two cou ntries. Just "like other interstate
relations", they will have their highs and lows and "will remain a combination of conflict
and cooperation" (Hu nter, 1 998 , p. 1 70). Hu nter gave no definite answer to the g ra n d
question o f "the future o f Islam a n d t h e West: clash o f civilisations o r peacefu l
coexistence?" However, in her conclusion, she played down any negative implication s
d u e to cultural differences between The West' and ' Islam ' , a n d in so doing , s h e d id not
lend any support to Huntington's thesis.
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Goonatilake (1 992) has emphasised the inevitability of the re-emergence of the world's
major civilisations: Muslim, Chinese and Indian. The strong presence of such g reat
civilisations enforces the first part of Huntington's (1 993) thesis of cultural plurality as
opposed to the single culture superiority, but Sardar (1 997) argued that such diversity
does not necessarily lead to clashes between civilisations. By employing Huntington's
own analysis and conclusions Sardar pointed out that it is the West who unjustifiably
fears such a clash ; because it is the West who has to compromise its stand regarding
the exportation of its value system as the only doctrine for development and progress.
The alternative is to "embrace the emergence of true diversity and plurality, not as a
loss of the West's own definitional power but as an opportunity for a new kind of
recovery and expression of its better self' (Sardar, 1 997, pp. 52-53).

At a recent gathering of 1 ,300 international business and political leaders at the Dead
Sea for the World Economic Forum 2005, many sensible voices were raised promoting
tolerance and harmony among cultures and calling for an open d ialogue betwee n
civilizations. T h e majority o f participants shared the thoughts that civilizations should
meet, have an open dialog ue and even forge alliances between one another in order
for the human race to live in peace and prosperity. Civilisations build upon the
achievements and the experiences of one another, they do not fight but they
cooperate. They do not compete, but they complement and when they do compete ,
they do so for the good of humanity.

Responses to modernisation and Western isation
Responses of non-Western societies to modernisation and Westernisation have
varied considerably; from total rejection of both to total acceptance of both and to
combinations of what is in between (Farhang , 1 988, p . 65; Huntington, 2003, pp. 72 78). The response of Muslim societies to modernisation and Westernisation at both
the state and the individ ual levels was neither cohesive nor consistent. Muslim
societies and various g roups within each society had d iffering attitudes towards the
"modernisation" issue, and each responded according to its own relig ious convictions
and construal and in line with its own political agendas.

At one end are those who unreservedly reject both modern isation and Westernisation
based on the assumption that for any 'non-Western' country to embrace Western
modernity will eventually result in that country's being a Western colony. Muslims who
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adopted such view have developed two argu ments and conseq uently two d iffering
approaches as how to respond to Western modern ity: the first argument explicates that
Muslims are not willing to sacrifice their cultu ral values, or compromise their own
identity to embrace modernisation for economic gain. To them, being labelled
"backward" is more gracious than participating in their "self-destruction" u nder the
banner of modernisation and development (Jameelah , 1 998). They feel that their
culture and their values a re being disgraced and threatened , so they tend to react
negatively and look inward . They avoid getting in contact with Western modern ity
because they believe that such avoidance is the best assurance of not falling u nder its
influence. This negative attitude towards Western modernity can also be viewed, i n
part, a s an expression o f dissatisfaction with t h e Western eco -politics a n d their
exclusive policies and d iscriminatory attitudes towards Muslims. Some Muslims believe
that they are being deliberately marg inalised , excluded and have no control over their
own resources (Falk, 1 997). In brief, they feel that they are being re-colonised , a
feeling that was shared and expressed by many Saudi e ntrepreneurs throughout the
fieldwork.

P ipes ( 1 983, p. 349) believed that complete rejection of modern isation as well as
Westernisation in this modern age is a difficult pursuit. He fu rther suggested that total
rejection is to be found only on a smaller scale within remote commun ities or among
"the very most extreme fundamentalists". Hu ntington (2003), duly concluded that total
rejection is by no means "a viab le option" in the global era, and reiterated Pipe's ( 1 983)
p rediction that the inevitable end of rejectionist policies will be sooner rather than later.

The second arg u ment is also based on the same perception of Western modern ity and
its "destructive impact" on Muslims' values a n d beliefs and on other cu ltu res as well.
However, it offers an alternative to "the modern ist paradigm" (Davutoglu, cited i n Falk,
1 997, p. 1 4). Un like the passive response and the feeling of isolation and vulnerability
impeded within the first approach , the advocates of this view believe that Muslims have
an ethical respon sibility as well the means to salvage humanity (including the West)
from the ills of the Western modernity (Falk, 1 997).

At the other end of the spectru m were a few Muslim cou ntries that embraced both
mode rnisation and Western isation.

They

d id

so

under the assu mption

that

Westernisation is a precondition for modernisation and d evelopment, thus, they have
implicitly accepted the inferiority of their own cultures and q uestioned the sound ness of
their value systems and conseq uently, they g ave in to an agonizing and demeaning
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cultural tran sformation process. Turkey and, to some extent, Iran (prior to the Islamic
revolution in 1 979) are the only two Muslim cou ntries that e mbarked on this
developmental path . The de- Islamisation process of Turkey wh ich started soon after
World War I might have succeeded in adopting state policies of secu larisation, but such
policies, as Yavuz (2003, p. 57) argued are , "not able to touch the g rassroots levels of
informal networks", enforcing the argu ment that policies are most likely to have greater
impact on formal rather than informal institutions.

The 'u ncompromising modernisation' wh ich advocates accepting modernisation while
rejecting Westernisation is a response based on the hypothesis that practical
separation between modernisation (the form / tech n ique) and Western isation (the
content / spirit) is possible and modernisation without Westernisation is attainable. This
form of response to modernisation and Westernisation is by far the most preferred
approach among non-Western nations. China and Japan, for example, who for a long
time strongly rejected both modernisation and Westernisation , have eventua lly,
abandoned their stand of total rejection in favour of accepting modernisation but on
their own terms (Huntington , 2003). Saudi Arabia and other oil-rich Gulf States have
also embraced this view in their response to the question of modernity.

Why the economies of the Muslim Midd le-Eastern cou ntries are so weak despite their
wealth of natural resources, while other economies are prosperous despite their lack of
such resources is a puzzling question. The Asian model presents a simple, but
convincing answer. East Asian countries, including the Muslim country of Malaysia, did
not ditch their value systems in the midst of their economic transformation . On the
contrary, they successfully capitalised on such cu ltural, ethical and religious values to
advance their developmental strategies. Policymakers have built their development
models with special focus on the particularities of their own cu ltures. The Japanese
experience with modernisation is another sensible and a practical example from wh ich
Muslim societies can benefit. Japan has exploited its "cultural traits" and mobilised its
value system , which is centred on the 'emperor' and the 'family', to h asten its
modernisation process (Hooker, 2003, p. 40).

The cultu rally based approach to development, complemented with enabling
institutions and a constructive reward system, made it possible for East Asia to qu ickly
embrace modernisation th rough entrepreneurship (Cantori, 1 997). The arg u ment that
these examples were specific points in history does not undermine their validity or
dimin ish their viability. Muslim countries can learn greatly from such rich experiences,
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most notably from their own history, in terms of the viability of integrating their national
cultural values with in their broad development strateg ies.

I ncom pati bil ity of values and alternative entrepreneurs h i ps
Much of the behavioural research that has examined the link betwee n national cultures
and entrepreneurship was based-on Hofstede's ( 1 980; 1 99 1 ) conceptualisation of
national culture; subseq uently h is cu ltural dimensions 1 0 have been used to measure

and explain level s of e ntrepre neurial activity. Entrepreneurship literature within the
Western context suggests that e ntrepreneurial activity flourishes where values such as
individualism, rationality, risk-taking, wealth generation, self-interest, autonomy,
achi evement and self-reliance and long-term orientation are prevalent. However, the
assumption that s uch values are un iversal is unsubstantiated and unwarranted
(Kikooma , 2002; Thomas & Mueller, 1 998). As cultures d iffer, their e ntrepre neurship
orientations differ a ccord ingly

Altho ugh there is a surge in entrepreneurship research , Thomas and Mueller ( 1 998)
drew attention to the paucity of e ntrepreneurship research in non-AmericanlWestern
context and noted that the majority of this research is being conducted using Western
standards, parameters and methodolog ies even when the research is carried out in
non-Western environments. They further warned non -Western nations against relying
on "prescriptions" hailed in the Western e ntrepreneurship literatu re as remedies for
their q uest for economic development and g rowth . Lingelbach, De La Viria and Asel
(2005) hig h lighted the immense lack of research specially desig ned to promote
entrepreneursh ip in developing cou ntries. They further emphasised the n eed for such
research to be indigenous so as to mirror the realities of its environment and describe
how entrepreneurship is conceived and carried out in respective countries.

The transferability of Western-based research and the attempts to implement Western
theories and practices of development in non-Western environme nts are not trouble
free or straig htforward applications, a nd might prove to be cou nter productive (Russell,
1 997). The d ifficu lty is more evident where differences in value systems between
countries do exist and have a predominant impact on other social, economic and legal
systems (Kiggundu, Jorgenson & Hafsi,

1 983).

For instance, central to the

modernisation theories is the spirit of individualism, wh ich is linked to strong
10

Hofstede's di mensions are discussed in Chapter 2
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entrepreneurial orientation within the Western context, but this is not compatible with
the Asian values that emphasise family ties. Furthermore, Muslims view the over
emphasis on individ ualism and its association with free market p rinciples as a threat to
their fa mily and community values and to the very basics of their socio-economic
structure. Therefore , it seems inappropriate to use individ ualism as a sta ndard
measure of entre p reneu rial orientation in Asian or Islamic contexts. The sa me
arg u ment could be bu ilt regarding other entrepreneurship dimensions: rationality, risk
takin g , power distance and masculinity within different cultural contexts.

The inconveniences of applying these instru ments to non-Western cultu res were
caused by cu ltural insensitivity a n d the failure of such instru ments to accou nt for non
Western value systems. The apparent scarcity in research methodology addressing
entrepreneurship in non-Western cu ltu res prom pted several scholars to argue for the
need to explore and develop new, independent, and cu ltu rally sensitive models of
indigenous entrepreneurial attitude (Hayton , George, & Zah ra, 2002 ; Lindsay, 2005).

Hofstede's (1 99 1 ) analysis of the cu ltu ral dimensions of the Arabic speaking countries
including Saudi Arabia revealed that these cou ntries were collectivist, mascu line, high
in power distance, strong in uncertainty avoidance and have a preference to short-term
o rientation. Judging the Saudi Islamic cu ltu re by Hofstede's cu ltu ral dimensions
unsu rprisingly ind icates that the Saudi culture is anti-entrepreneurial. This expected
outcome could be explained by the fact that the essence of Hofstede's dimensions and
Weberian principles are embedded in the spirit of modernisation theories, which are
highly contested by the Islamic worldview.

This unfold ing argu ment leads to the core of the thesis. Western conventional wisdom
as evidenced by mod ern isation theories of development, explicitly calls on countries
faced with low levels of economic development and growth to undertake major
transformation of their cultures towards modernity. Yet, is there an alternative for
countries that do not see in cu ltu ral transformation an option? Conseq uently, is there
a need for different cu ltu rally based models of entrepreneurship, such as an Asian
model, African model, Islamic model or Latin American model, as an alternative to the
Western model?

Literatu re points out that the US leads the world in entrepreneurship in part due to its
individualistic orientation where internal locus of control is prevalent and individu a l
in itiative i s encouraged . What distinguishes entrepreneurial societies from t h e rest i s
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their acceptance of failure as part of the learning process and as a step towards
success coupled with the positive attitude which holds that rewards of succeeding far
outweigh the risk of failing (Ross, 2000). The Western emphasis on key cu ltural
dimensions for entrepreneurship promotion , especially 'individualism' and ' risk taking'
have been challenged : Japan is "a g roup-oriented cu lture" and its society by no means
is "an individualistic society" , as the emphases a re on organisational belonging
(institutions, corporations, government agencies) rather than individual achievement
(Ross, 2000; Mueller & Thomas, 200 1 ). The fam ily-centred Chinese entrepreneurship
and the rewarding experience of the East Asian cou ntries have proved that prosperity
could be achieved through customised entrepreneurship wh ile p reserving national
collectivist values and without going 'Western'.

Research q uestion and research objectives
The point of departure in this study is that entrepreneurship is more than a means to
generate employment and maximise economic returns; it is rather a developmental
alternative with g reat potential to contribute to the well-being of Saudi Arabia. This
study accepts that Saudi cultural values are not always compatible with the Western
model of entrepreneurship and argues that cultural transformation to ach ieve such
compatibility is not a viable option. Th us, it wou ld be pointless to spend too much time
in the field pondering whether Islam is or is not mode rnising -considering that the
definition of the term 'modern isation' is contentious and means d ifferent things to
d ifferent people. Instead, the lead ing research question focuses on the relationsh i p
between Saud i cu ltural values and relig ious beliefs and its entrepreneurial activity; can
these values and beliefs be more effectively tapped into to advance the cause of
Islamic entrep reneurship and accord ingly promote more successful development?

Along these lines, the endeavou r in this study is to explore the impact of the relig iously
based Saudi cu ltu re on the d evelopment of entrepreneurship in Saudi Arabia. Such a n
understanding i s important whilst search ing for recipes to stimulate the cou ntry's
e ntrepre neurial potential . The overall objective is to explore an entrepreneurship-based
model that is sensitive to the country's Islamic values and cu ltural foundations, and to
examine the implication of such a model for the question of development in its wider
context. Specifically, this study seeks to ach ieve the following set of objectives:
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•

To explore the entrepreneurial phenomenon from an Islamic perspective in a n
attempt to establish a systematic understanding o f the con cept of Islamic
entrepreneurship;

•

To survey the attitude s and perce ptions of Saudi entrepreneurs towards the
principles of Western and Islamic entrepreneurship;

•

To asses the impact of Saudi cultural values on entrepreneurship development in
Saudi Arabia;

•

To explore what role, if any, Islamic values play in entrepreneurship in Saudi
Arabia, by assessing the compatibility of the approaches and p ractices of Saudi
entrepreneurs against their attitudes towards business activities;

•

To investigate the level of entrepreneurship awareness among Saudi policymakers
and

intellectuals

and

to

assess

their

commitment

to

fostering

Islamic

entrepreneurship;
•

To explore the reality of the Saudi entrepreneurship landscape and examine the
role and the compatibility of state policies and formal institutions in promoting
entrepreneurship in g eneral and Islamic entrepreneurship in particular;

•

To reflect on the opportunities and limitations of Islamic entrepreneurship in view of
the Saudi entrepreneurial experience, and

•

To reflect on the implications of Islamic entrepreneurship for d evelopment theory
and development stud ies in general, both in practical and abstract terms; what
contributions can this study exten d to the post-development debate and to the
q uestion of 'alternatives'?

A critical review of available relevant literature concludes that the topic of Islamic
entrepreneurship is not only underrepresented in the literature but also largely
overlooked by researchers. Althoug h this thesis examines Islamic entrepreneurship
with in the Saudi context, it is importa nt to note that the serious gaps in the theoretical
as well as practical aspects of Islamic entrepreneurship are prevalent in the majority of
Arab/Islamic countries (see Chapters 2 and 3). The absence of credible research on
the role of Islamic entrepreneurship in development means that much of the limited
available writings are debatable because they a re subject to scholars' bias and
interpretations. This study, therefore , attempts to narrow this gap and contribute to the
existing body of knowledge perta ining to Islamic entrepreneurship and Islamic
development by presenting empirical evidence from the field .
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Most behavio u ral studies that have attempted to establish the relationship between
national culture and entrepreneursh ip used Hofstede's ( 1 980; 1 99 1 ) d imensions of
national culture (aggregate measures of entrepreneurship). Howeve r, the validity and
the relevance of this methodological approach in non-Western countries, especially
Islamic cou ntries, a re highly contested. The need to consider "alternative measures of
cultures and entrepreneurship" was emphasised by George and Zah ra (2002), and is
warranted against the backdrop of the cultural d iversity debate. Amon g the measures
that have been utilised to measure the contribution of entrepreneurship were self
employment a n d innovation. I n this study, however, the investigation s were cond u cted
into the relationship between the Saudi Islamic-based culture and e ntrepreneurship
based on the concept of "Human well-being" as an alternative measure of
e ntrepreneurship. Ultimately, th is study aims at establishing such a relationship through
the edifice of an Islamic entrep reneurship-based 'well-being' model as a n a lternative to
the Western entrepreneurship-based 'development' model.

Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework for this study is embedded in a wide range of scholarly
disciplines, namely: entrepreneurship theory (Schumpeter, 1 934; Kirzner, 1 973;
Gartner, 1 988; 1 990), modernisation theories of development (Alexander, 1 994; Apter,
1 987; Harrison, 1 988; Rist, 1 997; Zapf, 2003), alternative theories of development
(Brohman,

1 996; Chambers,

1 997; Haq ,

1 995; Stohr & Taylor, 1 98 1 ), post

development theory (Alvares, 1 992; Escobar, 1 988; 1 992 ; 1 995; Rahnema, 1 997;
Sachs, 1 992 ; Seabrook, 1 993), institutional theory (North , 1 990; Toye , 1 995); and the
concept of human well-being based on the Islamic principle of The Oneness and Unity
of God (tawhid) (AI-Sadr, 1 982 , C hapra, 1 993; 2000; Sardar, 1 997; Siddiqi, 1 979).

The general theory of entrepre neurship defines entrepreneurship as a process by
which individuals or societies identify / discover opportun ities and turn them into
business entities, primarily to create wealth and economic value throug h the
mobilisation of d iverse resources. The development of an effective entrepreneurship
sector also depends on a variety of intangible, as well as tangible, factors. Therefore,
modern isation theories of development, on the one hand , are e mployed in this study to
explain the role of i ntangible factors such as the prevailing value system , the reward
structure and the general attitude towards the concept of entrepreneurship. On the
other hand, institutional theory provides a relevant and reliable conceptual framework
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with

which

to

explore

the

influence

of

both

the

formal

and

informal

enviro n mental/institutional factors (political, legal , economic, social and cultural) on
entrepreneurship development.

Most mainstream development theories have defined d evelopment purely in
materialistic terms while they have ignored its spiritual dimensio n . They have viewed
development to be a quantitative parad igm, th us gave promi nence to serving self
interest,

maximising wealth and promoting

more consum ption.

'Development',

according to the modernisation theories, was reduced to 'economic development' and
the two terms were used intercha ngeably. Furthermore, 'economic development' was
largely accepted as economic g rowth , measured by quantifiable conventional economic
parameters such as GDP and per capita income. This simplistic account of
development, which identifies human well-being by meaningless and largely misleading
numbers and figu res, d id not constitute an acceptable point of entry or a point of
reference to building developmental models from an Islamic perspective. Development
was a lso rejected by post-development theory, wh ich pronounced development to be
"a ruin in the intellectual landscape" (Sachs, 1 992 , p. 1 ). The irony is that while post
development theory strongly advocated a lternatives to development, it has failed to
offer any.

Despite the apparent g rounded link between spirituality and development in various
cultu res, the majority of development scholars and theorists h ave neg lected the role of
spirituality in development (Ver Seek, 2002). Islam contests the one-d imensional
version of development, and rejects its implications. Alternatively, development in Islam
is expressed qualitatively in religious terms, and is defined with the concept of human
well- being (fa/ah). Human well-being is an ongoing two-d imensional (spiritual and
socio-economical) process. Islam recognises the importance of the socio -economic
dimension of development as an outcome of attaining spiritual well-being. The
International Development Research Centre l ORe (1 995) promoted spirituality in
development and reiterated that in the absen ce of the s piritual dimension from the
development model , rapid economic g rowth might have been achieved but at the
expenses of social justice. Easterlin (1 995) conducted thirty surveys in nineteen
developed and developing cou ntries, and concluded that rich countries were not
n ecessarily happier than poor countries.
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Accord ing to the U K-based New Economic Foundation ( N E F), the tiny Island of
Van uatu has topped the list of the Happy Planet I ndex (HPI) 1 1 as the happiest cou ntry
on earth, while Saudi Arabia ran ked 89th and the US ran ked 1 50th in the 1 78-nation
survey. The findings of the report revealed d ifferent reading into the concept of human
well -being and the o rder of world wealth ; cou ntries that have more (utilisation of
resou rces) are not necessarily happier or able to p rovide and support better q u ality of
life for their citizens tha n those of the less fortunate countries.

Methodological approach
In this study, I combined both q uantitative and qualitative methods to collect p rimary
and secondary data utilising multiple sou rces of evidence. Such a combination of
methodologies to study the same phenomenon is called triangulation.

The methodolog ical approach I used to collect the data and organise the research
consisted of the multistage use of two methods. The first involved a sample survey
amongst Saud i entrepreneurs in the city of Riyad h . Responde nts who agreed to fu rther
participate in the research were invited to one-hour face-to-face semi -structure d , in
depth interviews. The choice of the two-pronged approach was based on the a rg u ment
that mixing research methodologies would have a complementary effect on gathered
data by capitalising on the strength of each method , that is, combining the adva ntages
of having both descriptive and cross-sectional data provided by the su rveys, and the
rich ness of information obtained from the interviews. In addition to surveying and
interviewing Saudi e ntrepreneurs, I interviewed a number of Saudi officials and
intellectuals with special interest in Islamic development and e ntrepreneurship, to
acquire a holistic perspective of the Saudi entrep reneurship environ ment.

Collected q uantitative data were analysed using the statistical software package SSPS
and the results are displayed as frequency distributions and percentages in the form of
tables in Chapters 6 and 8 as well as in Appendix 6 . Qualitatively, six case stud ies
were developed to capture the richness of data gathered by interviewing Saudi
e ntrepreneurs. The resu lts of interviewing Saudi officials and intellectuals are

1 1 The Happy Planet I ndex (HPI) is an innovative new index that aims at measuring quality of l ife
against environmental efficiency. The complete HPI can be viewed at:
http://INWW. happyplanetindex. org/
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presented in a variety of tables and boxes. Detailed discussions of research methods
and fieldwork experiences a re the focus of Chapter 5.

Thesis stru cture
This thesis is organised in ten chapters, including this introductory chapter, as follows:
Chapter 2 aims at providing a deeper understanding of the conceptual issues
pertaining to the general theory of e ntrepreneurship. In this chapter, I attempt to create
the general framework for the study by critically reviewing relevant literatu re on
entrepreneurship definitions, concepts, p rocess, theories and approaches used to
explain entrep reneurship d evelopment or lack of it. I arg u e that despite the importance
of cu ltu re to the entrepreneurial process, other factors such as state policies and
institutions are eq ually important. The second main section of the chapter emphasises
the positive link between entrepreneurship, man ifested by the creation of small
businesses, and economic development. I conclude the chapter by presenting a broad
conceptual

e ntrepreneurship

model

that

incorporates

the

prevailing

key

entrepreneurship ingredients. Along with chapter three, this chapter establishes the
theoretical framework for the study.

In Chapter 3,

venture to establish the Islamic perspective of the entrepreneurial

phenomenon. I start by presenting the ongoing debate between two contrasting
schools of thought regarding Islam and modernity and argue that Islam is an
entrepreneurial religion. The inevitable q uestion of whether there is a need to develop
an Islamic-based entrepreneurship model and on what g rounds will be asked . The
chapter concludes by demonstrating that the cultu ral diversity, incompatibility of values
and the different readings of development justify the need for a home-grown , culturally
sensitive entrepreneurship model that accounts for variables specific to the Saudi
Islamic environment. The general model presented i n Chapter 2, therefore, will be
revisited, modified and expanded accordingly in order to reflect its emerging role.

Chapter 4 features the socio-economic transformation of Saudi Arabia within the past
thirty years. In this chapter, I present a summary account of the challenges facing the
country and the state's efforts to deal with them, mainly through the consecutive five
year development plans, and more recently through structural adjustment reforms. I re
emphasise the need for Saudi Arabia to embark on a mu lti-track development strategy
to minimise its dependency on oil rents and to d iversify the productive base of its
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national economy. Consequently, I argue that entrepreneurship has g reat potential to
render valuable contributions towards easing many of the acute socio-economic
p roblems impeding the Saudi quest for sustainable development. The chapter
concludes with a brief discussion on the impact of adopted strateg ies and reforms on
the Saudi entrepreneurship sector and on the q uestion of whethe r or not Islam was
present in the Saud i development equation .

Chapter 5 i s dedicated to the research methodology a n d the fieldwork experiences. In

the first part of this chapter, I will justify my selection of the research site, population ,
data collection techn iques a n d methods o f data analysis. I n the second part, I will
reflect on my experiences in being in the field; the adjustments I had to make to the
(planned) research methodology in order to adapt to the facts on the g round and to
pursue a line of enqu iry that accounts for emerging evidence. J ust before concluding
the chapter, I will present my account of the challenges most likely to face scholars
wishing to undertake research in Saud i Ara bia. This chapter is the departure point for
Chapters 6, 7, and 8, where collected data will be analysed and the findings will be
discussed and presented in a range of tables, boxes and case studies.

In Chapter 6, I survey the attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs to both Western and Islamic
principles in their businesses. Topics such as Modernisation and Westernisation , the
role of Islam in entrepreneurship development, entrepreneurship in the Saudi cu ltu re,
and the role of Islamic financing and Islamic business ethics in entrepreneurship
d evelopment are covered . The chapter concludes with a profile summarising the
attitudes and the perceptions of Saudi entrepreneurs towards the entrepreneurial
activity.
Six case stud ies are developed and presented in Chapter 7 based on in -depth semi
structured face-to -face interviews with Saud i entrepreneurs. The purpose is to generate
q ualitative data that were deemed to be crucial -but which could not be obtained by
means of survey questionnaires; sought data are needed to complement, validate and
to better explain data featured in the previous chapter, as well as to explore the
linearity betwee n stated attitud es of the Saudi entrepreneurs and their a pproaches to
the business activity. Interviews also p resent entrepreneurs with the oppo rtun ity to
explain their viewpoints and justify their responses to the su rvey q u estion naire .
Although a l l cases were structu red along the l ines of the fou r approaches t o examining
entrepreneurshi p development - or lack of it - as outlined in Chapter 2, each case
study remains distinct and high lights the significance of a certain set of issues.
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Chapter 8 is set to venture into the realities of the Saudi entrepreneurship sector;
therefore, I expanded the scope of the research to include in-depth interviews with
Saudi officials and Saudi i ntellectuals. The r�le of state policies, institutions,
educational system and other influential external factors - such as the influx of
expatriate labour prompted by the influx of oil rents - in developing the Saudi
entrepreneurship sector are examined in order to have a better understanding of the
prevailing type and level of the Saud i entreprene u rial activity.

The overall aim of Chapter 9 is to present a broad discussion of the main themes that
have emerged in the last three chapters. Thus, it revisits the conceptual model in order
to confront the inevitable question of whether Islamic entrepreneurship has become a
practiced reality or is still merely a theoretical prem ise. I n the light of this ana lysis, the
opportunities and the limitations of Islamic entrepreneurship will be assessed.

Chapter 1 0 brings the thesis to its conclusion. It p resents an overall assessment of the
key research findings along with their implications in line with the defined research
objectives. The chapter also offers suggestions and recommendations for further
research opportunities, and concl udes with a brief discussion about the contribution
that this study renders to the d iscou rse of development theory and the implications for
development practice.
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CHAPTER TWO
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT

Confronted with nsmg concerns about unemployment, jobs, growth and
international competitiveness in global markets, policy makers have responded
to this new evidence with a new mandate to promote the creation of new
b usinesses, i. e., entrepreneurship12.
Audretsch, Thurik, Verheul and Wennekers (2002, p. 2)

While this quotation mainly addresses the importance of entrepreneurship within the
context of Western industrialised nations, one can strongly arg u e that its relevance to
developing and less developed countries is equally valid . A host of scholars a n d
practitioners alike

have

emphasised the

importance o f developing

a viable

entrepreneurship sector to the economies of developing countries (Beaver, 2002;
Bennis, 200 1 ; Frese, 2000; Gray et al. , 1 996; Nelson , 1 987 ; Morris, Jones, & Nel,
1 997).

The pu rpose of this chapter is to critically review selected entrepreneurship literature
on the definitions, theories, perspectives and approaches to entrepreneurship
development and the role of the entrepreneurial activity in economic development.
Since e ntrepreneurship man ifests itself in enterprise creation, an attempt will be made
to establish a proper link between entrepreneurship and the small business sector13
whenever deemed appropriate. The aim is to esta blish a general understanding of the
basic ingredients comprising the prevailing (Western) form of entrepreneurship a n d
then t o argue that the Western model is not necessarily t h e only o r t h e appropriate
model for every nation to follow.
1 2 The term entrepreneurship is widely linked to the small business sector. However, Casson
(2003) argued that confining entrepreneurship to small businesses is a myth. Entrepreneurship
accounts for large firms as wel l as for small ones. A possible explanation for this perception i s
that the term entrepreneurship is largely associated with the creation o f new business which , in
most cases, starts small but do not have to stay smal l .
13 The terms small businesses, small firms, smal l enterprises, business start-ups, and S M Es are
being used interchangeably to represent the sa me business entity (the manifestation of
entrepreneursh i p).
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Along with Chapter 3, this chapter aims at developing the literature review further i n
order to place th is study within its contextual theoretical framework, a n d to direct its
focus towards addressing the research q uestions and objectives. S pecifically, the
literature review seeks firstly to question the valid ity and the authority of applying
Western criteria while resea rching non-Western cu lture and second ly, not only to
challenge, but also to counter the claim that Islamic values are impediments to
economic development and entrepreneurship.

This chapter is organised into three sections. The first section cites some defin itions of
the term 'entrepreneur' and reviews main e ntrepreneurship theories in d evelopment. It
emphasises the positive relationship between entrepreneurship and development and
briefly discusses the contributions that entrepreneurs render to the wel l- being of their
societies. The second section examines the d ifferent approaches used by scholars to
explain entrepreneurship development, or lack of it, in d ifferent cultures: the individual,
the environmental/institutional, the structu ral/historical and the cultural a pproach. The
third section aims at transforming the acquired u nderstanding of entrepreneurship
development process into a general entrepreneurship-based development model. The
chapter concludes with a point of departure leading to the next chapter, which
broadens the literature review to explore entrepreneurship from an Islamic perspective.

DEFINITIONS AN D THEORIES OF ENTREPRE N E U RSHIP

Who i s a n entrepreneur a n d what makes a n entrepreneur a n entrepreneur? Are
entrepreneurs created or born? Are they 'one and the same' or are there as many
entrepreneurs as there are enterprises? Are entrepreneurship conditions parallel
across cultures or are they diverse according to each culture's interpretation and
practice of development? What can be done to advance the cause of entrepreneurship
i n a g iven cou ntry?
Some researchers have used the term 'entrepreneur' loosely and suggested that
anyone who owns/runs a business is an entrepreneur and literally anyone is a potential
entrepreneur (Mises, 1 966). Morris (1 991 , p. 3 1 ) assumed that individ uals are born
entrepreneurs , and argued that their entrepreneurial tendencies wou ld be g reatly
enhanced or obstructed, depending on their immediate culture and the ed ucational
process that they will be exposed to at later stages. At the other extreme are those who
have portrayed the entrepreneur as possessing certain behavioural characteristics that
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rarely found in a single individual (Hornaday, 1 982 ; Timmons, 1 994) and estimated that
only 1 0% - 1 5% of the population have the potential to be entrepreneurs. However,
Bolton and Thompson (2000) believed that the real nu mber of entrepreneurs is more
likely to be around 1 % of the popu lation. Some believe that entrepreneurs are born ,
and entrepreneurship is a personality trait (Sudikoff, 1 994), while others argue that
there are just as many self- made entrepreneurs (Good man , 1 994; Lichtenstein &
Lyons, 200 1 , p . 7). Nonetheless, the majority agree that there is much that can be done
to promote entrepreneursh i p (Hatten & Ruhland, 1 995; Lichtenstein & Lyons, 200 1 ;
Scarborough & Zimmerer, 1 996).

Entrepreneurship

is

widely

recogn ised

as

being

an

economic

activity

and

entrepreneurs are identified by their role in the creation of new business ventures. The
notion of entrepreneurship has been recently extended to account for all sorts of
entrepreneurial endeavours such as academic, athletic, cultural, social and political
activities. However, the entrepreneur in this study is the business entrepreneur, and
entrepreneurship is the process of starting new business undertakings.
The question of whether to categorise the self-employed without employees as working
class or as 'entrepreneurs in-the- making' who are inclined to make a living and render
a service to the community is worth asking. Self-employment and entrepreneurship are
often used synonymously. While OECD (200 1 a, p. 23) defined entrepreneurship as
being self-employment and considered "anyone who works for him - or herself' to be an
entrepreneur, in another publication, OECD defined the concept of entrepreneurship in
terms of risk takin g , innovativeness and creativity (OECD , 2001 b, p. 89).

Some scholars have considered motivational and functional d ifferences between self
employment and entrepreneursh ip too significant to overlook (Dodd & Anderso n ,
2000). They argued that self-employed and entrepreneurs d iffer in their business
strateg ies, cog n itive orientation , personality, backg round and behavioural p reference .
Motivations a n d lifestyle aspiration to start a business o r to take t h e path of self
employment remain the decisive factors that distinguish entrepreneurs from small
business owne rs (Carland , Hoy, Boulton, & Carland , 1 984; 1 988). Woo, Cooper and
Dunkelberg ( 1 99 1 ) suggested that the motives or the goals for g oing into self
employment could form a valid base for categorising entrepreneurs. Those who were
forced into self-employment due to their having no alternative are not to be g rou ped
with the 'dream catchers'; those individ uals who have the vision, the d rive, and take the
risk to pursue a business opportunity and mobilise needed resou rces to create an
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enterprise for expansion and g rowth . Therefore, it is essential to d istinguish between
self-employed without employees, self -em ployed with employees (small business
owners) and entrepreneu rs when it comes to d rawin g u p targeted economic policies.

Defin itions of 'entrepreneur'
The word 'entreprene u r' is derived from the French verb 'entreprendre', and the
German word 'u nternehmen', both of which translate to 'undertake'. Hebert and Link
( 1 998) traced the history of the term 'entrepreneur' and the development of its several
meanings. It first appeared in the writings of Richard Cantillon in 1 730 where he used
the term to describe the risk associated with a business decision due to unce rtainty.
Say ( 1 8 1 6) defined the entrepreneur as being a n "agent who unites all means of
production" and applies new knowledge and expertise to add value to the origi nal
product or idea. This view expands the definition of the entrepreneur to include the
possession of managerial skills (Stevenson & Jarillo, 1 990).
A host of leading writers has influenced the modern interpretation of the term
entrepreneur and contributed to the ongoing debate on what does it entail to be an
entrepreneur. Hebert and Link (1 989) classified the lead ing economic theories in
entrepreneurship into three schools of thoug ht. The Chicago school defined
entrepreneurship as being the bearing of uncertainty (Knight ( 1 92 1 ); the German
school, with Schumpeter ( 1 934) as its prominent figure , associated entrepreneurship
with the carrying out of new combinations and the Austrian school that emphasised the
role of entrepreneur in spotting and exploiting opportun ities by reading in between the
lines and seeing things that othe rs do not. Entrepreneur always lacks complete
information and perfect knowledge, hence he/she must be alert and qu ick to adapt to
market dynamics (Kirzner, 1 973).

Pen rose (1 959) arg ued that managerial activities should be distingu ished from
entrepreneurial activities, th us initiating the debate as to how entrepreneurs and small
business owners d iffer. She also emphasised the significance of identifying and
exploiting opportunistic ideas for expansion of small enterprises and considered such
quality to be a key characteristic of entrepreneurship. Leibenstein ( 1 968; 1 978)
described the entrepreneur as one who acq u ires all resources n ecessary to p rod uce
and market a product that answers a ma rket deficiency. Leibenstein identified two
types of entrepreneurs; the everyday entrepreneur who manages the daily operation of
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the business and the "gap fillers" and "inp ut com pleters" entrep reneurs who spot
market deficiencies, d iscover economic oppo rtunities, mobilise, and coord inate needed
resources to capitalise on existing opportun ities. Table 2 . 1 below p resents the most
prevalent definitions of the term "entrepreneur / entrepreneurship" organised in a
chronological order.
Table 2.1

Definition of entrepreneur I entrepreneurship

Author

Definition

Richard Cantillon ( 1 730)

Entrepreneurship is defined as self-employment of any sort.
Entrepreneurs buy at certain prices in the present and sell at
uncertain prices in the future. The entrepreneur is a bearer of
uncertainty.

Jean Baptiste Say ( 1 816)

The entrepreneur is the agent "who unites all means of
production and who fi nds in the value of the products . . . the
reestablishment of the entire capital he employs, and the value
of the wages, the interest, and rent which he pays, as well as
profits belonging to himself."

Frank Knight ( 1 921 )

Entrepreneurs attempt to predict and act upon change within
markets. Knight emphasizes the entrepreneur's role in bearing
the uncertainty of market dynamics. Entrepreneurs are
required to perform such fundamental managerial functions as
direction and control.

Joseph Sch umpeter
( 1 934)

The entrepreneur is the innovator who i mplements change
within markets through the carrying out of new com binations.
The carrying out of new combinations can take several forms;
1 ) the i ntroduction of a new good or quality thereof, 2) the
introduction of a new method of production, 3) the opening of a
new market, 4) the conquest of a new source of supply of new
materials or parts, 5) the carrying out of the new organization
of any i ndustry.

Penrose ( 1 959)

Entrepreneurial activity involves identifying opportunities within
the economic system. M anagerial capacities are different from
entrepreneurial capacities.

Harvey Leibenstein
( 1 968; 1 979)

The entrepreneur fills market deficiencies through inputcompleting activities. Entrepreneurshi p involves "activities
necessary to create or carry on an enterprise where not all
markets are well established or clearly defined and/or i n which
relevant parts of the production function are not com pletely
known.

Israel Kirzner ( 1 973; 1 979

The entrepreneur recognizes and acts upon market
opportunities. The entrepreneur is essentially an arbitrageur. In
contrast to Schumpeter's viewpoint, t he entrepreneur moves
the market toward equi l i brium .

Gartner ( 1 988; 1 990)

Entrepreneurship is the creation of new organizations.

Source: Adopted (with m inor changes) from: Hobday & Perini (2005, p. 5).
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Casson (1 982) critically reviewed the leading economic theories of entrepreneursh ip
and discussed how these theories can be placed in a logical sequence: the X-efficiency
theory of Leibenstein; the market process theory of Hayek and Kirzner; the risk-bearing
theory of Knight and the in novation theory of Schumpeter. Casson concluded ,
Although there are a number of differences between the theories on specific
aspects of entrepreneurship, on the whole their similarities are more significant
than their differences. Each theory is valuable because it emphasizes some
particular aspect of entrepreneurship (Casson, 1 982, p. 364).
These theories a re to be viewed as complementary rather than contradictory, both to
each other and to the theory of entrepreneurship in general. Casson added his own
definition to the term and defined the entrepreneur as being "a person who specializes
in making decisions about how to use scarce resou rces" (Casson , 1 982, p. 23).
Long ( 1 983, p. 55) organised the most frequently recurring themes emerging from
these various definitions of entrepreneurship in three themes: " 1 ) uncertainty and risk;
2) complementa ry managerial competence; and 3) creative opportun ism" and
concluded that these themes "have been interwoven in various combinations and
permutations in virtually all theories of entrepreneurship" . Probing various theories and
d efin itions of entrepreneurship, one can develop a b road set of entrepreneurial
attrib utes that an entrepreneur is most likely to be identified with one or more,
including: an entrepreneur is an innovator, creative imitator, arbitrager, risk-taker, risk
manager, organ iser, and coordinator. S/he is an opportunity exploiter, 'gap-filler' and
resource mobiliser.
More recently, Bygrave (1 993), Gartner ( 1 985; 1 988), Gartner and Starr (1 993), Katz
and Gartner (1 988), Low and MacMillan (1 988), and Meeks and Meyer, (200 1 ) defined
e ntrepreneurship as "the creation of new organizations" . In his Delphi study, Gartne r
(1 990) identified the expectation o f return by the entrepreneur(s) t o b e anothe r
component of entrepreneurship and explained that rewa rds are not necessarily always
expressed in financial terms. Carton, Hofer and Mee ks (1 998) synthesised these
concepts and proposed the following definition: Entrepreneurship is "the pursuit of a
d iscontinuous opportunity involving the creation of an organ ization

(or s u b

organ ization ) with the expectation of value creation to the participants" . Similarly , GEM
(2000b, p. 8) considered "any attempt at new business or new ventu re creation" to be
a n entrepreneurial activity.
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Brockhaus' (1 987) own research cast doubt on the validity of general risk-taking
propensity as an entrepreneurial cha racteristic. Furthermore Brockhaus referred to five
studies where failure to d istinguish between the risk-taking propensity of entrepreneurs
from that of the genera l popu lation d id occur. These findings constituted a sharp
departure

and

"a

major deviation

from the widely held

u n derstanding that

entrepreneurs a re moderate risk-takers" (Brockhaus, 1 987, p . 3).

The concept of an entrepreneur as a person with a new idea or prod uct to exploit also
appears suspect. Brockhaus writes "In my own research , I found that as many as 60
percent of entrepreneurs decide to start a business before they know what type of
business they want to u n dertake" (Brockhaus, 1 987, p. 4). Hence , he made the point
that many entrepreneurs are not developers of new products. The findings of
Brockhaus' studies led h im to ass u me a comparatively broad d efinition of an
entrepreneur "anyone who starts a business is an entrepreneur" .

Definitions o f entrepreneurs have increasingly focused on opportu nity as a key element
in the entrepreneurship p rocess. The ability to perceive and exploit opportunities is best
illustrated by the account of two individ uals who despite having identical information
and access to the same resou rces, and despite being subjected to the same
circumstances had contrasting readings into the same phenomenon .
Bata shoe purportedly sent two salesmen to Africa to open new territories. The
first salesman went down the west coast and reported back to the head office
that it was pointless for him to be there since no one wore shoes. The second
salesman covered the east coast and made the same observation. He concluded
however that this was an excellent territory for him; since no one wore shoes,
everyone was a potential customer (cited in Lenko, 1 995, p. 20).
Dees (1 998) explained that accord ing to Peter Drucker, entrepreneurs do not
necessarily cause change, a lthough they often do, but they recog nise and exploit the
opportun ities caused by change. Dees further noted that Drucker d id not consider
starting a business to be "neither necessary nor sufficient for entrepreneurship", and
q uoted Drucker that "not every new small business is entrepreneurial or represents
e ntrepreneurship (Dees, 1 998, p. 2). Schoonhoven and Romanelli (200 1 ) stressed the
point that opportunity recogn ition is not the missing link in the entrepreneurship
concept. They furthe r argued their case by maintaining that entrepreneurship is a
p rocess that involves mobilisin g resources and actively creating market s pace before ,
d u ring and after the formation of the firm. This process is a collective effort where the
e ntrepreneur plays the pivotal role in making things happen, while society as a whole is
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engaged i n the process i n one way or another. Opportun ity recognition is only the first
step . Although essential, new firms do not emerge only as an outcome of havin g
entrepreneurially distinctive individuals, n o r do they present themselves as an answer
whenever an opportunity is identified. They further arg ued that the key question shou ld
be "What is entrepreneurship"? Rather than "Who is a n entrepreneur" or "When will
entrepreneurship occur" ? (Schoonhoven & Romanelli, 200 1 , pp. 384-390).

In the absence of a generally accepted definition of the term 'entrepreneur' , Gartner
( 1 988) proposed that each researcher shou ld clearly state what is meant by the term.
Adopted definitions should be based on the objectives and on the immed iate
environment of the particular research . Therefore , i n this study the entrepreneur is
defined as an individua l who identifies/discovers a business opportunity, mobilizes
needed resources and independently starts a business regardless of the motive being
opportunity- or necessity-driven. The founder owner maintains a strong presence and
is actively involved in the strategic planning as well as the daily operation of the
business. E ntrepreneu rship th us is defined as the process by which ideas and
opportunities are identified / discovered, pursued and transformed into business
enterprises through the mobilisation of necessary resources.

E ntrepreneurship theories in econom ic development
The Economic Development Administration (EDA) of the US Department of Commerce
established five primary criteria as the bases for d ifferentiating between the various
theories of economic d evelopment. These were: the distinct classification or the central
theme used in building the theory (basic categories) . How does the theory defi n e and
perceive development (defin ition of development)? How key relationships and
assu mptions u nderlie the logic of the theory are defined and integrated (essential
dynamic). How competent is the theory in explaining economic development (strengths
and weakness)? And finally, how practical is the theory when it is put into practice
(application)?

As with theories in every other field, theories of economic development vary in their
basic categories, philosophy and assumptions. They also differ in their explanations of
the development process and hence their attitude and approach to development d iffers
accord ingly. Traditional development theories have failed to explain economic
development especia lly in the context of developing and less developed cou ntries
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( LOCs). Their failure could be attributed in part to the following: Firstly, their neglect of
cu ltural and social structure in the economic analysis. At their best, convention a l
economic theories assumed that cultures and social structures are u n iform across
cou ntries and nations (Adjibolosoo, 1 993). Second ly, n eoclassical economics failed to
account for non-economic a spects of d evelopment and only accepted

and

acknowledged merely mathematically based d evelopment models, prompting Baumol
( 1 968) to regard neoclassical theory as being a theory that has no room for the
entrepreneur.

A major criticism of these theories was d riven by their assu mption of profit
maximisation and rational human cond uct and by their static analysis. Working under
such assumptions and restrictions implies the removal of the entrepreneur from the
development model (Baumol, 1 968) and shrinking the role of entrepreneurship "to a
trivial activity" (Leibenstein, 1 978, p. 9). Althoug h entrepreneurship was excluded from
the grand theories of development, entrepreneurship proved its relevance a n d
importance a s t h e only development theory that emphasises the role of people i n
economic development a n d personalised the market process. Y u ( 1 997. p. 8) argued
that explaining economic development in a cou ntry requires a dynamic theory that is
centred on human agency -a theory of entrepre neurship.

Among the entrepreneurship theories discussed earlier, two theories stand out and are
recognised as being most applicable to understanding the role of entrepreneurship i n
the

economic development o f various economies,

n amely;

the revolutionary

Schu mpeterian and the evolutionary Kirznerian theories of entrepreneurship.

In 1 9 1 1 , at the age of 28, Professor Sch u mpeter wrote his well-known "theory of
economic development" in which he outlined his theory of "creative destruction".
Schumpeter ( 1 934) argued that g rowth occu rs because of competition. Competition
tends to drive profits down. Declin ing profits inspire entrepre n eurs, who are motivated
by profit maximisation, to be innovative through finding n ew combination(s) in order to
stay profitable and competitive; hence competition takes place th rough innovation
rathe r than "price mechanism". E merging new waves of i n novation will result i n the
destruction of existing and estab lished e nterprises a nd/or "combinations" and the
emerg ence of new ones.

The carrying out of new combinations can take several forms: the introduction of a new
commodity, the introduction of a new method of prod uction (new tech nology), the
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opening of a new market, and the utilisation of a new source of supply of raw materials
and/or parts and the carrying out of new (business) organ isation of any industry.
Sch umpeter's defin ition also emphasizes the combination of resources and the
importance of the 'new' element in any new business undertaking. Therefore, he d id
not con sider the managers of already established businesses to be entrepreneurs.
Schu mpeter believed that both managers and entrepreneurs experience risk, and he
held that the challenge facing entrepreneurs is to find and use n ew ideas.
Sch umpeter's theory was criticised for not going beyond explaining the venture
creation to address the managerial function of the entrepreneur once the new business
was established , that is, the role of the entrepreneur in ru nning the business.

The process of "destruction and creation" is an ongoing process, where the
entrepreneur plays the pivotal role in the process. By i ntrod ucing new tech nology only
for it to become outmoded withi n a short period and replaced by a newer version is a n
example where entrepreneurs employ innovation to cause creative d estruction.
Through the contin uous destruction and creation and through successes and failures,
the

entrepreneur ensures that the business cycle is kept i n

motion.

This

g roundbreaking line of reasoning reflected a radical departure from the p rinciples of
Adam Smith who advocated , "Market stability" through the "invisible hands of the
market".

A central theme of the Schumpeterian entrepreneurship is innovation , based on
opportu n ity d iscovery. Literature often characterises the Schu mpeter theory of
entrepreneurship as being a model with revol utionary impact. Yu (1 997) suggests that
this mode of entrepreneurship is not viable for developing economies. It is best suited
for dynamic well-developed cap italist economies such as the economies of the U S ,
Canada a n d Western Europe.

The second theory is linked to the Austrian school of economy and best associated
with Kirzner. A central theme of the Austrian school of economy is the element of
"uncertainty". All actions of h uman beings h ave the element of uncertainty because
they are based on imperfect information and incomplete knowledge. I n that sense, all
h uman actions carry within them entrepreneurial activities. What distinguish the
entrepreneur are rationality, consistency and eagerness to make a profit. As an alert
person who d iscovers u n realised opportunities, the entrepreneu r takes action to meet
the expected needs and desires of the market, hence s/he bears more risk than does
the normal individual (Mises, 1 966). Kirzner ( 1 985) explained that in the absence of
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"perfect knowledge", entrepreneurs rely on their own judgement and their response to
the opportun ity will be based on "wise" assessment of the prevailing situation .

Although Kirzner has accepted Mises's interpretation that "the market is a p rocess", h e
,,
felt that t h e challenge was to define what is meant b y "process 1 4 . Expanding on the
work of h is teacher and other pioneers of the Austrian school of economy, Kirzner
concluded that the market is "a process of entrepreneurial alertness". The e ntrepreneur
is an alert person who identifies opportu nities; predicts and anticipates consumers'
future desires and demands and mobilises resources to create a business venture that
satisfies such demands.
In economic development, too, the entrepreneur is to be seen as responding to
opportunities rather then creating them; as capturing profit opportunities rather
then generating them . . . without entrepreneurship, without alertness to the new
possibility, the long-term benefits may remain untapped (Kirzner, 1 9 73, p. 74).
Kirzner did not consider innovation to be a condition for e ntrepreneurship. Unlike the
Schumpeterian theory of entrepreneurship, wh ich calls for fu ndamental changes to an
existing system, the Kirznerian theory does not cause major disturbance to the system,
nor does it require the orig inality of the idea or the opportunity. Rather, it is achieved
through the "creative imitation and / or adaptation" of already existing in novations. I n
this context, t h e theory can b e viewed as having an evolutionary rather t h a n a
revolutionary impact since it does not seek to change the existing system.

The characteristics of the market process theory suggested that the applicability and
viability of the Kirznerian theory of entrepreneurship is to be man ifested where
developin g , and some developed , countries are aspiring to achieve higher levels of
economic development and g rowth . This assessment is based on the view that
entrepreneurs in the developing countries are hardly considered true innovators. They
usually imitate the p roducts and adapt the production p rocess originated i n the h ig h ly
developed economies. I n his analysis of the role of e ntrepreneurship in the economic
development of Hong Kong, Yu ( 1 997) credited Hong Kong's economic success to its
implementation of the Kirzner imitative mode of e ntrepreneurship. Other n ewly
industrialised countries (latecomers) such as Japa n , Singapore and Taiwan have also

1 4 The influence of Professor Mises on the thinking of his student Kirzner at N ew York University
was profound . Kirzner admitted that his work over 42 years, since his first encounter with M i ses
in 1 945, was centred on the opening statement of Mi ses's seminar in which he identified the
market to be "a process" (cited in Ebeling, 200 1 , p. 1 ).
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successfully applied the Kirznerian theory of entrepreneurshi p to their economic
development.

Baumol ( 1 990) proposed a revolutionary set of hypotheses that addressed the
entrepreneurship phenomenon from a new perspective. Contrary to the common
practice, Baumol ( 1 990) d id not attempt to establish a correlation or a relationship
between the level of entrepreneurial activity and economic deve lopment and g rowth.
He rearranged the priorities by focusing on the type rather than on the supply level of
the entrepreneurial activity, and argued that the prevailing reward structu re of the
economy wou ld determine the type of its entrepre neurial activity. He further contested
the assu mption that entre preneurship is a lways "productive". Entrepreneurship can be
"unproductive" and even "destructive" depending on the structure of the payoffs in the
economy. Baumol ( 1 990) explained the variations in the type of e ntrepreneurial activity
by changes in the incentive system of the economy over time .

The state directly or indirectly creates a rewards structure for d ifferent economic
activities at d ifferent points in time. These incentives (payoffs) affect the natu re and the
direction of the entrepreneurial activity. The lack of productive entrepreneurial activity
within the Saudi economy can be partially explained within these terms. The oil boom
of the 1 970s has created a situation where the majority of the Saudis were driven, if not
inspired , to work in the p u blic sector. They were driven by the generous incentives and
rewarding employment packages offered by the public sector. This situation has
created a n oversized and unproductive public sector and at the same time has
h indered the emergence of a genuine productive e ntrepreneurial activity with in the
Saudi economy. Hence, the state should bear the responsibility of adjusting this
imbalance by creating a reward structu re that favours productive entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneurial activity could be innovative but u n productive and also it could be
economically viable

but destructive

when

directed towards

immoral,

socially

u nacceptable or harmful avenues. Islam, for instance, holds drug trafficking , alcohol
production and promotion, prostitution and gambling unethical and destructive
(entrepreneurial) activities, hence they are declared u n lawful and forbidden, despite the
fact that they might be economically viable.
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E ntrepreneu rship i n developing countries
While economic growth represents a com mon theme for much of the theory and
research addressing the contributions of e ntrepreneurship to Western economies, the
attention in d eveloping countries is largely focused on the potential role that
e ntrepreneurship could play in the economic development of these cou ntries. It has
been arg ued that deve lopment is both a con dition for and an outcome of g rowth, and
while it is possible for countries to achieve economic g rowth through development,
development can not be achieved simply by means of economic growth.

The distinction between economic development and economic g rowth is usually
explained in terms of quantitative and q ualitative change within the economy
(Hirschman , 1 977; Morris, 1 979; Sen , 1 984 ; Streeten , 1 98 1 ; 1 983; Vaughan & Bearse,
1 98 1 ). Economic growth , on the one hand , is a 'quantitative' change in the magnitude
of the economy, where variables such as i nvestment, output, consumption GDP and
(GNI) per capita serve as quantitative ind icators of economic g rowth. On the other
hand, economic development is a 'qualitative' transformation that entails "fundamental
changes in the structu re of the economy" towards prod uctivity and just distribution of
produced wealth (Gillis et aI. , 1 996, p. 8). Bu rnett (2000) arg ued that these changes
and transformations are engineered and carried out by entrepreneurs and concluded
that for development to occur and be sustained in a cou ntry, that country must have a
dynamic and vibrant entrepreneurial sector. The role of entre preneurs as in itiators and
performers of macro-economic changes was a lso endorsed by Hornaday ( 1 990) and
Stanworth and G ray ( 1 99 1 ).

Small businesses, the tangible manifestation of entrepreneurship, are considered to be
in a better position than larger firms to assume a more exped ient role in the economic
development, especially within the economies of developing countries. Small
businesses do exist in larger numbers and they are in every sector of the economy,
and operate in every community. Hence, they are best suited to assu ming the role of
economic development agents through their equitable d istribution of a n ation's wealth
among its population . The I nternational Labour Organization (ILO) Kenya Report
(1 972) described small enterprises as " . . . a sector of th rivin g economic activity wh ich
has the potential for dynamic, evolutionary growth" (cited in Schmitz, 1 982, p. 9).
Likewise, Reid ( 1 997, p. 3) considered the vibrant small business sector to be lithe life
blood of any economy with a sig n ificant market mediated sector" .
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While the entrepreneurial phenomenon and the role of e ntrepreneurshi p in the
economy have been widely studied

in developed

cou ntries,

it seems that

entrepreneurship research in developing and less developed countries is still largely
unde rrepresented. Reynolds et al. (2004) reported that while the re are about 1 8 million
entrepreneurs in the US, there are over 200 million in China and I ndia alone. However,
by reviewin g one of the most popular books on e ntrepreneurship research , Bhide
(2000) found no mention of India while China was cited only o n two pages. This irony
prompted Lingelbach , de La Viria and Asel (2005, p. 7) to claim "entrepreneurship in
developing countries is the most u n derstudied important global economic phenomenon
today".

Much of the available entreprene urship literature in developin g countries' context is
focused on the attributes and the potential contributions of e ntrepreneurship to the
socio-economic well-being of these countries. However, the rea l challenge for the vast
majority of developing countries remains how to transform such opportun ities into
economic realities. The similarities between mainstream theories of development and
classical theories of entrepreneurship are striking ; they both h ave an egocentric focus
and both assume the universality and the superiority of the Western Model, with little or
no regard to the many profound cu ltu ra l , environ mental , tech nological and structural
differences between the first and the third worlds, thus they failed to render real
contribution to the developmental aspirations of the people in d eveloping cou ntries.
Despite being a universal phenomenon, entrepreneurship remains a country-specific
experience that must be promoted accordingly. Scholars and development agents
suggested specific approaches to promoting entrepreneursh i p in developing countries
such as: the legalisation of the informal sector, the adoption of new tech nologies
through pragmatic technology transfer programmes, and by exploiting the many
opportunities embedded with in the ed ucational systems to cu ltivate entrepre neurship
cultu res and to create viable enterprises.

Restricting the definitions of entrepreneurship to the views of Sch umpeter and other
classical schools of entrepreneu rship sig nals the denial of the contributions of millions
of (entrepre neurs) in developing and less developed cou n tries. I nformal sector in
developing countries is an important sou rce of employment and contributes
sig n ificantly towards GDP. The work of Morris, Jones and Nel ( 1 997) on the tavern
industry within South African townships did not only reject the controversy surrou nding
the role of informal sector in economic development, but strongly argued that economic
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development in developin g countries will not take place i n the absence of a g rowing
informal sector. They further called upon govern ments to extend their supportive
policies to include g rowth-oriented enterprises operating in the informal sector.

The integration of the i nformal sector into the d evelopment process was also e ndorsed
by De Soto (2000). I n his much-publicised book The Mystery of Capital, De Soto
completely rejected the explanation offered by the cultu ralists that e ntrepreneurship
development and economic success are cu ltura lly d ependent. He argued that adopting
and implementing a transparent legal structure of property and property rig hts wou ld
lead to economic success in developing cou ntries; the legalisation of the huge 'informal
sector' and giving the poor titles to their homes and businesses wou ld enable them to
establish contacts with financial institutions to raise capital to start n ew businesses and
expand existing ones.

Lado and Vozikis ( 1 997) argued that the socio-economic development in developing
countries largely depends on the adaptability of individual countries and their ability to
integrate imported technology with local resources. The role of the indigenous
e ntrepreneur therefore wou ld be to combine foreign technology with local resources to
produce needed prod ucts and services. Gassol (2004) emphasised the role of
ed ucation in creating " u niversity-founded enterprises" by linking resea rch and industry.
Thus, he proposed a bottom-u p university entrepreneurship model to promote
e ntrepre neurship in Latin America, and more specifically in Venezuela. Evidently,
countries are urged to adopt appropriate approaches to promote their own forms of
e ntrepreneursh ip based on their own circu msta nces and experiences.

As this discussion hig hlights the uniqueness of each country's e ntrepreneurial
experience,

it also

u nderscores that futu re

research ,

aiming

at

promoting

e ntrepreneurship in developing countries, must focus on areas with important policy
implications. The arg ument is that building successful ind igenous business models
involves the cooperatio n and the joint efforts of researchers, policymakers and
development specialists.

The contri butions of entrepreneurs h i p and small firms
The global interest in e ntrepreneurship and small-scale enterprises began i n the early
1 970s with the publication of three influential reports and studies: the Committee of
Inquiry on small firms -Bolton Report ( 1 97 1 ) i n Britain, the Wiltshire Report ( 1 97 1 ) in
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Australia and Small is Beautiful by Sch umacher ( 1 973). The Bolton Report ( 1 97 1 , p .
344) concluded, " I f small firms d i d not exist i t would be necessary t o invent them".
Since then, many studies h ave been published describing and analysing the essence
of the entrepreneurship phenomenon and its manifestation in the form of the creation of
new firms. Research focused mainly on the contribution of entrepreneurship to
economic g rowth, the motives of entrepreneurs to start their businesses and the
barriers to entrepreneurship development (Curran & Burrows, 1 988; Hakim, 1 989; ILO,
1 972 ; Storey & Joh nson, 1 987; Storey, Joh nson & Johnson, 1 987; Westall, & Cowling ,
1 999).
Literature

is

not short

of listings describing

benefits and

contributions of

entrepreneurship to the economic development of developing countries (Beaver, 2002 ;
Bennis, 200 1 ; Frese, 2000 ; Kend rick, 1 998; Massey, 2005; Nelson, 1 987): small firms
create jobs and generate employment opportunities (Birch , 1 979-a; 1 979-b; 1 98 1 ;
1 987). Small firms also provide training for the unskilled, upgrad ing the skills of the
sem i-skilled and sharpening the skills of the skilled workers, thus contributing to the
process of bu ilding up a human capital to lay the foundations of future industrial
expansion (Brown , Hayton , Sandy, & Brown , 1 976). SMEs provide a mechanism for
implementing a more equ itable income distribution, wh ich is the core of economic
development. Small firms a re also regarded as 'seedbeds' for the development of local
and national entrepreneurs . Small firms can be viewed as having a complementary
rather than a contradictory function to larger national firms, and at the same time they
can minimise, if not eliminate , the dependency on large firms that are often in foreign
hands and/or based on imported technology.

SMEs are also seen as an alternative development strategy to the concept of a larg e
factory model (Bennet & McCoshan, 1 993); basic attributes of small firms such a s
competitiveness, flexibility, dynamism, sensitivity a n d being responsive to market
demand have played to their advantage and contributed to their growth a n d
development.

The

promotion

of

small

enterprises

and

the

stimulation

of

entrepreneurial activity are identified as a primary mechanism to achieve healthy
reg ional development through the creation of new employment and income generating
opportunities. SMEs exploit the potential of the indigenous sector as a development
tool. The owners of SMEs usually come from with in the commun ity and they are an
integral part of their commu n ities, they depend largely on their personal networking for
capital and social support to start their businesses, and they depend even more on
their localities to market their products. The personal connection between the business
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founder and the community is so binding that the fear of relocating the business almost
does not exist, on the contrary it is expected that the entrepreneur will take a leading
part in the development of the community.

Developing e ntrepreneurship in a country also helps to make economic activities more
i ndigenous and so contribute to preserving and safeguarding the national identity.
Thus, a thrivin g entrepreneurship sector is seen as a sign of autonomy and a symbol
for economic independence, particularly in developing cou ntries (Bolton, 1 97 1 ; Harper,
1 984, p. 1 1 ).

E ntrepreneurship and the em ployment chal lenge
The ability of e ntrepreneursh ip, manifested by small firms, to generate employment
opportun ities and to spread these opportunities more eve n ly in different regions of the
cou ntry are among the most emphasised contributions that small businesses render to
the economy. McKenzie ( 1 986) noted that:

In the high-unemployment economy of Quebec, the Beauce region is a pleasing
anomaly. With absolutely no natural advantages, local entrepreneurs have
created so many jobs that the nation's biggest problem is labor shortages
McKenzie, (1 986, p. 44).
U nemployment is a growing g lobal problem that affects developed , d eveloping and
cou ntries in economic transition alike. Cou ntries across continents are increasingly
faced with the challenge of finding employment opportu n ities for the increasing
n u m bers of job market seekers. The mag n itude of the problem cou ld be better
a ppreciated in light of the limited capacity of wage labour and the already oversized
public sectors in many countries. Some arg u e that "it is not admin istrators or politicians
who create economic growth or employment, but entrepreneurs" (Sween ey, 1 99 1 , p.
376), and foresee that the key for solving the unemployment problem lies in promoting
self-employment and stimu lating more entrepreneurship. Others emphasise the role of
formal educatio n in preparing a capable and productive workforce and call for more
training that matches the requirements of the labour market.

Rising numbers of job seekers and the failure of the Saudi economy to res pond caused
the unemployment rate among Saudis to reach alarming levels. With (9%-30%) of the
total Saudi male labour force out of work, u nemployment is seen as one of the main
challenges that could undermine the authority of the Saudi establishment. While some
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countries succeeded in creatin g new jobs by devising freer labour market policies and
reforming their tax structu res, others opted to reduce their unemployment rates at the
cost of lower wages. However, the trend in Saudi Arabia has been to absorb the n ew
work force into the public sector. In addition to the o bvious negative effect of inflating
the public sector there is a limit to the i ntake capacity of this sector.

The role of the small business sector in employmen t generation is still the subject of
many debates and research u ndertakings 15. However, studies into the relationship
between employment and SMEs cou ld be classified as two types: cross-sectional
surveys and long itudinal surveys. In his pioneer study, Birch ( 1 979a) examined
employment changes i n 5.6 million business establishments i n the USA between 1 969
and 1 975. He demonstrated that firms employing fewer than 20 people created a round
66% of the new jobs in U SA and about 82% of net e mployment g rowth came from firms
with fewer than 1 00 employees. He also concluded that approximately 50% of g ross
new jobs were generated from n ew firms. Birch carried out further studies to
demonstrate the vital role that small firms play in generating employment opportunities
(Birch , 1 979b; 1 98 1 ; 1 987).

The findings of Birch's seminal work, that more jobs are being created by small
businesses, constituted what came to be known a s "the small business job creation
hypothesis" . The revelation of Birch's findings ca used a revolution that challenged
convictions long held by mainstream economists and politicians alike that large
corporations are the main providers of employment opportunities. The hypothesis was
questioned on its methodological background and its implications were not accepted at
face value by a seg ment of the research comm u n ity (Kirch hoff & Greene, 1 995).
Nevertheless, the theory still represents a strong argument for the crucial role that
small firms play in creating employment opportun ities in all parts of the world. Gudgin,
Brunskill and Fotherg ill ( 1 979), upon analysing d etailed time series data in the UK,
concluded that new firms provide sign ificant job opportu nities only in the lon g term.
15 Several important issues were brought into the debate regarding small firms' contribution to
job creation, such as; do small firms create jobs (Reyn o l ds, Mil ler & Makai, 1 995; Reynolds,
Storey & Westhead, 1 994; Evans & Leighton, 1 990; Hamilton, 1 989; Audretsch & Fritsch, 1 994;
Storey & Johnson, 1 987; Storey, Johnson & Johnson, 1 987; Audretsch, Thurik, Van Stel , &
Carree, 2006)? What fi rms create these jobs (Harrison, 1 994)? Do small firms create net new
jobs or do they simply take jobs away from existing firms (Hull & Hjern, 1 987)? What is the
quality of jobs being created by small firms (Barrett, 2003; 2004)? Is self-employment a sign of
economic prosperity or i s it a symptom of the severity of the unemployment disease (Hakim,
1 988; Acs, Audretsch & Evans, 1 992)? B6genhold , Fachinger, and Leicht (2001 , p. 89)
concluded, "Increasin g rate of self-employment indicates that there is a problem, rather than
self-employment actually being the answer to current problems in the labour market".
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Rothwell and Zegveld ( 1 982) su mmarised the results of relevant stud ies in the USA,
U K and Canada and concluded that govern ments' attention to small firms as a veh icle
for employment generation has some justification. Parallel to this conclusion, they
warned against raising the expectations of massive job opportunities in the short to
med ium term by creating more small firms.

There is a genera l perception that small firms are major contributors to job creation .
The positive link between small firms and employment would be exceptionally
sig nificant in the context of developing cou ntries where the vast majority of these
countries have labour-intensive markets. A study that was carried out in Zambia
concluded that small businesses create jobs and provide income for vast majority of
the population (Parker, 1 996). It remains a fact that each new business start-u p is most
likely to remove at least one name from the unemployment q ueue. Therefore, the role
of small firms, even those with no growth orientation , is not to be discou nted as a
sou rce of output and employment.

E NTREPR E N E U RS H I P DEVELOPMENT:
PERSPECTIVES AND APPROACHES

"Hong Kong people are entrepre neurial magicians; they h a d created a g reat industrial
city on a bare rock i n the South C h ina Sea; show them another rock - in Scotlan d , in
Australia - and they could do it again" (King, 1 990, p. 1 1 6). These remarks raise many
questions as to what makes Hong Kong people so entrepre neurial. Is it their history? Is
it their distinct character and genetic makeup? Is it their cu ltu ral values and beliefs?
Alternatively, is it their ability to adopt and implement entrepreneurial policies and
complement such poliCies with supportive institutions?

Scholars have studied the construct and the development of entrepreneurship from
d ifferent perspectives and employed a variety of theoretical frameworks in their stud ies.
A comprehensive review of relevant literature highlights four d istinct, but not
necessarily mutually exclusive, approaches that are frequently used as the basis for
the majority of relevant stud ies: the individual 'entrepreneur' approach , the structural !
h istorical approach , the e nviron mental ! institutional approach , and most recently the
cu ltu ral approach .
It is widely acknowledged that entrepreneurship is an interdisciplinary d iscipline that
spans the fields of economics, sociology, and psychology and organisation theory.
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While this study employs the cultural approach as the major line of inquiry into the
development of Islamic e ntrepreneurship within the Saudi context, it also aims at
demonstrating the complementary relationsh ip between the various approaches to
e ntrepreneurship by integratin g them into one comprehensive framework. I n due
course, I will establish appropriate points of contact and link the 'cu ltural' approach with
the other components of the proposed entrepreneurship-based development model.

Scholars and policymakers attempting to explain and stimulate entrepreneursh ip
development in d ifferent countries are increasingly embracing an institutional and a
cultural-centred analysis. Understanding the institutional and cultural realities of
entrepreneurship in a cou ntry enables policymakers to map appropriate polices aiming
at creating a friendly environment for entrepre neurship development, and establishing
the proper mechanism for effective intervention should the need arise.

The individual perspective
Social

scientists,

including

mainstream

economists,

have

approached

the

entrepreneurial phenomenon from an individualistic perspective and sought to
u nderstand and to explain the entrepreneurship occurrence by focusing on 'the person
of the entrepreneur', each accord ing to the basic principles of his/her own d iscipline. In
their attempt to identify who is an entrepreneur, scholars examined the traits, the
behaviours and the functions of the entrepreneur. Their aim was to construct a portrait
of the typical entrepreneur based on his/her personal characteristics in order to pred ict
future entrepreneurs. Understandably, economists were unwavering in their pursuit to
establish that entrepreneurship orig inated from the science of economics alone (Filion,
1 997). Cantillon and Say, usually regarded as the pioneers of the field , defined the
e ntrepreneur in economic terms and viewed economic development as a result of
venture creation .

Wh ile economists have associated entrepreneurship with creativity and innovation,
behaviourists (psychologists, sociologists and other human behaviour specialists) paid
considerable attention to the traits and characteristics that make a person act
entrepreneurially. Behaviourists dominated the field of entrepreneurship u ntil the mid1 980s. There were many ind ications in published literature to suggest that in order to
identify entrepreneurs from non-entrepreneurs; one shou ld examine the characteristics
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of an ind ividual to see whether they are consistent with the common set of
characteristics as proposed by various research findings (Lau & Chan, 1 994).

Social scientists applied various theoretical and methodological approaches to identify
the characteristics of the entrepreneur. The most common three approaches were the
traits approach , the demographic approach and the behavioural approach . Firstly , the
traits approach : the 1 970s and 1 980s witnessed a surge in quantitative and q ualitative
research that attempted to define

entrepreneurs in terms of their personal

characteristics (Filion, 1 997). Timmons ( 1 994) reviewed more than 50 studies on the
general characteristics of entrepreneurs and listed the following six characteristics as
common to the majority of these studies: ( 1 ) commitment and resolve; (2) ability to lead
and to manage; (3) opportun ity keenness; (4) tolerance of risk and uncertainty; (5)
creativity and adaptation and (6) hig h motivation to achieve. While Kao ( 1 99 1 )
identified e leven common characteristics shared by entrepreneurs, the review of
relevant literature and various research sources by Hornaday ( 1 982) produced a list of
forty-two characteristics most likely to be identified with e ntrepreneurs. Kuratko and
Hodgetts (200 1 , p. 28) supported Gartner's ( 1 988) conclusions that the characteristics
attributed to entrepreneurs are so diverse and rig htly arg ued that "no one profile can
represent today's entrepreneur".

Wh ile the trait approach was credited for being able to identify those who are not
entrepreneurs; it was wide open for criticism for not being able to pred ict future
entrepreneurs. The contribution of this approach to policymakers and other parties
concerned with provid ing assistance in enterprise development was questioned.
Policymakers aim at identifying 'would-be entrepreneurs ' in advance rather than
identifying their characteristics in retrospect (Beaver, 2002).

Secondly, the demograph ic approach attempts to use demogra p h ic information to
establish a profile of the typical e ntrepreneur. This approach assumes that people with
similar backgrounds possess similar u nderlying characteristics. As a result, it is
possible to predict entrepreneurs in an unknown population if some demographic
characteristics are found to be common among them. Th is is a questionable
assumption since the issue of characteristic inheritance is yet to be proved. H u ma n
capital variables such as family backg round, a g e a n d gender, education attainment,
previous work experience and socio-economic status are the basic e lements for
studies focusing on the demographic approach (Brockhaus, 1 982; Hisrich , 1 988;
Gasse, 1 985). Len ko , ( 1 995, p. 1 8) reported , "one study even went so far to consider
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whether e ntrepreneurs were left- handed or right-handed". The idea that entrepreneurs'
behaviour could be predicted based on their demographic characteristics d id not
appeal to Robinson, Stimpso n , Huefner and H u nt ( 1 99 1 ). They criticized the static
nature of th is approach and duly drew attention to the fact that entrepreneurs react to
specific circumstances, not to a g iven set of demographic characteristics.

Filion ( 1 997 , p. 5) foun d that various research findings on the defin ition of the
entrepreneur were inconsistent and researchers produced "highly variable and often
contradictory results". Two important conclusions can be drawn from the literature:
firstly, it was not possible to establish a scientific psychological profile of the
entrepreneur or to develop a consensus of the entrepreneurshi p phenomenon
prompting Bull and Willard ( 1 993) to proclaim that there was no "typical" entrepreneur.
Secondly, there was no conclusive evidence to establish a causal relationship between
the traits and characteristics and the behaviour of e ntrepreneurs (Carton , Hofer, &
Meeks, 1 998). To overcome the limitations of these two approaches in predicting
entrepreneurial behaviour satisfactorily, a more behavioural-oriented approach was
suggested (Lau & Cha n , 1 994). U nderstanding the e ntrepreneurial behaviour req uires
a more direct and an

in -depth examination of the activities undertaken by

entrepreneurs. The focus , therefore, should be on what the entrepreneur does, rather
than on whom the entrepreneur is (Gartner, 1 988).

Since the early 1 990s, little substantial research has focused on the individuality of the
entrepreneur (Carland , Carland, & Steward , 2000). The reason for the scarcity of such
research , to a large degree, has to do with the shift of focus from entrepreneur to
entrepreneurial activity as advocated by Bygrave and Hofer ( 1 99 1 ). By focusing on the
nature and characteristics of the entrepreneurial process, entrepreneurs are identified
by their participation in the process rather than by a u n ique set of characteristics they
might possess. To Bygrave and Hofer ( 1 991 ) the entrepreneurial process involves all
functions/activities and actions associated with the perceiving of opportunities and the
creation of organisations to pursue them. However, the entrepreneurial process does
not end with the creation of the business venture. The life cycle of the process consists
of stages that include the : birth, surviva l , growth , success and the decline of the firm.

Mainstream economists were determined not to accept or include non-q uantifia ble
variables in their entrepreneurship model. Fu rther, they viewed e ntrepreneursh ip to be
purely a function of economic activity with no social content, and profit maximisation as
the prime motive of the e ntrepreneur. H ence, they presented their interpretation of the
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entrepreneurial phenomenon by the followin g simple model: Y

=

f (x), where matrix x

represents only economic variables such as utility, profit, wealth . . .

The inability or the u nwillingness of neoclassical economists to incorporate aspects
other than economic in their e ntrepreneurship model led to the emerg ence of an
alternative thought of the e ntrepreneurial activity based o n the "sociology of the
enterprise". Entrepreneurship is seen as a socio-economic activity that comprises
social, cu ltu ral, and economic dimensions. While appreciating the essential role of the
e ntrepreneur and the implication of rational motivations for entrepreneurship, this
model emphasised that a host of interrelated sets of variables individually and
collectively influence the level and the type of the entrepreneurial activity. The model
specification is: y

=

f (x,

Z,

w) where: matrix x stands for economic variables; matrix

Z

represents non-economic variables; and matrix w sig n ifies interaction terms between x
(economic variables) and z (non-economic variables) 16 .

The structu ral I historical perspective
U n derstanding the current political economy and the developmental status of a cou ntry
can not be achieved without understanding its historical backg round. The structural
approach , which is based on "Marxist theories of capitalist transformation", focuses on
the broader political economy of the cou ntry within its historical context. Particu larly, it
investigates the role of colonialism and neo-colonialism in shaping and explaining
e ntrepreneurship and development, or lack, of it in a g iven cou ntry. Unlike the
environ mental and cu ltural approaches, the structural approach deals with external
factors imposed on certain nations by (foreign) powers that h ave resulted in d istu rbing
the natu ral flow of their development process.

This approach to studying entrepreneurship is best explained by the d ependency
theory of development: the (exploitative) relationship between the centre (the
coloniser/ex-coloniser) that is, the developed economy and the periphery (th e
colony/ex-colony) that i s , t h e underdeveloped economy. The structural a pproach was
employed in conjunction with the cultural approach to explain e ntrepreneurship
development, or lack of it, in many countries in Africa, Latin America, and Asia and
more noticeably in India and East and Pacific Asia.

1 6 For more on this model, please see Zafirovski ( 1 999).
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The colonial era has left its impact on many nations , and ensured long-term association
between both colon ised countries and the colonising powers. The British and the
Japanese colon isation of India and Korea respectively are considered fitting examples
where colon isation played a positive role in fostering certain entrepreneurship qualities.
Cumings ( 1 987) arg ued that the Japanese colonial system in Korea and Taiwan paved
the way for their future rapid and sustainable ind u strialisation . On the contrary, one can
argue that the legacy of the British and French colonisation of the majority of Arab
Muslim cou ntries post World War I and well into the 60s and the 70s of the twentieth
century was of a different nature. The direct and more recently indirect colonisation of
these cou ntries has added to their social , political and economic predicaments (Ayubi,
1 993), and inevitably had negative impact on their development endeavours.

The fact that Saudi Arabia has never been subjected to foreig n military occu pation or
direct exploitation of its natu ral resources, as d ictated by conventional colon isation ,
does not necessarily mean that the Kingdom has always main tained total control over
its resources. Since the oil d iscovery in the 1 930s and leading to the 1 973 oil crisis,
Saudi Arabia, willingly or reluctantly, was su bjected to a dependency type of
relationship with Western powers, namely the U n ited States; the US virtually had great
control over the Saudi's most valuable source of national income, oil. It could be
argued that such an unbalanced type of relationship impeded the accumulation of
capital needed for the creation of national industries and hindered the development of
a vibrant indigenous entrepreneurship sector in the Kingdom . Western powers also
practised a policy of exclusion 1 7 by which many countries in the developing world ,
including Saudi Arabia, were den ied access to high tech nology; export opportu nities
and foreign investments with, or without, justifications and under various pretexts.

The environmental perspective: Pol ices and i nstitutions
The Institutionalists benefited from the institutional theory and were inclined to explain
e ntrepreneurship development i n terms of the level of (legal, social, economic and
political) institutional support and incentives extended to the entrepreneur and the
enterprise. This perspective for analysing entrepreneurship development is best
explained and comprehended by the neo-liberal approach , which assumes that
privatisation and market forces are the dominant players in the economy. It fu rther

17 Excl usion policy pursued by the Western powers encompasses more than the economic
di mension to include political as well as social exclusion.
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e nvisages that the role of the state wou ld be kept to a minimum that is, to create a
friendly and a welcoming environment for entre preneurship to develop and thrive.

There is growing recogn ition and acceptance of the proposition that e ntrepreneurship
profoundly affects the economic development and g rowth of all cou ntries regard less of
their developmenta l status. Contemporary defin itions of e ntrepreneu rship place special
emphasis on linking e ntrepreneurship and development by means of creatin g new
enterprises (Gartner, 1 988 ; Low & MacMillan , 1 988). Small and Med ium Enterprises
(SMEs) are the physical man ifestations of the efforts and hard work of the
e ntrepreneurs , supported by a complex system consistin g of a set of interacting
variables, working in harmony to ensure the success of the venture creation. Small
firms are largely perceived to be the means by which e ntrepreneurs deliver needed
dynamism to the economy.

The focus on small businesses at the national level is evidenced by the many
government policies aiming at creating a vital entrepreneurial sector where small
businesses can g row and thrive. The cause of entrepreneurship and SMEs is fu rther
advanced to the point where it was an election issue in some developed countries
such as the United States in 2000 and New Zealand in 2002.

While the individual approach attributes the entrepre neurial success to the traits or the
behaviours of the individual entrepreneurs, the environmental approach recogn ises the
role of the entrepreneur, but with in a macro view of the entrepreneu rial process. The
environmental approach refers to the framework conditions within wh ich economic
activities take place, and tends to explain entrepreneursh ip development from a neo
liberal perspective. The a rgument is that entrepre neurship success largely depends on
the prevailing economic, social, legal and political forces combined and supported by
fu nctional institutions. In this capacity, a friendly climate and an enabling e nviron ment
can create opportunities; otherwise, the e nviron ment will be regarded as an
imped iment to e ntrepre neurship development and promotion. Two pu blic policy
a lternatives could be con structed regarding the likely role of the state i n developing
policies to stimulate entrepreneurship and small business: the 'hands-off' approach
and the 'interventionist' a pproach.
The hands-off or laissez-faire approach appeals to those who view any interference by
the state in the e ntrepre n eurial process to be a disru ption to natu ra l entrepreneurial
process (a firm's birth, survival, growth and decline). This approach is based on the
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n eoclassical 'wisdom', which assumes that market forces are situated to correct any
d eviation, and views failure as being a part of the process. While the hands-off
a pproach might present the opportu n ity to function in a well-developed free market
economy, it lacks the conditions and the infrastructure necessary for its fu nctionality in
developing economies and in the majority of developed economies.

The role of the state in entre preneurship development in developing economies is the
subject of an ongoing debate. The debate is mainly fixed on two forms of government
interventions: functional (facilitative) i nterventions aiming at improving the functioning
of markets, hence their effect would be felt through the entire economy; and selective
(directive) interventions that target certain sectors and/or firms (Wint, 1 998 ; Vu, 1 997).
The advocates of this approach (the invisible hands of the market) argue that
govern ment should not be specifically involved in promoting entrepreneurship or g iving
preferential treatment to entrepreneurs. The state has a facilitative role to play, with the
aim of state intervention being limited to creating the rig ht general conditions and
e ncouraging a productive economic environ ment for competition and enterprise
development (Gotlieb, 1 993/1 994; Peterson , 1 988; Wint, 1 998). I nvestment i n
education and i n infrastructure, sustaining economic stability at the national level ,
fewer regulations, a stable currency exchange rate, competitive tax structure, low
inflation and low interest rates are seen as fertile grounds for indirect government
involvement in entrepreneurship development and the creation of new firms.

The advocates of government intervention rejected the assumptions and implication s
of n eoclassical orthodoxy and argued that neither d o 'we' live in a neoclassical world
nor do 'we' possess perfect market knowledge (Wint, 1 998). The many experiences of
developing countries, in particu lar, are not short of evidence docu menting market
failures. Lall ( 1 995) sugg ested that selective intervention by the state might be
required to correct such market failures.

Those who championed the role of entrepreneurship and small businesses were firm
in their ca ll on governments to assume a more active and direct role in creating a
vibrant entrepreneurship sector. They believed that the state should embark o n
selective interventionist polices that favour, protect, p romote a n d support t h e small
business sector. Financial aid, incentives, credit, counselling, training and research a re
some areas where direct govern ment assistance could be extended to SMEs.
Lichtenstein and Lyons (200 1 ) questioned the effectiveness of g iving priority to
financial and technical assistance , and strongly believed that the priority of support
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programmes should be focused on developing viable enterprises by g iving preference
to the development of a steady su pply of q uality e ntrepreneurs. Lichte nstein and Lyon s
(200 1 , p. 5 ) based their attitude on a sound conviction that "entrepreneurs d o not start
businesses because services are available; services are demanded and used a s a
result of the existence of e ntrepreneurs".

The call for a shift from S M E policy to e ntrepreneurship policy is gaining momentu m.
The argument used to justify such an attitude draws attention to the fact that the
entrepreneur starts the business and it is the e ntrepren eur, not the enterprise, wh ich
ru ns, develops and expands the business (Boter, Hjalmarsso n , & Lundstrom, 1 997).
Thus, state efforts must be focused on prod ucing e nterprising individuals th rough
various awareness program mes that motivate and stim ulate individuals to consider
entrepreneursh ip, and secondly by focusing on e ntrepre neurship capacity building to
equip potential entrepreneu rs with the n ecessary training and appropriate skills for
success.

Still, many development p lanners and policymakers, especially in developing
cou ntries, do not differentiate between polices aimed at s upporting SMEs and policies
designed for e ntrepreneursh ip promotion . In fact, many do not distingu ish between
sma ll businesses and entrepreneurship and use the terms interchangeably. Lundstrom
a nd Stevenson (200 1 ) compared the differences betwee n the two policy approaches
with respect to various dimensions and presented their fin dings in the following table.
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A comparison of features of small business versus entrepreneurship
policy

Table 2.2

Feature

Small business policy

Entrepreneurship policy

Objective

Firm growth, productivity

Motivate more new entrepreneurs

Target

Existing firms
Business (entities)

Nascent entrepreneurs/new busi ness
starters
I ndividuals (people)

Targeting

'Pick winners'
(i.e., growth sectors, firms)

General population/subsets (i.e.,
women, youth)

Client group

Easy to identify 'existing'

Difficult to identify 'nascent'

Levers

Di rect financial incentives
(tax-credits, loan,
g uarantees)

Non-financial, busi ness support
(networks, education, counselling)

Focus

Favourable busi ness
environment ( i .e. , tax regime,
reduce red tape)

Entrepreneurial culture/cli mate (i.e. ,
promote entrepreneurship)

Delivery system

Well established

Lots of new players (need
orientation)

Approach

Generally passive

Pro-active outreach

Results
orientation

More immediate
(Results in less than 4 yrs)

More long-term
(Results can take longer)

Consultation

SME associations

Forums do not generally exist

Source: Lundstrbm and Stevenson (2001 , p. 44).

The campaigners for govern ment intervention in favour of n ew business start-ups
justify their attitude by arg uing that while new small businesses render indispe nsable
socio-economic contributions to society, they are faced with many barriers that larger
firms do not encounter (Ban nock & Peacock, 1 989).

The countries of South East Asia employed both functional and selective intervention s
to boost their entrepreneurial activities. The govern ment of Hong Kong adopted the
functional

intervention approach to create

a conducive environment for its

entrepreneurs. Alternatively, other East Asian countries applied selective intervention
to enhance the competitiveness of their economies. Lall ( 1 995) pointed out that
economic theory does not regard either policy as superior to the other. Furthermore,
there is no suggestion that a combination of both policies can not co-exist and function
effectively within a given economy. The challenge is to apply each intervention policy
at the a ppropriate time and place to serve defined objective. Wint ( 1 998) suggested
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that the focus of the public policy should not be defined i n terms of fu nctional versus
selective intervention ; rather policies should be tailored to address the n ature of the
pro blem under consideration .

The cu ltural perspective
Sabri (2004, p. 1 24) pointed out that a host of management scholars (Gannon, 1 994;
Handy, 1 991 ; Hickson & Pug h , 1 995; Hofstede, 1 980; Pheysey, 1 993; Tayeb, 1 988)
concluded , "There is no culture free theory of management". Likewise, Eade (2002 ) ,
Harrison a n d Huntington (2000) a n d Lavoie a n d Chamlee-Wright (2000) emphasised
the link between cu lture and development and cautioned that "any development
process must be embedded in local cultu re , or development will not take place" , and
fu rther argued "de-development often occurs i n the absence of cultu ral sensitivity"
(Verhelst & Tyndale, 2002 , p. 1 1 ).
Cross-cultural entrepreneursh ip studies have established the existence of a n
unyielding bond between cu ltu re a n d entrepreneurship and that entrepreneu rship i s
deeply rooted in a nation's social context. They maintained that e ntrepreneurial activity
can not be d ivorced from its cultural background, and that every cu lture prod uces its
own brand of entrepreneursh ip. Thus, it could be a rgued that variations in the level of
entrepreneurial activities between countries have a social d imension and cou ld be
explained, among other factors, by cultural d ifferences (McGrath , MacMillan, Yang, &
Tsai, 1 992 ; Reynolds, 1 992 ; Reynolds, Storey, & Westhead, 1 994; Shapero & Sokol,
1 982). E ntrepreneurship literature and cu ltural stud ies lend support to the view that
some cu ltures value e ntrepreneurial activity more than others do. While entrepreneurs
are hig h ly regarded in some societies, they a re poorly perceived in others (Shapero ,
1 984; Ward , 1 987). McGrath , MacMillan and Schein berg ( 1 992) investigated the
relationship between culture , values and entrepreneurship by comparing samples of
American

and Chinese entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs. There findings

suggested that culture has profound i nfluence on e ntrepreneurial values and attitudes;
American culture was prevalent among the American and Chinese entrepreneurs ,
wh ile t h e attitudes a n d values o f non-entrepreneurs both Americans a n d Chinese were
closely a ssociated with their respective cultu res .

Researchers are increasingly utilising cultural factors in their efforts to explain
entrepre neursh ip development in different parts of the world . However, the majority of
relevant stud ies were conducted by Western scholars or from Western perspective and
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employed modernisation theories of development in their analysis. Mode rn isation
theories d ivide societies into "modern" developmental and entrepreneurial societies
and "traditional" anti-development and anti-entrepreneurship societies. Thus, they
claim that the low level of e ntrepreneurial activities in developing countries, at least i n
part, i s due to their cultural values, which prevent their traditional governments from
restructuring and carrying out necessary reforms.

The environmental approach to e ntrepreneurship development explains the variations
in the level of entrepreneurial activity across cu ltu res by the level of institutional support
and incentives extended to the development of entrepreneurship in specific countries.
However, the cultural approach explicates such variation s by d ifferences in the cultural
dimensions (Hofstede, 1 980), and value systems among n ations. The entrepreneurs
are the prod uct of their cultures, and cultures do vary, hence , the level and the type of
e ntrepreneurial activity vary according ly. Lee and Peterson (2000) rightly arg ued for the
need to study entrepreneursh i p from a cultura l perspective.

The cultu ral setting for entrepreneurial research is somehow problematic since "cu ltu re
is one of the two or three most complicated words in the E n glish dictionary and has a
complex and controversial histories" (Williams, 1 983, p. 87). In 1 952, Kroeber and
Kluckhohn cited about 400 authors and from their work, they identified 1 64 definitions
of cultu re and then added their own (Kroeber & Kluckhoh n , 1 963). Table 2 . 2 builds on
the work of Bocock (1 992) to define the term within d ifferent contexts.
Ta ble 2.3

The meaning of "cu lture" within different contexts

No.

Context

Defin ition

1.

Physical cultivation

Cultivating land, crops, animals

2.

Intellectual cultivation

Cultivation of mind, arts, civ ilization

3.

Process

Process of social development

4.

Social science

Meanings, values, ways of life

5.

I nteraction

Practices which produce meanings

Source: derived from Bocock ( 1 992, p. 234)

Although the term culture is a common word that is frequently used in our daily
exchanges in d ifferent capacities, it is not possible to come up with a single and
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accurate defin ition capable of reflecting the diversity of contexts within wh ich it is being
used. Among the many existing defin itions of culture, Hofstede's ( 1 991 , P .5) defin ition

has received much attention as a pre-eminent defin ition . Culture is "the collective
programming of the minds, wh ich distinguishes the members of one group or category
of people from another". While the work of Hofsted e indicate that he used the term
'group' at a macro level to represent a 'country', George and Zah ra (2002) believed
that the term could symbolize "a nation , a region, or an organisation", and thus they
d efined culture to be "the enduring set of values of a n ation, a region, or an
organisation" (George & Zahra, 2002 , p. 5).

Benefiting from the rich body of available definitions, this study broad ly defines cultu re
to be a distinctive set of values, mores, symbols and beliefs, shared, accepted, and
practised as rightful and moral by the members of a certain society. These shared
standards are spread amongst the members of the society and passed on (not
genetically) to future generations. External factors such as political, economic and
ideological beliefs could influence cu lture. Since this thesis seeks to explore the
relationship

between

national

culture and e ntrepreneurship from a n

Islamic

perspective, it is crucial to redefine the term 'cu ltu re' to reflect the strong and
exceptional association between Islam as the main preference for the Saudi culture
and entrepreneurship development. Islamic-based cultu re is largely bu ilt on religious
fundamentals that are deeply rooted i n Muslims' convictions. Accordingly, it wou ld be
reasonable to assume that the cu ltural values of an Islamic society largely reflect that
society's rel igious beliefs. This special relationship between 'the religion' and 'the
cultu re' ma kes it imperative to explore the association

between

Islam and

entrepreneurship.

Earlier d iscussions broadly defined entrepreneurship to be the process by which ideas
are conceived and turned into opportun ities, and/or how opportu n ities are recog n ized /
uncovered and transformed into wealth creation mechan ism by means of the creation
of new business ventures. The Islamic dimension imposes certai n stipu lations on the
'opportu nity', the 'process' and the end goal of the entrepreneurial process; opportunity
has to have a moral and ethical basis, and the mean s by which opportunities are
pursued and resources are mobilised must conform to the halal conce pt, which Islam
sanctions as lawful and permissible. Moreover, the u ltimate goal of the entrepreneurial
activity, as is the case for all other human activities, must be intended to pleasing The
Almighty Alla h .
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Explaining what makes countries d iffer in their entrepreneurship endowment will have
theoretical as well as practical implications for the course of entrepreneurship
development, and su bsequently on its contribution to the well- being of the nation . The
influence of national culture on entrepreneurship development has attracted the
interest of academics and researchers for a considerable time. However, little attention
has been paid to the practical implications of such a relationsh ip on the policymakin g
process towards e ntrepreneurship development (OECD, 1 998).

Culturalists versus Institutionalists
Reynolds, Bygrave , Autio, Cox, and Hay (2002) reported that while less than 3 percent
of Japanese and Russian adults were involved in entrepreneurial activities in 2002 ,
more than 1 8 percent of Ind ians and Thais ad u lts were actively involved in
entrepreneurship in the same year. What makes a country, with all its wealth and
natural resou rces, struggle to realise a sustainable level of economic development,
while another country, despite being less well endowed with n atural resources,
achieves remarkable economic success (Lavoie & Chamlee-Wrig ht 2000)? Is it merely
due to well -constructed and professionally implemented sets of economic policies and
institutional reforms? Alternatively, is it because of intrinsic differences in the attitudes
towards 'doing business' of each society and the cu ltural value system that profiles
such attitudes? A question that is often asked: why despite their wealth of natural
resources, many developing countries "are still unable to make sustained human
centred development happen to them? . . . Countries such as N igeria , Kenya , Ghana,
Zimbabwe, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, . . . Ph ilippines, Mexico, . . . and many others have all
tried to d evelop but failed, regardless of the availability of their sign ificant material
resources" (Adjibolosoo, 1 998 , pp. 5-6).

In their attempt to answer these questions Berger and Hsiao ( 1 988, p. 9) developed
their arg u ment based on 'cultural' versus 'institutional' hypothesis. The culturally based
hypothesis considers each culture entrepreneurial in its own way and argues for
cultu ral affirmation as opposed to cultural transformation. E ntre preneurship policies
should be d rafted and institutions should be designed to complement the existing
nationa l culture and the prevailing value system of the cou ntry. In its q uest to
modern ise and to match the tech nolog ical superiority of the West, Japan for instance
sought the help of the West. Soon after the "Meiji Restoration" of 1 868, Japan
dispatched a large h igh-ranking delegation to Europe and the U n ited States with a
clear mission and defined objective; to search for a base develop ment model that best
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fits the Japanese specifics (Teruji , 1 998), and flexible enough to be tailored to fu nction
along with the traditional Japanese values. The model of the e merging young Germany
was chosen over the American model. H alloran (2002) explains that the Japanese
delegation was open-minded :
They looked to the West for . . . just about everything else - except religion . . .
The Japanese modernized by taking things from the West, swallowing some,
"Japanizing" much and rejecting what did not fit. Japan became a modern nation
without losing its cultural soul (Halloran, 2002, pp. 2-3).
The remarkable success of the Japanese market economy as evidenced by the
economic prosperity it has ach ieved , particu larly throughout the secon d half of the 20th
century, did not take place in isolation from its own cultural values (Ah med , 2003;
Hooker, 2003, p. 40). Halloran (2002) accordingly saw in the Japanese experience
wisdom worth consideration by Muslim nations aspiring to modern isation and
development.

The 'institutionally based' hypothesis, on the other hand, gave preced ence to market
forces and advocated that cultu ral values must conform to market forces in order for
economic development to occur. Cultural transformation towards modern ity is seen not
only as a viable option, but also as a 'mu st' in order to move up the socio-economic
ladd er. Strong a rg uments were presented by the faithful of each school of thought
emphasising their own perspective and discrediting the othe r's.

The trouble with these explanations is that they tend to point to a single underlying
cause for e ntrepre neursh ip developmenUu nderdevelopment, thus run n ing the risk of
oversimplifying the phenomenon under investigation and fra ming the resolution within
an "either" / "or" context. Lavoie and Chamlee-Wright (2000) argued that Berger and
Hsiao have missed the point, and the debate should not h ave been framed in the
context of "for" and "against". They argued that neither high cultural advantages, nor
su pportive policies and efficient i nstitutions alone would lead to more e ntrepreneurship
and economic success. Adopted policies towards entrepreneurship development must
have specific-cu ltu ral context because each nation creates its u n iq u e set of
entrepreneurial patterns (J in, 2000), depending on its cultural, institutional, historical as
well as other environ mental factors.

Parallel to Ricardo's theory of "comparative prod uct advantage" of a country, the
"comparative cultural advantage" hypothesis suggested that each society is e ndowed
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with u n ique cultural resources. This cultural rich n ess plays a central role in shaping
market development. Hooker (2003 , p. 39) believed that "every culture should have its
own d istinctive way of generating wealth, even its own kind of wealth". The u n ique
features imbedded in each culture and how these u n ique q ualities facilitate or inhibit
entrepreneurship commands more systematic consideration. Knowing the e lements
that contribute most to the economic well- being of a society helps that society in
realising its potentials and optimising the return on its resources (Lavoie & Chamlee
Wright, 2000).

The inconsistency between some cu ltures and their immediate e nvironments
(econom ic, social, and political/legal con ditions) leads to variation in the level of
entrepreneurship activities among nations. This explains why overseas Chinese
entrepreneurs out-performed their counterparts in their homeland for so long. It also
provides an explanation for the basic, but crucial question: why it took the East Asian
economies so long to take off and become a d riving force in development despite the
fact that the Asian values could be traced back for many centuries. Jin (2000, p. 1 )
provides a reasoned explanation by reiterating , "Cultural values need a n arena to
demonstrate their power" that is, a supportive and an enabling business environment.
To what extent do cultural values and religious beliefs i nfluence the entrepreneurial
drive of a nation? Two different but complementary bod ies of scholarly literature are to
be referenced and consulted in order to place this study within its proper context. The
first is based on the Weberian thesis, wh ich assumes that specific religions promote
and others inhib it entrepreneurship (Weber, 1 976). The second body of literature ,
based on Hofstede's ( 1 980; 1 99 1 ; 1 997; 200 1 ) cultural dimensions, tends to explain
variation in levels of entrepreneurial activity between countries by variations in their
cultural backgrounds.

The Weberian debate and Hofstede's d i mensions
The i nfluence of religious convictions on entrepreneurship development is linked to the
pioneer work of Max Weber, where h is work emphasized the causal relationship that
exists between religion and economic prosperity. In his famous study The Protestant
Ethic and Spirit of Capitalism, Weber argued that the interrelation between capitalist
development and profit seeking was the prime motivation among early ' European
e ntrepreneurs' (Weber, 1 976). He further argued that while certain relig ions encourage
rational business thinking and endorse the pursuit for economic gai n , others simply do
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not. Protestantism played a key role in developi n g a positive attitude towards capitalist
e ntrepreneurship
individualism,

by

encouraging

ration ality,

entrepreneurial

achievement,

and

culture

self-reliance.

that

emphasises

Catholicism,

H ispanic

heritage and Islamic trad itions, in contrast had a negative impact on entrepreneurship
because they lacked such attributes, concluded Weber ( 1 976).

Tawney ( 1 926) had a d ifferent read ing into the relationship betwee n Protestantism and
the success of capitalism. Contrary to Weber's conclusions, Tawney arg ued that linking
England's economic prosperity in the sixteen ce ntu ry with the Protesta ntism is a flawed
argument. He further explained that the success of capitalism was ach ieved only after
the separation betwee n religion and business transactions has occurre d .
I t i s widely accepted that Weber's thesis of t h e Protestant Work Ethic neither described
an enduring condition, nor d id it make the claim that Confucian values, or for that
matter Islamic ethics, would always be a n obstacle in the way of economic
development and prosperity. Weber explained that the failure of Islam to develop
rational capitalism was p rimary caused by its socio- political e nviron ment rathe r than by
religious ethics and convictions. Dodd and Seaman ( 1 998), and Noland (2003) pointed
out that Weber's thesis attracted serious criticism on several accou nts, and was
challenged at theoretical and empirical levels. Noland further argued that it is almost
certain that no one nowadays is willing to accept Weber's thesis without serious
q uestion ing.

Hofstede ( 1 980) carried out a land mark study based on surveys conducted in 1 968 and
1 972 on IBM employees in 54 countries regard ing their attitudes to their employment
cond itions. His study paved the way for researchers to take a closer look at the
relationship between national cu ltu re and the level of national wealth . By comparing
values between and across countries, Hofstede ( 1 980) identified four cultu ral
d imensions where he con sidered meaningful d ifferences between cou ntries are most
likely to be fou nd: individualism/collectivism, power distance (acceptance and
expectations that people with more power behave d ifferently from others), mascu lin ity /
femininity (strict separation of gender) and uncertainty avoidance (degree of risk
acceptance} 18 . Hofstede ( 1 99 1 ) integrated a fifth d imension into his system Confucian dynamism that refers to futu re orientation (with both long-term and short
term focus).

Hofstede did not explore the relationship between culture and

1 8 Hofstede ( 1 99 1 ) clearly disti nguished between uncertainty avoidance and risk aversion; risk
levels can be quantified while uncertainties cannot.
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e ntrepreneurship in particular, but his cultu ral dimensions have become the basis and
the criteria for most future research add ressing the relationship between national
culture and entrepreneurship.

Accord ing to Hofstede's analysis, individualistic and h ig h masculinity cu ltu res embrace
achievement a nd emphasise recognition and rewards, and in such a climate
performance and g rowth take priority and precedence. The uncertainty avoidance
d imension d i rects cultural attitudes towards taking risk. Since entrepreneurs a re
perceived to be high achievers and g rowth oriented, they a re more likely to pursue new
opportunities and engage in more calculated risky business adventures in their quest to
realise their full potential and maximise the return on the i r i nvestments. Researchers, i n
most

cases,

have

conducted

their

research

u nder

the

assumption

that

e ntrepreneurship is encouraged and promoted mainly by cultures that exhibit Weberian
ethics and fit the Hofstede model.
Mueller and Thomas (200 1 ) carried out an exploratory study across n ine countries to
test their hypotheses about the relationship betwee n two of Hofstede's cu ltu ra l
d imensions (individualistic/collectivistic and high-risk taking culture), a n d psychological
traits associated with entrepreneurial potential (internal locus of control a nd
innovativeness). The results of their study confirmed that some cultures are more
e ntrepreneurial than others. The study found that internal locus of control is more likely
to be nurtured and flourish in individualistic cu ltu res rather than in collectivistic cultu res
and in novative orientation is more preva lent in low uncertainty avoidance cultu res.
Furthermore, there was also support for the hypothesis that innovativeness and internal
locus of control when com bined, as a measure of entrepreneurial orientation , is more
likely to exist in highly ind ividualistic and low uncertainty avoidance cultures.

Zhuplev, Kon'kov and Kiesner ( 1 998) conducted a survey among small business
owners in both the United States and Russia. The fin dings indicated that th ree out of
the five main d ifferences between the entrepreneurial economy of the US and the
economy of Russia, best described as an economy in transition, cou ld be explained by
cu ltu ral d ifferences. The other two differences were attributed to shortcomings i n the
business infrastructure and an unstable business environment in Russia compared with
well-established and stable free economy in the US.

Do entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs hold a similar set of values across cultu res?
McGrath , MacMillan, and Scheinberg ( 1 992) surveyed a sample of entrepreneurs and
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non -entrepreneurs in n in e countries to identify the cultural values that d istinguish
entrepreneurs from the non-entrepreneurs. Their findings showed that e ntrepreneurs
across a range of culture s scored h igher in power-distance , individualism and
mascu linity, and lower in uncertainty avoidance.

Recent stud ies also attest to the momentous relationshi p that exists between cultu re
and entrepreneurship (Morris & Schindeh utte, 2005; GEM, consecutive reports). The
G lobal Leadership and Organizational Behaviour Effectiveness Research Program
(GLOBE) sought to investigate the influence of cultu re on entrepreneurship in fou r
African countries (Zambia, Zimbabwe, South Africa and Namibia). I n addition to
Hofstede's ( 1 99 1 ) culture d imensions, the G LOBE study sought participants' views of
p ro-entrepreneurial values that their cultures have as well as the values they believe
that their cultures should have. The GLOBE study confirmed that cultu ral d ifferences
do influence entrep reneurship development in various societies and u nderl ined the
importance of integrating cultu ral aspects in the entrepreneurship policymaking process
(cited in Frese, 2000, pp. 6-1 1 ).

Lee and Peterson (2000) confirmed the findings and the implications pointed out by
other scholars; the cu ltu ral foundations of a nation have a profound i mpact on its ability
to produce a steady supply of entrepreneu rs and su bsequently entrepreneurial firms.
Reynolds

(1 992)

linked

e ntrepreneurship

to

culture

and

suggested

that

e ntrepreneurshi p is deeply rooted in a nation's cultu ral and social structu re. The
relatively new but promising body of literature addressing the relationship between
cu lture and entrepreneurship suggest that culture has a profound influence on all
factors that affect entrepreneurial success, such as individual's values, motives,
aspirations and n eeds.

On the other hand, there was another view on the relationship between cultu re and
entrepreneurship. The advocates of this view pointed out that prior to the 1 970s and
while Asian countries were technologically and econom ically backward relative to
E u rope and North America, many Western scholars attrib uted this backward n ess to the
"development-in h ibiting" and "anti-entrepreneurial" cu ltu res of Asia. The wide-spread
thin king at the time was that the East Asian culture and religious beliefs namely,
"Confucian" were obstacles in the way of development and g rowth, hence Asian cu lture
was held responsible for East Asian underdevelopment. Conversely, since the Asian
eco nomies started their outstanding performance , there was a tendency to reinte rpret
their cu ltures as being somehow "developmental" and "pro-e ntrepreneurial". Thus, how
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can this orthodoxy be explained and how can one establish possible causal relations
between culture and entrepreneurial success (Ropke, 2001 )?

Billing

( 1 994)

cynically

criticised

culturally

based

explanations

of economic

developmenU underdevelopment, and pointed out that while Max Weber has arg ued
that

Confucianism was anti-enterprise,

much

of the

recent

literature credit

Confucian ism for the economic prosperity of the South East Asian countries. Modern
writers and scholars are being accused of embarkin g on a post hoc approach in their
reasoning to explain eco nomic and material success. The role of cultu re i n economic
development is pre-determined and often is man ipulated to serve pre-conceived ideas
and desired conclusions. The very same list of cultural values and dimensions is
considered by some to be conducive to entrepreneurship and development in a specific
cou ntry at a certain poi nt in time, and by others as inhibiting forces at different times
(Billing, 1 994). The underdevelopment of the East Asian nations and stagnation of their
economies for hundreds of years was largely blamed on their "Confucian Eth ic"
(Weber, 1 864-1 920). Strangely enough, the recent East Asian unprecedented
economic success is being largely attributed to the same set of values that were
deemed to be the cause of their economic failure (Hofstede, 1 991 ; Nanaka & Tukeuchi,
1 995; Wei-Ming , 1 984) .

The existence of a relationship between Confucius' teachings and recent
economic growth had been suggested before but it had never been proven . . . The
nature of the values involved, . . . , makes it very likely that these values were the
cause and economic growth was the effect, the link between the two being
formed by East Asian entrepreneurship (Hofstede, 1991, p. 1 6 7).
Jin (2000) contributed to the debate by emphasisin g that every culture has its strengths
and comparative advantage and for such cultural values to function properly there must
exist an enabling business environ ment. This explains why overseas Chinese a re out
performing their counterparts in their homeland. It a lso provides an explanation to the
basic, but crucial question: why it took the East Asian economies so long to take off
and become a d riving force in development despite the fact that the Asian values could
be traced back man y centuries. Jin (2000, p. 1 ) provided a reasoned explanation by
reiterating, "Cultural values need an arena to demonstrate their power", a view shared
by Hooker (2003, p . 56), "It is not a question of whether "Asian values" or "Western
values" are better; it is a question of whether those values a re properly matched to
production and finance". Once compatibility and harmony between the culture and its
business environment are achieved, success follows.
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Africa, Latin America and P h ilippines have been portrayed i n the literature as
possessing anti-entrepreneurial cultures. Ironically, in the 1 960s Philippine was tipped
to be the first Southern Asian country to take off towards d evelopment, a p rediction that
d id not materialise. Billing ( 1 994) wondered what would happen in the eventuality that
the Philippine economy begins to show remarkable economic performance. Will the
Philippine culture have to be rewritten or at least rei nterpreted to reflect the n ew
reality? Goody (2003) instigated the same arg u ment while q uestioning Lewis's (2002)
clai m that Islam has got it wrong and wondered "what about the period before say 1 400
whe n Islam had it right" , and asked "if China takes over economic leadershi p from the
USA later this century . . . is one going to argue that Budd h ism or even Comm u n ism held
the key" (Goody, 2003, p. 64)?

Billing ( 1 994) warned against the danger of g rouping societies into "pro" and "anti"
entrepreneurship to the point where one starts to think that entrepreneurship is a
sufficient condition for development. By so doing , we a re alienating these cu ltu res ,
which at the time o f analysis d o n ot seem to possess t h e entrepreneurial (qualities a n d
attrib utes) a n d excluding them from t h e development game. However, Billing's
objection to the framework of analysis and the manipulation of the relationship betwee n
cultu re and entrepreneurship d i d not prevent h i m from accepting the fact that national
cultu re and entrepreneurial ethos do link. While not d isputing entirely the role of culture
in the entrepreneurial activity, some questioned the overemphasis of such a role
(Levie , 2004), and suggested that the role of institutions in entrepreneurial activity is
more dominant than the role of culture (Tan, 2002).

THE EM E RGENCE OF TH E MODEL

Dana ( 1 999) investigated entrepre neu rship in fourteen Pacific Asian countries and
presented his findings in one volume. In the introd uction , he assembled a refe re nce list
of relevant existing e ntrepreneurs h ip research in various parts of the world 1 9 . He
concluded, ''There is no one best approach to e ntrepreneurs h ip. Rather, d ifferent
nations adopt policy models, which are relevant to their respective history and culture"
(Dana, 1 999, p.8). The above discussions clearly indicate that entrepreneursh i p is a n
interd isciplinary socio-economic activity a n d further demonstrate the complexity a n d
1 9 The l i st was reproduced by the researcher to account for some additional research a n d is
i ncl uded i n (Appendix 5).
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the interdependency of the many components that must work together in harmony in
order for entrepreneurshi p to occu r and th rive. Discussions also underscore the
necessity to devise a general entrepreneurship model that systematises and oversees
the integ ration and the proper functioning of the diverse elements of its com ponents.

Scholars and researchers generally adopt one of the followin g two approaches whe n
faced with the task o f building models in t h e social science discipline . The first
approach is a theory-oriented approach based on exploring relevant literature and
con sulting existin g research i n the field to map the boundaries of the desired model.
This soft approach to model build ing as indicated in Table 2.4 is intended to generate
"debate and insight about the real world". The second approach (hard a pproach) is
based on the argument that models are true "representation of the real world" (Table
2. 1 ), and their construction shou ld be based on observations and experiences rather
than on theory and assumptions. The role of theory wou ld be to explain the behaviour
of the variables that make up the model. Kaldor ( 1 961 , p. 1 77) stated that any mode l
"should be capable of explaining the characteristic features o f the economic process"
as they are seen in reality. Should inconsistencies betwee n established theory and
observed reality be detected, then appropriate abstractions (assumptions) chosen by
observing the rea lity should be employed to explain such deviation .
Table 2.4

Hard versus soft approaches to model building

Item

Hard approaches

Soft approaches

Model definition

A representation of the real
world

A way of generating debate
and insight about the real
world

Problem definition

Clear and single di mensional
(single objective)

Ambiguous and multidimensional (m ultiple
objectives)

People and organizations

N ot taken i nto account

Are i ntegral parts of the
model

Data

Q uantitative

Qualitative

Goal

Solution and optimisation

Insight and learning

O utcome

Product or recommendation

Progress through group
learning

Source: Pidd ( 1 996, p. 1 2 1 cited in Maani & Cavana, 2000, p. 2 1 )
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The researcher recogn ised that the building of a n Islamic e ntrepreneurship model
would be a multi-stage process. The first stage starts with rigorous a nalysis of existing
theory to bring about the basic ingred ients necessary to build a genera l conceptual
model to g uide the research process through its various stages (Fig ure 2. 1 ). The
second stage would be to expand the domain of the model to acco u nt for elements that
are deemed specific and exclusive to I slamic e ntrepreneurship (Chapter 3). The third
phase involves the collection of unedited primary data from various stakeholders in the
field regarding the Saudi entrepreneurial process and Saudi entrepreneurship
environment (Chapters 6 , 7 & 8). The model will be revisited (Chapter 9), and the
outcome of data analysis in terms of attitudes, approaches, i n stitutions and external
factors that influence Saudi e ntrepreneurship development will be compared against
the theoretical model. The find ings will validate, filter, or refute the conceptual model. I n
e ither case, the cause o f Islamic entrepreneurship will b e somehow served , a n d
through a steady collaboration betwee n t h e research community, decision-making
centres and other influential institutions, an enhanced version of the model will
eventually emerge.

The proposed conceptual model (Fig ure 2. 1 ) was constructed with the view that
entrepreneurship development is an ongoing and a holistic process that entails the
existence of harmonious relationships and positive i nteraction between the potential
entrepreneur, the cultural setting, the institutional environ ment for the e ntrepreneurial
activity and other external factors that could influence the e ntrepreneurial process.
These factors collectively shape the process of entrepreneurship development in any
g iven society. The model illustrates the assimilation and the complementary
relationships between the four major approaches to entrepreneursh i p development.

The basic components of the model are : 1 ) the individual entre preneur; 2) the national
culture that produces the entrepreneur; 3) the institutional e nvironment where the
e ntrepreneurial activity takes p lace; 4) external variables that are potentially capable of
influencing both formal and informal institutions and consequently influencing the
e ntrepreneurial process; 5) the disting uished role of education a s a cu ltural factor and
an intervention tool; and 6) the crucial role of policy in the e ntrepre n eurial process.

The general conceptual model considers the e ntrepreneur as being "the essence of
entrepreneurship" (Bygrave & Hofer, 1 99 1 ), thus it accounts for the many definition s of
the term 'entrepreneursh ip' and the fu nctions that the individual e ntrepreneur assu mes
throughout the entrepre neurial process (before, during and after the creation of the
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business e ntity). The entrepreneur is a n opportunity discoverer and an innovator
(Schumpeter, 1 934), an alert and opportunity exploiter (Kirzner, 1 979), a risk beare r
a n d risk manager (Knight, 1 92 1 ) a n d gap-filler a n d resource mobiliser (Leibenstein,
1 968). The model suggests that developing a vibrant entreprene u rship sector i n a
cou ntry is an ongoing process that begins by developing an adequate supply of quality
entrepreneurs who are willing and able to mobilise needed resou rces in order to
transform business ideas/opportun ities into business e ntities. It is entrepreneurs who
create enterprises and neither the entre preneur nor the enterprise l ives in a vacu u m.
The effective i nteraction between the person of the entrepreneur and the socio
economic environment of his/hers entrepreneurial activity is a crucial factor that largely
determines the success or the failure of the business venture.

Secondly, the model recognises that entrepreneurs a re the product of their cultures,
thus it places special emphasis on the role of national cultu re th rough its informal
institutions (values, beliefs, rituals and attitudes) in promoting entrepreneurship and
cu ltivating ente rp rising culture among d iverse segments of society. How do people
perceive entrepreneurship and how do they regard entrepreneurs wou ld have a direct
impact on the decisions of the potential entrepreneurs of whethe r to pursue or to
abandon their entrepreneurial aspirations. However, being the product of their cu ltu res
does not entail the passive acceptance of superficial cu ltu ral limitation s that might exist
within the culture, nor should it prevent entrepreneurs from acting as agents of change
in the same cu ltu ral environ ment.

Thirdly, even an entrepreneurial cultu re needs a friendly business climate and an
enabling environ ment (institutional framework) in order for it "to demonstrate its power"
(Ji n , 2000). It is extremely important that compatibility between the formal institutional
structure and cu ltural attributes be maintained; otherwise the feasibility of the whole
process will be questioned.

Fourth ly, the model also accounts for external forces that could influence the formal
and informal institutional setting of the entrepreneurial process, and consequently may
enhance or obstruct the pace , the level and the q uality of the entrepreneurial activity.
External factors such as imposed ideolog ical beliefs (commu nism in the ex-Soviet
U n ion), the d iscovery of n atural resources in (Saudi Arabia), colonisation of (India), and
subjecting the cou ntry to sudden waves of immigrants and / or expatriates could affect
the cu ltural as well as institutional balance of the country and subse q uently affect the
spirit, the natu re and level of entreprene u rial activity in that country.
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Fifthly, the model acknowledges the d i stinctive and crucial role of ed ucation (as a
cultural trait and policy instrument) throughout the entire e ntrepreneurial p rocess. The
crucial role of ed ucation in ente rprise building is not limited to spreading information ,
providing training and sharpening skills. Education can create awareness, motivate and
stimulate individuals to consider entrepre neurship as a worthy career option. It is also
an effective means by which cu ltural values regarding e ntrepreneu rship are nurtured,
developed and expressed.

Finally, the role of policy in entrepreneurship can not be overemphasised . The nature
and the target of state intervention in the e ntrepreneurial process cou ld mark the
d ifference between the success and the failure of the entrepreneurial activity at
ind ividual as well as national levels. I nputs to policies targeting e ntrepreneursh i p
development as indicated b y the model d raw from both t h e indigenous cultural values
and the nation's prevailing institutional structure, as well as from the educational
system. For polices to be feasible and effective, they must reflect a harmonious
relationship between cu ltu re with its informal institutions at one end and environ ment
with all its formal institutions at the other end. Hence, they must be d rawn from a
specific cu ltural context. The final outcome of the positive interaction betwee n these
factors wou ld be the emergence of productive indigenous e ntrepreneurship sector.

Researchers and scholars had their preferences and priorities and in most cases, they
applied these a pproaches as if they were mutually exclusive. Hence , they usually fail to
integrate more than one approach in their a nalysis. Although each approach sign ifies
its own distinct insights, the real contribution can be demonstrated when all
components are pieced together. The p roposed model places special e mphasis on its
totality by seeking to establish relationship between the various approaches to
entrepre neurship development. The integ ration of the various approaches would be
achieved throug h formal and informal chan nels and institutions such as the ed ucational
system and the policymaking process. Chapter 3 carries this d iscussion further to
explore entrepreneurship from an Islamic perspective, thus it expands the model to
account for elements specific to the Islamic view of e ntrepreneurship and to establish
the role of entrepreneurshi p in realising the u ltimate goal of Islamic development.
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CONCLUSION

This chapter presented a comprehensive set of definitions of the term "entrepreneur"
from different pers pectives. It also organised the range of approaches e m ployed by
scholars in studying the development of the entrepreneurship p henomenon in various
countries into four approaches: individual, structu ral/historical , institutional and cu ltu ral
approaches and paid special attention to the cultural approach without d iscou nting the
other approaches. The critical review of the variou s defin itions, theories and
approaches to entrepreneurship produced the basic ingredients used in the
development of the conceptual general model of entrepreneurship. Furthermore , this
chapter has emphasised the crucial role of entrepreneurship in development and
argued that among the range of development theories, e ntrepreneurship theory is the
only theory that considers the relevance of the human factor in the d evelopment
process.

Attitudes towards the e ntrepreneurial activity and the perceived role of the e ntrepreneur
have changed over the years. Up to the early 1 970s, entrepreneurship was best
associated with job creation and crucial support for the socio-economic well-being of a
country, such as social and political stabilising power. This attitud e towards
entrepreneurship

has changed considerably d u ring

the

past three

decades.

Entrepreneurship is currently seen as an engine for economic development and
g rowth, wealth creatio n , innovation and competitiveness. A recent report released by
the GEM confirmed the existence of a positive relationship between levels of economic
g rowth and national level of entrepreneurial activity (Reynolds et al. 2002).

Discussions in this chapter stressed that entrepreneurship is a universal phenomenon ,
which is not exclusive to any particular culture, social order, religious conviction or
distinctive eco-political system. It is rather a country-specific experience that is
expressed , promoted and pursued uniquely around the globe in line with each
country's own h istorical, cultura l and environ mental peculiarities.

E ntrepreneurship,

therefore, does not necessarily have to be linked to 'The Protestant Ethics', nor does it
have to be secluded from Islamic ethical values a nd Islam's emphasis on spirituality
and common good to develop and flourish . E ntrepreneurship fu nctions u nder free
market policies of the "modern" USA and it thrives under the state-controlled
economies and authoritarian political systems of various South East Asian cou ntries.
Therefore, "It has been a huge mistake to link entrepreneurship directly with the
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ideology of free markets and economic liberalisation", believed Ray (2004, p. 70), and
further explained that "the rationale for entrepre neurship is not laissez faire capitalism
but self-re liance".

The arguments presented thus far in the first two chapters have emphasised the
positive relationship between entrepre neurship and development and underlined the
need for developing indigenous alternative entrepre neurship models to gu ide
e ntrepreneurship development in non-Western cu ltures. Consequently, the next
chapter ventures to examine e ntrepreneurship, as a 'developmental instrument' , and 'a
well-being concept' from an Islamic perspective. The Islamic criticism of the Western
(general) model of development is not confined to challenging the Western view of
cultural d imensions conducive to e ntrepreneurshi p development, but it also questions
both the morality and the developmental role of the one-d imensional model of Western
entrepreneurship.
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CHAPTER THREE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT.
A N ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVE

And shake towards thyself the trunk of the Palm-tree: It will let fall fresh ripe dates
upon thee.
The Holy Qur'an (1 9, 25)

A n eglected aspect of the literature in the field research on Islamic development is a n
inclusive inquiry into entrepreneursh ip from an Islamic perspective ; a n inquiry that
ventures to explore the attitudes, the views and the approaches of Muslim
entrepreneurs

towards

the

entrepreneurial

activity

and

the

role

of

Islamic

e ntrepreneurship in the broader question of 'development'. Th is chapter, therefore,
attempts to explore the Isla mic perspective of the entrepreneurial activity. The first
section briefly reviews major studies available on Islamic entrepreneurship along with
an overview of the Islamic world-view of development. The second section investigates
e ntrepreneurship from an Islamic perspective and d iscusses the justifications for the
development of an Islamic model of entrepreneurship. The final section focuses o n the
d istinctiveness of Islamic entrepreneurship and duly incorporates such Islamic-specific
attributes into the proposed I slamic model of entrepreneurship.

The prediction that secularism wou ld p revai l and the role of religion in p ublic life wou ld
d iminish has proven to be u nfounded. Such prophecy was based on the hypothesis
that the backwardness of religions would not enable the m to hold their own in the face
of modern isation , materialism and technological in novation and such religions would
eventually disinteg rate and vanish. Contrary to all expectations, there is a resurgence
and an u prising of religious feeling across nations (Shanker, 1 997; lannaccone, 1 998),
and especially so in Islamic countries. World religions, and more notably Islam , a re re
establishing their presence on more solid grou nds. Therefore, instead of celebrating
the u niversality of secularism as an outcome of modern isation , VolI (200 1 ) a n nounced
the "end of secu larism". Thus, it is imperative not to veto religion from the
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developmenta l equation , or discount its role in our daily activities, especially our
economic behaviour.

Seymour

(2003)

poi nted

out

that

the

relationship

between

religion

and

entrepreneurship has n ot been investigated in "adeq uate depth" and h e fu rther
u nderlined the importance and the need for such stud ies to be carried out. Amongst the
few researchers who ventured to explore the relationship betwee n entrepreneurship
and religion were Oodd and Seaman ( 1 998). Their line of inquiry i nto the relation ship
between religion and e ntrepreneurship with in the U K context was carried at three
levels: firstly, the relationship between society, religion and entrepreneursh i p (the
attitude of religion regarding the creation of new firms); secondly , the relationship
between individual faith , religion , and entrepreneurship (the decision and the motive to
become a n entrepreneu r, entrepreneur's conduct a n d work ethics, and entrepreneurs
network); and finally, the relationshi p between theo ry, religion and entrepreneurship
(the envisaged role of relig ion in entrepreneurship d evelopment). Oodd and Seaman
concluded that the relationship betwee n religion and entrepreneurship is "complex and
interdependent". Furthermore, the findings of their study pointed out that the low level
of relig iosity amongst the surveyed British entrepreneurs was comparable with level of
religiosity among the non-entrepreneurial su rveyed samples.

Fou r broad views on the nature of the relationship between religion, development and
e ntrepreneurship can be drawn from the literature ( Oodd & Seaman, 1 998; Wilber &
Jameson, 1 980). Without the risk of oversimplification, the first view suggests that
relig ions, especially Islam, are developmental in nature -each in its own way. This is
because the u ltimate goal of all religions is to make of humankind better human beings,
not by "having more" but by "being more". All religions require , thus expect, their
adherents to act and behave ethically and morally at all times especially when carrying
out business activities (Baydoum, Mamman & Mohmand, 1 999; Sherma n , 1 997).
Gutierrez (1 973) acknowledged the developmental role of religion and lin ked
development to liberatio n .

T h e second view advocates that religions, especially Islam, are "outdated, unnecessary
and divisive" (Perkins, 2003, p. 6; Sutcliffe, 1 975) and are obstacles to development
and progress. These views tend to oversimplify the a rguments and present them in the
broader term of "either/or" thus they are inclined to generalise the role of relig ion in
development. Goody (2003) adopted a more balanced view of the relationship between
religion and development and noted that religions have dual effect on deve lopment.
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Nonetheless, he (implicitly) endorsed the view that considers religion as being more of
a n impediment to rather than a n instru ment for development and prog ress. Goody
arg u ed that religion limits ind ivid uals' ability to think freely and restricts t h e scope of
thei r inqu iry. "It is possible that the very absence of a world religion , with the various
restrictions that i mplies, was in part responsible for the enormous expansion of
intellectual horizon s in Greek thought" (Goody, 2003, p. 67).

The third view maintains that religion and its spiritual man ifestations are personal
matters and calls for strict separation between religion and other human activity -above
all, economic activity (Lewis, 2002). This view with its secular orientation advocates the
exclusion of religion from the affa irs of the state, because relig ion and business do not
mix. Vast majority of Western cou ntries have officially adopted this view on the role of
religion in the private and public lives of ind ividuals, and integ rated it within their
constitutions.

The fourth view, a s discussed in the previous chapter, bu ilds u pon Weber's thesis and
suggests that some religions are pro- and others are anti-development and
entrepreneurship. The Weberian thesis constituted the theme of the majority of studies
and intellectual foru ms debating the role of relig ion in development. A religion can be
the focal point of conflict and obstruction to e ntrepreneurship development or it can
play a constructive role in embracing and advancing e ntrepreneurial activities. The
level of support or h indrance that religion extends to e ntrepreneurial activity within a
specific culture is debatable.

Literature concede s that methodolog ical tools to test cau sality and measure the impact
of cu ltural values ( religion) upon entrepreneurship are still beyond our reach (Oodd &
Sea man, 1 998). However, relig ion 's view of entrepreneurship in certain cu lture could
unveil some intu itive explanations as to the cultural attitudes towards entrepreneurial
activities within that cultu re , especially if it was a religiously based culture.
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ISLAM AND D EVELOPME NT

Relevant research
Theory build ing on Islamic entrepreneursh ip is still in its early stages. The available
l iterature on the subject is very limited in its b readth and depth , and dedicated field
research is almost negligible. Noland (2003) attempted to test the "prevalent"
hypothesis that Islam is an impediment to development and an obstruction to growth .
He investigated the impact of relig ious attitudes on national economic performance
using data from three mu lti-ethnic societies with large Muslim populations: India,
Malaysia, and Ghana. Analyses were carried out at a single country level and the
resu lts were contrasted among the three countries and across religious d ivide within
each country. The findings of the study categorically rejected the claims that Islam is
hostile to growth "either at the cross-cou ntry or within-country level". "Islam does not
appear to be a drag on g rowth or an anchor on development as alleged", concluded
Noland, "if anyth ing the opposite appears to be true" (Noland, 203, pp. 27-28).

Basu

and

Altinay

(200 1 )

investigated

the

interaction

between

cu lture

and

e ntrepre neurship i n London's immigrant businesses. The study included entrepreneurs
from six different immigrant eth nic minorities in London : Indian, East African Asia n ,
Pakistani, Bangladeshi , Turkish Cypriot and Turkish. The findings of the study d i d not
support Weber's hypothesises regarding the relationship between

Islam and

entrepreneurship and also found that against the expectations, Muslim entrepreneurs
use conventional financing to start up businesses (Basu & Altinay, 200 1 ). Furthermore,
the findings of the study suggested that some cultural aspects, namely "family
traditions" mig ht have a g reater role in entrepreneurship development than religious
convictions. These unexpected findings prompted the researchers to ca ll for further
e ntrepreneurship research to be undertaken in d iverse relig ious milieus.

Beg ( 1 990) referred to a study of "Eng ineering Enterprises of Kolhapur (Ma harashtra)",
in I ndia, where entrepreneurial activities among seven eth nic Indian g roups were
examined. The findings of the study as indicated in (Table 3. 1 ) placed Muslim
e ntrepreneurs at the top of the list in every category except "marketing". Muslim
entrepreneurs d isplayed exce llence in various e ntrepreneurial activities, above all i n
organisation set-up, personal management a n d entrepreneur creation.
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Table 3.1

Merit points achieved on the account of entrepreneurial activities
among seven ethnic Indian groups
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Brahmins

10

5

31

5

8

3

62

4

Marathas

6

10

28

3

3

2

52

6

Other Hindus

8

10

23

4

5

5

55

5

Jains

5

9

39

1

7

4

65

2

Muslims

11

14

39

6

3

6
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1

Christians

2

10

23

2

7

1

45

7

Others

2

14

37

2

3

6

64

3

Source: Bhanushali ( 1 979, p. 227 cited in B eg, 1 990, p. 1 05).
Four sig n ificant stU d ies have attempted to explore the relationship between Islamic
based culture and entrepreneurship i n various Islamic cou ntries . The first study by
Lerner ( 1 958) highlighted the tension between trad itional values and the drive for
change in the Muslim Middle Eastern country of Turkey. The secon d attempt, a study
conducted by Geertz (1 963), examined the relationship betwee n e ntrepreneurship and
the cultural background of two I ndonesian villages. More recently, S loane ( 1 999) also
took an a nthropological approach to study Malay Muslim entrepreneurs. The fou rth
attempt wh ich was carried out by Olsen ( 1 988) to analyse the impact of Islam on the
development of Egypt and Saudi Arabia failed to establish a link between Islam and the
economic development of Saudi Arabia. Noticeably, three of these studies were carried
out in Muslim but not Arab cou ntries, and they all were cond ucted by Western scholars.

The modernisation of Turkey
Soon after World War I a nd the d isinteg ration of the Ottoman E mpire , Mustafa Kamal
Ataturk wa nted to create

a

new Turkey by forcing

modernisation through

Westernisation onto the country. I n the process, he forced the cou ntry to abandon its
long-lived trad itions, heritage and values. He even rejected the Islamic past of Turkey
because he believed that Islam and Modernisation do no co-exist. However, despite
the deliberate destruction of the Turkish Islamic cu ltu re , the imposition of the Western
way of l ife a nd the sustained formal policies of secularisation and de-Islamisation , the
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ordinary Turks d id not abandon their religion and, on the contrary, it appears that Islam
in Turkey is as healthy as it is in other Muslim countries, concluded I ntrovigne (2005).

Dan iel Lerner, an American sociologist, studied the modern isation of a small forgotten
Turkish village called '8algat'. Although 8a lgat is only 20 minutes' drive from An kara , it
took Lerner more than two hours to reach 8algat in 1 950 because there were no proper
roads lead ing to the village. There, he interviewed the Chief; a content Muslim who is
happy with his status, resents change, and cherishes h is traditional values. Also i n
8algat Lerner m e t the ambitious village g rocer who was the symbol o f dynamism a n d
modern values. H e imagined , dreamed , and fantasised . The g rocer belonged to the
futu re whilst the chief was the product of the past.
Four years later (in 1 954), when he revisited 8algat, wh ich by that time had become
part of a larger An kara, he found that the grocer had d ied, and contrary to what one
might have expected,

both of the C hief's sons had become shopkeepers

(entrepreneurs!). Four short years had transformed the village and modern ised the
villagers. He fou nd new and modern grocery shops, bus services, electricity and -more
importantly- the praise of the villagers for the dead grocer "he was the cleverest of u s
aiL . . he was a prophet" (Lerner, 1 958, p. 4 1 ). To his delight a n d satisfaction , Lerner
ended his second visit to 8algat on a happy note . . . the villagers had recognised and
accepted modern isation as their newly found path to development, and modernisation
had prevailed. Lerner's argument is that traditional values (village C hief) and modern
values (his sons) are on a collision course. Modernisation resembles the future and
the promise of a better tomorrow; it has the power to stop tradition from being passed
to new generations. After hearing from one of the villagers what he was burnin g to
hear, Lerner declared that his mission was a complete success, so he called off the
research. Among the shortfalls of Lerner's work is h is failure to present analytical
ground for h is interpretation, and to convince the reader that the tension between
tradition and modernity can simply be explained by depicting the lives of "The Ch ief
and The Grocer" .

Turkey is a living example of a nation i n a midst of identity crises; as of today and after
decades of 'Westernisation', Turkey (as a nation) is neither accepted by the West nor
(as a state) is able to reclaim its Islamic distinctiveness. This other side to
modern isation is what Lerner ( 1 958) has failed to address in his study of the village of
8algat. Equally important, the study d id not address the impact of development on the
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natives of Balgat; their cultural values and ways of l ife, their social well-being and their
sense of belonging.

Pedd lers a n d princes
Another sig n ificant anthropological fieldwork was carried out by Geertz, ( 1 963) in East
Asia to study the impact of cultural backg round on entrepreneurship d evelopment in
two Indonesian towns. Both towns, Modjoknto in Eastern central Java in 1 952-1 954
and Tabanan in Southwest Bali in 1 957 - 1 958 were i n the midst of transition from
traditional to modern economies. They had moved from traditionalism to the point of no
return , but neither had attained full modernisation . Whilst the Muslim Javanese
e ntrepreneurs (Pedd lers) were the product of the traditional market economy (bazaar),
the Balinese e ntrepreneurs (Princes) were the descendants of 'noble families' with
social status.

Once again , the contrast was betwee n modernity and reforms represented by the
Balinese entrepreneurs and the relig iously based trad itionalist Javanese Muslims
entrepreneurs. Just like the Grocer and the Chief, the two towns shared common
traditions; they shared the same h istory, belonged to the same 'national polity' and
fu nctioned with i n the same economy, but they d iffered in their social structu re and
cultural background. When both commun ities were subjected to a n economic situation ,
they both responded. Geertz's mission was to investigate whether t h e development of
entrepreneurship in each community was influenced by the prevailing economic
conditions or whether it was socially/cu ltu rally dependent. Geertz ( 1 963) found that
"Islam" had played a passive role in entrepre neurial development of the two I ndonesian
commu n ities. It d id not encou rage nor did it hinder the emergence or the level of
entrepreneurship in either community (modern and trad itional).

This conclusion suggested that the su pply of indigenous e ntrepreneurs , within the
I ndonesian context, was institutional rathe r than cu lture depe ndent. Supportive policies
and fu nctional institutions are more likely to have a g reater impact on the level of
entrepreneurial activity than a re the social and cu ltural d ifferences. Unl ike the
implications of Lerner's ( 1 958) study, the conclusion of this study implies that
entrepreneurship and subsequently development could be achieved even i n traditional
societies without the need for cu ltural transformation .
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The Malay entrepreneurs
Sloane ( 1 999) embarked on a com prehensive a nthropological investigation on the
interrelations between Islam, modernity and e ntrepre neurship among the Malays. Over
eig htee n months (1 993 to 1 995), Sloane carried out in-depth anthropological research
of the Malay culture in the process of basic transformation into Modern ity. The study
suggested that Islam played an active role i n the development of the Malay
entrepreneu rs. Malay entrepreneurs have justified being entrepreneurs by being
devoted Muslims. Entrepreneurship is seen by Muslim Malays as a valid choice: to
earn halal income and to help fellow Muslims. Hence, entrepren eurship is religiously
correct and encouraged .

The cases of Egypt and Saudi Arabia
Olsen ( 1 988) attempted to explore the relationshi p between Islam and development in
Egypt and Saudi Arabia. H is analysis produced no credible evidence to suggest that
Islam had any influence on the economic development of Saudi Arabia. He further
pointed out that while Saudi Arabia confirms its aim of maintaining its Islamic values,
the cou ntry has failed to incorporate Islam in its development plans. " It seems
impossible to demonstrate the impact of Islam on the economic development process
of the cou ntry" concluded Olsen (1 988 , p. 1 36).

"Royal entrepreneurship" is an account of the royal Saudi family's involvement in the
private sector of Saudi economic activities. Sabri's (200 1 ) work d id not attempt to
analyse or explain the nature or the level of the Saudi entrepre n eu rial activity from any
perspective. Further, the study did not d iscuss the possible connection between the
Saudi

Islamic culture

and

its

level

of entrepreneursh ip.

Sabri arg ued that

entrepreneurship in its Schumpeterian or Kirznian forms does not exist in Saudi Arabia.
The oil wealth has turned Saudi Arabia into a "rentier state20 and transformed its
economy to a rentier economy under which the rentier activities take place" (Sabri,
200 1 , p. 1 7), with little or no genuine entrepreneurial activities.

It has been argued that the few Western scholars who have shown interest in the
subject have brought with them much larger problems. In most instances, they carried
20

More on the rentier state wi l l be presented in Chapter 4. However, for more comprehensive
discussions on the theory of the "renteir state", see Beblawi (1 987), Mahdavy ( 1 970), and Yates
(1 996).
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preconceived ideas and predetermined attitudes, which prevented them from being
impartial in their research undertakings.

Claims and cou nterclaims
Western scholars, politicians and Western media have largely espoused the views of
modern isation theories that a n egative relationship between Islam and d evelopment
exists, and sought to explain the lack of development in Muslim cou ntries by focusing
their criticism on the religion itselr 1 . They view Islam as an anti developmental and
counterproductive religion and claim that Islam is the major cause behind the lack of
economic development in many Muslim countries. They contend that Muslims a re
intrinsically incapable and their value system is incompatible with modern isation , wh ich
is regarded as a 'must' stipulation for economic development. Muslims, because of
Islam, simply do not have what it takes to be modern. Critics of Islam have compiled a
long list of what they claim to be the shortfalls of Islam and its inability to modernise
and create prosperous economies. Muslims, on the other hand , h ave listed pages and
pages of Islamic past achievements and the invaluable contributions of Muslims
particularly to Western civilisation in all facets of science , mathematics, economics a nd
literatu re. Muslims' contributions to the u niversal knowledge h ave extended beyon d
protecting t h e work of classical Greece and Rome. They have p reserved , translated,
enhanced and added their own work to aug ment this body of knowledge. 22

Arab astronomers were accurately measuring the circumference of the earth at a
time when Europeans thought the world flat. They developed algebra,
trigonometry and logarithms, and it was the Arabs who gave us our present
numerals (Breff, 1 9 72, p. 43).
Many Western scholars have recogn ized a n d , on d ifferent occasions, appreciated
Muslims' contribution s to the development of the West and the enrich ment of the
world's civilisations. "An important task for Western Europeans, as we move i nto the
era of the one world , is . . . to acknowledge fu lly our debt to the Arab and Islamic world"
(Watt, 1 972 , p. 84). However, Muslim as well as Western commentators h ave rig htly
pointed out that this was centuries ago (Saleem , 2005), and the last noteworthy
contribution made by Muslims was in the year 1 406 (Lacey, 2005). Muslim i ntellectuals

21 See (Appendix 7)
22

A detailed account of contributions made by Arab Islamic civilisation is posted on the Arab
League website: www. arableagueonline.org/
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h ave argued that they were n ot trying to live on the vestiges of their h istorical triumph
and fin d justification for their current failures. They have used their h istory and previous
ach ievements as proof of the dynamism and progressive n ature of Islam and to refute
claims that Islam is incapable of modernisation. The fact that such vital achievements
were realised and sustained within the same religion over many centuries is on its own
a credible testimony to the expediency of Islam. They further argued that Islam, as a
relig ion and a value system , supported by a profound institutional structure, is
compatible with modernisation ; Muslims have both the potential and the moral drive to
modernise, but according to their own vision of modern isation.

Amongst the many claims that the critics of Islam frequently raise about the
(obstructive) role of Islam in development are: firstly, Islam is static and backward
religion that "stood for unchangeability" (Kuran, 1 997, p. 49). The fundamental conflict
between the trad itionalism of Islam and the modernity of the West is evidenced by the
incapability of Islam to modern ise and its resistance to any moves in that direction
( Lewis, 2002 ; Ott, 2002). Traditional Islamic values therefore constitute barriers to
carrying out reforms necessary for the emergence of entrepreneurship and the
d evelopment of viable economies in these countries (Cou lson, 1 964; Labohm, 2003;
Pipes, 1 983).

Secondly, Islamic economics is largely irrelevant to present economic challenges.
Kuran (2004a) argued that the rationale of Islamic economics is best understood in
cultura l rather than economic terms. The true intent of Islamic economics is to protect
and preserve Muslims' identity in the face of globalisation of cu ltures, and is not to
create wealth and promote e conomic prosperity amongst Muslims. Pipes ( 1 983) and
Perkins (2003) censu red Isla mic financial system and a rg ued that the prohibition of
interest negatively affects the proper functioning of free markets and increases the cost
and inefficiency of business transactions23

Th ird ly, the failure of Islam to motivate Muslims to be high achievers translates into less
productivity and lack of development. Muslims in general are low in achievement
motivation, causing the level of their e ntrepreneurial spirit and activity to be low as well
(McClelland, 1 96 1 ; Sutcliffe, 1 975). Some Qur'anic verses and trad itions of the Prophet
(PBUH) de-motivate and in some instances d iscourage Muslims from aspiring to be
23 Based on their analysis of the World Val ue Survey data 2000, Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales
(2002) concluded that Musl i m traditions appear to be the most anti-market.
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wealthy. Islam ic orthodoxy, they claim, portrays wea lth accu mu lation as a sig n of too
much love and attachment to this worldly life, and overplays the harmfu l consequences
that the quest for material gain might bring about (Perkin s , 2003, p. 6; Zapalska, Brozik
& Sh uklia n , 2005).

Fourthly, the emphasis of Islam on the hereafter and the paramount importance it
devotes to preparing Muslims for the n ext life at the expense of their happiness in this
worldly life discou rages and works against the entrepre neursh ip spirit (Tessler, 2002).
The low regard Islam has for materialism and its marg i n a l concern with material gain in
the current life lead to laxity and denial of welfare and communal prosperity.
Furthermore, the strict guidelines imposed by Islam on the means of wealth creation
and wealth d istrib ution d efinitely entail negative implications for e ntrepreneurship
development in Muslim cou ntries (Perkins, 2003).

Fifthly, Livin g up to Islamic standards and abiding by its ethics and mora ls limit the
business opportu n ities available to entrepreneurs. Moreover, the demand of physical
religious duties such as the daily prayers, the fasting d u ring the month of Ramadan and
performing pilgrimages decreases productivity since it leaves the e ntrepreneur with
less time to practice entre p reneurship (Perkins, 2003).

Sixth ly, the substance and the approach of Islamic ed ucation largely limit creativity and
in novation and hinder the emergence of open-minded citizens who are motivated and
equipped to exploit their utmost potentials (Kura n , 1 997; Kamguia n , 2000). Finally,
development in Islamic countries is h indered by i nefficient and a mbig uous legal
infrastructure - wh ich is based on dated Islamic laws such as i n heritance laws;
property rights a n d the execution of contracts - cou pled with the visible a bsence of
supportive institutions in the vast majority of Islamic cou n tries (Kura n , 2004b).

Islam ic world-view of development
The Islamic world-view of development is best u nderstood and appreciated i n the
context of cu ltural d iversity, and where a defin ition of the term 'development' or what it
entails remains relative, a n d to some extent, controversial. Wh ile economic orthodoxy
views development purely from a quantitative perspective, current literature on
development gives more weight to the h uman factor and defines development in terms
of the choices that individuals can make to improve the q uality of their lives.
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Development to, Nobel P rize ( 1 998) winner, Amartya Sen is "

a process of

expanding the real freedom that people enjoy" (Sen, 1 999, p. 3). Moreover,
development is being increasingly linked to attitudes, p references, values and eth ical
judgement.
Development is above all else a question of human values and attitudes, goals
self defined by societies, and criteria for determining what are tolerable costs to
be borne, and by whom, in the course of change. These are far more important
than modeling optimal resource allocations, upgrading skills, or rationalising of
administrative procedures (Goulet, 2000, p. 6).
The focus of development (well-being) in Islam is on h u man development, which is the
u ltimate outcome of attain ing spiritual as well as socio-economic well-being (Ahmad,
1 984). Like Watts (1 995) who questioned the legitimacy and the implications of the
term 'development', Sardar ( 1 997 , p. 5 1 ) rejected 'development' as a concept a n d
practice and argued that "development can never have any meaning for Muslim
societies", and can never be Islamised . He further explained that majority of Muslim
elites, "both traditional and modern", have exploited d evelopment in the name of Islam
to justify and to legitimise their regimes and to carry out their diverse agendas.

The Islamic alternative to development is well-being (falah) in this life and in the
hereafter. The un ity of God (tawhid), wh ich is based o n the concept of the Oneness of
God and the Un ity of His Creation , constitutes the spirit of the Islamic faith . All human
beings are equal in every aspect of their creation . Islam does not tolerate discrimination
against any g roup or individ uals based on race , sex, skin colour, wealth, class, power
or national origin in any shape or form. Th us, the d iversity amongst h uman beings is a
natural right that is not to be interpreted or explained in term of supremacy or
dominance. The relationsh i p between believers is best characterised by brotherhood ;
"the Believers are but a single Brotherhood" (Qur'an , 49, 1 0)24 . The Prophet (PB U H)
spread this cu ltu re of love, brotherhood and unity amongst his companions. "You will
not enter paradise until you believe , and you will not believe until you love one another"
(Muslim)25 . The Prophet (PBUH) explained the nature of this love by reiterating "none
of you is of complete iman until he loves for his brother what he loves for himself (al24 Cited Qur'anic verses are referenced according to the chapter's (surah) number followed by
the verse's (ayah) number. Thus the reference (Qur'an, 2 , 1 43), for i nstance, refers to Verse
1 43 of Chapter 2.
25 The cited Prophetic traditions are referenced by including the name(s) of the Muslim
scholar(s) who narrated the Hadith, (in brackets, separated by ; ) right after each Hadith.
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B ukhari ; Muslim). Ansari ( 1 977, p. 37 1 ) noted , "Th e concept of brotherhood of
believers is outrig ht the concept of a classless society". Su periority between individuals
is established solely by piety, "Verily, the most honoured of you in the sight of Allah is
(he who is) the most righteou s of you" (Qur'an , 49, 1 3). The Prophet (PBUH) also
passed on the same message in his Last Sermon:
An Arab has no superiority over a non-Arab nor a non-Arab has any superiority
over an Arab; also a white has no superiority over black nor a black has any
superiority over white except by piety and good action. Indeed the best amongst
you is the one with best character. Learn that every Muslim is a brother to every
Muslim and that the Muslims constitute one brotherhood. (Excerpt from the
Prophet's (PBUH) Last Sermon as in a/-Baihaqi and a/-Bazzaz).
H u mans must appreciate that God is the Creator, th us the U lti mate Owner, the Rig htfu l
Governor and the Sustainer of the earth and its inhabitants and resources; therefore
they must act and conduct themselves with in the frame of th is understanding (Figure 3.
1 ). God has created mankind for a sole purpose and that purpose is worshipping The
Almig hty. " I have only created Jinns and men , that they may worship Me" (Qur'an , 5 1 ,
56). The act of worship (ibadah) man ifests itself in the deeds and the actions of
ind ividuals while performing their daily activities. Islam con siders work to be ibadah that
generates reward for the Muslim when performed in accordance with the Islamic
g u idelines and code of eth ics. Working in order to support one's self and to atten d to
fam i ly needs is work for the sake of The Almig hty Allah, thus it is ibadah.
Entrepreneurshi p , being the preferred source of income at i n d ivid ual as well as national
levels, is g iven special status in Islam, thus it is ibadah.

H u man beings are God's servants and are His trustees of the earth and its resources
a n d they are to be held accountable and will be asked on the Day of Judgment how
they honoured this trust; thus, trust is neither to be misused nor abused "0 you who
believe ! Betray n ot the trust of Allah and the Messenger, nor misappropriate knowin g ly
things entrusted to you" (Qur'an, 8 , 27). People should have equal access to
opportunity in their pursuit of earning halal income and their quest to realise socio
economic justice. The socio-economic well-being of all is affected by how scarce
resources are being utilized and distributed amongst all. It is important that "God-given
resources" are properly employed to provide all human beings with a n honest and
res pectable life without waste, e xtravagance and ostentation .
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Fig u re 3 . 1

Hu man wel l-bei n g : An Islamic world-view
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Islam, for instance, considers the p ractice of destroying surplus produce to create
artificial shortage of certain goods, so the prices may not d rop below certai n levels, as
being evil deeds. Such immora l practices (the destruction of the Brazilian coffee and
the American oranges a nd bananas) take place while millions across the continents a re
starving . Thus, the Muslim considers caring for the e nvironment and e n su ring the
sustainability of the earth's precious resources to be a religious duty, while others'
concern for the e nvironment is most likely to be seen as a n economic or h u ma n
necessity -that can b e exploited i f t h e conditions allow. "Do no mischief o n t h e earth ,
after it hath been set in order, but call on Him with fear and long ing [in you r hearts]: for
the mercy of Allah is [always] near to those who do good" (Qur'an , 7, 56).

God created the u n iverse and urged man to extend h is potentia Is and strive to realise
and benefit from its cou ntless endowments. He also entrusted man with the earth and
gave him tempora ry and conditional right to ru le over it and benefit from its resou rces.

Who hath forbidden the beautiful (gifts) of Allah, which He hath produced for His
servants, and the things clean and pure, (which He had provided) for
sustenance ? Say: they are, in the life of this world, for those who believe, [and]
purely for them in the day of judgement. Thus do We explain the Signs in detail
for those who understand (Qur'an, 7, 32).
Un like much Western emphasis on material well-being, Islam g ives priority to spiritual
well-being and argues that material well being-shall be ach ieved in the form of socio
economic justice as an outcome of fu lfilling spiritual needs and obligations. The aim of
the Muslim is to realise a "good and righteous life", where the economic d imension is
only one part of it. A good and moral life in this world is seen as a step forward to falah
in the hereafter. H u mans live on this earth temporarily and the ultimate destination is
the "hereafter", but Islam's concern for their well-being in th is worldly life and in the
hereafter is inseparable. H u man well-being in the hereafter totally depends on the
deeds and actions of hu mans in this worldly life, wh ich in turn is linked to the well-being
of others. This rig hteous goal would be achieved by since re devotion in following God 's
commands and fulfilling obligations to others.

E NTRE PREN E U RS H I P : AN ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVE

I n this section I briefly d iscuss the attitude of Islam towards e ntrepreneurial activity and
examine the Islamic mechanism for entrepreneurship development and promotion.
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Is there a n eed for an Islam ic entrepreneurship m odel?
It is neither the i ntention nor the objective of this study to carry out a comparative
analysis between the Islamic and Western views of entrepreneurship and development
or to claim the superiority of one system over the other. The aim is rather to gain a
better

understan ding

of

both

systems'

basic

views

of

development

and

entrepreneurship in order to determine whether or not major variations between the two
perspectives exist and if they do, then whether or not such d ifferences are deemed to
be too fu ndamental to reconcile. Subseq uently, does such a d ivergence in views
warrant the development of an Islamic entrepreneurship model that could account for
issues with specific relevance to Islamic entrepreneurship but not be attended to in the
Western model? The following discussion would therefore be limited in its scope to its
application to the Islamic view of entrepreneurship as a viable developmental strategy.

Chapra (2000) initiated a similar debate and asked whether there was a real need to
have " Islamic economics" g iven the wide spread of highly developed conventional
economics. H e argued that having Islamic economics would be justified only if the
conventional economics (variables, mechanism and method of analysis) fail to
accommodate the vision of Islam of the proper allocation and distribution of scarce
resources. Muslim scholars such as Siddiqi ( 1 978), Alam ( 1 965) and Kahf ( 1 978)
identified the d isparity between the logic underpinning the Western economics and the
essence of the Islamic value system and moral code of conduct. They argued that
Western economics is not the best fit for Muslims because it neither attends to their
economic conce rns nor acknowledges the particularities of their relig iously based
culture. Therefore, they stressed the n eed for the development and application of
Islamic economics that would facilitate the realisation of an Islamic world-view.

The same log ic could apply in the context of entrepreneurship model building. Is it
necessary to have an Islamic entrepreneurship model in the presence of the wide ly
acknowledged

Western

account of development and

entrepre neurship? The

construction of a new model would be justified only if such a model would answer
unanswered q uestions and account for elements that the existin g model fails to
embody. Th us, the anticipated model wou ld add theoretical as well as practical worth to
the common cause of Islamic entrepreneurship.

Earlier d iscussions have established that the concept of so-called 'development' is not
a u niversal one, and the objectives of development are neither cohesive among st
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n ations nor comparable across cultu res. Therefore, entrepreneurship, economic
d evelopment and development in its wider context should be defined and practised in
such a way that best serves the u ltimate goal of each particular society. The
discussions also highlig hted the differences between Western and Islamic world-views
of development and consequently entrepreneurship. Fig ures 3. 1 , 3.2 and 3.3 reveal
that these d ifferences are fundamental and bringing them togethe r would be
impractical26 .

The Western concept of development, as d iscussed earlier, is mainly linked to
economic development, wh ich is measured purely by quantifiable economic/socio
economic ind icators based on maximising wealth accumulation a n d consumption.
Hence, the model assumes that 'entre preneurship' is a universal activity with a
u n iversal mission -to promote economic g rowth and development. The Western
entrepreneur is largely seen as a "money making machine" ( Kao, Kao , & Kao, 2002 , p.
1 69-1 73) and the d riving force beh ind economic g rowth. This interpretation of
d evelopment and the perceived role of the e ntrepreneur, althoug h u n q ue stioned in the
Western cu lture, do not correspond with the Islamic vision of 'develop ment' nor do they
symbolise the mission of the Muslim entrepreneur as a vicegerent of G od on this earth.

Islam upholds the view that economic p rogress, though important to the well-being of
h u mankind, can not lead on its own to social justice and sustainable development.
H u man needs have deep religious/spiritual roots that must be accou nted for and
incorporated in the deve lopment process. The aim of ' Islamic develop ment' therefore is
to achieve a state of ' h uman well-being' based on spiritual/humanita rian and socio
economic foundations, as a stage towards the ultimate destination, well-being in the
hereafter.

The philosoph ical differences between the Islamic and Western worldviews of the
u n iverse and the relationships betwee n man and his C reator, h is e nvironment and
other human beings are fundamental. A comprehensive inquiry i nto the d isposition of
both worldviews regard ing the concept of 'development' reveals that in addition to
d ifferences in their core ph ilosophies, they a lso differ in their focus , goals, approaches,
26 These irreconcilable differences are best articulated i n a letter written by a n anonymous critic
and was addressed to the Saudi Am bassador in Washington DC, in the wake of September 1 1
attacks. The writer drew paralleli sm between the US economic vitality and the rel i gious vitality of
M usl ims, and openly stated, " i n a sense, a market economy is our secular religion"
(Anonymous, 2002).
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applications and mechanisms. It cou ld be strongly a rgued that these d ifferences are so
real that they cannot be overlooked , marg i nalised or n arrowed , nor can they be
reconciled and integrated within a standard ized single development model. Such
d ifferen ces therefore do not only justify, but also necessitate the building of an
alternative Islamic model of entrepreneursh ip that works towards the realisation and
fulfilment of the Islamic vision of 'well-being'.

Towards an Islam ic entrepreneurship model
A religion with a positive attitude to work and productivity is most likely to contribute
positively towards the creation of n ew quality business entities and the fostering of a
friendly e ntrepreneurship environment. It is anticipated that such a constructive attitude
will produce fruitful results when complemented with a comprehensive framework and
matched by political will and commitment from the state.

Islam ic attitude towards entrepreneurial activity
The suggestion that relig ion has a key role to play in shaping the mode and the level of
entrepreneurial activity in a g iven society is gaining widespread acknowledgment and
recog n ition. The link between religion and economic activity i n the wider context was
explored and demonstrated by the work of ( Dodd & Seaman , 1 998; Guiso, Sapienza &
Zingales, 2004; Hirsch man , 1 983; Sood & Nasu, 1 995; Wienen , 1 997).

Among the basic rights that all individ uals are entitled to, and should enjoy, is access to
income. Chapra (1 985) explained that socio-economic justice, based on the theory of
"social equilibrium", implies that people are entitled to have equal opportu n ity and does
not entail that they should be equal in poverty or in rich ness. Earning lawful (halal)
living is tenable through engagement in prod uctive activities , namely: employment
(working for others) and being self-employed and employin g others (undertaking
entrepreneurial activity). Although Islam endorses working for others for fixed salary, it
encourages and stimu lates Muslims to embark on entrepreneurship as the preferred
option to earning halal income.
Beg ( 1 979) noted that Islam does not only motivate Muslims to be entrepreneurs, but in
fact, it makes it obligatory on them to work hard and gain ha/al earnings beyond their
immediate n eeds in order to care for the commun ity and the Muslim ummah at large.
Earning halal income through entrepreneurship and helping others to earn a living
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spares the pu blic wealth from being exploited by a few and discou rages them from
being dependent on the state. Public wealth belongs to the Muslim ummah, so it should
be utilised in projects that serve the common need and the common interest of society.

Sadeq (1 997) pointed out that entrepreneurship in Islam is h ig h ly regarded, and
forcefu lly arg ued that Islam provides not only the incentives but also the cond ucive
framework for economic and entrepreneurship development. His a rg u ment is based on
the interpretation of the Quranic verse "And when prayer is over, d isperse in the world
and search for the bou nty of Allah" (Qur'an, 62 , 1 0), and on the many traditions of the
Prophet Mu hammad (PBUH). Others have cited "It is He Who made the earth
manageable for you , so traverse ye through its tracts and enjoy of the sustenance
wh ich He furnishes: but unto H im is the resurrection (Qu r'an , 1 5, 67). Searching and
steerin g throug h the earth's tracts goes beyond

simply finding e m ployment

opportunities or even engaging in basic entrepreneurial activities. The search implies
the exploration of the unknown in order to d iscover new horizons and uncover new
opportunities for the benefit of h umankind. Such active search involves taking risks and
requires innovative thinking and to Sadeq ( 1 993), that is "entrepreneurship".
The Holy Qur::fjln and the trad itions of the Proph et Muhammad (PBUH) explicitly praise
entrepreneurship a n d commend moral entrep reneurial activity; "But Allah hath
permitted trade (bai) and forbidden usury (riba)" (Qur'an , 2, 275). The economic
transaction of buyin g and selling for profit (bai) implies the existence of the
entrepreneur. It is narrated that the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said , "A faithful and
trustworthy businessperson will be resurrected at the Day of Judgement with the
prophets, the truthfu l , and the martyrs" (Ibn Majah ; al-Tirmithi). Furthermore, the
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and many of h is close companions were trustworthy and
successful entrepreneurs. He explicitly emphasised the importance of e ntrepre n eursh ip
and encouraged Muslims to actively participate in business activity. Nu'aym Ibn Abd AI
Rahman narrated that the Prophet (PBUH) said , "Nine-tenths of the sustenance (rizq)
is derived from trade (busin ess ventures)". The second Muslim khalifah, Omer bin AI
khattab (May Allah be pleased with him) also was a trader, and he used to say "noth ing
is more beloved to me than to earn my living through my own hard work and efforts".
The concept of collective obligation (fard kifayah) in Islam is based on the ability of
society to meet its minimum and basic needs from a specified activity or meet n ational
challenges and obligations. An appropriate share of the Muslim population should
undertake entrepreneurial activities by their own choice and accord ing to their own
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initiative to ensure the continu ity of the nation's economic viability. Failure to ach ieve
such a level of performance means that the Islamic government has to step in and
assume its legal and moral obligation to compensate for any shortfall of the private
sector.

Perkin s (2003) analysed the role of Islam in the process of "wealth creation", and
confirmed Weber's conclusions: ''There is no doubt that Islam is an economic
hindrance and barrier to prosperity and fulfilment of h u man ambition , potential and
welfare" (Perkins, 2003, pp. 5-6). However, the claims that Islam has the propensity to
deter development (Weber, 1 963) and that Muslims in general are low i n achievement
(McClelland, 1 96 1 ) have been conceptually challenged even by Western intellectuals.
A n umber of Western th inkers, in addition to Muslim scholars, have acknowledged the
progressive nature of Islam and recog n ised its positive attitude towards prosperity and
the desirability of engaging in productive business activity. While Sullivan (2004)
acknowledged that Islam is "a religion of knowledge", Wienen ( 1 997, p. 42) stated that
" Islamic tradition has always included a positive approach to economic activity" and
noted that the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was "a merchant before his prophetic
mission". Amongst the many scholars who have recognised Muslims' vital contributions
to the world's civilizations is Hooker (2003). He argued that:
One can write volumes on the contributions of medieval Islam to Western
science and letters . . . There is every reason to assume that Islam can provide the
foundation for a tolerant and prosperous culture today, as it has done in the past.
It wif( not be a clone of the Western culture, however (Hooker 2003, pp. 286287).
Robert H . Pelletreau d id not only acknowledge these contributions but a lso appreciated
the value system that led to their man ifestation.
Muslim scholars preserved classical learning during the Dark Ages and made
vital contributions at the dawn of the Renaissance in the areas of science,
astronomy, mathematics, commerce, law, history and medicine. And today, we
see in the traditional values of Islam - including respect for knowledge, for
justice, for good works, for private entrepreneurship and honest profit, and
compassion for the poor (Pef(etreau, 1996/7.
Zapalska, Brozik, and Shuklian (2005) stated that Islam generally has a positive attitude
to e ntrepreneurship and the rights of ownership. Wilson (2006) acknowledged the

27 Pelletreau,

R. H . ( 1 996). Assistant Secretary of State, Robert Pelletreau while addressi ng the
Council on Foreign Relations, New York on Muslim politics of the Middle East. May 8, 1 996.
Retrieved July 1 2, 2003, from: www. mvspy. us/ . . .I1 1 1 01 1A!http/dosfan.lib. uic.ed u/.
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uniqueness of the Islamic code of business ethics and the positive contributions that
'trust' can render to the economic activity in the form of cost effectiveness and
organisation competence.

The motives and the i ncentives
What motivates someone to start a business is an important issue. The personal
motives of e ntrepreneurs for starting their businesses are considered important
indicators that explain the status and the direction of e ntrepreneurship in a country. The
ability of the entrepreneurs to orchestrate and lead the economic transformation and to
carry out needed fu ndamental changes in the cultu ral, social and economic structure of
the country depends much on the entrepreneurial motives of new business founders
when starting their businesses. Motives also act as guiding instru ments for
policymakers, when weighing their options and allocating their resources, by identifying
and targeting entre preneurs who are most likely to develop growth -oriented businesses
and generate new job opportunities.

People start their own businesses for various reason s : to earn more money, a n
opportunity t o b e creative, to build a social position a n d increase status, t o b e
independent, t o have greater control over one's work, to have a comforta ble lifestyle
and the need for a job or fea r of unemployment. Researchers have categorised startup
motives into a number of d istinct groups: economic and lifestyle reasons, creativity of
small firms , social aspects of being self-employed and small businesses as a mean of
employment.
Categorisation based on the concept of 'push' I 'pu ll' analysis has gained acceptance
by the research commu nity and is widely circulated in the literature (Dea n , Meyer, &
DeCastro, 1 993; G ranger et al. , 1 995). Central to the conventional economic theory is
the theme that individuals start their own businesses based on an affirmative choice
and "attracted by the opportu nity or the 'pull' of perceived profit" (Storey, 1 982, p. 1 1 0).
Unemployment or the threat of it (Sage, 1 993) and career dissatisfaction (8rockhaus &
Dixon, 1 986) are considered "push factors" since they te nd to push individuals towards
self-employment as the best or the only available alternative to their cu rrent situation .

Islam endorses entrepreneurship regardless of its being opportunity o r n ecessity d riven
as long as it stands on moral and eth ical g rounds and confirms with the Islamic code of
conduct. Stimulati ng entrepreneurship in Western societies is mainly d riven by the
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prospect of material rewards. Islam has noth ing against Muslims seeking profit th rough
the creation of, or the e ngagement i n , business ventures. The only condition that must
be preserved is the realisation that every business undertaking is a form of ibadah
intended firstly to please The Almighty Alla h . Accordi ngly, business activities are meant
to strengthen the Muslims' faith (iman) by committing them to the remembrance of
Allah and attending to H is religious duties. "By men whom neither traffic nor
merchan dise can divert from the remembrance of Allah, nor from reg ular prayer, nor
from the practice of reg ular charity" (Qur'an , 24, 37).

The moral dimension of Islamic entrepreneurship is evidenced by the h ig h standards
a n d the strict g u idelines set by Islam to reg ulate profit accum ulation by prohi bitin g
d ishonesty, g reed , exploitation and monopoly. The Prophet (PBUH) explained that
anyone who stockpiles commodities a nticipating an i ncrease in prices with the intention
of making an un lawfu l profit is a sin ner. Islam aspires to create h ig h quality Muslim
entrepreneurs and productive Islamic entrepreneurship. Th us, Muslim entrepreneurs
are permitted and encouraged to be involved only in morally accepted and socially
desirable prod uctive business activities. Activities that involve alcohol, drugs, usury,
prostitutio n , gambling, a n d h ig hly speculative business behaviour are strictly prohi bited ,
despite the possibility of their economic viability.

Other very important motives associated with Islam ic entrepreneurship - but mainly
absent from Western e ntrepreneurship literatu re - a re religious and altruistic motives. It
is strongly argued that Islam considers entrepreneu rship as bei ng fard kifayah on the
Muslim ummah: it is a form of worship that brings Muslims closer to fulfilling their
religious d uties and completing their faith (iman). Moreover, entrepreneurshi p in Islam
is a means by which the Muslim entrepreneurs extend help to their Muslim brothers
and participate in the development of the Muslim nation. Hence, entrepreneurship is
viewed from a larger perspective and the entrepreneur assumes an altruistic role that
goes beyond satisfyin g h is/her immediate needs and personal interest. Th us, the
"pursuit of self interest" (Smith , 1 776) and self-centred wealth creation (Say, 1 8 1 6;
Schumpeter, 1 934) are not the primary motives beh i n d Islamic entrepreneurial activity.
Altruistic motives override personal considerations a n d self-interest shall be realised as
a natura l outcome of advancing the society's common welfare.

Entrepreneurship in Islam is also seen as a means of thanking The Almig hty Allah for
H is cou ntless blessings and a way to help others:
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But seek, with the (wealth) which God has bestowed on thee, the Home of the
Hereafter. Nor forget thy portion in this World: but do thou good, as God has
been good to thee, and seek not (Occasions for) mischief in the land: For God
loves not those who do mischief (Qur'an, 28, 77).
Numerous Qur'anic verses and P rophet traditions urge Muslims to g ive generously i n
order to promote the spirit of cooperation a n d spread socio-economic justice among
Muslims. One can argue that sta rting new businesses with the intention of helping
othe rs through the creation of e mployment opportunities can be considered as a form
of g iving or spend ing in the way of The Almig hty Allah. Such action warrants the
Muslim entrepreneur rewards in the hereafter as well the satisfaction and potentially
high return on h is/her investment in this life. I n fact, the positive implications of helping
fellow Muslims to earn halal income far exceed the benefits of giving in a charitable
man n er.

Wh ile the Western system e m ploys material incentives to motivate individuals to
undertake entrepre neurial activities, Islam mainly uses mora l incentives without failing
to account for the material stimulus. Sheikh Odeh (2004) pointed out that although the
Muslim entrepreneur is mostly motivated by the divine ince ntive system, Islam is the
only religion and/or a system that offers such an incentive while acceptin g and
endorsing all other conventional motives. Muslims are expected to strive with all their
physical, financial , moral and inte llectual resou rces to seek the good pleasure of The
Almig hty Allah. By doing so , Muslims are actually advancing their own cause in this
worldly life and in the hereafter. Earning ha/al income and realising profit through
entrepreneurial activities would enable Muslim entrepre n e u rs to fulfil ibadat of a
"financial natu re" such as g iving Zakah and charity wh ile meeting their own and their
exten ded families' needs; for which they will be rewarded generously in the hereafter.

A crucial issue that must be accou nted for in the p rocess of constructing any
developmenta l model is ensuring compatibility and integration between its various
elements; most notably its cu ltu ra l and institutional components. Regardless of how
entrepreneurial the Islamic cu ltu re is, it still needs an accommodating e nvironment and
supporting institutions in order for it to demonstrate its will.

The role of Islamic fi nancing in entrepreneurship d evelopment
Although each cou ntry is faced with an exclusive set of obstacles that hampe r the
development of its entrepreneurship sector, and despite the un iqueness of the
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problems facing individual entrepreneurs in their quest to establish their businesses,
there are certain d ifficulties shared by the vast majority of e ntrepreneurs. Entry into
business is often h indered by the lack of financial resources , government regu lations ,
a n d socia l attitudes that often d iscourage risk-taking (Sage , 1 993). However, the
procurement of capital to start a business is widely recognized to be a major obstacle
in the way of most potential e ntrepreneurs i rrespective of their whereabouts. The
validity of this statement is not limited to a particular culture or confined to a certain
landscape, although it is more pertinent in the context of developing countries.
Cooperation between (potential) entrepreneu rs and conventional lending financial
institutions in Islamic countries is usually held back on the following grounds: Firstly,
commercial lending institutions are reluctant to extend their cred it to (potential)
entrepreneurs. This reluctance is largely attrib uted to the high risk (high failure rate)
and high admin istrative costs of lend ing to small firms where the size of the loan is
often too small to be economically viable. However, lack of understanding of the nature
and the dynamics of SMEs, coupled with lack of qualified credit banks' person nel when
apprising feasibility studies and evaluating and mon itoring small business loans are
believed to be the real reasons behind such reluctance.
Some of the conditions imposed by lending institutions such as req uesting prior
business records showing profitability to guarantee the repayment of the loan are hard
to fulfil, especially by new and potential entrepreneurs who do not have established
credit or prior success records (credit h istory). Commercial banks are also hesitant to
take a risk in financing innovations since new products lack an account of h istorical
success and the guarantee of future performance and acceptance by the markets
remains to be proven (lack of reliable information). To protect their investment and
ensure the secu rity of the loan , banks req uire entrepreneurs to come up with
su bstantial collateral, in most cases, to a value exceeding the value of the loan. The
inability of the entrepreneur to meet the toug h cond itions set by commercial ban ks
means that he/she can not count on the conventional banking system to secu re needed
start-up capital. This leaves the entrepreneur with the d ifficult task of trying to find
another financing alternative - where excessive interest is often charged - or to
abandon the dream of becoming an entrepreneur.

Even if the potential entrepreneu r was able to satisfy the requirements of the lending
institution and prove his/her elig ibility for the loa n , the entrepreneur will then be held
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accou ntable to repay the pre-determined interest charges in addition to the borrowed
principal. The h ig h cost of raising capital needed to undertake the business venture
imposes a heavy debt burden o n the e ntrepreneur. The extra cost of finance places the
entrepreneur in a detrimental position from the start, hence increasing the odds against
the success of his/her business ventu re. Furthermore, the com mitment to repay the
loan and the associated interest is inescapable and is irrespective of the future yield of
the business activity. Should the venture prove to be a success a n d the rate of return
higher than the ongoing interest rate, fixed arra ngements would not then be fair to the
lender. On the other hand, if the business activity turns sou r and ends up a failure , the
entrepreneur is left to his/her fate, while the lender u nfairly recovers. This practice is
deemed u nfair and unjust hence it is explicitly prohibited in Islam.

Secondly, the majority of potential Muslim entrepreneurs do not wish to deal with
conventional banks on religious grounds. They consider commercial banks to be
unethical institutions that widen the d ivide between the wealthy and the needy through
their immoral interest (riba)-based financial practices. Scholars surveying this topic
freq uently overlook this factor despite its sig n ificance and immense implications.
Thirdly, a sizable portion of Muslim e ntrepreneurs would prefer sharing rather than
bearing the risk associated with new business undertakings

From debt-based to equity-based banking system
Presley and Sessions ( 1 994, p. 585) cogently pointed out that although the current
interest in Islamic economics is relatively recent, Islamic econom ics is not a n ew
parad igm. In fact, the roots of Islamic economics can be traced to the time of the
revelation of the Holy Q u r'an , some fou rteen centuries ago.

The following discussion on the Islamic financial system is limited in its depth and scale
to the potential role that Islamic banking is capable of comman d ing i n the development
and promotion of a productive Islamic entrepreneurship sector. Islamic Shariah is the
set of rules that governs the economic, social, political and cultural aspects of Islamic
societies. Qur'an a nd Sunnah are the main sources of Shariah. The philosoph ical
thinking u nderlying the p rinciples of the Islamic financial system is the implementation
of a financial system (wealth accumu lation and wealth d istribution) that is fair, just and
un biased towards the rich minority at the expense of the poor majority. The u ltimate
aim is to spread socio-economic justice amongst Muslims throug hout the Islamic world .
Iqbal ( 1 997) pointed out that although Islamic banking is a core component of the
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Islamic financial system, it is a common fallacy to identify the Islamic financial system
exclusively with I slamic banking and to define the economy as a whole only on the
basis of being an "interest free" economy .
. . . Describing the Islamic financial system simply as "interest- free" does not
provide a true picture of the system as a whole. Undoubtedly prohibiting the
receipt of and payment of interest is the nucleus of the system, but it is
supported by other principles of Islamic doctrine advocating risk sharing,
individuals' rights, property rights and the sanctity of contracts. Similarly, the
Islamic financial system is not limited to banking but covers capital formation,
capital markets, and all types of financial intermediation (Iqbal, 1 997, p. 1).
The proh ibition of interest (riba) in Islamic economics has received much atte ntio n .
Many Western scholars have suggested that the prohibition of interest i s anti-capital ist
and an obstacle to the proper fu nctioning of a modern economy and a limiting - if n ot
an impeding - factor to economic development and g rowth. On the othe r hand , others
have argued that there is no moral or economic justification for charging or receiving
interest. Charging interest, they argue is counterprod uctive and adds to the burdens of
the entrepreneur and an interest-based economy is by no mean a n economy that
aspires to provide socio-economic justice.

Ahmad ( 1 996) explored the possible relationship between the proh ibition of interest
and economic development and concluded that: Firstly, money generated from "re nt
seeking activity" such as charging interest creates new but artificial capital which is by
no means the life-blood of the markets. Ah mad (1 996, p. 4) pointed out "The essence
of the market is entrepreneursh ip" and explained that "trade, not ban king is the primary
function of markets" .

Secondly, the partnership arrangements between the financier and the entrepreneur
eliminate the negative effect of banning interest, if any, on the markets. Mudarabah and
musharakah are two Islamic financial instruments used as alternatives to the interest
based arrangements employed by conventional banking. Mudarabah and musharakah
operate under the concept of 'rate of return' where the financier and the entrepreneur
share the risk, hence they also share the profiUloss generated by the investment
accord ing to an agreed upon ratio. This is in contrast to the fixed pre-determined
' interest rate' to be paid by the entrepreneur in addition to the borrowed principal
regardless of the outcome of the business undertaking.
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Thirdly, Islam proh ibits paying or receiving any predetermined fixed rate of retu rn on
borrowed/lent money. Charging interest (riba) tends to drive the poor into more poverty
and create more wealth for the wealthy without doing work or sharing the risk involved
in every business undertaking. Riba further creates wealth without actually being the
outcome of prod uctive economic activity or as the result of an increase in commod ity
su pply. Islam therefore considers all interest-based financial arra ngements to be unfair,
u njust and mora lly unjustifiable and all money generated by such transaction s to be
unearned money, thus declares riba u n lawful . Interestingly, all major religions
(Judaism, Ch ristianity and Islam) and other ethical systems such as Buddhism and
H i nduism were u n ited in denou ncing interest as u nethical and immoral practice.
Robertson ( 1 990; 1 998) and Vogel and Hayes ( 1 998) stressed the n eed for an inte rest
free economy. Chapra, ( 1 985) and more recently Mills and Presley ( 1 999) and
Warburton (1 999, pp. 224-225) argued that an equ ity-based economy te nds to
outperform an economy that relies heavily on credit. Moore ( 1 997) concluded his study
on Islamic finance by suggestin g that the move towards equ ity-based financing is set to
be a global phenomenon 28 . Wienen ( 1 997) pointed out that debt-based financing ru ns
the risk of forcing futu re generations to pay heavily to service cu rrent public borrowings.
Alternatively, e q uity-based Isla mic financing limits Muslim govern ments' borrowings to
available resources hence freeing future generations from the debt burden 29 . The
magnitude of the problems facing many developing countries in Africa and Asia u nder
the ru les of d ebt-based economies is enormous. It was reported du rin g the G8 su mmit

2005 that serv icing Africa's d e bt is consuming all its

G D p 30 . The ratio of total debt to

gross domestic product for many cou ntries is rising rapidly; the external debts of five

Arab countries in 1 989 for instance exceeded by far their G D P : Mauritania 1 78.8%,
Egypt 1 62.3%, Somalia 1 59 % , Jordan 1 52%, and Syria 1 4 1 . 7 % (Jiyad, 1 995).

Key Islamic fi nancial themes conducive to entrepreneurship development
The individ ual who possesses financial resources is confronted with the question of
how to safeguard his/her money while remaining faithful to the principles of Islamic
financing. Fig ure 3.2 below outlines key themes of the Islamic financial system that

28 For a more comprehensive account of the role of i nterest-free economy in development, see
Anwar ( 1 987) and Khan ( 1 985).
29 For more on the debt burden on future generations, see (Democratic Staff, 2004; Ferguson,
1 964; Holcombe, Jackson & Zardkoohi , 1 98 1 ; Labonte & Makinen, 2003).
30 G8 "The Group of Eight" refers to the industrialised countries of The USA, Canada , Japan,
France, UK, Italy, Germany, and Russia.
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reflect the e ntrepreneurial and the developmental nature of Isla m and its commitment
to preserve the spiritual as well as the socio-economic well-being of humankind.
Figure 3 .2

Key Islamic financial themes conducive to entrepreneurship development
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The concept of Infaq
14---(Cha rity)

Islam forbids money hoarding because hoarding money means preventing it from
achieving its intended objectives and negates its function as a viable tool for
development. Hoarding money is also prohibited on the grou n d that it obstructs the
Muslim ummah from realising socio-economic justice among its members, "those who
hoard up gold and silver and do not spend it in the way of Allah , give them the tidings
of a painful punishment" (Qur'an , 9 , 43). The logical alternative to hoarding is investing
and investment could be realised through a choice of opportun ities.
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Money can be passively invested in commercia l banks to earn fixed interest. This form
of investment is deemed un lawful, hence con demned and prohibited i n Islam.
Investments could also take the form of investin g in the stock market, real estate, and
import/export and in many other alternatives . This line of i nvestments involves
productive as well as unprod uctive or even destructive business activities. Islam
sanctions only prod uctive business activities, which abide by the ru les of the Islamic
shariah and preserve Islamic values.

The Islamic alternative to hoard ing is spending in the way of Allah that is, investing in
business activities that are moral, productive and socially desira ble. The Muslim
investor therefore is e ncouraged to start a business of h is/her own or e nter into a
partnership agreement with a potential entrepreneur to create a n ew business e ntity. It
is important to appreciate that not every individual Muslim with extra money to invest
possesses the qualities, the traits and the personality to be an e ntrepreneur. Thus, the
comprehensibility of the Islamic financial system accommodates such situations by
allowing the investor to have a share in the business venture through a partnership
arrangement with the potential entrepreneur who does not have the financial resources
to start his/her business. This concept of partnership is best u nderstood within the
Islamic financial arrangements of musharakah and mudarabah (direct partnership with
the entrepreneur or through an Islamic financial institution). Such an arra n gement
ensures that the potential entrepreneur will not start the business d isadvantaged with a
heavy interest burden added to the initial borrowin g which has to be repaid regardless
of the outcome of the business venture.

While capitalism considers money to be capita l, Islam argues that capital is the portion
of wealth that is used in productive work. Money is a measure of value and a means of
exchange, and it is not a commodity for specu lation. Th us it remains potential capital
until it is invested in productive economic activity together with other means of
production (land, labour and entrepreneurship). Accordingly, Islamic banking p lays a
crucial role i n economic development by transforming money into capital through the
act and the process of entrepreneurship. Both Islamic and classical economics
consider capital to be a factor of productio n along with

land,

labour and

entrepreneurship, but they d iffer in their view of profit generated by capital as an
outcome of the prod uction process. While classical economics accept interest as
capital's share of income, Islamic economics defines capital's share of income in terms
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of profiUloss generated by capital through the act of partnership that is, profit loss
sharing (PLS) between the financer and the entrepreneur.

Table 3.2 illustrates the differences and the points of ag reement betwee n Islamic and
classical economics regarding the entitlements of each of the four factors of production
from return generated by entrepreneurial activity.
Table 3.2

Factors of production

Factors of production

EntitlementsJ rem uneration
Classical econom ics

Islamic econom ics

Human

Entrepreneurship

Share of profit (PLS)

Share of profit (PLS)

related

Labour

Wages

Wages

Material

Land

Share of profit

Fixed fee/compensation

related

Capital

I nterest

Share of profit (PLS)

It is evident that both economic systems have a common view regard ing the factors
associated with human resou rces, labour and entrepreneurship, while they differ on the
factors linked to physical and financial resources that is land and capital.

Islamic banking and entrepreneurship
Islamic banking through the mudarabah and musharakah instruments is preferentially
situated to play a positive role in advancing the cause of Islamic entrepreneurship,
where financial capital is com bined with h u man capital to create new business entities.
Islamic banking provides cu rrent and potential entrepreneurs with needed halal cap ital
to starUexpand their businesses. It also provides them with protection against risk and
uncertainty by spreading the risk between the entrepreneur and the i nvestor through
partnership arrangements. The expertise of the ban k team under musharakah will
encourage e ntrepreneurs to engage in a more in novative and original business
undertakings. Quality entre preneurship would also be promoted; as entrepreneurs
compete to take advantage of available financial capital, financial suppliers will have
the opportu n ity to evaluate e ntrepreneurs' proposals and business plans, and to enter
into partnership contracts where prospects seem promising.
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The most common Islamic models of finance a re a/-qard a/-hassan (benevolent or
good loan), murabaha (cost plus financing), mudarabah (silent partnership) a n d
musharakah (partnership financing). A/-qard a/-hassan is an interest-free loan t o be
repaid at the a mount of borrowed principal. This form of Islamic financin g does not bear
interest and does not forge a business relation betwee n the lender and the borrower. It
is most likely to take place where the lender and the borrower e njoy a form of personal
relationsh ip. Mudarabah and particu larly musharakah are the two types of Islamic
financial instruments that a re highly sig n ificant to e ntrepreneurship since they h ave
d efined risk boundaries and strict PLS rules.

Mudarabah

(silent partnersh ip): This is a contract between two parties: the financial

institution (ba n k) and the e ntrepreneur. The bank acts in the capacity of being the
financer by providing needed capital and the entrepreneur devotes his/her ideas, skills,
expertise and time to invest the money in a productive and socially accepted ha/a/
business venture.

The ag reement is based on the principles of P LS ; p rofit whe n

realised i s shared by both parties according to pre-negotiated ratios. I n the case of
i ncurring a loss, the ban k bears the e ntire financial burden and loses a" the invested
money, whereas the entrepreneur's loss is limited to his/her invested time and effort.
Various research evidences have demonstrated that ban ks were very cautious in their
responses to potential e ntrepreneurs and on many occasions were not keen on being
part of such financial arrangements. Under mudarabah, the entrepreneur assumes total
management of the business, rendering the financial institution a passive partner with
l ittle or no real authority to i nfluence the process of the business venture. The ban k
u sually has to rely o n faith , trust, and a sou nd confidence i n the entrepreneur who i s
expected to a bide by Islamic business eth ics. I n add ition , the bank insists on the
e ntrepreneur's having a convincing arg u ment for the economic feasibility of the
p roposed business u ndertaking.

Musharakah

(partnership financing): Musharakah in the Arabic lang uage mean s

" partnership". Musharakah as we" as mudarabah a re two P LS-based financial
i nstru ments that conform e ntirely to Islamic financial principles. Musharakah is an
identical mudarabah contract between the entrepreneur and the financial institution ,
e xcept where the entrepreneur contributes to the starting capital in addition to h is/her
p hysical and mental contributions towards the business venture.
Thus, the two instru ments d iffer in the sense that musharakah g ives both the
e ntrepreneur and the bank the opportun ity to share the finances (assets or working
capital) as we" as the management of the business. Consequently, the entrepreneur
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will be exposed to capital loss. Under the musharakah arrangements, the bank has a
say in the operation of the business and profit is shared according to pre-determined
proportions such as (the partners' percentage contribution to the start-up capital after
deducting the entrepre neur's management fees). Losses are also borne accord in g ly in
line with the partners' proportion of capital contribution. Anwar ( 1 987, p. 24) pointed out
that as Muslim entrepreneurs in an i nterest-free economy do their utmost to maximise
their retu rns, they end up also maximising the earnings of their partners -throug h the
Islamic financial institutions. Th is mutually beneficial relationship promotes a true spirit
of cooperation a nd partnership between the entrepreneur and h is/her wider com m u nity
(the local investors), a n d consequently advances the cause of entrepreneurship in
development through the participation of the common man and woman .

Another positive implication o f t h e partnership between t h e Islamic financial institutions
and potential entrepreneurs will be manifested in the quality of the emerg ing
enterprises. Being under moral obligations to protect the i nterest of their shareholders
and depositors, Islamic ban ks will be obliged to implement cautious but practical
measures when weighing their investment options, thus entering into part nership
agreements with the most promising business offers.
Of these two arrangements, musharakah is the option preferred by the ban ks because
it exposes the entrepreneur to the real risk of losing a portion of his/her investment
hence motivates him/her to exert that extra effort a n d be more cautious. Musharakah
arrangements a lso provide the financial institution with the opportunity to be a n active
participant in the entrepreneurial activity and to oversee the operation of the business.

The Islamic model of entrepreneurship does not incorporate taxes into its structure.
I nstead , the fourth pillar of Islam, Zakah "purification" , requires all Muslims, including
entrepreneurs, to pay annually a pre-determined percentage (2 . 5%) on their wealth
(includ ing any idle wea lth) exceeding nisab in order for the 'Islamic State' to ensure the
proper and just redistribution of Zakah fund amongst the needy. It is left to the goodwill
of the individual Muslim to decide on how much Zakah to pay without the meddling of
the state. Fulfilling its responsibility of overseeing the overall well-being of all its
citizens, especially the underprivileged , does not make of the Islamic State a welfare
state. Therefore, the nature and the function of Zakah are by no means to be l i n ked to,
or interpreted in welfare terminology. Zakah is an effective empowering instrument and
the Zakah funds should be employed to achieve the u ltimate goal of realisin g socio
economic justice.
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The role of Zakah as a developmental tool is reflected in three distinct g roups of
Muslims: the givers, the recipients and the Muslim ummah at large. First, by attending
to their obligations towards Zakah, Muslims a re fulfilling one of Islam's five pillars;
hence, it is an act of ibadah. Muslims also regard the payment of Zakah as a
pu rification of their wealth that eventually will result in the growth of their capital instead
of leading to its decrease. The Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said, "Sadaqa [zakah or
charity] does not reduce property" (Muslim). Stressing the wisdom behind the act of
Zakah, Sardar ( 1 997) points out that "The idea of growth throug h giving (purification)" is
unique to Islam. "Increasing one's wealth by actually subtracting from it and g iving
away a portion of it" is beyond the comprehension of the Western mentality,
commented Sardar ( 1 997 , p. 50). More importa ntly, Muslims have much higher spiritual
satisfaction in payin g Zakah due to their expectations of reaping the promised much
treasu red rewards in the hereafter.

Disadvantaged groups and marginalised poor individuals have incontestable rig hts to
the Zakah fu nds. The implications of this e ntitlement go beyond providing the needy
with the basics to meet their immediate needs. Rather, it is a n opportu n ity to cu ltivate in
them the spirit of entrepre neursh i p and productivity, through financial assista nce and
training , so they might start a business of their own .
Zakah is also a means to realise a just red istribution of wealth by taking ( a specific
portion ) from the rich and giving it to the needy. When a citizen in a non-Islamic cou ntry
pays h igh taxes, s/he does not expect rewards beyond better state services. Muslims,
on the other hand , individually determine the due amount of Zakah and they pay it
willingly. They do so because of their conviction that by paying Zakah they are
contrib uting to the establishment of Islamic socio-economic justice throug h a more just
d istribution of the nation's wealth . Furthermore, Zakah n u rtures the spirit of unity,
cooperation and mutual respect, rather than jealousy and resentment, between the
members of society thus paving the way to the emergence of a more prod uctive and
cohesive society.

Islam d eplores the act of keeping the money id le or invested in passive bank d eposits
(Metwally, 1 986). Muslim scholars unanimously agree that idle money in excess of the
nisab still falls with in the definition and under the ju risdiction of money hoarding even if
the Muslim has paid the due Zakah on such idle wealth (Ibrahim, 1 994). The idea is to
encourage Muslims to spend the accumu lated wealth in the cause of The Almig hty
Allah by investing it in a productive and useful manner. One can strongly arg ue that
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commanding Zakah on any id le wealth could be interpreted as a conspicuous call for
Muslims to engage their wealth in productive business activities, and also as a penalty
imposed for averting such wealth from contributing to the well-being of the Muslim
ummah (through the act of entrepreneurship).

A sound conclusion that can be drawn from this discussion is that Islam is explicitly
motivating and even pushing Muslims towards productive economic activities, and that
is to say, towards the creation of new business entities -towards entrepreneurship.

The sanctity of contracts
The contract is a legally binding document that must be upheld by all contractors. "Ye
who believe! Fulfil all obligations" (Qur'an, 5, 1 ). Ali ( 1 983) commented that the scope
of the term 'obligation' is extended to include the d ivine obligations of man towards his
Creator as well as the mutual social and business obligations of man towa rds h is fellow
man. As Figure 3.3 ind icates, Shari'ah, which is the main source of Islamic law,
regu lates man's relationsh ip with his Creator through (ibadat) and h is relationship with
other h u mans through (muamu/at) in the form of contracts. Muslims a re obliged to
sincerely and tru ly worship The Almig hty Allah , thus fulfil their religious obligations, and
a re also expected to display eth ical behaviour when dealing with others, thus fulfil their
promise to their neighbours, and by doing so, they are actually fulfilling a religious duty.

Islam preserves the sanctity of contracts and thus compels believers to fulfil all their
promises, agreements and engagements: "and fulfil (every) (engagement); for every
(engagement) will be enquired into (on the Day of Reckoning)" (Qu r'an , 1 7 , 34).
Furthermore, Islam commands Muslims to be sincere and straightforwa rd in all their
dealings with every one: "Verily, this is My Way lead ing straight, way of Truth, Justice,
Sincerity and Straightforwardness: follow it, follow not other paths" (Qu r'an, 6, 1 53).
More relevant to this study is the business relationship between parties. A contract
should fu lly specify the quality, quantity and the price of the goods involved in the
business transaction . The concerned parties should have clear and comprehensive
understanding of the timing, terms and conditions of the contract and the obligation of
each party. "Who ever is making such contracts let it be in a well defined measure and
well defined price and well defined time table" (Muslim; Bukhari). Sincerity and honesty
d ictate that all relevant information that might make a d ifference while decid ing whether
or not to proceed with a business transaction / undertaking must be d isclosed. It is
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reported that the Prophet (PBUH) said "If anyone sells a d efective article without
d rawing attention to it, h e will remain u nder Allah's anger" (Ibn Majah). 3 1

Figure 3.3
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I slam also structured the relationship of humankind with Allah's other creatures such as
animals and nature.

Property rig hts
The rights of the individuals (men and women) to property ownershi p have been
explicitly sanctioned and are overtly sacred by the Islamic law "and do not eat up your
property among yourselves , for van ities" (Qu r'an , 2 , 1 88); "to men is a llotted what they
earn and to women what they earn" (Qur'an, 4 , 32). Zapalska, Brozik and S h uklian

(2005) link the importance of property ownership in a society to its impact on the socio-

31

For more comprehensive discussions on the topic, see Sarker ( 1 999).
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economic development of that society by means of resource allocation and income
distribution .

The concepts of property rights and private ownership are based on t h e wider concept
of the Oneness of God (tawhid). Islam acknowledges that the love for private
ownership is a shared natural propensity among humans, thus it recogn ises such a
tendency and protects the rights of private ownership a s long as:
•

It is understood that humans are God's servants who are entrusted with H is wealth
"it is He Who hath made you (His) agents, heirs, i n heritors, of the earth" (Qur'an 6,

1 65).
•

Wealth is lawfu lly (hala� gained with the intention to spend it i n the way of The
Almighty Alla h .

•

Wealth is not being hoarded and p revented from being investe d , developed and
used freely for the good of people "and there are those who bury (hoard up) gold
and silver and spend it not in the way of Alla h : annou nce u nto them a most
grievous punishment" (Qur'an, 9, 34) .

•

Wealth is not concentrated in the hands of the wealthy minority "so that wealth not
be circulated amongst the wealthy among you" (Qur'an, 59, 7). The institution of
Zakah and the concept of inheritan ce based on the d ivision of property among
inheritors and permitting donation of one-th ird of the inheritance for the benefit of
the non-inheritors are designed to counter the tendency for the concentration of
wealth .

•

Wealth is not used in promoting harmful activities or invested in haram (forbidden)
business practices involving alcohol , d rugs and prostitution.

Potential entrepreneurs would be encouraged to start new businesses in an
environment where they feel that their investments are safe and protected by law. The
Islamic legal system provides such assurance by instituting reverence for, and
protection of, private owne rship and by making it an obligation on Muslims to adhere to
their contracts.

111

ISLAM IC ENTR E P R E N E U RS H I P

The Muslim entrepreneur and the Islam ic enterprise
While the Western entrepreneur is driven towards entrepreneurship mainly by self
interest and the desire for individual profit, the Muslim entrepreneur starts a business
with the intentio n of pleasing The Almig hty Alla h . Literature on Islamic entrepreneurship
emphasises that the aim of the Muslim e ntrepreneur is neither d i rected to, nor d ictated
by, personal d esire to maximise material gains for one's own splendours. Muslim
entrepreneurs a re motivated to earn wealth for their own reasonable and moderate
consumption a n d to spend in the way of The Almig hty Allah by helping the needy and
contributing to the well- being of the ummah at large. "Make not thy hand tied to the
n eck, nor stretch it forth to its utmost reach , so that thou become blameworthy and
destitute" (Qur'an , 1 7 , 29). Th us, in add ition to being an economic n ecessity, wealth is
seen as an aven ue generating ongoing rewards for the Muslim e ntrepreneur.

The Muslim entrepreneur supposedly starts h is/her business with the u ltimate aim of
pleasing The Almighty Allah. S iddiqi ( 1 979, pp. 1 4 1 & 1 5 1 ) defined the aims of the
Muslim entrepre neur in terms of realising (satisfactory) halal profits and rendering
social services to the wider commun ity. E ntrepreneurs are the true ambassadors of
their countries to the world at large. This thoug ht gains more merit in the g lobalisation
era , where borders are being torn down and e ntrepreneurs have no choice but to be
active actors in the g lobal market should they wish for their businesses to su rvive and
th rive. Through their deeds and actions, Muslim entrepreneurs are in a n advantageous
position to rep resent Islam and "spread the word of Allah". I was reminded time and
again while I was cond ucting my research in the field that early Muslims spread the
religion of Islam throughout Asia by being true Muslim traders and businessmen . Early
Muslim entrepre n eurs understood, lived and e nacted Islamic e ntrepreneurship; hence,
they fulfilled the two broad aims of entrepreneurship: Islam reached new territories and
Muslim e ntrepreneurs were successfu l in bu ilding prosperous economies. Saudi
entrepreneurs were eager and excited about conveying this message. Equally
important is the potential role of the Muslim e ntrepreneur in promoting Islam among
Muslims as wel l as among non-Muslims by truly practising Islam and being a
concerned member of the commun ity.
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The Muslim e ntrepreneur therefore is a just business player who is involved only in
ha/a/ productive and socially desirable business activities. S/he does not misrepresent
products, mislead consumers or conceal defects. S/he is a socially responsible
individual whom is fai r to h is/her customers as well as to his/her vendors. S/he is
sensitive to the well - being of h is/her e nvironment and is accou ntable for the
sustainability of its natu ral resources for the sake of the welfare of future generations.
Muslim entrepreneurs are never selfish ; s/he does not deceive, cheat, hoard or accept
interest. Therefore, s/he is expected to constantly display hig h standards of ethical
behaviour while carrying out his/he r productive ha/al entrepreneurial activity. Qualities
such as honesty, truthfulness, straightforward ness, adherence to contracts and
keeping up trusts and promises are integ ral part of their character. These attributes are
not the outcome of a visionary business policy or foresighted business strategy; rather,
they are obligations that faithful Muslims have no choice but to adopt and abide by.

An Islam ic entrepreneurship model
During the second half of the twentieth century, the majority of Arab Muslim countries
have embarked on a variety of approaches and tried different modernisation and
development models, except the I slamic model, in their pursuit to realise development.
Muslim countries have tried all sorts of 'isms'; some countries have embraced
nationalism, others have adopted one form or another of socialism whe reas the
majority have pursued a broader policy aimed at accommodating 'Westernism' while
attempting to contain its cu ltural impact. All three distant approaches to development
were doomed and proved big fa ilures. Decades of reliance on imported models of
development obviously did not bring economic prosperity nor did it result in the
institution of social order in a sing le Arab/Muslim country (Mahd i , 1 990).

Understandably, Muslims are returning in force to Islam for answers to contemporary
issues that directly affect their everyday well-being. Mahdi ( 1 990) drew attention to the
immense lack of intellectual work by Muslim scholars in the field of social science. He
presented a strong and well -argued case for the urgent need for Muslim scholars and
social scientists to focus their attention and to seriously get i nvolved in the important
issue of Islamic model building in economic and other social sciences. Chapra (2000),
on the other hand, explained the lack of serious work in the Islamic social science
discipline by the attitudes of (some) Muslim political establishments. He was very
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critical of their obstructive role and their d isinclination to promote true Islamic
developmental models:
Some of the governments in Muslim countries consider the resurgence of Islam,
with its unmistakable call for political accountability and socio-economic justice,
to be a threat to their survival. They are, therefore, reluctant to render any moral
or material support for the development of Islamic social sciences (Chapra, 2000,
p. 2).
Nehru (cited in Myrdal 1 968, p. 57) noted that one "can't get hold of a modern tool and
have an ancient mind. It won't work". Being an eternal and a u n iversal religion , Islam
has to be modern at all times, it has to be adaptab le to the requireme nts of time and
place without contrad icting or compromising its fu ndamental principles. Islam has
provided the broad g uidelines and the boundaries, which Muslims can work within, and
in most cases left the details for future Muslim generations to employ according to their
existing circumstances (AI-Sadr, 1 982). The Holy Qur'an and the Noble Sunnah clearly
identify what is halal and what is haram, and d ifferentiate between lawfu l productive
and unlawful u n productive business activities. Therefore, every socio-economic model
is acceptable in Islam as long as it su bscribes to the concept "un ity of God" and abides
by the basic Islamic principles namely: halal financing , ethical business practices and
the common welfare of the Muslim ummah. Any system that comprises theses I slamic
principles is leg itimate and acceptable.

Each Muslim cou ntry is e ntitled and

encouraged to embark on a developmental path that blends with its particu lar customs
and environmental conditions, but within the general guidelines of the Islamic world
view.
The proposed Islamic model of entrepreneurshi p (Figure 3.4) builds on the conceptual
general Western model developed in Chapter 2, as both models share many features
and assumptions. The construction of the model is consistent with the general
approach developed and pursued in this thesis: to studying entrepreneurship
development, or lack of it, in various cultural contexts. Yet the proposed Islamic model
highlights the d ifferences between the two perspectives and accou nts for the
particularities of the Islamic view of development and entrepreneurship.

The two models differ in their definitions of development, views of the relationship
between religion and cu lture and the role of religion in development, hence they differ
in their attitudes and approaches towards cultural transformation and values
affirmation. While the Western model calls for cultural tra nsformation towards the
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Western style of institutional framework as a remedy to lack of entrepreneurship with in
a cou ntry, the Islamic model promotes the affirmation of relig ious values and requires
formal institutions to be a true reflection of Islamic value system. Thus, it calls for
institutional transformation towards Islamic values. Othe r major d ifferences include
d iffering attitudes towards risk-taking and risk sharing whe re it relates to financing the
e ntrepreneurial activity. The i ncompatibility of institutions, the one-dimensional Western
model of development versus the two-dimensional Islamic model of well-being, morality
in business and the mechan ism adopted to safeguard the social interest and preserve
personal well-being are also major d ifferences that justify the construction of an Islamic
model of entrepreneurship. Chapra (2000) argued that the concept of the hereafter
should be at the heart of any Islamic model. The fear of God's punishment and the
hope for His mercy constitute an effective motivational force for individuals to act
morally for their own interest and to safeguard the interest of the larger commu nity and
the interest of Muslim ummah at large.
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CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has explored and critically examined Islamic forms of economic
development and entrepreneurship. It started by briefly reviewing the differing views on
the nature of the relationship betwee n religion and development. It highlighted the
Islamic perspective of development and the

role of entrepreneurshi p as a

developmental tool in realizing the u ltimate goal of development, according to each
society's own

definition

and

convictions.

The

Western conceptualisation

of

development does not d ifferentiate between economic development and develop ment
in its wider context, since the overriding objective of the Western model is the creation
of material wealth . Thi s is in contrast to the Islamic holistic view of development as a
two dimensional process that accounts for both material and spiritual n eeds . The
discussion fu rther concluded that such d ifferences between the two incompatible
perspectives are too real to be overlooked or reconciled , thus justified the call for
building an I slamic model of entrepreneurship.
It has been demonstrated throughout this chapter that Islam goes beyond displaying
positive attitude and passive encouragement to profoundly attach ing a religious
significance to the entrepreneurial activity. Islam considers the entrepreneurial activity
to be fard kifayah on the Muslim ummah intended for pleasing The Almig hty Allah, and
to contribute to the spiritual as well as to the socio-economic well-being of Muslims.
Such a dynamic attitude entails that Islam puts in place an enabling framework to
create a supportive environ ment where entrepreneu rship can develop and flourish. The
basic ingredients for an Islamic entrepreneurship model have emerged as an outcome
to the critical review of relevant literature. The fiel d research and subsequent analysis
of collected data shall validate/contradict or necessitate modification to the basic
assu mptions underlying the construction of the model and the integration between its
various components. Therefore, the model will be revisited in Chapter 9 to assess its
compatibility with the Saudi realities.
It is important to a ppreciate that the discussions presented thus far on Islamic
entrepreneurship are in the realm of theoretical debate, and the proposed model
reflects the outlook, rather than the reality of Islamic entrepreneurship in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia (the site of the fieldwork). Attitudes and practices of Saudi
entrepreneurs and the landscape of Islamic entrepreneurship in Saud i Arabia will be
thoroughly discussed in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 based on findings from the field.
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Furthermore, possible limitations and d rawbacks of Islamic entrepreneursh ip, as
man ifested in the Saudi case, will be considered in Chapter 9.

It is imperative a t t h i s stage o f the research cycle to introduce the research site t o the
research process. The next chapter on Saudi Arabia, therefore, links the theoretical
framework established in the first three chapters with the methodological approach as
presented in Chapter 5 in order to set the study up for its practical phase -the
fieldwork. As Chapter 4 probes key issues of the Saudi development process, it seeks
to establish what role that Islamic values, d iscussed in Chapter 3, have played in the
midst of the rapid transformation of the Saudi nomadic cultu re and indigenous
entrepreneurship. Furthermore, it attempts to explore the relationship between these
values and the contemporary Saudi economic development activities.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SAUDI ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AS A VIABLE DIVERSIFICATION
STRATEGY

No body can develop a country but its own population. Development is in the mind, not
in the goods.
Hofstede (2001, p. 437)
Countries are like individuals; they tend to keep the status quo in good times and
scramble for change when the tide turns on them.
Kao, Kao, and Kao (2000, p. 201)
All in all, I wish we had discovered water.
Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani, a former Saudi oil minister (cited in Ross, 1 999, p. 297)

I n addition to its religious status, strategic location, massive oil and natura l gas
reserves and unique structure of governance , the magn itude and the s peed of the
socio-economic transformation and the challenges that accompan ied such swift
conversion make Saudi Arabia a d istinctive and a fascinating case study in
development (AI-Farsy 1 9 80) The arguments u nderpinning the sign ificance of each of
.

these features are still as valid today as they were to AI-Farsy twenty-five years ago.
The 1 973-1 974 oil crises and the 1 99 1 Gulf war have demonstrated the u nwavering
economic as well as the strategic g lobal sign ificance of Saudi Arabia, home to 26% of
the world's total oil reserves. Likewise, one could a rgue that the unq uestionable
importance of the Kingdom and the region, at times, might have played against
reg ional stability and development, evidenced by the many wars and conflicts that the
region has witnessed. Furthermore, it has been strongly suggested that oil rents have
played a cou nter productive role at the national level by fostering welfare and rentier
mentality amongst Sa udis, thereby limited their entrep reneurial inspirations and
p revented the cou ntry from developing a productive and sustainable sou rce of national
income (Auty, 2001 ; Field , 2000).
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This cha pter narrows the scope of the study from the wide r Islamic context to the
context of Saudi Arabia. In so doing , it seeks to critically review some of the existing
literature relevant to Saudi Ara bia's quest for development in order to build the
argument for the viability of entrepreneurship to the Saudi development process. The
chapter is d ivided into three main sections. The first section presents a brief overview
of the cou ntry's history, economy and political structure. It proceeds to review some
milestones in recent Saudi development endeavours, particularly its dependency on oil
rents for financing its consecutive five-year development plans, and the challenges that
accompanied such transformation. The second section endorses the conventional
p roposition that advocates d iversification as a means for economic p rosperity. It further
argues that entrepreneurship is a viable diversification strategy with the potential of
expanding the prod uctive base of the Saudi economy and implementing more balanced
and equitable development in the country. The third section attem pts to captu re some
of the recent Saudi economic and political reforms dee med crucial for economic
development and necessary for the country to benefit from its affiliation with the
WT032 . This section , fu rthermore, questions whethe r entrepreneurship in general a nd
Islamic entrepreneurship in particu lar was accounted for in the Saudi reform package.
Along with the three preceding chapters, this chapter serves as g roundwork for the
upcoming chapters where the study will be advanced to its empirical stages.

SAU D I ARABIA: THE DEVE LOPMENT OF MODERN STATE
AND CONTEMPORARY C HALLE NGES
Following the capturing of Riyadh i n 1 902 and the restoration of the h u b of the e mirate
of the central region of the Arabian Pen insula, Abd al-Aziz Ibn a l -Saud embarked on a
thirty-year struggle to u n ify the widespread land of Arabia, wh ich was an open
landscape for the various contesting tribes and b rawling clans. On September 1 8, 1 932
,,
Ibn Saud declared the "unification 33 of the "Arabian Kingdom" and proclaimed the n ew

32

Negotiations between Saudi Arabia and WTO General Council on the terms of the country's
membership to the WTO were formally concluded on 1 1 November 2005. Saudi Arabia became
a full WTO Member on 1 1 December 2005 -proclaiming a successful closure to more than one
decade of negotiations. In fact, Saudi Arabia started negotiating its accession to the General
Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT) and then to the WTO in 1 993.
33 Based on Chaudhry's ( 1 997, pp. 48-50) analysis, Cham pion (2003, p. 83) disputed the
accuracy and the legitimacy of using the term "unification" of the "non-existent state of Saudi
Arabia" since the new entity began to take on the shape of an actual 'state' in 1 950.
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name of the e me rg ing state to be "The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia ,,34 , thus confirming
King Abd al-Aziz Ibn al-Saud as the founder of the modern Saudi state, as known
today.

The country and the people
Saudi Arabia is located at the heart of the Middle East, occupying m o re than 75% of
the Arabian Penin sula . In addition to the Arabian Gulf35 in the east and the Red Sea in
the west, the Kingdom shares borders with Jordan, Iraq and Kuwait in the north, and
United Arab Emirates, Oman and Yemen i n the south . Saudi Arabia has a total area of
about 2,240,000 sq. km . , approximately one-fourth to one-fifth of the size of the
land mass of the Un ited States and two thirds of the size of Western E u rope .
Map of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Figure 4.1
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I nterestingly, Saudi Arabia i s the only country i n the world that carries the name of its ruling
family, and identifies its citizens as "Saud is" which plainly means "followers or belonging to al
Saud" -a symbol of domination and contro\ .
35 There i s a d isag reement among different countries regarding the naming of the "Gulf''' d u e to
the dispute between Arab countries and I ran over the issue; literature i n many instances refers
to it as "the Persian Gulf', and at other instances as "the Arabian Gulf'.
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The climate of the country can generally be described as hars h : it is aired with high
extremes of temperature in the interior and hot but hu mid a long the eastern and
western coasts. About 1 .75% of the total area of Saudi Arabia is arable and 1 % forest
and wood lan d . The country lacks water resources: it has no perennial rivers, lakes or
any other permanent water s upplies . Most reg ions of the Kingdom h ave an average
rainfall of less than 1 00 mm/year. The dearth of water endowment compelled the Saudi
g overnment to i nstall the worl d 's largest seawater desal ination faci lities at the Red Sea
in order to provide its citizens with clean water. The extended coastlines of the cou ntry
p roved to be i n d ispensable for trade and shipping, especia lly fo r oil exporting activities.

The emergence of new employment opportun ities i n towns created by the oil boo m ,
coupled with the higher standard of l iving i n urban areas pro mpted many Saudis to
migrate to towns . It is estimated that 70% - 80% of Saudis live in the Kingdom's three
major cities, Riyadh, Jeddah and Dammam (Murphy, 2003; Sedgwick, 2001 ). As the
u nplanned i nternal migration led to a ra pid u rbanisation, it also d isturbed the
demographic ba lance of the country and resu lted in uneven economic development
among its reg ions.
The CIA World Fact book estimates the popu lation of Saudi Arabia to be about 26.5
mil lion as of July 2005, incl u d ing 6.5 million resident expatriates and their families g iving the non -Saudi to Saudi population a ratio of 1 :4 (The World Factbook, 2005).
About 56% of the Saudi popu l ation was under the age of 20, and 65% aged u nder 25
in 2000 (Moore , 2003 ). More than 90% of the population of Saudi Arabia is ethnically
Arab, and virtually all Saudis are Muslims. The non-Arab Saudis a re mostly traders
who entered the kingdom as p i lgrims and resided along the western coast, and soon
after established themselves as successfu l entrepreneurs . At the cu rrent annual
population g rowth rate of about 3.5% cou pled with lower infant morta lity and longer life
expectancy, Saudi Arabia cou l d look forward to doubling its popu lation every twenty
years. This exceptional g rowth rate is putting more pressu re on the social and physical
infrastructures as well as othe r resources and, is therefore, underscoring the need for
extra measure s to be taken to create m uch needed employment opportunities. New
jobs have to be created in the p rivate sector since the public sector is already saturated
and its capacity to absorb even a portion of the influx of job seekers is li mited .

Saudi Arabia has an a bsolute monarchy type of government, where 'the right' of the
sons and g randsons of King Abd al-Aziz Ibn a l-Saud to the th rone is unq uestionable.
The King is the s upreme ruler of the cou ntry a nd the Crown Prince is his deputy and
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successor to the th rone. The King a lso serves as the Prime Min ister aided by "two"
senior members of the ruling family as his first and second Deputies36 . Power sharing
and post filling have always been ach ieved th rough consensus and understanding
withi n the ruling family. This conservative approach has so far led to a smooth transfer
of power betwee n the sons of Ibn al-Saud. The latest orderly tran sition of the th rone to
King Abdu llah, as successor to the late King Fahd in August 2005 despite the doubts
and concerns of the many, demonstrates the understanding within the ruling family that
their u n ity holds the key to their survival and power.

The King remains the ultimate a uthority in the state; he retains the power to appoint
and d ischa rge members of both the Council of Min isters and the Consultative Council.
He a lso has the power to dissolve either Council and/or change its composition at any
point in time. The sensitive posts within the council of ministers, such as Defence,
Interior and Foreign Affairs, are a lways kept in the hands of senior family members.
While it is normal for the com position of the Council of Ministers to change every fou r
years, these ministerial portfolios a re not subject to such change. Administratively, the
cou ntry is d ivided into 1 3 administrative provinces where a Saudi prince governs each
province.

The Saudi government sought to claim its authority nationwide through huge spending
on social programmes, secu rity plan ning and defence build - up. The Kingdom also
soug ht to establish its eco-political influence reg ionally and i nternationally through its
membership and affiliation with a host of regional and international organisations, and
through generous inclusive aid programmes -made possible by the massive oil
revenues. Saudi Arabia is an active member of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) ,
the Ara b League, the Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC), the U nited Nations
(UN), and is the most influentia l member of the Organization of Petrole u m Exporting
Cou ntries (OPEC) and of the Islamic Development Bank (lOB) and many others. Saudi
Ara bia has established mutually positive trading relationships with virtually all countries,
with the US and Japan being the front run ner trading partners, followed by the Republic
of Korea , the UK, Singapore and Germany.

36

Currently, Pri nce Sultan is serving i n the capacity of first deputy while the second deputy post
is still to be fi lled. Some critics have suggested that the hesitation in naming the second deputy
is a sign of disunity amongst senior members of the ruling family and predicted more trouble for
the monarchy in the years ahead.
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Article one of the royal decree dated March 1 , 1 992 reaffirmed that the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia is a sovereign Arab Islamic State; Islam is the religion of the state, the
Holy Qur'an and noble Sunnah are the source of its constitution, Arabic is the official
language of the cou ntry and Riyadh is its political capital . Despite th is proclamation,
many still question the Kingdom's real com mitment to the j ust implementation of the
constitution amongst all. Moreover, Saudi Arabia has long been the subject of sharp
criticism rega rd ing its political intolerance: the country has n o political parties or
independent legislative body.

Saud i socio-econom ic transformatio n before 1 970
Before its transformation into a major oil -based economy in the early 1 950s, Saud i
Arabia had a primitive a n d fragmented economy that struggled to meet the basic needs
for survival. The state exploited its status as the custodian of the two Holy Mosques to
boost its national income from hajj revenues. Due to the great variations in its climate,
natural e ndowments a n d massive geograph ical landscape, the cou ntry was d ivided into
four diverse geographic as well as economic key reg ions; the central reg ion (Najd), the
Western region (Hijaz), the Southern reg ion (Asir), and the Eastern reg ion (AI-Hasa).
Each reg ion relied on its own endowments and employed its resources in order to
maintain its existence; at the heartland of the cou ntry is the central reg ion (Najd),
known for the harshness of its climate and the scarcity of natural resources. Yet, it
houses the Kingdom's political as well as the commercial capital -the city of Riyadh .
The people of Najd were formerly nomadic people who wandered through the province
searching for water and pasture in order to raise their an imals, which were their main
source of sustenance.

Along the Red Sea coast peacefully rests the Western regio n , where the busy port of
Jeddah plays, as it has historically played, a crucial role in the commercial life of the
Kingdom. Muslim pilgrims from all corners of the world gather in Mecca to perform their
religious rituals and they commercially exploit the occasion and create a vibrant
business atmosphere. Many of the pilgrims who h ave resided i n the Kingdom were
business- minded individ uals. They built some of the most successful a nd thriving family
businesses and made valuable contributions to the well -being of the Saudi economy.
The major oil industries in the Western region of the Kingdom are located in Yanbu.
However, it is the two holiest cities of Mecca and Medina that always gave the Western
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reg ion, as well as the whole country, its distinctiveness and unpara lleled importance to
Muslims all over the world.

At the other end of the cou ntry is the Eastern region along the Gulf Coast where the
cou ntry's wealth and power lies. The Eastern province holds massive oil reserves, and
is the home of the world's largest oil companies, the Saud i Oil Company (ARAMCO),
and has one of the world's largest oil exporting ports, Ras Tanura. Fishing and related
sea-based activities were the main sources of income for the majority of its populatio n
prior to the oil era.

Farming constituted the main source of income for the people of the southern region,
wh ich has relatively good levels of annual rainfall. The availability of water and the eye
catching landscape later prompted the Saudi authorities to invest in this mountainous
and fertile reg ion of the Kingdom by focusing on developing the agriculture and tourism
sectors. A fifth geographic reg ion of the Kingdom, that has no economic value, is the
world's largest expanse of unbroken san d , known as AI- Rub'al Khal i , which litera lly
means, "the E mpty Quarter" 37.

The country's intake from oil revenues i ncreased more than five times between the
years 1 950 and 1 955 (SAMA, 1 998). However, the pace of development activities a n d
the spend ing patterns were not i n line with the sign ificant increase i n revenues and the
immediate needs of a country "on the make". N iblock ( 1 982, p. 95-96) commented that
the manner by wh ich Saudis had dealt with the increase in oil revenues in the 1 950s
reflected the behaviour of a n emerg ing state that lacked structure, matu rity and vision.
The Saudi economy (outside the sphere of ARAMCO) remained simple and
undeveloped through the 1 960s and early 1 970s despite the d iscovery of oil in
commercial quantities long before that. Saudi economy depended on su bsistence
farming around the oasis a n d relied on anima l husbandry, basic crafts, and traditional
basic industries. Accord ing to Birks and Sinclair ( 1 982), almost one-half of the working
Saudi labou r force in 1 970 was engaged in the ailing 'primitive' agricu ltu re sector.

3 7 The Empty Quarter, located in the southern part of the kingdom is "an i m mense sand body
approximately 750 miles long with a maxi mum width of nearly 400 miles. It covers an area of
about 250,000 square miles, nearly the size of Texas, and is the largest conti nuous body of
sand in the world" (AI-Farsy, 1 980, p. 203).
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The Saud i economic model and contem porary challenges
Over

the

past three decades, Saudi Arabia

has

undergone a

phenomenal

transformation described by some as 'un precede nted ' a n d by others as 'fascinating' in
the h istory of development; both in terms of its massive enormity a n d overwhelming
speed . Un like the ongoing attempts to uncover the secrets of the 'East Asian miracle',
the rapid economic development in Saudi Arabia and other Gulf States cou ld be
explained by the sudden influx of oil reven ues that played into the hands of the state.
The massive oil rents have served the elites directly by using such wealth to strengthen
their hold on power, and indirectly through investing p ro portion of it i n development
p rojects and in bringing about extensive and fu ndamental improvements to the lives of
their citizens thus deserving their loyalty. The Saudi developmental p rogra mme set
p riorities in keeping with the dynamic changes and the many internal and external
challenges facing the country , thereby shaping the face of the 'new Kingdom'.

Within the past 35 years, the oil prices increased from less than $ 1 . 00/ barrel in 1 970,
$ 1 . 56 in 1 973, $ 1 0.0 in 1 974, $30.0 in 1 982 to above $70.0 in 200638 . The Saud i oil
production also increased from about 3.0 million barrels/day in the early 1 970s to a bout
1 0 million barrels/day in the 1 980s to settle betwee n 9 to 1 0 million barrels/day. The
h uge oil reven ues made it possible for Saudi Arabia to be transformed from a largely
nomadic culture and one of the least developed countries on earth to a h ighly
organized and fast developing cou ntry with a modern physical infrastructure. The late
King Faisal best described the speed of such transformation when he noted that
Saudis went from rid ing camels to driving Cadillacs, all in one generatio n . He fu rther
warned that irresponsible spending cou ld see Saudis rid ing camels once again .

Saudi Arabia h a s built its econ omic development model u pon its oil industry. The Saudi
g overnment rig htfu lly invested large sums of money in the development of the country's
m uch - needed physical infrastructure. Oil money also brought great social and
economic changes to the Kingdom and enabled the state to instigate a range of social
policies along with appropriate programmes with the aim of advancing the standard s of
living for its citizens. These include subsidised utilities, farming and food supplies, free
or low-cost health care , and free education for all, complemented with a 'no tax' policy

38 Saudi ARAMCO Dimensions ( Summer, 2004) highlighted the extremely cheap cost of Saudi
oil exploration and extraction at US$0. 50/b. com pared with world average of US$4.0 -US$5.0,
and US and Gulf of Mexico at US$1 4.50/b.
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on individual income o r corporate profit39 . Quantitatively, the outcome of such policies
as shown in Table 4. 1 was remarkable.
Table 4.1

Achievements of the 5-year development plans: Facts and figures*

Socio-economic ind icator

1 970

2001

Health:
Hospitals
Beds
Doctors
N urses
Average life expectancy (male and female)
Infant mortality rate

74

322

9039 = ( 1 . 5 / 1 000)

46345 = (2.2 /1 000)**

1 1 72 = ( 0 . 2/ 1 000)

3 1 399 = ( 1 . 5/1 000)

326 1 = ( 0 . 55/ 1 000)
::: 50 years
1 1 8/ 1 000

66772 = (3.21 1 000)
71 years
1 9/ 1 000

5. 1

641 .44

million

84.7%

(in

Water d istillation:
Daily production capacity (gallon)

milli on

Education:
Male l iteracy
Female literacy
Number of enrol led students
Number of boys' schools
Number of girls' schools
Number of teachers
Number of high school graduates
Number of higher education graduates

547,000

2772 = (0.46/1000)
51 1 = (0.085/1000)

23, 1 00

=

(3. 85/1 000)

2808

1 1 918
1 2029

=

=

(0.57/1 000)***
(0.57/1 000)

368,300 = ( 1 7. 54/1 000)
1 89, 800
44,445

808

2003)

70.8% (in 2003)
4 , 900,000

(in

2000)

Transportation:
Paved highways network
Rural roads network
Travellers via railways
Travellers using Saudi Ai rl ines
Arrivals
Departures
Airports
Seaports (industrial and com mercial)

8, 000

km.

46, 900

km
km

3, 500 k m .
1 1 7,000

790,000

600,000
800,000

1 3, 900, 000
1 5,000,000

800,000

1 1 1 , 800

1 4,900,000
26 (3
8

International)

Continues next page . . .

39 Saudi owned (registered) busi nesses and businesses owned by citizens of the GCC States
are exempt from taxes, while all other forei gn registered firms operating in the Kingdom are
liable to be taxed.
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Communications:
Telephone lines capacity
Telephones in service
Mobile phones
I nternally exchanged postal items
I ncomi ng postal items
Outgoi ng postal items

76,600
29,400
1 60,000 (in 1 995)
1 9. 1 million
20.5 million
1 3.3 million

4,600,000
3,200, 000
2,500, 000
277.8 million
296.7 million
1 8 1 .6 million

1 70 m i l l ion SR.
1 7 m i l lion SR.
3 1 million SR.

40.34 billion S R.
31 88 million SR.
1 857 million SR.

1 99
2.8 billion SR.
1 4,000

341 8
240. 1 billion SR.
31 9,000

66.2 million SR.
551 0 million SR.

6,826.6 million SR.
36. 1 billion SR.

Industry:
I nvested capital (productive sectors)
I nvested capital (petrochemical i ndustries)
I nvested capital in the oil industry
Factories:
-Total number of factories
- I nvested capital
-Total number of employees

Agric ulture:
Total i nvested capital
G D P (Agriculture)

Source: M inistry of Planning (2002). Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: achievements of the
development plans 1 970-2002 (in Arabic), Riyadh: Ministry of Planning Press
* Figures are to be viewed only as an i ndication of the general trend.
** Working under the assumption that the total popul ation (including expatriates)

was 6 million in
1 970 and 21 million i n 2001 .
*** The total number of girls' schools as well as the ratio of girls' school/1 000 citizen have
increased significantly and exceeded those of the boys'.

Despite the enormous accomplishments ach ieved by the Saudi economy a n d the
many attempts to d iversify the economic base of the country, oil continues to be the
driving force and the largest contributor to the economy, and a key determinant of the
GDP g rowth ; oil reven ues generate approximately 90% - 95% of export earnings, 70%
- 80% of total state revenues and 35%-45% of the Saudi GDP. The 2004 figures show
that, b ased on the adjusted current daily production, it is estimated that the 260 billion
barrels of proven Saudi oil reserve would last approximately 75 years (Niblock,
2006)40 . Mr. Ali Naimi, the Saudi Petroleum Min ister, was more conservative in his
estimates and confirmed "Saudi Arabia's oil reserves are real" and assured the
sceptics that there would be "no shortage of oil for the next fifty years" (cited in Darley,
2004).
On the face of it, it seems that the economic well- being of Saudi Arabia is secure for
the foreseeable future. So, why bother to explore other sou rces of income and search
40 In addition to the proven oil reserves, it is esti mated that Saudi Arabia has 1 00 billion
"possi ble" and 240 billion 'contingent' barrels of oil (Ni block, 2006).
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for alternative d evelopment strategies? To place the issue within its proper context, it is
important to acknowledge that the many difficulties facing the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
at the development frontier compel the cou ntry to broaden the base of its economy, in
order to cope with the looming challenges:

Saudi Arabia has one of the world 's hig hest population growth rates , estimated at
3.5%. Approximately two-th irds of its popu lation are under the age of 25, and the
population is set to double by the year 2025. The scale and implications of this trend
are best appreciated when viewed in conjunction with the alarming unemployment
fig ures amongst the Saudi workforce, officia lly estimated at 8% - 1 5%. The most recent
official data on unemployment amongst Saudis are believed to be the 1 992 estimate,
which put the rate at 1 3.4%. Unofficial conservative estimates suggest that the true
figure is much h ig her and ranges between 1 5% and 30% (EIA, 2002 ; Looney, 2004a),
among wh ich is a growing n umber of university graduates. The unemployment rate
among new g raduates below the age of 25 is d isturbing at 27 % for men and 33% for
women (Looney, 2004a)41 .

The excessive d ependency on the state driven by the oil rent distributive system risks
the creation of a static and unproductive society. The sharp increase in the Saudi
population and the improved rates of life expectancy, coupled with the volatility of oil
revenues, suggest that the current rate of dependency on the state cannot be
sustained. Furthermore, the attitude that a steady income is guaranteed hence there is
no need to explore opportun ities is most likely to have detrimental implications for the
country's level of productivity and its quest for development.

The instability and the volatility of the oil market; the fluctuation in global demand and
elasticity in prices have resulted in huge variations in the forecasted as well as in the
actua l revenues -underscoring the vulnerability of the national economy. Saudi oil
production took a sharp d rop from 9.8 million barrels/day in 1 98 1 to 3.2 million
barrels/day in 1 985 to rebou nd to an excess of 8 million bid in 2000. Prices fell sharply
from about U S$ 34/b in 1 98 1 to less than U S$ 1 4/b in 1 986 to touch a record high of
more than US$ 75/b in mid-2006. Revenue fluctuated accordingly, from a high of more

41 Male unemployment figures supplied by the Ministry of Planning and the Central Department
of Statistics for the years (2000-2004) were (6.54%, 6.82%, 7.57%, 8 .2%, and 8.5%) and
forecasted to reach 8.8% for the year 2005. Regardless of their accuracy, these figures show an
upward trend in the rate of the unemployed Saudi male population. Unemployment rates
amongst Saudi females are not available, but are expected to be much higher than those of
their male counterparts.
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than US$1 00 billion in 1 98 1 to a low of less than US$ 20 billion in 1 986 (Niblock, 2006,
p.70 ; Sabri, 2001 , p. 31 ; World Bank, 1 998), bouncing back to above US$ 70 billion in
the year 2000, US$ 1 63 billion in 2005, and accord ing to the Saudi American Bank's
(SAMBA) estimations will reach "an all-time record" of US$ 203 billon in 2006 (Arab
News, 2006). This unce rta inty in the oil market renders long-term development
planning a d ifficult pursuit a nd undoubted ly holds back the implementation of variou s
development projects. T h e burgeoning o f t h e Saudi popu lation a long with poor
productivity a nd the sharp fluctuation in oil revenue resu lted in a decline in the Saudi
annual real per capita income GNP from peak at US$ 1 1 ,730 in 1 98 1 to a bout US$
6,300 at the end of 1 988 and was estimated at US$ 1 3,800 for the year 2006 (The
World Fact book, 2006).

The upward movement in oil prices is bad news for the producers as is the downward
movement. H igher oil prices provoke consu mers to explore other territories in search of
new oil reserves outside OPEC and at the same time ind uce them to utilise the
resource more efficiently. It also motivates importers to develop a lternative sou rces of
energy and new methods based on advanced new technology, especially for the
automobile industry. The hike in oil prices drove many fuel companies to transform
themselves into energy companies utilising multiple sources of energy instead of
relying completely on oil. Saudis are reminded that coal was abandoned , not because it
was in a short supply, but due to the availability of better and more efficient
alternatives. The same wa rning was echoed by the former Saudi oil minister between
the years 1 962 and 1 986, Sheik Ahmed Yamani, who predicted in an interview with
Gyles Brandreth from The Telegraph that the oil era will come to an end much sooner
than we anticipate:

Thirty years from now, there will be a huge amount of oil - and no buyers. Oil will
be left in the ground. The Stone Age came to an end, not because we had a lack
of stones, and the oil age will come to an end not because we have a lack of oil
(Yamani 2000 cited in Fagan, 2000).

The soaring oil prices forced President Georg e W. Bush to devote a g reat deal of his
2006 annual State of the Union address to the importance of finding a n alternative to
oil. He committed his admin istration to embark on an agg ressive research programme
a imed at improving tech nologies that wou ld make the alternative fuel ethanol practical
and competitive. His message was that America ought to break its add iction to oil in
order to make its "dependence on Middle Eastern oil a thing of the past" . Among the
campaigners for h igher energy costs is the former World Trade Organization Director-
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General, Mike Moore. He believes that higher oil prices would be the best contribution
that oil produces can deliver to "save the world"; higher oil prices of about US$ 1 00 a
barrel would force scientists and high-tech companies to join efforts to intensify the
search for alternative fuel (Moore, 2006, p. 85).

Oil is a non-renewable natural resource and the risk of its depletion at some point in the
future, despite all optimistic fig ures a bout g lobal oil reserves, is real. There a re g rowing
concerns inside and outside the oil industry that since the peak of world oil d iscovery in
the 1 960s, oil is being consumed at a level that far exceeds the rate of new findings.
Youngquist ( 1 999) pointed out that while the world is burning 26 billion barrel s of oil
every year, the annual new oil d iscoveries do not exceed six billion barrels.
Furthermore, it is expected that energy consumption will rise about 50% over the next
20 years mainly due to strong demand driven by the rapid industrialisation of China and
India and steady demand from other developing countries, especially in Asia .

T h e benefits that Saud i Arabia can expect t o gain from joining the WTO are likely to be
min imal, g iven that the current level of Saudi external trade of non-oil exports is only
5%. Therefore, it is argued that in order for Saudi Arabia to benefit from the
opportunities made available by being a member of the WTO, it must d iversify its
economic base and increase its non-oil exports.

Despite being part of a politically volatile and economically stag nant region , Saudi
Arabia has always portrayed itself as a safe, secu re and prosperous country. This self
proclai med perception has lately been challenged , and the relative internal sta bility no
longer can be taken for g ranted. Furthermore, there are clear ind ications suggesting
that the US is pursu ing a low-key policy a iming at marginalising the role and the
influence of Saudi Arabia . In the wake of the American invasion of I raq, Saudi Arabia is
no longer the indispensable American 'ally' in the Middle East, nor the irreplacea ble
sou rce of its crude oil. This new rea lity of shifting alliances and prioritisation of interest
by the US in the region obliges Saudi Arabia to be more self-reliant and less dependent
on

oil

revenues,

and

to

base

its

econom ic strength

on

prod uctivity and

entrepreneurship. History has shown that the survival and prosperity of countries and
their ability to overcome both internal and external challenges depends solely on their
efficient mobilisation of their own human as well as economic resources -a useful
lesson for Saudi Arabia to learn and to absorb (AI Zahrani, 2003).
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The a llocation and the d istributive mechanism of the oil rents created a n u n even and
imbalanced development, reg iona l d isparities, and Social exclusion within the Saudi
socio-economic landscape. This outcome undou btedly raises the genuine q uestion of
how this social injustice prevail in a country that p rides and b rands itself as being a true
Islamic state where Muslims turn their faces and hearts to Mecca five times everyday.
How poverty and lack of development exist in many regions of a country that is
endowed with such massive wealth. The inequality of distribution and the d ivide
between the have and the have not is highly visible. One does not have to go far
beyond the new glitzy suburbs of Riyadh to witness poverty, as d id King , then Crown
Prince , Abd u llah when he visited some of the Riyadh's poorest neighbou rhoods in
Novem ber 2002.

Analysts and critics largely explain this inconsistency by the nature of the Saudi tribal
system , where power and privileges are guaranteed only for those who belong or are
well connected to the ruling family (Ah med , 2004). They further charge that the state is
deliberately encou raging, if not pursuing , this policy to assert its a uthority and use
status and material incentives to 'buy' the loyalty of prominent national fig u res and
potential critics, especially in the religious establish ment. Sabri, (200 1 , p. 29) and
Niblock (2006, p. 72) highlighted the impact of corru ption and the intense involvement
of members of the ruling family in exploiting the private sector. Saudi princes have
exercised their unquestionable power and e mployed their privileges as insiders to
dominate the private sector and to amount massive personal gains at the expense of
the ordinary citizen . It is evident that Isla mic values with its utmost emphasis o n quality
and social justice did not translate into tang ible realities in the Saudi developmental
experience.

The reliance on revenues from a single minera l resource is as risky as relying on
foreign aid ; both oil rents and donors' handouts are erratic since unpredictable
variables and various stakeholders play a major role in determining their value and
return .

Fu rthermore ,

un productive,

relying on

unprod uctive sources of income creates an

anti-entrepreneursh ip

future

generation

that

lacks

achievement

motivation, commitment, the will to work and the u rge to take risks. Cou ntries are like
individuals . . . they can inherit wealth, thus be rich , and at the same time remain
unproductive. Therefore, it is important that individuals as well as nations d u ly earn
their income by being autonomous and productive.
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As d iscussed in the introductory chapter, Saudi Arabia, along with other Arab Gulf oil
rich states, has relied for long time on "capital accumulation" as the main strategy for
growth (Sisat, E I- Erian & Helb ling , 1 997). The wisdom of p u rsuing such an approach
was questioned by AWCR (2002). To place the issue of capital accu mu lation with in the
Saudi context, it is important to note that capital accumulation encompasses physical
(monetary) as well as human d imensions. The intense Saud i emphasis on the physical
component of capital accum ulation was not complemented by a comparable
investment in h uman capital. A quick read into the phenomenal performance of the
East Asian economies, for instance, reveals that, a lthough important, capital
accum ulation on its own was neither a sufficient nor a critical factor in the success of
the "Asian miracle" (Nelson & Pack, 1 999).
In add ition to the substantial Arab Gulf States' official foreign investments, it is believed
that $ 1 .4 trillion of Arab Gulf States' private money, of which a bout $680 billion is Saudi
private wealth , is invested i n the US and other Western economies and financial
institutions (Alabbar, 2003; S u llivan, 2004). The Saudi Monetary Fund's month ly
statistical bulletin revealed that 62.3% of total Saudi bank deposits in November 2002
were re-deposited· in foreign banks.

The Saudi capital accumulation approach is flawed on many accou nts and carries
more than one damaging implication ; firstly, it fails on moral as wel l as on economic
g rounds by failing to give priority to investing in the local economy, thus depriving the
country of numerous employment opportunities and a reliable source of national
income. Secondly, in addition to the opportun ity cost of not investing in the local
economy, it is most likely that investing in the Western economies would result in
investing in (some) un-Islamic (haram) business activities. Third ly, another downfall in
the Saudi cap ital accumulatio n approach is that Saudis h ave invested much of their
accu mu lated wealth in Western economies where there is always the risk of total or
partial loss of invested capital should the political climate between the two respective
cou ntries change drastically. The Saudi government has neither total control nor timely
access to its massive investments abroad . The freezing of the Iranian assets in the U S
in t h e wake o f the Islamic Revolution a n d t h e fall of the S h a h in 1 979 should raise the
alarm within Saudi decision-making circles (Auty, 200 1 ; Sirks & Sin clair, 1 982 ; Waq idi ,
2004).

Most importantly, wh ile capital accumu lation might contribute to economic growth by
raising the level of national income , it certainly fails to increase the level of national
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output; hence it makes no real contribution towards meaningfu l economic d evelopment.
The evidence suggests that the Saudi state failed to employ an adeq u ate p roportion of
its massive oil revenues to boost the cou ntry's overall productive capacity.

TOWARDS A M U LTIDIMENSIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
AND THE NEED FOR DIVERSI FICATION
The foregoing discussion emphasised t h e need for d iversifying t h e base o f t h e Saudi
economy and expanding its productive outputs. Saudi politicians, economists,
development practitioners and business agents alike , on the one hand, appreciate the
good things that oil wealth has brought. On the other hand, they are fully aware of the
impending harm to the socio-economic well- being of the cou ntry should it prolong its
reliance on this natural resource. Diversifying the prod uctive base of the economy and
reducing reliance on oil revenues have been stated goals for the Saudi government
since embracing its first five-year development plan in 1 970. H owever, the real
attention to d iversification was emphasised in the fourth development plan ( 1 9851 990), as a measu re to cou nter the downfall in oil reven ues and economic slow d own.
However, it was the sixth d evelopment plan ( 1 995-2000) that officially recogn ised the
crucial role of the private sector in economic development.

The five-year development plans
Since 1 970, Saudi Arabia has embarked on a succession of five-year development
plans to steer its developmental ambitions and to manage and direct its ra pidly
expanding economy. Broad goals and specific objectives were assig ned to each plan
with the overall aim of transforming the undeveloped Saudi economy into a modern
indu strial-based economy without compromising the relig ious and the moral values of
the Kingdom.
Long ( 1 997, pp. 85 -86) described the Saudi five-year development plans as being "a
combination of wish lists and statements of intent" rather than d etailed sets of
procedures and instructions designed to achieve specific outcomes by certain d ates
and within allocated budgets. Table 4.2 presents a brief summary of the priority list for
the first eight consecutive five-year development plans ( 1 970-20 1 0).
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Table 4.2

A brief summa ry of Saudi successive 5-year development plans
Budget
(Billion US $ )

Emphasis

9.2*

- The development of
infrastructure; roads and
ai rports, power plants and
sewerage, desalination,
systems.

1 975 - 1 980

1 49 ( budgeted)
Over 200 (actual)

3ra

- More emphasis on physical i nfrastructure
- Social and economic infrastructure
- Building up the agricultural and i ndustrial
(petrochemicals) sectors

238**

- Health and education
- Social services
- Focus on producing sector (Oil-based
i ndustrialisation); petrochemicals, fertiliser, steel and
refined oil products.
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- Health and education
- Economic efficiency and productivity
- The importance of the private enterprise

Plan
1 st Plan
1 970 - 1 975

2na Plan

Plan

1 980 - 1 985

4tn Plan
1 985 - 1 990

5tn Plan

Just over

1 00

1 990 - 1 995

stn Plan
1 995 2000

225

(budgeted)

258

(actual)

-

7tn

Plan

2000 - 2005

atn Plan
2005-201 0

the country's physical
highways, seaports and
power generations, water,
and telecommunication

- Consolidation of the country's defences and
security
- Emphasis on regional development
- Addressing the high rate of unemployment among
Saudis and the need to create employment
opportunities for Saudis by reducing the number of
foreign workers through (Saudi sation)42
- Diversificatio n of base economic activity (mainly
through i ndustry and agriculture)
- Strengthening the role of the private sector
- Rationalisation of government spendi ng
- Saudisation of the labour force
- More on economic diversification
- Greater role for the private sector
- Set a target of creating in excess of 850,000 new
jobs for Saudis.
- Higher education and training (Establishing seven
new universities and 50 'colleges of technology'
- More privatisation of state-owned corporations
- I ncreasing women's participation i n development

*

The sharp increase in oil prices in late 1 973 enabled the Saudi government to increase the
budget to $ 2 1 billion, more than double the value of the i n itial budget.
** The government had to scale the budget down to $ 1 8 0 billion due to earlier over-optimistic
anticipated oil revenues.

42 Saudisation

is the process of replacing foreign labour with Saudi nationals.
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The first two five-yea r plans covering the 1 970s understandably gave priority to
establishing a reliable conte m porary physical infrastructu re to set the stag e for
economic development to occur. The focus, therefore, was on projects involving
tra n sportation , utilities and commun ications. Although the first two plans d id not
exclude health a n d education from their domain, it was the th ird plan ( 1 980- 1 985) that
placed specia l emphasis on a wide range of social services.

The 'global' oil glut of the mid-1 980s was the wake-u p call that prompted Saudi
plan ners and decision makers to realise the need to diversify their economic in puts in
o rd e r to overcom e total dependency o n oil reven ues. The fourth plan ( 1 985- 1 990)
reflected this emerging reality, thus emphasised productivity, economic efficiency, and
paid special attention to the role of the private sector i n development. The fifth plan
(1 990-1 995) sought to solve the Saud i u nemployment predica ment by replacing foreign
workers with Saudi nationals. A strategy, as will be demonstrated i n upcoming
discussions, which has a long history of failures. The plan also placed special
emphasis on regional developme nt and on providing more efficient public and social
services. The sixth plan ( 1 995-2000) continued to e mphasise the importance of
d iversifying economic activity, especially in the private sector, and the reduction in state
administrative costs. The plan a lso sought to continue with the Saud isation of the
labour force.

The seventh five-year development plan (2000-2005) highlig hted the vital role of the
private sector in the economy and the importance of developing a skilled labour force
to a ssume a permanent role i n the development of the cou ntry. The plan also affirmed
the state's resolve to reduce the country's reliance on oil and oil -related industries and
to d iversify the limited sources of the GDP and fiscal revenues. The goals of the eighth
five-year development plan (2005-20 1 0) were to develop a n d extend the goals of the
previous five-year pla n , especially with regard to economic d iversification . They a lso
emphasised the importance of privatisation , human resou rce developme nt, and the role
of women in economic and social development.

Once again, the q uestion of Islamic values and their role in development present itself
with force. Did Islamic work ethics make any difference in pro moting the Islamic
perspective of development of Saudi Arabia? More precisely, were Islamic values
incorporated withi n the state's vision of development? A closer examination of the five
year development plans exposes their lack of e mphasis on the practical role that Islam
is set to play to in the development process. As these plan s have failed to assign even
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a minor role for Islam in development, they consequently have failed to establish
Islamic institutions necessary for Islamic "development".

Nehme (1 994, p. 632) examined the Saudi development plans and concluded "Saudi
Arabia has been a ble to reconcile the competing capitalist and Islamic value systems
by promoting economic g rowth in the name of Islam". The reconciliation approach is
usually justified by the state's alertness not to d isturb the delicate balance between the
"tra d itionalists" and the "modernizers" . The conclusion of Nehme therefore endorses
the argument that Saudi development is not an Islamic- based development, and that
Islamic values were marginalised in the process . Islam was used by the state when it is
deemed convenient to ach ieve certain outcomes. This indistinct approach , which is
neither a n Islamic nor a Western , is evidently at the core of the Saudi development
predicament.

Diversification through i nd ustrialization
While the neoclassical theories operate u nder the banner of "the invisible hands of the
market", other schools of thought promote "the visible hands of the state" through the
pursuit of vigorous industrial polices as the mai n driving force of economic g rowth. The
strong involvement of the Saud i state in the economy is demonstrated thu s far by 8
successive 5-year development plans covering the period 1 970 - 2 0 1 0 . Governments
have a wide range of policy o ptions to consider while attempting to expand and
stim u late their economies, such as selective protectionism from foreign competition
(South East Asia), and undervalued currency (China), while others sought to extend
specific support for targeted industries.

Unlike capital accu mulation, development through industrialisation enables the country
to retain a considerable degree of control over its national assets while locally engaging
its people in prod uctive business activities. Evidence confirms the broad assumption
that "open economies" outperform "closed economies". However, the q uestion of
whether export-led growth strategies are superior to import s ubstitution strategies is still
debatable (Krueger 1 965, cited in Lean, 1 998; Lal , 1 997; Wade, 1 990). Framing the
question in terms of e ither/or seems unreasonable; alternatively, Saudi planners
endeavou red to strike a balance that profits from the strength of both strategies.
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Saudi Arabia has effectively implemented Ricardo's theory of comparative advantage
by focusing on oil-related ind ustries. It capitalised on the richness of its oil and gas
endowments and the very economical extraction cost of these natural resources to
pursue an aggressive export-oriented , oil- based industrialisation strategy. Major Saud i
industries,

including

the

production

of

crude

oil,

petroleum

refin ing ,

basic

petroche micals, cement, construction, fertiliser and plastics, are either com pletely
owned by the state, or the state has a vested interest in them. By 1 995, the g lobal
share of the Saudi petrochemical industry exceeded 5% d rawing intense complaints to
the WTO from competing European firms. They strongly argued that the subsided price
of oi l/gas used in these ind ustries was too low to enable othe r firms to be com petitive
(Auty, 200 1 , p. 203).
Desp ite the relative success of the Saudi petrochemicals industry i n captu ring a share
in the international market, its impact on the local economy a n d e mployment dynamics
is still minimal. The oil-based industry is generally a capital - intensive rather than a
labour-intensive ind ustry, thus its capacity to ease the Saudi unemployment d ilemma
by a bsorbing new job seekers into its ranks is extremely limited (El Mallakh, 1 982;
Looney, 2004a ; U S Library of Congress, 1 992). The US Library of Congress ( 1 992)
reported that the Saudi oil industry in the early 1 990s req uired less than 2% of the total
labour force. Therefore, the capital-intensive approach , which su ited the Kingdom in
the 1 970s due to its small popu lation at the time, might be impractical in the 2 1 st
centu ry , considering the h igh popu lation g rowth rate and the rising unemployment
figu res among Saudis.

Parallel to the oil-based export oriented industrial strategy; the government took
various measures and offered generous incentives to involve Saudi nationals in non
hydrocarbon industrial activities to create import-substitution industries to meet local
demand. The govern ment esta blished industrial cities, distributed n u merous land titles
and extended industrial a llowances as well as easy loans in its effort to encourage the
private sector to invest in domestic industries. However, as Dr. AI-Kathiri - in a
personal interview with the resea rcher - noted, the Saudi industrialisation efforts lacked
transparency and long -term strategic planning and warned that it is unacceptable for
the Kingdom to carry on without having industrial strategy (Fieldworks, 2004).
Large state firms dominate the Saudi economy. These firms include the oil firm Saudi
ARAMCO,

Saudi

Arabian

Basic

Industries

Corporation

(SABIC),

Saudi

Telecommunications Company (STC), the Saudi Electricity Company (SEC), the Sa line
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Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC) a n d the Saudi Airlines (Saudia). The size and
the quality of the majority of industries owned and operated by the Saudi private sector
a re not to the standards that enable the m to effectively compete in the international
market either on q uality or on price g rounds. By excluding oil and the oil industry, Saudi
Arabia will virtually have little viable export power to compete and gain a foothold i n the
g lobal market.

The relatively small Saudi market, the overvalued local currency and the lifting of
government subsidies in order to comply with free trade require ments would certai n ly
leave Saudi firms internationally uncompetitive and locally unprotected . Such
limitations also render scale-economies and mass production as an i mpractical
developmental option for Saudi Arabia. Unfortunately, the relatively easy access to
finance , made available by the Saudi government to potential industria l i nitiatives in the
1 970s and early 1 980s, was not extended to include new businesses in other sectors
of the economy. Another obstacle in the way of Saudi quest for industrialisation has
been that the financial rewards in real estate and agency representation are many
times higher than i n manufacturing.
Le6n ( 1 998) contested the validity of the perceived role of the state in advancing
economic development through vigorous industrialisation activities. He further argued
that even the p roponents of the state-led ind ustrialisation policies conceded that such
policies are neither sufficient nor pre-conditions for economic development. The long
held perception that the ind ustrial estate is a symbol of i mportance and national pride is
being challenged. Indonesia, for instance , sought to combine its oil wealth with its
massive workforce to pursue ambitious man ufacturing policies in order to create a
viable export-led industrial sector. The effects of such polices on the overall economic
development of the cou ntry fel l short of expectations, since the emphasis on
industrialisation was not matched by the same dedication to investing in other sectors
of the economy. The Indonesian experience is a living example that demonstrates the
need for more than capital and labour to develop a viable export-oriented industrial
sector: most notably, it req uires the availability of a fu nctional and supportive
institutional framework. Fu rthermore, the Indonesian experience underscores the
importance of d iversifying the base of the national economy by investing "in as many
prod uctive a reas of the economy and in as many geographic locations as possible" in
order to improve overa l l productivity and achieve even and balanced regional
development (Pacific Economic Report, 1 998, p. 13).
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The agricu lture sector as a d iversification strategy
The harsh Saudi climate cou p led with scarcity of water resources and the fact that less
than 2% of the total land a rea is arable d id not prevent or d iscou rage the Saudi
government from targeting the agricu ltural sector. Saudi Arabia pursued a daring
strategy a imed at promoting the ag ricu ltura l sector as part of its diversification strategy
to expand the productive structure of its oil - based economy. The state relied on latest
farming tech nology such as the use of pivot irrigation systems and the introd uction of
g reen houses to overcome the climatic and environ mental challenges. The state also
provided farmers with generous incentives and subsidies to encourage them to
increase their output. The resu lts were impressive in certain areas, where the cou ntry
achieved self-sufficiency in many prod ucts and was able to export some others, most
notably wheat, flowers, dates, dairy products and seafood .

While the Kingdom "takes pride" in its ag ricultural achievements, particu larly i n its
wheat production , Vassiliev (2000, p. 456) pointed out that the cost of g rowing wheat
locally would be 5 to 6 times h igher tha n its imported price.

Wheat is grown at eight times world prices and then subsidised for exports. To
that extent, U. S. Secretary of Agriculture Block once called the Saudi wheat
program "crazy" (Saudi Wheat, 1 995, p. 4).
Su bsidising the wheat industry also met with criticism and objection from the WTO and
was deemed anti-competitive (Economist, 1 997). The relevance of the WTO factor
would be largely felt, especially in the agricu ltu ral sector in the futu re , considering that
the Kingdom has gained fu ll membership of the World Trade Organization in late 2005.
Furthermore, su bsidies in most cases missed their intended targets and largely
benefited wea lthy individuals and big businesses rather than the deserving small
farmers (US Library of Cong ress, 1 992).

Presley ( 1 984) q uestioned the capacity of the agriculture sector to provide Saudis with
e mployment opportunities and noted that Saud is tended to move away from ag riculture
attracted by hig her wages and better working conditions in other sectors of the
economy. In fact, the global trend indicates that employment in agricu lture is declining
wh ile em ployment in the service and the industrial sectors is on the rise.
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While acknowledging the many challenges facing the Saudi a griculture sector, Abu
Nayyan , the president of the Agricu lture Committee at the Council of Saudi Chambe rs,
rejected the suggestion that the agricultural sector was a b u rden on the national
economy (Alanzi, 2004, p. 39). He further pointed out that the agriculture sector
contrib utes a bout 9% of the country's GDP and plays a positive role in rural
development. However, what Mr. Abu Nayyan failed to address was the cost involved
to facilitate the ach ievement of these results. Whether or not the benefits of p romoting
an agricu ltural programme could justify the cost of depleting underg round water
reserves, the cost to the national b udget and the cost to the environment instigate little,
if any, debate among the experts. Saudi Arabia succeeded in "the creation of a farming
sector that appears to be technologically sophisticated but economically very
inefficient" (Saudi Wheat, 1 995, p . 4). The challenges facing the Saudi ag riculture
sector a re real and they suggest that it wou ld be impractical to rely on the ag ricultural
sector as a key d iversification strategy. It would be more cost effective , in many cases,
to import ag ricultural produce than g row the m locally.

Diversification through entrepreneurship: Religion and oil
Saudi Ara bia is best identified b y its relig ious status as the spiritual destination for
Muslims all over the world and secondly by having more than o ne-quarter of the global
oil reserves. Th us, any developmental strategy for Saudi Arabia that does not
adeq uately account for these two basic characteristics would be unrealistic and
incomplete. Discussions in Chapter 2 highlighted the positive correlation between
entre preneurship and economic d evelopment. Likewise, a major theme of th is chapter
is that d iversification th rough e ntrepreneurship would be a viable a lternative to
transform the Saudi economy to a state where it can cope with contemporary
challenges.

The creation of an indigenous productive entrepreneurship sector is most likely to
make positive contribution towards each of the debated challenges facing the
economic development of the Kingdom. E ntrepreneurship has been globally promoted
as an effective cure for the new/old unemployment challenge , through the creation of
new business entities. Small businesses can be found in every sector of the economy
and in every region of the country, thus they have the potential to limit the negative
implications of the imbalanced development caused by huge oil revenues. The wealth
created through local entrepreneurship is likely to stay in the country and change
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hands among its peop le in a more equitable m a n ner. Conseq uently, it rende rs a vital
contribution to the economic development of the country.

As entrepreneurship is un iversally valued for the many contributions it renders to the
economic well-being of societies, discussions in Chapter 3 ind icated that Islam is an
entrepreneurial religion and e ntrepreneurship in Islam comprises more than the
economic dimension. Discussions also hig h lig hted the potential positive contributions
of entrepreneurship to the well-being of the Muslim ummah; mainly in terms of realising
socio-economic justice, and as a means for generating rewards in this world ly l ife and
in the hereafter.

Therefore it is imperative to examine the role of Islamic

entrepreneurship in the develop ment of Saudi Ara bia.

On the other hand, the debate as to whether oil is a blessing or a cu rse is still far from
being settled. Theoretically, it can be argued that oil revenues presented Saud is with
an abundance of entrepreneurial opportun ities. However, like any other natural
resou rce, the resou rce in itself is not the issue . The issue becomes who controls the
resou rce and how the resource and its revenues a re managed and employed for the
common good of society. Thus, natural resou rce abundance is good news and bad
news for respective countries. The self-evident economic advantages that natural
resources have broug ht to d ifferent countries cannot be underestimated. Likewise,
some have q uestioned the value of the economic retu rns against the many inta ng ible
trade-offs and sacrifices associated with oil-based d evelopment, such as dependency,
internal migration, social alienation , uneven reg ional development, and the d ro p off in
entrepreneurial stamina and concluded , "the oil benefits may have been a liability
rather than an asset" ( Hofstede , 1 997, p. 1 72).

Even the economic benefits of the oil rents were played-down by Su llivan (2004) who
pointed out that the 'oil consu ming' rather than the 'oil-producing' countries have
ach ieved higher growth rates and produced more jobs for their citizens. He fu rther
explained that Arab oil countries have failed to achieve and sustain g rowth . Instead,
their productivity growth rates during the past twenty years, on the average, were
negative.

What d ifferentiates the course of development i n Saudi Arabia from that of the majority
of other developing countries is that Saudi Arabia was able to instigate its
develop menta l process relying on its own immense wealth , rather than depend ing on
crippling loans and demean ing handouts (AI-Farsy, 1 980; Yorke, 1 980). Development
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assistance is usually a highly political issue because aid rarely comes unconditional
and without hidden agendas that undermine the quality of its outcome. F u rthermore ,
Saudi Arabia did not have to accommodate t h e World Ban k's demands n o r d i d it have
to report to the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Massive oil revenues also enabled
the Kingdom to have 'reasona ble' control over its development plans and to abridge the
lingering process of saving a n d capital build-up necessary for economic development
(Shihab, 200 1 ). Thus, Sau d i Arabia escaped Rostow's development cycles and
confirmed that there is no best approach to development: development is a country
s pecific experience.

The Saudi development process, however, was far from being trou ble free. I n contrast
to the financial problems that usually face a typical developing country, Saudi Arabia
was endowed with resource abundance that frequently played against the development
of an indigenous productive economy in the Kingdom. The prospects created by the oil
boom in the 1 970s presented alert Saudis with a wealth of entrepreneurial
opportun ities as well as with the opportunity to affirm themselves as traditionally
recognised -capable merchants and traders. At the same time, oil wealth largely played
against the development of entrepreneurial qualities amongst a large proportion of
potential Saudi entrepreneurs, thus hindering the emergence of new quality
enterprises.

Vassiliev (2000) noted that the new business environment created by the oil boom
enabled Sa udis to act as agents for the many foreign companies that sought
representation in the Kingdo m . Being a local agent for a foreign company is a line of
business that is socially acceptable and economically profitable and compatible with
the personal ambitions and capabilities of the majority of Saudis. The state's open
trade policy has encouraged many Saudis to engage in commercial activities, mainly i n
the importation a n d the red istribution of certain types o f commodities. Such business
activities lack innovation and creativity. The imported goods/services were often
promoted for domestic consu mption with little or no adaptation to the local market.
Others have soug ht to participate in the rewarding and less demand ing real estate
business, especially in the 1 970s and 1 980s, a far better a lternative than mobilising the
resources and confronting the many challenges associated with starting new,
meaningful enterprises (Alie n , 1 998; Fieldwork, 2004).

I n view of that, the oil boom of the 1 970s d id not only reinforce the traditional attitude
held by the majority of Saudis who favoured qu ick returns in the short ru n over
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investing in the long-term capital build-up, but a lso created the right conditions for such
an attitude to become visible. Th is short-term focused approach undoubtedly played
against the d evelopment of a credible entrepreneurial sector in Saudi Arabia.

The exportation of oil in commercial quantities played into the hands of the state, which
had total control over the collection and d istribution of its reven ues. The ru ling
establish ment largely relied on oil revenues to finance its consecutive five-year
development plans and furt hermore to 'procure' the commitment of the ord inary citizen ,
the more influential parties a nd special interest g rou ps. The manipulation of oil reven ue
enab led the royal family to exercise its i nfluence, maintain its control over society, and
cope with socio-political p ressu res. Pryce-Jones (2002) eloquently described this
attitude and accurately stated "money for them [Royal family] is a tool for buying friends
and buying off enemies" . The Saudi establish ment relied on two important avenues to
legitimise its authority and ' buy its way'. Firstly, it was 'able' to sideline the powerful and
influential u/ama (religious establishment) whenever it failed to win their su pport and
blessings. Secondly, it used economic means to seduce the Saudi public in an attem pt
to win its loyalty.

The Saudi monarchs employed direct and indirect means to extend their domina nce
and to affirm their control over the country and its people. They distributed direct
handouts, mainly to the tribal leaders and other influential g roups and indirectly
influenced the public by embarking on a widespread subsidy programme that covered
a wide range of goods and services such as utilities, fuels, food supplies, free
education , sem i-free health care , agricultural incentives, extending interest-free loans,
and the building of a modern infrastructure. The stated purpose of the su bsidy
prog ramme was interdisciplinary: to ensure more even distribution of national income,
and to create a supportive environment for development

One could gen uinely question these stated motives and further ask how Islamic such
programmes a re. Firstly, although it is the responsibility of the Islamic state to provide
the minimum acceptable means of substance to all its citizens, the Islamic state - as
d iscussed in Chapter 3

-

is by no means a social welfare state; it is rather an

empowering state where individ uals are not only encouraged, but also liable for
p rovid ing for their own living by seeking ha/a/ earn ings. Islamic history is rich with
examples where self-employment is encouraged and preferred over asking others or
living off state welfare. "It is better for one of you to take h is rope, bring a load of
firewood on his back and sell it, than asking others for charity" (al-Bukhari). The
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Prophet (PBUH) also taught Muslims that "Sadaqa (zakah or charity) may not be g iven
to a rich man , or to one who has strength and is sound in limb" (Tirmithi; Abu Dawud;
Darimi; Ahmad; Ibn Majah). Second ly, loans often missed their targets and their
purpose and were used main ly for personal consumption rather than to start new
enterprises. Thus instead of promoting productivity, they encouraged the prevailing
consumption cu lture.

Saudi Arabia is often portrayed as being a "rentier state" and its economy of being a
"rentier economy" . The Free Encyclopedia identifies rentier states as "those states
which derive all or a substantial portion of their n ational reven ues from the rent of
indigenous resou rces to external clients". The literatu re fu rther describe rentier state as
being a resou rce-rich state without possessing the capacity of the industrialised state,
thus it heavily depends on exporting its raw materials, and relies on foreign labour.
Consequently, it fails to d iversify the prod uctive base of its economy due to its failure to
establish a structure that can generate indigenous g rowth based on the skills a nd the
expertise of its people.
Yates ( 1 996) pointed out that rentier economy leads to rentier mentality and a rgued
that rentier mentality has "profound consequences for productivity", such as:

Contracts are given as an expression of gratitude rather than as a reflection of
economic rationale; civil servants see their principal duty as being available in
their offices during working hours; businessmen abandon industry and enter into
real-estate speculation or other special situations associated with a booming oil
sector; the best and brightest abandon business and seek out lucrative
government employment; manual labor and other work considered demeaning
by the rentier is farmed out to foreign workers, whose remittances flood out of the
rentier economy; and so on. In extreme cases income is derived simply from
citizenship (Yates, 1996, p. 22).
It is evident that the attributes of the rentier economy are prevalent in the structu re of
the Saudi economy and subsequently the symptoms of rentier mentality are man ifested
in the rentier attitude displayed by large segments of the Saudi society. Massive oil
rents have also reshaped the socio-economic structure of the conservative Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. As Fig u re 4.2 below shows, oil rents created a string of internal and
external interdependencies betwee n the state , the citizens, the economy, the
expatriates, and the o utside world .
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Oil a nd development: I nternal a n d external interdepende n cies*

Figure 4.2
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Negative implications for the well-being of the cou ntry

"(d) denotes dependency

Dependency on oil rents and the " Dutch Disease"
The adverse relation ship betwee n the abundance of natu ra l resources in a cou ntry and
development is explained by what came to be known as the " Dutch Disease" synd rome
(Ebrah im-zadah, 2003; Gylfason , Herbertsson & Zoega, 1 999; Heeks, 1 998). The term
first e merged to explain the relationship betwee n Holland's natural gas d iscoveries in
the late 1 950s and early 1 960s and the decline of its industrial competitiveness. The
h igh volume export of natura l resources resulted in overvalued exchange rates.
Overvalued local cu rrencies were an obstacle standing in the way of developing a
gen uine man ufacturing sector able to compete as export-oriented in the international
market and/or as import-su bstitution in the domestic market. Wasteful consumption ,
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rent seeking and other unproductive activities that hinder economic development, are
symptom s associated with that beh aviour of resou rce-rich countries. Governments of
minera l economies tend to spend generated revenues open-handedly in the d omestic
economy. The pace of disproportionate domestic spending of oil revenues extends the
effect of the "Dutch Disease" and establishes an unsustainable mode of cons u m ption,
specially "when oil revenues level-off or decline" (Auty & Kiiski, 200 1 , p. 32). The
fluctuations in international demand for oil and the subsequent p rice volatility raise the
uncertainty of the projected reven ues, which in turn hinders planning efforts and
negatively influences economic development and g rowth .

Auty and Kiiski (200 1 , p. 32) argued that rational economic thinking requires
governments of mineral economies faced with declining revenues to u ndertake
decisive measures such as deliberate depreciation of the real exchange rate of the
local cu rrency in order to "stabilize the economy and restore growth". They further
noted that the deliberate depreciation of the real exchange rate to compensate for the
falling revenues is an "unpopu lar" approach and is like ly to d raw "strong political
opposition". It is not surprising that th is conclusion held true in the case of Saudi
Arabia. Saudi Arabia relied on borrowings and on its national savings to offset the
dipping oil revenues and to meet its enormous financial obligations that resu lted from
the 1 99 1 Gulf war. It is evident that neither planned nor market-driven depreciation of
the local currency, as a stabilising measure, is an idea that appeals to the Saudi
authorities. On the contrary, Saud i authorities sought to stre ngthen or at least to
stabilise the buying power of its national cu rrency.
The sharp fall in oil prices in the m id-1 980s resulted in a considerable reduction in the
Saudi oil revenues thus causing the Saudi Riyal (SR) to lose m uch of its strength . The
reaction of the Saudi policymakers in the second half of 1 986 to the depreciating riyal
was to (fix) the riyal exchange rate against the US$ at a h ig h of 3. 745 SR per US$,
ending more than a decade of the riyal value being determined by the Special Drawing
Rights' (SDR) basket of cu rrencies. Auty (2001 ) criticised the Saudi Arabia Monetary
Agency's (SAMA) approach to stabilising the value of the SR by pegging it to the US$.
He fu rther argued that some depreciation of the riyal value would have been more
appropriate to control excessive consumption and boost the competitive edge of
national industries. Currency depreciation would also discourage foreign labour from
competing against Saudi nationals in the private sector because the real value of their
intake and, accordingly, their savings will decline. Saudi a uthorities undoubtedly
meditated the pros of pegging the riyal to the US$ against letting market forces
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determine its value. Apparently, the volatility in oil prices reinforced their conviction that
stability and a shield against external shocks were what the economy needed.

The long-term dependency on oil revenues and oil-related industries consequently
h indered the emergence of an innovative entrepreneurship class and the formation of a
viable local SME sector able to render a real contribution to the Saudi development
process. Although most natural resource-rich cou ntries have failed to manage their vast
reven ues and so diversify their economies, some other cou ntries namely, Norway was
successful in employing its oil revenues to transform its economy and to build a
"knowledge-based society". The ability of Norway to overcome the "Dutch Disease" and
to efficiently manage its oil wealth was explained by having sou n d institutions that were
supported by uncorru pted governments willing to control their spending and keen to
save for the future (Partridge, 1 999).

Dependency on the state and the "Gulf Disease"
Gylfason (200 1 ) summarised the areas wherein abundance of natural resources tend to
slow economic g rowth : the "Dutch Disease" and foreign capital; rent seeking and social
capital; education and human capital and savin g , investment and physical cap ital . While
it could be argued that each of these areas of concern is relevant to the Saudi case,
Saudi Arabia has developed a new distinctive symptom: a state of dependency on the
state.

The oil boom of the early 1 970s caught the Arab Gulf States off-g uard and u n p repared
to cope efficiently with the new reality of sudden enormous wealth. The implications of
the oil wealth were far-reach ing and they touched all aspects of the daily life of the
ordinary citizen in the Arab Gulf States. Consequently, cultural values a n d social
attitudes towards a wide range of issues were affected . Most relevant to this study are
the attitudes towards work in general and entre preneurship in particu lar.

Wh ile the (g lobal) economic crisis of 1 973 is largely linked to the sharp increase in the
oil prices, a handful of countries supposedly celebrated the u nexpected influx of oil
reven ues, most notably the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. However, it was not all-good news
for the Kingdom; Fareed Zakaria, editor of N ewsweek International, accurately stated
while describing the effects of oil wealth on the consumption patterns of the citizens of
the Arab Gulf States " If poverty has produced its dysfu nctions, wealth has prod uced its
own dysfunction as well" (cited in Bishop, 200 1 , p. 1 ).
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Auty (200 1 , p. 205) argued that the state has contributed to the Saudi growth collapse of
the mid-1 980s by playing the role of "Santa Claus". The paternalistic and protective role
that the Saudi government played rendered even large investments in education and
other social programmes ineffective. The majority of mainstream Saudis became
dependent on the state for employment, healthcare, education and subsid ised basic
commodities and utilities to the point where they cannot cope without state support.
Moreover, the vitality of the economy and, consequently, the demand for labour and the
flow of many products and services are largely determined by the magnitude of
government domestic spending.
A large segment of the Saudi population held high expectations of the state. In fact, they
became heavily dependent on the state, hence lost the urge or the need to exploit their
full potential. The government, understandably, was inspired to reward its citizens and it
was keen to respond to their economic needs. Such welfare arra ngements have played
a crucial role in shaping unfavourable attitudes towards entrepreneurship and
employment. Furthermore, the attractive benefits and the job security offered by the
public sector in the 1 970s and early 1 980s created a tendency a mong Saud is to seek
employment in the public sector as a first priority. Other than that, they looked for
employment i n the private sector, e specially withi n the big corporations with links to the
oil ind ustry. In-fact dependency on the state rendered a large seg ment of the Saudi
population u nwilling to even con sider employment beyond the public sector, or
alternatively to start a business of their own .

This trend is not a new inclination s pecific to Saud i Arabia. Speaking of the Singaporean
entrepreneurship experience, Dana ( 1 999, p. 1 50) pointed out that the benefits of being
employed by multinational corporations and the "h uge opportun ity cost" associated with
starting a business discouraged many Singaporeans from becoming entrepre neurs.
It is obvious that these arrangements had pushed the contemplation of becoming an
entrepreneur down the priority ladder among the Saudi popu lation. Oil wealth has
created a job/employment culture; instead of considering employment in the private
sector to be a provisional measure to gain experience in order to start an independent
business, employment in the public sector became an end goal for many. The economic
and social environment created by the oil boom and the orientation towards securing
employment within the public sector, have limited the natural entrepreneurial drive of
many Saudis and hindered their capacity to create wealth and jobs through
entre preneurship. Such an outcome is what Baumol ( 1 990) describes as "unprod uctive"
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or even "destructive" behaviour. The strong tendencies for employment in the public
sector and the frosty attitudes towards entrepreneurial activity incited by the oil wealth
are the visible sym ptoms of what the researcher d ubs "Gulf Disease" synd rome.

As the "Dutch Disease" was an obstacle in the way of establishing a vibrant industrial
sector in many rich-resource countries including Saudi Arabia, the "Gulf Disease", on
the other hand, played against the development of a viable entrepreneurship class in
Saudi Arabia. The state assumed a fatherly role and acted as a trustee and d is penser of
collected revenue through welfare arrangements thus diminishing the need for Saudis to
take risk and to start their own businesses. The prevailing reward structure , therefore,
promoted employment in the public sector and created a negative feeling toward work in
general and entrepreneurship in particular. A recent study indicated that 35% of Saudi
families do not wish for their children to seek e mployment in the private sector (AI
Muqbili, 2004). Moreover, the study found that 56% of Saudi job seekers have higher
preference for employment in the public sector, even if the pay and other benefits a re
incompatible with those offered by the private sector.

The dependency on the state cannot be com pletely understood or explained without
explicit reference to the political exclusion of the Saudi citizen from the decision-making
process in the country. Saudi citizens are expected to accept decisions made on their
behalf by an authority they had no say in bringing to power. The manipu lation of oil
revenues enabled the state to enforce its political will over its population and
conseq uently extended the scope of political d e pendency on the state to include the
economy and other a spects of daily life activities.

In a free democracy, the elected govern ment collects taxes from its citizens and
redistributes them in the form of 'public services' , thus the individ ual holds the state
accountable and the state is under an obligation to explain and justify its spending whereas the main fun ction of the Saudi state was to collect oil rents and redistributes a
portion of them among its citizens in the form of subsidies and social services. Such
policies have asserted the state's control over its people and increased their
dependency on its g oodwill, thus, diminishing their ability to q uestion its economic as
well as political behaviour. In fact there was, up u ntil recent times, a larg e seg ment of
the Saudis who believed that all national wealth belongs to al-Sa ud and whatever the
state g ives to its citizens would be out of the kindness of the ru ling family.
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Dependency on foreign labour (expatriates)
Saudi Arabia was faced with a real shortage in both the skilled and u nskilled
indigenous workforce d u ring the 1 973 oil boom. The scarcity of keen and capable
Saudi individuals in the 1 970s and early 1 980s forced the Kingdom to rely h eavily on
foreig n labou r and knowledge to carry out its development plans. The Saudi
dependency on foreign labour for development contradicts Hofstede's (200 1 , p. 437)
conventional wisdom where he rig htly stated , "Nobody can develop a country but its
own population". The shortage in qualified Saudis before the oil boom of 1 973 could be
explained by the then 'underdeveloped' status of the Kingdom, particularly in the areas
of capacity building and h u man resource development.

The sudden influx of oil rents prompted Saudi authorities to undertake a range of
tangible development initiatives despite the country's lack of qualified stock of h u man
capital. Birks and Sinclair ( 1 982) arg ued that such hasty spending could be viewed, in
part, as a response to the intense international demands for the Kingdom to "recycle"
its "oil rents".
Despite the overall encouraging progress achieved by Saudi Arabia during the past
three to four decades, the country's dependency on expatriates

remained

undiminished. It appears that Saudis have developed a culture of dependency on
foreign labour as evidenced by the fact that about 20% of Saudis are unemployed while
foreig n labour dominates the Saudi private sector. This inconSistency underlines the
need to examine the problem of the h uman capital from a qualitative rather than a
quantitative perspective. The physical infrastructure of a country can be achieved
su bject to the availability of needed resources, while human development, which is a
condition for economic development, is an ongoing lengthy process that spans the life
of more than one generation.

Auty (200 1 , p. 204) attributed the lack of Saudi participation in develop ment to a
dysfunctional education system that fails to prepare young Saudis to deal adeq uately

with a dynamic global business environment. He noted that while Saudi A ra b i a spent
more than 1 0% of its GDP on education during the 1 980s and continues to spend
generousll3 , the attention was, and still is, focused on the supply side of the eq uation .
Quantitatively, Saudi Arabia i s making enormous prog ress in terms of literacy, numbers
43 Malaysia, for instance, allocates in excess of 20% of the state budget for education.
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of educational institutions, numbers of enrolled students and numbers of g rad uates.
However, on the demand side, these achievements did not succeed in creating a
qualified , motivated and committed Saudi labour force that is able to participate
effectively in the development process and compete in the g lobal market. The problem
thus can be defined in terms of the quality of and the approach to, education on offer
rather than on its physical infrastructure or other external variables.

While Auty (200 1 ) expressed genuine concerns over the role of education in
development, Birks a nd Sinclair ( 1 982a) linked the shortfall of Saudis' participation in
development to their traditional attitude towards manual work. Such a gloomy attitud e
was strengthened b y the prevailing incentive system i n t h e midst of the o i l boom and
accompanied the majority of Saudis u p to recent times, right through economic
prosperity as well as economic adversity.

The unemployment challenge turned into a major concern once it became obvious that
the pu blic sector was no longer capable of absorbing new job seekers. Birks and
Sine/air ( 1 982 , p. 205) stated that market forces "have contin ued to work strongly
against full participation of nationals in the modern sector". This trend is most likely to
continue as long as Saudis are unwilling to transform their attitudes towards the value
of work and productivity. The view of Birks and Sine/air ( 1 982 , p. 208) that expatriates
remain a crucial determinant of the well-being of the Saudi economy is still as valid as it
was in 1 982. The private sector is driven by profit maximisation, and development will
always be dependent on a positive attitude towards work and on productive and cost
effective labour that is, foreign labour -a view shared by many Saudi entrepreneurs I
interviewed (Fieldwork, 2004).

Small firms, which make up the vast majority of businesses in the Saudi private sector,
are in no position to employ Saudis. My own experience as an ex-expatriate in Saudi
Arabia as well as my fieldwork in the Kingdom confirms (Dud ley's (2004) suggestion
that employing Saudis in the private sector is mostly an unwelcome pursuit by Saudi
business owners. " Employing Saudis", to use the exact words of a Saudi e ntrepreneur I
interviewed , "means more expenses and less productivity for the firm , h igher salaries
and fewer working hours for the employee a n d definitely more responsibilities and
troubles for the employer". Another entrepreneur commented , "a new Saudi g raduate
would not accept less than SR5,000 a month , while an experienced I nd ian or Pakistani
would settle for S R2 ,000. Moreover, the Indian speaks English , works d iligently and
abides by company rules".
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High dependency on the outside world
The failure of the state to re-channel oil wealth to establish a mechanism capable of
generating a domestically driven prod uctive economy led to greater dependency on the
outside world for much of the Saudis' daily necessities. The true oil curse thus
encompasses more than the Dutch Disease syndrome and could be defined in terms of
the col lective implications of the a bove-discussed interdependencies on the socio
economic well-being of the country. State policies and the distrib utive system of the oil
rents have created a society of consu mers who have little to offer and much to acquire
in terms of output and productivity. This disparity fostered the dependency culture
among Saudis as individuals and collectively as a country and negated the essence of
development, which aims at i nvigorating societies and ridding the m of the b u rden of all
forms of dependency ( Fergany, 1 984).

CONTEMPORARY SAU DI ARABIA
AND THE QU EST FOR S U STAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Regime type and econom ic development
While a high level of economic development and g rowth is bein g achieved in some
democracies, it has failed in many others. Some claim that there is a link between the
form of govern ment and economic performance and argue that economic development
is more like ly to succeed under the ru les of democracy (Friedman, 1 962). Others argue
that a specific relationship between regimes and development is far from being
established (Lal & Myint, 1 996; Przeworski, 1 992, p. 52).

Lal and Myint ( 1 996) stud ied the economic performance of 25 developing countries over
30 years yet; they were not able to claim the existence of a direct l i n k between the type
of govern ment and economic performance. przeworski ( 1 992) reviewed a set of 20
relevant studies and fou n d that authoritarianism was credited for economic efficiency
and development in eight

ca ses,

and eight other cases attributed economic

development to their democratic type of regimes. No difference was observed in the
other four cases. Hence, the only pru dent conclusion he was able to reach based on
available evidence was that a certain "regime type" per se is neither sufficient nor a
condition for achieving development. The same "authoritarian" type of regime that
played a positive role in the development of South East Asia proved to be a failure in the
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economic development of Latin America between the mid-1 960s and mid-1 980s. Leon
( 1 998) analysed the economic performance of four Latin American authoritarian
regimes: Brazil ( 1 964-1 985), Chile (1 973- 1 990), Urug uay ( 1 974-1 984) a n d Argentina
( 1 976- 1 983). The outcome was at best d isappointing. Authoritarian regimes also d id not
make positive contributions to the development of othe r Asian countries, namely,
Philippines, Viet Nam and Myanmar (Leon, 1 998).

Arab authoritarian reg imes across the Middle East are another existing exam ple of the
economic failures d u ring the 1 980s and onward s (WEF, 2000). The "striking similarities
and d issimilarities" between East Asia and the Middle East were hig h lighted by Cantori
( 1 997); in 1 960s, both regions had comparable per capita figu res. However, d espite the
huge wealth generated by the oil revenues, the Middle Eastern economic performance
still lagged far beh ind the Asian economic performance. The dissimilarities between the
two authoritative reg imes are most palpable in the efficiency and the transparency of
their public sectors, and in the attitudes of their people towards work and productivity. In
his d efence of the Singaporean approach to develop ment, Singapore's first Prime
Minister Mr. Lee Kuan Yew argued the need to maintain discipline as an a lternative to
democracy. "I do not believe that democracy necessarily leads to development . . . I
believe that what a country needs to develop is d iscipline more than d e mocracy ( The
Economist, August 27, 1 994, p. 1 5).

Saudi Arabia did not develop an Eastern "d iscipline", nor did it adopt Western
"democracy", or genuinely practise an Islamic "consultation" form of g overnance.
Instead, Saudi Arabia has developed the symptoms of a welfare and bureaucratic state
with a 'fat' public sector, which h inders the development of a dynamic entrep reneurship
class. AI Sho'ala ( 1 995, p. 1 0) u nderscored the scale of the GCC citizens' d ependence
on the state for e mployment and pointed out that about 25% of all working nationals
were "employed

in a Government institution".

Entrepreneurship and economic

development surely do not thrive under bureaucratic rules and welfare a rrangements.
Bu reaucracy and corruption will avert d evelopment activities and result in lost
productivity and the waste of pu blic wealth without any meaningful return. Furthermore,
it is extremely unlikely that development will take place in a cou ntry without the right
attitude, the real commitment, and hig h motivations of its people to be productive
through the exploration and exploitation of all opportunities. In a recorded lecture
entitled "Work and Development", the Islamic scholar, Amr Khaled , q uoted some
d isturbing fig ures from studies showing that the average productive time for an Arab
worker (including Saudis) does not exceed 1 7 minutes per day. Therefore, the
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challenges confronting the Saudi pursuit for development are enormous and real. The
due attention of the state to front to these challenges, therefore, is not simply an option;
it is the option. There is a real need to scale back the welfare state and place more
emphasis on efficiency and transparency in government activities -a step forward
towards creating a favourable environ ment that encourages pote ntial entrepreneurs and
provides better incentives for the creation of new enterprises.

The role of the state in the economy
While the type of government might have little impact on the course of development
and the emergence of a vibrant entrepreneurship sector, state policies undoubted ly
have a much greater role to play in shaping the path of economic development in any
given country. The role of the state in the economy has evolved over the years and
witnessed a string of changes; the state was hailed as champion of development in the

aftermath of World War 11 and well into the 1 970s (Healy & Robinson , 1 994). The same

"state" was charged with being a major cause for stag nation and an "obstacle to
development" in the 1 980s (Jackson , 2002).

The active role of the state in the economies of the newly independent countries was
justified by the lack of basic active institutions, the absence of market dynamism and
the much-needed infrastructure, not to mention the shortage in the stock of h uman and
physical capitals. Govern ments' positive contributions are evidenced by the essential
public goods and services they offer such as ed ucation, health and, infrastructure.
Moreover, by the creation of legal systems that define, guarantee and protect the
property rig hts of all market stakeholders. By assuming such responsibilities, Kormendi
(1 983) arg ue d that governments are developmental in the sense that they provide the
basic ingredients for private investment and growth .

Economic policies and the role of the state in the economy were also greatly influenced
by Keynesian thinking after WWII. The core of Keynesian theory is that a government's
intervention is needed to stabilise a n ational economy in both good and bad economic

times, by runn ing budget surpluses and budget deficits respectively. In contrast,

classical economic theory operated u nder the assu m ption that perfect knowledge and
perfect market equilibrium do exist. It advocated a free market, external openness and
outward (export) orientation as key elements to economic success. The discourse of
the neoclassical theory is that economies should be purely market driven and
economic efficiency could be achieve d , in most cases, without state intervention. The
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role of the state is limited to creating a stable macroeconomic environment a n d "getting
the prices rig ht". Setting realistic interest and exchange rates, ensuring price mobility
and g uarding the market's competitiveness are means by which the state can stress its
role a nd contribution to the economic development process. However, should
inefficiencies in the market arise, the state shall intervene only to deal with such
inefficiencies and to correct market failures.

The argument that "markets are efficient on their own" was challenged, and the valid ity
of the assumption that when states intervene they do so efficiently was q uestioned by
the public choice theory (Buchanan & Tullock 1 962 ; Karlsson & Karlsso n , 2002)44 .
Public choice theory raises the possibility of government failure and arg ues that
governments can and often do fail; hence, it tends to deny the effectiveness of state
intervention even when market inefficiencies a re evident.

The Saud i state has a long h istory of firm control over the economy - the institutions,
the natural resources and means of production and d istribution. By affirming its control
over the oil industry and by implementing a top-down policy approach to d evelopment,
the state was assured of having a free hand over the economy and u nqualified
authority over the people, denying them the right to question its economic as well as
political behaviour. This account of intense state involvement in the economy partially
explains the parallel association between the level of economic activity and the scale of
government spending and the state fiscal policies.

The state in the Arab countries has contin ued to assume a central role in national
economies since independence until today. While it might be true that the Middle
Eastern state-centred economic systems gave the state 'the right' to intervene under
various pretexts, J iyad ( 1 995) arg ued that the state domination over the economy is
neither atypical to the Arab countries nor is a "reg ional invention".

Reforms and structural adjustme nts
Sau d i planners and policymakers realised at the early stages of the Saudi development
process that the economy d id not have the fundamentals or the infrastructure
necessary to promote and sustain indigenous development. The modest numbers of

44

For more on the public choice theory, see (Atkinson, 1 987; Romer 1 988; Mueller 1 989).
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business start-u ps are . mainly trad itional and lack real entrepreneurial resilience,
namely innovativeness and competitiveness. However, Saudi planners were convinced
that it was imperative to diversify the base of the economy by establishing a structure
that could generate domestically driven economic development and gradually reduces
reliance on oil rents. The conventional question thus becomes whethe r Saudi Arabia,
the presumably iconic Islamic state, wou ld capitalise on its Islamic principles and
integrate them i nto the development process or would it compromise its I slamic identity
in order for it to come to terms with the modern world. Alternatively, can Saudi Arabia
embark on meaningful reforms while p reserving its Islamic values and traditional
culture in a rapidly changing world? The stated aim of the successive Saudi five-year
development plans was to maintain and to preserve Islamic values throug hout the
cou rse of its economic transformation. Yet, neither the development p lans nor any
other official policies referred to the intended role of Islam in development or elaborated
on the nature of such a role , if it existed.

The stated positive intentions of Saud i planners and policymakers concerning
economic d iversification were met with only modest attempts to transform such
intentions into working policies by carrying out needed reforms and creating a
supportive environment for d iversification. Promoting entrepreneu rshi p and stimulating
an entrepreneurial spirit in Saudi Arabia require establishing a strong vibrant private
sector, which accordingly requires the state to undertake major political reforms and
broader economic restructuring.

Literature often debates the attitudes of Saudis towards modernisation and
deve lopment and divides Saudis into a g rowing minority of reformists who preach
change and development and a declining majority of conservatives who oppose
change and reject modernisation -as in 'Westernisation'. Saudi entrepreneurs , Saudi
g raduates from Western educational institutions and Saudi tech nocrats along with
progressive members of the Saudi ruling family are the driving force behind reforms
and modernisation. In his study of the 'royal entrepreneurship in Saudi Arabia', Sabri
(200 1 ) found that the ruling family is d eeply involved in the economic activity of the
country. It d i rectly or indirectly owns a S Ubstantial share in the private sector and it has
the means to influence the course of its evolution.

The fundamentalists or traditionalists, on the other hand, who for a long time have
constituted the majority of the Saudi public, q uestioned the motives of modernisation
and rejected its implications. It has been suggested that negative attitudes towards
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reforms were mainly prevalent among u ned ucated Saudis and the spread of education
would play a key role in changing such attitudes. Although this appra isal has some
merit, it does not signify the complete reality. Some h ighly educated Saudis are
hesitant to endorse foreign modernisation , as it does not conform to the I slamic
p rinciples of socio-economic justice. I n fact, they are strong advocates for eco-political
reforms g iven that such reforms are real a n d are intended for more than pure economic
considerations.

Political reforms
A large seg ment of Saudi intellectuals, reformists and activists from d iverse
backgrounds h ave constantly questioned the legitimacy of the unqualified power
invested in al-Saud. They d u ly demanded a broader involvement by mainstream
Saudis in the Kingdom's political process in order to have a more inclusive and more
representative g overning body. The Saudi ruling family was well aware of the intensity
of such demands, and thus was no longer able to ignore them. I n 1 993, and in an
u nprecedented move, the late King Fah d announced the establishment of The
Consultative Council/assembly or Maj/is AI-Shoura. The council was mainly intended to
enable its members to share their opinions and extend their advice to the King on
crucial issues and major challenges facing the Kingdom.
The make-up of the first Council instated by King Fahd in December 1 993, consisted of
a speaker and 60 members exclusively a ppointed by the King h imself for a four-year
term. The membership was increased thereafter to 90 in 1 997, 1 20 in 200 1 and to 1 50
in 2005. Although the intended role for the council was purely advisory, there have
been some suggestions that the council would move past its advisory role and be g iven
executive power to instigate legislation and reassess various policies.

Saudi authorities portray the Consultative Council to be a key establishment that fulfils
a religious duty by putting into practice a basic Islamic governance institutional
framework -consultation "shoura", in order to advance the Kingdom's d evelopment
process, " . . . Who (conduct) their affairs by mutual consultation" (Qur'an, 42, 38).
Others have questioned the real value of the council, g iven that its appointed members
are not allowed to debate or even to inspect the annual budget (Brad ley, 2005), thus
they rid iculed such a move and considered it a public relation exercise intended to
silence the many Saudi as well as non-Saudi critics. Furthermore, they accused the
Saudi ruling family of exploiting religion to justify and legitimise its authority.
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The political reforms were fragmented , partial and at a very slow pace. Riyadh
municipal elections in February 2005, the first e lection in the country's history, were
limited to selecting half the city council seats, while the state appoints the other half.
Participation in the elections for both voters and candidates was restricted to male
citizens over 25 years of age (excluding approximately 80% of the population). Another
constraint, which undermined the outcome of the elections, was the inability of
candidates to pass on their messages and defend their agendas d u e to restrictions
imposed on political campaigning and debating. Riyad h e lections were followed by
similar elections in other reg ions of the Kingdom. The importance of this, modest but
long overdue, initiative lies in the prospect of implementing more democratic measures
to ensure more participation of Saudis in running their own affairs , otherwise such
elections are deemed empty and worthless.

A Saudi intellectual I interviewed emphasised the close link betwee n economic
prosperity and political reforms and how the majority of Saudis are unaware of their
basic political rights.

Neither the state nor the educational system define and/or inform citizens of their
constitutional rights, and political education among Saudis is nil at its best. The
attitude of Islam towards individualism, personal initiatives, property ownership
and sanctity of human rights are foremost political concepts, yet are paramount
to economic development (Intellect-05, 2004).

Areas of Sa udi economic reforms
The improvised policies and reactionary in itiatives frequently undertaken by the
policymakers in the wake of the oil boom p roved to be inefficient, especially at the time
of economic hardships in the mid - 1 980s. The Saudi g rowth collapse forced Saudi
authorities to question the expediency of their ad hoc policies and to rethink the
practicality of their approach to economic development and growth . The uncertainties
in the international oil market and the economic setbacks of the 1 980s and 1 997-1 998
left Saudi officials convinced of the need to embark on a major structural adjustment
programme aiming at diversifying the economy and en hancing its efficiency and
performance.

While King Fahd i nitiated the political reforms in the early 1 990s, King Abdulla h - then
the Crown Prince - started the economic reforms in 1 999 despite internal and externa l
criticism from both extremes. The conservatives sought to slow the pace of reforms
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because they viewed a rapid change to be a threat to their cultural identity. The
reformists, on the other hand, complained that the tardy reforms lacked the true spirit of
change and i nnovation and that they were limited i n their scope and were slow to be
implemented. They fu rther voiced their concern that reforms would evaporate or be
abandoned at the time of economic prosperity that is, an increase in oil revenues.

The Saudi economic reform package included two sets of reform measures designed
to address long-term structural as well as short-term fiscal reforms.

Economic structural adjustment

The Saudi Structural Adjustment programme was in itiated by the Saudi govern ment
without intervention from, but encouraged by, the two Bretton Woods I n stitutions: the
IMF and the World Bank. The primary aim of the proposed changes was to address the
fundamental d eficiencies in the Saudi economy and conseq uently to correct the
imbalance in the macroeconomic con d itions of the national economy throug h the
adoption and the implementation of various correcting measures such as:

#

Red ucing the overstated role of the state in the economy;

#

Reforming the highly inefficient Saudi public sector;

#

Expanding the private sector and enhancing its marginalised role through the
privatisation process and the reduction of the dominant role of State Owned
Enterprises (SOEs);

•

Adapting to open trade policies and relaxing the state control over trade policies
and procedu res, and

•

Reforming the tax system and liberalising the investment rules.

Box 4. 1 below shows that structural economic reforms in Saudi Arabia are proceeding
simu ltaneously in three separate but complementary and interrelated a reas. Areas of
reforms include the enactment of new laws and the reforming of existing laws; the
establishment of new institutions (economic bod ies and organ isations) and the
restructuring of existing but i nefficient ones; and finally the undertaking of i nitiatives and
programmes in accordance with the newly drafted and/or updated laws and making
use of the newly introduced institutional reforms.
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Box 4.1

Areas of Saudi economic reforms Istructural adjustments-

1 ) Legal system reforms: included the drafting of new laws and revising exi sting laws
New laws:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Foreign I nvestment Act of April 200045
Telecommunication Law of May 2000
Real Estate Law of July 2000 allowing foreigners to own real estate i n the kingdom
The I ncome Tax Law of April 2003 for non-Saudis and GCC companies and
i ndividuals

Privatisation strategy of J une 2002

Capital Market Law of June 2003
The Cooperative Insurance Companies Law of July 2003
The Corporate Tax Law of January 2004
Financial Market Law
Stock Market Law allowing foreign investors to participate in the Saudi stock market

Updated laws:
Labour Law, Employment Law

New laws in the making:
Company Law, Agency law, and Sponsorship Law, Mini ng Law, Competition Law,
Trademark and I ntellectual Property law

2 ) Institutional reforms: are designed to promote economic development through the
creation of new economic institutions and the restructuring of existing economic
organisations

New institutions:
•

•
•
•

The supreme Economic Council i n August 1 999
Saudi Arabian -Saudi General -Investment Authority in April 2000
Saudi Telecommunication and I nformation Technology Authority i n
Capital Market Authority in June 2003

2000

Restructuring of existing state agencies such as water, electricity, labour, trade and
industry
Continues next page . . .

45

The April 2000 Foreign I nvestment Act has transformed the Saudi economy i nto one of the
most open and permissive economies in the region. However, whether the i nvestment law has
positively affected the productive base (entrepreneurship) of the Saudi economy remains
highly debatable.

161

3 ) Initiative a nd programmes: aimed at openi ng new i nvestment opportunities and
facilitating existing opportunities for national as well as i nternational i nvestors
National investors:
..

Gradual privatisation of some state-owned businesses such as:
- The sale of 70% of the state owned i nsurance company in 2003
- The sale of 30% of state telecom munication company

..

Stock exchange
I ncrease the efficiency of local financial institutions
The establishment of i ndustrial zones
The establishment of financial markets

•

•

..

Foreign investors
•

..
•
•
•

The opening of the gas sector for foreign i nvestors in 2004
Developing the financial sector to attract foreign i nvestments
The reduction i n i ncome tax rate for non-Saudi companies from 45% to 20%
The signing of trade agreements with the European Union
46
The starting of the compliance process with WT0 requirements such as reducing
subsidies, taxing national corporations, adopting a new foreign i nvestment code and
updating commercial laws. Saudi Arabia joined the WTO in December 2005

* Partial listing of the main components of the Saudi adjustment program mes, i ncluding new and

existing laws, institutions and i nitiatives: compi led by the researcher using various literature and
government announcements.

Higher oil retu rns coupled with low interest rates enabled the Kingdom to proceed with
the reforms without inflecting any economic hardships or scaling back on the services it
provides for its citizens (Oudley, 2003). The IMF has endorsed and praised the Saudi
structural reforms and monetary policy. It further urged Saudi authorities to maintain
and extend the scale of the reforms in order to cope with the pressing employment
challenge facing the country (ME EO, 2005).

Fiscal reforms
The objective of the second type of Saudi economic reforms was to address issues of a
monetary nature such as stabilising imbalances in inflation and the balance of
payment. The IMF commended Saudi authorities for using corrective measures such
as scaling down the budgets on different occasions and introducing taxes on "selected
consumer g oods" (MEEO, 2003), and e ncouraged them to do more. However, Saudi
authorities were reluctant to employ othe r, more radical, stabilising measures such as
floating the Saudi riyal and imposing income tax. Imposing taxes on individuals' income

46

JOining the WTO as a developing country would give Saudi Arabia a grace period of up to
years to adapt relevant legislation and comply with WTO's trading practices.

10
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is a very sensitive and risky business that is hard to justify and p romote amongst
Saudis. A move towards income taxation would be viewed as a rad ical departure from
the welfare a rrangements, which were in place until recently, to n ew a rrangements
whereby the state shares with its citizens their income. S uch perceptions would be
highly damaging to the ruling family -considering the income tax free environment in
the neig h bouring GCC countries. AI Sho'ala ( 1 995, pp. 1 0-1 1 ) highlighted the
implications of i ntroducing taxes for the eco-political systems of the GCC states. H e
rightly a rgued that the GCC regimes wou ld need "an additional source of authority and
legitimacy" that is, "democratic institutions" to be able to undertake and implement such
legislation without instigating an aggressive public outcry.

Saudi privatisation and entrepreneu rship
The proportion of the Saud i private sector to the overall economic base is relatively
small. Oil and oil-related exports, which a re owned and run by the state make up about
90% - 95% of total Saudi export earnings and contribute to about 80% of total
revenues. A key objective of the Saudi economic reforms was to promote an active role
for the private sector and to expand such a role in the various areas of the nation a l
economy b y creating a friendly environment that encourages both domestic a n d foreign
investments. Privatisation was seen as an invaluable instrument for achieving such an
outcome.

Although previous development plans have aimed at expanding and d iversifying the
country's sources of income, it was the sixth development plan ( 1 995-2000) that
emphasised the importance of pursuing such a strategy and taking practical steps
towards privatisation and economic liberalisation. More recently, a report, prepared by
the Saudi-based Consulting Centre for Finance and Investments CCFI (2004, p. 1 1 ) ,
concluded that privatisation in Saudi Arabia was an economic necessity. T h e report
l isted two compelling factors that should incite the state to embark on the path of
privatisation : the corrupt bureaucratic Saudi public sector which is marked by a lack of
transparency and poor performance in virtually every government depart ment, and the
availability of large sums of cash in the hands of Saudis wishing to invest in the local
economy.

Privatisation is a key theme behind the majority of economic reforms regard less of
them being self-initiated or introduced and sponsored by the World Bank and/or IMF,
and is mainly concerned with the role of the state in the economy. Privatisation more
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precisely seeks to redefine the relationship between the state and the private sector:
What role should the state assume in the economy? Would State Owned E nterprises
(SOEs) perform more efficiently under the ownership and management of the private
sector? The purpose of privatisation, therefore, is to correct the p u blic sector
inefficiencies by reducing the role of the state in the economy and tran sferring the
ownership of SOEs with all d ue responsibilities to the private sector. The thesis
underlying the widespread privatisation phenomenon is that the private sector, through
market competition, would be more efficient and cost effective in providing q uality
services and making better use of national resources. It simply arg ue s that some
activities, which are usually performed by the state, are best carried out by the private
sector so as to achieve economic efficiency.

Saudi policymakers insisted that privatisation in Saudi Arabia has been an integral
component of its economic tradition since the early beginnings of the cou ntry. They
justified the strong involvement of the state in the economy during past d ecades by the
inability of the private sector to assume the overwhelming responsibilities d ue to its lack
of resources and technical expertise. However, as the private sector g rew stronger and
bigger, it started the push to reclaim its imperative role in the economy. This coincided
with a g rowin g confidence of the state in the private sector hence, it decided on a
g radual move to privatise some sectors of the economy.

The objectives of the privatisation strategy as outlined by the Saudi Secretary General
of the Supreme Economic Council were "to improve the efficiency of the national
economy, to enlarge the ownership of the productive assets by Saudi citizens and to
encourage domestic and foreign capital to invest locally

..

47.

The overriding goals of

implementing such strategy, argued the Secretary General, were to boost employment
opportunities for Saudis and to provide them with decent services "in a timely and cost
efficient manner".

This thesis has promoted entrepreneurship as being a viable diversification strategy to
expand the productive base of the Saudi economy; therefore d iscussions on
privatisation as an instru ment of reform would be kept within this perspective. What is
the likely i mpact of adopted reforms on the Saudi entrepreneurship sector? Does

47 The Saudi Secretary General of the Supreme Economic Counci l , Abdul rahman AI Tuwaijri
while addressing a business gathering in the UAE in April

2005.
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privatisation encourage more Saudis to emba rk on the path of entrepreneurship? Does
it create more jobs for Saudis?

Confining the concept of p rivatisation to the sale of public and state owned enterprises
or transferring ownership to the private sector, despite being the most tangible
manifestation of privatisation , would not promote entrepreneurship nor would it
enhance the employment portfolio of the country. It could be strongly argued that
transferring the ownership of SOEs to the private sector would not lead to an increase
in Saudi employment fig ures if such a transfer is not complemented with other
measures to promote entrepreneurship a n d the creation of new enterprises. The Saudi
economic activities and public e nterprises subject to privatisation are major employers
of Saudi nationals. Transferring the owne rship of these enterprises to the private sector
surely would increase the number of citizens owning a larger share in the economy but,
most certainly, it would result in many Saudis losing their jobs a nd limit futu re
employment opportun ities for more Saudis. Presumably, the private sector operates
according to the "profit maximisation" theory; hence it would not provide a safe haven
for unproductive labour -as is the case in the public sector. Therefore, one could arg u e
that privatisation as marketed would have an adverse impact o n paid employment a n d
a t the same time would not advance the cause o f self-employment in S a u d i Arabia.

The argument is not against privatisation and opening the markets for the public
participation in the economy. It is rather a warn ing against the danger of considering
"privatisation as an aim of the economic transformation process" instea d of being "an
instrument

to

make

the

economy

more

efficient

through

private

initiative

[entrepreneurship] and real ownership" (Szab6, 1 997). Privatisation has been
recog n ised as a dynamic force for overcoming economic and social d eficiencies of
state owned enterprises. The criticism is focused on the shortfall in reform policies and
in itiatives that failed to take a more inclusive perspective. Despite the justified
emphasis on the importance of reviving the private sector, reforms failed to promote
the development of a vibrant entrepreneurship sector and to acknowledge the potential
role that new firms could play in advancing the economic development of the country,
namely in the area of job creation . Stimulating and encouraging the private sector to
increase its involvement in the economy by starting new businesses a n d expanding
existing ones should have been an integral part of the Saudi reform package.
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CONCLUSION

This chapter was devoted to presenting a brief overview o f t h e 'modern ' Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia a n d to drawing attention to the significant, but neglected, role that
entrepreneurship cou ld play in the development of the cou ntry. The main theme of this
chapter celebrates entrepreneurship as being a valid diversification strategy to expand
the productive base of the Saudi economy. Therefore, it ventured to map the country's
recent economic evolution , identify key socio-economic challenges facing the country
and to highlight some milestones that have played a pivotal role in reshaping the socio
economic configuration of the country.

The rapid transformation of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia from one of the least
d eveloped countries in the world to a developing country with a rapidly g rowing
economy was credited to the 1 973 sharp increase in oil prices a n d level of oil
production. However, the oil wealth and the rapid transformation of the economy
b rought tremendous new challenges that are inconsistent with the challenges usually
associated with a developing country, most notably the wealth in financial capital and
the severe lack of human resources.

The export of oil in commercial quantities in the early 1 950s, and the 1 973 sharp
increase in oil p rices have played into the hands of the state and further emphasised its
role in the economy as wel l as in the many aspects of the everyday activities of its
citizens. Sa udi officials justified the heavy involvement of the state in the economy by
the private sector's lack of resources and the knowledge necessary for building much
needed infrastructure. However, government involvement in the economy was not
limited to instigating infrastructure projects. The government-sector monopoly is
evident by the large state-owned corporations such as the conglomerate oil company
"Saudi ARAMCQ" and the Saudi Arabia Basic Industries Corporation "SABIC" and i n
the telecommunication a n d insurance sectors. T h e state domination over t h e economy
undoubted ly has hindered the emergence of new viable private enterprises and the
expansion of existing ones.

Oil wealth provided free education, healthcare and subsid ised housing and utilities but
did not ensu re even for the educated Saudis, categorical employment opportun ities
outside the government or within the government beyond the mid-1 980s. Generous
government benefits provided for much of the Saudis' needs while foreigners d id most
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of the manual labour and the highly techn ical work -leaving large numbers of Saudis
with no incentives to exploit or even explore their potentials. The rewards of being self
employed and the incentives to own a business were often outweighed by attractive
employment packages in the public sector or in large corporations mainly within the oil
industry. State benefits, thus have created a frosty attitude towards manual and applied
work in general and entrepreneurship in particular. The reward structure that
accompan ied the oil boom has encouraged the traditional thinking of many Saudis who
sought quick profit by acting as agents for foreign companies or through merchant, real
estate and trade activities rather than through the lengthy p rocess of build ing
enterprises. It has also d riven many citizens from country life to city living and from
traditional work to administrative jobs in elegant offices, and so all too soon, causing
major d isturbances to the socio-demographic balance of the country.

The state has embarked on five-year development plans since 1 970 in order to
manage its unexpected wealth and to plan for its development proj ects. Consecutive
development plans have emphasised the need to diversify the economy, reduce the
reliance on oil- and gas-related industries , and to expand the overpowered private
sector. However, despite various diversification attempts, the Saud i economy largely
remains an oil-based economy that depends on the vulnerable international oil markets
to balance its books and implement its development plans. The sha rp decline in oil
revenue in the mid-1 980s and late 1 990s, cou pled with the worsening unemployment
figures among Saudis have compelled Saudi policymakers to seriously consider
introducing economic structural reforms as well as fiscal reforms.

The much needed and much anticipated reforms that started in 1 999 are aimed at
steering the Saudi economy. Although encouraging, the reforms fell short of being
sweeping or radical in order not to u pset the social balance of the Saudi society.
Moreover, it is evident that the reforms have failed to include the entrepreneurship
sector, thus failing to attend to one of the most pressing cha llenges facing the country unemployment.

Saudi policymakers seize every opportunity to reiterate that Saudi Arabia will preserve
its values and traditions whilst pursuing development and progress, apart from that,
there is no reference to the Islamic worldview of development as outlined in the
previous chapter. Some of the imperative q uestions that remain to be a n swered are:
does the state consider entrepreneurship to be a viable development strategy and if so,
does it incorporate such strategy within its overall development strategy? Is Islam
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evident in the Saudi entrepreneurship activity and are Islamic principles of socio
economic justice prevailing in the course of Saudi development? Neither the literature
nor a preliminary a ssessment of the Saudi reforms provides conclusive evidence to
justify giving even an indicative answer to either of these q uestions. Therefore, they will
be at the heart of the investigation throughout the fieldwork.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RE,EARCH METHODOLOGY AND FIELDWORK
EXPERIENCE'

Until recent decades, a typical ambition of most researchers was to discover the
objective truth about event-truth unaffected by the investigator's personal
interest, beliefs and values. But today, most researchers would likely agree that
subjectivity inevitably influences their work in several important ways, including
•
•
•
•
•

the choice of the questions they hope to answer,
the sources from which they gather their information,
the techniques they use to collect that information,
how data are classified and interpreted, and
researchers' personal relationships with the people and events they
investigate.
Thomas (2003, p. 75)

In the face of the many challenges confro nting the cou rse of economic development in
the Kingdom of Saudi Ara bia, it has been argued in Chapter 4 that entrepreneurship is
a viable d iversification strategy that Saudi Arabia must undertake, or at least consider,
in order to face such challenges. Earlier d iscussions have also suggested that wh ile
entrepreneurship is a universal phenomenon in its extent, it is neverthe less a culturally
specific experience in its nature and character. Different cultures develop d istinctive
entrepreneurial models and employ specific approaches towards entrepreneurship,
based on their historical m ilieus and cultural value systems. The unsuitability of
applying Hofstede's ( 1 99 1 ) cultural dimensions and other Western standards to explain
entrepreneurship in non-Western cultu res u nderscored the need to develop alternative
research instruments sensitive to respective cultures.

This chapter describes the research methods and the instruments used in the field to
collect the necessary data in line with the main aim and o bjectives set for this study. I
embarked on a fou r-month fieldwork research undertaking between the months of
March and July 2004 in the city of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. In the field, I employed a mix
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of research methodologies to collect data, deemed crucial for addressing the research
question and attending to its objectives, from several distinct groups of Saudis.

This chapter is d ivided into two major sections: the first section d iscusses the
theoretical d imension that provides rationale and justification for the chosen research
methodologies and instruments. It also discusses the research design and briefly
considers the basis for site selection, sources of data , and data collection techniques.
The second section describes the implementation of the methods and tech niques I
used in the field. It a lso u nderlines the invaluable experience and mirrors the realities of
doing field research with its numerous challenges: the few moments of joy and the
many more moments of justifiable frustration. Major themes dealt with i n this section
are: piloting the study and administering the questionnaire , rethinking the methodology
and recruiting and interviewing participants , methods of data analysis and ethical
issues, and various challenges that are most likely to confront researchers wishing to
do research in Saudi Arabia. This section concludes by addressing the issue of
subjectivity in research and the researcher's relationship with the people and events
under investigation .

RESEARC H M ETHODS AND DESIGN

S ite selection
M y choice o f Saudi Arabia a s the country i n which to u ndertake this research on
Islamic entrepreneurship was based on several theoretical as well as practical
considerations. Despite its enormous oil wealth , Saudi Arabia is identified with Islam,
and it has a distinct spiritual status in the Islamic world for being the place of revelation
of the religion of Islam and the site of two of Islam's holiest mosques in Mecca and
Medina. There is a prevalent tendency to link the relig iously based Saudi trad itional
value system to its views o n modernisation and development. Saudi Arabia is often
regarded as an anti-development country because of its Islamic-based value system.

It is widely perceived and largely accepted that Saudi Arabia is the most traditional and
sanctified Muslim country. More than 90% of its population are Arabs and 1 00% are
Muslims. Therefore, it could be arg ued that if an Islamic entrepreneurship- based
development model were to be built, then Saudi Arabia would be the most probable
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country to espouse and to house such a model. Consequently, the legitimacy and the
authority of the model could be extended beyond the boundaries of the Kingdom to
cover other Islamic countries. The predominant Islamic environment and the
h omogeneity in the make-up of the Saudi population coupled with the Islamic-based
constitution of the country will have, I argue, a positive impact o n the development of
the model. For any model to gain legitimacy and a pproval, it should be inclusive and
should reflect the realities of the indigenous people it claims to rep resent and intends to
serve.

High unemployment figures togethe r with the lower output of productive business
activities are among the many econom ic challenges facing Saudi Arabia. Saudi officials
have come to recognise the need for expanding the productive base of the Saudi oil
based economy and the need to g ive due consideration to the unemployment dilemma.
Saudi Arabia has tried d ifferent strategies in its pursuit to diversify its national source of
income, but has been unable to achieve tangible outcomes. Entrepreneurship has
been universally promoted as a viable alternative diversification strategy that advances
development and provides for new employment opportunities. In this study, therefore , I
argue that Islamic entrepreneurship in particular can make a true contribution towards
solving some of the socio-economic difficulties facing Saudi Arabia and other Muslim
countries. Hence, I sought to investigate entrepreneurship from an Islamic perspective
within the Saudi domain.

The selection of the city of Riyadh as the site of the research was mainly based on
practical justifications: Riyadh , the capital of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, is located at
the heart of the central province of the Kingdom. It has witnessed phenomenal
horizontal as well as vertical growth within the last three to four decades, to cover an
extended landscape of approximately 600 square miles and to house about five million
people48. In addition to being the political capital of the country, Riyadh is also the
centre of its com mercial and business activit/9 . Therefore, Riyadh has the advantage
of providing access to all stakeholders involved in the research and it is where political
as well as economic decisions are made.
The harmony and the anxiety of the "modern" and the "traditional" of Saudi society
meet and m ix in Riyadh; modern high rise skyscrapers stand alongside old clay
48 It is estimated that about

5 million people i nhabit the city of Riyadh. However, accurate and
more reliable official statistical figures are unavailable.
49 According to Shi blaq (2002) , it is esti mated that 40% of the total Saudi business activities are
generated in Riyadh.
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structures, and green blossoming gardens i n the middle of harsh yellow desert are
some of the physical contrasts to be found in the city. More importantly, it is expected
that both the very "contemporary" and the very "traditional" views and attitudes are to
be reflected by the views of the inhabitants of the city. The Saudi citizens of Riyadh are
a mix of native Bedo u ins, who take too much from its rough environment, and the new
immigrants from other parts of the country, particularly from coastal cities, which are
more exposed to the world and to contemporary business practices. Accord i ngly, the
fieldwork is expected to produce interesting and valuable data essential to answer the
research question and reflect the current d ivision within Muslim societies rega rding the
'apt' response to modernisation, Westernisation and development.

Riyadh also is the home of major educational and cultural institutions and research
centres, namely: King Saud University (KSU), the Imam Mohammed Islamic U n iversity,
King Abdu laziz Library and the Institute of Public Ad ministration ( I PA). Another key
factor that influenced the site selection process was the positive attitud e and the high
interest shown by KSU towards this study and their willingness to extend logistical as
well as intellectual support. Finally, as Neuman ( 1 997, p. 338) suggeste d , "Personal
contacts and con nections are integral to the research process"; I have lived and
worked in Riyadh and I still have my business associations and personal contacts
there. This, I hoped, would open some doors and make my fieldwork a little easier and
more enjoyable.

Combining research methods
The discipline or nature of the field of investigation does not necessarily d ictate the
choice of a particular research method. The selection of a fitting research methodology,
or mix of methodologies, is based rather on the nature of the issues u nder
investigation, the objectives of the indented research and the type of information to be
collected . Other factors, such as time and resource constraints and the skills and
expertise of the researcher, also influence the choice of research methodology.
N evertheless, methods are selected based on their efficiency, effectiveness and
relevance in answering the research question and addressing the resea rch o bjectives
(Overton & Van Dierman, 2003; Warwick & Lininger, 1 975). Smith ( 1 99 1 , p.2) agreed
with these g u idelines and e mphasised that designing a methodolog ical framework for
social research "should be shaped by the nature of the q uestion , the phenomena being
considered, and the sort of a nswer that will satisfy us".
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Creswell ( 1 994) discussed at length the basis for selecting an appropriate research
methodology and summarised his views by suggesting five criteria to g uide the
selection process. He concluded that the decision to use quantitative or q ualitative
methods depends mainly on the nature of the problem u nder investigation and the
researcher's: "world-view", "psychological attributes" and his/her personal preference,
experience and skills.

While survey q uestionnaires are the most com mon instruments used in col lectin g
q uantitative data, qualitative data, on the other hand, are usually collected through
participatory and non-participatory observations and in-depth i nterviews. I nterviews
could be structured; semi-structured or unstructured depend ing on the research
purposes, and the researcher might utilize a single set or a combination of interviews in
the same study.
The distinction between the quantitative and qualitative approaches could be explained
by the natu re of the two research paradigms. Quantitative researchers identify the
variables and define the categories before they commence their studies. Concepts,
assumptions and hypothesis are predetermined. The aim of the quantitative
researchers is to determine the precise relationshi p between the variables and to test
the validity of hypotheses, th us they employ more statistically based analytical
approaches to collected data.
Surveys are invaluable instruments for exploring the attitudes, beliefs, values and
priorities held by a certain group of people with common interests (Verheul,
Wennekers, Audretsch & Th urik, 2003; Sing leton & Straits, 2005). A well-constructed
questionnaire is a valuable tool in the hands of the researcher. It enables h im/her to
collect reliable and valid data in a cost-efficient and timely manner. S uch data are more
likely to produce trustworthy results that can be g enerally applied to the wider
population. Another important advantage of written questionnaires is that they offer the
busy potential respondent the opportunity to complete them in their own time and
space.

Questionnaires may contain close-ended and/or open-ended questions. De Vaus
(2002) suggests that close-ended q uestions are appropriate when using self
admin istered q uestionnaires. Response rates are generally higher, since they req u ire
minimum time and less effort than open-ended q uestionnaires. This type of
questionnaire is useful when the aim is to collect a vast number of responses for the
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purpose of generalisation , and statistical analysis. However, open-ended q uestions are
more a ppropriate when there is a need to g ive respondents the opportunity to

elaborate, comment on and I or express their feelings more freely and not be
constrained by a set of pre-assembled option s (Oobbin & Gatowski, 1 999; Neuman,
1 997). Open-ended q u estionnaires ensure that the views of the participants are clearly
expressed rather tha n selecting an answer from a pre-determined set of answers that
might not precisely reflect their views. The tendency to mix open and closed q uestions
within the same questionnaire is a legitimate and acceptable practice that aims at
capital ising on the strength of both approaches.

In contrast, categories and concepts in qualitative research emerge and evolve d u ring
the research process. The q ualitative researcher aims at gaining in-depth insig hts into
the phenomena u nder investigation in order to have a broader perspective and
appreciation of the com plexity of the phenomena (Marshall & Rossma n , 1 999;
Neuman, 2006). Qualitative data are often presented in a case study format. Since
qualitative research seeks answers to the q uestions raised in the real world , the
researcher conducts the research in the field rather than in laboratories (experiments)
or through written su rveys. The focus of q ualitative research is on developing
conceptual issues and building theory rather than on testing hypotheses and
measuring relationships. It uses an inductive rather than a deductive approach to
develop a theory based on collected data (Schutt, 2004). What distinguishes q ualitative
research is the high level of the researcher's personal involvement in the research .
However, qualitative methods are not free from d rawbacks; valid ity, reliability and
ability to generalise their findings are major concerns for q ualitative researchers.
Figure 5. 1 illustrates the ded uctive I inductive research cycle and demonstrates the
feasibility of applying both strategies to the same research .
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Figure 5.1

The research cycle
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Quantitative and qualitative methods of data collection and analysis remain d istinct
research paradigms. Each has its own strengths and shortcomings. However, "the
d istinctio n between qualitative and q uantitative research tech niques is not a lways
clear-cut" (Schutt, 2004, p. 306), and integ rating both methods i n a single piece of
research , when appropriate, could enhance the confidence in the research p rocess,
reliability of the collected data, and credibility of the research findings.

Another issue that must be considered when decid ing on an appropriate research
methodology or mix of methodologies is the question of time available to spend in the
field. Gartner and Birley (2002) reaffirmed the fact that qualitative data require more
time to collect and analyse, and such time is not often available for doctoral
programmes. The three to six months usually allocated to complete the fieldwork
research do n ot allow for a thorough and a comprehensive ethnographical qualitative
line of inq u iry. In add ition to the time factor, most PhD researche rs a re constrained by
tied budgets and limited personal financial resources.
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The literatu re cited above suggested that the objectives of this research would be best
served by pursuing a mix of research methodologies, based on a concurrent
complementary "two-phase design" (Creswell, 1 994). The process of collecting primary
data involved the use of a variety of instruments and techniques as shown in Table 5. 1
below.
Table 5 . 1

A summary of the combined research methods

Research
paradigm

Quantitative
(Descriptive
survey design)

Qualitative
( In-depth, face-to
face, semi-structured
interviews)

Qualitative
( In-depth, face-to
face, sem i-structured
interviews)

Research
population

All Saudi
entrepreneurs in the
city of Riyadh who
conform to the
operational definition
of the entrepreneur

All respondents who
successfully completed
the questionnaire and
agreed to participate in
the interviews

-Saudi officials /policy
makers
-Saudi intellectuals with a
special interest i n Islamic
entrepreneurship and/or
development
Islamic
such as Saudi academics
and religious scholars

Research
focus

- Profil es and
characteristics of
partici pating Saudi
entrepreneurs and
enterprises
- Attitudes of Saudi
entrepreneurs to
Islamic and Western
entrepreneurshi p

- Approaches and
practices of Saudi
entrepreneurs in their
businesses
- Entrepreneurs'
perceptions of the Saudi
entrepreneurial activity
and entrepreneurship
environment

- State policy towards
entrepreneurship:
. I ncentives and support
. I nstitutions and
programmes
- Social and political
entrepreneurship
environment
- Entrepreneurship
education i n t he formal and
higher Saudi education
institutions

Research
type

Descriptive

Exploratory

Exploratory

Research
strategy

Deductive

I nductive

Inductive

Research
site

The city of Riyadh

The city of Riyadh

The Kingdom
Arabia

Sample
design

Random sampling

Purposive sampling

- Purposive/ convenience
sam pling
- Snowballing sam pling

of

Saudi
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Sample
database

Riyadh Cham ber of
Commerce
an d
Industry
Directory
(2004)

All respondents to the
survey questionnaire who
agreed to participate in
the interviews

Referral s, workshops,
seminars, conferences and
other functions

Data
collection
tech n ique

Standardised, selfadministered survey
questionnaire

I n-depth, semi-structured
face-to-face i nterviews

I n-depth, semi-structured
face-to-face interviews

Data
analysis

Descriptive statistical
analysis using (SPSS) (Case studies)*
package

(Themes and patterns)

*Selected case studies represent a mix of attitudes and approaches of Saudi entrepreneurs,
variable sizes and ages of Saudi enterprises and various sectors of the Saudi economy.

It becam e evident at the early stages that in order for this study to ach i eve its
objectives, the methodologica l approach must account for two basic mechan isms.
Firstly, the collection of primary data must involve the use of combined methodolog ical
a p p ro a c h e s a n d uti l i s e m u l t i p l e sou rce s of e v i d e n ce to e xa m i n e t h e S a u d i
entrepreneurship phenomenon from an Islamic perspective. Secondly, the researcher
must be personally involved in the research by l iving in the field. The desire to gain
insights into the Saudi entrepreneurial environment and the need for reaching beyond
the 'superficial' survey data meant that the researcher had to be an active participant in
the research by sharing the entre p reneurs' experiences, exp loring their opinions,
attitudes, and feelings (May, 1 997) towards the entrepreneurial activity, and gathering
evidence regard ing their business behaviou rs and practices. Therefore , personal
interviews with Saudi entrepreneurs and other parties with a special interest in Islamic
entre p re n e u rs h i p and deve lopment were designed to ach ieve these objectives.

Data s o u rces a n d data col lection tech n i q ues
The research design incorporates d istinct but complementary research methodologies.
Secondary data will be collected by means of a literature review and the examination of
documents, statistical reports and othe r publications. On the other hand, the intent is to
use a mu lti- pronged approach to collect the necessary primary data : firstly, through the
use of a self-admin istered survey questionnaire among a random sample of Saudi
entrepreneurs in the city of Riyadh and develop case studies based on in-depth face
to-face sem i-structured interviews with Saudi entrepreneurs; secondly, by conducting
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several semi-structured personal interviews with a range of Saudi officials, intellectuals
and specialists who have an interest in Islamic entrepreneurship and/or development.
The aim is to gain more inclusive understanding of the Saudi e ntrepreneurial setting
from an Islamic perspective. My decision to e mploy these research methods was
based on my own capabilities and expertise as a researcher and on my judg ment that
these methods (individually and collectively) best suit the purpose of this research.

Secondary data
Existing data and i nformation provided the researcher with a valuable source of
secondary data. In addition to placing the study within its context, a critical review of
the literature was crucial in identifying the basic themes of the study and contributed to
the development of the survey questionnaires and the semi-structured interviews.
Other sources of secondary data - such as government statistics, Chamber of
Commerce studies and pu blications , World Bank reports, local newspapers and other
releases and publications - were valuable in mapping the Saudi development path and
assessing the contribution of entrepreneurship evidenced by the SMEs sector in the
economic development of Saudi Arabia.

Some scholars have questioned the objectivity of government-sponsored data and
warned against accepting such information at face value. Governments, at times, may
tend to present a particular picture or convey a special perception through their
statistics. One has to be aware that not all printed official information is n ecessarily
valid and accurate (Bulmer, 1 993). Therefore, official releases were verified against
other sources of information when available.

Primary q ua ntitative data
The survey instrument used in this study is a written q uestionnaire consisting mainly of
closed questions ; simple category scale, m u ltiple choice single response scale, and
multiple choices m u ltiple response scale. At the end of the q uestion naire , respondents
were encouraged to register an opinion by com menting on any item included, or which
should have been included , in the questionnaire . Some entrepreneurs d id take
advantage of this feature, while many d id not. Participants were also requested to
explicitly indicate their willingness to further participate in the research by agreeing to
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an approximately one-ho u r face-to-face interview with the researcher at a time and
place convenient to them .

Standard ised survey q uestionnaire
The conceptual working model developed by the researcher has guided the design a n d
t h e development o f the standard ised q uestionnaire u sed i n this study. The survey
q uestionnaire was used mainly to generate systematic, representative and reliable d ata
that could be categorized and subjected to descriptive statistical measurements. It
contained 1 06 statements and questions organised in five major sections. Each section
was intended to serve a major theme of the research. The first section elicits
demographic as well as othe r relevant information necessary for the mapping of the
profiles of the Saudi entrep reneurs. The other four sections of the questionnaire
included 80 Likert-type items used to establish respondents' attitudes towards
entrepreneurship in general and Islamic e ntrepreneurship in particu lar. A 5-point Like rt
scale summated rating was used wherein a scale value of one indicates a strongly
u nfavourable attitude and five indicates a strongly favou rable attitude. Many of the of
statements that make up the q uestion naire and the interview questions were compiled ,
derived and/or borrowed from relevant literature and othe r surveys ( Bergin & Breen ,
1 999; Harrison & Hart, 1 993; Scott, Rosa & Klandt, 1 996; Rosa, 1 993; Sardar, 1 997;
Siddiqi, 1 979; Sloane, 1 999; Stevenson & Lundstrbm, 200 1 ). Every effort was made to
ensure the validity and relevance of each statement/question.
The survey instrument (the questionnaire) i n this study was developed in English
although it was intended for a non-English speaking population . My personal
experience in the Saudi business environment confirms that large proportions of Saudi
entrepreneurs would be competent in answering the q uestionnaire in its original
E ng lish version. Although English is widely used in the Saudi Arabian business
environment, the Arabic language remains the official lang uage of the country. I felt it
was appropriate to g ive the potential participants the choice of responding in either
Arabic or English.

A 'dou ble back-translation process' was applied to the survey q uestionnaire and to the
interview q uestions. The translation procedure was in line with the framework
developed by Brislin ( 1 980) and used more recently by Kreiser, Marino, and Weaver
(2002). The questionnaire was translated into Arabic by an authorised translation office
in Riyadh. If it was suspected that some words in the Eng lish formulation of the
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q ue stionnaire were difficult to translate without d istorting the essence of the q uestion o r
t h e statement, the refore such word(s) were avoided. T h e questionnaire was then
translated back into English by a third party and finally tran slated again into Arabic by
the researcher. A distinguished member of the King Saud U n iversity Faculty of
Administrative Sciences approved the Arabic version of the final d raft. All respondents
chose to conduct the interviews in Arabic and the majority chose to complete the
Arabic version of the questionnaire.

Primary qualitative data
The Journal of Business Venturing devoted its entire September 2002 issue to
"celebrate the use of qualitative methodologies in entrepreneurship research" (Gartner

& Birley, 2002, p. 387). It was not the i ntention of this special issue to discredit the
i mportance, or to question the relevance, of quantitative methods in entrepreneurship
research , nor to initiate a debate between q uantitative and qualitative entrepreneurship
scholars. Rathe r, the aim was to underscore the application of q ualitative methods to
the process of learning and to understand the behaviour and the practices of the
entrepreneurs. Gartner and Birley (2002) d u ly stated that:

Some questions simply are not asked, or cannot be asked when undertaking
quantitative studies. It is this conundrum (what is missing?) that qualitative
research might be better suited for. How then can these "missing questions be
asked" Gartner & Birley (2002, p. 387).
Once the p rocess of writing the q uestionnaire began, it became obvious that
fundamental information had to be sacrificed and other information would be
compromised if the survey questionnai res were to be the only sou rce of p rimary data.
In addition to establishing the profiles and the attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs, this
study sought to generate a better understanding of the interconnectivity and the
dynamism of the Saudi e ntrepreneurial activity, and the beliefs underlying the actions
of the Saud i entrepreneurs. In other words, the aim was to build theory, and build ing
theory req u i res putting q ualitative methodologies in action. Therefore, I used semi
structured face-to-face in-depth interviews to generate furthe r data to supplement data
provided by the survey questionnaires. I utilised two valuable instruments, namely tape
recordings and a research journa l , to collect and retain pri mary data generated from
the interviews and to d ocument observations from the field.
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Semi-structured face-to-face in-depth i nterviews
The use of semi-structured face-to-face interviews was deemed the most appropriate
method for the type of data to be collected. The reason for adopting a semi-structured
design for the interviews was to ensure the collection of abundant, yet manageable,
data.

Saudi entrepreneurs (case studies)
Respondents to the questionnaire survey who expressed their willing ness to participate
i n the interviews were identified as potential participants in the case studies. The goal
was to involve 1 5 - 20 e ntrepreneurs i n the second phase of the data collection process
by taking part in in-depth face-to-face interviews. I was faced with two equally strong
arguments when it came to selecting participants in the case studies. In terms of the
first arg u ment I sought to subject participating firms to certain constraints such as 1 )
the firms had to have been in business for at least five years 2) the firms have shown
g rowth in terms of numbe r of emp loyees and 3) the founder entrepreneur is actively
involved in the daily operation of the enterprise. Conditions 1 and 2 indicate that
participating firms have achieved a level of success by surviving the critical i n itial
stages and the entrepreneurs have d emonstrated the ability to establish and run
successful ventures. Understandably, the first two to three years of starting a business
(start-up phase) are coloured with u ncertainty, instabi lity and the struggle to establish
presence. Robert (2001 , p. 1 8) concluded that data generated from studies that involve
entrepreneurs with in the first two years of starting their businesses "are unreliable,
can not be replicated , and may or may not enhance the u nderstanding of
entrepreneu rship".

The adoption of this approach would ensure that the level of economic success of the
selected cases wou ld be h igher than the ach ievement level of the typical entrepreneur.
It is important to know what form of entrepreneurship has led to their success. Is it
because they embrace individualism and have tolerance towards risk? Alternatively, is
their success a consequence of ad hering to Islamic values and practices? Experienced
successful entrepreneurs are in a better position to reflect on their own success stories
and comment on the role that Islam has/has not played but could play in
entre preneurship development. Further, it is more likely that successful entrepreneurial
firms will g row and make an impact on the national economy than the SUbsistence
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firms. The third cond ition ensures strict adherence to the adopted operational d efinition
of the term "entrepre neur".

The other view contested this justification and arg ued that newly established and poorly
performing firms can make contributions to the research which are equally as important
as those of well established enterprises. Since the broad aim of this study is to build an
Islamic entrepreneurship-based developmental model, it is important to investigate
whether or not Islam has played a role in the Saudi entrepreneurs' decision s to start
their businesses and the subsequent impact of Islam on the level of success/failure of
their ventures and how it was so.

Therefore, this view includes rejecting the i mposition of any conditions on the inclusion
of participants in the case studies. It further arg ued that involving new and reg ular firms
in the case studies is indispensable and crucial to cond ucting an integrated research
that captures the total picture and enriches our understanding of the concepts and the
dynamics underlying Saudi entrepreneurship. The selection process of case studies
must be free of any other stipulations, g iven that no limitations or constraints were
imposed on the selection of the survey sample, from which the case studies wou ld
emerge. Consequently, this study adopted the second view that cases are to be
reflective and representative of the total population (th e com pleted question naires).

The case study design
Are Saudis employing their cultural values and religious beliefs i n the d evelopment of
entrepreneurship culture in the Kingdom? If not, why and h ow could they? Answering
these research q uestions requires wider and more in -d epth u nderstanding of the Saudi
entrepreneurial activity in both its theoretical and its practical d imensions. Case study
literature suggests that the implementation of case study protocol is both a viable and
a n appropriate approach to answering such research questions.

The case study method as defined by Yin (1 993, p.S9) is "an empirical inquiry that
"investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its rea l life context, addresses a
s ituation in which the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
identified and uses multiple sources of evidence". The purpose of exploratory research
according to Bouma ( 1 996, pp. 89-90) is to assemble a body of information that
enables the researcher to develop a comprehensive and an extensive overview of the
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research su bject(s). Such wealth of information generated by case studies is crucial
when answering "the q uestion 'what is going on?'"

The case study approach provides opportunities to con duct exploratory, explanatory
and descriptive research. "Case study strategy has a distinct advantage when "(how)"
or "(why)" questions are being asked about a contemporary set of events over which
the investigator has little or no control" Yin ( 1 994, p. 9). The objective of the case study
approach is to test existing theory and/or to build new theory (Lee, 1 999; Yin, 1 989),
and they can be sing le-case or multiple-case studies. Yin (2003, p. 33) argued, "In
m u ltiple-case stud ies, cases a re not "sampling units" and should not be chosen for this
reason. Cases are to be viewed as multiple experiments" . Yin furthermore shared with
H erriott and Firestone ( 1 983) the view that although the conduct of multiple-case
studies requires more resou rces and consumes more tim e , it has the advantage of
enhancing the q uality of the study and increasing its external validity. Being one form
of the qualitative research approach , the a bility of a case study to produce a valid ,
reliable and statistically generalised outcome is questioned. To counter this
shortcoming, triangulation is seen as an essential aspect of case study design. Patton
( 1 990) identified four types of triangulation as a solution to the subjectivity issue of
qualitative methods (data, investigator, theory and methodological triang ulation). Most
qualitative researchers accept the principles of reliability and validity as major concerns
for the qualitative researcher, but use the terms infrequently because of their
association with q uantitative measurements (Neuman, 2006).

Yin ( 1 994, pp. 37-38) explained h is argument regarding the q uestion of generalisation
as follows: the logic behind multiple-case studies is replication , not sampling. Thus, the
theoretical framework will emerg e because of the replication process and will form the
basis for generalising to new cases. Therefore, the issue of generalisation is an
"analytical" or "theoretical" not "statistical" generalisation. Wells ( 1 999) arg ued that
qualitative research does not need to produce representative (Le. valid for an entire
population) or replicable results. That is because one "simply can't precisely re-create
the same research circumstances time after time - too much is changing within and
outside the research" (Wells, 1 999, p. 39). According to this line of analysis, it is more
important to maintain internal consistency within one case study than the attempt to
replicate or to establish statistical genera lisation.

Anothe r basic question emerges when conducting case studies: what is the appropriate
number of cases to investigate? Although there are no d efinitive g u idelines or
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mathematical formula to follow, there is a need to maintain a balance between point of
"theoretical saturation" and the availability of time and resou rces. Oppenheim ( 1 992)
a nd Seidman ( 1 991 , p. 45) suggested that the saturation point would be reached when
the emerg ing data become redundant and fail to generate new ideas or add new
knowledge.

As to the appropriate number of cases to be investigated , Maykut and Morehouse
( 1 994, p. 63) proposed that saturation point cou ld be reached by carefu lly conductin g
1 2 to 2 0 interviews. I t is felt that the inclusion o f 1 5-20 in-depth interviews with Saudi
entrepreneurs complemented with 1 00 valid and usable question naires will place the
study in a position to h ave internal validity and external representativeness of its
outcome.

Collecting "verbally self-reported data" (Lam,

1 999, p. 39) directly from the

entrepreneurs telling their stories, explaining their attitudes and d escribing their
approaches to entrepreneurship in their own words is most likely to generate a healthy
body of new knowledge to be considered in the model build ing process. It is a lso
anticipated that the analysis of such a wealth of information will add value to the
ongoing ethical debate reg ard ing the relationship between Islam and d evelopment, a nd
will provide a platform for theory building as suggested by Eisenhardt ( 1 989). It is
neither the intention nor an objective of this study to carry out a comparative or a cross
case analysis.

Saudi officials and policymakers
Politicians, public administrators, and scholars in both developed and developing
countries alike agree on the importance of the creation and the promotion of new
enterprises. Several stu dies have established the existence of a positive relationship
between state assistance policies to the SME sector and the creation of employment
opportunities, economic growth, and innovation (Acs & Audretsch , 1 988; Storey, 1 994;
Wennekers & Th urik, 1 999; White & Reynolds, 1 996). The debate therefore is not
about the vital role of entrepreneurship i n development or whether SMEs shou ld be
supported; the real d ebate is, rather, focused on how to advance the cause of
entrepreneurship and wh ich polices wou ld be more effective in rendering d u e support
for the SME sector. What is the best approach the government cou ld take to create the
right climate for small firms' start-ups, survival, g rowth and prosperity? A u niversal
policy model to cultivate and foster entrepreneurial activity does not exist. New
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programmes and policies are developed to reflect s pecific national and cultural settings
and circumstances. S u ch policies and programmes vary in their content, targets and
means of delivery. To advance the cause of entrepreneurship in a country, a coherent
policy for enterprise d evelopment that draws from empirical resea rch is necessary.

Although many governments have recognized the need to develop small-scale
enterprises, examples are difficult to find of countries in which this recognition has
actually fed through into policy. Instead, the concern to support small-scale
enterprises is often limited to the setting up of a special department or institute, in
many cases within a ministry for industry, to deal with problems of the small
business (Development Cooperation, 1 99 1, p. 1 3).
Stevenson and Lundstrom (200 1 ) pointed out that governments are increasingly
shifting their focus and priority from targeting small businesses in their policies to
sponsoring entrepreneurship policies. In this study therefore, the researcher seeks to
interview Saudi officials and policymakers i n order to have a better understanding of
the government's official perception of entrepreneurship and to determine the level and
the nature of current g overnment involvement in e ntrepreneurship development and
promotion (relevant institutions and support prog rammes). Likewise, the interviews are
a lso inte nded as a means to explore the current and the potential role that the state
could, and should, play in building an Islamic enterprising culture in SA based on its
Islamic values and cultural heritage.
A purposive sampling approach is designed to recru it Saudi officials and policymakers
for the semi-structured interviews. Officials are specifically sought for their knowledge
in cu rrent entrepreneurs h i p policies and for their role i n influencing policies towards the
development and the promotion of entrepreneurship.

Sa udi intel lectuals and development specialists
Both the su rvey questionnaires and the personal interv iews underlined the priority that
Saudi entrepreneurs attached to the

role of ed ucation

in

entrepreneurship

development. Furthermore, the majority of Saudi entrepreneurs were unified in their
criticism of the current structure of the educational system and its failing role in creating
entrepreneurship cu lture, mainly from an Islamic perspective. The aim of interviewing
Saudi intellectuals with a special interest in Islamic entrepreneurship and development
therefore would be to create awareness and to gain understanding of the status of
entrepreneurship education in the Saudi educational institutions. Exploring the
perceptions of the Saudi intellectuals in relation to Islamic entrepreneurship and their
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attitudes towards integrating the principles of Islamic entrepreneurship within the formal
Saudi educational system was another aim of conducting such interviews. In addition,
the interviews examine the mutual relationship between intellectuals and policymakers
and their collective role in developing entrepreneurial culture based on the country's
Islamic value system.

I

will

use

a

snowballing

sam pling

tech nique

(personal

referrals

and

peer

recommendations) to recruit participants among Saudi intellectuals and Islamic
development specialists. In the field, I will identify and consult key potential references
to

suggest

names

of

individuals

with

authority

and/o r

special

interest

in

entrepreneurship and Islamic development who might be willing to take part in the
research. It is expected that the majority of prospective participants withi n this g roup
would be mainly academics and faculty members of King Saud U niversity and Imam
Mohammed Islamic University in Riyadh . However, other distinct entities such as
ban kers, religious authorities and development specialists are of particular interest. I
realise that it would be unrealistic to determine in advance the final make-up of the
targeted team and to pre-assemble a list of potential participants.

IN THE FI ELD

On my way to Saudi Arabia, I s pent one week in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The time I
spent at the International Islamic University Malaysia (I\UM) was usefu l and productive.
In the I\UM library I came across a valuable body of literature on the subject of Islamic
development and entrepreneurship. As a result, some revisions to the survey
questionnaire were made to account for the newly available materials.

Pi loting the study50
I invited a selected group of academics and professionals to review the questionnaire
to capture their instinctive feedback about its context, format, accuracy, relevance ,
wording a n d administrative procedure. Each individual was asked t o identify questions
that were deemed to be unclear, misleading, redundant or sensitive to Saudi culture. I
50 The pilot study resulted in: omitting two questions that were deemed culturally sensitive, six
questions were judged i rrelevant to the research question or to the research objectives, and one
question was considered redundant. On the other hand, two questions were added to section 4
regarding the motives behind the association of entrepreneurs with Islamic banking.
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also consulted the Centre of Research and Economic Stud ies at the Cou ncil of Saudi
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (CSCCI) for their comments and suggestions
based on their experience with Saudi SMEs. A common observation was that the
length of the questionnaire might d iscourage potential respondents from participation.

Against my arg ument that all questions are relevant, I was reminded repeatedly that
there a re some q uestions that "must be asked" while othe rs are "nice to have" (Frary,
1 996; 2003). The prevailing suggestion was to shorten the q uestionnaire. I employed a
cosmetic tactic in a bid to change the perception of a "lengthy question naire" by
changing its layout and the format resulting in the reduction of the total number of
pages. Modifications and clarification to some of the statements/questions had been
implemented accordingly. Then the question naire was subjected to pilot testing where
1 2 semi-randomly selected entrepreneurs in Riyadh were asked for their input.
Participants in the field trial were excluded from the actual survey.
The purpose of the pilot study was to account for, and clarify, any ambig uities and/or
any inaccuracies in the translation of the questionnaire prior to its distribution. The pilot
testing also provided feedback on the participants' perceived length of the
questionnaire and the average time required for its completion. Another advantage of
the pilot study was to assess the relevance of questions being asked to the research
objectives. The final draft of the questionnaire (Append ix - 1 ) included only the
statements that proved to be free of ambiguity and served d efined objectives.

Rethi n king the methodology
Pre-designed research techn iq ues always carry within some assumption s regarding
the place and the people to be investigated and the course that the fieldwork is most
likely to take. However, the realities of being in the field m ight at times d ictate re
adjustments to the pre-scripted research methods and protocols.

Study population and the study sample
Hofstede ( 1 99 1 ) argued that in order for information about a population to be valid, it
should meet four criteria:
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1 . It should be descriptive and not judgmental (otherwise it contains more
information about the value system of the informant than about the particular
population).
2. It should be verifiable from more than one independent source (otherwise, it
reflects only one subjective perception).
3. It should apply, if not to all members of the population, at least to a statistical
majority (otherwise, it is a false generalization).
4. It should discriminate, i. e., it should indicate those characteristics which
apply to this population but not to others (otherwise, it is trivial).
Hofstede (1 991, p. 249)
Davidson and Delmar ( 1 992) observed that most entrepreneurship research focuses
on the entrepreneur popu lation or only on a single target g roup as the main unit of
analysis. They further noted that the majority of entrepreneurship studies are centred
on the entre preneur with little or no attention being g iven to the wider popu lation base
that produces the entrepreneur and the environment that determines the viability and
the success of the entrepreneurial activity. The population base in this study was
extended beyond the entrepreneur to include other stakeholders such as g overnment
officials and Saudi intellectuals with a special interest in Islamic entrepreneurship and
development. Consequently, the scale of analysis will be extended beyond examining
personal factors of the ind ividual entrepreneur (micro level) to account for
environmental factors such as economic, cu ltu ral and government reg ulation s a nd
policies affecting Saud i entrepreneurship develo pment (macro level).

The popu lation base (sampling frame) for the survey questionnaire consisted of all
Saudi entrepreneurs in the city of Riyadh who met the operational definition of the term
'entrepreneur' , and who were listed in the Riya d h Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(RCCI) database at the time of the fieldwork -April 2004, wh ich comprised about
35,000 businessess1 .

It has been argued that probability-sampling techniques are best fitted if the objective
of the research is to describe accurately the features of a sample and to generalise its
findings to the whole population. From the above-defined database of Saudi
entrepre n eurs , I drew a stratified random sample to represent the population in the
SI

The Saudi Cham bers of Commerce and I ndustry is a non-governmental entity created and
funded privately by the commerce and industry sectors. Its broad mi ssion is to promote, to
advance the cause of the Saudi private sector, and to preserve its interests in various
governmental bodies and associations assemblies. ( RCCI) annually publ ishes a com prehensive
di rectory containing the names, addresses and telephone numbers of all its business affiliates.
This public document is also made available on the I nternet. Businesses are organised in the
directory in a yellow pages format, where each establishment can be identified by its main
business activity.
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survey q uestionnaire -based on the following formula (Crano & Brewer, 2002) and
bounded by specific considerations:
n= 0 ( 1 -0)/d2
Where: d = the tolerated margin of error (coefficient interval) which was set to be 3%
0= the proportion of entrepreneurs in the city of Riyadh who would respond in a
certain way, estimated to be 64%

-

based on pilot study.

n = estimated necessary sample size
n= (.64) (.36)/ (.03)2.
n = 2 56

The finite population correction (fpc) was ignored because the estimated sample size
(256) for th is study consisted of less than 1 % of its total population estimated at
(35,000) entrepreneurs. Some researchers recommend applying the (fpc) formu la
when the sample consists of more tha n 5% of the population , othe rs have suggested
that the formu la should be applied when the sample size exceeds 1 0% of the
population that is, where the correction will result in a sig n ificant change in the
corrected sample size.

The feedback I gathered from the RCCI indicated that the response rate to survey
questionnaires within the Saudi business community has historically been low. I also
anticipated that certain difficulties would
questionnaires

among

Saudi

women

arise while attempting to distribute

entrepreneurs .

To

account

for these

shortcomings, I decided to increase the sample size of the survey q uestionnaire from
256 to 300. I d ivided the 300 questionnaires into two batches: the first batch consisted
of 270 questionnaires randomly d istrib uted amongst male Saudi entrepreneurs in the
city of Riyadh. The random sampling ensured adeq uate representation of various
business sectors (manufacturing / industry, engineering and electronics / information
technology, construction and contractin g , retailing and wholesaling, services and
others) and e nabled every Saudi entrepreneur listed in the RCCI 2004 d irectory to
stand an equal chance of being included in the study. The second batch consisting of
the remaining 30 questionnaires was allotted for convenience d istribution amongst
Saud i women entrepreneurs to ensure their (adequate) representation in the study.

Postal questionnaires generally "have histories of high levels of non-response" (Curwin

& Slater, 1 985, p. 1 3). The negative i mpression I held towards the feasibility of mail
surveys in Saudi Arabia was reinforced by the advice I received from various Saudi
academics and research centres, such as the Centre of Research and Economic
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Studies at the CSCCI. Relying on mail surveys is not a practical optio n i n the Saudi
context and is most likely to yield a very low res ponse rate. This is due to many factors
among which are the poor performance of postal services and the likelihood that the
questionnaire will not reach its intended destination within a reasonable period -if
indeed it was successfully delivered. Surprising ly, there is no mail delivery to street
addresses (reside ntial or business premises) in Riyadh ; instead , mail is d elivered only
to a postal address. Therefore, I concluded that in order for the q uestionnaire su rveys
to produce tangible responses, they had to be hand-delivered, hand-collected and had
to have constant follow-up in between .

The premed itated idea of employing stud ents from the business school at KSU as
research assistants for the distribution and the collection of the questionnaires was
ruled impractical because the timing of the fieldwork coincided with the end of year final
exams to be followed by long summer holidays. Alternatively, I soug ht the help of sales
representatives a n d marketing executives from various business organ isations. These
individuals had the advantage of being a g roup of mature professionals who are more
knowledgeable of the geography of the city and its business environ ment. Ten
individuals, including the researcher, shared the workload whereby each a ssumed the
responsibility for the distribution and the collection of 25-30 q uestionnaires depending
on the extent of his personal and professional n etworks and the time available.

Despite the growing participation of Saudi women in business activity, invo lving Saudi
female entrepreneurs in this research was not an easy assignment. In addition to the
random sample of 270 male entrepreneurs, I also sought to take account of female
entrepreneurs by includ ing as many Saudi women entrepreneurs in the broader survey
questionnaire as possible. Random sampling was not a feasible o ption since the
particularities of the Saudi society do not allow for male/female interaction especially
con sidering that the question naires are to be hand-delivered to, and hand-collected
from, the premises. Therefore, a conven ie nce sampling technique was e mployed to
include Saudi women entrepreneurs in the research. Out of the 30 q u estionnaires
allocated to the female entrepreneurs, it was possible to distribute only 1 8. Friends and
ex-business colleagues assisted in the d istribution of the questionnaires among and
through their immediate and extended families, colleagues and friends.

I

a lso attem pted to make special

arrangeme nts to interview Saudi female

entrepreneurs, but the prevailing circumstances did not allow such arra ngements to
take place. Othe r arrangements, such as appointing female assistants to conduct the
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interviews, were considered but ruled inappropriate. In fact, none of the female
respondents indicated a willingness to take part in the interviews; consequently,
interviews were restricted to the Saudi male entrepreneur population . The small
nu mber (8) of female entrepreneurs who completed the su rvey questionnaire and their
u nwillingness to participate i n the interviews underscores the d ifficulties facing (male)
researchers in Saudi Arabia attempting to include female s ubjects in their research.

Response rate and invalid responses
While the researcher anticipated a 40% response rate, Table 5.2 shows that out of the
288 q uestionnaires d istributed among Riyadh entrepreneurs , 1 01 q uestionnaires
(35.07%) were returned and 97 responses (33. 68%) were complete and deemed
usable for further analysis. 52 Hofstede (200 1 , p. 49) rightly observed , "Any paper-and
pencil instrument produces some invalid responses". Thus, it is not out of the normal
that some respondents leave some questions unintentionally blank while others might
give more than one answer whe re only one is allowed .
Table 5.2

Gender
Male*

Female**

Total

The response rate for the survey questionnaires
Distributed

Total

Returned

Total

Usable

Response

questionnaires

Distrib.

questionnaires

returns

responses

rate

89

34.44
(32.96)

8

44.44
(44.44)

97

35.07
(33.68)

Arabic

English

248

22

18

266

*Random sampling

------

22

Arabic

270

18

288

85

8

93

English

8

93

8

---_...-

8

1 01

**Convenience sampling

Data entry errors also do occu r such as coding (5) while only (4) choices exist
(Hofstede, 200 1 ). Another avenue for invalid responses in this study arises from the
52

Four returned questionnaires were excluded from further analysi S for the follOwing reasons: a)
It was evident that this respondent did not understand how to fil l in the questionnaire. He
thought that he was to choose five questions (statements) from each section instead of rating
his agreement with each statement on a scale one to five. b) This respondent failed to declare
explicitly that he/she was a Saudi entrepreneur, a criterion for the validity of the questionnaire.
c) This entrepreneur has two disti nct businesses. He photocopied the questionnaire and filled
out one for each busi ness. I excluded one questionnaire because about 95% of the responses
to the two questionnaires were identical. d) This questionnaire i s deemed unusable because
more than one half of its questions were left unanswered .
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possibility that someone other than the Saudi e ntrepreneur might complete the
q u estionnaire despite explicitly requestin g potential responde nts to confirm that they
were Saudi e ntrepreneurs. Therefore, invalid answers were excluded and the res ults of
analysis and percentages in the frequency distribution s are based on valid responses
only. Table 5 . 3 presents response rates for similar stud ies.
Table 5.3

An account of response rate of s i m ilar studies in Saudi Ara b ia

Research (topic)

Researcher

Date

Sample
size

Response
rate

The role of marketing in
small enterprises (in Arabic)

Or. Ahmed AIShmaimiri

Dec.
2002

550

30.5%

2.

Small Businesses: Engines
for aspired economic growth
(in Arabic)

Sajini Research and
Consultancy Centre

Qct.
2003

200

58%*

3.

Available investment
opportunities for Saudi
women (in Arabic)

Research Centre at
the RCCI

Dec.
1 993

1 200

7.3%

No.
1.

*The higher response rate could partially be explained by the fact that this research was carried
out by a well-established research centre, where the availability of resources, expertise and
time factor play to its advantage.

Recruiting and interviewing the participa nts
The Saudi entrepreneurs
As pointed out in earlier d iscussions, an explicit q u estion and special return form were
attached to the questionnaire asking the participants to indicate their willingness to
further participate in the research by agreeing to a n a pproximately one-hour inte rv iew
with the researcher at their own convenience. The forms along with the com pleted
survey questionnaires were to be returned in p rovided u nmarked envelopes. All
positive responses were to be considered as potential participants in the interviews,
subject to their meeting other inclusion criteria , if any.

The initial plan was to wait u ntil all expected (40%) responses were acco unted for
before starting the process of identifying potential case studies, then e mp loying a
pu rposive sampling tech n ique to select the cases. However, the reality of the u nfriendly
Saudi summer made its presence felt and called for the re-examination of the
sound ness of this approach at this particular time. S u m mer holidays were at hand and
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most business owners and employees would soon start their extended annual holidays.
Failure to act would most probably result in the missing of an opportunity to interview a
sizable n u m ber of willing entrepreneurs. Likewise, a preliminary appraisal of incoming
responses indicated that one in six respondents, o n average, had a positive response
towards the interviews. This initial finding meant that out of the expected 1 00 - 1 20
responses there would be around 1 7- 20 entrepreneurs willing to take part in the semi
structured face-to-face interviews. Such a conclusion clearly suggested that the
researcher would not have the lUxury of having a preference in choosing participants
for the interviews; rather he must adjust his methodological approach in the light of the
emerg ing trend.
I i n itiated contacts as early as possible with all who agreed to be interviewed . My aim
was to gain the trust of the doubtful and lower the expectations of the very hopeful by
reaffirming the objectivity of the research and the researcher. In addition to breaking
the ice and establishing personal relationships with potential participants, the follow-up
contacts sought to address any issues that may have been of concern to the
prospective interviewees. The rationale was to build on the existing momentu m without
having to risk missing o pportunities.
In total , I interviewed seventeen entrepreneurs out of the twenty-one who expressed a
readiness to participate in the interviews. Two entrepreneurs cited "personal reasons"
for not wishing to go ahead with the interviews d espite their p revious agreements.
Unanticipated circumstances p revented the other two entrepreneurs from attending
schedu led meetings, and it was not possible to reschedule the meetings since both of
them would be out of the cou ntry for a long time.
The in-depth semi-structured personal interviews took place during scheduled visits to
the participating Saudi firms. The interviews were d esigned to collect an abundance of
quality information within an approximately one-hour period. While the majority of the
interviews lasted 45 - 60 min utes on the average , some lasted 90 minutes. One
particular interview was going nowhe re , so I had to end it after a bout 1 5 minutes. The
young interviewee has a pleasant personality but had little to contribute to the
interview. The sudden d eath of his father forced h i m to take charge of the business,
and at the time of the interview he was still learning the ABC's of the business.

The interviews were g u ided by 'case study protocol'; the time and the place of the
interviews were schedu led at the participants' own conven ience , mainly around m idday
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(right after Duhur prayer) or at the evening (after Isha prayer). Most businesses in
Saudi Arabia operate on a two-period basis : 8-1 2 am and 4-8 pm due to high
temperature readings that make conductin g b usiness activity betwee n mid day and
4:00 pm intolerable. Interviews were conducted at a rate of one to two interviews per
day (complete interviews sched ules are attached in Appendix

-

4). Meeting

arrangements had to be confirmed within two d ays of the agreed time. Although I have
maintained some kind of u niformity in the seq uence of asking the q uestions, the design
of the interview protocol was flexible enough to allow me to instantly evaluate the
direction of the ongoing interview and to deviate from the script if necessary. The
flexibility of the semi-structured interviews' procedure also enabled me on d ifferent
occa sions to probe beyond the answers of the participants and to ask for more
information , clarification, and to engage them , i nformally, in discussions to pursue
emerg ing issues that were u naccounted for in the original prepared list of interview
questions. The majority of participating Saudi e ntrepreneurs ( 1 4 out of 1 7) d id not
object to the tape-recording of the interviews. Tape-recording took p lace only when
consent was g iven . Primary data gathered through the interviews were supplemented
by available docu ments such as business profiles, official statements, reports, bulletins
and b rochures of the respective businesses.

Sau d i entrepreneurs have made some i nteresting comments and d isplayed o pposing
attitudes towards this research project. Their remarks, as shown below, reflected m ixed
perceptions, anticipations and therefore reactions towards the research and the
resea rcher. Such a prevailing position underlined the need for more convincing
expla nations on the part of the researcher to clarify the pu rpose and the objective of
the research , and to assure potential participants of the impartiality and objectivity of
the researcher.
On the one extreme, an entrepreneur wrote:
•

First read into your questionnaire gave me the impression that you are a tool in
the hands of your supervisors who are pushing you to reach a conclusion that
Muslims do not follow Islam and or Islam is an obstacle in the way of their
development and progress.

•

Another entrepreneur might have lin ked the research with the "conspiracy
theory" against Islam, thus was more forthcoming in expressing his feelings:
I thought that the researcher is a narrow minded (New Zealander) who belongs
to the American school of hatred and carries a lot of enmity towards Islam.
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On the other extreme, some entrepreneurs had different views of the research and the
researcher, one entrepreneu r commented :
You scholars carry tremendous responsibilities in your quest to uncover the
truth where it might be. I am confident that your work is of a great value and I
have no doubt that your research will prove that Islam is the religion of salvation
and prosperity.
•

Anothe r entrepreneur remarked :
Good luck in your research. It is for a great cause especially nowadays where
many familiar and unfamiliar evil forces are targeting Islam. Islam needs more
intellects like you who by their methodical and impartial work refute the
unsubstantiated oriental thesis about the gloomy role of Islam in development.

•

And a third entrepreneur felt that:
"It was reassuring to see someone who is profoundly jealous about his religion
to the point where he decided to do something about it, and try to change false
impressions by presenting empirical evidences from the field".

The Saudi officials
Originally, the plan was to open direct contacts with top Saudi officials (elites) i n
respective ministries, departments, a n d agencies to explain the nature and the purpose
of my research and to obtain their permission to conduct interviews with their
designated subord inates. The elite officials are in a better position to nominate the right
person(s) for the specific task. This pu rposive sampling approach was deemed the
most appropriate and workable despite the fact that it raises concerns regarding the
"anonymity" and the "objectivity" of the participants.
Once in the field I had to reth ink the entire planned recruitment approach . The range of
bodies (organisations) that had an interest in SMEs, and the specialised nature of the
service they offered necessitated adjustment to the planned interviewing protocol. It
became evident that none of the potential interviewees would be in a position to
answer all of the prepared questions. Participants from various ministries and
departments were asked questions relevant to their speciality and experience.

The absence of a single state-sponsored authority responsible for the development and
promotion of Saudi entrepreneurship rendered the plan ned approach to recru iting
subjects for the interviews impractical. In the field, I d iscovered that to know whom the
real decision makers are is a mission on its own . This coupled with the reality of the
Saudi entrepreneurship sector made interviewing the (real) policymakers "mission
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impossible". Champion (2003, pp. 221 -223) rightly noted that securing a n interview for
research purposes with high-level Saudi officials is not an easy task. S ubord inate
officials, on the other hand, usually do n ot reveal more than what is already public
knowledge. They a lso expect their identities to be kept anonymous.

Odendahl and Shaw (2002, p. 308) fittingly described the d ifficulties facing researchers
wishing to interview the elite: "scheduling i nterviews with the elite individuals is labour
intensive, typically requ iring several telephone calls with personal assistants or other
gatekeeper(s)". The starting point or "the gatekeeper" had to be the RCCI , since it was
the "on ly" relevant semi-official body accessible without d ifficulty. Officials at the
Chamber are to be commended for their dedication and cooperative spirit regarding all
activities focussed on advancing the cause of SMEs. There, I acquired valuable
insights and in-depth understanding of the Saudi small business sector. The
cooperation and the backing of the officials at the Chamber proved indispensable,
especially in arranging for interviews with officials, who have an interest in
entrepreneurship and small business development: In all, I was a ble to interviews
twelve Saudi officials from the following Ministries, organisations a n d departments.
Eight interviews were tape-recorded.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cou ncil of Saudi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Riyadh Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Saud i Arabian Gene ral Investment Authority
Ministry of Industry a nd Trade
Ministry of Commerce and Planning
Labour Office
General Organ izatio n for Technical Education & Vocational Training
Human Resource Development Authority
Authority of Zakah a nd Income

Not being able to access ' policymakers' undoubtedly had a negative i mpact on the
quality of gathered information. The information provided by Saudi officials in most
cases lacked depth and originality. Most of the interviewees d id not reveal more than
what is publicly known . They recounted the services and the support (when available)
offered by their ministries a nd departments to the SMEs. A rational explanation of this
outcome is that the interviews were fra n k and honest and the quality of the provided
information truly reflects the reality of the Saudi entrepreneurship enviro nment. Another
argument explains the reluctance of participants to d isclose meaningful and critical
information (assuming that they had such information) in terms of the g eneral tendency
to abide by u nwritten polices that 'things can not be better'.
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The majority of officials I interviewed explicitly stated that they had neither the power
nor the authority to decide upon n ew policies or undertake new initiatives to promote
entrepreneurship. Some officials made it clear that they did not wish for their responses
to be linked to, or interpreted in the context of the offices they held.

The Saudi intellectuals
I used a snowballing sampling technique to recruit participants among Saudi
intellectuals and Islamic development specialists as planned. In addition to facilitating
the logistics of the research , the association with KSU gave me the opportunity to
establish close contacts with the Saudi academic commun ity, which proved beneficial
to the research process on d ifferent occasions. A recognised member of KSU facu lty
shared with me some of his publications regarding Islamic development and suggested
a few names to contact.
In contrast with the d ifficu lties I encountered while trying to identify and schedule
interviews with Saudi officials, the process of identifying candidates and conducting the
interviews with Saudi intellectuals was not problematic. I was able to interview 1 3
academics and development specialists through the utilisation of a variety of sources ,
all with in t h e general framework o f t h e snowballing technique used to identify and
recruit potential participants53 .

Reta i ning and managing data
Tape-record ing
Tape-record ing is a powerful, yet controversial tool in the hands of the researcher.
Therefore , the benefits of the tape-recording facility must be balanced again st its
possible shortcomings. This is particu larly true when sensitive information is at the core
of d iscussions and/or where the research is being carried out in an environment where
tolerance is not part of the political tradition. By using tape-recording, one risks the
objectivity of the interviewee when answering certain questions. Despite the
53 I attended the fol lowing three functions while in the field that proved to be useful in identifying
and recruiting potential participants. Firstly, a workshop organised by the NZ Embassy and the
Saudi Ministry of Higher Education in Riyadh (May 1 St . 2004); secondly, a forum organised by
the 'Human Resource Management Fund' and chaired by the high profiled Minister of Labour to
debate the unemployment problem in the Kingdom (May 23'd_ 25th , 2004). Thirdly, a seminar on
the role of Saudi professional organisations towards Saudi Business-youth organised by RCCI
(May 1 1 , 2004).
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assurances given to the participants that no thi rd party will have access to the recorded
interviews, (some) participants remain suspicious about who might listen to the
interview. They might feel pressured to g ive what they think might be the rig ht answers
and acceptable views, which might not necessarily be their own . Hence, the accuracy
and the honesty of the data cou ld be compromised (Lam, 1 999).
My own experience with tape recording depicts this other face of the coin . I felt on at
least two different occasions that I was not getting the full story from my interviewees.
In our informal meetings, they talked openly and provided a wealth of ideas, opin ions,
criticis m , and observations vital to the topics under discussions. However, at the time of
the interviews they were far more moderate and even reluctant in expressing their
views than they had been in our informal introd uctory meetings just a day or two
earlier. This is despite the fact that they had the choice and the final say of whether or
not they wished the interviews to be recorded . A tactic I used to overcome th is
inconvenience was to constantly remind my informants during the cou rse of the
interview that we cou ld turn off the tape-recorde r permanently or temporarily at any
point of time. This a pproach has worked well in subsequent interviews. Three of my
informants from various organisations at d ifferent points throughout the i nterviews
asked for the taping to be stopped in order to res pond at ease to specific q uestion(s).

Despite my reliance on tape-recording and othe r note taking tech niques as primary
methods of retaining and managing data collected from the personal interviews, I
created what Neuman (2006, p. 402) calls a "face sheet". Face sheet is a
complementary account of the interview process containing descriptive information of
the interview settin g . Data about each interview included the time, date a n d place of
the interview; characteristics of the interviewee; relevant observations a n d nonverbal
behaviours during the course of the interview such as special gestures, eye contact,
and the reaction to certain questions. Face s heet was used to establish a point of
reference and a link between the researcher a nd each interview, and by doing so; it
proved to be a valuable instrument at the time of transcribing and analysing the
interview content.

Research journal
I maintained at all times a research journal to record any exciting idea that could strike
at any time and leave the memory in no time. The research journal served as a
database that contained questions, thoughts and insights, quotation and phrases,
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notes and observations from the field , a description of a g iven relevant settin g ,
u nexpected but meaningful encounters, a n d personal feelings and impressions towards
the direction in which the fieldwork was heading.
I managed to review the jou rnal at the end of each day i n order to attend to issues that

needed immediate action and to integrate new ideas a n d information in the research
process. I also carried out a weekly review of the research journal to ensure against
overlooking outstanding issues or missing potential leads.

Data analysis
There were two sets of data generated by this study, the quantitative data obtained
from the questionnaires, and the q ualitative data obtained from interviewing thre e
d iscrete Saudi g roups; Saudi entrepreneurs , Saudi officials a n d Saudi i ntellectuals. The
natu re and the objective of the research coupled with the researcher's analytical skills
have determined the choice of methods of analysis. The descriptive/exploratory nature
of this study dictated the use of descriptive statistical techniques to analyse collected
quantitative data, and the logic of g rounded theory to d evelop inductively systematic
theory based on data generated by the semi-structured in-depth interviews.

Quantitative analysis

This purpose of the survey q uestionnaire was to establish the characteristics of Saudi
entrepreneurs and to describe their attitudes towards Islamic entrepreneurship, thus in
it I used simpler descriptive methods of data collection. The data collected through the
survey questionnaire of Saudi entrepreneurs were ed ited to ensure that the responses
were ready for computer analysis. Responses were given arbitrary n u merical codes
then entered i nto a computer database using the Microsoft Excel computer programme
for retrieval and later analysis. Editing, cod ing and data entry were carried out while in
the field. The Statistical Packag e for Social Science (SPSS) was employed in analysing
collected data because of its simplicity and suitability in obtaining meaningful
descriptive results.
The statistical descriptive analysis provided the basic tool for summarising the first
section of the survey data. Statistical results such as central tendency measurements,
frequency distributions, dispersions and percentages were generated to describe the
background , demog raphy and distribution of the subjects. Furthermore, cross-
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tabulation and factor analysis were used to examine the relationship between d ifferent
variables such as the relationship between level of success and level of re-investment
i n business, size, sector and age of the business and gender, age and educational
background of the entrepreneur.

A larger portion of the q uestionnaire was devoted to the attitudes of Saudi
e ntrepreneurs. In total , the questionnaire contained 80 item statements relating to
e ntrepreneurs' i ndividual perceptions and attitudes towards an array of entrepreneurial
issues. Each statement was j udged on a five-point Likert-type scale: from one (strongly
disagree) to five (strongly agree). Initially, all Likert item responses were g iven the
same values. However, the values were adjusted to reflect more accurately the
attitudes of respondents. Strongly disagree and strongly agree responses were g iven
values of five for both positively and negatively worded statements. For easier and
more meaningful interpretation, results were summarised using the mode a n d
frequency, instead o f the mean, and t h e range rather than t h e standard deviation .
Results of the analysis were presented as percentages and frequency d istributions i n
the form o f tables (Append ix - 6 ) . "Multiple comparisons" tests were carried o u t o n
attitude responses regarding gender, a g e , educational backg round, size and sector of
business levels to determine whether or not there were statistically sign ificant
differences in entrepreneurs' responses.

Only eight female Saudi entrepreneurs completed the q uestionnaire , and none agreed
to be interviewed. Such a small sample size of female entrepreneurs inhibited the use
of statistical tests involving gender and made meaningfu l statistical analysis of
collected data unattainable. However, since it is neither the aim nor the intention in th is
study to specifically focus on gender as a research issue, only simple analyses that
explore relationship at a gender level were performed when such analysis was deemed
appropriate and served a purpose. Othe rwise, the term "Saudi entrepreneurs" was
used to refer to both men and women entrepreneurs. Accordingly, all other analysis
and discussions were carried out with in this frame of understand ing .

The consistency a nd correctness of the responses
I subjected collected data to scrutiny to test their validity and reliability by employing
two reliability tests to uncover any d iscrepancies or inconsistencies and to guard
against possible response bias. The objective of the interna l consistency test was to
detect any inconsistencies and contradictions in entrepreneurs' responses. Some
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statements that carry the same meani ng and serve the same purpose were worded
d ifferently "and placed in different places in the questionnaire" to uncover possible
inconsistencies. Statements 2 1 -25 of section 2 served this purpose. Another technique
was also

used

based

on

including

two

interrelated

or mutually exclusive

statements/questions in the questionnaire, whe re the response to one statement
determines the response to the other. If an e ntrepreneur strongly agrees with the
statement " I consider myself to be a good and a d evout Muslim", it is expected that the
same entrepreneur will strongly agree or at least agree with the statement "I always
conduct my business according to the laws of Shari'ah".

The purpose of the second test was to minimise the likely occurrence of possible bias
in answering the survey questions. Bias usually occurs when a respondent tends to
select one scale to fill in for the statements of the e ntire section or throughout the whole
questionnaire. Bias also often occurs when respondents tend to respond consistently
by simply choosing the first or the last answer as a g u ide in answering the entire set of
questions. "To safeg uard against response-set bias" , Cooper and Schindler ( 1 998,
p. 1 97) argue that a balance should be maintained in phrasing the statements of the
Likert scale-based questionnaire.
Table 5.4

The distribution of responses among the 5-point measuring scale
Scale

1 = Strongly disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Not sure
4 = Agree
5 = Strongly agree
No response
Total

Frequency

747
1 1 74
1 434
3073
1 266
66
7760

Percentage

9.63
1 5. 1 3
1 8.48
39.60
1 6.31
0.85
1 00%

Li kert Scale-based statements: (80*97) matrix consists of responses to all attitude statements of
the questionnaire

The mixture of favourable and unfavou rable statements in this questionnaire generated
unbiased sets of responses. Table 5.4 above shows that around 25% of responses had
a negative tone (disagree/strongly d isagree) and a bout 56% had a positive preference
(ag ree/strongly agree) with respective statements of the questionnaire. Furthermore,
above 1 8% of responses were without clear opinion regarding the raised issues in the
questionnaire, and less than 1 % of the questions were left unanswered .
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Qualitative analysis
Data generated from the semi-structured interviews allowed the researcher to account
for issues that were not included in the structured questionnaire. The verbatim
collected data were summarised and grouped into categories within the framework of
the con ceptua l model developed by the researcher. I have organised the major
components of the model into conceptua l categories, and p laced each e merging
concept under the appropriate category. If there was no best-fit category to
accommodate emerg ing (original) concept(s), a new category was created . The
purpose of the categorisation process was to transform data i nto concepts and then to
examine the relationships between the e merging concepts. I n addition to search ing for
common themes, patterns and relationships in information provided by interviewing
stakeholders, I chose six representative interviews with Saudi entrepreneurs to form
the basis for the case studies. The aim was to generate new knowledge from the
collected data and consequently to build up inductively a systematic theory on Islamic
entrepreneurship within the Saudi context.
I have chosen to analyse all data generated by the interviews manually despite my
appreciation of the advantages of using computer software packages for analysing
recorded qualitative data. After all, the personal element g ives qualitative research its
d istinct bearing !

Eth ical issues
I submitted an application form for ethical approval from the Massey U n iversity H u man
Ethics Committee to undertake the field research . A meeting was schedu led and
convened to discuss the application , wh ich was approved in line with the un iversity's
code of ethics.
Parallel to that, much effort was exerted to obtain the permission of the Saudi
authorities concerned to carry out the research in the Kingdom. Once in the field, there
was no further permission required from higher authorities to gain access to Saudi
entrepreneurs or any other potential participant in the study. However, some individuals
and official bodies were (understandably) initially reluctant to cooperate and asked for
evidence to demonstrate the legitimacy - and the authorities' approval - of the
research. An introductory endorsement letter from King Saud University and another
from Riyadh Chamber of Commerce were very helpful and proved to be very effective
in meeting such demands.
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Information Sheet
All potential participants in the study were g iven an information sheet consisting of a
letter introducing the researcher and the research , an informed consent and a clear
explanation of their rights and obligations as potential participants in the study.
Potential participants in the survey questionnaire were also provided with a copy of the
complete questionnaire including necessary d irections o n how to go about filling in the
questionnaire (Appendix - 3). All research subjects were explicitly informed that their
participation was voluntary and that they had the right to decline participation . Only
participants who gave a signed or a verbal consent showing understanding and a n
awareness o f the nature a n d the purpose o f the study a n d willingness to participate
were included in the study. Individuals taking part in the study were given the option of
signing a written consent form or alternatively it was made clear to them that by
completing the questionnaire and/or participating in the interviews, they were giving
their implicit informed consent. Respondents were informed of their rights to decline to
answer any question(s) and to cut short their participation at any time without having to
give a reason and without incurring any penalty.

Respondents were assured that the requested information would be combined with
information from other participants and used only and solely for academic pu rposes in
relation to the objective of this study. Participants were fu rther assu red that their
responses would be treated with utmost confidentiality and the results would be
reported in such a way that no link whatsoever could be made to any participant in any
form or shape. The questionnaires are anonymous and contain reassurances that no
attempt will be made to identify respondents. Once data analysis has been
accomplished and the original data are no longer needed, the researcher ensu res that
such data are destroyed.

Potential participants were reassured that their participation in the research would not
expose them to any risks nor would it promise them any financial benefits. However,
they were told that the information they provide wou ld make a valuable contribution
towards advancing the cause of Islamic entrepreneurship.
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The challenge of doing research in Saudi Arabia
Field research , especially in the socio-political d iscipline, is not an established part of
the Saudi culture. This is evidenced by its h istorically poor record of response rates to
various research attempts and limited i nformation shared with the researchers
(Champion, 2003). Such attitudes could be understood in the light of the following:
Firstly, Saudis at state level as well as at the individual level a re sensitive a bout their
privacy and space and they do not feel at ease sharing their private (personal and/or
business) information with others. Secondly, some Saudis are reluctant to g et involved
in the research because they are under the impression that research is an activity that
req uires explicit authorisation of the political establish ment; hence, they are
apprehensive of the consequences of their participation. Thirdly, people in general are
hesitant to be involved in activities that they are not obliged to be part of, especially if
they do not foresee an incentive for doing so. Researchers are unlikely to take the time
or make the effort to explain the objectives and the practical implications of the
research to the participants. Furthermore, research findings are rarely communicated
with the participants and in most cases do not render any positive contributions to their
businesses. Finally and more importantly, Saudis do q uestion the motives and the
authority of the majority of foreign researchers and they doubt the adequacy of their
approaches. They believe that foreig n , and particularly Western , researchers are not
impartial; they come to the Kingdom with prepared agendas and pre-d etermined
negative views of the phenomena to be investigated. "They proclaim the verd ict before
commencing the trail," commented a Saudi official. Their main aim is to prove their
hypotheses, which are usually built on the assu mption that Muslims are backward
people and Islam is a static religion , which tends to deter development a n d impede
progress.

The lack of accurate and reliable statistical data was a major obstacle facing this
researcher, as it has faced many other scholars (Vassiliev, 2000; Champion, 2003; AI
Zahrani, 2003) who have attempted to undertake research in Saudi Arabia; data
regarding the same element or variable, if and when available, vary widely between
different official sources. Therefore, one should question the accu racy of the figures
cited and treat them with caution. Statistics from secondary sources cited in this thesis
are to be viewed as ind icative in reflecting trends or patterns rather than as being facts
to be used in fu rther statistical analysis.
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In addition to the above challenges and limitations, the timing of the fieldwork was not
advantageous. A non-compromising stipulation for the validity of the returned
question naires was that they must be completed by the Saudi entrepreneur him/herself.
However, Saudi entrepreneurs, like the majority of Saudis, arrange for their annual
holidays to coincide with the summer school holidays when they seek to escape the
heat of the Saudi desert. This inconvenient timing, which I cou ld not avoid due to
delays in obtaining research permission, had an adverse effect on the num ber of
returned q uestionnaires and subsequently on the n umber of the interviews. The linking
of the socio-political (unrest) state of affairs, that the Kingdom was experiencing at the
time of the fieldwork, with religious g roups did not help the cause of this research
either. The prevailing circumstances might also have interfered with the objectivity of
entrepreneurs in expressing their attitudes and explaining their approaches towards the
role of religion in business.
Despite the many challenges, it wou ld be fair to state that Saudis in general have
shown real appreciation of this research undertaking. Once they understood the
purpose and the objectives of the research and established trust in the researcher, they
became more accommodating and showed a considerable interest and support. The
comments of some respondents indicated that they took this study seriously and
wanted their voice to be heard. An e ntrepreneur wrote in the com ments section of the
questionnaire; "Of cou rse there are sensitive and important com ments to be made. If
the researcher kindly visits us, he will find us not only open minded, but also open
hearted". Another respondent was critical of the use of the questionnaire as being an
ineffective means to collect data. He wrote:
Survey questionnaires as data collection methods are preferred instruments by
majority of researchers because they are easy to administer and suite their
academic purposes. However, this is not the case for the respondents.
Questionnaires limit their ability to explain themselves and elaborate on the
reasons behinds choosing rigid answers
Such com ments clearly indicate that Saudi entrepreneurs want to be counted and their
in put to be considered. They also reflect their high expectations of the academic
commun ity to be impartial and true to the cause of the research . Further, they expect
the research to be relevant and to have practical implications for the well-being of their
businesses.
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Insider I outsider and the issue of s u bjectivity
The opening quotatio n for this chapter highlighted the issue of subjectivity in q ualitative
research and the fact that subjectivity influences the researcher's work in many ways,
including the personal relationship between the researcher and the research setting
(people and events). Mehra (2002) drew attention to the risk of too much bias on the
part of the researcher to the point where the research becomes an acco u nt of the
researcher's own views, values and preferences, and the findings merely a reflection of
the researcher's anticipated conclusions. In order to minim ise such a risk, researchers
are advised to thoroug hly document their fieldwork by keeping detailed and
comprehensive field notes, and not to attem pt to deny or hide their subjectivity, (cited i n
Mehra , 2002) because as Mehra stated , "Th e researcher bias enters into t h e picture
even if the researcher tries to stay out of it". How the researcher can be objective while
undertaking qualitative research -considering that "qualitative research is subjective in
nature" (Zikmund,

1 994, p.

1 1 0). Nonetheless, it is expected that q ualitative

researchers adopt a ppropriate procedures and apply certai n measures that limit their
bias and ensure the integrity of their research.

Berg a nd Smith ( 1 988) asked the important question of where social scientists position
themselves in connection with their research. Being a Muslim Arab (entrepreneur) who
lived, worked and had h is first experience with entrepreneurship in Saudi Arabia, I
wonder if I can claim exercising reasonable o bjectivity in my research or, on the
contrary, that subjectivity has influenced even my choice of the research topic. The fact
that th is research is purely academic and personally funded renders it free from direct
and indirect external influences. However, as to the personal bias, although I do not
preten d that I was a ble to completely neutralise my feelings and remove myself from
the research process, I can claim that I maintained a balance between my involvement
i n , and my detach ment from the, research setting. Thus, I can affirm my com mitment to
the i mpartiality of the research, especially in the process of data collection, data
interpretatio n , and i n reporting the findings of the study. The contrasting comments I
received from some Saudi entrepreneurs regard ing their perceptions of the
questionnaire reflect my endeavour to maintain such impartiality.

In the field , I was m ostly viewed as an insider or, at least as, an outsider with (special
status) by the majority of Saudis associated with the research. After all, I share with
Saudis relig ion , language, value system and many of their cu ltural traditions. This
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relationship on the one hand, made it more difficult to maintain a h igher degree of
objectivity and on the other it played to the advantage of this research , most notably: I
was spared the cultural shock that tends to distress most researchers undertaking
research in cu ltu res contrasting to their own. I also had the acceptance, trust a n d
hence t h e co-operation o f t h e majority o f Saudis whom I came in touch with (while
Western researchers usually do not). This acceptan ce made access to potential
participants in the private sector much easier and thu s provided opportunity for a n
insider viewpoint. However, accessing policymakers remains a hard pursuit, even for
Saudi researchers. Furthermore, my empathy and previous experience in the Saudi
business environment allowed me to q uestion participants' answers and press on
(within reason) for elaborations, clarifications and/or justifications of their initial
responses. These attributes undoubtedly have contributed to the quality and credibility
of collected data, and consequently to the findings of this research .

The reception I had from the majority of Saudi entrepreneurs, academics and officials
whom I interviewed overwhelmed me. In addition to opening their businesses and
allocating their valuable time to participate in the research , some also opened their
homes to me and made me feel appreciated and that my work was worthwhile. Their
attitude left me with no dou bt that they value the research I am undertaking and at the
same time, they count on robust and cred ible outcomes.

CONC LUSION

This chapter has d iscussed the rationale for the selection of data collection and data
analysis methods, and the experience of applying these methods in the field to
examine the entrepreneurship phenomenon from an I slamic perspective within the
context of Saudi Arabia. The principle of triangulation underlines the significance of
exploring the same social phenomenon ( Islamic entrepreneurship) using multiple
sources of evidence and collecting data through different means. Triangu lation was
applied in this research in an attempt to offset the limitations and reduce the impact of
the biases associated with each of the selected methodolog ical approaches.
S pecifically, to compensate for the lack of depth to data collected through the survey
questionnaires, and the inability to generalise the outcomes of studying fewer cases by
means of personal interviews (Jick, 1 979; Creswell, 1 994).
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While the first part of this chapter presented a d etailed account of how I intended to
p ractically address the research question and objectives, the second part d escribed the
a pplication of the planned a nd/or revised methodologies in the field and the real
experiences of doing fieldwork research . The flexibility of q ualitative research and the
a dvantage of being in the fie ld enabled me to reconsider the research design, and
rethink the research methodology whenever deemed necessary, and pursue a line of
i nquiry consistent with the emerging propositions and preliminary research findings.

I used self-administered survey questionnaires to generate descriptive data regard ing
the characteristics of the Saudi entrepreneurs and their attitudes towards the Islamic
e ntrepreneurship phenomenon. The semi-structured interviews, on the other hand,
generated enriched sets of q ualitative data that were u sed to develop case stud ies,
complement, explain and j ustify the survey data, and to augment the general
u nderstanding of the Islamic e ntrepreneurship experience with in the Saudi context. The
research para meters and the vast majority of the statements that comprised the
q uestionnaire and the interviews questions were largely derived from the conceptual
entrepreneurship model developed in Chapter 2 and 3 and from other related literature
(Chapters 1 to 4).

The findings of this study, as will be demonstrated in the next th ree chapters,
u nderscore the viability of applying triangulation method in the same research . They
further show that the understanding of the reality of the Saudi entrepreneurship in
general and specifically from an Islamic perspective was sign ificantly en hanced by
exploring the entrepreneurial phenomenon from d ifferent angles and by different
lenses.

The chapter concluded with a more personal account on doing research in Saud i
Arabia and how the researcher positioned himself in connection with the research .
Doing research in Saudi Arabia, especially in the social science discipline, is not a n
easy endeavour. Many challenges await potential researchers long before they actually
commence their fieldwork; not the least is finding a Saudi sponsor (kafee/) and a
reliable and well connected local associate willing to s pend time and exert effort in
following up the journey of "the visa file" from one m inistry to another. However, even
with the challenges d iscussed in this chapter and many others, Saudi Arabia provides
researchers with wealth of research opportunities that are worth pursu ing .
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CHAPTER S ••
THE An.TUDES OF SAUDI ENTREPRENEURS

Economic life is deeply embedded in social life, and it cannot be understood apart
from the customs, morals and habits of the society in which it occurs. In short, it
cannot be divorced from culture.
Fukuyama (1995, p. 13)

In line with the objectives set for this study, this chapter advances the research into its
analytical phase by focusing on the data collected through the survey questionnaire.
The broad aim of this chapter is to examine the attitudes of Saud i entre preneurs
towards key ingredients of the p roposed conceptual model in order to accumulate
descriptive data to assess the strength and the deg ree of acceptability of these
ingredients among Saudi entrepreneurs . Consequently, the questionnaire instrument
did not identify variables or establish the dependent/independent type of relationship
between the variables nor did it attempt to test hypotheses. It merely sought to define
and d escribe the attitudes and the feelings of Saudi entrepreneurs towards Islamic and
Western entrepreneurship. The next two chapters will pursue further an exploratory
investigation to complement data on hand in order to attend to the research q uestions
and o bjectives.

The self-administered attitudinal survey questionnaire focused on seven broad but
related sets of issues. The first set of questions dealt with the attitudes of Saudi
entrepreneurs to Westernisation and modernisation. The second set focused on the
attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs to the Saudi cultural values and belief system. The
third set sought to establish an understanding of Saud i entre preneurs' perceptions of
entrepreneurial activity. The fou rth set examined the attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs
towards the role of Islam in cultivating and promoting a vibrant entrepreneurial culture.
The fifth set explored the attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs towards the Islamic
approach to entrepreneurship and development. The sixth set aimed at exa mining the
attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs towards the role of Islamic values in their business
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behaviours and practices. Finally, the seventh set of statements, which will be
presented in chapter eig ht, was focused o n examin ing the attitudes of Saudi
entrepreneurs to economic and cultural g lobalisation , and towards the Kingdom's
joining the WTO.
Responses to each statemenUquestion were analysed separately using descriptive
statistics such as frequency distributions and percentages. Factor analysis among the
survey statements revealed some - but not clearly identifiable - patterns, therefore the
researcher sought to re-group statements accord ing to key themes for further analysis.
Each set of data was a nalysed as an inclusive entity in order to formu late the attitudes
of respondents towards a specific pertinent issue. Su bsequently, the o utcomes of entity
analysis were consolidated to form a compre hensive understa n d ing of the feelings of
Saudi entrepreneurs towards Western and Islamic e ntrepreneurship.

The religious devotion of Saudi entrepreneurs
Respondents to the self-administered su rvey q uestionnaire came from a cross-section
of Saudi businesses in the city of Riyadh. The study covered male as well as female
entrepreneurs from d ifferent age g roups, educational backg rounds and business
experiences. It also accounted for business entities that varied in their size, age and
line of business. The survey questionnaire generated 89 usable respon ses from Saudi
male entrepreneurs and eight valid responses from women entre p reneurs.
Table 6 . 1

Self-perception of the devotion o f Saudi entrepreneurs

Item

Contents

Statistical measurement
( Percentage)
0
2

SO
1.

1
0

I a m a good and a devout Muslim

2
2

Despite

their

d iverse

characteristics

and

backgrounds,

NS
3

A

16

53

16

SA

4

NR""'

5

29
82

participating

0
0

Saudi

entrepreneurs displayed a predominantly positive attitud e towards their religious
commitment. Data in Table 6 . 1 show that the majority of Saudi entrepreneurs had a
favourable religious self-perception and regarded themselves a s being faithful and

54 SD= Strongly Disagree; 0= Disagree; NS= Not Sure; A= Agree; SA= Strongly Agree; N R= No
Response
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committed Muslims. Only a marginal minority (2%) of respondents felt othe rwise and a
further 1 6% were unsure, hence they were reluctant to classify themselves either way.
This religiously homogenous makeup of the study sample is in sharp contrast with
Dodd and Seaman's (1 998) research sample where almost 50% of respondents
reported no affiliation , no attendance and no impact of religion on their lives.

Modernisation . . . Westernisation and the Saudi entrepreneur
Although the relationship between development and culture is well established and well
documented, it is somehow controversial; on the one hand are the modernisation
theories advocating cultural transformation of the underdeveloped n ations, and on the
other are the campaigners for cultural-based development. Muslims , profoundly, have
concerns regard ing Western cultural domination. They view the imposition of Western
cultural values, especially the unlimited and unrestrained freedom for the individual, as a
threat to their own conservative values.

The findings of this study d id not provide conclusive evidence to support the perception
held by many Westerners that Saud is are fundamentalists who reject everything
associated with the West. Data in Table 6.2 show that while 30% of participating
entrepreneurs rejected Westernisation in abstract terms, 54% of them d id not have the
same attitude and did not reject Westernisation for the sake of the d enial. Against the
expectations, the statement that portrayed Westernisation to be the only path to
modernisation was rejected by only 54% of respondents and endorsed by as many as
3 1 % -leading one to conclude that Saudi entrepreneurs neither d iscounted nor
embraced Westernisation on its entirety at face value. Western isation , to Saudi
entrepreneurs, is not the only path, to modernisation , and hence is not a condition for
development. What Saudi entrepreneurs are saying is that; yes, we acknowledge and
we recognise the Western culture, but it remains where it should be -Western . We,
Saudis, are not Westerners and we do not pretend or aspire to be. We have our own
value system and our own definition and views of development.

However, it is evident that the majority of Saudi entrepreneurs rejected the implicit, and
sometimes explicit, suggestion of the Western modernisation theories that eq uate
'modern isation with Westernisation'. This attitude goes beyond passive rejection to
offering an a lternative in the form of home nurtured and promoted indigenous modernity
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Table 6 .2

The attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs towards Westernisation and
m odernisation
Contents

Item

Statistical measurement
( Percentage)
0

SO
1
1.

I reject Westernisation

2

23

31
54

2.
3.

4.

Westernisation
moderni sation

is

the

only

path

to

3

SA can modernise while preserving its culture.

0

3

SA should build upon its Islamic values i n its
pursuit for modernisation and development.

1

4

1

14

16

4

10

0
0

30
31

39

1

15

1

27

2

47

0

2

0

58
99

1

1

86

41

NR

5

88

10

0

SA
5

61

4

6

4
5.

25

14

54

Each country should pursue modernisation
based on its understandi ng of the term and i n
line with its own values and convictions.

15

A
4

15
34

20

NS
3

0
0

There was a definite agreement among responding Saudi entrepreneurs in embracing
Islamic-based modernisation where 99% of respondents believe that Saudi Arabia
should build u pon its Islamic values, not its customs and traditions, in its purs u it of
modernisation and development. Entrepreneurs have emphasised that Islamic values,
not people's traditions, should map their modernisation process and guide them
towards the state of well-being. They made a clear d istinction betwee n Islamic values
and people's customs and traditions. Cu ltu re as a context encircles relig ious values as
well as other people's traditions, which are not necessarily part of the Islamic value
system . Saudi entrepreneurs believe that their development model should be based on
Islamic fou ndations rather than on people's customs and traditions. This indicates that
1 3% of participants believe that Saudi culture is not entirely based on Islamic values
and that some non-Islamic elements, wh ich have slithered into it, could h inder
d evelopment, and thus need to be addressed.

The fact that a bout one in three respondents has considered Westernisation to be the
only path to modernisation contradicts their attitudes towards indigenous Islamic
modernisation. It also raises some genuine q uestions regarding the basis of the Saudi
d evelopment and the cou rse it is taking. This contradiction also brings to light "th e crisis
of Saudi modern ity" and the thesis that Saudi Arabia is a country in transition towards
an uncertain destination.
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The Saudi society is widely portrayed as being composed of two distinct g roups: the
conservatives and the liberals. However, building on the work of Introvigne (2005),
where he d iscussed the "Niches in the Islamic religious market and fundamentalism"
mai nly within the context of Turkey, one could argue that the attitudes of Saudis
towards the relationship betwee n reforms and Western modernisation could be
esta blished as shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3

A model of the Saudi religious market

Niches

Trends

Ultrastrict

Ultrafundamentalism Total identification

- Smaller scale within
remote communities and
minority of religious
scholars (passive rejection)
- I ntellectuals who believe
I slam offers the alternative

Strict

a) Fundamental ism or Identification (some
b) Traditionalism
compromise accepted)

- Religious U/ama
- Royal family (old
generation)

Relationship
Between religion
and culture

Sector(s) of the
population

Moderateconservative

Conservatism,
reformism

Distinction (but not
separation)

Royal family (new
generation of young
princes), technocrats

Liberal

Religious l i beralism

Separation (tolerated))

Very few, mainly Westerneducated

Ultra liberal

Modernism

Separation (promoted)

-------------------

Source: Derived from Introv igne (2005, Tables 1 , 2 & 3).

Do M uslim entrepreneurs have to adopt Western val ues and
Western practices to succeed i n busi ness?
Sau d i entrepreneurs were focused in their views about the d ifferentiation between
modernity as an "instru ment" and as a "concept". They restated the same attitude when
asked about their feelings towards the adoption of Western methods and values in their
businesses. Data in Table 6.4 ind icate that compared with the 26% of respondents who
believed that success in their business is more likely to be achieved by adopting
Western practices; only 2% thought that it was crucial for Muslim entrepreneurs to
adopt Western values in order to realise success in their business ventures.
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Table 6 .4

Item

1.

2.

3.

T he attitudes of the Saudi e ntrepreneurs towards embracing
Western values and Western practices i n their businesses
Contents

Statistical measurement
( Percentage)

Muslim entrepreneurs must adopt Western
methods i n order to succeed in business.

22

To
succeed
in
business,
Muslim
entrepreneurs must also adopt Western
values

43

Westerners
In general,
entrepreneurs than Muslims

23

are

better

0

SO
1

46

2

NS
3

A

24

28

23

49

92

65

28
6

4

42

13
13

NR

3

0

5

26

2

6

SA

0

0

2
15

0

2
17

0

5
5

This attitude raises the q uestion as to whether it is possible for Muslims to be selective
in adopting technology in its physical structure while forcefully rebuffing its cultu ral
origin (Tibi, 2003). Muslim intellects such as Dr. Mahathir (2003) strongly believe that
Muslims can overcome the effects of adopting Western technology by truly adhering to
the principles of Islam and by their honest "return to Islamic roots". S pecial efforts must
be devoted to fostering the complementary nature of the relationship between religion
and science. He further stressed the u rgent need to "reinterpret" some Muslim
traditions rather than "re-inventing" Islam (Mahathir, 2 003, p. 34).

While 1 7% of respondents accepted that Westerne rs are (better) entrepreneurs than
Muslims, 65% rejected such a suggestion , th us confirming the positive self-perception
held by Saudi entrepreneurs. However, one has to acknowledge that the third
statement in Table 6.4 above is too broad and any response to it wou ld be relative.
How and on what g round would one explain or define the word "better" ? Althoug h the
statement is being used within the context of efficiency and productivity, it is left to the
intuition and to the understand ing of the responding entrepreneur to give it a meaning
and then judge the statement according ly. Nevertheless, the majority of Saudi
entrepreneurs d id not agree with the proposition that Western entrepreneurs a re
(better) than their counterpart Muslim entrepreneurs regard less of the meaning they
attached to the word (better).

A recent report released by Japanese officials highlig hted the immense cost that Japan
had to shoulder for adopting Western business practices (Western values causing
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illness, 2006). Corporate Japan attempted to globalise by espousing Western
approaches to business. In the process, Japanese workers were forced to abandon
their traditional work system - which is built on sen iority and corporate loyalty - in
exchange for u nfamiliar Western system that offers little job security and leads to
greater pay d isparities. The report concluded that adapting to Western business
practices has caused a widespread mental illness amongst Japanese workers and had
had an adverse impact on the demographic landscape of the country.

The Saudi entrepreneur and the Saud i c ulture
The feeling of cu ltural superiority expressed by Saudi e ntrepreneurs could be explained
from different perspectives: one explanation is based the theory that having enormous
wealth and the feeling that such wealth could buy a lmost anything might have led
Saudis to think that they are somehow superior to others55 . Another explanation
presented by Long, (1 997) explains the feeling of cultu ral superiority in historical terms.
The fact that Saudi Arabia, unlike the majority of Muslim countries, has never been the
subject of direct Western colonisation might have led Saudis to believe that they are
su perior to others even i n neighbouring Islamic countries. Finally, the attitude of cultural
superiority over the secu lar Western culture could also be explained in religious terms;
Saudis consider themselves privileged to have a special association with Islam,
considering that Saudi Arabia is the birthplace of Islam and the home of its the two
holiest mosques in Makkah and Madinah

Surprisingly, Saudi entre preneurs were divided over the call for cultural transformation
towards individ ualism, which is a disting u ishing feature of the Western socio-economic
configuration . How can this apparent contradiction be justified? How can people,
despite their belief in the superiority of their cu lture, positively respond to calls for the
transformation of that same culture? Two possible explanations for such inconsistency
in attitudes cou ld be argued. The first explanation is devised in terms of the perceptions
that Saudi entrepreneurs might have of the notion of "individualism".

The line of this inquiry reveals that Saudi entrepreneurs approach the notion of
"individualism" from two d ifferent perspectives. Firstly, some e ntrepreneurs have
viewed the notion of "individualism" in terms of the relationship between the individual
entrepreneur and his/her social status. They advocate the transformation of
55 Despite, or due to, the fact that such wealth is not generated by a productive economy.
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conventional traditions, where individuals are judged by their social networks, to new
standards where they are g iven the opportunity to stand out on their own regardless of
their social affiliations. This attitude does not imply abandoning strong family ties or the
departure from well rooted traditional values that expect individuals to be loyal and
faithful to their immediate family members and extended relations.
The evidence in Table 6.5 below shows that just as Saud i entrepreneurs have strong
and positive attitudes towards their cultu re , they also have some concerns about
certai n aspects and practices being linked to, or associated with, that culture. Data
ind icate that 44% of Saudi entreprene u rs view Saudi culture as placing emphasis on
the social status of the individual rather than on h is/her own personality and
credentials. Furthermore, two in three respondents feel that social capital, such as
immed iate and extended family members, tribe, friends and other social associations,
plays a crucial role in shaping the social and the business status of the individ ual. This
intrusive behaviour has a g reat potential to i nfluence and even to u pset the power
structu re of society. By shifting the focus from "what we are" to "who we are", people
(un lawfully) gain employment, get promoted , access financial resources and secure
bus iness deals. Such practices go against the spirit of Islamic ethics and code of
conduct. Saud i e ntrepreneurs who have spoken for cultura l transformation are actually
calling for this cultural attribute to be changed (Kay, 1 982).
Tab le 6.5
Item

T he attitudes and perceptions of Saudi entrepreneurs towards
their Saudi cultural values
Statistical measurement
( Percentage)

Contents
SD

1

1.

Saudi culture i s superior to Western culture.

1

2.

Saudi culture puts more emphasis on
individual profit making.

5

3.

In Saudi Arabia, power is achieved through
privilege and position rather than through
merit and knowledge.

3

4.

The individual Saudi is identified based on
his/her social connections.

3

undergo
Saudis
must
cultural
transformation towards individualism i n
order to achieve development and
entrepreneurship.

7

5.

7
21
20

32
31

D

2

NS
3

A

6

9

30

16

34

36

16

54

23

37

17

29

24

9

34
16

23

38

38

SA

4

5

83
45
64

53

0

10

0

7

31

1

1

9

44

27

NR

4

0

0
1

1

0

0
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One in every three respondents believes that ind ividuals should be recogn ised , viewed
and valued on their merit as independent 'entities' rather than on their social affiliations
and claims to social distinction . While they value the support of their fam ilies in their
business ventures, Saudi entrepreneurs do not wish for their hard work and
achievements to be seen as an outcome of patronage connections and favouritism.
They need to be able to claim personal success by being capable contestants in the
world of business where fairness is supposed to be, but is n ot always, the norm. "It is
true that we enjoy strong and unconditiona l support from our families" wrote an
entrepreneur, "but we do not wish to be acknowledged and accepted solely on the
background of our family con nections". The same attitude was confi rmed in the
subsequent face-to-face interviews with Saud i entrepreneurs. It is obvious that the one
third of Saudi entrepreneurs , who have such an interpretation of the term
'individualism', were in favour of cultural transformation. Secondly, another one third of
su rveyed Saudi entrepreneurs have rejected the idea of cultural transformation. It is
most likely that they have formed their attitud e based on their understanding of the
term "individualism" as being strictly an expression of self-interest aimed at maximising
personal gain without g iving any regard to the well-being of society.
Alternatively, the definition of individualism, which will be explored in later d iscussions,
could be understood in the context of the emerging evidence that Saudi Arabia is a
country in transition and the socio-economic transitional process is affecting the
cou ntry's cultural values and having an impact on its priorities. The move towards
individualism and the emphasis on self-interest and profit making could be viewed as
probable manifestations of "imposed" Saudi modernity. In the absence of a defined
"development model" with supporting institutions, Saudi entrepreneurs are left
bewildered and confused. On the one hand, they truly believe in their Islamic value
system , and on the other the reality of the moment is that these values remain
convictions, and the challenge becomes how to use these values to shape their
identities and form the pillars for their aspired home grown development model.

The Saudi entrepreneur's perception of entrepreneursh i p
Islam motivates and inspires every Muslim to exert all efforts towards the ultimate
objective of achieving faJah; hence , all Muslim activities supposedly are channelled
towards the ach ievement of this end goal. FaJah, as discussed in Chapter 3, refers to
the well-being of the individual in this life and in the hereafter. The two components of

faJah are unified in the sense that one's well-being in the hereafter depends on h is/her
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well-being i n this life; and to achieve well-being in this l ife, one has to live accord ing to
Islamic principles and stand for its values and abide by its rules. Muslims perform all
their spiritual and materia l activities with the intention of pleasing The Almighty Allah .
Thus, a l l activities when performed accord ingly become a form o f ibadah, for wh ich
Muslims will be rewarded in this life and in the hereafter. Islamic e ntrepreneurship, like
any other h uman activity, follows the same set of rules and strives to achieve the same
u ltimate goal of pleasing The Almighty Allah.

Classical economics approaches entrepreneurship from a purely economic angle. It
fails to account for non-q uantifiable variables because of its unwillingness to recogn ise
other than mathematically based models for economic development and g rowth. In
view of that, it appreciated the entrepreneurial act only as a p u re economic activity
aimed at maximising profit and personal interest. Cu rrent modern mainstream
economics has moved towards a more relaxed approach and acknowledged that other
social factors encom pass the entrepreneurial phenomenon. But they still define
entrepre n eurship as an economic activity that works towards the realisation of h u man
well-being , which is defined purely in financial terms. Siddiqi ( 1 979) explained that the
depth and scope of the Islamic concept of human well-being is richer and broader than
what the term 'welfare' entails. That is because the 'well-being' concept assumes a
spiritual a s well as a materialistic d imension and accounts for both this world ly life and
the hereafter, which makes it uniq ue to Islam.

Robichaud, Egbert and Alain (200 1 ) linked entre preneurial motivations with the
objectives and goals of the entrepreneur that he or she seeks to achieve through
business ownership. Data in Table 6.6 reveal that the majority of Saudi entrepreneurs
interviewed understand entrepreneurship to be a spiritual as well as a n economic
activity. The popular saying "work is ibadah" was freq uently emphasised by a significant
majority of respondents who at the same time regarded entrepreneurship to be a prime
source of livelihood. On the one hand , 68% of Saudi entrepreneurs have affirmed their
perceptio n of entrepreneurship as an economic activity aiming at maximising profit and
primarily directed towards one's own self-interest. On the other hand, 45% of
respondents considered the welfare of society to be the prime objective of
entrepreneurship. Others regarded serving society as an outcome rather than as the
objective of the entrepreneurial activity.
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Table 6.6
Item

Saudi entrepreneurs' general perception of entrepreneurship
Content

Statistical Measurement
(Percentage)
0

SO
1

1.

Entrepreneurship i s an effective m eans to
spread the word of Allah.

0

2.

Entrepreneurship is an ideal mechanism
for expressing thanks to Allah.

1

3.

Entrepreneurship is an economic activity
to maximise profit and personal gain.

2

4.

Entrepreneurship is a prime source of
livelihood

0

5.

Musl i m entrepreneurs optimise social
benefits rather than maximising profit.

3

6.

The main objective of entrepreneurship is
to promote the welfare of society.

1

7.

Islamic
entrepreneurshi p
ai m s
at
advancing others' as well as one's own
interests.

0

8.

I striv e to reach balance between my
personal gain and the welfare of society.

1

9.

The balance between spiritual security
and material gain is distinctive to Islamic
entrepreneurship.

0

1 0.

Entrepreneurs create
national wealth.

and

1

1 1.

entrepreneurs
Successful
have
obligation to give back to the country.

an

0

1 2.

Entrepreneurship has a materiali stic as
well as a spiritual dimension.

0

1 3.

The challenge is to have a balance
between material and spiritual needs.

1

personal

2

2
16
26
2
26
32
7

3
1

3
6
1

I

16

2

15

NS
3

A
4

16

53

26

44 1

16
26

64

24

47

27

42

31

23

38

7

26

54

12

67

13

62

7

71

9

66

11

88

12

57

2

23

2

1

2

6

1

15

6

24
27
23
26

12
13

7

9
11
12

82
57

6

24

SA
5

68
73
47
45
59

85
85

90
85
88
71

NR

29

0

13

1

4

0

26

1

5

0

7

0

5

8

18

0

23

1

19

0

19

0

0

0

14

0
1

0
1

0

0
8

0
1

0

0
0
1

1

Data also captured the apparent contrad iction in the perception of Saudi entrepreneurs
of the role of entrepreneurship at personal as well as at the national level. Saudi
entrepreneurs made it clear that they strive to achieve a balance between their own
self-interest a nd the common welfare of society.
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More than half of respondents (57%) believe that expressing their thankful n ess to The
Almighty Allah is best communicated through the engagement in ethically based and
socially accepted productive business activities. Through entrepreneurship, Saudi
entrepreneurs believe that they are actually helping themselves and at the same time
extending a helping hand to their Muslim brothers and sisters. Further, they are
acknowledging that they are entrusted with wealth and that their fortunes a re from God
and God said, "If you are g rateful, I will add more (favours) u nto you" (Qur'an, 1 4, 7).
However, in order to deserve God's benevolence , Muslim entrepreneurs m ust do their
utmost to realise their well-being in this life and in the hereafter th rough their good
deeds and moral actions.

H ow do Saudi entrepreneurs view the role of Islam i n
promoting entrepreneurship?
Saudi entrepre n eurs had strong and positive attitudes towards the role of Islam in
promoting entrep reneurship. Data in Table 6.7 indicate that there is a widespread
agreement amongst Saudi entrepreneurs regarding the status of entre preneurship in
Islam. The importance of entrepreneurship in Islam is demonstrated by the religious
status Islam has g iven to entrepreneurial activities and the rewards which halal practice
of entrepreneurs h ip in this life can be expected to produce in the hereafter.
Table 6.7
Item

T he attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs towards the role of Islam in
c ultivating and promoting e ntrepreneurship culture
Content

Statistical Measurement
(Percentage)
0

SO
1

1.

Islam puts more emphasis on
entrepreneurshi p than on employment.

1

2.

Islam has a supportive system that
encourages entrepreneurshi p.

0

3.

One cannot be a good Muslim and a
successful entrepreneur.

4.

There is a valid analogy between being a
Muslim and being an entrepreneur.

64

3

2

6
0
93
11

5

0

29

8

NS
3

A
4

10

52

27

42

1

3

20

45

16
27
1

20

84
72
6
68

SA
5

NR

32

0

0
1

30

1

3

0

0
1

23

1

Source: derived from the work of Sloane ( 1 999), Sadeq ( 1 993) and various Islamic literature
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Saudi entrepreneurs pointed out that many Qur'anic verses and traditions of the
Prophet (PBUH) are directed towards e ncou raging and motivating Muslims to embark
of the path on productive entrepreneurship.

Box 6. 1

Motivational Qur'anic verses and Prophetic sayings

Translation of the mean i ngs of some of the most freq uently repeated
Qur'anic verses by respondents:

"And when prayer is finished, ye may disperse through the land, and search for the
bounty of Allah" (Qur'an, 62, 9).
"It is He Who has made the earth manageable for you, so traverse you through its tracts
and enjoy of the sustenance which He furnishes: but unto Him is the resurrection" (Qur'an,
67, 1 5).
"And others travelling through the land, seeking of Allah's bounty" (Qur'an, 73, 20).
"A person gets whatever he strives for, and the fruit of his striving will soon come in sight"
(Qur'an, 53, 39 40).
-

- The most freq uently q uoted had ith was:

"A faithful and trustworthy businessperson will be resurrected at the Day of Judgement
with the Prophets, the truthful, and the martyrs" ( I bn Majah; al-Tirmithi).

Survey data show that while 84% of respondents believe that Islam p laces more
e mphasis on the act of entrepreneurship over employment, only 72% thought that
Islam combines/complements its positive attitude towards entrepreneurship with a
practical framework. The overwhelming majority of respondents strongly d isagree with
any suggestion, which implies that being a good Muslim and being a good and
successful entrepreneur have an inverse relationship. In fact, two out of three
entrepreneurs believe that there is a well-founded analogy between being a Muslim
and being an entrepreneur.

Considering their positive perception of the role of Islam in promoting entre preneurship,
Saudi entrepreneurs were asked whether they considered entrepreneurship in Islam to
be a collective obligation (Fard kefayah). The question sought to assess the
perceptions and capture the attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs to the Qur'anic verse
"when Prayer is finished , then may ye disperse th rough the land, and search for the
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bounty of Allah" (Qur'an, 62, 1 0). The q uestion was designed in an open-ended format
to g ive potential respondents the opportunity to elaborate and to speak their minds.

Box 6.2

-

-

Is entrepreneurship in Islam a collective obligation? Selected
responses of Saudi entrepreneurs

Work in general is an act of worship (ibadah). Entrepreneurshi p also is considered ibadah
as long as it is guided by Islamic ethics and conducted in accordance with Islamic
business principles.
Islam commends work and urges M uslims to engage in productive activities. I believe
that the cited Qur'anic v erse is an explicit call for all Musli ms: individuals and groups, to
exert all efforts to be productive, each in his/her own field.

-

I totally agree with the given interpretation and I further make reference to the tradition of
the Prophet (PBUH) that nine-tenths of rizq is realised through trade and business
activities.

-

A closer look into the wording of this Qur'anic verse leads one to unmistakably conclude
that it's a clear call for Muslims to be active entrepreneurs by taking risk (disperse) a nd
being i nnovative (search).

-

-

-

-

-

Islam encourages work i n all its forms and shapes as l ong as it is practised within the
boundaries of Islamic business rules and ethics.
Islam's support of entrepreneurship goes beyond passive encouragement to creati ng a
supportive framework for entrepreneurship development.
Islam considers entrepreneurship within the context of the wider economic system in
order to ensure its viabil ity and development.
A careful examination of the verses of the Holy Qur'an reveals that Allah Almighty always
links the 'deeds' of Muslims with their 'actions' and addresses the ' believers' i n
conjunction with the 'good doers' in every single related verse. Work in Islam is m ore
than a means of earning halal income; it is ibadah.
"Allah loves the strong believer more than the weak one" this hadith i m plies that Muslims
should be strong in all aspects of thei r daily lives. Strength is not confined to physical
strength; it also includes religious, social, economic, and scientific as well as spi ritual
strength.

Some entrepreneurs accepted the g iven interpretation of the Qur'anic verse that
entrepreneurship in Islam is a collective obligation , while others had a d ifferent
understanding of the verse. Nevertheless, all were q u ick to point out that Islam values
and promotes all productive ethical work regard less of it being in the form of
employment or self-employment.
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Statements in Table 6.8 sought to captu re the feelings of Saudi entrepreneurs towards
some claims often cited by Westerners to prove that Islam is a counterproductive
religion. Such claims occupy a prominent place in the literature and are still the subject
of lengthy debates within intellectual circles. However, they certainly did not arouse any
controversy among Saudi entrepreneurs.
Table 6.8
Item

Responses of Saudi entrepreneurs to Western claims that Islam is
an anti-entrepreneurial religion
Content

Statistical Measurement
( Percentage)
0

NS

A

SA

2

3

4

5

16

1

1

33

7

6

38

4
4

3

25

0

2

11

6

SO

1

1.

Islam is a static religion that
development and entrepreneurship.

hinders

81

2.

There is a conflict between faith (I slam) and
reason (science).

51

3.

Islam is a hereafter religion that disregards
wealth and works agai nst entrepreneurship
spirit.

4.

Practising Islamic religious duties will lessen
productive time available for entrepreneurs to
carryout their entrepreneurial activities.

72

5.

Islamic moral code has a negative effect on
the entrepreneurshi p development.

37

54

97
84

92

97

77

40

1

7

0

11

2
9
4

3

11

1

NR
0

0

3

0

1

0

1

0

5

0

0
1

1

Respondents were clear, focused and they had firm attitudes about the raised issues:
•

Islam is a dynamic religion that challenges man to work hard , to search, to be
creative and to extend his potentials . Hence, it was not surprising to have 68% of
respondents endorse the analogy between being a Muslim and being an
entrepreneur, because both are challenged to strive to reach their optimum. This
understand ing of the Saudi entrepreneurs led them to categorically reject the
suggestion that Islam is a stagnant religion. The rejection was unanimous (97%);
where 8 1 % of respondents "strongly d isag reed" and a fu rther 1 6% "disagreed" with
the implication of such a statement.

e lslam presents humankind with the motivation (the reason) and the framework (the
mechanism) to engage in ethical prod uctive business activities as a means to the
realisation of ultimate well-being. Saudi entrepreneurs understood that Islam
deplores poverty and views ha/a/ wealth to be the lifeblood for their own daily
activities as well as for those of their societies. An entrepreneur has commented ,
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"Spend ing in 'the cause of Allah' is an often misunderstood concept". He further
explained that money spent on o ne's own family and even on one's own self without
uncalled for extravagance is considered to be in the cause of Allah. Muslims are
encouraged to earn more, to have more and to be able to spend more in the cause of
Allah in order to gain more rewards in this life and in the hereafter.
•

There is nothing in Islam as Aqidah (faith and piety) or Shari'ah (rules and practices)
that obstructs scientific thinking or contradicts the log ic of reason. In fact, many
Qur'anic verses advise and challenge the h u man mind to wonder, observe and think,
and never put a limit to what one might achieve.

•

The Saudi entrepreneurs rejected the suggestion that adhering to the Islamic moral
code will negatively affect the development of their entrepreneurial activities.
Furthermore, the assu mption that by practising Islamic ethics in business, Muslim
entrepreneurs risk losing (business) opportun ities proved to be unfou nded. In fact,
85% of respondents believed that practising Islamic work ethics had a positive
o utcome for their businesses.

•

Saudi entrepreneurs totally rejected the inference that practising their Islamic rituals
has a negative influence on their level of prod uctivity. On the contrary, the five to ten
minutes' break for prayer is considered by the majority of entrepreneurs to be a
stimulant that energises the m by keeping the m in a direct and constant relation with
The Almighty Allah. By practising their religious duties, entrepreneurs, I was told, are
actually engaging in a self-monitoring exercise intended to prevent them from
behaving contrary to the Islamic code of conduct. In his d efence of practising daily
religious observances, an entrepreneur contrasted the time spent in fulfilling religious
calls with the many tea breaks a typical e m ployee/employer has in the course of a
working day. H e forcefully argued that on all counts, performing religious duties
would lead to physical fitness as well as to spiritual inner contentment leading to
more productivity.

Throug h their presence in the markets and their involvement in business activities,
religious entrepreneurs offer the best security and assu rance against all forms of
u n ethical and immoral practices. Hence , it is for the good of the ummah to have
religiously motivated entrepreneurs.

Religious entrepreneurs will n ot d eceive,

misrepresent, break promises, mix p riorities or risk the welfare of society for short-term
personal gains.
When asked whether Islam had p layed a role in their d ecision to become
entrepreneurs, only 36% of participants responded positively. Furthermore, the data
clearly indicate that the level of religiousness among Saudis d id not have a visible
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impact on the level of entrepreneurship and vice versa. Nearly one in fou r respondents
believed that e ntrepreneurs are more religious than non-entrepreneurs, compared with
only 8% who believed that the level of relig iousness would be less among
entrepreneurs than among the rest of popu lation.
Table 6.9

T he relationship between level of religiousness and level of
e ntrepreneurship

Item

Content

Statistical Measurement
(Percentage)
0

SO
1

1.

There was a religious di mension to
starting my business.

9

2.

Entrepreneurs are likely to be more
religious than others.

6

3.

Level of religiousness would be lower
among entrepreneurs.

27

2

43
37
76

34

31
49

NS

A

SA
5

3

4

17

31

39

18

15

8

17

39

15

36
24
8

NR

5

4

6

0

0

4
0
1

1

The findings of this study offer little evidence to suggest that a sign ificant correlation
between the level of piety and the level of entrepreneurial activity among Saudis exists.
Such find ings in a religiously based society are cogent, consistent and explainable:
Entrepreneurs are a representative seg ment of the religiously homogenous wider Saudi
population where everybody is expecte d , and is assu med , to be relig iously committed.
The fact that only 2% of respondents considered themselves not to be rel igious renders
any further statistical analysis between relig ious and non-religious entrepreneurs
impractical.

Islam ic entrepreneurship education and the Saudi entrepreneur
Earlier analyses have shown that the majority of Saudi entrepreneurs had achieved
solid formal education, and many had exposure to entrepreneurship education
(Appendix

-

6). However, Islamic entrepreneurship - as will be seen in the following

two chapters - is rarely mentioned in the Saud i ed ucational institutions.

Figures in Table 6 . 1 0 indicate that Saudi entrepreneurs displayed an understanding
and appreciation of the role of Islam in promoting entrepreneurship, thus, they believed
that Islamic entrepreneurship should be included in the Saudi educational system. This
attitude is most likely to be based on their conviction that Islamic entrepreneurship
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education would have positive impact on the supply and the quality of Saudi
entrepreneurs.
Table 6.1 0
Item

Attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs towards Islamic e ntrapreneurship
education
Content

Statistical Measurement
(Percentage)
SD
1

1.

The educational system should place more
emphasis on Islamic entrepreneurship.

3

2.

The inclusion of module(s) on Islamic
entrepreneurship in the school curriculum
would motivate youth to consider
entrepreneurship as a career option.

1

8
4

D
2

3

A
4

5

9

61

12

58

3

9

12

80
81

SA
5

NR

19

3

23

3

3
3

Alternative fi nancing: Profit-an d-Loss S haring (PLS)
The role o f financial institutions in promoting entrepreneurship i s a n imperative theme
of any econ �� y. Entrepreneurs across nations are faced with enormous obstacles
before, d u ring, and after starting their business ventures.

Nevertheless, mobilizing

start-up capital is considered a common problem faced by the majority of prospective
entrepreneurs regardless of their whereabouts.

Chapter 3 discussed some of the obstacles facing potential entrepreneurs in their
efforts to secure start-up capital, and the prospective role that Islamic financing can
play in e ntrepreneurship development. The reluctance of commercial lending
institutions to extend credit to (potential) entrepreneurs is largely attributed to the h ig h
risk a n d h i g h administrative costs of lending to small firms. Commercial banks in many
instances hold negative and often discri minatory attitudes towards n ew entrepreneurial
undertakings and small businesses in general. Their attitudes towards small
businesses leave many potential entrep reneurs unable to utilise an essential source of
business financing. Failing to mobilise needed financial resources for business start
u ps carrie s the danger of suppressing and even diminishing the entrepreneurial spirit
among potential entrepreneurs.

Viewing the delicate relationship between potential entrepreneurs and commercial
banks from an Islamic perspective raises more concerns. Islam views all forms of
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interest- based financial transactions to be unjust; hence , they are prohibited and
should not be practised by Muslims. The alternative Islamic solution to the lack of funds
for financing new business start-ups is based on the principle of PLS, through
partnership agreements between the Islamic financial institution s and entrepreneurs.
An entrepreneur with an idea but lacking the financial resources to transform the idea
into reality enters into a partnership agreement with an Islamic bank. The partnership
agreement is an abiding contract that enables the entrepreneur to obtain ha/a/
financing without having to carry the burden of d ebt and the g uilt of conducting an
unethical business transaction . PLS arrangements also minimise the risk involved in
any business undertaking as both parties share the risk of loss as well as the prospect
of profit according to pre -determined proportions.

Mudarabah and musharakah are two PLS arrangements where the financial capital is
combined with human capital to create new business entities. Please refer to Chapter 3
for comprehensive defin itions of the two terms.

Partnership fi nancing and the Sa udi entrepreneur
Islam prohibits all forms of interest-based financial transactions (riba) regard less of
what term they might come under and d oes not tolerate any attempt to justify interest
based financial activities "Allah permits trade and forbids usury" (Qur'an, 2 , 275).
Hence, an alternative financial arrangement, that is consistent with the religious
conviction s of Muslims and in harmony with their cu ltu ral characteristics, is soug ht to
fulfil their business as well as personal financial needs. Relevant to this study is the
Islamic concept of partnership financing.

Discussion in Chapter 3 highlig hted the importance of partnership financing through the
utilization

of two

prevailing financial

instruments,

namely mudarabah

(silent

partnership) and musharakah (partnership financing). These instruments are based on
the principle of PLS as opposed to conventional interest-based financing. The
emphasis is on rearranging the relationship between the borrower and the lender from
being a debt- based to an equity-based relationsh ip. It is argued that partnership
financing

favours

small

entrepreneurs

and

extends

long-term

financing

to

entrepreneurs e mbarking on long-term p roductive entrepreneurial projects. Partnership
financing provides protection against inflation and transforms the spirit of the
relationship between the lender and the borrower to one of cooperation between two
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equal partners who have vested interests in the success of the business. These
advantages of partne rship financing are decisive factors in promoting entrepreneurship.
For any social or economic system to gain ground and to deliver, firstly, it is imperative
to create an aware n ess of the existence of such a system a mongst the population it
intend s to serve. Secondly, intended beneficiaries need to have a reasonable
understand ing of its capabilities, paybacks and limitations. Third ly, the system must be
backed by the political will in order to create (the rig ht) conditions and s upportive
environment necessary for its proper functioning.

Data in Table 6. 1 1 indicate that a bout two in every three su rveyed Saudi entre preneurs
had awareness of the availability of the Islamic financial system as an a lternative to
interest-based conventional ban king. While 62% of respondents were aware of Islamic
banking, only 30% believe they have "adequate" knowledge and understan d ing of the
theory underlying I slamic financing and the mechanism by which the system functions.
About the same percentage (34%) of respond ing Saudi entrepreneurs confirmed that
they abide by Isla m ic financial principles in their personal as well as business dealings.
Almost one half of respondents were not sure whether their financial activities were
being conducted in accordance with the teachings of the Islamic Shari'ah.

The fact that the majority of entrepreneurs relied on sources other than com mercial
banks to raise money to start their businesses does not mean that there would be no
future business relationship between the two parties; in fact, entrepreneurs, in most
cases, had no choice but to deal with com mercial banks. Expediting busine ss financial
tran sactions such as deposits and withdrawals, wages and salaries and establishing
letters of credit (LIes) requires interaction with commercial banks. An entre p reneur can
decline to accept interest on his/her deposits but can never be certain whether or not
his/her money was invested

in an

Islamic-sanctioned business activity. This

un balanced relationship betwee n the entrepreneur and the financial institution leaves
the entrepreneur vulnerable and at risk of not a biding by I slamic financial pri nciples.
The nature and the extent of the relationship between the Saudi entrepreneur and
Islamic financial institutions remain to be established in the next chapter. In fact, none
of the entrepre n eurs, as will be shown i n u pcoming discussions, was able to confirm a
single case of partnersh ip financing with an Islamic financial institution . H ence, it would
be fai r to assume that the 34% of respondents who indicated their com mitment to the
principles of Islamic financing have based their responses on their refusal to accept
interest on their deposits
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Table 6.1 1
Item

Attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs towards Islamic financing in
promoting entrepreneurship and development
Statistical Measurement
(Percentage)

Content

0

SO
1

1.

I am aware of other I slamic financial
avenues alternative to commercial banks.

2

2.

I have an adequate theoretical as well as
practical understanding of the Islamic
financial facil ities.

1

3.

I conduct my personal and business
financing according to the principles of
Islamic finance.

1

4.

Financial arrangements based on Profitand-Loss Sharing (PLS) between Islamic
banks and potential entrepreneurs wi ll
have a positive i mpact on the birth of new
busi nesses.

1

5.

Financial arrangements based on the
principle of PLS would benefit the Musl im
society at large.

3

6.

same
have
the
banks
Islamic
new
to
attitudes
unfavourable
entrepreneurs and small businesses as
those of commercial banks.

2

7.

My association with Islamic banking is
(would) be motivated by the halal factor.

0

8.

My motive to be associated with Islamic
banks is (would be) their economic
performance.

2

9.

all
business
must learn
Muslims
principles, rules and ethics from an
I slamic perspective.

0

22
34

19

2

NS
3

A
4

20

16

40

36

26

18

47

27

1

14

61

1

31

54

12

34

37

33

2

4

14

4
34

2

16

36

47

14

31

34

4

18
18

54

32

35

26

2

8

64

35

8

SA
5

NR

22

0

4

0

7

0

62
30

34

83

65

51

74
27

88

22

11

14

0

0

0
1

1

0

0
1

1

20

4
4

1

4

24

2

4

2

An interesting, but not surprisin g , preliminary finding of thi s study ind icates that the
majority of Saud i entrepreneurs had a positive attitude towards Islamic business
financing, despite their apparent lack of familiarity of its mechanism, and the fact that
none of the participants was able to confirm having successfu l experience with Islamic
ban king. It is most likely that they based their attitude on perception rather than on
actual experiences and on belief rather than on thorough understanding of the financial
principle involved. It is not surprising that in religious matters people tend to form
attitudes that correlate to their religious convictions without possessing the theoretical
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and/or practical knowledge to justify their attitudes. This statement can be validated by
the fact that some respondents ind icated their commitment to Islamic fin ancing despite
their lack of familiarity with the concept. Contrary to the expectations, this positive
feeling towards Islamic banking d id not materialise into partnership arra ngements that
favour entrepreneurs and promote entrepreneurship. The question why the Saudi
banking system has failed its developmental role through the promotion of
entrepreneurship will be examined in the next two chapters in the light of the emerging
evidences from the in-depth interviews.

When asked about the motive for their association with Islamic banking, 74% of
respondents agreed that the ha/a/ factor, not the performance, was (or wou ld be) the
main reason for preferring Islamic banking. Furthermore, two-th irds of Saudi
entrepreneurs believe that the benefits of PLS arrangements g o beyond benefiting the
parties involved to benefit the entire society. The ban k's investment i n the
entrepreneurial activity (capital) actually belongs to a d iverse g roup of local individuals
and businesses. Hence, society as a whole would have a stake in the success of the
new entrepreneurs and in the promotion of their indigenous e ntrepreneurial activities.
This constructive approach to partnership financing is most likely to extend m uch
needed public backing to new business enterprises and infuse more faith in the
participating financial institutions.

Yousef (1 997) d isputed the validity of the assumption that Islamic financing , as it is
being currently imp lemented and practised , leads to more entrepreneurship. He arg ued
that the available evidence, regarding the operation of Islamic banks in the past twenty
years, negates "the fu ndamental principles of PLS". Among other u n-Islamic financial
practices, Islamic ban ks require the e ntrepreneur to come u p with su bstantial secu rity
in the form of collateral before approving or even con sidering the loan application. This
is despite the fact that s uch a practice goes again st the essence of the PLS con ce pt.
Harper (1 997) and Yousef (1 997) have questioned the commitment of Islamic ban ks to
small entrepreneurs and to emerg ing enterprises. They - along with a host of
entrepreneurs - observed that access to financial facilities is generally extended to
those who do not usually need them , such as large and well-established businesses.

Business eth ics
Bribery, corruption , misleading advertising, flawed accounting practices and fraud ulent
accounting books, hoard ing and market manipu lation are but a few of the unethical and
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immoral practices employed by many businesses to fulfil their lust for material gain.
The problem is widespread and it is causing much harm to the immediate stakeholders
as well as to the communities and society at large. The cases of Enron a nd WorldCom
companies are proof of the potential threat posed by u n ethical business practices.
Carroll (1 987) d ifferentiated between three goal-oriented a pproaches to management
ethics. The goals of immoral management are to ach ieve profitability and attain
organisational success with no regard to the means by which profit maximisation was
achieved. The a moral management focuses solely on realising profitability without
considering other goals. The moral management is a socially responsible management
that focuses on seeking profitability but within the legal framework and according to
ethical standards.

Business ethic, or lack of it, is e merging as an important issue in the lig ht of the many
d isg raceful actions by big corporations. Such high-profiled corporate scandals have
shattered confidence in big businesses and provoked a call to take a closer look at
corporate business ethics and ethical codes of conduct. They also incited the call to
rethink the way business ethics are being taught at American educational institutions

(Breakfast, 2004). The growing importance of business ethics has prompted some
scholars to call for the inclusion of business ethics courses in management education
(Enderwick, 1 994). However, teaching business ethics might prove to be a challenging
endeavour in secular societies where "religion and economics do not mix". Viewing
economics to be a "neutral" and a "purely scientific" discipline implies that ethics and
economics are incompatible and frees economics from all eth ical values and
obligations (Ghazanfar, 2003).

Western business ethics are neither based on, nor sanctioned by, an accepted sou rce
of eth ical ideals (supreme religious mig ht). They also lack authority and the power of
generalisation because they are man-made guiding principle, based on trial-and-error.
Consequently, they are limited to their respective enviro n ments at certain points in
time. On the other hand, the concept of ethics in Islam gains its legitimacy from being
based on divine commands that institute operational g u idelines that permeate all
spheres of human life. Islamic ethical standards do not change overtime and are
neither subject to human i nterpretation nor environ mental transformation. Having
stressed that Islamic ethics span all aspects of human well-being, it is imperative not to
divert the focus of this study by overextending its initial line of inquiry, which was
defined in terms of Islamic entrepreneursh ip.
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An economic activity in Islam cannot be viewed separately from other everyday socio
economic activities nor d oes it function solely based on rationality and pure
"mathematical formulas". It is rather a key component of the broader Islamic concept of
this worldly life and its amalgamation with the hereafter. Islamic ethics are an integ ral
part of the larger Islamic system and are of g reat importance to its economic activity.
Wienen ( 1 997, p. 38) explained that ethical behaviour for a Muslim "is not a goal in its
own right but a means to live his relations with God and h is neigh bour" , and that
includes business relations. Therefore, ethics and economics do mix in Islam, and they
are "not only compatible but also inseparable" (AI-Mutairi, 2002, p. 57). The fact
remains that along with each economic d ecision u ndertaken by the entrepreneur, the
entrepreneur is compelled to make an ethical choice as well. What to produce , how
and where to market the product, what prices are considered fair and reasonable, how
to commun icate with the customers and how to access financial resources all carry
within an ethical as well as an economic d imension (Kuratko & Hodgetts, 200, pp. 1 55 1 60). In Islam, there is no seg regation or separation between ethics and economic
activities. Ethics are embedded in all business practices.

Islamic bus i ness ethics and the Saudi entrepreneur
Earlier com ments by Saudi entrepreneurs have u nderscored the important role that
Islam attaches to doing business in general and to the entrepreneurial activity in
particular. Yet again, respondents were q u ick to draw attention to the pivotal role that
the business ethics of early Muslim traders have played in spreading the religion of
Islam. High ethical standards displayed by early Muslim merchants and their
trustworthy a pproaches to their business practices prompted the people of Asia to
actively seek more knowledge about Islam. Consequently, they were drawn to Islam
voluntarily.

Literature has approached the definition of ethics in Islamic economics from two
different, but complementary, perspectives : First, the institutional approach with its call
for the establishment of Islamic financial institutions that operate in accordance with
Islamic financial principles, most notably, Islamic banking and partnership financing.
Second, the individual approach to defining business ethics in Islam has highlighted the
personal resolve and commitment on the part of the entrepreneur to adhere to Islamic
ethical values while cond ucting everyday business activities (Sloane, 1 999).
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Muslim entrepreneurs are free to engage in all economic activities except those
deemed by Islam to be harmful, destructive and u n ethical. The d ilemma between the
legal and the ethical has its roots in the Western business environment. Since ethics
are relative, a business activity could conform to a l l legal requirements thus be lawful,
but the question is: is it ethical? Is it what the community wants? Saudi entrepreneurs
believed that legality o n its own is not sufficient to j ustify the business undertakin g . The
integration of legality, morality and social acceptability are the core components that
determine the authenticity of a business undertaking.
Table 6 . 1 2
Attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs towards the role of Islamic ethical
values on their business behaviour
Item

Statistical Measurement
(Percentage)

Content
SD

1.

1

I always conduct m y business according to
the law of Shari'ah.

0

2.

My business practices
morality and honesty.

on

0

3.

I do not misrepresent my products and
services.

0

4.

I work hard to cut costs and pass the
benefits to customers.

0

5.

I work hard to cut costs to maximize my
profit.

4

6.

I allow my employees reasonable time to
fulfil their religious duties.

0

7.

Islamic work ethics have a positive impact
on my entrepreneurial conduct and
business behav iour.

0

8.

Practising Islamic work ethics has a positive
effect on my business.

0

9

Sometimes I feel pressured to engage in
unethical business practices.

18

1 0.

My firm lost business opportunities due to
adhering to Islam i c work ethics.

20

I have been in a business situation where I
had to compromise my values.

17

11.

are

based

4
1
0

D
2

NS
3

A
4

4

26

40

1

8

60

0

4

50

4

8

58

25

6

54

1

53

5

59

14

52

14

32

21

15

4

29
0
2

1
52

0

2

1

34

36

8

4
8

6
1

5

14
14

21

56
56

26

39

12

12

69
93
96
88
65
99
93

85
34

SA
5

NR

29

1

30

31

1

1

46

0

30

0

11

0

46

0

0

0
0

0

34

0

33

0

2

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

23
29

1

2

1

1
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Compared with the 82% of respondents who d escribed themselves as good and
devout Muslims, only 69% of them reported cond ucting their everyday business
activities according to the law of Shari'ah. These figure s clearly indicate d isparity
betwee n the perception and the reality, where the strength of the entrepreneurs'
personal convictions about Islamic principles in business d id not fully materialise in
practice.

Contrary to expectations, some Saudi entrepreneurs who identified

themselves as faithful Muslims declined to confirm their o bservance to all aspects of
the law of Shari'ah in the due course of practising their business activities. This
d isclosure on the part of the entrepreneurs is best compre hended by revisiting the
institutional and the individ ual approaches to defining Islamic ethical values and the
interd e pendency of implementing some aspects of the latter on the former. One can
strongly argue that the absence of Islamic financial institutions willing to form
partnership agreements with existing and potential entrepreneurs may have (forced)
some to seek non-Islamic alternatives to secure needed capital and so further engage
in u nethical business practices. The d isparity between the attitudes of Saudi
entre p reneurs and their business p ractices will be further explored and analysed in the
next two chapters.

Respondents were cohesive in their attitudes to the role of I slamic eth ical values on
their business behaviour and p ractices. The message as conveyed by Saudi
entrep reneurs was that good business ethics lead to successful businesses despite the
temptation to behave, in some instances, otherwise. The vast majority of Saudi
entrepreneurs (93%) believed that their commitment to morality, honesty and
truthfulness was a good investment that had positive returns on their entrepreneurial
conduct and their business behaviour. Furthermore , Saudi e ntrepreneurs believed that
practis ing Islamic work ethics has positively contributed to the success of their
businesses.

It is believed that the most widespread unethical practices in modern business are in
the a rea of marketing, including price fixing , price discrimination, d ishonesty and
misleading advertisements. The consistent and unfailing deception of the public by
means of false representation and the creation of artificial needs for superfluous
products, at the cost of personal and social health and wealth - such as the tobacco
industry - have become a common and somewhat accepted practice by the majority of
businesses. However, a striking majority (96%) of Saudi entrepreneurs firmly reiterated
their loyalty to Islamic business ethics and rejected the prevalent concept of "cheat but
cheat lawfully" (Kao, Kao , & Kao, 2002; pp. 1 72-1 75). As one might expect to hear from
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(any) businessperson , Saudi entrepreneurs totally rejected all forms of false
advertisements, misrepresentation and concealment of defects. Their attitude was
consistent with the teachings of the Holy Q u r'an, "And do not withhold from the people
the things that are their dues and com mit n ot evil in land with intent to spread disorder"
(Qur'an, 1 1 , 85). It was also consistent with the tradition of the Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) that it is not lawful for a Muslim to sell a commodity that has a defect, except
that the defect is revealed to the buyer. The Prophet (BPUH) said : "If anyone sells a
d efective article without drawing attention to it, h e will remain under Allah 's anger" (Ibn
Majah).

Despite the fact that Islam places the highest prominence on ethical values in h u man
life, and despite its unbending attitude towards ethical rules of business cond uct, it
wou ld be an illusion to claim that some wrongdoing and immoral business practices do
not occur. Just above one-third of Saudi entrepreneurs felt that they have been
pressured at some point to engage in immoral business behaviour. Moreover, almost
the same percentage admitted being in a business situation where they had to
com promise their ethical values and act again st their basic beliefs56 .

Responses to an earlier question showed that a solid majority (85%) of respondents
viewed their adherence to Islamic work ethics as having a positive impact on the
success of their businesses. When asked whether holding onto Islamic business ethics
has resulted in the loss of promising business opportunities, 23% have confirmed that
they have lost what (would have been) profitable business opportunities d u e to their
devotion to Islamic ethical standards and their refusal to engage in q uestionable
business practices.

What is interesting about what seems to be two conflicting answers to the same
question is the manner in which Saudi entrepreneurs perceived 'business opportunity'.
Business opportun ity without moral foundation s is by no means an opportunity, and
profit un lawfully gained is certainly not a cause to rejoice. This cu ltured perception of
business opportun ity concurs with the philosophical opinion expressed by the Greek
thinker Ch ilon that for a merchant "to take a loss" is better than "to make a d ishonest
56

I was informed by m ore than one reliable source from within my list of interviewees and other
business executives from outside the list that some departments in various ministries are
engaged in unethical practices where some publ ic servants demand certain percentage payoffs
in order for them to authorise the release of due payments for respective enterprises in the
private sector. Entrepreneurs therefore are forced to choose between rejecting the demand and
taking the risk of encountering long delays in collecting their outstanding payments, or to give in
and wal k the path of i m morality.
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profit", because "a loss maybe painful for a while, but d ishonesty h u rts forever" (Ch ilon,
560 B.C . , cited in Kuratko & Hodgetts, 200 1 , p. 1 46).

The findings of this study are in line with the finding of a study from the U SA (Renato &
Fiume, 2004), which suggested that religiosity " may contribute to the entrepreneurial
success", and there was no contradiction between the faithful entre preneurs' pursuit of
material wealth and achieving a high level of satisfaction. The fin dings are also
consistent with the results obtained in "50 international academic studies" where 33
studies found a positive relationship between ethics and business performance , " 1 4
found neutral results" and only three stu d ies fou n d a negative relationship betwee n
socially responsible investments and returns (Greene, 2004, p. C4).

The d i lemma of legality and social acceptabil ity
The concept of ethical or Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) is gaining recognition
and attracting much support across cultu res. Like any other investment, SRI seeks to
generate profit but, "unlike conventional portfolios, excludes companies whose
environmental, social or accounting records are q uestionable. They will also avoid
specific industries - such as tobacco, alcohol and armaments - and denounce
practices that harm animals" (Greene, 2004, p. C4).
Table 6.1 3
Item

Attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs towards socially responsible
entrepreneurship
Statistical Measurement
(Percentage)

Content

0

SO
1

1.

its
the
legality,
to
In
addition
entrepreneurial activity must be based on
morality and must be socially acceptable.

0

2.

Earth resources should be utilised while
considering the interests of future
generations.

2

3.

People are trusted with wealth and should
use it accordingly.

0

4.

People have the right to exploit earth's
resources to maximise their personal
material gain.

2

0

5

1
24

2

NS
3

A
4

0

9

66

7

56

1

46

19

43

3

1

22

9

7

1

19

SA
5
89

87

96

1

52

23

31

50

9

NR
2

2
1

2
2

2

4

4
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The dilemma facing many businesses is how to reconcile the relationship between the
ethical and the legal in their daily business practices as well a s in their long-term
strategic

plans.

Saudi entrepreneurs

believe

that althoug h

certain

business

undertakings might be licensed and deemed legal by authorities, they still need to be
socially accepted and sanctioned in order for them to genuinely be considered ethical
and lawfu l. The Muslim entrepreneur is allowed to produce only socially useful goods
that benefit society without causing d amage to the e nvironment or inconvenience to its
inhabitants. The environment is being ill treated because of man's lust for money and
his disregard for anything that might stand in the way of his quest to maximise his
profit. Pollution , g lobal warming, the d estruction of forests and the endangering of
species are but a few manifestations of the cruelty of man and h is one-dimensional
focus.
While Saudi entrepreneurs have understood the n ature of their relationship with God ,
they have displayed m ixed attitudes towards the nature of their relationship with the
earth and its resources. According to Islamic faith , Allah Almighty has created
humankin d , made him His khalifah on earth , and e ntrusted him with the earth and its
resources.

Being the ultimate owner of the earth and its resources, God made the

earth manageable to benefit human kind and urged humankind to use its wealth
prudently in order to benefit future generations. Data in the a bove table show a
consensus among surveyed Saud i entrepreneurs that they are merely stewards whose
responsibility is to ensu re the well-being of the trust in their hands. Data also point to
inconsistency in their attitudes towards the earth's resources; whereas 87% of
respondents showed concern regard ing the unwise use of the earth's resources and
had regard for future generations, a bove 50% thought it was man's given rig ht to
exploit nature in order to maximise personal gains. This discrepancy is consistent with
previous observations that Saudis today are becoming more materialistic and are
increasingly being drawn towards profit maximisation and consu mption (Sabri, 200 1 ).

CONC LUSION
Saudi entrepreneurs perceive themselves to be committed Muslims 57. They hold a very
positive attitude towards Islamic entrepreneurship and strongly believe that Islam is an

57

Descriptive data on the demography and characteristi cs of the Saudi entrepreneur and the
Saudi enterprising process are presented in (Appendix 6).
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entrepreneurial religion. They understand entrepreneurship to be a religious a s well as
an economic activity intended to generate halal income to meet their financial
obligations and to contribute to the welfare of the ummah. However, their priorities are
unclear and thus they often contradict themselves. Saudi entrepreneurs' belief in the
superiority of their cu lture does not prevent them from admiring Western technology or
lessen their willingness to adapt to it -but not at any cost.

Statistical descriptive analyses ind icate that the attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs were
independent of the demography and the g eog raphy of the entrepreneurs and their
enterprises. Neither the level nor the source of educational qualification, the age and/or
the g ender of entrepreneurs affected their perception of their cultural values or those of
the West. Furthermore, analysis also failed to show a correlation between the attitudes
of Saudi entrepreneurs and the size and/or the sector of their enterprises. Cross
tabulation analysis, however, established the existence of a positive relationship
between the level of success ach ieved by Saudi entrepreneurs and the level of profit
re-invested in the businesses, the entrepreneurs' educational attainment and their
business experience prior to starting their own businesses.

As Saudi entrepreneurs showed very strong and positive attitudes towards their
Islamic-based culture and towards the Islamic perspective of the entrepreneurial
activity, many fundamental and crucial q uestions were left unanswered . Has the
concept of Islamic business partnership become established and been deemed
fu nctional within the Saudi financial sector? What role did, or d id not, the ed ucational
system play in creating awaren ess, changing attitudes and preparing enterprising
individuals? What policies, incentives and s u pport initiatives have been on offer to
promote entrepreneurship development in the Kingdom, especially from an Islamic
perspective? How could one explain the inconsistency between the attitudes of Saudi
entrepreneurs and their business practices? These questions, along with many others,
underscore the need to expand the research further and carry out in-depth face-to-face
interviews with Saudi entrepreneurs, Saudi officials and Saudi intellectuals with an
interest in Islamic entrepreneurship and development. Chapters 7 and 8 are i ntended
to address these questions by presenting key themes, justifications and explanations
as they emerged from the semi-structured personal interviews.
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CHAP'ER SEVEN
'HE VIEWS AND APPROACHES OF SAUDI EN'REPRENEURS

(Ca.e .I.clle.)

It might be argued that the theoretical development of the notion of
entrepreneurship has reached something of an impasse. Perhaps a more useful
direction for research to take in order to develop such theories further is that of
examining the specific local cultural contexts of actual entrepreneurial activity.
Lavoie and Chamlee-Wright (2000, p. 54)

Chapter 6 concluded with the view that Saudi entrepreneurs embraced strong positive
attitudes towards their culture and perceived their rel ig iously based value system to be
p ro-entrepreneurship. However, Giddens ( 1 998) arg ued that information gathered by
surveys "may be superficial", and "response may be what people profess to believe
rather than what they actually believe" (Giddens, 1 998, p. 548). Collected data should
be rich enough to enable the researcher to devise 'thick description' , that g oes beyond
describing what happens or stating an attitude to explaining the relationship "between
behaviours or events and their contexts" (Geertz, 1 973, cited in Ruane, 2005, p. 1 68).

Consequently, it was deemed necessary to conduct personal interviews with Saudi
entrepreneurs to complement, validate and better explain data featured in the previou s
chapter, a n d further to explore t h e linearity between the stated attitudes o f the Saudi
entrepreneurs and their approaches to business activity. The semi-structu red in-depth
interviews also presented entrepreneurs with the opportunity to explain their viewpoints
and justify their responses to the survey questionnaire.

In this chapter I seek to develop six representative case stud ies based on in-depth
semi-structured face-to-face interviews with the Saudi entrepreneurs and general
observations from the field. Consistent with the genera l approach discussed earlier in
Chapter 2 for studying entrepreneurship development, each case study included
information relevant to the fou r broad factors impacting on entrepreneurship
development in the Kingdom: the individual entrepreneur and the enterprise process,
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the cu ltural milieu , the institutional settin g , and the historical/structural factors. The
conceptual model developed in Chapter 3 provided an appropriate framework within
which to organise the wealth of information generated from the i n-depth interviews.
I placed special emphasis on the actual words and statements of the entrepreneurs

themselves (translated into English) throug hout the production of the case studies. I felt
that such emphasis was necessary in order to capture the rich ness of individual
experiences and to reveal the inner tension and d iffering viewpoints among the
entrepreneurs towards the raised issues. I began all i nterviews with an i ntroductory
informal question asking the participants to talk freely about themselves as
entrepreneurs and about the origin, the motive, the development and the direction of
their entrepreneurial experiences. The closing question was framed in such a way that
gave participants the feeling that their concerns were appreciated and their inputs
could make a difference; "should you have your say, what would you like to see the
govern ment of Saudi Arabia do to develop and to promote entrepreneurship in general
and Islamic entrepreneurship in particular"? A complete listing of the interview
q uestions is included in (Appendix 2).
-

AI-Jasi m E n g i neeri n g58

Back in the mid 1 970s, the city of Riyadh was like a working-bee, a city that does
not sleep. Regardless of one's whereabouts, he/she was most likely to witness a
developmental project underway: a royal palace, a ministry, a residential
complex, a school, a hospital, a shopping mall, a bridge, or another
infrastructure-related activity. Government spending was at its pinnacle. I
concluded that there was money to be made in the construction business and
building materials and that was when I decided to go out on my own (AI-Jasim,
2004).

I ntroduction
Mr. AI-Jasim started his business in 1 975 with a team of seven employees in addition
to himself. A lack of personal financial resources forced him to borrow S R500,OOO
(U$1 35,OOO) from other business investors. The borrowed funds plus associated 'fees'
58

Names that might lead to the identification of partici pants and/or thei r businesses were
altered and any data that might lead to such conclusions were excluded to preserve
partici pants' rights to confidentiality and anonymity.
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amounted to S R625,000 (the equivalent to an interest rate of 25%), were to be
returned a year later. H owever, Mr. AI-Jasim was able to repay the loan along with the
due 'interest' within 10 months. "I was working fourteen hours and driving 500 km a
day". He talked proudly of being the first to introduce "a certain building product" to the
Kingdom. Being the on ly supplier of this product, coupled with the high demand from
major clients such as royal palaces, ministries, the d iplomatic quarter, hospitals and
universities, presented h is firm with promising business opportunities in the short and
medium terms. If success is to be defined in terms of business expansion, then the AI
Jasim Engineering is d efinitely a successful one as there are about 300 individuals,
from many different nationalities, currently listed on the company's payroll.

H is move to industrialisation in 1 987 was inspired by his desire to man ufacture locally
(better q uality products at competitive prices) to replace some of the imported bu ilding
materials that he was selling. "It was more important to manufacture hoses that fitted
the needs of our clients and could withstand the toug h Saudi environmental conditions."
Mr. AI-Jasim started his manufacturing endeavour with the production of six types of
hoses: Water, Gas, Fire, Petrol, Chemical and Steam hoses. Currently, the business
produces in excess of 1 00 types of hoses ranging from 1 ml to 300 ml. Manufacturing
was also extended to include other related products.

Mr. AI-Jasim's practical experience prior to starting his business was consistent with his
scientific background. H e started his career as a water treatment specialist at the
Ministry of Trade in the Eastern province before being transferred to the Central
province. Mr. AI-Jasim acknowledges that his move towards entrepreneurship was
mainly driven by economic stipulations rather than religious motivations. "When the
opportunity presented itself, I was keen to exploit it and that is exactly what I d id".

Mr. AI-Jasim believes that while Saudi Arabia is not in short su pply of entrepreneurs , it
greatly needs more e nterprising individuals. He considers the majority of Saudi
entrepreneurial activities to be cyclical and that they do not meet the basic needs for
advancing the d evelopment of the expanding economy. Saudi entrepreneurs are mostly
focused on making a quick profit by exploiting opportu nities that become available in the
local market rather than on building businesses with a long-term orientation.

Mr. AI-Jasim junior agreed with his father's assessment that Saudi Arabia has an
adequate share of entrepreneurs and he also q uestioned the quality of Saudi
entrepreneurship:
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If we consider the quantitative and qualitative components of the equation, we
conclude that there is a hard work still needs to be done in order to build up a
viable entrepreneurship sector in the Kingdom. The majority of new
entrepreneurs rush into starting new businesses without proper research and
adequate preparation or planning. They tend to emulate established successful
small businesses without taking a broader perspective on the implications of their
decisions and moves.
The negative outcome, i n many cases, is evidenced by the high failure rate among new
businesses.

Muslim entrepreneurs and Western entrepreneurship
Mr. AI-Jasim portrays the Saud i entrepreneur a s being a n e motional and informal
ind ividual who lacks long-term p lanning for h is business u ndertaking. On the other
hand , he describes his counterpart, the Western entrepreneur as a rational , well
structu red and a practical person motivated by his self-interest and the desire to make
money. The Western entrepreneur goes by the book. He is rational , so he makes h is
decisions after exhausting his o ptions and the decisive factors of whether to start a
business would be the "how m u ch" would it cost? "How m uch" would I make? On the
othe r hand , the Muslim entrepreneur has to ensure that h is business activity is halal,
mora l , and socially desirable, thus he has extra variables on hand to deal with. The
domain and, at the same time, the constraints of the Islamic entrepreneurship equation
are wider, hence balancing the equation is more delicate and requires hard work and
diligence. However, once the point of equ ilibrium is identified and accepted there wou ld
be no other path for the entrepreneur but the path of success. H is son summed up his
view on the issue by stating:

Business is business. Let it be in the East or in the West. The entrepreneur enters
into lawful business motivated above all by his own interest. Benefiting others and
promoting the social good would be either the natural outcome of the process or
the result of a genuine but secondary concern for the entrepreneur.
However, as both entreprene u rs are motivated by self-interest, they conduct their
businesses under "legal vs. moral" sets of rules and considerations. Western
entrepreneurs operate within the boundaries of the prevailing legal systems in their
societies and Muslim entrepreneurs operate according to their own convictions based
on the principles of 'the eternal d ivine', where the 'self-monitoring mechanism', not the
eyes of the law, is expected to keep them in line with Islamic business eth ics, explained
Mr. AI-Jasim junior.
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Does this 'self-monitoring mechanism' really work? Both my informants agreed
"probably not", and they attributed this deviation, as many other entrepreneurs did , to
the exclusion of Islam from Muslims' daily activities. Muslims to a large extent seem to
have maintained and preserved ibadat at the expense of Muamulat. Another
e ntrepreneur I i nterviewed was more straightforward and said:

Let us be clear from the start. Are we talking about Islam or about Muslims? Yes,
there is a huge inconsistency between the ways we selectively practice Islam,
and being faithful Muslims who truly live Islam.
P ractising Islam in an everyday business activity is an ideal pursuit that Mr. AI-Jasim
tries hard to achieve. Being truthful, fair, punctual, seeking reason a ble profit,
maintaining good and honest relationships with employees and customers are key
characteristics that Mr. AI-Jasim and his son ensure that they practise in the course of
ru nning their business. They fu rther claimed that they do n ot engage the business in
any unethical activities. It was evident from the reaction of Mr. AI-Jasim that he did not
expect me to remind him that he started his business with an interest-based loa n ,
which definitely goes against t h e very basis o f the Islam ic interest-free financial
system. H is only justification was that he had no other alternative. " It was the only
(option) I had at the time, so I did the impossible to repay the loan as soon as I cou ld . I

constantly ask His Almighty Allah for His forgiveness".

Islam expects Musl ims to behave entrepreneurially
Both Mr. AI-Jasim and AI-Jasim junior believed that Islam has a positive attitude
towards entrepreneurship, evidenced by the high status it attaches to productivity and

hala/ earn ings. Noth ing in Islam stands in the way of an honest and ethical
entrepreneurial activity. "As a matter of fact Islam expects Muslims to work hard , to
strive and to behave entrepreneurially in all aspects of their daily activities".

Furthermore , Mr. AI-Jasim d id not see any attitude or tradition in the Saudi culture or
value system that stands in the way of entrepreneurship development. He believes
that Saudis are "born traders" and the Saudi cu ltu re does not hold them back. The
Saudi cultu re has a very positive attitude towards entrepreneurship and successful
entrepreneurs are recognised and well-perceived by the majority of Saudis:

Should data have been collected on two classmate groups where one group
opted for employment in the public sector and the other group chose the path of
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entrepreneurship, the outcome is most likely to reveal that the entrepreneurs are
far better off financially, socially and intellectually than their ex-classmate who
favoured being employed rather than being employers.
Saudis have more incentives to enter business than many others do: as a Muslim, the
Saudi entrepreneur seeks the financial as well as the hereafter rewards from the
business u ndertaking. The strength of family ties and social cohesion among Saudis
ensure that the entrepreneur still has the emotional , social and financial support of h is
family,

relatives and friends should the business venture fail.

Mr.

AI-Jasim

acknowledged that the oil boom of the 1 970s was not all-good news for the cause of the
Saudi entrepreneurship sector. Many parents sou g ht employment for their children
particularly with the government: employment with the govern ment carried with it the
prestige, the rewards, the security and minimal accountability. "Even when our parents
wanted us to be doctors, solicitors and engineers : it was not with the prospect of
opening a clinic, a law firm or an engineering office, but to find employment with
government agencies". However, things are changing and entrepreneurial activity is
regaining its impetus , believes Mr. AI-Jasim junior.

Despite the enormous changes that have taken place within the Saudi society in the
past three decades, Saudi Arabia remains a relatively closed and private society. Family
and tribal relationships, in most instances, prevail over other forms of socia l interaction
between Saudis. The i m plications of strong fam ily ties affect all other forms of muamulat
(relationsh ips) within the Saudi society, especially business activities:

Knowing that you have a family that you can rely on and that it will stand by you
and support you, regardless, will undoubtedly provide young Saudis with the
courage and confidence to take the final step towards starting their own
businesses.
Mr. AI-Jasim has no dou bts that the Saudi culture is endowed with the vital
entrepre n eurial ingredients:

As well as Saudis being "natural traders", they are also "risk takers" and "good
believers". They believe that Allah is the provider for rizq, hence; they accept
failure with the same spirit as they accept success.
Viewing the concept of rizq from such a narrow angle portrays Saudi entrepreneurs to
be passive and fully dependent on divine power, I commented. Mr. AI-Jasim explained
that accepting that rizq is pre-determined by The Almighty Allah d oes n ot relieve the
entrepreneurs from exerting all efforts and taking all precaution s to ensure the success
of their business undertaking in accordance with the I slamic code of conduct. He
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further pointed out that an often h ighly misread and misunderstood concept of Islam is
the concept of fate and rewards. Being humble to the will of The Almighty Allah does
not mean the passive acceptance of life as g iven , and that the individual is left with no
choice or voice. Putting absolute trust in Him and believing that The Almighty Allah
predetermines all decisions and actions to be taken by individuals d oes not imply that
people should take unqualified decisions and justify the outcome of their actions as
"the willing of God".
Mr. AI-Jasim moved on to explain the difference between tuwukko/ and tuwako/;
tuwukko/ req uires Muslims to mobilise all resources and to take all possible measu res
necessary to achieve the desired goals then rely on The Almig hty Allah for guidance
and success. Islam on the other hand deplores tuwako/ because it implies that one
should do noth ing and hope for everything , clearly defying the u niversal law and
commonsense. The second Khalifah Omar Bin AI Khattab, may Allah be pleased with
him, told a man who spent much of his days and nig hts praying in the mosque and
asking The Almighty Allah for help "Sky does not rain gold and silver". He ordered him
to go out there and leave no stone untu rned in the quest of earning a ha/a/ living, the n
to seek the h e l p of The Almighty Allah.

Two generations and two contrasting views of the role of the State
Mr. AI-Jasim highly praised the role of the state in encouraging entrepreneurship and
supporting small businesses.

He e laborated on this, after I asked him to be more

specific, by saying that every Saudi citize n can start, with minimum requ irements, the
business he/she wishes as long as it is consistent with the Islamic code of ethics.
There are no restrictions imposed by the state. Registration fees are minimal and
Saudis do not have to pay taxes on their profit or income except for the religious duty
of paying Zakah.

Mr. AI-Jasim viewed the responsibilities of the state in development from his own
perspective as a contractor, thus his appreciation of the role of the state was linked to
the level of its support of the construction sector. "Any govern ment that does not
encourage the construction sector is a failing government". He explained that there are
about 2 ,000 industries directly involved with building activity: Furnishing , air
cond itioning, plumbing, carpentry and electrical work in addition to the basic building
materials, are but a few businesses to list, that have direct links to the bu ilding activity.
Thus, by encouraging the development of a thriving construction sector, the
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government would be actually helping thousands of small enterprises to be in business
and putting tens of thousands of individuals into employment. The "Saudi g overnment
is doing just that", believes Mr. AI-Jasim.

Mr. AI-Jasim junior had a different reading of the role of the state in e ntre p reneurship
deve lopment and a rgued that such a role should go far beyond that which his father
has suggested. The q uestion is what other incentives and/or assistance that could be
provided by the state for potential entrepreneurs before and after they com m ence their
business activities are needed. It is the state's responsibility to undertake initiatives
and policy measures aimed at stimulating entrepreneurship, and extending support to
existing and future enterprises such as access to financing and other fiscal incentives.
Mr. AI-Jasim junior did not deem the state exemption of entrepreneurs from paying
taxes on their profit to be a special policy that favours the small business sector or
aims at encouraging entrepreneurship; it is merely a policy that puts the e ntrepreneur
on an equal footing with othe r wage/salary earners. "Taxing entrepreneurs on their
profits would be unfair practice since no tax is being i mposed on any other sou rce of
income." Mr. AI-Jasim junior was also critical of the State policy regarding Saudisation
and believed that forcing small businesses to employ a certain percentage of Saudis
would not be fair for either party.

Mr AI-Jasim believes that the practices of Islamic financial institutions, in general, d o
not differ from those of t h e commercial banks. They both would rather d e a l with
established large accounts than deal with new and risky small businesses. The
partnership arrangements (musharakah) between Islamic financial institutions and the
(emerg ing) entrepreneurs, if existing, a re the exception . The relation sh ips between
Saudi banks a n d their clients are, in many cases, more of a personal rather than a
business-like relationship.

"Why is the West ahead and the majority of Muslim countries a re poor and
u nderdeveloped? Is it because we are 'Muslims' and the West is 'The West'? Is it
because our values get in the way of our ambitions and aspirations for development
and progress?" I asked. Mr. AI-Jasim junior acknowledged the differences i n values
but unequivocally rejected the reasoning :

It is true that there is incompatibility of values between Islamic and Western
cultures, and we are not apologetic about such incompatibility. Differences are
expected and they are natural because we are two different societies and
cultures. However, such incompatibility neither implies the superiority of the
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Western culture nor necessarily translates into incompatibility between Islamic
values and economic enterprise. Furthermore, cultural differences do not mean
that Muslims are incapable of development and producing quality entrepreneurs.
H e arg ued that d ifferences in scientific and economic prosperity between Muslim and
Western countries could be explained in a variety of contexts (political, institutional,
structural and historical) but "definitely not in religious or cultural terms". He was also
q u ick to recall Muslim's remarkable achievements and contributions to g lobal
knowledge, and expressed confidence that the imposed status quo on the majority of
Muslim countries is by no means the end. Life, as he put it, is a "merry-go-round", and
added "if it plays against you today, it is certainly yours tomorrow".

Alya m i Contracti ng

It is perfectly normal to be apprehensive and timid of the unknown and to have
that sense of insecurity, because entering into a new territory is never an easy
endeavour. There is so much at stake. On the other hand, individuals must
visualise the rewards of rising above their fears and having the opportunity to
realise their dreams: financial security and independence, autonomy, self
satisfaction, prestige and the pride of being productive members of society
(Alyami, 2004).

Introd uction
I started the interview by inviting Mr. Alyami to talk briefly a bout his entrepreneurial
journey: its beginnings, its evolution and its direction. He stated that, as a business
entity, our broad mission is "to realise and fulfil the main purpose of our existence on
earth ; to build everywhere and that is exactly what we do". When I commented that my
understanding of the purpose of our existence, as Muslims, is worshiping His Almighty
Alla h , he agreed and explained that there is more to the act of 'building' than its
physical characteristic and implications, Islam considers all ethica l work to be a form of
worship.
Mr. Alyami linked his attitude towards the entrepreneurship phenomenon with his
passion for venturing into unsafe waters. However, he emphasised the need to
differentiate between being an adventurer, a risk-taker based on facts and researched
preferences, and being immature and rushing ill-eq uipped and badly prepared into
situations under the pretext of luck and destiny.
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Mr. Alyami went back i n time about thirty years to recaptu re the turning point that
made him realise that the re was a better alternative to being an employee in the p u blic
sector, which was the trend in the mid-1 970s. While he was a third-year business
student at KSU , one of his lecturers cyn ically commented that the monthly income of a
PhD university lecturer hardly amounts to half the S R 20, 000 salary of a truck d river.
"If that was the case, how about being the owner d river? Imagine the rewards of
owning two trucks . . . three trucks, I wondered" ! Mr. Alyami made further inquiries and
decided not to waste more time and to exploit the opportun ity. "Attending the u n iversity
and putting in long hours on the road was by no means an easy task". Nevertheless,
Mr. Alyami was certain that the long hours behind the steering wheel and the sleepless
nights wou ld not be in vain, and in time, he would be rewarded for his dedication and
hard work. Mr. Alyami definitely was on his way to having h is own construction
business. "Being in the construction business at that time was financially more
rewarding than being in any other business. The business, which he started with two
other employees in late the 1 970s, now employs more than 1 50 individuals of d ifferent
nationalities and diverse backgrounds.
However, it was evident that Mr. Alyami was not overjoyed with my question as to
whether or not Islam was the decisive factor in his d ecision to become an
entrepreneur:
I would love to say yes, but with al/ honesty, I cannot claim that I based my
decision to start my business on religious grounds. It was a combination of
economic rationale and the need to transform my passion for adventure into a
business reality, made possible by the availability of the right opportunity.
Mr. Alyami feels that Saudi Arabia has a healthy stock of individuals who are already
engaged , or willing to be engaged , in business creation. The downside of this
optimistic account is that the majority fail to take a holistic approach to the
entrepreneurial activity and rush into the first business opportun ity un prepa red. They
do not realise that starting a business and ensuring its continu ity involves more than
having an idea and securing the starting capital. This surely u ndermines the q uality
rather than the quantity of Saudi entrepreneurs and explains the relatively high rate of
business failures. "We have the numbers and we have the spirit, but we do not have
the supporting policies and the active institutions to create an efficient and productive
enterprising sector". Acknowledging this shortcoming did not prevent Mr. Alyami from
expressing his admiration of the many self-made Saudi entrepreneurs who have
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gained local, reg ional and international recog nition for their business excellence a n d
achievements.

The Muslim and the Western entrepreneur: Similarities and differences
Contrasting the Muslim entrepreneur with his Western counterpart, Mr. Alyami believes
that once the Western e ntrepreneur is convinced that he/she has found the right
business idea or opportu n ity; s/he starts searching for possible sources of finance to
raise the needed start-up capital. He/she does his/her homework by preparing
feasibility stud ies and business plans to convince the financial institution of the viability
of the business undertakin g . His/her utmost concern becomes how to repay the loan
(principal and interest). H e/she measures success by the ability to pay off the loa n ,
because he/she realises that banks have n o mercy a n d defaulting signals the e n d .
Thus, the bank, which i s su pposedly meant t o help potential entrepreneurs a n d small
enterprises, becomes a possible cause of their failures. Theoretically, Islamic financial
instruments are designed to protect the entrepreneurial undertaking from such a fate.
Mr. Alyami concedes that putting true Islamic banking into practice is a goal yet to be
attained. He further compares interest-based conventional financing with a crue l
"butcher" showing little or no mercy towards h i s casualty. This in p a rt explains why o n ly
a small fraction of Saudi e ntrepreneurs seeks to obtain business loans through formal
financial institutions.
Mr. Alyami explained that Saudi entrepreneurs condu ct business at a personal level
while personal relationships for the Western entrepreneur are not important. They
usually take the attitude "it is just business". Muslim and Western entrepreneurs a lso
differ in their approach to the recru itment and dismissal of employees. "As a Muslim
entrepreneur, I take into consideration other humanitarian aspects especially when
faced with the hard decision of d ischarg ing an employee". A Muslim entrepreneur
considers helping Muslim brothers into employment and making a living to be a
religious d uty for which he/she would be rewarded in the hereafter. However, Mr.
Alyami did not agree with the view that portrays the Western entrepreneur to be a
materialistic human being totally removed from spirituality. He arg ues that despite
differences in the priorities, the motives and the expected rewards attached to the
entrepreneurial activity, Western and Muslim entrepreneurs each render a valuable
contribution to their society as well as serving their own interests.
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M r. Alyami is keen to practise Islamic work ethics "to the best of h is ability" while
run ning his business. His honesty, straightforwardness and fairness towards h is
employees and clients have earned him their trust and conseq uently comprise the
b l ueprint for success. "We take extreme care to be engaged only in halal and
productive business activities". Islam seizes every opportun ity to inspire , stim ulate and
require Muslims to acquire useful knowledge, and to base their behaviour on moral
g rounds by being truthful, sincere , honest, fair and just when dealing with others.
Therefore, Mr. Alyami believes that Muslim entrepreneurs are obliged to fig ht fraud by
avoiding

deception,

dishonesty, price fixing,

monopolisation ,

falsification and

m isrepresentation. He was q u ick to point out that such basic business ideals are
e m bedded in Islamic teachings. "In fact there is a complete Surah (chapter) in the holy
Q u r'an devoted to warning Muslims and non-Muslims alike against fraud". He recited :

Woe to those that deal with fraud, those who when they have to receive by
measure from men exact full measure, but when they have to give by measure or
weight to men, give less than due. Do they not think that they will be called to
account On a Mighty Day" (Qur'an, 83, 1 -5) ?
M r. Alyami is confident that should Muslims truly implement the d irectives and the
g uidelines integrated within the Islamic value system in their business dealings, they
would be, as once they were , the most successfu l people on earth .

A culture that is rich in business tradition
Saudi Arabia is a conservative Muslim country, and "we Saudis, despite the rapid
socio-economic changes of the past three decades a re still, to a degree, a tribal
society". The fact that Saudi cultural values are insepara ble from religious values and
the Islamic belief system did not prevent some un-Islamic traditions/customs creeping
in and for these to be viewed and even accepted by some, as part of the Islamic
traditions. There is no doubt that Islam is an entrepreneurial religion. Some Qur'anic
verses are explicitly, and others are implicitly, aimed at motivating Muslims to be
p roductive entrepreneurs. Thus, it is natural for Saudis to be business-minded people.
I n fact, links between the Arabs and trade is not a new occurrence. Long before Isla m ,
t h e people of Arabia were wel l known for their trading skills a n d their spirit o f business
venturing. Islam endeavours to cultivate this business spirit and to promote the
b eneficial association of the Muslim with business.
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Mr. Alyami finds it hard to pinpoint or to claim that certain Saudi cultural values might
discourage Saudis from pursuing the path of entrepreneurship. On the contrary, h e
thinks that Saudis have a high regard for keen e ntrepreneurs and a great a ppreciation
of fair entrepreneurial activity:

There are no religious impediments or cultural barriers standing in the way of
entrepreneurship development in Saudi Arabia. On the contrary, we have a
culture that is rich in business tradition and a religion that rewards us for being
responsible entrepreneurs and earning a halal living. Such incentives and
motivations to be dynamic and productive are not to be found in any other
cultures. The problem is not in our religion; it is rather in our practices, or more
precisely, in not practising our religion.
Mr. Alyami recalls that soon after his marriag e , his wife's girlfriends paid a visit to
convey their good wishes. "They thought that my wife was lucky because she was
married to a businessman": a sig n of wealth and social status. Having emphasised the
generally positive attitude of Saudis towards entrepreneurship, Mr. Alyami reiterated , "It
is the misguided interpretations of these values that sometimes g ive the i mpression
that Saudi cultural values and entrepreneurship have an inverse relationship".
Furthermore, the implications of oil wealth for the Saudi society might have temporarily
diverted attitudes from entrepreneurship, but definitely, things are changing in favour of
entrepreneurship, believes Mr. Alyami.

Islamic entrepreneurship between the ignorance of the public and the
negligence of the officials
Despite the high regard that Islam holds for entrepreneurial activity, ' Islamic
entrepreneurship' remains a foreign concept and unfamiliar phrase in Saudi business
terminology. Mr. Alyami fu rther commented that Islamic entrepreneurship did not draw
the attention of the state nor d id it capture the interest of its policymakers. This
explains why very little, if any, has been done by the state to promote forms of Islamic
entrepreneurship. Saudis are not exposed to Islamic entrepreneurship in their schools,
universities, media, the mosq ue, or religious preaching. Mr. Alyami had his doubts
whether the state has any official policy (explicit or implicit) concerning either
entrepreneurship in general or about Islamic entrepreneurship in particular:
Personally, I did not notice or experience any official move towards developing
entrepreneurship nor towards supporting new or existing small businesses. The
feeling I have is that entrepreneurship development is not on the state agenda
and small enterprises were left to their own fate.
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Mr. Alyami explained that the absence of true Islamic banking facilities has left Saudi
entrepre n eurs d isadvantaged and virtually excluded from utilising Islamic financing in
their attempts to raise capital for their entrepreneurial endeavours. He further believed
that the Saudi banking industry is pursuing a dangerous and a destructive policy aimed
at freeing the minds of the Saudis from the taboo of riba and transforming their
attitudes to accept riba as a lawful and a normal financial activity. Generous and
attractive employment packages are being offered to young Saudis inducing them not
to question the legitimacy of their earnings or the morality of the service they offer.
This is being carried out under the nose and the eyes of the government59 .
In fact, there are no pure Islamic banks in the Kingdom. The government forbids
the establishment of Islamic banks on the ground that authorising such banks to
exist and operate implies that other existing banks are un-Islamic; a
compromising position surely the Saudi government does not wish to be in or to
acknowledge.
Religious scholars are also not doing their homework regarding their choices of the
topics they preach . They are out of touch with the contemporary challenges facing the
Muslim ummah and the issues that pertain to the Muslim masses.

While Saudi wealth stored in Western banks is being used to create new businesses
and su pport existing ones in the United States and E u rope, financing new
entrepreneurial initiatives remains a real problem facing Saudi entrepreneurs . Mr.
Alyami described his experience with one of the leading Islamic financial institutions as
"d ifficu lt and u npleasant". He further explained that Islamic banks are most likely to
impose exceptionally tough terms and conditions on the potential entrepreneurs that, in
most cases, they will not be able to meet. Islamic banks are also criticised for being
admin istratively inefficient; "it took the loan application more than eig hteen months to
be processed ; by the n , the business opportunity was no longe r viable". Fu rthermore ,
I was amazed to find out that the so-called 'administrative fee, which in reality is
another term for 'interest rate' used by financial institutions claiming to practise
Islamic financing, amounted to 1 1 % while the ongoing lending rate at the time
was 7- 8%1
The reluctance of Islam ic financial institutions to engage in financing new businesses
might be explained by the extra cautious approach adopted by these institutions to
59 Mr. Alyami suggested that it would be an excel lent research topiC for a Master, if not a PhD,
thesis to investigate the hidden agenda and the questionable tactics and approaches exercised
by conventional Saudi financial institutions in their undeclared pursuit to create a Western-style
business culture in the kingdom.
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protect the interests of the i r clients. Mr. Alyami rejects this logic and a rg ues that such a
justification questions the commitment of Saudi Muslim investors to Islamic financing.
The majority of Saudis, h e argues, are well aware of the risks as well as the potential
rewards when they chose to invest the Islamic way.

The conservative approach adopted by the majority of Islamic financial institutions
towards entrepreneurshi p limits their ability to perform their intended role as 'partners
in development'. Furthermore , a large portion of their massive savings inevitably ends
u p invested in morally questionable financial investments in the global market.
Unfortunately,

Islamic

financing

as

currently

being

practised

is

unfeasib le,

unproductive and unfrien d ly towards potential entrepreneurs.

The prevailing reality of Islamic banking negates the very basic principles
justifying the need for its existence and development. After all, it seems that the
instruments of mudarabah and musharakah you are talking about are more of
books' materials and research topics than financial realities.
Mr. Alyami believes that the best service the state can provide to advance the cause of
Saudi entrepreneurship is to recognise the many contributions that entrepreneurship
can render to the economic development of the cou ntry. Accordingly, the state is
required to translate such recognition into working policies and programmes and to
have the political will to ensure their honest implementation. Mr. Alyam i highlighted the
importance of securing capital to start a new business or to finance an ongoing one
and the potential role that the state can play in facilitating access to such capital.
Surely, the Saudi government can somehow allocate a very tiny share of the
hundreds of billions that it invests in the US economy alone to invest in the local
economy. Is this too much to ask?

The exclusion theory
The suggestion that the current economic and tech n ological ills of the majority of
Muslim countries can be attributed to their cultural values and belief system, which a re
deemed by Western standards as incompatible with modern isation and development,
is baseless. Instead, Mr. Alyami explained the economic and technological divide
between the Muslim countries and the West in terms of the dependency and the
complete failure of the formal institution s in the majority of Islamic countries to carry
out needed reforms. He pointed out that the majority of Islamic countries still suffer the
damaging impact of colonisation and the "cruelty of Western dominance". Colon ial
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powers did their utmost to e n sure that Muslim nations remained poor, illiterate and
backward in order to secure their dependency on the West for as long a time as
possible.
Imperialism, the new face of colonisation, is assuming the same role of
colonisation but through different means. Examples are: installing and protecting
authoritarian regimes that do not represent or reflect the will of the people,
exploiting the wealth and natural resources of Muslim countries under the pretext
of 'technology transfer' and investments and, on many occasions, through
massive arms sales to fuel regional conflicts that they have originally engineered.
Mr. Alyami has no doubt that Muslim countries are the main targets of the Western
powers. He gave what he calls "live and painful" examples from the former Soviet
U n ion where newly independent Islamic Republics were the subject of Western
domination and exploitation . The engineered currency crisis that aimed to bring down
the Malaysian economy in 1 997 was another testimony that Islamic cou ntries are
being targeted , not to mention the many examples from the Middle East, added Mr.
Alyami. This state of affairs p revented Muslim countries from rearranging their in
h ouse affairs and mobilising their national wealth and so enabling them to pursue
meaningful and effective developmental strategies.

H owever, Mr. Alyami d id not h esitate to acknowledge that the West outsmarted the
Muslim world by rising above the med ieval mentality in their quest to ach ieve social,
economic and scientific revitalisation and recovery. He pointed out that Western
scholars embarked on ambitiou s campaig ns and translated nu merous references and
valuable manuscripts in all d isciplines of knowledge and from different sources, mainly
of Islamic origins. They adopted and, in many instances, they claimed what they
d eemed useful to be of their own creation.
Frankly, they were smarter. They redrafted the best of what they translated into
laws and applied them in their business conduct while we were left in the cold.
The majority of Muslim countries remained economically dependent on the West
even after they achieved their questionable political independence.
Mr. Alyami argued that the majority of Muslim governments were active participants in
fuelling "our miseries".

At the individual level, there a re, on the one hand , the

h a rdworking poor who work their hearts out every day in order to provide the bare
necessities and put food on the table for their large families; hence they have no will or
a ppetite to ask questions or demand answers. On the other hand, there are large
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numbers of un iversity g rad uates who were l u red by the Western opportu nities and
infuriated by the oppression at home, hence they (decided) to emigrate.

Think of all the enlightened young Muslim intellectuals who were being (forced)
to migrate to the West. Think of the huge loss in terms of irreplaceable human
wealth and the potential contributions that they could, if allowed, deliver to the
well-being of the Muslim ummah. It is a deliberately engineered policy of 'brain
drain ' aimed at depriving poor countries of their most valuable assets; their
human wealth, after they have exploited their economic resources. Sadly, the
majority of our governments are active partners (intentionally or unintentionally)
60
in the planning and the execution of the crime.

To prove his point, Mr. Alya mi spoke of a business colleague who had a meeting with
executives from the world's third largest computer company in the late 1 970s:

Eighteen out of the nineteen executives and scientists at the meeting were
immigrants from third World countries. In fact, there is an exodus of about 30, 000
highly qualified emigrants from India alone to the United States every year.

Shabanah Trad i n g
My destiny was to work hard and to struggle since the early years of my
childhood. I worked and worked diligently for many years before the opportunity
knocked on my door. Being an entrepreneur is my destiny. Otherwise, how would
you explain the journey of an illiterate young man from the narrow dusty streets
of a small unheard-of town in the middle of the Arabian Desert teaming up with a
world-renowned Swiss company to establish a fruitful relationship that lasted well
above fifty years and is still growing ? The only logical explanation I am able to
put forward is that it was my 'destiny'; it is Allah's will. Although it was not always
an easy ride or a rosy journey, it is ne vertheless a very rewarding and inspiring
experience, which surely was worth all of the dedication, diligence and hard work
that were put into it. The success I achieved far exceeded my wildest dreams.
This positive relationship was not likely to prosper and flourish if it was not built
and promoted on ethical grounds and carried out in an open and an honest
manner (Shabanah, 2004).
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According to a study com m issioned by the Gulf Centre for Strategic Studies, the current

political and economic realities in all Arab countries have led to the exodus of about

450,000

highly qualified Arab brains mainly Doctors, Engi neers and Scienti sts to various Western
countries; namely to the US, U K and Canada. The study estimated the annual di rect economic
cost of such 'brain drain' to the Arab economies to be in excess of US$ 200 bi llion (Al lqtisadiah,

2004,

May

24,

p.

5).
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I ntrod u ction
Mr. Shabanah contrasted the contemporary 'easy' living Saudis, presumably, enjoy
nowadays with the 'tough but simple and peaceful' life that he had years ago. Many
things have changed in the past fifty years or so. Modernisation , in the form of
advanced technology a nd the u n limited desire for consumption and material gain, is
forcing its way into our pattern of living and imposing its will on the lives of a large
segment of society, explained Mr. Shabanah. Mr. Shabanah therefore strongly
believes that it is a solemn responsibility of older generation s to ensure that future
generations are well equipped to face the many impending challenges by being good
Muslims. Good Muslims accept in their hearts as well as in their minds that Allah
Almighty is the supreme authority who justly d ivides wealth (rizq) among h is creatures.
Each of us was born with special abilities and attributes and was meant to be a u nique
human being. Ind ividuals must exert every effort to realise their potential. "I had a
strong desire to be a scientist, but unfortunately I never had the opport u nity to attend
school", confessed Mr. Shabanah:
I educated myself and I will continue to do so as long as I live. I am convinced
tha t the best education anyone can acquire is to be knowledgeable of Islamic
principles and teachings and the best behaviour any one can exhibit is to put
acquired knowledge into practice. By doing so, people will have light in their
hearts and will realise that God is overseeing their intentions and actions, so they
conduct their daily affairs with contentment and hopefulness. I am content with
what Allah has given me.
His many years in business have taught Mr. Shabanah that good intentions and
sincerity in work are keys to success and contentment:

Every time I truly devote my full intentions to pleasing The Almighty Allah, I end
up - by God's willing - achieving far more than I expected or wished for. "0 Lord!
So order me that I may be grateful for thy favours which thou hast bestowed on
me and on my parents" (Qur'an, 27, 1 9).
Mr. S habanah talked about the contribution of his business to the well-being of
hundreds of families over the years. Being able to employ hundreds of individuals from
more than twenty d ifferent nationalities meant opening many homes and sending
many more children to schools and universities. For Mr. Shabanah, this is a real
satisfaction . The positive attitude of Mr. Shabanah demonstrates that his com passion
and concern go beyond the eth nic d ivide and geographic boundaries of Saudi Arabia.
"If it was not for our business, our partners in Switzerland would defin itely have fewer
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workers on their factory payroll", added Mr. Shabanah . The whole business to Mr.
Shabanah becomes a mean s by which he helps himself by helping others. "How
much do I need for myself? My needs and requirements are very little but my purpose
is definitely not".

Accepting the challenge and the decision to stay in the 'big c ity'
One of the decisive moments that greatly i nfluenced the thinking of Mr. S habanah and
shaped his character was the moment h e had to farewell his mother on his way to
Riyadh :
She handed me a large empty plastic bag and asked me to return it full of
money. .. At that moment, I felt that my (intellectual) age surpassed the twelve
years or so that I had lived. There, I realised that the future is full of challenges
and the expectations are vel}' high.
Mr. Shabanah went through a detailed account of h is long and thorny jou rney to
Riyadh, and the mixed feelings he experi enced :

Life was not easy in Riyadh. Should I go back? What should I tell my mother who
is expecting a bag full of money? If life in Riyadh was hard, I knew it was even
harder back home.
Mr Shabanah accepted the challenge and decided to stay in the 'big city':
One day while I was looking around in the market, I came across a group of
people selling a bag full of belongings of someone who had just passed away. I
liked what I saw and decided to buy it. I had no money whatsoever, so I sold a
ring that I had on my finger and purchased the bag. It did not take me long to
resell its contents separately and instantly realise a good profit.
Before he knew it, Mr. Shabanah foun d himself actively involved in the market
dynamics. H is approach to business was spontaneous and traditional and the focal
point of h is business activity was the re-sale of locally purchased items.
I felt that buying and selling was the natural thing for me to do. I had the skills,
the courage and the passion. I felt that I was born to be a merchant and that
entrepreneurship was my fortune.
Mr. Shabanah continued h is pursuit for business opportunities mainly in trade for many
years u ntil he formally teamed up with his current Swiss partners back in 1 950.
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Mr. Shabanah was driven to entrepreneurship motivated by his natural tendency to be
i n business a nd to meet family financial needs. However, soon after, h e started
q uestioning his own perception of the essence and the purpose of the e ntrepreneurial
activity and tried relentlessly to understand and define h is role as a Muslim
e ntrepreneur:
It is no longer about making money; it is about how we earn and how we spend
money. Money could be a cause of delight and grace or a cause of misfortune
and adversity. We are being tested with our fortunes; therefore the issue is about
making h alal money and the challenge becomes how to spend it in the cause of
Allah.
Business taught Mr. Shabanah to be thankful to The Almighty Allah for His cou ntless
blessings and to appreciate what he has. He went on to explain that the ultimate goal
of any activity undertaken by a Muslim is to please The Almig hty Allah . B y providing
food for his family and by being able to help others through employment and by
extend ing a helping hand at other occasions, the Muslim entrepreneur is doing just
that. "What is a better way to help others than being a Muslim entrepreneur? It is a real
satisfaction" !

Good entrepreneurs are a lways i n demand
Like the majority of Saudi e ntrepreneurs I have interviewed , Mr. S habanah was
convinced that Saudi Arabia has no problem with the current or the future supply of
entrepreneurs. On the contrary, he believes that the eagerness of many Saudis to start
their own businesses might prove to be counterproductive; many are taking
uncalcu lated risks by rushing into business without proper considerations. Mr.
Shabanah explains:

Generally, there are two kinds of Saudi entrepreneurs and both are 'traditional';
the first type is best portrayed by the 'regular guy' who saved or secured a
modest amount of capital and waits for the (right) opportunity to knock on his
door. He is most likely to end up duplicating a new business around the corner
that he perceives to be successful. The other type involves the higher educated
individuals who travelled abroad hence were exposed to the Western style of
retailing and technology. Their enthusiasm usually leads them to imitate without
questioning what they have perceived to be an opportunity regardless of its
suitability to the particularities of Saudi culture or to the local market needs. The
result in both cases can be witnessed in the tens of empty shopping malls all
over Riyadh and in the tens of identical small firms, which were hastily
established in close proximity soon after someone introduced the new idea.
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Mr. Shabanah concluded his appraisal of Saudi entreprene u rship by warning against
the tendency of taking more interest in the quantitative aspects of entrepreneurship at
the expense of its quality.
The good entrepreneur creates a good enterprise. No economy can truly claim to
have enough good entrepreneurs. Good entrepreneurs are expensive
commodities that are always in demand.

Islam is a religion and a way of life
Most Western societies consider religion to be just one aspect of life. Based on their
secular principles and their socio-economic u pbringing, Mr S habanah believes that
Westerners conduct their business, a mong other daily activities, without feeling the
need to consult religion for decrees or guidance . In an Islamic society however, Islam
is a religion and a way of life : an inclusive system that commands an influential and a
more i nvolved role in the conduct and the decisions of its followers concerning their
everyday, especially economic, activity. Islamic entrepreneurship therefore cannot be
separated from the religion; it a bides by its rules and guidelines (ha/al and haram).
Western entrepreneurship, on the other hand , is an economic activity primarily
motivated by personal desire for material gains. The two systems differ in their
motives, goals, and approaches to the entrepreneurial activity.
Mr Shabanah pointed out that the attitude of the Muslim entrep reneurs towards hiring
and firing employees has a more h u manitarian aspect than that of their Western
counterparts. Western entrepreneurs are rational; they largely base their decisions on
economic

parameters,

where

the

business

interest

usually

overrides

other

considerations. On the other hand , Muslim entrepreneurs cond uct their business (the
do's a n d the don'ts) guided by their own consciences and based on their religious
convictions; convinced that God knows their intentions and oversees their actions.
"While the Muslim entrepreneur pays Zakah willingly in anticipation of greater rewards,
the Western entrepreneur pays as much taxes as he has to while legally taking
advantage of every article of the law to minimise h is dues".

Mr. Shabanah spoke proudly of the harmony between the 400 individuals from more
than twenty nationalities who constitute the backbone of the business. "They are more
than employees; they are our partners. The success of the business is their success
and its failure is their failure". Honesty, truthfu lness, mutual interest and the respect for
all are the basic traits that define the nature and the shape of the relationsh ip between
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the team members and the firm's relationship with clients and suppliers. Mr. S habanah
made a promise that he kept for over fifty years and still intends to keep; the rights of
every individual connected with the business are to be protected and every one shall
get his full dues. "There is no room in our business for exploitation or d iscrimination on
any ground".

Mr. Shabanah explained that Islam is an entrepreneurial religion; it encourages
Muslims to work hard , to be successfu l and to be rich . One of the noble inte ntions of
the Zakah is to encou rage Muslims to invest their wealth in productive and u seful
businesses. By doing so, the Muslim will increase his own wealth and so be
economically independent and at the same time contribute to the well-being of others.
Many Qur'anic verses and traditions of the Prophet (PBUH) urge Muslims to be
productive and to earn a decent living. The Pro phet (PBUH) practised business before
he became a prophet and he was known as 'the trustworthy' and 'the honest'. Islam
does not tolerate poverty nor advocate hardship in life. In fact, being a rich , caring
Muslim g ives the individ ual the opportunity to live a g ood life and the benefit of gaining
more rewards in the hereafter. Muslims are rewarded for spending in the way of Allah :
spending in moderation on personal needs, providing for the needs of the family and
helping others.

Many of the Prophet's companions, who were promised "paradise", were
extremely rich and used their wealth for good causes. Those beloved
companions, May Allah be pleased with them, definitely did not build their
fortunes by being employed by others. They understood the spirit of Islam and its
demand that Muslims be strong intellectually, morally, socially and economically.
Their behaviours were in complete harmony with their attitudes. They were
honest, dedicated and trustworthy entrepreneurs who had every worldly
obsession at their hands but not in their heart!
Mr. Shabanah explained that the only concern Islam has raised about Muslims being
involved in halal entrepreneurial activities is the danger of getting too involved in the
business and so being diverted from the remembrance of Allah , which also entails
obligations towards all His creatures. He recited :
By men whom neither traffic nor merchandise can divert them from the
Remembrance of Allah, nor from regular prayer, nor from the practice of regular
charity: their (only) fear is for the Day when hearts and eyes will be transformed
(in a world wholly new) - That Allah may reward them according to the best of
their deeds, and add even more for them out of His Grace: for Allah doth provide
for those whom He will, without measure (Qur'an, 24, 37-38).
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However, Mr. Shabanah acknowledged that the cond uct of business activity in the
West is governed by defined rules and reg ulations, whe reas labour laws in the Sau d i
business environment, for instance, are vague and lack consistency in their
imple mentation. This is by no means the fault of Islam, commented Mr S habanah. The
only things in most cases that g uarantee workers (specially foreign labour) their d ues
and assures them of their rights are the religious sincerity and the good intentions of
the business owner/manager, which are not always to be taken for gra nted.

Islamic val ues and un-Islamic traditions
Mr. Shabanah approached the relationship between the Saudi culture and the
entrepreneurial activity from a historical perspective. The history of trade in the Arabian
Peninsula goes back 3,000 years. The geographic location and the occasional rainfall
necessary for ag riculture and farming forced the inhabitants of the Arabian Desert to
turn to trade for a living. Islam came to cultivate and to regulate this entrepreneurial
quality among Muslims. This is evidenced by the many verses from the Holy Qur'an
and the traditions of the prophet (PBUH), where entrepreneurship is g iven a religious
and a moral d imension .

Mr. Shabanah argues that Saudi cultural values are p redominantly based on, and
derived from, Islamic values. Saudis therefore value honesty, integ rity and hard work
and they hold high regard for self-made and high achieving individuals. They
appreciate fairness and sincerity in conducting business. These qualities are basic
ingredients for successfu l entrepreneurship.

Despite the positive outlook that Saudis have towards entrepreneurship and self
employment, large proportions of them , regrettably, a re still captive to baseless
socially inherited traditions that limit the opportu nities of the potentia l entrepreneur.
Saudis d ifferentiate between two types of business activities; d istinguished professions
such as medicine, engineering and any other office-based types of business activity
and undistinguished professions, which mainly involve the hands-on approach such as
pumping gas, cutting hair, plumbing, carpentry and butchery types of business. The
former are viewed favourably and respected while the latter are considered inferior and
degrading; hence they decline to take part in them or to be identified with them.
If you run a "tyre repair shop" for example, the chances that somebody will be
willing to have you as a son or a father-in-law are almost unreal, e ven though you
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might be very successful. The majority of Saudis would be extremely reluctant to
be associated with you
A lthough at times it seems that the government reg u lations for obtaining the necessary
consent to start business are complicated , it is nevertheless not a major obstacle in the
way of entering entrepreneurship. Mr. Shabanah believes that the Saudi government
has a positive a nd a relaxed a pproach towards the formation of new businesses. Each
citizen is able to start the business of his/her choice as long as there are no special
requirements for that type of business. "Obtaining necessary permission to start a
business is usually accomplished withi n a reasonable time and a minimal cost and with
little hassle from the state." The state a lso affirms its support for national industries by
g iving preferential treatment to Saudi contractors and priority to locally manufactured
p roducts in all government-sponsored projects. However, Mr. Shabanah could not
think of specific polices or programmes adopted

by the state to promote

e ntrepreneurship and to support small businesses.

Despite not being formally educated, Mr. Shabanah believes that education is the key
to entrepreneurship success at individual as well as at national levels. Nations can
realise their visions by engineering creative educational systems that best serve their
developmental goals. Yet,
Our educational system has failed to emphasise the positive relationship
between Islam and business activity. It has also failed to teach us how to conduct
business according to Islamic ideals. Our universities, being extensions to our
schools, teach our young Muslims the principles of Western economic,
management and other financial and administrative sciences as the standards.
The same schools and universities frequently avoid the inclusion of Islamic
economic and Islamic business ethics in their curricula.
Mr Shabanah believes that Islamic banking is an ethical and a just concept that
"unfortunately is not tru ly being implemented in the majority of Islamic countries,
including Saudi Arabia". The very few self- proclaimed Islamic financial institutions in
the Kingdom are privately owned , and have no role to play in the development of
Saudi entrepreneurship. The same applies to the s pecial departments/d ivision s
created by commercial ban ks presumably to provide Islamic banking. Mr. Shabanah
explained that the majority of commercial banks had no choice but to be e ngaged i n
"some sort o f Islamic ban king" d ue to public demand and in order to preserve their
share of the market. However, people have no trust in such financial institutions and
they question the morality of their practices and the authenticity of their d evelopmental
role.
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A revolutionary rel ig ion
Mr. Shabanah deplored any suggestion that Islam is a backward religion that prevents
Muslims from acquiring advanced knowledge and building prosperous economies.
How could Islam be an obstacle in the way of development and progress while
the holy Qur'an and noble Sunnah make it obligatory for each Muslim to seek
knowledge and urge them to disperse through the land and seek the bounty of
Allah ? Islam motivates Muslims to integrate their useful knowledge with good
deeds in order to build ethically based productive economies and prosperous
societies.
It is a certain truth that Islam, since its early beginnings, has aimed at liberating
humanity from ignorance and challenged Muslims to extend their boundaries.

Mr.

Shabanah pointed out that the first crucial mission of the newborn rel igion was to
reconstruct the landscape of the Arabian Peninsula and to rearrange the priorities of its
inhabitants by reforming their moral, social, economic and legal relationships (amongst
themselves and with their Creator). Islam in that sense can be viewed as a
revolutionary religion that always dares its followers to be involved and to be
productive.
If Islam is the cause of underdevelopment in Muslim countries, then who is to
blame for the miseries of Africa and the lack of economic development in Latin
America and other parts of the globe which, by the way, are not Muslim
territories?
Mr. Shabanah further reminded us that Muslims for centuries had prosperous
economies and were the masters of all facets of knowledge, thus he wondered how
one would explain the high level of achievements of early Muslims.
When we deserted our religion, we lost it al/; our political weakness led to a
weaker economy, which in turn did not help our developmental cause. The
problem is not in Islam; it is in the absence of Islam from our hearts and deeds. It
is in our lust for self-interest. In brief, we lost the sincerity in our intentions.
The second khalifah, Omar bin khattab, said "His Almighty Allah blessed and honoured
us with Islam and should we abandon it and go off-course, then we will be d oomed
and disgraced". That is exactly what happened; the majority of Muslim countries were
occu pied and many are still captive to the legacy of colonisation. Mr. Shabanah added :
Western powers worked without failing to ensure that Muslim countries remain
dependent on the West for the foreseeable future. Such dependency was
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accomplished through outdated and backward educational systems and was
enforced by economic means. Muslim societies were meant to remain consumer
societies with no real economic input.
Mr. Shabanah expressed his strong belief that Muslims' cultural values and / or
religious beliefs have nothing to do with the cu rrent predicament of the majority of
Muslim countries:

The problem rests within the individuals, not in the religion; when some
individuals or a group of people act improperly, it does not necessarily mean that
the principle they hold is malfunctioning. We Muslims, individuals and states,
have misunderstood therefore, intentionally or unintentionally, [we have]
abandoned our religion and the outcome was confusion, despair, and a lack of
progress.

The state could, and should, do more
The state is under an obligation to be more involved in assimilating Islamic work ethics
and Islamic financing into the school curricu lum and to take an active role in making
available Islamic financial alternatives to new entrepreneurs.

Mr. Shabanah believes that the state should take an advisory role in directing and
guiding potential entrepreneurs towards viable investments that wou ld both benefit the
entrepreneur and add value to the national economy. Raising awareness about
specific entrepreneurial opportu nities or areas with potential wou ld cou nter the chaotic
realities of a large proportion of entrepreneurs who blindly imitate "the new shop
around the corner" . The state can deliver the message throug h the med ia, various
publications and/or by organising targeted seminars and workshops.

The Saudi government should clean up its act and declare war again st bureaucratic
corruption. A starting point, for instance, would be the labour office. Mr. Shabanah is
convinced that the labour office has a lot to do with the current u nemployment d ilemma
facing the country. He explained that the labour office unlawfu lly contin ues to issue a
large number of visas to "certain people" thus creating what has become known as
"the visa business". Some individuals with no business premises or activities, equipped
only with their certificate of business registration have been allocated between 500 and
2,500 'free' visas to be sold or traded in the black market.
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The Software House

Some people are farmers and others are hunters, and I am definitely a hunter.
Having been through many disappointing business experiences has
strengthened my tenacity and left me with a wealth of experiences that are
indispensable for success. Failure is a sign that an action has been taken;
therefore, it should be viewed as a step forward towards success (Amir, 2004).

Introduction
Family hopes and social expectations left Mr. Amir with the feeling that he was
compelled to go th rough university and obtain a deg ree despite his unyielding resolve
to embark on the path of entrepreneurship. However, the sudden death of his father
and h is sense of responsibility towards his mother, sister and a younger brother forced
him to face the realities of life at an early age and h astened his q uest for self
dependency. The decision to drop out of the College of Pharmacy at KSU was painful
but inevitable, and carried within tough challenges - what is next?

As a teenager, I used to work for my uncle in his computer company after school
and during school holidays. My desire to be in business on my own coupled with
my love for computers left me certain that the lines were drawn and that
entrepreneurship is going to be my zeal for a long time to come.
The pleasant and outgoing personality of this young entrepreneur h elped him to
mobilise a modest start-up capital that enabled him to set up his first business ventu re
at the age of 1 9. He recognised that being in business requires flexibility and
adaptability so h e wears different hats for d ifferent occasions. On occasions you find
him on his way to meet a Western businessman d ressed smartly in a three-piece
business suit, on other occasions he puts on the traditional Saudi wh ite thoub and
heads for a meeting with Saudi officials or other Saudi businessmen , yet he is a man
with principles a nd a mission.

Failures and a s uccess
His first affiliatio n with entrepreneurship goes back to 1 987, soon after the death of his
father. The business did not have a good start. Sales figures were low and the
revenues did not cover the expenses. Mr. Amir linked the business' poor performance
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to the fact that neither he nor his partner was dedicated to the business. "At times I felt
I couldn't g ive the business my full attention and commitment". The othe r reason cou ld
be the lack of plan ning and experience of both young entrepreneurs, "we d id not do
any planning. I recall that there were about a dozen similar computer outlets in the
same shopping mall".
The first venture ended in the summer of 1 989, only to pave the way for the second
attempt soon after. A valuable lesson Mr. Amir had to learn the hard way was "there is
no such thing as a part-time entrepreneur. If you feel strongly about a new business,
commit to it fully".
Under a new name, in a new location and with a new approach , Mr. Amir started his
second entrepreneurial undertaking to market computers, computer parts and
computer con sumables. The business had a good start and contin ued to do well for
the next six to seven years. "Things looked pretty good u ntil we had a p roject with one
of the ministries". The project was an excellent opportunity and meant a lot to the
future of the business. It was financed according to the mudarabah arrangement
through a g roup of Saudi investors. The project's completion time was estimated at
four months, and financial settlement was to take place at the time of delivery. But d u e
to financial circumstances in the ministry and unaccounted for hurd les imposed by the
financial officer, payments were received a year later than schedu led , divesting the
business of much-needed liquidity. The business was unable to cope and
conseq uently did not survive the scale of this adversity.

For the second time, the

business ended in failure.

It did not take Mr. Amir long before he attempted for the third time to build a business.
Along with a friend, he established a com puter consultancy firm with minimal capital.
The business was not performing according to expectations. Therefore, " I had to find
a job to supplement my income in order to support the family and to repay debt that I
had incurred as a result of the failure of my second business undertaking".

Mr. Amir was back in business for the fourth time in 2002 , in a computer Software
Company s pecialising in medical applications. The current business is designed to be
self-financi n g with minimal investment in hardware equipment and overhead
expenses. E mployees are hired once new contracts are secured.
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But, what makes Mr. Amir keep coming back despite the u ps and downs, the
occasional success and the frequent setbacks, and why this insistency on being an
entrepreneur when h e could have a h ig h paying job without having to put up with the
uncertainty a nd the insecurity of the entrepreneurial activity? Mr. Amir effectively used
'the farmer and the hunter' contrast to convey his thoughts and behaviour toward being
in business by pointing out that people are different: there are the farmers and there
are the h unters, all render benefits to themselves and to their communities. Farmers
have their own agendas and set of procedures and they decide well in advance what
to plant, thus they are most likely to h ave an idea of what the outcome might be under
various circumstances. Hunters, on the other hand , might come across huge catches
that will suffice them for days, weeks and probably years, or they might go without a
catch for days and months:

I am definitely a watchful hunter, who enjoys the challenge and is always ready
to act. After all, being in business is a Sunnah where it is narrated that the
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said, "nine tenths of rizq is in b usiness".
The most valuable lesson Mr. Amir learned from his many entrepreneurial attempts
was "how to survive a business failure and that failure is not the end; it is a step
forward towards a more promising new beginning".

The hunt for finance
There was another entrepreneurial attempt initiated by Mr. Amir and some of h is
colleagues in 1 994. The venture involved establishing a personal computer (PC)
factory in the Riyadh province. The idea was well perceived ; the Ministry of Trade
approved the feasibility study and the Ministry of Ind ustry allocated the proper land for
the project in the industrial area. However, financing the project proved to a hard
pursu it. Private investors were reluctant to invest in the project because they
misunderstood its objectives. They thought that the project was intended to compete
with brand name pes such as Acer, H p and IBM; hence, they were neither convinced
of the viability of the project nor satisfied with its competitiveness. They failed to
appreciate the viability of the project in the long term , and the positive implication it

would have for the information technology ind ustry in the Kingdom and other G ee
states:

I think the difficulty in raising initial capital, which was roughly estimated to be SR
2, 000, 000 (US$535, 000) was due, in part, to the high-tech nature of the project.
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If the project was about a plastic factory or food processing plant, for example,
then it would have been easier to attract investors.
The I n dustrial Development Fund (IDF) imposes strict conditions when lending money
for financing prospective projects. They req uire solid evidence that the borrower has at
least 60% of the total cost of the project even before they seriously consider the
application. The release of funds, pending the loan approval, is further conditional on
the commencement of the construction work. It is estimated that the time for the
approval of the loan , if granted, will be more than two years. By then, the project most
probably would have lost its viability.

The truth is that small industrial initiatives have little chance, if any, of being
financed through the (I0F). IOF policies are designed to serve the interests of big
businesses, mainly in the industrial sector.
Neither conventional nor Islamic financial institutions were approached for start-up
capital for the proposed project. Interest-based financing was not, and is not, an option
for Mr. Amir, and true Islamic financing facilities were not available. The req u irements
of the so-called "Islamic financial institutions" in relation to business lend ing a re hard to
fulfil; they want to know, up-front, what guarantees for the loan the applicant has even
before they d iscuss the application or take the time to look into the business plan and
the feasibility study. Shares and assets with a value that exceeds the value of the
req uested loan are the two preferred and accepted forms of security by Islamic banks.
The concept of musharakah surely did not apply to th is experience. Mr. Amir believes
that if the potential entrepreneur does not h ave adequate personal savings or family
support or the righ t social connection (networks) with private investors then certainly
he will struggle to start a business.

Entrepreneurship and the Saudi culture
Saud is are naturally businesspeople, traders and merchants, and the Saudi culture
generally encourages entrepreneurship. The Family is the most basic, yet influential,
institution that influences the d evelopment of entrepreneurship in Saudi Arabia. In
most cases, the father encourages and g rooms his children either to start their own
businesses or to take over and assume responsibility for the family business once the
"old man" is no longer capable of run ning the business. Saudis are keen on improving
their income, and at the same time they realise that entrepreneurship is an effective
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means to achieve such an objective, therefore they have a positive attitude towards
e ntrepreneurship.

Mr. Amir explained that the incentives offered by the public sector in the past were too
generous and tempting. Therefore, they might have prevented many from devoting
their full energ ies towards entrepreneurship. However, things have changing, and
more people are choosing , or are being forced to choose, the path of self-employment
and entrepreneurship. The relaxed working hours from 8 : 00 am to 2 :00 pm in the
public sector leaves the government employees with ample free time, thus the
opportunity to pursue a business of their own to supplement their income.

Mr. Amir viewed the quality of the Saudi entrepreneurs and the nature of their
entrepreneurial activities to be "traditional and conventional", and arg ued that the
Kingdom needs a stock of 'good' entrepreneurs and quality enterprises.
Frankly, what we have is what I call "carbon copy" entrepreneurship; it is neither
innovative nor creative. In plain language, Saudi entrepreneurship is traditional
and the majority of Saudi SMEs are a 'copy cat' form of business undertakings
that do not add real value to the imported product or service.
Moreover, large segments of the Saudi society view certain professions and
businesses as inferior, hence considers being involved or associated with them as
shameful and demeaning (Saudis do not do this and Saud is do not do that). It seems
that this unhealthy and un-Islamic attitude was embedded in the Saudi traditions and
passed from one generation to the next and notably fuelled by the increase in oil
revenues. This is despite the fact that Islam holds the h ighest regard for all productive
work as long as it is not associated with haram.

Morality i n busi ness
Although Mr. Amir appreciates the entrepreneurial spirit of Islam, he acknowledges
that Islam was a motive but not the motive that led him to the path of entrepreneurship.
He further explained how he perceived the d ifferences between the Muslim and the
Western entrepreneur. "To them, a decisive factor whether to start an entrepreneurial
activity, given it is lawful, would be its economic viability, but for us there is a lot more
to consider:
A business colleague and I wanted to buy a local dairy. One stipulation I put
forward to my partner was not to sell tobacco products, despite the fact that I am
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a smoker myself When I smoke I hurt myself, and that is wrong and un-Islamic.
However, selling tobacco products (although legal) makes me guilty of causing
harm onto others. That is immoral, unethical and it goes against the nature of the
good Muslim. Simply I do not wish to be asked about such a haram action on the
Day of Judgement.
Mr. Amir strongly believes that pleasing The Almighty Allah is the u ltimate fulfilment
from any action the Muslim u ndertakes, including business activities. Otherwise,
business is business and there is no d ifference between the Muslim and Western
entrepreneur; each has his own definition and source of morality. He realises that
financial gain is a legitimate goal shared by both entrepreneurs , whereas the level of
emphasis on such motives differs between the two.
I asked Mr. Amir whether h e believes that the issue of morality in Islam limits
entrepreneurial opportunities. "Absolutely not!" Mr. Amir fu rther elaborated by saying
that as a Muslim, he believes that whatever Islam endorsed and declared halal is for
h umankind's own good , a nd whatever Islam averted and declared haram is because it
harms humankind in this life and in the hereafter. The Muslim entrepreneur therefore
has to deal with more delicate variables than his Western counterpart and has to
consider the religious as well as the economic implications of h is action. It is important
to bear in mind that when Islam forbids one harmful and i mmoral business activity, it
gives legitimacy to hundreds more that are moral, beneficial and free of harm.

The value of money is not always measured by how much one has, explained Mr.
Amir. It is rather measured based on how far it goes, how it is being utilised and how it
benefits the individual, the commun ity and the ummah. Mr. Amir talked about the
concept of AI barakah and how he as a Muslim entrepreneur believes that S R5 , OOO
might have more barakah than SR50,OOO.

Mr. Amir believes that the motives and the objectives of the Muslim entrepreneur, from
his business undertaking , are complementary and interconnected; hence , they are
hard to prioritise. He further sees no contradiction between the entrepreneur seeking
his own self-interest and contributing to the welfare of society as long as his business
practices abide by the Islamic code of conduct. "Yes, benefiting the ummah is a cau se
and is an outcome of the entrepreneurial activity but the truth is that I went into
business to serve my own interest in the first place".

The Muslim entrepreneur is supposedly fair to his suppliers, e mployees and
customers. He does not deceive, lie, misrepresent, overcharge or underweig h . The
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Prophet (PBUH) said "Allah's mercy is upon a kind open-handed individual when he
sells, when he buys and when he deals with others". The Muslim entrepreneur does
not take advantage of people 'in need' nor does he exploit their d ifficult circumstan ces
for material gain. The Muslim entrepreneur does not act morally just because he/she
fears the law, but because of his/her o bedience to God's commands and submission
to His will. It is that constant connection and the feeling that God is always with you
that makes people strive to be the best they can , explained Mr. Amir. However, he
admits that "Unfortunately, those are very few and you do not come across one of
them every day. I do not pretend to be one of them either, although I try".
Among the other ethical practices that Mr. Amir ensures fulfilling in his everyday
business dealings is that of being fair to his employees and fulfilling his obligation s to
h is customers. He takes pride in the honesty and transparency of his business and i n
h i s resolve not to engage in a n y questionable business dealings that might involve a ny
haram activity.

The 'hazy' role of the state
Although Mr Amir could not think of a single initiative undertaken by the state
particularly aimed at promoting entrepreneurship, he feels that it might be unfair to
claim that the state has done nothing to support entrepreneurship. Part of the problem
is that entrepreneurs are rarely made aware of state help if and when it is available to
them. There are some instances where the government g ives incentives and extends
its support to encourage Saudi exporters. However, such support by no mean s
translates to su pporting t h e entire small business sector, since the majority o f Sau d i
small businesses are not export-oriented.

The majority of Saudi entrepreneurs view the latest d ecision taken by the Ministry of
Labour, which prevents firms with fewer than ten employees from employing non
Saudis, to be hostile to their cause. Mr. Amir wonders how a small business can have
a healthy start and a prospect of success without the skills, the experiences, the
commitment and the affordability of expatriates. Mr. Amir regards the call for the
Saudiisation of small business to be "in fact a ruling for their demise".

Mr, Amir responded cynica l ly to the question as to whether the state is engaged in any
programmes or is undertaking any initiatives to encourage forms of Islam ic
entrepreneurship. "Not that I know of. The state, for instance, does not sponsor Islamic
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ban king, and in fact Islamic financial institutions, such as AI Rajhi bank are subjected
to more restrictions than other commercial banks". The people of Saudi Arabia are
Muslims and the constitution of the country is based on the principles of Shari'ah.
Thus, it would be hard to substantiate the existence of official policies that d iscourage
the development of Islamic entrepreneu rship in the Kingdom. However, the failure on
the part of the state in maintaining functional Islamic institutions such as financial and
lega l institutions leads to the same detrimental outcome.

Based on his failed attempts to secure funding through Isla mic financial facilities, Mr
Amir came to realise that Islamic financial institutions d ifferentiate between two types
of business projects in relation to their lending criteria; financing ongoing secured
projects and entering into partnership agreements with potential entrepreneurs for the
pu rpose of starting new businesses. The former is possible since the risk factor is
minimal and the bank is most likely to recover its contribution plus (interest) -"call it
management fees if you like " !

The latter, which is based on the concept of

musharakah, may exist in the books, but not in the real business world , believes Mr.
Amir.

Another issue of importance that requires the attention of the state would be to rethi n k
the implications of t h e newly introd uced controversial labour law that prevents
businesses with fewer than ten employees from hiring foreign labour. "The truth is that
most Saudis are not yet competent to successfully run viab le businesses". Thus, the
government is compromising the very existence of the small business sector by
making it harder for small businesses to bring in q ualified and cost-efficient foreign
expertise.

The emphasis placed by Mr. Amir on the small business sector's need for foreign
expertise prompted me to comment that it seemed logical for the state to restrict the
n u mber of foreig n workers considering the high unemployment figures among Saud is.
His reaction was neither d i plomatic nor compromising. H e reiterated, as d id other
entrepreneurs, the many u n pleasant experiences they have encountered with Saudi
e mployees61 . "We have to th i n k and rethink 1 00 times before employing a Saudi". Most
b usinesses in the private sector that employ Saudis are doing so in line with the law
which requires each business to employ a certain percentage of Saudis, and that
6 1 I have been told by more than one source that Saudi business owners at times had to pay
Saudi employees without requiri ng them to show up. Their explanation was that the damage
they might infl ict on the business by being there far exceeded the i nconveniencies of their not
being there.
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certain jobs must be filled by Saudis. Mr Amir compares such employees with "frames
hanging on a wall", and "their only qualification is being Saudis". They have no real
function to perform and they do not have much to add to the productivity of the firm. H e
further thinks that only about 5% o f Saudis working in the private sector have the rig ht
attitude and were employed as a result of being professionally qualified .

The entrepreneurship sector also needs the attention of the state. The state should not
continue to favour big businesses at the expense of small ones and should take steps
to make it easier for new entrepreneurs to start and to run successful businesses. " I
wonder why w e do not have a ban k o r a fund d ed icated to working with a n d extending
support to small and new start-up businesses, similar to the ( I D F)".

Beyond entrepreneurship
Mr Amir is certain that the Islamic value system never was, and never will be, an
obstacle in the way of Muslims' technological advancement or economic development.
A q u ick read into the history of Islamic development reveals that Islam enjoyed
successfu l and brilliant experiences in all fields of knowledg e while Muslims truly
practised Islam. The reason behind raising the p rofile of Muslims' past achievements
in all sciences, mathematics, literatu re and economics is neither to live the success of
past nor to find justifications for cu rrent failures, commented Mr. Amir. It is merely a
reminder that such pioneering ach ievements and visionary leadership were realised
under the banner of the same relig ion that is being accused of being 'backward" and
labelled as "outdated". There is no reason whatsoever that prevents the comeback of
Islam, once we change our hearts and purify our intentions that is, once we return to
Islam.

Mr. Amir believes that the disappointing realities of most Arab/Islamic countries are a
result of a string of failing policies by outdated regimes that have a "free hand" over
their people and the resources of their countries. Take, for exa m ple, the case where
King Abdu l Aziz City for Technology has thou sands of patents to be formally
reg istered , but only four were reg istered last year. Such inefficiency led many with
innovative ideas to emigrate or at least to look for employment where they would be
valued as ind ividuals and appreciated as intellectuals. "The financial status of our
scientists and scholars is far worse than that of taxi d rivers. In addition, they a re not
allowed to speak their minds". The damag ing con sequences are being felt i n many
Arab/Muslim countries. Large numbers of our intellectuals are heading for the U nited
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States, Canada, Australia and other Western countries where they can excel and be
productive. The magnitude of the calamity is enormous and the loss is irreplaceable,
commented Mr. Amir.

The reason why the West is ahead also has nothing to do with genetic attributes or
special virtues that are only to be found in the Western dogma. Mr. Amir referred to the
findings of stud ies, which proved that Arab children remain the smartest a mong all until
the age of fou r (pre-school). The pointer then starts to stabilise and gradually changes
direction towards south. Once of school age, the child embarks on a long journey with
a futile educational system that limits his/her ability to think big and to q uestion. The
legacy of sustained Western domination over the vast majority of Muslim countries is
what Mr. Amir believes impedes their development and progress:
The many failures of Muslims are by no means due to embracing Islam; on the
contrary, they are best explained by the fact that Muslim individuals and states,
are not truly practising Islam.
•
The government has no clear vision for the country. We can navigate using a
compass, but surely, we cannot rely on a watch for direction. Once we decide
on what and where we would like to be in 1 0 or 20 years, then we need to
mobilise all our resources, especially the educational system, towards that
goal.
•
Our educational system at its best stuffs our brains with incomprehensible
information that we tend to forget soon after the exam.
•
Our legal system is malfunctioning especially when it comes to labour
disputes.
•
Our government still practises a not letting go policy and holds a tight grip
over the economy as well as over the people.
•
Our economy is not as free as it might seem to be, and we entrepreneurs are
not able to exercise business freely. There are certain activities that are off
limit for the common entrepreneur such as trading in livestock. I am not able
to import sheep from New Zealand for example.

AI- Fadel Marketi ng Sol uti ons
As we believe that the ruling family has a vital role to play, we also a t the same
time believe that it should relinquish some major powers, and extend the circle of
political representation to embody wider segments of the Saudi society. We
envisage greater involvement by the intellectuals, the ones who hold different
views and the ones who can make a difference. There are lots of decent, sincere
and capable individuals out there -that should be given the opportunity to
participate in the political process (Fadel, 2004).
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Entre preneurs from different educational and social backgrounds made their wishes
for the i nfusion of "new blood" into the political establishment known :
The monarchy has to undergo serious reforms in order to bring itself and the
country to a level where it can live up to the expectations and confront the many
difficulties facing the country. History teaches us that reactionary solutions to
deep-rooted problems are short-lived and that they are unlikely to cure the
syndrome; it is like giving a tablet for pain relief to a heart patient. Thus, policy
makers should attend to the causes of the problem rather than just dealing with
its consequences.
Entrepreneurship development, like many other
developmental issues, social order, legal and economic concerns is interrelated
with, and directly linked to, the main issue of power sharing and political reforms.

I ntrod uction
Once h e obtained his MBA degree from the United States in 2001 Mr. Fadel returned
to the Kingdom to face the future with an open mind and heart and to face "the real life
after academia". He took some time to reflect on his long academic journey and to
sketch a portrait of his ambitions for the future. Although not keen to be a typical "9 to
5 working g uy", h e weighed u p his options, contrasted potential alternatives in both the
public and private sectors, and decided to follow his intuition and become an
entrepreneur. " I had the financial as well as the moral backing of my family, specially
my father who is a lso an entrepreneur, and the encouragement and the su pport of my
friends" . Mr. Fadel is positive that his religious beliefs played a key role in shaping his
positive attitude towards business and particularly towards entrepreneurship. He
further feels that the economic payback and the intang ible rewards of being an
entrepreneur compensate for the risk he is taking and the sacrifices h e had to make.

Quality that cou nts
"We, at AI-Fadel, pride ourselves in being a highly professional team who introduced a
new

concept

in

providing

state-of-the-art

marketing

solutions,

professional

consu ltations and customised services that fit the need of businesses and ind ivid uals
alike". This is ach ieved throug h the affiliation with worldwide network of specialised
expertise houses and ongoing training and dedication of the staff. Mr. Fadel was
determined from the start not to let his business become just another typical entry in
RCCl's database.
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I have a vision and my business has a purpose and a direction. I foresee a
promising future for the business that started two years ago as a one-man project
and currently employs eight professional individuals.
The real concern is not whether Saudi Arabia has an adeq uate n u m ber of
entrepreneurs and enterprises, "We do", explained Mr. Fadel -"the real issue is
whether Saudi Arabia has a prod uctive e ntrepreneurship sector" . The majority of start
up firms are i mitations of existing businesses that are perceived to be successful. They
are largely concentrated in the service sector and are engaged in traditional forms of
business activities. Even when local entrepreneurs act as agents for foreign
companies, they usually market the imported products as they are , with little or no
revision or creativity that adds value to the product and benefit to the local consumer.

One concept and many readi ngs

Mr. Fadel believes that both Islam and the West share the same positive attitudes
towards work and productivity and they both extend their qualified support for the
entrepreneurial activity. There are no restrictions imposed by either Islam or capitalism
on individ uals wishing to be engaged in business activities as long as such activities
are conducted within the boundaries of "the law". Thus, they share the same concept
but each has its own definition and interpretation of the law and its articles; the
forbidden practices in Islam differ from those in the West. Islamic Shari'ah and
Western ru les and regulations thus share their concern for the well-being of society
however; they d iverge in their analysis of "what constitutes this well-being". For
example, Islam considers alcohol harmful to the individual and to society at a l l times;
hence, it strictly forbids dealing with alcohol u nder any pretext. In contrast, drinking
alcohol in Western societies is considered harmful by law only when consumed above
a certain level prior to, or while, driving.

Moral standards that are expected to g u ide and monitor the practices of the Western
entrepreneur are relative because they are man-made and man-mon itored ; they are
subject to constant review and evaluation and they might change from time to time and
from one Western society to another. On the other hand, Mr. Fadel believes that the
absolute Islamic system that defines the ethical values of the business activity and
puts trust i n the individual to act morally is more effective in most cases. The
monitoring mechanism in the latter is based on the relationship between man and His
almighty Allah, while in the former is based on the relationship between man and man.
He further a rgued , "The fact that Islam did not undergo any serious reformations or
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reinterpretation for centuries especially in the economic sphere", and the clear failure
of Muslim scholars to address contemporary issues resulted in confusion among
Muslims and unfair criticism of Islam by the West.
Mr. Fadel works hard to maintain a strong Islamic presence in as many aspects of his
daily business activities as possible:
We do our utmost to practise Islam in all our communications with our
employees, clients and other business partners and associates. Furthermore, we
have taken a decision to keep a distance from un-Islamic banking institutions.
Every employee is con sidered to be a n active and involved partner in the business. In
addition, the business is envisaged to be a legitimate means by which all stakeholders
earn hala/ living. The g racious business environment does not o n ly tolerate but also
encourages employees to practise their religious rituals. Relationships with other
individuals, firms and institutions are based on truthfulness, transparency and mutual
respect".

The two entrepreneurial qual ities that others do not have
Saudi cu lture has two d istinct pro-entrepreneurial motivational attributes that most
other cultu res do not have, explained Mr.

Fadel.

Firstly,

Saudis have

an

entrepreneurial religion that rewards the Muslim entre preneur for striving to make halal
earnings for his/her own consumption and for the sake of helping others. Secondly,
Saudis have a tribal society with very strong traditional family support that one can
count on regardless of the outcome. "You always belong to a tribe, to a family that
would stand by you in bad times as they wou ld in good times and they will not let you
down even when you are wrong". However, some aspects of the Saudi culture , as in
the case for the majority of deve loping cou ntries, do not encourage e ntrepreneurship.
Although people's attitude towards small and start-up firms is relatively positive, Mr.
Fadel thinks that If they have a say, the vast majority of Saudis would prefer to work
for larger firms or government agencies, d ue to the obvious advantage s they offer.

Mr. Fadel argues that the many challenges facing the Saudi small business sector
warrant the direct and indirect involvement of the government.
Frankly, I cannot think of any single policy or programme undertaken by the
government with the aim of promoting entrepreneurship or treating new firms
preferentially. On the contrary, government policies usually, and in many
respects, discriminate against small firms.
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State support is most needed in providing a transparent legal system and supportive
financial institutions as well as protective measures to ensure the survival and viability
of this sector -especially under the ru les of the g lobal economy.

Islamic banking is not an option . . . it is a m ust
Mr. Fadel, like many other Saud is, is convinced that the 'Saudi State' does not fully
implement the ru le of Islam especially where it pertains to Islamic economics and
social justice. This is despite the official proclamation that the state bases its
constitution on the principles of Islamic Shari'ah. There are no visible sig ns that the
state is actively e ngaged in initiatives aimed at sponsoring and promoting forms of
Islamic entrepreneurship: the ed ucational system , the financial institutions and the
religious establishment individually and collectively contribute little , if anything, to
advance the cause of Islamic entrepreneurship. Mr. Fadel fu rther comments, " It is the
government's view that the com mon social interest is best served by maintaining the
operation of trad itional riba-based banks, despite the fact that the overwhelming
majority of Saudis favour having true Islamic banking facilities". But he believes that in
order for the Saudi banking sector to have a locally competitive advantage after the
Kingdom becomes a member of WTO, it has no choice but to go the Islamic way prior
to signing for WTO membership. Otherwise, "Citibank is bigger, more reliable and
offers better and more diverse services".

The state can do more
It is the view of Mr. Fadel that the state can , and should, do a lot more i n the way of
h elping current and future entrepreneurs and emerg ing new firms. The most i mportant
task would be to establish an independent agency that wou ld have proper authority and
be fully dedicated and recogn ised as the voice of Saudi entrepreneurship. This would
ensure the active involvement of Islamic financial institutions i n the financing of new
business undertakings, and providing soft support for Saudi entrepreneurs in the form
of consultancy services, legal advice and the preparation of feasibility stud ies. The
state can also offer small businesses huge support by not making them the target of
unjust policies such as the recent decision by the Ministry of Labour that bans small
firms with fewer than 1 0 employees from having access to foreign labour. Such policies
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and reg ulations not only discourage the creation of new small businesses, noted Mr.
Fadel, but they would also force existing entrepreneurs out of entrepreneurship.
The key to an honest and effective approach to supporting entrepreneurship, as I
see it, would incorporate entrepreneurship development within the overall
development strategy of the country, and that requires economic as well as
political reforms.
Although Mr. Fadel d id not seek external funding to finance his business undertaking,
h e had other encounters with Islamic banking. "Frankly, I d id not feel that there was a
d ifference in the attitudes and the practices of Islamic and traditional banking systems".
They both share their extreme reluctance in investing in small businesses and the
passion for maxim ising their financial gains. "As a matter of fact, Islamic financing is
more expensive than trad itional financing".

To view the differences in economic and scientific achievements between Islamic and
Western countries from a single perspective would be a n oversimplification of the
issue. The fundamental question remains: how does Islam fit in?
It is true that we have abandoned many of our treasured values in exchange for
distant values, which are inappropriate to our society. On the other hand, when
one speaks of 'freedom' - despite being a fundamental Islamic concept - one
would be accused by some religious groups of being secular and unethical. The
Muslim individual is confused and is tom between idealistic values he strongly
believes in and materialistic realities he gradually drifts towards. The West
adopted and practised many of our values and advanced accordingly, while we
have abandoned ours and remained at a standstill. We, in the land of Islam, have
been trained to be good Muslims and that translates largely into praying and
fasting but not to asking questions and demanding answers. We have not been
taught that human liberty and human self-expression are fundamental to Islamic
teachings that must not be compromised. It is politics, my brother, and
entrepreneurship is but a small piece of the big puzzle.
There are many factors actively working against Muslim countries moving forward with
their economies and advancing their technolog ical potential; some are external and are
imposed on us, others are home-made, but none is embedded in our relig ion or value
system . Differences in the level of d evelopment between the West and Islamic
cou ntries are better explained from a h istorical and political angle than cu ltural and
religious perspectives. It is paradoxical that although Arab countries and Africa are
extremely rich with raw materials and natural resources, they are among the least
developed countries. "The 'sometimes invisible' and many tim es 'visible hands' of the
greedy West must have something to do with this peculiar situation".
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Dr. Kha m is
Although officially I have started my business in 1 998, I feel that I have been in
business all my life. Being born and raised in a family with strong connections to
entrepreneurship, I knew deep in my heart that it would be sooner rather than
later that I would start my own business. My Ph D in Civil Engineering secured
me a lecturer position at KSU, which I enjoy since it gives me the satisfaction of
being relatively independent and keeps me informed and up to date with the
latest information in the field. While my PhD was my passport to the world of
academia, my passion for business and my love for my personal independence
were my foremost motives to entrepreneurship. Being in business on my own
was the natural thing to do (Khamis, 2004)!

I ntroduction
Being a faculty member of the engineering school at KSU, and run ning a business that
has grown from six to 25 employees over the past six years meant that Or. Khamis
leads a demanding life. Or. Khamis sees no conflict of interest between being in
business and attending to his academic work. On the contrary, h e views such a
relationship to be complementary. "I am a civil engineer and my business is mainly
involved in infrastructure projects, which has a lot to do with civil engineeri n g . It is
actually combining theory and practice".

The need for q ual ity entrepreneurs

There is a large segment of the Saudi population involved in one way or a nother in
some kind of business i n itiative mainly to improve their income62 . H owever, according
to Or. Khamis, the majority of those individuals are not true entrepreneurs and their
businesses are mostly a "copycat" type of business, where they lack creativity,
innovation and challenge. They do not add to the prod uctivity of the national economy.
He further explained that when people save a certain amount of money and wish to
invest it, they usually take the first opportunity and i n most cases without proper
preparation (no feasibility study and no planning). They tend to copy XYZ because it
seems that the XYZ business is doing well. That explains why it is common to fin d , for

62 This assessment is consistent with the finding of a recent study by Dr. Shiblaq where he
found that large numbers of Saudi small business owners are employed in the public sector.
They do not devote the time or the resources needed for the business to succeed. On the
contrary, they view the business to be an i ndirect investment to generate quick and easy profit
(Saleh, 2004).
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instance, more than 30 identical "tailoring shops" or "dry cleaning" businesses in a
small stretch of one of Riyadh's streets.

Islam and morality in business
Or. Khamis considers h is association with entrepreneurship to be a natural outcome of
a rich and rewarding family experience of running their business. "With all honesty, I
would love to say that Islam had a major influence on my decision to become an
entrepreneur, but I am afraid that if I say so, I would not be telling the truth". However,
he believes that Islam helped him to stay focused and not to lose sight of his
objectives while carryin g on his business activities. " It also taught me to do my utmost
with sincerity and to accept the outcome with no regrets" because, as a believer, he
unconditionally accepts that whatever is the outcome, it is for h is own good. Despite
not being able to claim that Islam had a direct influence on his decision to become an
entrepreneur, Or. Khamis strives to conduct all his business activities according to the
teachings of Islam. Therefore, the most basic rule he follows is to stay away from any
business dealing that involves haram, such as bribery, deception and dishonesty. In
addition , he maintains a policy of being straightforward with his clients, i n terms of
what is expected from both parties sig n i ng the contract.
I neither overplay the positives of my business nor overstate its capabilities. I am
very conscious to ensure that my employees are paid their full dues on time in
accordance with the teaching of the Prophet (PBUH). I also feel that it is my
responsibility to ensure that my employees have the proper environment, which
enables them to perform their religious duties in a dignified manner. I also would
be happy to grant any of my Muslim employees two to three days paid leave in
order for him to visit the holy cites in Makkah to perform omrah.

Islamic entrepreneurs hip: The invisible role of the state and the miss ing
role of Islamic financial institutions
Or. Khamis used his personal savings along with a handsome contribution from h is
family to start his business; "therefore I have had no experience with either Islamic or
commercial banking whe n raising starting capital". Being a Muslim society that
demands the availability of Islamic banking has forced commercial banks in the
Kingdom to pay attention to, and review, their strategies and approaches in order for
them to be competitive and retain their customer base. Their response to such
demand was to open special branches or sections, within the existing banks, that offer
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Islamic banking facilities. The future with no doubt is for Islamic ban king -although the
change is gradual.

The role of Islamic banking in e ntrepreneurship development is still, if it existed,
marg inal and insignificant. The terms and conditions imposed by Islamic banks on the
potential entrepreneur are hard e r than those required by conventional banks. Th us,
the partnership arrangements b etween the Islamic financial institutions and the
potential entrepreneurs in the sen se of (musharakah) have not taken place yet.

Saudi culture is neutral. It neithe r encourages nor discou rages entrepreneurship. The
opportunity exists for all self-motivated individ uals to be entrepreneurs. Public attitudes
admire

and

encourage anyone with

entrepreneurial

q ualities.

What hinders

entrepreneurship are government proced u res lack of information , unclear procedures
and many imaginary barriers a n d -above all- widespread corruption. The natu re of the
corru ption goes beyond poor, or lack of, performance and its mag nitude covers most
p u blic sectors.

Following the oil boom era, Saudis did not have to work hard to provide for their needs
because of the adopted state 'welfare' policies. The employment market was wide
open and the opportunities were attractive so the need to take risks and engage in
new business initiatives was min imal. However, things are changing:

We in Saudi Arabia do not have a research culture. We ask and we seek
answers and we expect others to research on our behalf Even on the business
opportunity level we ask what business is successful so we can replicate it. Our
schools do not teach us how to research. Our parents pay private tutors to do the
thinking so we pass the exams. Our educational system is failing our future
generations. The early schooling years foster within the individuals qualities that
shape their personalities for many years to come, and unfortunately, we are
missing the point and failing our children. Thus, we are compromising our future.
Furthermore, Dr. Khamis believes that Saudi officials have failed to create a
constructive "teaching culture" that combines the right teacher with the right attitud e
a n d the appropriate curriculum. I t i s easy to d esign o r to adopt excellent curricula, but
if they are not e nforced with excellent teachers, teaching facilities, and appropriate
delivery systems, the result will be a big disappointment.

Dr. Khamis was not aware of any policies or programmes undertaken by the state to
encourage entrepreneurship i n general and I slamic entrepreneurship in particular:
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To the best of my knowledge, the state does not offer any support aimed at
nurturing entrepreneurship culture in the kingdom. There are no state initiatives
designed to promote entrepreneurship and no help is on offer to encourage the
creation of new businesses. The Industrial Development Fund, which is only
concerned with industrial projects, actually favours multimillion-dollar projects
and pays little or no attention to small-scale projects.
He further commented that: Islamic entrepreneurship might be a new concept to most
Saudi entrepreneurs. "Neither the educational and the financial institutions nor the
religious establishment promote entrepreneurship on a religious basis". This lack of
attention given to Islamic entrepreneurship led Or. Khamis to wonder whether the
absence of a true and active Islamic banking sector in the Kingdom is deliberate. The
role of the state in promoting Islamic entrepreneurship at its best can be described as
"not there", concluded Dr. Khamis.
Local commercial banks, on the other hand , are failing new entrepreneurs and small
enterprises. They do not offer financial assistance in any form or shape to those trying
to start their own businesses. Instead , banks render their services to those who do not
need them such as big businesses and their executives and members of their board of
directors. The Saudi monetary fund's month ly statistical bulletin indicated that in
November 2002 about two-thirds of the total deposits in Saudi banks were in turn
deposited abroad in foreig n (Western) banks. "Only God knows in what type of
business activities such deposits end up!" The state, through proper regulations, could
compel banks to invest a minimum percentage of their deposits in the local economy.
Commercial banks should be encouraged to assume a respon sible role in stimulating
economic activities by offering easy loans to new entrepreneurs.
The state could also facilitate the process of obtaining business reg istration by cutting
red tape and compiling a clear and concise list of requirements needed in order for the
potential entrepreneur to obtain business registration. The government should also
ensure the observance of Islamic work eth ics by its employees, and show
consideration and tolerance when dealing with e ntrepreneurs and other clients. Large
proportions of public sector employees are criticised for being unresponsive and
un prod uctive; they g ive little credence or regard to their own time at the job or to the
time of their everyday clients, the ord inary citizens.

The claims that lack of development in the majority of Muslim countries is due to their
Islamic cultural values and belief system are u ntrue. Or. Khamis can think of no
religious reason that prevents or h inders the emergence of prosperous economies in
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Islamic countries based on the principles of Islam ic economics and within the
boundaries of Islamic work ethics. The fact that Muslims have done it in the past is a
testimony that they can do it once again. A productive entrepreneurship sector is most
likely to e merge and thrive should the political establishments truly h ave the vision and
the courage to integrate the will of relig ion in business, and pay a little more attention
to the failing educational system , commented Or. Khamis.

Or. Khamis believes that education deserves much more attention from the state. He
explained that the shortfalls of the current educational system are widespread and the
poor showing of the Saudi entrepreneurship sector is only one manifestation of such
shortcomings. Education should be directed at developing enterprising Saudis capable
of starting their own viable businesses and conseq uently developing a productive
entrepre neurship sector in the Kingdom.

Corrupt public sector
The most trou bling issue facing small business owners, according to Or. Khamis, is the
corruption embedded in many government departments, especially within the labour
office, evident by what came to be known as the (visa business). Some individuals with
inside connections are unjustly granted tens, and in some instances hundreds, of open
visas to be sold for up to thousands of dollars each . This happens while in most cases
small firms are su bjected to many restrictions when genuinely applying for needed
visas. In addition to being unfair to small businesses and unethical on the part of the
participants, such practice affects the lives of many in d ifferent cou ntries who fall
victims to such deception. In many cases, the hopeful sell their treasures in order to
pay for a visa and a ticket that would take them to the land of the black gold , only to
discover that it would cost them years of hard work to recover their initial losses!

It is the state's sole responsibility to create a qualified and productive Saudi national
workforce able to assume the heavy task of running the economy. In addition to failing
in this responsibility, the state has neglected its responsibility by not forcing the big
compan ies that moved into the Kingdom to embark on training and capacity building
progra mmes to prepare Saudi nationals to assume their responsibilities in building
their national economy.

The current approach to 'Saudisation' (replacing foreign labour with Saudis) works
against the interest of existing and future small businesses. "I sincerely hope that the
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Minster of Labour will reconsider his decision which bans firms with fewer than 1 0
employees from employing foreign labour". Small firms are vulnerable and any hasty
decision cou ld have destructive consequ ences on them. Dr. Khamis anticipates that
the impact of Saudiisation on small businesses will be devastating and signal the end
for many of them. Saudiisation, if implemented , will lead to a substantial increase in
the operational expenses of small firms and at the same time to a d ecrease in their
productivity thus compromising the economic viability of many SMEs. "We have a n
unproductive Saudi labour force a n d imposing such a workforce on small firms will
certainly do them a lot of harm". The foreseeable outcome would be that many
businesses would have no choice but to cease operations, while others would be
forced to downsize the scale of their business activities. Thus, owners and d ismissed
employees will be pushed into the unemployment queue to be part of the problem
rather than the hoped for solution.

CONC LUSION

Six case stud ies from the seventeen interviews were developed a n d presented in this
chapter. The range of cases represented the multiplicity of views and backg rounds of
Saudi entrepreneurs. They also reflected their cohesive attitude towards Islamic
entrepreneurship and the d iversity in their approaches to the entrepreneurial activity.
Each case study highlighted a unique key issue(s) viewed by entrepreneurs as
imperative to the development of the Saudi entrepreneurship sector. Case studies also
gave entrepreneurs the opportunity to explain their views and justify their responses.

Some of the key issues highlighted by the Saudi entrepreneurs were the exclusion of
entrepreneurship development from state policies and the state's overall development
strategy; the scarcity of Islamic sources of finance, if any, available to new and existing
entrepreneurs ; and the neglect of the a nticipated educational reforms to integrate
entrepreneurship into the school curriculum at all levels. Furthermore, case studies
d rew attention to the need for a broader participation by Saud i citizens in the state's
economy and politics, the need to expand the base of the initiated reforms to include
the entrepreneurship sector and the building of institutions conducive to the
development of Islamic entrepreneurship.
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Saudi entrepreneurs clearly rejected the thesis that links their socio-economic
d evelopmental p redicament to their Islamic values. On the contrary, they considered
their Islamic-based culture to be the most valuable asset that the cou ntry has in terms
of pro-entrepreneurial qualities. They attributed the lack of e ntrepreneurship
development in the Kingdom to colonial domination and to the many political and
institutional failures. In fact, there was a pattern in their responses; a repetition of
certain words and phrases such as state policies, institutions, Islamic finance,
education , and Western domination. I felt that while the e ntrepreneurs were sharing
with me their entrepreneurial experiences and concerns, they were raising more
q uestions and expecting answers. They wanted to know whether or not they were
a ppreciated by the state, as it proclaims, and if so, why they were excluded from its
goodwill. Therefore, the aim of the next stag e of the research would be to capture the
views of Saudi officials and Saudi intellectuals in attempt to answer some crucial
q uestions raised by Saudi entrepreneurs , and to have a more comprehensive
understanding of the Saudi entrepreneurship landscape.

Case stud ies uncovered some of the challenges confronting Saudis who aspire to be
"good" Muslim entrepreneurs, such as the lack of supportive Islamic institutions
needed to successfully undertake entrepreneurial activities. They also h ighlig hted the
inner conflict and the frustration of not being able to practise what they believe. "It is
tempting to claim that I chose entrepreneurship motivated by Islam, but if I pretend so,
I wou ld not be telling the whole truth", admitted an entrepreneur.

In all the interviews

with Saudi entrepreneurs as well as with Saudi officials, I intentionally d elayed bringing
in the question of Islamic entrepreneurship to the discussions, hoping that participants
would do so. Surprisingly, they did not.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE REALITIES AND THE LANDSCAPE OF SAUDI
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

It is individuals who create new businesses and develop existing ones. Therefore,
we should be thinking more about how to create the right environment and
circumstances to motivate and stimulate individuals to become entrepreneurs,
including enabling them to acquire appropriate skills and learning opportunities
and surrounding them with opportunity-driven supports.
Lundstrom and Stevenson (2001 , p. 1 6)

The need to examine the environment of Saudi e ntrepreneurial activity was deemed
indispensable in order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the Saudi
entrepreneurial process and explain some variations between the attitudes a nd the
approaches of the entrepreneurs as depicted in Chapters 6 and 7 . The state, through
its pragmatic policies and corresponding institutions, could play a constructive role in
building a harmonious relationship between cultural and environmental ingred ients,
leading to the emergence and the development of an indigenous entrepreneurship
sector. In addition, the ed ucation system is u n iquely situated to render huge
contributions

towards

developing

enterprising

individuals

and

entrepreneurial

businesses. Saudi entrepreneurs were fully aware of such a potential role, yet they
were equally critical of the contents and delivery of the current educational system and
the adverse effect it has on creating an entrepreneurship culture in the Kingdom.

The materials used in the develop ment of this chapter came from many sources
including: the in-depth interviews with Saudi entrepreneurs, Saud i officials63 , and Saudi
intellectuals; the questionnaire survey; relevant documentations a nd releases o btained
from various stakeholders and personal observations and encou nters in the field that
were docu mented in the research journal. The broad aim in this chapter is to probe into
63 Saudi officials who participated in the interv iews made it clear that they do not consider
themselves pol icymakers. Furthermore, many of them did not wish for the information they
prov ided to be linked with the positions they held.
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the realities of the Saudi entrepreneurship sector, and to establish whether a n Islamic
form of development I entrepreneurship exists in Saudi Arabia, and if not why.

Information presented in this chapter are seq uentially organised in th ree d istinct
sections.

In the first section an attempts is made to construe the role of the state in promoting
entrapreneurship i n terms of policy and institutional support. The divergence between
the

attitudes

and

the

approaches

of Saudi

entrepreneurs towards

Islamic

entrepreneurship cannot be explained in isolation from the business environment in
which they function . Hence , the scope of the investigation into Saudi entrepreneurship
was extended to include key environmental elements such as the role of the state and
the level of involvement of its formal institutions in promoting entrepreneurship in
general and from an I slamic perspective in particular.

The realities of the Saudi educational system in relation to entrepreneursh ip
development are examined in the second section. Preliminary indications highlight the
need for policymake rs to rethink their official attitude and approach towards the
invaluable contributions of entrepreneurship and consequently to employ the power of
education (as an instrument of change) to reshape the Saudi entrepreneurship
landscape.

In the third section three external factors that g reatly influenced the course of Saudi
entrepreneurship d evelopment are explored namely, the influx of expatriates to the
Kingdom prompted by the influx of oil in the early 1 970s, and the perceived effect of
g lobalisation and joining the WTO on the socio-economic well-being of the country.
Some

of the

tangible

man ifestations

of

the

prevailing

realities

of

Saudi

entrepreneurship - such as the type and level of entrepreneurial activity, the
Saudisation policy of the private sector, and the involvement of Saudi women in
business - are further su rveyed. The chapter concludes with a brief summary of key
findings established in the chapter to provide, along with the findings in Chapters 6 and
7 , the grounding for the u pcoming discussions and conclusions chapters.
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SAU DI ENTREPRENEURS HIP
State policies and institutions
Among the many questions that I attempt to answer in this section are; how does the
state generally view entrepreneurship and how does it integrate e ntrepreneurship
strategy, if it exists, within its overall development strateg y? What role does the state
assume in developing the Saudi entrepreneurship sector i n terms of policies, initiatives
and programmes? What resources, incentives and supporting measures is the state
making available for potential entrepreneurs and emerging enterprises? Moreover,
does the concept of Islamic e ntrepreneurship have a presence in the relevant policies
and prog rammes?

In the interviews with Saudi officials I sought to clarify the state's attitude towards
entrepreneurship by investigating how entrepreneurship development fits into the
state's overall development strategy. Responses to the question of whether developing
a viable entrepreneurshi p sector constituted a part of the state's overall development
plan were organized according to their common themes. The researcher accordingly,
summarised these emerg ing themes in the following table:
Table 8.1

Entrepreneurship and the state's overall development strategy

Item

Response

Count

1.

I am not aware of any formal policies or policy statements that uphold
entrepreneurship as a part of the state's overall development policy.

5

2.

The state recognised the i mportant role of the private sector and small
enterprises in its five-year development plans ( 1 990- 1 995) onwards.

3

3.

I believe that the state is seriously considering the integration of
entrepreneurshi p development within its overall development strategy.

1

4.

There is an inclination on the part of the state to integrate
entrepreneurship within its overall development strategy. Thus far, there is
no evidence to suggest that intentions are being transformed into actions.

3

5.

Saudi policymakers are not fully aware of the many benefits that
entrepreneurship could extend to the well-being of the country therefore,
entrepreneurship is excluded from the development process.

5

Total

1 7*

*Figures may not equal the total number interviewed due to the possi bility of multiple answers
and/or no answers to certain question by some partici pants.
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Despite minor differences in their accounts, the majority of respondents perceived the
role of the state to be passive and indifferent towards e ntrepreneurship, and at times
d iscriminatory

against

small

enterprises.

Respondents

d id

not

believe

that

entrepreneurship was part of the state's overall development strategy.
Verheu l, Wen nekers, Audretsch and Thurik (2002 , p. 65) argued that governments
could influence the course of entrepreneurship development "directly through specific
measures and indirectly through generic measures". However, it seems that Saudi
officials had d ifferent reading into the state's direct and indirect commitment to
promoting entrepreneurshi p . The consolidated responses of the most freq uently
recurrent responses of Saudi officials (Table 8.2) clearly indicate that the failure of the
state to accou nt for entrepreneurship in its broader d evelopment plans had negative
implications for entreprene u rship policy, and consequently h indered the development
of a viable indigenous Saud i entrepreneurship sector. The end result was that Saudi
entrepreneurs played a marginal role in the development of modern Saudi Arabia.
Saudi officials believed that the state did not adopt special polices designed to extend
direct support to the entrepreneurial activity. Alternatively, they assumed that the state
has the attitude that entre p reneurship will benefit from the macro-economic policies
and initiatives aimed at stirring the whole economy. The state could initiate a wide
range of general economic policies such as investing heavily i n u pg rading the country's
infrastructure, adopting more friendly regu latory policies, and exempting certain
imported machinery and spare parts from custom d uties. Yet, Saudi officials as shown
in table 8.2 were hardly able to name few policies and/or programmes or to recall any
initiatives specifically desig ned to promote entrepreneurship.
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Table 8.2

Specific versus generic measures towards entrepreneurship
development: Integrated views of Saudi entrepreneurs

Item

Response

Count

1.

There are no policies specially designed to promote entrepreneurship and
small businesses. State macroeconomic policies sometimes serve, and at
many other times impai r, the development of a viable small busi ness sector.

4

2.

There is n o official policy specially designed and dedicated to meeting
specific needs of emerging entrepreneurs and new enterprises.

3

3.

The state's macroeconomic policies are biased towards big businesses;
loans, grants, subsidies, and duty exemption on parts and equi pment are
usually extended to big and well-established firms rather than to start-up or
existing small fi rms.

2

4.

The government has adopted a range of policies, procedures and
incentives aiming at creating a friendly and hospitable business
environment where the private sector can thrive and be productive. These
policies include the com pletion of an integrated network of modern
infrastructure that obviously benefits small as well as big businesses.

1

5.

Entrepreneurship was excluded from the recent economic reforms that
aimed at promoting the national economy. However, some reforms are
expected to benefit the small business sector in the short term , specifically
the reforms that were designed to meet the WTO's requirements.
Eventually, the reforms will harm the small business sector if it is left to its
own devices.

2

6.

The state did not offer special assistance o r incentives to entrepreneurs in
areas such as training and access to credit or to small enterprises in areas
such as marketi ng and export support and linkage with larger organisations.

4

Total

1 6*

Figures may not add up to equal the total number interviewed due to the possibility of multiple
answers and/or no answers by some participants to certain questions.

Saudi officials acknowledged that entrepreneurship development in Saudi Arabia was
left to individuals' motivations, initiatives and their ability and determination to mobilise
their own resources. There are no state-sponsored policies or systematic approach
aimed at creating enterprising individuals and promoting a cu lture of entrepreneurship
in the Kingdom. Furthermore , Saudi officials responded with h esitancy when asked to
name key policies a n d leading initiatives undertaken by the state to promote
entrepreneurship and facilitate the creation of new firms. Their responses as cited in
Box 8 . 1 clearly demonstrate their belief that the state, for the most part, is not actively
engaged in the entrepreneurial process.

29 1

Box 8.1
•

•

•

•

Entrepreneurship
development:
State-sponsored
i nitiatives as viewed by Saudi officials

policies

and

On the contrary, we are keen on big things; big houses, big families, big offices and
the list goes on to include big projects and big enterprises. We were under the
impression that big firms are what the country needs for development and growth.
Therefore, we neglected the small business sector and v i rtually we did not offer it
any assistance or incentives. Saudi small businesses are in crisis. Studies found that
50 to 60 small firms go bankrupt every day in Riyadh alone and 50% of the city's new
firms do not survive their first year in business (Official-8, 2004).
Up to recent ti mes, we did not give much attention or due appreciation to small firms
and we did not see a need to develop and promote entrepreneurship. We had the
money to buy almost everything. Nevertheless, the inabil ity of the public sector to
take in new job seekers wi ll definitely force decision makers to pay more attention to
entrepreneurship as an alternative source of employment (Official-3, 2004).
The state's involvement in the small business sector is limited to issues of a
regulatory and procedural nature through City Councils, the Ministry of I ndustry and
the Ministry of Commerce. In addition, about 19 other governmental agencies have
direct influence over the small business sector. The efforts to support small
enterprises, if available, are ineffective because they are scattered and in many
instances are duplicated. There is no single authority in charge of the wel l-being of
the small business sector, thus there is no coordination between the i nitiatives and
the efforts of the many parties that have an interest in small firms. Apart from the
initiatives of Cham bers of Commerce and Industry little can be reported regarding
hel p extended to small enterprises. A joint effort between the regional Chambers of
Commerce and Industry and the Council of the Saudi Cham bers is underway to
formulate a comprehensive strategy for small business development at the national
level (Official-4, 2004).
The state has extended preferential treatment to assist and promote the private
sector by urging all government departments to give priority to purchasing national
products and awarding contracts to national firms. Furthermore, the state offered
generous subsidies to local exporters (most li kely to the large fi rms) in order for them
to be competitive in the global markets. However, the Ministry of I ndustry, for
example, does not provide any tangible or intangible assistance in marketing the
products of small manufacturers. There is no law in effect that compels big firms to
utilise the products of small fi rms, where possible, or incentives that motivate them to
do so. Even if there was such a policy, it is rarely respected or observed. The
individual(s) in charge of purchasing usually shop overseas, motivated by the
expediency of established procedures and/or driven by special considerations and,
seemingly, self-interest (Official-2, 2004)!
Source: Fieldwork (2004)

Table 8.3 lists som e formal institutions perceived by Saudi officials as most relevant to,
and active in, promoting entrepreneurship and supporting the small business sector.
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Table 8.3
No.

Key formal institutions involved in entrepreneurship development
Institution

Function/objective

:ount

1.

Saudi Chambers of
Commerce and Industry*

- Extend advice and counselling serv ices to
existing and new business undertakings.
- Coordinate with governmental and non
governmental financial
institutions to
mobilise funding for small firms.
- Promote entrepreneurship culture through
various functions such as conferences,
forums and workshops
- Provide small firms with advice and
assistance to overcome their internal
and
(administrative,
marketing
organizational) and external problems
(mainly with government departments)

9

2.

General Organisation for
Technical Education and
Vocational Training

- Hold awareness seminars and training
programm es to promote the importance of
entrepreneurshi p
- Encourage its graduates to establish their
own businesses.
- Provide financial support serv ices to
assist young graduates in the start-up of
their new businesses.

3

3.

Human Resources
Development Fund

- Fund special programmes aimed at
trai ning Saudis and prepari ng them for
employment.

3

4.

Ministry of Trade and Industry - Registering and licensing new businesses.

2

5.

Saudi Arabian General
Investment Authority
(SAGIA)

- The Foreign Investment Act of April 2000
aimed
at opening
new investment
opportunities and facilitating existing
opportunities for national as well as
international investors.

2

6.

Saudi Credit Bank (SCB) Bank AI-Taslif

- Provide aualified businesses with interest
free loans .
- There are strong indications that the state
is in the process of naming the SCB as the
for
authority
ulti mate
responsible
representing the interests of the Saudi small
business sector.

5

Total

24**

* Saudi Chambers of Commerce and I ndustry are non-governmental organisations, created and
funded privately by the commerce and industry sectors.
** Figures may not add up to equal the total number interviewed due to the possibility of multiple
answers and/or no answers to certain questions by some participants.

64 This is one of the functions intended for the (SCB) to perform. However, none of the
entrepreneurs I formally interviewed or business people that I i nformally met were able to
confirm that the (SCB), or for that matter any other financial institution, offered them such a
serv ice. Furthermore, Saudi financial institutions were extremely reluctant to enter into
partnership agreements with existing or new entrepreneurs.
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Politicians and policymakers have extensively debated the rationality of providing
public fund to the needy, unemployed and the less fortunate with the aim of moving
them from poverty and dependency to autonomy, self-sufficiency and productivity
through self-e mployment and entrepreneurship. Although many govern ments have
adopted policies specifically designed to accom modate the d isadvantaged by
transforming them into a productive segment of society through the path of
entrepreneurship, findings from the field indicate that this was not the case in Saudi
Arabia. However, many Saudi officials addressed this issue and spoke of ongoing
efforts and consultations to establish a special fund dedicated to the cause of the
d isadvantaged groups such as, women, unemployed university g raduates and
u nemployed individuals under the age of 25. The proposed ' Poverty Fund' would be a
charitable fund supported by private donations and designed to e mpower the
underprivileged by bringing out their entrepreneurial qualities. and creating favourable
conditions for them to exploit their strengths by owning and ru nning their own small
projects.

I slam displays exceptional sensitivity towards the needs of the underprivileged . thus
g ranting them a recognised right to the public wealth through the institution of Zakah.
A key objective of Zakah, as discussed in Chapter 3. is the realisation of social justice
among all Muslims by presenting every Muslim with an equal opportunity to be a
productive and active member of society. Therefore the Zakah fund is considered to be
an effective instrument intended not only to extend a helping hand to the
d isadvantaged and the poor, but as an empowering mechanism to help them reach
their potential by being productive 'entrepreneurs'. rather than being dependent
individuals relying on charities and handouts. The interviews with state officials.
including representatives from the Authority of Zakah and Income. revealed that the
state did not put in place a coherent system to collect Zakah from individuals and re
channel a proportion of its revenues to benefit the d isadvantaged and the excluded in
the form of capacity build ing programmes and small business start-u p initiatives.

The interviews also sought to examine whether the state has two separate sets of
entrepreneurship policies: one designed for the creation of e ntrepreneurs and the
promotion of entrepreneurship and the other for extending support for new firms and
providing incentives for existing ones. The majority of Saudi officials considered the
question of whether the national development policy d ifferentiates betwee n policies and
programmes designed to address the special needs of entrepreneurs and the needs of
small businesses. "Simply. they do not", was a straightforward response frequently
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repeated by Saudi officials. "The fact that there is not a n overall state entrepreneurship
policy renders this question off the point", commented a Saudi officia l .

Saudi officials perceived , a n d therefore approached t h e concepts of entrepreneurship
and small business, as if they were one and the same. They used the two terms
interchangeably and in the same capacity and more often used the term "small
businesses" to symbolise both concepts. In fact, they placed more emphasis on the
firm rather than on the person responsible for establishing the firm. S uch misreading of
the terms h indered the researcher's attempts to focus the discussions on the spirit of
entrepreneurship as opposed to the notion of small businesses. It further explains, in
part, the absence of entre preneurship policy-oriented research from the Saudi research
programme. The General Organization for Techn ical Education and Vocational
Training was an exception since it stated its mission i n entrepreneurial terms: "planting
the importance of entrepreneurship in society and encouraging the young people to
establish their own business projects" . The SCCI also believed that they were
promoting entrepreneurship and that some of their activities and programmes were
directed toward serving the interests and the needs of the entrepreneur.

Another objective of interviewing Saud i officials was to understand the state's official
attitude and approach regarding entrepreneurship education . Saudi officials recognised
the potential role that entrepreneurship education could play in creating awareness,
fostering entrepreneurship tendencies and providing potential e ntrepreneurs with
needed skills and proper training. At the same time, they acknowledged that despite
being

of

such

importance,

the

Saudis'

formal

education

system

excludes

entrepreneurship education in general and Islamic entrepreneurship in particular from
its curriculum. Likewise, Saudi officials were unable to advise whether or not
entrepreneurship education is being critically contemplated or considered for serious
deliberation by policymakers and ed ucation specialists. However, Saudi officials
expressed their profound confidence that the issue of entrepreneurship education
sooner rather than later will force itself onto the agendas of Saudi policymakers and
ed ucation authorities.

Earlier discussions highlighted Islam's positive attitude and constructive approach
towards entrepreneurship, and pointed out that Saudi entrepreneurs perceived Islam to
be an entrepreneurial religion . Saudi officials were asked about their general
perception of the role of Islam in the overall development of SA and through the
promotion of Islamic entrepreneurship in particular. Moreover, whether the state
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adopted any policies or exerted any efforts to promote 'Islamic entrepreneurship', such
as the promotion of Islamic banking and the inclusion of Islamic entrepreneurship
education in state schools' cu rricula. Respondents recounted in abstract terms the
positive attitude of Islam towards entrepreneurial activity without adding to what is
already known in terms of how this positive attitude, in reality, has influenced the cau se
of e ntrepreneurship in Saudi Arabia. Typical responses were:
•

Islam motivates and challenges Muslims to engage in prod uctive work, thus it
g ives priority to entrepreneurship over other forms of halal earn ings. There is no
doubt that Islam is an e ntrepreneurial religion and has a profou n d influence in
directing the individ ual towards entrepre neurial activity.

•

Several Qur'anic verses and prophetic traditions urge Muslims to be self-reliant
and to p u rsue the path of entrepreneurship evidenced by the fact that many of
the Prophet's (PBUH) companions were successful traders and entrepreneurs
who employed their wealth to advance the cau se of Islam in addition to realising
their own well-being.

Saudi officials were also unable to provide convincing accounts of practical initiatives
undertaken by the state to promote Islamic entrepreneurship. In fact, they were u nable
to name a sing le state-sponsored policy, institution or a distinct initiative solely
des igned or devoted to serving the cause of I slamic entrepreneurship.

In the light of the convictions held by both Saudi entrepreneurs and Saudi officials that
the state has no entrepreneurship policy, the question on the relationship between
policy and action with regard to entrepreneurship development in SA seemed
irrelevant. Table 8.4 lists some of the thoughts shared by Saudi officials regarding the
relationship between policy drafting and policy i mplementation in general.
Apart from acknowledging the importance of the small business sector and affirming
the good intention of the state in supporting SMEs, there is no evidence to suggest
active engagement on the part of the state in promoting entrepreneurship cu ltu re or
extending support to starting up new businesses. There are no special supportive
policy measure s or special ised institutions for providing preferential treatment to small
businesses. On the contrary, Saudi entrepreneurs believe that policymakers not only
overlook the small business sector, but they - unintentionally - hold a d iscriminatory
attitude towards it as well.
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Table 8 .4

Policy legislation versus policy implementation

Item

Response

Count

1.

The lack of coordination amongst the many parties and agencies involved
with the small business sector has resulted in duplication of efforts and
misuse of time and financial resources. It seems that the only existing
coordinated efforts are those between the small business development
centres in each regional Chamber of Commerce through the Council of
Saudi Chambers.

5

2.

There are ongoing attempts to establish a unified central authority to
oversee all efforts and activities aimed at promoting small businesses.
However, such efforts so far have not materialised in adopting practical
policies or creating working institutions committed to the cause of
entrepreneurshi p.

3

3.

Lack of policy implementation i s not confined to entrepreneurshi p or
small business policies; it is part of an inefficient and unproductive
public sector that lacks transparency and credibil ity.

7

4.

Bureaucracy and the lack of monitoring mechanisms that hold public
servants accountable usually hinder the implementation of sanctioned
policies.

7

5.

There is a big gap between the drafting of a pol icy and putting that policy
into action.

5

6.

Both the Minister of Com merce and Industry and the Minister of Planning
and Economy have acknowledged the big gap between policy
endorsement and its actual execution in general, hence they have called
for renewed effort to speed up the implementation of approved policies.

1

Total

28*

* Figures may not add up to equal the total number interviewed due to the possibility of
multiple answers and/or no answers by some participants to certai n questions.

Saudi officials did not contest the claim that Saudi entrepreneurs were left to their fate,
nor d id they counter the suggestion that entrepreneurshi p is not part of the state's
overall development strategy -despite its commitment to the private and small business
sector as stated in various five-year development plans. Likewise, the state d id not g ive
due recognition to the d iverse contributions that entrepreneurship extends to the well
being of the country, thus they failed to sanction the development of a productive
entrepreneurship class in the Kingdom. Collected data also indicate that Islamic
entrepreneurship is still a novel concept to many Saudi officials -evidenced by the
visible lack of policies and institutions totally, or in part, dedicated to the cau se of Islamic
entrepreneurship.
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Earlier d iscussions raised the concern that the information supplied by Saudi officials
lacked depth and originality. Different readings and interpretations were d rawn from the
attitudes and the responses of Saudi officials to the interview q uestions: the first reading
gave the impression that officials were reluctant to provide momentous information due
to their fear of being subjected to official question ing -despite the confidentiality and
anonymity assurances g iven by the researcher. The second reading led one to conclude
that officials were frank and candid in their responses, which were true reflection s of the
reality of the Saudi entrepreneurship sector.

N ow, as the features of Saudi

entrepreneurship become clearer, I realise that Saudi officials were telling what they
actually knew and believed to be the specifics about the role of the state in
entrepreneurship development.
The lack of real interest and the inadequate involvement of Saudi policymakers and
economic planners in entrepreneurship development could be linked to their narrow
understanding of the valuable contributions that entrepreneurs extend to the socio
economic well-being of the country. State officials and policymakers themselves might
need to be educated and made more aware of the viability of entrepreneurship as a
development strategy. Once they come to realise the benefits of entrepreneurship, they
are most l i kely to consider examining various policy options and to adopt what they
believe to be the most a ppropriate within the Saudi context, and integrate such policies
within the overall national development strategy.

A participant in the interviews said that he will not be revealing a secret if he says that
the only real and effectual decision-making authority in the Kingdom is the authority of
the Council of Ministers. As long as there is no recognised envoy assigned to rep re sent
the aspirations of entrepreneurs and defend the interests of small e nterprises a mong
the 30 or so ministers, this sector will remain helpless and economically unviable. "If
the state is serious a bout promoting entrepreneurship and supporting small
businesses , it ought to create a new Ministry entirely d evoted to entrepreneurship and
small business development or at least to establish an independent but inclusive
department within the appropriate ministry to assume d u e responsibility for this sector"
(Official-03 , 2004). "Policies must be linked to the Cou ncil of Ministers in order for them
to have a chance of being implemented", commented another Saudi official.
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The role of the ed ucation system 65
"Unless or u ntil all of society shares the entrepreneurial spirit, the educational task will
not be complete" (OECD , 200 1 a, p. 82). Both Saudi e ntrepreneurs and Saudi officials
emphasised the potentia l role of education in building a viable Saudi entrepreneurship
sector; therefore, it was imperative to involve Saudi intellectuals and education
specialists in the research66 . Education is a multi-faceted d iscipline that has a d ual
influence on entrepreneurship develop ment: as a core component of the indigenous
culture, education provides vital input for policymakers to consider while debating
entrepreneurship policies. Equally important is the fact that education is a powerful
instrument for entreprene u rship policy implementation; therefore, it is deeply affected
by the adopted policies.
The common orthodoxy that education plays an important role in shaping the
entrepreneurship environ ment in any g iven country is unquestionable. However, what
is in question is the assumption that formal education constantly leads to more
entrepreneurship. The role of formal edu cation in creating a cultu re of entrepreneurship
has been controversial a n d subject to prolonged debates. Scholars often explain lack
of entrepreneurship in many countries by the inflexibility of their educational systems.
The majority of Saudi i ntellectuals and academics I interviewed held the same
unfavourable perception of the role of Saudi education in developing an entrepreneurial
class in the Kingdom. They explained the lack of true entrepreneurial spirit amongst
Saudis by the rig id ity of the national ed ucation system that neither promotes autonomy
and creativity nor stimu lates positive thinking throug h the process of search a n d
inquiry. In a personal interview with the Deputy Minster for Educational Development,
he disputed this account and explained that the educational system prepares students
to

be

positive

and

p roductive

citizens;

therefore,

it

indirectly

encourages

entrepreneurial qualities a mong students. He nevertheless conceded that the issu e
d eserves more attention.

The attitude of Saudi academics was also in line with the widely held view that
entrepreneurship education positively contributes to the cause of entrepreneurship.

65

For more o n the Saudi educational system, please refer to Sedgwick (2001 ).
Interviews with Saudi intellectuals included: academics mainly from Saudi Universities,
speCialists from the Ministry of Education (i ncluding the Deputy Minister for Educational
Development), representatives from the Ministry of Higher Education and prominent religious
scholars, as they all have special interest in I slamic entrepreneurship and development.

66
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They iterated that entrepreneurship education would increase the awareness and the
understanding of the entrepreneurial process, stimulate and cultivate enterprise culture,
revive the spirit of entrepreneu rship and provide potential entrepreneurs with the
relevant skills and appropriate training to start a nd run a new business.

Entrepreneurship education is rapidly gaining momentu m a nd becoming an i ntegral
part of the acade mic curricu l u m in many schools and h igher educational institution s
around the g lobe, a n d t h e growing inclination towards entrepreneurship education is
most likely to continue. However, Saudi intellectuals believe that the prevailing
educational policies in Saudi Arabia do not g ive due recog nition to the contributions of
entrepreneurship education , nor do they allow for the emergence of a n entrepreneurial
culture in the Kingdom.

Table 8.5

presents some views and

perceptions of Saudi

academics and

entrepreneurship specialists reg arding the realities of the Saudi educational system as
they relate to entrepreneurship development.
Ta ble 8 .5

The realities of the Saudi entrepreneurship ed ucation

The issue/theme

The response

Count

How do you generally perceive
the relationship between formal
education and the level of
entrepreneurial activity?

- Positive
- Controversial
- No casual relationship
- Adverse

1
3
2
7

How do you perceive the
relationship between
entrepreneurs h i p education and
entrepreneurship development?

-Entrepreneurship education is positioned
to play a leading role i n promoting an
entrepreneurship culture and advancing
entrepreneurship
development
both
quantitatively and qualitatively.
-Entrepreneurs are born not made.
Therefore, education although i mportant, is
not a precondition for the emergence of
entrepreneurship.

11

How do you assess the
relationship between
entrepreneurship education a nd
entrepreneurship development in
Saudi Arabia?

-Theoretically, entrepreneurship education
would have a positive i mpact on
entrepreneurship development; however,
Saudi youth are rarely exposed to
entrepreneurship education throughout
their schooling years. Thus, it would be
inappropriate to judge the extent and the
value of such a relationship.

13

2

13
10

10
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The i nclusion of entrepreneurship
education i n the Saudi
educational system

At what level is entrepreneurship
being taught in the Saudi
educational i nstitutions?

At what level should
entrepreneurship be formally
introduced to Saudi nationals?

How and in what ways?

-Entrepreneurship is a topic virtually
excluded from the schools' curriculum;
entrepreneurship education is yet to be
fully accepted and incorporated within the
national education system.
-Neither school curricul um nor institutes of
higher education make clear reference to
entrepreneurshi p.
-Entrepreneurship education is not on the
agenda of education specialists! authorities
-There are some scattered materials in the
curriculum intended to create a positive
attitude towards work in general.
-The Ministry of Education is seriously
considering adopting a more structured
approach to promote entrepreneurship.

7

-Neither Saudi schools nor universities
teach entrepreneurship as a scholarly
subject at any level.
-Even university students majoring in
business studies or engineering are most
likely
to
graduate
unaware
of
entrepreneurship as a viable alternative to
employment.
-Few business papers at university level
barely refer to entrepreneurship in an
informal and unstructured format.

6

-Entrepreneurship education should be
incorporated in the school curriculum and
taught as a compulsory subject at the
primary level. "It is never too early to
introduce i ndividuals to the ideals of
entrepreneurship", because "early years
are considered the most i mportant
developmental phase of the indiv idual's
lifetime" .
-High school level
-University level
-Students should have theoretical exposure
to the prinCi ples of entrepreneurship at
primary level ; however, the practical part of
entrepreneurship education that includes
trai ning and capacity bui lding should
commence at some point at high school
level .

4

-"We must begin in our schools". A starting
point would be to embark on a nation-wide
programme to explain the concept in
si mple and straightforward terms to as
many
people as possible. Various
educational institutions would play a central
role in the campaign. The message should
be that entrepreneurship which is rooted in

12

4
3
2
2
18

5

2
13

7
2
2

15
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Muslims' culture and traditions is also a
way of earning halal rizq and pleasing The
Almighty Allah.
- The family bears special responsi bility in
fostering the seeds of entrepreneurshi p
amongst its mem bers.
- The media constitute a powerful tool that
should be effectively employed to raise the
profile of entrepreneurship.
- Religious leaders are in a unique position
to spread the message of entrepreneurshi p
especially among the youth.

Who should be the target of
entrepreneurship education?

-Entrepreneurship education should not be
limited to students who might choose self
employment. Instead, it should target all
segments of society i n order to create a
general awareness and prov ide basic
knowledge of its principles in the first place,
and then focus on bui lding the capabilities
of potential entrepreneurs.
-Engineering and business students are the
ones more likely to start a business than
others.
-Entrepreneurship education should also
target bankers, lawyers, government
officials and others with whom the
entrepreneurs will come into contact. The
perceptions of these individuals and their
attitude towards the entrepreneurial activity
would have a great influence on the
development
and
success
of
entrepreneurship i n Saudi Arabia.

4
8
9
33
10

4
6

20*

*Multiple responses are allowed

In entrepreneurship literatu re attention is frequently drawn to the failure of education
systems in the majority of developing countries to promote an entrepreneurship culture
and to create enterprising individ uals. Formal education , particularly at u niversity level ,
tends t o teach a n d train people to b e good employees rather than be successful
employers. The spread of the "take-a-job" as opposed to the "create-a-job" attitude in
many countries is mainly blamed on the passive role of their educational systems and
the hesitation of universities to incorporate entrepreneurship ed ucation and training
within their curriculum and programmes (Kou rilsky, 1 995).

Saudi intellectuals were consistent in their assessment regarding the status of the
Saudi e ntrepreneurship education with respect to the following three categories of
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entrepreneurship education as identified in the literature (Jamieson , 1 984). Firstly,
education a bout enterprise: the objective is to generate a proper u nderstanding of
entrepreneurship concepts and an appreciation of the entrepreneurial phenomenon.
Specific

desired

outcomes

include:

increasing

an

individual's

interest

in

entrepreneurship and his/her readiness to recognise and seize opportunities (Walstad

& Kourilsky, 1 998); nurturing a positive attitude towards entrepreneurship is to be
regarded as socially accepted and personally rewarding (Green & Pryde, 1 990);

creating an awareness of self-employment as an alternative career option. Secondly,
ed ucation for enterprise aims at developing enterprise skills and providing training for
existing and new entrepreneurs. Thirdly, education through enterprise, which is an
informal type of entrepreneurship education, is intended to link educational institution s
with local communities a n d the private sector. I t aims a t involving entrepreneurs in t h e
education process through real life practical projects using convenient case studies,
com pany visits, team projects and interaction with role model entrepreneurs. "In
reality, the Saudi education system hard ly covers any a spects of the components that
comprise this triangle -most notably, the practical d i mension of e ntrepreneurship
education", commented a p rominent academic fig ure at KSU School of Business.

Other interviewees had an identical or similar assessment of the realities of Saudi
entrepreneurship education. They believe that entrepreneurship education cu rrently
does not rise to the inventory of education priorities as identified by Saudi
policymakers and education specialists. However, they expressed their confidence that
change in the official attitude towards entrepreneurship education is being initiated.

Saudi un iversities are often accused of failing to be adaptive and having a tendency to
offer what they already have instead of tailoring their offerings to fit customers' needs
(the economy). Universities and the private sector are engaged in a cycle of "claim and
counterclaim" as to who should bear the responsibility for the alarming unemployment
fig ures -particularly among university g rad uates. The Saudi private sector, on the one
hand, frequently complains that large numbers of Saudi un iversity graduates a re
"illiterates or semi-illiterate" , especially i n the areas of communication and analytical
proficiency. They lack basic skills and proper training to be prod uctive and cost
effective in a competitive and profit-d riven private economy.

Saudi academics, on the other hand , acknowledged that the Saudi education system
all the way through to h ig her education neither prepares young Saudis to be
successful e ntrepreneurs nor provides them with proper training to be competent and
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committed e mployees. At the same time, they stressed the viewpoint which arg ues
that "universities are h igher educational institutions mainly aimed at providing
knowledge, d elivering h igh q uality education and developing research activities".
P reparing students for the market, although a priority; is not the top priority for most
u niversities. Therefore, they declined to accept all the blame and swiftly countered the
claim by portraying the private sector to be greedy, self-centred and partisan . They
further challenged the private sector to d isplay a sense of national responsibil ity by
investing in the new graduates and provid ing them with needed training despite the
hefty cost that they might incur in the short term.

Yet, Saudi academics d id not dispute their social and moral responsibilities towards
their communities such as maintaining a close line of communication with the labour
market to identify and to respond in a timely manner to emerging market req uirements.
However, they admitted that communication channels with the private sector are
neither adequate nor satisfactory, thus they called for more interaction , coord ination
and integ ration between the higher educational institutions and the private sector. "I
believe that the emphasis on strengthe n ing the (fragile) relationship between Saudi
educational institutions and the private sector would be one of the most important
recommendations that this thesis is set to deliver" , commented a Saudi academic.

Up to recent times the freedom of universities to undertake research projects or
consulting works outside the walls of the u niversity was h indered by bureaucracy, a
string of regulations and the possibility of being subjected to lengthy q uestion and
answer sessions. Saudi intellectuals believe that th ings are chang ing and the
interaction between the two entities is steadily developing. The interest and
involvement of the private sector in academia are manifested in different forms such as
s ponsorship of various university functions, offering specialised chairs and holding
"career days and career weeks" at the un iversities' premises. Universities, on the other
hand, are stre n gthening their relations with the private sector by utilising their h uman
capital and physical infrastructure to embark on research activities relevant to the
needs of the private sector. Universities also organise seminars, forums and
workshops to further inform, educate and train business people . However, it remains
imperative that the contribution of Saudi u n iversities to the economic d evelopment of
the country should be largely enhanced through the stimulation of entrepreneurship.

While Saudi intellectuals strongly believe that universities are in a good position to play
a constructive role in developing an enterprise culture in Saudi Ara bia they a lso
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emphasised the role of the family, the school, the media and the religious
establishment and argued that nurturing an entrepreneurship culture and developing
enterprising individ uals are common responsibilities.

Islamic e ntrepreneurs h i p in Saudi Arabia

Table 8.6 below clearly indicates that all Saudi intellectuals I interviewed firmly believe
that Islam holds a high regard for entrepreneurship and places a strong emphasis on
entrepreneurial activity. Saudi intellectuals were firm in their u niform response to my
question as to whether there is such a thing as Islamic entrepreneurship: "certain ly",
"definitely", "absolutely", and "positively" were b rief but concise answers frequently
repeated

by

Saudi

intellectuals.

They

further

emphasised

their

belief that

entrepreneurship has a strong presence in Islam by citing many verses from the Holy
Qur'an and q uoting many traditions of the Prophet (PBUH).

Entrepreneurship in Islam is the source and the origin of rizq while employment is a
recent invention that came about to fill the administrative needs of the (modern) state.
Islam,

therefore,

as

seen

by

Saudi

intellectuals,

does

not

only

endorse

entrepreneurship, but it also urges and motivates Muslims to take initiatives and not to
wait fo r the sky to rain gold or silver. However, responses to my revised question as to
wheth er or not Islamic entrepreneu rshi p in reality has a presence varied considerably
from "defin itely" to "not sure". Respondents emphasised that entrepreneurship is
deeply rooted in Islamic history and in Muslim cu lture. Suffice to say that many of the
Prophet's (PBUH) companions were very successful entrepreneurs. They p ractised
entrepreneurship in a true Islamic spirit and consequently made fortunes for
themselves and for the Muslim ummah and helped spread Islam to new territo ries. Not
surprisingly, the majority of participa nts attri buted the contemporary failures in
implementing Isla mic entrepreneurship primarily to the absence of relevant Islamic
institutions intended to promote e ntrepreneurship and facilitate the entrepreneu rial
process th rough its various stages.
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Table 8 .6

Islamic entre preneurship and the need for a model

The issue/theme

The response

Count

- Is there such a thing as Islamic
entrepreneurship?

- Certainly, a bsolutely, definitely, positively

13

- In real ity. is Islamic
entrepreneurship manifested in
the practices of Musl i m
entrepreneurs?

-

2

Strongly manifested
Manifested
Not sure
Not manifested

13

6
3
2

13
- Does the Islamic perspective of
entrepreneurship differ from the
Western perspective of
entrepreneurship?

- Can the Islamic model of
entrepreneurship be i ntegrated
with i n the general (Western)
model?

- Yes, they differ in their philosophies,
views, objectives, and means of del ivery.
- Yes, however, the Western model is
converging towards the Islamic model by
addressing business ethics and social
responsibility.
- Both models have a lot in common. Yet,
differences are profound.
- The Western model is more structured
than the Islamic model.

7

-Midpoint can be reached to accommodate
both models.
- No it cannot
- No, it cannot and should not

2

3

1
2

13

3
8
13

- Is the call for the construction
of an Islamic entrepreneurship
model justified?

- Absolutely j ustified
- Justified
- Not sure

9

3
1
13
13

-Do you feel that Islamic
entrepreneurship should be
taught?

Positively, certainly, of course.

- At what levels?

- As early as possible
- At school age
- At high school level

7
3
3

- All possible ways
- School
- Home
- The mosque

7
8
3
4

- In what ways?

13

13

22*
*Multiple responses are allowed
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As Saudi intellectuals recogn ise the d ifferences between the Western and the Islamic
perspectives of entrepreneu rship, they strongly believe that the call for an Islamic
entrepreneurship model is j u stified. The in-depth discussions with Saudi intellectuals
enabled the researcher to assimilate their views and insights and compose the
following brief summary on their perceptive of what Islamic entrepreneurship entails.

Box 8.2

Islamic perspective on entrepreneurship as seen by Saudi i ntellectuals

The concept of entrepreneurship in Islam is strongly l inked to the more inclusive and
comprehensiv e concept of (tawhid); the "Oneness of God". The general rules relating to
human activ ities in Islam are inclusion and permissi bility (ha/a/) while exclusion and
prohibition (haram) are the exception. Whatever activ ities and behaviours Islam has
outlawed have been due to the harm and the mischief they cause at personal, community,
national and global levels. Islam for instance prohibited alcohol and drugs because of their
mentally and economically damaging effects. It also prohi bited prostitution because it is
immoral and it has a destructive impact on i ndividuals, families, and communities. Islam
prohibited interest-based financial transactions on the grounds that they are unjust, immoral
and widen the gap between the rich and the poor.
The Muslim's entrepreneurial activity thus is guided and regulated by the following set of
rules: firstly, it must absolutely preserve the full rights of Almighty Allah whether these rights
relate to Aqida or /badah. Secondly, it must not lead to an offence or cause harm to the
entrepreneur's body, soul or possessions, as the Muslim does not own any of these
treasures in absolute terms. H e/she is merely entrusted with them, and therefore is under
religious obligation to safeguard this trust. Smoking, for example, causes harm to vital parts
of the human body and God says "but let there be amongst you traffic and trade by mutual
good-will: Nor kill (or destroy) yourselves: for verily Allah hath been to you Most Merciful ! "
(Qur'an, 4 , 29) and he also says "and spend of your substance in the cause of Allah, and
make not your own hands contri bute to (your) destruction; but do good; for Allah loveth
good doers" (Qur'an, 2, 1 95). Thus, smoking is a clear violation of the terms of trusteeshi p
with The Almighty Allah. Allah also is the ultimate and the absolute owner of all wealth "give
them something yourselves out of the means which Allah has given to you" (Qur'an, 24,
33). Therefore, individuals are obliged to earn and to spend such wealth in the way that
pleases The Almighty Allah. Thi rdly, Islamic entrepreneurial activity must not lead to an
offence, pose a threat, or cause damage to others or their properties. Fourthly, Islamic
entrepreneurship must be practised ethically and morally and must be completely free of
any form of "conflict of interest" .
I n addition, entrepreneurial activity must realise the following two specific objectives
respectively in order to conform to Islamic values and bel iefs: it has to bring tangible
benefits to the entrepreneur's community and to humanity at large. The product or the
service it provides must deliver a useful service to the wider community without leading to
corruption or causing distrust among any fractions of the society. The entrepreneurial
activity must also bring direct or indirect benefits to the individual entrepreneur as
recognition of his/her constant efforts and productive contributions.
Source: Integrated responses of Saudi intellectuals regarding Islamic perspective on
entrepreneurship ( Fieldwork, 2004).

The majority of participants o bjected to the way I framed the question regard ing the
viability of integrating Islamic entrepreneurship within the Western model and whether
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the construction of an Islamic model is really needed and/or justified. They pointed out
that while the Western mode l is relatively new, with many of its concepts having deep
roots i n Islamic business principles, the Islamic model existed some 1 ,400 years ago.
The call must be to recon struct and to restore rather than to recreate, the already
existing model.

As Saudi intellectuals acknowledged the variation between the two systems, they had
d ifferent explanations of the nature and the implications of these d ifferences: o n the
one hand, are the g raduates of religious schools from Islamic universities who
categorically rejected any suggestion that convergence betwee n the two models could
eventuate. They explained that the secular Western ideals -including the Protestant
work ethic- a re largely oriented towards materialism, and view entrepreneurship p u rely
as an economic activity intended to create tangible benefits. In contrast, Islam
considers work and specifically entrepreneurship to be ibadah before being an
economic activity aimed at generating economic value. The basic virtues embedded in
Islamic entrepreneurial activity led Saudi intellectuals to accentuate the uniqueness of
the Islamic view of the e ntrepreneurial phenomeno n , and to conclude that the
integration between the Islamic and Western perspectives of entrepreneursh i p is
impractical and methodically invalid.

On the othe r hand, a minority of graduates of business schools from Western
universities advocated the complementary role of both systems and a rg ued that the
two models are converging. " I foresee a convergence between the two models, and the
convergence is definitely towards the Islamic ideals" , commented a facu lty member of
the KSU School of Business. This low-key viewpoint justifies its validity by the g radual
changes in the Western perspective towards business activity, i nfluenced by the
propagation of the "human istic and behavioural schools" and their attentiveness to
ethics and social responsibility in business.

The Islamic model excels in the philosophical aspect of entrepreneurship while the
Western model is well advanced in the art of institution building. Therefore, the West
cou ld, as it has previou sly, i ntegrate some of the moral aspects of Islam ic
entrepreneurship into its model. At the same time Muslims could learn from the
Western model how to d raft working policies and build functional institutions compatible
with their specifics, their identity and their own brand of entrepreneurship, explained a
Saudi intellectual.
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A group of Saudi academics justified the scarcity of entrepreneurship and/or small
business education in Saudi schools and universitie s by the low demand from students,
who generally lacked d u e awareness of the benefits of entrepreneurship edu cation.
Others put the blame on academics interested in e ntrepreneurship themselves for their
lack of zest and their failure to campaign vigorously to include entrepreneurship and
small business education within the offerings of their respective departments. Another
g roup of intellectuals criticised the educational reforms during the past 30 yea rs and
charged that reforms were merely a new presentation for an old product; the focus of
reforms was on the form rather than on the substance. Reforms also failed to view, thus
promote the educationa l evolution as a complete entity that encompasses more than the
textbook. The value of individual i nitiative, achievement orientation, creativity and
positive thinking are but a few functions that the reformed ed ucation system has
overlooked the need to reinforce.
Moreover, Islamic entrepreneurship education was h indered by the fact that the majority
of academics specialising in entrepreneurship are g raduates of Western universities
who were influenced, in one way or another, by the Western secu lar school of thought.
The clear shortage of specialised scholars who combine the scientific vision in various
fields of knowledge with the true understanding of the Islamic perspective of the issues
raised

undoubted ly had its adverse impact on the d rive to promote Islamic

entrepreneurship education.

Some intellectuals d id not seek to come up with

justifications or scripted explanations and gave plain answers such as: "ignorance " , "lack
of common sense", "lack of awareness", "neglect", "failing to notice", "unwilling to
change", "no i mmediate need", and "frankly, there i s no excuse or justification".

It was interesting that the interviews revealed that educational officials at the ministry
level are themselves the policymakers who decide what to i nclude in the school
curricu lum. At the university level, u niversities are free to decide what to teach , within
the bou ndaries of the stated policy and objectives. I ndividual universities enjoy a great
deal of flexibility and are given their own space to d raft and carry out their policies and
programmes. The offering of papers and courses is an internal affair decided through a
process that must be endorsed respectively by: the department council, the college
council and finally the university board. The Ministry of H igher Education has no
influence or i nput whatsoever in deciding upon the nature or the contents of the
university teaching programmes.
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Exte rnal factors
The level and the q uality of the entrepreneurial activity within a society are also subject
to the influence of many externa l variables. Starting a private enterprise under the
com munist system , for instance , was strictly prohibited; hence the entrepreneurial spirit
in East Europe u nder soviet domination was suppressed. Likewise, the overseas
Chinese owned and managed successful businesses in Malaysia, Hong Kong and
Singapore while they were denied the opportunity to practice their entrepreneurial skills
in communist China (Liao & Soh men, 200 1 ).

The conceptual entrepreneurship model, which g u ided the d evelopment of this study,
has identified three external factors of g reat i nfluence on the Saudi entrepreneurship
development process: the influx of oil rents, the influx of expatriates and foreign labou r
and the speed and intensity of g lobalisation. Saudi entrepreneurs , Saudi officials and
Saudi intellectuals shared their views regard ing the effect of these external forces on the
spirit of Saudi entrepreneurship and the q uality of Saudi entrepreneurial activity.
The o i l factor

Previous discussions highlighted the crucial role that oil continues to play in the socio
economic development of Saudi Arabia and the debate on whether oil is a blessing or a
curse. Saudi entrepreneurs , conceivably more than other players in the economy, were
affected by the oil discovery and commercialisation and had the following to say
regard ing the impact of oil on the country's entrepreneurial d rive.

Box 8.3

Oil a nd entrepreneurship: Four testimonies from the field

The first testimony:

There is no doubt that oil revenues largely contri buted to the speedy development of
Saudi Arabia. However, it was feasible for such massive wealth to deliver healthier
returns to the various sectors of the economy -if it was not for the ' big brother' role of the
government and its firm control over the people, the economy and the natural resources.
The "rediscovery of oil" in the 1 970s created a general business atmosphere focused on
infrastructure development and encouraged Saudis to seek em ployment rather than to be
engaged in business creation. The state assumed a passive role and failed to promote
productive entrepreneurshi p among its citizens. Therefore, it was left to the individuals'
oWn motivations and attitudes and their willi ngness to devote their initiative and ability to
m obilise the resources; individuals with the vision, the "go ahead attitude" and the
passion for being on their own surely benefited from the extraordinary opportunity
( I ntellect-B, 2004).
Continues next page . . .
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The second testimony

The oil boom of the 1 970s undoubtedly had an enormous positive impact on various
aspects of development in Saudi Arabia, most notably in the infrastructure projects and
social services. On the other hand, one must not underestimate the magnitude of its
negative impact on the attitude of future generations towards a range of i ssues. The
sudden wealth has created an unhealthy attitude among many Saudis towards
entrepreneurship and work in general. The motives to start a business were not
compelling and were outshone by the prospect of being employed in the publi c sector, or
acti ng as an agent for a foreign company. The oil boom also resulted in mass migration
to the main commercial centres denying rural areas and other communities their proper
share of development. One of the state's big failures in planning for the post-oil era is
evident in the appalling numbers of unem ployed Saudi university graduates. What
puzzles me further is that we live and act as if we are still in the middle of the oil boom
era. The truth is we are not. When I finished high school in the mid-1 970s, I had five
scholarship offers from various ministries to choose from, all in American universities,
and once I graduated from the university, I had that many em ployment offers to choose
from in the public sector. Now it would be a kind of wishful thinking to get one scholarship
offer, and a tougher challenge would be to find an employment opportunity after
graduation. Things have changed and we have to be realistic and adapt to the new
realities (I ntel lect- 4, 2004).
The third testimony

The oil boom of the 1 970s and the influx of sudden wealth played a constructive role i n
transforming the structure rather than the spirit o f the Saudi economy. Tremendous sums
of money were invested in renovating the much-needed infrastructure projects and
modernising other social sectors such as education and health. However, policymakers
were not successful in building a productive economy that frees the country from its
dependency on oil revenues. One might argue that the ample opportunities to start a
business that accompanied the oil boom were counterbalanced by the generous and
attractive employment offers in the public sector (Entrep- 1 2, 2004).
The fourth testimony

Nobody can question the enormous contri butions the oil wealth has extended towards the
economic development and prosperity of the Kingdom. Least to mention is the fact that
we have money to trade and do business. On the negative side, our attitudes towards
many things have been negatively manipulated. The young Saudi who was born with a
'silver spoon' and had his first new Mercedes at the age of 1 7 grew up to believe that his
future is secure. This feeling led him to think that he can buy al most anything and
everything, therefore losing the sense of responsibility and the will to be productive.
However, things are changing (Official-4, 2004).
Source: Fieldwork (2004)

The expatriates
Ho ( 1 992 , p. 27) attributed the success of Hong Kong's entrepreneurial experience,
among other factors, to the " influx of management expertise, hardworking migrants
from China". While Saudi Arabia cannot clai m to have most of the business friendly
attributes that Hong Kong has acquired, it seems that it did not realise, and thus failed
to capitalise on the positive features it did have. This is evidenced by the way it dealt
with its expatriates and foreign labour. The shortage of a skilled and unskilled Saudi
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indigenous workforce capable of stirrin g the economy and carrying out larg e scale
development projects prompted Saudi a uthorities to open the cou ntry to foreign labour
and expertise. The Saudi Genera l Statistics Authority (SAIR) estimated the n umber of
non -Saudis in November 2004 at 6 , 1 44,236 (27 . 1 %) of total population (SAIR, 2005).
Professional expatriates from all corners of the world have brought an u n paralleled
wealth of d iversified experiences to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia from the early 1 970s
onward . Ray (2004) arg ued that attracting immigrant entrepreneurs is a smart policy in
a community where entrepreneurial drive is lacking. Even developed countries such as
Canada, Australia and New Zealand have effectively e mployed immigration policies
targeting individuals with entrepreneurial qualities.

Unlike the m ajority of Western ind ustrialised countries, Saudi Arabia d id not open its
doors to welcome this influx of human wealth and integ rate the very capable and
promising (at least from Arabllslamic countries) within its development process. Saudi
authorities opted to pursue a conservative immigration policy where the potential
entrepreneurs and individuals with scientific or business advantage were not offered
Saudi citizenship, thus they did not create a sense of belonging between the expatriate
and the cou ntry. Citizensh ip is an empowering instru ment and an effective means that
could be employed to strengthen loyalty to the country and enable expatriates to utilise
the benefits of being citizens i n productive initiatives. In many instances, expatriates
were unfairly treated, intentionally or unintentionally, as if they were exploiters, and
were largely perceived as opportunists whose main aim was to have a bigger slice of
the pie. In retu rn , their contribution to the overall development was merely the same.
Saudi authorities failed to capitalise on this massive wealth of h u man richness and
expertise and thus missed a "lifetime opportunity" to transform its economy by
advancing its own entrepreneurial drive. Saudi Arabia neither gave its expatriates the
opportunity to excel and contribute to the development of the cou ntry nor made them
feel welcomed and appreciated as dedicated and sincere "hired foreign labour".

The exclusion of foreigners from exercising their entrepreneurial expertise has led
expatriates to seek 'other avenues' to practice entrepreneursh ip; an expatriate would
form an agreement with a Saudi citizen where the expatriate would work on h is behalf
and under his sponsorship. The Saudi extends legal cover to the foreigner by allowing
him to conduct his business using the Saudi business licence/registration. In retu rn , the
expatriate would pay the Saudi a one-time lump sum amount of money or fixed monthly
instalments regardless of the performance of the business.
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Discussio n s in Chapter 3 on Islamic e ntrepreneurship established that in order for
money to be halal, it must be earned through legitimate mea ns a s an outcome of
prod uctive effort. This perspective leads one to question the morality as well as the
legality of the forged arrangements between the expatriate and his Saudi 'partner' .
Such 'off t h e record' illeg itimate arrangements leave the expatriate at the mercy o f his
Saudi spon sor who can at any time claim ownership of the business leaving the
expatriate literally powerless and penn iless. This state of affairs clearly underscores the
need to reform labour laws.

The dishonest arrangements between some foreign (entrepreneurs) and Saudi
nationals had negative impact on the Saudi economy: firstly, Saudi nationals in most
cases were excluded from employment opportu nities created by new firms, except in
certain jobs that must, by law, be filled by Saudis, such as liaison officers. Each
establishment usually embarked on a preferential employment policy that favoured the
nationals of its founder/owner. Second ly, 'Undercover' foreign entrepreneurs did not
have to pay taxes imposed on foreign companies since they were registered as Saudi
businesses, thu s depriving the national economy of a source of income. Thirdly, As Dr.
AI-Sh idadi, the President of Saudi Management Association, explained during the
interview, expatriate entrepreneurs and foreign employees in most cases would
transfer most of their earn ings/profits outside the Kingdom. It is estimated that about
SR635.7 billion (US$1 69.5 billion) were legally tran sferred by expatriates through
official channels between 1 992 and 2002 (AI Omri, 2004). This is in addition to
undisclosed sums that are drawn outside the Kingdom through other i nformal channels.
The Kingdom has an open policy regard ing the movement of money from/to the
Kingdom, and has no regulations in place to limit the amount that any individual or
business can transfer out of the country.

Globalisation

One of the most exciting and promisin g avenues for entrepreneurs to expa nd their
businesses is to be players in the g loba l market. This emerging opportunity has been
facilitated i n part by the decline i n trade barriers, lower tra nsportation cost,
advanceme nt in tech nology, and the emergence of major trading b locs such as the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), European Union (EU), Asia- Pacific
Econo mic Cooperation (APEC), Southern Common Markets (SCeM) , and Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
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An implicit assumption shared by the d iverse definitions of globalisation is that
international trade is "free and fair". Yet, many have q uestioned the validity of this
hypothesis and a rg ued that the realities of the world's eco-politics and the egotism of
many influential countries work against the spirit of this positive assum ption . The issues
of "free and fair trade" still provoke heated debates and sharp d ivisions on a g lobal
scale. "On the face of it, free trade sou nd s like a g reat thing. After all, it has the word
"free" in it. In rea lity though, free trade is not that free" (Pierce, 200 1 , p. 1 ).
Data in table 8 . 7 suggest that almost one-half of participating Saudi entrepreneurs hold
a pessimistic view of "free trade". About one in four respondents believe that "free" trade
does exist, compared with just a little under one half (47%) who saw othe rwise.
Ta ble 8.7
Item

Attitudes of Saudi entre preneurs towards economic globalization
Content

Statistical Measurement
( Percentage)
SD
1

1.

Free trade is always free

11

2.

Free trade is fai r

16

47

D
2

NS
3

A
4

36

25

23

28

36

18

37

22

11

54

19

12

35

40

49

26

44

22

44

3.

Personally, I see economic
opportunities in free trade

14

4.

Globalisation benefits and stimulates
the Saudi economy.

12

5.

Globalisation presents Saudi
entrepreneurs with the opportunity to
compete globally

10

6.

Saudi Arabia will benefit from joining
the WTO.

8

7.

SA should compromise and be
flex i ble in accepting WTO conditions

9

8.

Small firms in developing countries
cannot compete in the global market.

2

9.

No single economy can standalone
and achieve prosperity.

5

1 0.

We should open our mi nds and
markets to promote globalisation.

11

36
23
22

19
30
3
14
26

22

11

21

25

36

37

54
35

49

44

1

9

15

15

51

38

34

41

25

15

38
41

SA
5
28
20
27
23
43

32
25
82
48

33

5

2

NR
0

0

0

0

5

0

4

0

3

0

6

0

3

0

0

0

0
1

1

31

0

14

0

8

0

0

0
0
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The debate on "a global economy" and "free trade" was extended to take in the
question of fairness: does free trade imply or produce "fa i r" trade? Economic
globalisation in its simplest defin ition means the removal of tariffs a n d other
impediments to the flow of goods, services and capital across nations. It means open
competition and no state protection . In any open competition, "the strong will always
win" a n d there is nothing wrong with that. However, as Versi (2000) pointed o ut, in all
forms of i nternational competition , including sports, there are always "d ivisions" in
which contestants at d ifferent levels of ability compete.

The same holds true for

international trade. Wh ile Saudi entrepreneurs had their dou bts and questioned the
"free trade" claim, they were firmer in their attitudes and more u nited in their response
against the "fair trade" premise. Only 20% of participating entrepreneurs agreed that
trade in reality is conducted in a fair manner and a supportive environment.

Theoretically, entrepreneurial firms in developing countries were supposed to benefit
from trade liberalisation. Free trade advocates argued that the removal of trade
barriers would open new markets for entrepreneurs thus boosting their exporting
opportu n ities. Participants in the survey questionnaire were asked to share their
feelings as to whether they saw in globalisation a window of opportu n ity for their
businesses or a calamity i n the making. Unsurprisingly, their responses contin ued to
sketch a gloomy picture of the probable impact of g lobalization on their firms. This self
appraisal is comprehensible on the g round that the majority of Saudi firms are not
exporters; on the contrary, they are concentrated in the services sector and are largely
engaged in the re-d istribution of imported goods and services, with little or no
innovation or added value to the imported product.

Globalisation's advocates claim that the econom ic gap between South Ko rea and
industrialised countries, for example, has diminished in part because of global markets,
and a rgue that no poor cou ntry has ever become rich by isolatin g itself from the global
market (Nye, 200 1 ). About one-half of responding Saudi entrepreneurs agreed with this
assessment, and further one in three entrepreneurs believed that Saudis should
embrace globalisation . In contrast, the free trade campaigners a re reminded that "the
tiger economies of East Asia" achieved economic prosperity "by means of protection ist
and interventionist policies which are now contrary to the new economic orthodoxy"
(Cameron, 1 996, p. 1 4). The real issue, therefore, is not the debate between
protectionists and free trade advocates or the contest between g lobalisation p ros and
cons; the real issue is rather how to deal with globalisation? Globalisation is
u navoidable, it is a fact that cannot be ignored, and the demand to "stop globalisation"
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is an u nrealistic demand. How nations position themselves and respond to the
challenge of g lobalisation d efines whether they benefit from its opportunities or suffer
from its consequences. However, it is important not to forget that not every one is a
winner under globalization ; globalisation creates losers as well (Pffaf, 1 997) -probably
far more than it creates win ners.

Box 8.4
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The views of Saudi entrepreneurs o n economic globalisation

Globalisation is more of a threat to our economy than an opportunity. We wi ll witness
the death of many small businesses and the loss of many more jobs. The Saudi
competitive edge lies in its oil and petrochemical industries. Otherwise, we are the
weaker contestants in the global trade rivalry. The prospect that oil would be treated as
any other commodity or product and be exempted from custom duty seems unlikely
( Fadel, 2004).
I feel that I do not possess either the quantitative or the qualitative information that
enables me to form a clear opinion on the i ssue (Khamis, 2004).
Small enterprises wi l l be hit hard because they wil l be forced to unfairly compete
against multinational corporations with little resources and capabilities at hand. Even
our big corporations that we tend to think of as gigantic are considered very small
compared with the multi nationals (Shabanah , 2004).
Everyone is tal king about globalisation and the WTO, and at the same time, no body is
saying anything! Trying to make sense of globalisation is just like trying to understand
the newly introduced term to our political dictionary: "the new or the larger Middle East" .
The media and every one are repeating the same slogan. I swear by The Almighty
Allah that I have no clue as to what it might mean or involve (Shabanah, 2004).
I cannot com prehend the impact of globalisation on the economies of poor and
developing countries, including Saudi Arabia and how can such countries protect thei r
basic and traditional industries from "the Chinese Monster". Many industries in the
developing countries stand no chance of competing agai nst the m ultinational
corporations; hence, it seems that they are awaiting a bleak future and inevitable
"devastation". Economic global isation will also deter many prospective entrepreneurs
from starting their own business ventures -more evident in certain sectors than others
(Alyami, 2004).
I nformation at hand is not sufficient to enable me to form a clear and focused attitude
concerning the implications of globalisation and free trade for my own business and for
the national economy (AI-Jasim, 2004).
Economic globalisation wil l benefit giant Saudi corporations like SABIC in the way of
having better access to the international m arkets and removing extra duties i mposed
on thei r exports. On the other hand, small enterprises ought to be alarmed if they
remain at a stand sti ll and do not reform both the quality of, and the market for, their
products, and if they conti nue to attract little attention from the state. Firms focused on
import-substitution wi ll also feel the impact of globalisation (Entrep-1 1 , 2004).
Source: Fieldwork (2004)
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The recently concluded negotiations between the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the
WTO regarding the terms and the condition s of joining the WTO have been carried out
and kept at the top level with no reliable information filtering to the public. S uch
ambiguities and lack of tra nsparency were reflected in the responses of Saudi
e ntrepreneurs. More than one-half of respondents (54%) were not sure of the probable
impact of globalisation on the Saudi economy. The othe r half was equally divided in
their attitudes between those who considered g lobalisation to be a stimulant to the
Saudi economy and those who disagreed with such a proposition . Data also have
revealed similarly indifferent attitudes to the perceived benefits of joining the WTO,
where almost one-half of res pondents (49%) did not have a firm opinion on whether or
not the Saudi economy would benefit from such a move.

Box 8.5
•

•

•

•

The views of the Saudi entrepreneurs about joining the WTO

Joining the WTO is not a choice, it is a must. We have no choice but to join, therefore
the issue becomes how to design and i mplement a customised system that enables
Saudis to exploit the benefits and minimise the drawbacks of globalisation on their
economy and social order (Fadel , 2004).
Being a consumer-oriented economy, we have very little to gain and too much to l ose
by joining the WTO (Amir, 2004).
The WTO is an organisation created by the West with the main purpose of subduing
any moves towards any meaningful industrialisation in the developing countries well
before thei r conception. The WTO denotes the end of hopes and inspirations of many
poor countries that someday they might be truly i ndependent and economically
prosperous (Alyami, 2004).
Joining the WTO will have a mixed impact on the national economy; the state would be
obliged to reform its legal system and labour laws to be compati ble with WTO
standards and that would be a positive impl ication and a step forward in the short run
towards more meaningful reforms. However, the negative impact in the end would be
far reaching if Saudi Arabia fails to run a competitive economy. We have no choice but
to be part of the internati onal body, therefore joining the WTO is only a matter of when,
not if (AI-Jasim, 2004).
Source: Fieldwork (2004)

Saudi entrepreneurs share with a majority of Muslims their anxiety regard ing the impact
of g lobalisation on their cu lture and way of life. Only 1 3% of respondents did not
foresee negative implications of globalization for their culture, while 63% expressed
u n ease about the cultural impact of globalisation. A sizable segment proportion (45%)
of respondents was not sure whether resenting globalisation offers the best assurance
for escaping its ills. Furthermore, one in four of surveyed entrepreneurs expressed total
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rejection of g lobalisation a n d believed that the best way to deal with g lobalisation is by
not being part of it. However, is this a practical option? Globalisation is a fact and a
reality and since it cannot be overlooked or stopped , efforts should be directed towards
its management. Islamic cou ntries, as well as a host of other nations, are faced with
the d ifficult challenge of fin d ing ways to deal with globalisation. How nations respond to
globalisation d efines whethe r they benefit or suffer from its con sequences.

Data show that 83% of respondents had a strong belief that adhering to the Islamic
teachings will minimise the risk associated with globalisation on their culture .
Furthermore , the majority o f respondents have a strong a faith that Islam can weathe r
the threats posed by globalisation a n d will play t h e central role in protecting Saudi
Islamic values and preserving its unique identity.
Table 8.8
Item

Attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs towards the g lobalisation of
cultures
Measurement Statistical
( Percentage)

Content

1.

Globalisation wi ll have a negative
impact on our culture.

1

2.

To preserve our culture, we must
resist global isation.

11

3.

Islam can withstand the threats posed
by globalisation.

1

4.

Dealing with globalisation from an
Islamic perspective means optimising
economic gains and minimizing its
negative impacts

2

5.

There is no conflict between I slam
and globalisation.

9

NS
3

A
4

22

47

19

45

16

1

20

51

14

54

35

36

D
2

SD
1
13
30
2
2

17

12

0

8

22

45
20

14

35

63
25
78
83

48

SA
5

NR

16

2

9

0

27

0
0

29

12

2
0

1

1

0

0

Almost one half of Saudi e ntrepreneurs d id not see any contradiction between Islam
and globalisation and saw in g lobalisation an opportunity for Muslims to i ncrease their
contacts with the world and to be active players in the international arena. Islam is a
universal and global religio n . It does not put any limitations or restrictions on how m uch
the human mind can achieve. Hence, the Muslim should have an open mind and be
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perceptive to new knowledge and modern technology in order for him/her to g row and
achieve.

Box 8.6
•

•

•

•

•

•

The views of Saud i entrepreneurs concerni ng cu ltural globalization

I have faith that we can protect the particularities of our culture by adhering to our
Islamic values (Khamis, 2004).
Cultural globalisation would have a dual i m pact on the Saudi social order; The Saudi
society is most likely to be the target of intruding liberal ideas and i mages, which are
deemed morally destructive and contest the very basics of the Saudi cultural value
system. However, most Saudis are devoted Muslims and their strong faith would
safeguard them against drifting off course. Parallel to its objectionable implications for
the Saudi society, cultural globalisation has the potential to play a positive role in the
maturity of the Saudi political process. The exposure of the common Saudi citizen to
other cultures and political systems might hasten the pace of the much needed and
much awaited political reforms; to me this i s far more i mportant to the future of the
Kingdom (Fadel , 2004).
The threats posed by globalisation to the Saudi culture will be met with greater resolve
and an honest return to Islam for guidance. Saudis wil l reaffirm the distinctive bond
between them and their Islamic-based cultural values and belief system (Am i r, 2004).
Being pious Musl ims is the best shield that would guard Saudis against the cultural ills
of globalisation (AI-Jasim , 2004).
The social impact of globalisation on the Saudi society will be minimal: Saudis have
long been exposed and linked to the other world through travelling, satellite television
and recently through the Internet. I am confident that Saudis wil l overcome the many
challenges posed by the global isation of cultures by staying resolute and committed to
their religion (Amir, 2004).
Our values at family, community and national levels, which we hold dear, are
endangered. Actually -if it is left to its fate, unchecked and uncontrolled, globalisation
will destroy the foundations of our being (Shabanah , 2004).
Source: Fieldwork (2004)

More than one in three respondents were unable to form an opinion regarding the likely

effects of globalisation and joining the wro on the economic and the cultural well
being of the Kingdom. Furthermore, the views of those who had an attitude were
d iverse and most likely based on "personal intu itions". Such views lacked rationality
since they were not based on sound analysis of cred ible information nor were they the
outcome of coherent and informed intellectual d ebates.

It is most likely that the private sector - and specifically small a nd medium businesses

- would be affected by globalisation and joining the wro, nevertheless, negotiations

are being held in exclusion from this sector. The average Saud i citizen is not aware of
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the issue and business owners are being kept in the dark. There is no intellectual
debate taking place in the private sector to assess the impact of g lobalisation and to
draw defensive strategies and practical approaches to minimise the negatives and
exploit the positives of joining the WTO. The comments made by one of the
respondents said it all "WTO's charter amounts to approximately 1 6, 000 pages67 . All
that is revealed to our politicians is merely the introduction, and to u s virtually nothing.
We are a nxious, suspicious and confused". Another entrepreneur expressed his
frustration at the lack of public engagement in debating the issue. He pointed out that
the Saudi public and Saudi officials a like are not certain whether oil - which is the
lifeblood of their economy - will be subjected, as is a ny other commodity, to the rules
and reg u lations of the WTO or remain outside the WTO's domain. This state of
uncertainty and lack of awareness could partially explain the high rate of 'not sure'
responses.
Contrary to the expectation that Saudi entrepreneurs would reject g lobalisation on
moral g rounds, data clearly indicate that their rejection is largely driven by economic
concerns. Saudi entrepreneurs showed confidence that Saudis cou ld limit the negative
impact of globalisation on their culture by being good Muslims. However, they feel
disadvantaged by the unfair rules of globalisation thu s they are troubled by what
g lobalisation would do to their businesses.

In sharp contrast with the ambig u ity and the apprehensive attitude of Saudi
entrepreneurs towards globalisation, the work of Sloane ( 1 999) showed a firm and a
clear attitude on the part of the Malay Muslim entre preneurs towards g lobalisation. "To
be a true Muslim, like the Prophet, Malay Muslims had to increase , not decrease, their
exposure to the world, while at the same time helping to improve it" (Sloane, 1 999, p.
73). This variation in attitudes cou ld be explained in part by the d iffering approaches of
the officials in both countries towards g lobalisation. While Saudi officials have hard ly
engaged the Saudi p u blic in debating the issue, the former Prime Minister of Malaysia,
Or. Mahathir, was never shy of speaking his mind, presenting h is views, arguing h is
case and pressing for change.

Or. Mahathir warned Muslims not to miss the Information Revolution as they missed
the Industrial Revolution before, and urged them not to "reject g lobalisation outright".
He reminded Muslim governments not to let g lobalisation "result in the marginalisation
67

Or. Abdulwahab Abu Oahish, senior economist at the Riyadh Bank, estimates the actual
volume of wro documentations to be 22,000 pages.
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of their countries as happened with the Industrial Revolution". He further called upon
Muslims to influence the interpretation of g lobalisation and to "regulate it, change its
base and reshape it" rather than being passive spectators (Mahathir, 2 00 1 , p. 1 ).

THE SAU DI ENTREP R E N E U RS H I P SECTOR
Traditional enterprises and part-time entrepreneurs
While the majority of Saudi entrepreneurs raised concerns over the q uality of Saudi
entrepreneurshi p , they believed that Saudi Arabia has an adequate share of
entrepreneurs. Available statistical data , despite their scarcity, neither d ispute nor
substantiate their assessment of the level of entrepreneurial activity in Saudi Arabia,
but confirm their concerns over the quality of Saudi entrepreneurship. Saudi Arabia had
roughly 340, 000 registered firms in 1 993 and about 478 , 000 in 2002 . At the same time,
the Saudi population inclusive of foreigners was estimated at 12 million and 1 6. 5 million
in 1 993 and 2002 respectively. The ratio of the total n umber of business to the total
population , therefore, would be approximately 2.8 and 2 . 9 businesses/1 00 citizens68 ,
compared with 6. 1 8 registered businesses per 1 00 people in Hong Kong in 1 992
(Cheah & Vu , 1 995, pp. 336-337) and 8.08 in New Zealand in 200 1 69 . Working under
the assumption that about 50% of Saudis are under the age of 1 8 years means that
there were about 6.0 million (in 1 993) and 8.25 million Saudis (in 2002) as potential
entrepreneurs, from which 340,000 and 478,000 were actually entrepreneurs. These
figures translate to a ratio of approximately 5.7 and 5.8 businesses per each 1 00
potential entrepreneurs respectively as shown in Table 8.9. This is a relatively low
tolerable ratio compared with the Total Entrepreneurship Activity (TEA) index for
countries viewed by the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) despite differences in
the measuring instruments7o .

68 These figures are based on the assumption that a Single entrepreneur represents each
busi ness entity.

69 Based on the results of March 6, 2001 census that the country had a total population of
3,737,277 and a total of 302, 1 52 enterprises. Retrieved March 2 1 , 2006, from:
www. stats.gov . nzlproducts-and-serv ices.
70 (TEA) index as defined by (GEM) is the adult population ( 1 8 years and above) that is either
actively involved in starting or acting as the owner/manager of a new business (defined as one
that has operated for at least three but not more than 42 months). The GEM 2000 Wales
Executive Report highlighted the significant differences in the level of entrepreneurship between
countries. The report indicated that "in Brazil, 1 in every 8 adults is currently starting a business,
com pared to 1 in 1 0 in the USA, 1 in 1 2 in Australia, 1 in 32 in the UK and 1 in 1 00 in I reland
-
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However, this conclusion must be treated with extreme caution g iven that the analyses
a re based on estimated figures and that unknown numbers of b usinesses are
registered as Saudi firms when in reality they are owned and operated by foreign
nationals.
Table 8.9
Year

Saudi entrepreneurial activity index for the years 1 993 and 2002

Total popu lation
(Saudi nationals)

(M)

Total
n umber of
businesses

Businesses'
1 00 citizens

Popu lation >
1 8 years (M )

Businesses'

1 00 potential

entrepreneurs

1 993

1 2. 00

340,000

2 . 80

6.00

5.60

2002

1 6.50

478,000

2 . 90

8.25

5.80

According to Kam (2004), the average TEA index in 2004 for cou ntries in Asia and
Ocean ia was 7 .6% and for OEeD members the average was 6.7%. Comparing the
calculated Saudi total business index of 5.8 in 2002 with the above fig ure s (please note
the d ifferences in the definitions of both indexes) draws attention to the shortfall in the
Saudi level of e ntrepreneurial activity.

A closer look at the figures of Table 8.9 clearly ind icates that there was no real g rowth
in the Saudi b usiness owne rship index or entrepreneurship index between the years
1 993 and 2002. Despite the h igh level of u nemployment among Saudis, there is little
or no evidence to suggest that the economic downturn has prompted Saud is to
consider entre preneurship as an a lternative to unemployment. This outcome is clearly
inconsistent with the conventional wisdo m that high level unemployment presents
potential entre preneurs with "an opportu nity" to start their own e ntrepreneurial
activities.

Or. AI-Sh idadi (Fieldwork, 2004) echoed many other Saudi officials and entrepreneurs
a nd voiced his concern that the majority of small businesses in reality a re owned and
o perated by foreigners. The unofficial ownership of many businesses by foreign
nationals also has its negative impact on the quality and the g rowth of these
businesses; the insecurity and the feeling that they are a lways pursued by authorities
forces foreign business owners to take a more conservative approach , thus to operate
within a narrow domain and in limited sectors of the economy. The u nlicensed foreignand Japan. I n Wales, roughly 1 in 70 of the population is currently i nvolved i n establishing a
new venture" (Jones-Evans & Brooksbank, 2000, p. 9)
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owned small businesses are most likely to have short-term orientation and to focus on
maki ng q u ick money with little regard for growth and other altru istic motives.

Shiblaq (2002) reported that economic activities generated in Riyadh city account for
approximately 40% of the total Saudi business activity. However, the total n umber of
registered businesses in Riyadh does not exceed 1 0% of the overall number of Saudi
business entities. This imbalance could be explained by the fact that many of Riyad h's
residents are employed in the public sector such as government ministries and
agencies, educational institutions and research centres. It also reflects the fact that
Riyadh-based enterprises are generally larger in their sizes and in their employment
capacity than other firms in d ifferent parts of the country.
The manifestation of the shortage in the supply of Saudi entrepreneurs and the low
level of Saudi entrepreneurial activity is evidenced by the modest contribution of the
small business sector to the Saudi GDP. Table 8. 1 0 shows that a lthough the proportion
of Saud i small firms (fewer than 20 employees) to total number of firms is comparable
with that of many other developing countries, their actual contribution to GDP is far less
than satisfying.
Table 8.1 0

The contribution of small firms to the GDP of selected countries

The country

Proportion of small firms to
total business population

Contribution of small
businesses to the G DP

Egypt
I ndia
Singapore
Saudi Arabia
T unisia

96%
92 . 1 %
97%
96.8%
92%

76%
39%
70%
24% (Approximately)*
53%

Source: S RCC (2003, p. 1 0)
* Not including oil related revenues

The poor showing of the Saudi small business sector is not limited to its modest
contribution to the country's GDP, but is also extended to include the employment field.
The Sajini Research and Consultancy Centre (SRCC) study concluded that the Saudi
small business sector provides for only about 24.7% of the total employment
opportunities in the Kingdom. The figures quoted in IPR (1 999) were even more
d isappointing and revea led that the Saudi private sector employed only 1 6% of the total
work force. The assessment of the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs indicated that
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Saudi n ationals filled only a tiny fraction (2%) of the total job opportunities created by
the Sau d i small business sector (Alammar, 1 999).

It is evident that the many u n iversal contributions of entrepreneurship manifested by
small businesses, which were discussed in Chapter 2, have failed to materialise in the
case of Saudi Arabia. Despite the fact that Saudi small businesses account for more
than 90% of the total n umber of businesses in the p rivate sector, their delivery was, by
no means, reassu ring or in p roportion to their magn itude. The majority of small
businesses are focused on the service sector and engaged in traditional business
activities such as dry cleaning, bakeries and catering, air cond itioning, distribution and
general maintenance. According to Shiplaq (2004), it is hard to find small or med ium
sized Saudi industries that act as suppliers for larger national industries or as import
sUbstitutes to meet some local demands, thus adding value to the national econom/1 .

Large n umbers of small business owners are full-time employees, most probably in the
public sector. Many of them perceive entrepreneurship (owning a business) merely as
a quick way to generate extra income with little effort and minimum investment. They
neithe r allocate the time nor mobilise the resources needed for business success and
growth. Usually, they appoint a relative or a friend to ru n the business, and their
relationship with their businesses remains limited to collecting the anticipated profit.
The finding of this study is consistent with the findings of Shiplaq (2004), where he
concluded that the notion of small businesses was a widely misunderstood concept
amongst the majority of Saudis. Five out of the seventeen entrepreneurs I interviewed
had steady full-time jobs in addition to owning their businesses. A Saudi entrepreneur
commented that:

Too many Saudis want to start their own business. However, the majority of them
have forgotten that starting a business is not an easy endeavour. It is a
combination of having the vision and the positive attitude; it requires taking risks
and making some sacrifices in the short term and being steady and persistent in
the long term. Starting and maintaining a business is hard work that demands
dedication, devotion and total involvement.

71

There appears to be a contradiction between the fact that Saudi entrepreneurs are well
educated, with 50% of them holding a university degree, and the other fact that the quality of
their entrepreneurial activities is not what one might expect. This outcome clearly indicates that
Entrepreneurshi p is 'a full-time' business undertaking.
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Saudisation of the private sector
"If we, the GCC states, had a sound economic perspective in the interest of our people,
problems such unemployment would never crop up. There would not have been issues
like Kuwaitisation and Saudisation" (AI Jarallah, 2004 cited in Looney, 2004b, p. 1 ).
The h ig h unemployment rate amongst Saudis coupled with a disproportionate number
of expatriates involved in ru nning much the business activities incited the policy of
Saudisation of the private sector. Many Saudi policymakers and politicians regarded
Saudisation to be the cure to the unemployment problem facing the country.

The unemployment predicament has been the subject of various conferences,
seminars and forums. Discussions and subsequent recommendation s more often
focused on training as the passport to employment. They largely overlooked viewing
entrepreneurship as a genuine source of employment and failed to debate the many
potential contributions that it could render to the well-being of the country. Involving
Saudis in prod uctive business activities remains a legitimate goal that Saudi authorities
should endeavour to achieve through every available means, including Saudisation to
effectively deal with the many challenges facing the cou ntry, not the least being the
u nemployment threat. However, there is a basic disagreement in the views of
policymakers and Saudi entrepreneurs as to the real rea sons for the hesitation and
lack of interest on the part of the private sector in employin g Saudis.

While Saudi policymakers and politicians have acknowledged the obvious causes of
the Saudi unemployment p redicament, they evaded d iscussing the more acute
impediments of low productivity and negative attitudes of Saudis towards employment
in the private sector. They explained the higher level of unemployment amongst
Saudis by the fact that they a re "more expensive to hire and more difficu lt to fire" than
foreign labour. The solution they proposed was two-fold: to invest heavily in training
more Saudis in the needed skills stipulated by the labou r market, and to urge the
private sector to be more tolerant, more patriotic and to make some sacrifices by
absorbing some of the cost associated with employing Saud i nationals. AI Halli (2004)
regarded the Saudi unemployment crisis as a natural outcome of various state polices
post oil boom of the 1 970s. The state, he rightly argues, has failed to differentiate
between economic growth and economic development and thus largely overlooked
the human element in the process. The newly appointed Minister of Labour, veteran
politician Or. AI Qusaibi, strongly argued that finding solutions to the unemployment
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predicament is the responsibility of all and conceded that the government alone wou ld
not have the e nchanting answers to this acute problem 72 .

Business owners, on the other hand, have their own accounts of the real reasons
behind their reluctance to hire Saudis, and told fascinating stories about their
experiences with Saudisation . A Saudi entrepreneur spoke, with frustration , about h is
ordeal with h is "must have" sole Saudi employee among 64 other employees from
different nationalities -'AI m ua'qqeb'.
"Finally, I asked him, what it would take for him to leave the company. He
replied: a new Toyota pickup. He got the pickup and I was left with the uneasy
task of finding another 'suitable' Mua'qqeb"J
These are some of the real reasons behind the reluctance and sometimes the evasion
of the private sector when h iring Saudi nationals that Saudi authorities have failed to
acknowledge and then to address. Saudi policymakers chose not to deal objectively
with the findings of a recent study which found that a bout 70% of public servants who
do not report to work do so without having a legitimate excuse, and one in two
employees arrived late to work (Abdu l Ghafour, 2003), a custom that the private
sector cannot, and wou ld n ot, tolerate. lipsky et al arrived at the same conclusio n s
regarding Saudi working habits in 1 959. He noted that "other correlates o f h i g h status

include the privileged of a rriving later than subordinates in the morning I or leaving
earlier, and of devoting more time to entertain ing visitors (lipsky et ai, 1 959, p. 1 58 ,

cited i n Vassiliev, 2000, p. 427). One can argue that much o f what lipsky wrote i n
1 959 about Saudi work habits i s still valid i n 2006.

Saudi policymakers usually decline to discuss the attitude of Saudis towards
employment in the private sector and claim that there is a change in the attitude of the
majority of Saudis towards employment. Furthermore, they frequently fail to appreciate
the professionalism, the commitment and the positive attitude displayed by the
majority of expatriates and their loyalty to their p lace of employment. "Saud is
nowadays are working a s sales representatives, taxi drivers and cashiers at
supermarkets", is a statement that is freq uently repeated by Saudi officials to ind icate
change in the attitude of Saudis towards work in general. Although there might be
some truth to this statement, the fact remains that positive transformation of attitudes
towards business activity does not occur suddenly as a reaction to prevailing
72 An opening speech del ivered at the Human Resources Development Forum that debated the
unemployment problem in the Kingdom, May 23-25, 2004.
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(economic) circumstances. Conversely, fostering and developing the desired change
in attitude is rather a g radual process that involves the collaboration of a variety of
interrelated factors that are rooted in the formal as well as in the informal institutions of
the society.

This discussion does not claim to be an inclusive or comprehensive assessment of the
state effort to nationalise the Saudi job market. However, it argues that embarkin g on
the path of entrepreneurship, along with a change in the general attitude towards work,
would be a more effective and viable approach that would bring more Saudis into the
economy73.

Saudi women in business
Women worldwide are establishing themselves as a productive economic force and
contributing to the economic well- being of their respective societies. Their participation
in business activities is on the increase and is extended beyond being dedicated
employees and successful executives to owning and operating their own businesses.
Although at a slower pace, Saudi women are no exception to this growing trend
(Heathcote, 2006). Collectively, Saudi women hold the lion's share of cash deposits in
the Kingdom, estimated at $ 1 85 billon in December 2002. Furthermore, it is estimated
that women owned about 40% of the total private Saudi wealth (Cooper, 2002). S uch
wealth in most cases was accumulated as a result of being either born to rich families
or married to rich Sau d is. The Islamic principle of 'inheritance' has also largely
contributed to their increasing wealth.

Data from the regional Chambers of Commerce ind icate that Saudi women are
becoming actively involved i n the Saudi Arabian economy. Encou raged by notable
achievements in education and the feasibility of utilising the internet in business, Saudi
women have turned thei r attention to entrepreneurship and to owning their businesses.
Women own some busin esses and some other businesses are both owned and run by
women. It has been reported that Saudi women own approximately 4.3% of the total
business entities registered with the various Chambers of Commerce in the Kingdom
(AI Jraifani, 2002; U. S Department of Commerce, n .d). Comparing the number of
Saudi women -owned businesses with other readings from different cou ntries as shown

73

For more on the Saudisation phenomenon, see (Looney, 2004b).
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in (Figure 8. 1 ) indicates that although Saudi female entrepreneurs have come a long
way in a short time, despite the many and often strong cultural and environmental
constraints they are subjected to, their battle has just beg u n .
Fig u re 8.1

Women-owned firms
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Source: National Foundation for Women Business Owners. Cited i n OECD (200 1 c, P. 1 28) and
reproduced by the researcher to include statistics on Saudi wom en entrepreneurs.

The low participation rate of women in economic activity is evidenced by statistics
indicating that women comprise 1 6% of the total Saudi labour force compared with the
world average of 40%. The pre sident of the Saudi Management Associatio n , Dr. AI
Sh idadi expressed his frustration that 'Women dressmaking shops' in Saudi Arabia
e mploy about 500,000 most, if not all, are foreign males. He s pecifically made the point
that those shops, which a re mostly owned by Saudi women and intended to serve
women, should be managed and run by Saudi women not foreign men (Fieldwork,
2004).

The enormous wealth owned by Saud i women, which is passively 'invested' in local
a n d foreign banks, could be invested locally in more productive activities that create
jobs (for other women) and contribute to the wel l- being of the national economy.
Furthermore, the real presence of Saudi women in run ning and managing their
businesses and exercising their roles as entrepreneurs do not reflect their actual
ownership of the total Saudi business popu lation. There are no reliable statistical
figu res on the level of participation of Saudi females in e ntre preneurship activities.
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However, it is acknowledged that women are actually running only a small percentage
of the total businesses they own , while the majority are being managed and run by
nominated male relatives (AI Jraifani, 2002 ; Country Report, 200 1 ; Newsletter, 1 993).
There is nothing in Islam as a faith (Aqidah) or rules and practices (Shari'ah) that
prevent women from acquiring wealth throug h work or through taking entrepreneurial
initiatives. Islam g ives women the right to own property, to pursue suitable careers and
to have and run their own businesses "to men the benefit of what they earn and to
women the benefit of what they earn" (Qur'an , 4, 32). In fact, 'khadijah', the first wife of
the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was the first woman entrepreneur in Islam , and the
Prophet (BPUH) worked for her before h is prophethood.

In the modern Middle East, Muslim women are increasingly getting involved in different
business activities. The level of their participation varies considerably, depending on
the national and local customs of each country and on the prevailing religious
interpretation of the role of women in the economy. The only Saudi participating woman
entrepreneur who commented on this issue wrote:

As an educated Saudi woman entrepreneur, I can say with confidence that Islam
is not and never was an obstacle in the way of the development and the
prosperity of Muslim women. Is/am, for instance, does not prevent me from
having a career or owning my own business. The problem is in our culture, not in
our religion, and in the attitude of some ulama that makes it harder for us,
women, to contribute to the development of our countries and to promote the
well-being of ourselves.
Although Saudi women entrepreneurs share all obstacles encountered by their male
counterpart entrepreneurs, they have to deal with more constraints and to act within a
smaller circle. Thus, they have to overcom e numerous cultural restrictions and
environmental d ivides in their bid to assert themselves as e ntrepreneurs. While only
1 0% of male respondents cited cultural constraint as an obstacle in the way of their
entrepreneurial

endeavours,

50% of female

respondents

believed that their

entrepreneurial drive had been h indered by existing customs and traditions. Despite
being unable to do business face-to-face with males, women entrepreneurs are
increasingly utilising the available technology s uch as facsimile and electronic mail to
overcome such barriers.

The government of Saud i Arabia has lately recognised the importance of involving
Saudi females in the economy and at the same time acknowledged the many existing
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obstacles i n the way of their participation. This new attitude prompted some reg ional
Chambers of Commerce to establish "women only" sections in an effort to encou rage
the participation of more Saudi women in business activities. The eighth five-year
development plan (2005-20 1 0) recognised the contributions of Saudi women in the
socio-economic development of the cou ntry. It further confirmed the intention of the
state to provide more employment opportunities for women and g ive them a greater
role in the national development process.
However, the definition proposed by Siddiqi almost thirty years ago of the Muslim
entrepreneur still represents the attitude of large segments of Muslim societies,
especially in Saudi Ara bia. Thus, it can be viewed as an indication of the challenges
facing the Muslim woman in her quest to establish herself in the b usiness world : "our
entrepreneur is a man, seeking to earn a decent living through business enterprise and
also to serve the society through his business" (Sidd iq i 1 979, p. 1 39). This subjective
definition goes beyond making assumptions about the gender of the Muslim
entrepreneur to asserting, without much divergence from the general perception held
by majority of Muslims, that entrepreneurship is a man's territory.

CONCLUSION

The endeavour in this chapter was to describe the realities of Saudi entrepreneurial
activity based on secondary as well as primary information collected from the field. The
chapter began by examin ing key environmental aspects that have a profound effect on
entrepreneurship development in the Kingdom, such as state policies, institutional
framework, educational system, and other external forces. Discussions on the
environment of the Saudi entrepreneurship sector signified the level of neglect that this
sector has endured from the state over many years. The "ind ifferent" attitude of the
state, the lack of institutional framework and support, coupled with a rigid traditional
educational system that largely neglected entrepreneurship has negatively affected the
supply of entrepreneurs and the quality of emerg ing and existing e nterprises.

Saudi officials and intellectuals accepted that the state has played a passive role in
developing

an

entrepreneurship culture

and

fostering

a

more

pro-enterprise

environment in the Kingdom. The state has focused its attention on investing in large
businesses and undermined the role of the entrepreneurial activity by not integrating
entrepreneurship development within its overall development strategy. Issues of great
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importance to the entrepreneurial process, such as the efficiency and transparency of
the public sector, accessibility of potential entrepreneurs to financing, the promotion of
creativity, innovation and entreprene u rship in the education system , are largely
overlooked.

The incentive system created by the oil influx in the 1 970s largely played against the
entrepreneurship spirit; it created a state of 'welfare state' that in the short run
guaranteed Saudis attractive employment in the public sector, free education and
subsidised services, without preparing them to the post oil era. The influx of oil was
also accompanied with an influx of expatriates with d iverse skills and expertise, which
the Kingdom has failed to exploit and e mploy in developing its own entrepreneurship
sector. The presence of approximately 6 million foreign expatriates doing much of the
work in the private sector coupled with the alarming rate of unemployment among
Saudis prompted the government to a dopt a policy of replacing foreign labour with
Saudi nationals 'Saudisation'. However, the apparent lack of investment in the h u man
capital, the implications of the prevailing reward structure , and the a pathetic attitude of
many Saudis towards employment in other than the public sector did not advance the
cause of the "Saudisation" policy.

Saudi entrepreneurs, who acknowledged g lobalisation as a reality that cannot be
avoided , saw in g lobalisation more of "probable threats" than "potential opportunities".
Against the expectations, they were more alarmed by the possible harm that
globalisation could do to their businesses and to the national economy than to their
cultural values and traditions -reflecting implicit understanding of the weaknesses of
the Saudi entrepreneurship sector and its inability to compete in the open markets.
Although Saudi women have made encouraging progress towards establishing their
role in the economy, the Saud i culture still imposes many restrictions on the type, level
and nature of their participation. Saudi women, despite being rich and comprising one
half of the total Saudi population , are far less presented in the entrepreneurial equation
compared with their male counterpart entrepreneurs or other women entrepreneurs i n
other countries.

The impact of these factors on the development of Saudi entrepreneurship sector was
damaging both q uantitatively and qualitatively. The outcome was the emergence of
unprod uctive entrepreneurship structure manifested by the many firms that lack
entrepreneurial strength and character; these firms are mostly engaged in trad itional
business activities and largely managed by unqualified "part-time entrepreneurs".
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Understandably, Saudi entrepreneurship delivered minimal, or no real, contribution to
the national economy in terms of employment, p roductivity, and competitiveness.

On the sensitive q uestion of Islam ic entrepreneurship, evidence from the field indicates
that the majority of Saudis have misread the notion of entrepreneurship in its wider
context and from an Islamic perspective in particular. Neither state policies and
institutions nor the formal and h igher education systems showed more than a scanty
interest in Islamic entrepreneurship. In fact, Islamic entrepreneurshi p was absent from
the Saudi entrepreneurshi p d ictionary. Possible explanations to why entrepreneurship
in g eneral and Islamic entrepreneurshi p i n particular was overlooked by policymakers
will be discussed in the conclusions chapter.

The findings of this chapter h ighlight the n eed for Saudi Arabia to reth ink key
attitudinal, cu ltural, institutional and structural issues that pertain to its d evelopment
process in general and entrepreneu rshi p development in particu lar, and to move
beyond its oil mentality. Saudis must defy the temptations of the comfort zone attitude,
which , by definition, is anti-creativity and a nti-productivity that is, anti entrepreneurship.
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CHAPTER NINE
DISCUSSIONS

If the leaders in the Islamic world are truly interested in improving the living
standards of their people, gaining economic independence, regaining their pride
and days of glory, they must encourage original discovery, research and
invention.
Saleem (2005, p. 2)

Thi s chapter presents broad analysis and d iscussions of the data presented in the last
three chapters, and proceeds in two main sections: the first section considers Islamic
entrepreneurship within the Saudi context. It also examines the crises of Saudi
modern ity and highlights the inconsistencies between the attitudes of the Saudi
entrepreneurs and their business behaviour. The second section revisits the
conceptual model in an attempt to contrast its components and dynamics against the
realities of the Saudi entrepreneurship landscape and to explain inconsistencies
between the theoretical perspective of Islamic entrepreneurship and the realities of
Saudi entrepreneurial activities. It also addresses some of the limitations and
shortcomings of Islamic entrepreneurship in practice man ifested by the Saudi
experience. The d iscussions will be carried on further in Chapter 1 0 to present a set of
policy suggestions in an attempt to narrow the widening d ivergence between Islamic
entrepreneurship in theory and the way it is being practised.

Islam : Is it a problem or is it the solution?
The majority of Saudi entrepreneurs and intellectuals I interviewed largely shared the
attitude that Islam is a modern ising and an innovative religion. "Islam started by
changing the way people think rather than the way they live, thus endowed its faithful
with scientific richness, economic prosperity and military supremacy" ( Entrep-1 1 ,
2004). When Muslims embraced Islam as the "only constitution" and practised it as the
"sole source of reference" for all their activities; they led civilisation. Yet, when they
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abandoned Islam, they surrendered the leadership, explained a Saudi scholar
( Intellect-4, 2004).

Saudi

e ntrepreneurs,

intellectuals

and

officials

believe

that

the

current

underdevelopment and lack of modernisation of the majority of Muslim cou ntries has
noth ing to do with Isla m . The fact that the Muslim ummah thrived economically and
scientifically when it tru ly implemented Islam indicates that there is every reason to
believe that Islamic revival is possible, but only under the rule of a genu ine a n d rightful
Islamic state. Thus, they conclude that the Muslims' current development predicament
is not because of Islam, but because of "no Islam". Islam is being d isq ualified from the
development strategies of the majority of Muslim countries. Even when a Muslim
cou ntry integrates som e aspects of Islamic business principles with its development
strateg ies, such a presence largely remains theoretical with very little practical
ramifications.

Saudi entrepreneurs, j u st like the vast majority of Muslims, feel that the pragmatism of
Islam as an overwhelming power of spiritual salvation and economic liberation has
been sidelined and excluded from the development process. They see in Islam "the
solution" rather than "a problem" and justly ask that the Islamic model be g iven the
opportunity to demonstrate its authority.

Not surprisingly, Saudi entrepreneurs overwhelming ly rejected the portrayal of Islam as
being an outdated religion that has lost touch with contemporary living and progressive
thinking.

In

addition

to

being

a

religion

with

a

positive

attitude

towards

entrepreneursh ip, Islam also offers a unique motivational reward structure and a
practical framework that enables the Muslim entrepreneur to excel. A prominent Saudi
religious scholar, Salman AI Odeh, whom I consulted d u ring my fieldwork, explained
that individuals usually enter into business motivated by the high expectation of being
rewarded for their hard work and commitment. Rewards vary in their forms and values;
they cou ld take the form of monetary compensation or could be non-materialistic in
their nature. They provide the individual with a sense of self-satisfaction of being a high
achiever and social status by being a prod uctive member of the community. Islam
offers all that and more . In fact, Islam is the only religion, or the only system on the face
of the earth that rega rds ethical work in all its forms and shapes to be ibadah.
Furthermore, Islam compares workers at their work places with worshippe rs in their
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mosques (Odeh, 2004, pp.

1 6-1 7f4.

The promised rewards for ethical entrepreneurial

activities (in this life and in the hereafter) are much higher than the returns awaiting
wage/salary workers. This is a sensible reasoning consistent with the fact that
entrepreneurs face uncertainties, risk their savings, and sacrifice their physical and
mental comfort in acquiring their fortunes so as to be able to spend it in the way of The
Almighty Allah.

Saudi entrepreneurs could not think of any reason that p revents a faithful Muslim from
having a successful business. A commanding majority (93%) of respondents were
convinced that it is possible for an individual to be a good Muslim and at the same time
a successful entrepreneur. Respondents were eager to add credibility to their
responses by referring to many recent as well as historical success stories of devoted
Muslim entrepreneurs. "I am a good Muslim (in sha'a Allah) and I am a very successful
entrepreneur". Such an interesting comment made by a responding Saudi entrepreneu r
( Entrep- 1 3 , 2004), I believe, was intentionally intended to demonstrate h i s strong
feelings towards the issue and to discredit any suggestion as to the existence of an
inverse relationship between

being a true Muslim and being a prosperous

entrepreneur.

Some participating entrepreneurs felt offended by negatively worded statements, such
as those describing Islam as being a static religion that h inders development a n d
impedes entrepreneurship. T h e rejection of this statement a n d its implications was
almost unanimous at 97%. An entrepreneur noted that the Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) encouraged Muslims to follow the spirit of Prophet Daud's (David) (PBUH)
d iligence who earned his living from his own labour, "Never had the son of Adam a
better food than that was earned by his own labour" (Bukhari). He fu rther commented ,
" I surely understand this hadith as a n explicit cal l for productivity, it i s a call for

entrepreneurship" (Entrep-2 , 2004).

Saudi entre preneurs also reacted in a similar manner to statements portraying Islam to
be, above all, a hereafter religion with a pessimistic outlook on wealth and other world ly
matters, th us d iminishing its ability to infuse achievement motivation among its

74 Odeh (2004). Oa'wa fill lamal alhurr (A call for entrepreneurship). A lecture presented at the
Entrepreneurshi p and Small Enterprises Forum , organized by the Chamber of Commerce in the
Eastern Province, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. January 20, 2004. A copy of the lecture was e
mailed to the researcher by the office of Sheikh AI Odeh on August 23, 2004.
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followers. The fact that Islam places more e mphasis on the hereafter does n ot
necessarily i mply its disrega rd for or apathy towards this worldly life. "Say; who hath
forbidden the adorn ment of Allah which h e brought forth for his bondmen, and the good
things of His provid ing" (Qur'an,

7,

32). This Qur'anic verse clearly goes against the

claim that Islam does not hold much regard for this life a n d its pleasures. Islam not only
sanctions but also places an obligation on Muslims to acquire wealth as long as it is
pursued within reason a n d intended for a d ignified cause, explained a Saudi
entrepreneur. Saud i entrepreneurs strongly believe that Islam d eplores poverty and
views ha/a/ wealth to be the l ifeblood for their own daily activities as well as for those of
their societies. The Prophet (PBUH) on d ifferent occasions encouraged

h is

companions to seek wealth , especially through trading and business dealings. In fact,
many of them were wealthy e ntrepreneurs who spent generously in the cause of Alla h .

A n entrepreneur has commented , "Spending in "the cause o f Allah" i s an often misread
concept". He explained that money spent on one's own family and even on personal
needs in moderation is considered to be in the cause of The Almig hty Allah. Muslims
are encouraged to earn more , to have more and to be able to spend more in the cause
of Allah in order to gain more rewards in this life and in the hereafter. This positive
attitude goes against the idea that there is a "potential conflict" between being a true
Muslim entrepreneur with a ltruistic motives and realising profit as suggested by
Zapalska, Brozik and Shuklian (2005). On the contrary, being a true Muslim
entrepreneur means having a n added key motive to strive for success.

Wealth handling in Islam is strictly guided by two fundamental principles: it must have
o rig inated and been acquire d from ha/a/ sources and u sed in line with the Islamic
ethical and moral code of practice. Mahatma Gandh i echoed this stand and cautioned
against the irresponsible use of wealth "Capital as such is not evil; it is its wrong use
that is evil. Capital in some form or other will a lways be needed" (cited in Stock, 2004,
p. 08). When Islam warned against the danger of making money the u ltimate objective
of people by transforming the m to "moneymaking machi nes", it was not advocating
poverty nor was it calling on its adherents to thrust aside the good things in life. Rather,
it was asserting the primacy and the sovereignty of spiritua l well-being over economic
well-being while acknowledging the importance of both . It was simply saying there is a
h igher spiritual prosperity which, when realised , will lead to socio-economic prosperity
and not vice versa.
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It is evident that Saudi entrepreneurs hold very positive feelings about the attitude and
the role of Islam in business and argue that Islam is pro-entrepreneurship. As Islam
motivates Muslims to be entrepreneurs and to act entrepreneurially, it also provides a
just and practical solution to the most cited obstacle in the way of potential
entre preneurs -financing their entrepreneurial undertakings.

The crisis of Saudi modernity
It has been suggested that Saudi modernisation is a derivative account of the Western
modernity and the "crisis of modernity" in Saudi Arabia can be regarded as a minimised
portrayal of the overall crises of modern ity in the Arab/Muslim world. Despite being the
symbol of I slamic values and traditions, Saudi modernisation is often criticised as being
"imposed" (Abu-Rabi', 2003, p. 2), "superficial" and "phony" (Bishop, 200 1 ). It cannot
be regarded as a "Western" or an " Islamic" modernisation since it is not based on
either; it is "rootless" modernisation.

Muslims firmly reject the cultural yield of Western modernity but at the same time, they
have affection for its material manifestations. The crisis lies in the tech nological
supremacy and material drive of the West, which Muslims aspire to have, and a value
system demanding that Muslims surrender their rights to be d istinct -a demand that
they completely reject; "it is the incompatibility of values betwee n Islamic societies and
the modern West" (Pfaff, 2003, p. 1 ).

Entrepreneurs, being the agents for change, are a distinct segment of society that is
most likely to influence, and be influenced by, modernisation. Fleming ( 1 980)
concluded that while Arabs highly regarded the innovation and creativity of the
industrialised West, they were proud of their heritage and wanted to preserve their
culture. Likewise, this study shows that the majority of Saudi entrepreneurs admire
Western technological advancements and expertise and they would appreciate the
opportunity of being able to contest Western technology, but without compromising
their national identities and value system. This raises the q uestion as to whether a
differentiation between technology in its physical structure (the product) and its cultu ral
foundation (the value system) is possible (Tibi, 200 1 ). Does accepting Western
technology entail the acceptance of its man ifestations?
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This i mpasse brings the debate back to square one and enforces the argument for
home g rown modernity; in order for modernisation - Manifested by development and
entre preneurship - to be genuine and effective, it must have indigenous foundations.
Hooker, (2003, p.

56)

challenged non-Western nations to employ their cultural

attributes to create q uality "Western-style products", and cogently arg ued that "it is not
whether "Western values" are better; it is a question of whether those values are
properly matched to production and finance".

H istory shows that embarking on the path of modern isation will inevitably result in
changing the priorities and values of the society in transition . The change, without a
doubt, will have the stamp of the source and wil l reflect the values and beliefs of the
provide r on the recipient. The impact of modernisation is not confined to traditional
societies. Even Western societies were not immune against such effects. Watson
(1 997) referred to evidence suggesting that the value systems of Western societies
were su bjected to radical changes through the course of their modernisation process.
The transformation of attitudes resulted in abandoning traditionally held values and in
instituting new ethical codes reflecting the preference of the eme rging social structure .

The negative impact o f the rapid modernisation o f major Saudi cities within t h e past
thirty to forty years was felt in small Saudi commun ities as well as in the main cities
across the country. The economic growth caused by the oil boom has b rought with it
fundamental changes in the cu ltural and social behaviour of individuals. Smaller
commun ities in the midst of the economic boost were neglected . Some have lost the
security of self-sufficiency in provid ing for their basic needs; they became increasingly
dependent on the state. The state failed to recognise the importance and the link of
commun ity-based entrepreneurial activities to the overall development strategy of the
country. As a result, local entrepreneurship was basically excluded from the
development process and the role of many communities has changed from being
productive un its to being consumption centres.

In their quest for economic opportunities, many residents have deserted their
commun ities and migrated from the land of their fathers and ancestors to new and
totally alien environments to which they hold no sense of con nection or belonging. This
"voluntary/involuntary" migration has negatively affected the ecological balance, which
preserves the relationsh ips between individuals on the one hand, and the ind ividuals
and their environment on the other hand (AI Mudaifer, 2004). It has been always
argued that promoting local entrepreneursh ip contributes to maintaining a more
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geographically balanced development without disturbing the natural flow of social
harmony within small communities.

The con sequences of the rapid and materialistic modernisation of Sau d i Arabia a re
even more visible in the cities. The remarkable expansion of the major cities such as
Riyadh and Jeddah was accompanied by equally predictable inconven iences in the
daily life of the ordinary citizen. The increased pressure on the housing sector, the
transportation system, the educational institutions and the basic services, coupled with
the abuse of the environment are but a few challenges caused by the rapid
development (AI Mudaifer, 2004). The population of Riyadh, for instance, has doubled

15

times within the past four decades to reach about

5

million inhabitants in 2006.

These physical changes, which are the tang ible signs of the rapid mode rnisation, were
matched with i ntangible changes. The general social behaviour, the nature of
relationships between the emerging d iversified city population and the attitudes
towards a host of cultural issues have taken a turn and became more self-centred and
materialistically oriented. This is due, at least in part, to the lack of an indigenous
foundation to Saudi modernisation. Saudi Arabia was overwhelmed by the speed and
the intensity of these changes and was caught un prepared to plan for, and deal with ,
their impact on its culture and value system.

The reason why Saudi development efforts remain inadequate could be mainly
attributed to the absence of a well-defined vision to guide these efforts. The Constitution
states that the Islamic law (Shariah) wou ld be the point of reference for all
developmental endeavours in the Kingdom. However, this affirmation was not backed
up by the political will needed for everyday business activity as well as for long-term
strateg ic planning. Saudi entrepreneurs, like other Saudis, are torn between their
Eastern values and the sudden exposure to the consumerism culture of the West. They
live the materialistic aspect of entrepreneurship while the spiritual dimension remains
simply a belief yet to be real ised . This d ilemma is summarised by the responses of the
interviewees and is best expressed by the following candid comment:
There is an extreme contradiction between the way we (as a society) perceive
modernity and progress and the way we pursue it, therefore the end result is that
we have a form of modernity which is neither Islamic in practice nor Western in
character and is questionable by all. Frankly, we are puzzled (Entrep-1 4, 2004).
The inconsistencies encountered between the attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs and
their approaches towards Islamic entrepreneurship are explainable, and they have
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revealing

propositions:

inconsistencies

reflect

respondents'

bewilderment and

confusion . They are also a reflection of the conflict within the respondents' inner selves :
o n the o n e hand is their true belief i n their value system a n d on t h e other i s a d ifferent
reality where these values remain values yet to shape their identities a nd form the
keystone of their indigenous development model. Inconsistencies are live testimonies
to the vag ueness and uncertainty surrounding the state of the Saudi modernisation
process. They can be seen also as factual manifestations that mirror the state of a
society in the midst of a socio-economic transitional process. On the one hand, is the
Saudi entrepreneur who holds strong feelings and a constructive attitude towards
Islamic entrepreneurship, a nd on the other hand is a state-dominated economy that
lacks the infrastructure and the dynamics necessary to promote the development of
Islamic entrepreneurship.

Lack of entrepreneurial vigour in Saudi Ara bia by no means can be attributed to
adherence to Islamic values and business eth ics; rather, it could be linke d , in part, to
the state's failure to integrate the Islamic moral vision to g uide its developmental
process. Chapra (2000) agreed with the conclusions of the DECD ( 1 996) that the
success of 'other societies' could be linked to their ability to translate their "values into
formal institutions". He further argued that other societies "have formulated a legal
framework and a proper code of conduct for government officials and put in place
mechanisms for transparency, rule of law, public accountability" (Chapra , 2000, p. 32).
Wh ile the findings of this study confirm that Islam is an entrepreneurial religion, they
also point out that such praise and the positive attitude towards e ntrepreneurship is
neither matched nor com plemented by the social teachings, relig ious or formal
education , rituals and role models. In b rief, Saudi Arabia has failed to capitalise on its
entrepreneurial Islamic values and to transform them into formal institutions to promote
its entrepreneurial drive. There is a clear mismatch between Saudi Islamic values and
the prevailing style of formal institutions in the Kingdom, which can be termed neithe r
a s Western n o r Islamic. The Islamic culture needs an Islamic environment in order for
Islamic entrepreneurship to flourish.

Majority of Saudi entrepreneurs, a long with Saudi intellectuals, believe that Islam has
complemented its positive attitude towards entrepreneurship with a comprehensive
framework for entrepreneurship development. Such a constructive attitude should be
reaffirmed and enforced through various means. On the other hand , there is a need to
re-examine a nd to transform attitudes to certain un-Islamic customs that have
succeeded in penetrating the Saudi social system and in d istorting the perception of a
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large segment of society. Such customs portray certain honoura ble and halal
careers/businesses that involve hands-on a pproach to doing business as degrading
and demeaning, hence they prevent Saudis from being associated with them.
Education, as a dynamic element of culture and as an effective policy instrument, is
positioned to play an exceptional role in the affirmation of entreprene u rial religious
values as well as the exposition and transformation of the un-Islamic customs that
impede entrepreneurship processes.

REVISITI NG THE MODEL

The idea of build ing a comprehensive Islam ic entrepreneurship-based development
model as an alternative to the Western model with the aim of promoting the well-being
of the Muslim ummah occu pies the central part of this thesis. Chapter 3 raised the
q uestion as to whether or not there was a need for such a mode l in the prevalent
presence of the Western development model. Abstract analysis of the differences
between the Western and Islamic world-views of entrepreneurshi p and development
suggested that the need for such a model was justified on philosophical as well as on
methodological g rounds. Saudi entrepreneurs and Saudi intellectuals, despite minor
differences in their attitudes, also supported the argument for instigating an Islamic
entrepreneurship model. The aim of the proposed model was to account for variables
that were deemed significant to Islamic entrepreneurship but were not i ncluded in the
Western/general model. Another important aim of the model was to explain the
distinctiveness of the Islamic view of entrepreneurship and to underline the vital role of
ethical entrepreneurship as an integral part of the more inclusive h u man well-being
concept. Therefore, the general Islamic model was adapted and further developed to
accommodate specific Islamic business modules within the Saudi context as illustrated
in Figure

9. 1 .

The Western model of development being based on rationalism, secularism and
methodical fou ndations and by its overemphasis on quantitative appraisal has brought
economic prosperity and technological advancement to most Western societies, but at
a cost. Muslims justify their objection to the Western brand of modernisation and
development mainly in terms of the cultural manifestation s of Western modernity and
its impact on their value system. H istorical experiences confirm that borrowed or
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An Islamic entrepreneurship model: The Saudi Arabia context
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imported d evelopment models do not work, because each model is the product of the
values, convictions and circumstances of the people and the country of its origin.

The Islamic perspective of entrepreneurship d ictates that all business activities must
abide by the Islamic code of business ethics consistent with the following basic
g u idelines: firstly, the business opportun ity must be lawful, desira ble and morally and
socially acceptable. Secondly, needed resources, especially financial resources , must
be ha/a/ and acquired in accordance with the principles of the Islamic financial system.
Third ly, the outcome of the entrepreneurial activities must go beyond wealth creation to
account for the spiritual and altruistic d imension of entrepreneurship that is, pleasing
The Almighty Allah and contributing to the well-being of the Muslim ummah. Islam
therefore has profound concerns over the economic welfare of the Muslim ummah, but
views economic well-being within the wider and more inclusive context; the concept of
human well-being. Earlier discussions suggested that Saudi entrepreneurs d id not
consider such guiding principles as being i mpediments in the way of their
entrepreneurial endeavours. The genera l rule in Islam is "the permissibility" (ha/a/) and
the prohibition (haram), which is limited to harmful and socially d estructive activities, is
the exception. However, Saudi entre preneurs understandably expected the state to
sponsor and make available Islamic a lternatives, especially ha/a/ financing to spare
them the risk of being involved in haram business d ealings.

This study identified three major shortcomings in the understanding, the attitudes and
the actions of the Saudi entrepreneu rs towards I slamic entrepre neurship in practice.
Firstly, the Islamic well-being model advocates that self-interest shall be realised as an
outcome of advancing the society's common i nterest. Social obligations and the
common welfare assume primacy over individual interest. The model further indicates
that fu lfilling spiritual needs and obligations are conditions for achieving material well
being in the form of socio-economic justice (Chapter 3). However, Figure

9.2

unveils

the fact that Saudi entrepreneurs strive to balance their own self-interest against the
interests of society and to reap the spiritual rewards of entrepreneurship while
maximising their personal material gains. Saudi entrepreneurs d id not regard their
socio-economic well-being to be an o utcome of achieving their spiritual well-being, nor
their welfare to be a result of attaining the common good welfare of society. This
reading into the entrepreneurial activity does not conform to the priorities set by the
Islamic world-view of entrepreneursh ip and development.
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Religious, partisan a nd other altruistic motives were extre mely insign ificant motivational
factors for entrepre neurship and the birth of n ew business entities, to the point of
irrelevancy. This is a sharp departu re from what one might have expected to uncover i n
a relig iously based society. However, entrepreneurs firmly believed that there was no
conflict of interest in giving precedence to their self-interest over the com mon welfare,
wh ile maintaining that the welfare of the ummah will be a natural outcome of practising
ethical entrepreneu rship.
Figure 9.2

The Saudi entrepreneur: The spiritual
dimensions of Islamic entrepreneurship
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This finding is a further indication that Saudis a re increasingly embracing materialism
and g radually movin g towards ind ividualism. The following observations from the field ,
although are not inclusive, they could be interpreted as signals of change in the Saudi
orientation towards more individualism and materialistic preference:
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•

Social pressure and expectations to be wealthy, o r at least to appear and act
wealthy, led some Saudis to start business motivated only by the prospect of
making more money to meet social expectations. Sabri (200 1 , p. 285) rightly
noted that the d rive for profit making is taking root in Saudi society. New Saudi
generations have an a l l-consuming d esire to live the oil-boom years in the post
oil-boom era.

•

A young Saudi entrepreneur told the researcher of a friend of his who used to
park his new "Camry" car at a d istance then walk to meet his friends becau se
he was ashamed to be seen d riving a "Toyota" while his friends drove new
"Lexus and Mercedes" !

•

A Saudi company d i rector, who loved to be linked with the Saudi royals,
enrolled his children in a private school known for its exclusivity to the royal
family and the very rich. He ended up using the company cars and drivers to
take his children to and from school; so they could be seen in d ifferent lUXUry
cars. He acted unethically to g ive a false impression of an extravagant wealth.

I ORC ( 1 996) noted that:
A person from an Eastern culture will often address an envelope by writing the
name of the state first, followed by the name of the city and the street, and finally,
by the name of the individual. Westerners, on the other hand, reverse this order,
placing the name of the individual first on the envelope (lORe, 1 996, p. 8).
Applying this o bservation to the Saudi context lend support to the argu ment that the
move towards individ ualism is taking p lace in Saudi society.

Up to recent times,

Saudis conformed to the Eastern norms when addressing their correspondence.
However, this practice has changed and it is almost certain that an envelope coming
from, or head ing to, Saudi Arabia would start with the name of the ind ividual, an
indication that priorities might be changing.

Secondly, the conceptual model shows that Islam attaches religious meaning to the
entrepreneurial activity, and d oes not recognise maximisin g profit to be the overriding
motive when starting a business. Although a significant majority of entrepreneurs
considered work in general and entrepreneurship in particu lar to be ibadah, only 2% of
respondents stated that relig ion was the leading motive behind their entrepreneurial
u ndertakings. Case studies a lso demonstrated this inner conflict when more than one
e ntre preneur attempted to claim that Islam was the real force behind their decisions to
become entrepreneurs. A Sau d i entrepreneur responded to my question whether or not
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he believed that there are d ifferences between the Saudi entrepreneur and h is Western
counterpart:
If you mean differences in the way we look, dress and talk, which I am sure is not
the intent of your question; the answer is definitely "yes". Otherwise, we might
differ in our approaches and priorities, but the fact remains that we are both in
business to make money.
A solid majority of Saudi entrepreneurs associated success with personal achievement.
Only a small percentage (8%) of respondents looked at success from a d ifferent
perspective and attached religious and other a ltruistic motives to the defin ition . Once
again, Saudi entrepreneurs did not identify being e ntrepreneurs in religious or altruistic
terms.

Third ly, evidence from the field highlights the i mpropriety of judging Islam by the
actions of some Muslims. Saudi entrepreneurs admitted that there is a large d ivide
between Muslims as individuals and Islam as a religion. They unreserved ly
commended Islam as "the perfect religion" and at the same time acknowledged that
Muslim actions (including their own) are not (always) true reflections of the ideals of
Islam.

The findings from the field further highlight the need to revive and to stimulate several
neg lected components of the proposed model in order for it to demonstrate its
feasibility and significance. The main areas that require the attention and the action of
the Saudi policymakers, academics and other parties interested in, or involved with,
Islamic entrepreneurship a nd development (individually and collectively) are denoted
by the shaded areas in Figure 9. 1 . They include, but are not limited to, having an
entrepreneurship policy, streamlining of the formal institutions and the re-orientation of
the informal ones in order to promote the Islamic world-view of entrepreneurship and
development, investing in quality education and redefin ing the role of the university,
and ensuring the availability and accessibility of Islamic finances for Muslim
entrepreneurs.

Islamic entrepreneu rship model: Possibilities and lim itations
Earlier discussions pointed out that the majority of Muslim cou ntries are developing or
underdeveloped countries faced with high unemployment, unbalanced g rowth,
disparities in the d istribution of national wealth a nd lack of economic diversification and
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sustainable sources of income, and arg u ed that Islamic entrepreneurship is potentially
capable of rendering viable contributions to confront these challenges.

Discussions in Chapter 3 presented the ideals of Islamic entrepreneurship and the
righteous role that Islam ic entrepreneurship is set to play in realising the well-being of
the Muslim ummah. It also portrayed a smooth a n d trouble-free entrepreneu rship
process, where the com ponents of the proposed model complement each othe r in a
harmonious manner, and perform their functions as (assigned). However, the
construction of the model, which eloq uently reflects the Islamic view of development,
made many key rationa l assumptions. Most notably, it reasonably assumed that the
model would serve a Muslim population in an Islam ic environment where the ( rig ht)
conditions for its implementation exist.
The realisation of these possibilities through Islamic entrepreneurship is obstructed by
an array of limitations, contradictions and failures. Saudi entre preneurs realise that
Islam subjects every activity to moral and ethical standards and thus it excludes some
business activities and

business practices from the portfolio of the Muslim

entrepreneur. Yet, they insisted that such very few restrictions by no means would
affect the ability of the Muslim entrepreneur to engage in productive and socially
desirable business activities. Conversely, evidence from the field revealed that the
positive attitudes of Saudi entrepreneurs towards the Islamic perspective of
entrepreneurship were not always translated into a ppropriate behaviour. Analysis of
collected data uncovered four areas of tension a nd/or inconsistencies betwee n the
attitudes and the practices of the Saudi entreprene u rs and the Islamic value system as
shown in Figu re
Fig ure 9 .3

9.3 below.
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Firstly, inconsistencies between the attitudes and the actions of the entrepreneurs, as
illustrated by the first case study where Mr. AI Jasim paid interest on h is loan despite
his strong conviction that such practice goes against the very basics of Islamic ethics.
The findings of another study, which examined the relationship between cu lture and
entrepreneurship in London's immigration businesses, d id not show differences in the
behaviours of Muslims and non-Muslims entrepreneurs towards borrowing from

com mercial ban ks to finance their businesses (8asu & Altinay,

2000).

The g iven

justification i n both cases was the need for finance and the a bsence of Islamic
alternative (ha/a/) financing. Furthermore, 8asu and Altinay's (2000) study claimed that,
contrary to expectations, Islamic ethics did not prevent London Muslim entrepreneurs
from engaging in unethical and haram activities such a s serving alcohol if deemed
necessary to the su rvival of their businesses75 .

The Saud i banking system contin ues to operate and function in line with the capitalist
economic system. Although the rules of the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA)
pro h ibit dealing with interest, this issue is totally - and most likely to be intentionally ig nored by the Saudi legislation. The widely used interest-based financing (regardless
of the terms used to justify it) has the implicit approval of the state 76 . Therefore, the
Islam ic financial instruments of mudarabah and musharakah were not given the
opportun ity to demonstrate their merit.

Secondly, d iscussions in the previous section also pointed to contradictions between
the attitudes of Saudi entrepre neurs and Islamic values, most evidenced by the
motives of the entrepreneurs and how they view the link between the self and common
interests and how they understand the relationship between spiritual and economic
well-being. Findings from the field do not suggest that Islam has been at the heart of
75 These unexpected results prompted the researchers to call for further research to explore the

wactices of Muslim entrepreneurs in business.

6 I n unedited (preliminary) working paper entitled "Philosophy and Practice of I slamic Economic
Development and Finance ", Hamid (2006, p. 32) grouped Islamic countries according to their
official stand on the issue of Islamic fi nancial practices into four categories as follows:
•

•

•

•

Total allegiance: Those that have transformed their entire internal financial systems to
an Islamic form (Iran, Pakistan and Sudan);
Divided allegiance: Those that embrace Islamic banking as a national policy while
supporting dual banking tracks (Bahrain, Brunei, Kuwait, Malaysia, Turkey, United Arab
Emirates);
Neutral: Those that neither support nor oppose Islamic banking within their jurisdictions
(Egypt, Yemen, Singapore, and possibly Indonesia); and
Inimical: Those that actively discourage a separate Islamic banking presence (Saudi
Arabia and Oman).

I ronically, Saudi Arabia is one amongst the very few Islamic countries that opposes the
im plementation of separate Islamic banking.
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Saudi entrepreneurial activity, neither as a motive, a measure of success nor as a n
instru ment for human a n d financial capital recruitment. This i s i n contrast with the
findings of Sloane's

(1 999) fieldwork in

Malaysia, where Malay entrepreneurs reported

that Islam was largely present in their entrepreneurial activities as a motive and as a
way of doing business. This outcome could be justified on the ground that, u nlike Sau d i
Arabia, Malaysia has incorporated its values within its development vision. T h e
government was active in promoting entrepreneurship through the creation o f t h e
"Ministry o f Entrepreneur Development", formally known as the (Ministry o f Public
Enterprise), ensuring the availability of Islamic financing to potential entrepreneurs and
by spending generously on education and educational reforms.

Furthermore, the

former Prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir, was a strong advocate of reforms and very
outspoken about the importance for integrating Islamic values in development.

The majority of Saudi entrepreneurs had an incomplete understanding of what
constitutes Islamic entrepreneurship. They largely considered abiding by Islamic
business ethics especially in pursuing only ha/a/ business activities and not engaging in
interest-based

dealings

as

being

the

only features that distinguish

Islamic

entrepreneurship. They were less transparent in their perception regarding the aim of
the entrepreneurial activity and the role of the Muslim entrepreneur in fulfilling spiritual
and other altruistic obligations.

Thirdly, contradictions were also detected between the behaviours of the entrepreneurs
and the Islamic value system. Some unlawful practices, such as demanding and paying
bribes to secure deals, to speed the collection of dues and to obtain work permits, were
reported. The irony is that such dishonest practices were carried out despite the fact
that they are against the values and beliefs of the concerned entrepreneurs. This
inconsistency puts the argument for "self-enforcement" mechan ism, on its own , into
q uestion , and underlines the need for consistent and transparent implementation of
Islamic laws and business ethics through appropriate institutions.

The fou rth inconsistency could be explained by the disparity between virtuous Islamic
values and some baseless local customs; despite the prominent role of religion in the
Saudi cultu re , there has been a mix between pure religious values and intruding
customs and traditions that have nothing to do with religion. Although Islam regards all
ha/a/ work to be noble and a form of devotion to The Almighty Allah , some local
customs and tradition still consider certai n types of (hands-on) businesses as
su bstandard and shameful. Interviews with Saudi entrepreneurs and intellectuals
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confirmed the widely held perception about Saudis negative attitude towards manual
work and their inclination for employment with the state:
. . . Manual labour is generally associated with very low status, while supervisory
or policy-making functions carry prestige. Government service, consequently,
especially in its higher ranks, is considered the most desirable type of
employment. Even on the lower levels, government employees enjoy
considerable respect in the eyes of the public (Lipsky et aI. , 1 959, p . 1 57 - 1 58 ,
cited in Vassiliev, 2000, p. 427).
The economic downturn of the past few years and the rapid increase in the number of
unemployed Saudis have undoubtedly led to gradual moderation of th is incongruous
attitude. Even so, this attitude is still largely prevalent amongst a wide spectrum of the
Saudi society, reflecting serious misu nderstanding towards the concept of Islamic
entrepreneursh ip.

The misinterpreted role of Muslim women in the economy is another area where people
tend to mix religious values with cultural traditions. Islam is often u nfairly criticised for
being an obstacle that prevents women from actively participating in the economy and
from starting and managing their own businesses that is, being entrepreneurs, a claim
that Saudi women entrepreneurs have rejected .
Despite the abundance of possibilities and potential contributions that Islamic
entrepreneurship is capable of delivering, d iscussion above clearly ind icates that the
many limitations facing Islamic entrepreneurship have rendered such potential and
possibilities unrealisable. A key finding is that Islamic entrepreneu rship is a concept
that is misread by the vast majority of Muslims at individual as well as at state levels.
Arguably this misinterpretation has caused , and at the same time is caused by, the
neglect of policymakers, lack of institutional support and deficiency in the educational
system and its lack of focus on entrepreneurship development.

CONCLUSION
I f the "model" is t o b e defined strictly as " a representation o f t h e real world", then the
validity of the proposed Islamic entrepreneurship-based well-being model is seriously
questioned , and there would be a need for a major revision work to be carried out on
the model. Alternatively, if the model is viewed as "a way of generating debate and
insight depth about the real world" (Pid d , 1 996, p . 1 2 1 cited in Maani & Cavana,

2000,
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p. 2 1 ), the n the proposed conceptual model could constitute an a ppropriate starting
point towards the realisation of such an outcome. However, theoretically based
development models remain speculative until they form a working relationship with a
supporting and enabling environment that gives them legitimacy and meaning, and
allows the m to emerge and develop. Otherwise, the d ivide between theory and practice
remains, a n d d evelopment will not occur -as evidenced by the outcome of this study.

It could be arg ued that the success of the Western d evelopment model in the Western
context is larg ely attributable to the harmony between its formal and informal
institutions. What distinguishes the Western model of entrepreneurship is the
complementary type of relationship that exists between its formal institutions (free
market economy, banking system, laws and regu lations) and its cultural values
(individualism, profit maximisation , consumerism) supported by educational systems
that promote such values. Formal institutions and state policies have lent support and
enforced Western cultural values; the market economy, for instance, endorses
individ ualism, and both work towards the common goal of profit maximisation and
material wealth. Likewise, the outstanding performance of the n ewly industrialised
countries of East Asia is largely credited to the fact that these countries have integrated
their values into their development equations and employed them to promote their own
brand of e ntrepreneurship and development. Thus they have created conducive
environments that have a llowed individ ual cultures to optimise their potentialities.
Discussion in this chapter has shown that despite its being an inspiring concept and a
viable instrument of 'well- being', and despite the strong positive feelings held by Saudi
entrepreneurs towards Islamic entrepreneurship, Islamic entrepreneurship in Saudi
Arabia remains unfamiliar and virtually unpractised. The main challenge for Islamic
development remains operational in n ature. How can the Islamic entrepreneurship
model be transformed into working policies and enabling institutions? Furthermore,
how can any Islamic business ethics be operationalised in the context of the
contempora ry business environment in order to reap the benefits of Islamic
entrepreneurship? These basic questions raise the legitimate question of whether or
not the behaviour and performance of Islamic entrepreneurship can be judged in the
absence of a true "Islamic state where the whole realm of socio-economic human
behaviour is engineered according to Islam". 77
77

Aziz ( 1 999) raised the same question in the context of the "Islamic economic system" while
discussing the views of Muhammad Baqir AI-Sadr on the Islamic perspective of political
economy.
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CHAPTER TEN
CONCLUSIONS

It can often seem that a single overriding factor is responsible for failure (though
this is frequently erroneous), whereas success must be the result of several
factors working together and it is hard to distinguish the most significant.
Cusworth and Frank (1 993, p. 1 1)

The purpose in this thesis was to explore the trajectory of entrepreneurship
development from an Islamic perspective withi n the Saudi Arabia context. S pecifically,
in the thesis I sought to investigate the role of Saudi cultural values and religious
beliefs in developing the Saudi entrepreneurship sector and whether or not these
values and beliefs have been matched with an enabling institutional framework that
allows culture to demonstrate its authority.

I began this thesis by surveying various entrepreneurship definitions and theories and
established the existence of a positive correlation betwee n the level a n d the quality of
the entrepreneurial activity and development. I also explored the concept of Islamic
entrepreneurship and argued that Islam is an e ntrepreneurial religion, and accord ingly I
devoted particular attention to the building of a n Islamic entrepreneurship-based "well
being" model. The fieldwork, on the other hand, addressed key issues such as the
attitudes and

approaches of Saudi entrepreneurs to Islam in

business and

entrepreneurship, and examined the role of some Islamic values as well as Saudi
cultural trad ition s in entrepreneurship development. In the thesis, I also explored the
level of aware n ess and the extent of com m itment among Saudi officials and Saudi
intellectuals with an interest in Islamic development and/or entrepreneurship, to the
promotion of entrepreneurship, especially from an Islamic perspective. In addition , I
examined the role of the state's policies and institutions (mainly, financial and
educational) i n the entrepreneurial process. Consequently, I briefly addressed the
prevailing realities of the Saud i entrepreneurship sector and the contributions it renders
to the well-being of the country.
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A standard ised survey question naire was used to probe the characteristics and the
demography of Saudi entrepreneurs and establish their attitudes to I slamic and
Western entrepreneurship. The fieldwork also involved in-depth face-to-face semi
structured interviews with three d istinct groups of stakeholde rs: Saudi entrepreneurs ,
Saudi officials a n d Saudi intellectuals (mainly academics). The fieldwork was
conducted in Riyadh , the political and the commercial capital of Saudi Arabia, during
the months March - July

2004.

Quantitative as well as q ualitative methods were

employed to analyse the primary and secondary collected d ata. Descriptive statistics
were u sed to establish the profiles and attitudes of the Saud i entrepreneurs. On the
other hand, data provided by the interviewees were utilised in developing the various
case studies, clarifying responses g iven to attitudinal questions, explaining d isparities
between attitudes and practices of Saudi entrepreneurs and in establishing the existing
role

of the

state

polices and

institutions

in the

(development)

of Islamic

entre preneurship in the Kingdom.

In this chapter, I seek to put forward qualified answers to the research questions and to
highlight the significance of the research key findings relative to the research objectives
as delineated in Chapter 1 . The chapter is organised in four sections: the first section
presents a summary of the research key findings and an analysis of their implications.
The implications of the research findings for the Saudi policy environ ment are
d iscussed in the second section . The third section presents some suggestions and
recommendations for future research opportunities. The thesis concludes with a broad
discussion on the implications of the study and the contribution s it renders to the body
of knowledge and the potential role of Islamic entrepreneurship in development.

RES EARCH KEY FINDINGS

While t h e findings o f th is study do not provide categorical endorsement to the
arguments held by either the 'Cu ltu ralists' or the ' Institutionalists', they nevertheless
signify the importance and the complementary nature of the relationship between both
perspectives in advancing the cause of entrepreneurship. The findings furthermore
underscore the strength of culture and suggest that cu ltural traditions and local
customs are far stronger than thought to be, and their influence is profound even in a
religiously based society such as that of Saudi Arabia.
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Islam ic entrepreneursh ip: The Saudi setting
Entrepreneurship has been credited for its ability to create jobs and for the valuable
contributions it renders to the socio-economic well-being of various nations across the
g lobe by means of competitiveness, creativity and in novation. However, it has
consistently been argued in this thesis that entrepreneurship in Islam is more than a
developmental issue, a n d Islamic entrepreneurship has been promoted as being more
than a means of securing halal income, putting more individuals into employment,
creating

wealth

and

promoting

economic

development

and

g rowth .

Islamic

entrepreneurship is rather an instrument for spiritual salvation and socio-economic
well- being, based on the wider divine principle of the "unity of God" with all its
entitlements such as the precedence of spirituality and the priority of the common
welfare over self-interest. Whether or not such a construction has materialised in the
practices of the Saudi entrepreneurs and manifested in the socio-economic
development of the country is highly contested . Discussions in the previous chapter,
however, clearly indicate that such an Islamic perspective of entrepreneurship was not
visible in the existing Saudi entrepreneurship environment.

Consistent with the conclusions of Olsen (1 988), this study did not produce tangible
evidence that enables the researcher to claim or even to suggest that Saudi Arabia has
built its d evelopment model on religious foundations. There is no visible role of Islam in
the Saudi development process. When reference to Islam in terms of development is
made, it usually reiterates that Saudi Arabia is committed to preserving its Islamic
values while pursuing development. However, it fails to explicitly define these values,
e laborate on how it intends to safeguard them, and how to employ them in
development. More importantly, it evades the q uestion of whether preserving Islamic
values means the promotion of Islamic-based development or the occasional
accommodation of some Islamic principles in the development process. Evidence
produced by this study suggests that little effort, if any, has been exerted to create a
business environment that is conducive to Islamic entrepreneurship or that places
Islam at the heart of its developmental eq uation .

I f the d efinition of entrepreneurship i s confined to innovation a n d creative imitation a s
delineated by classical theories of entrepreneurship, then the finding s of this research
would confirm that entrepreneursh ip in Saudi Arabia, as is the case for most
deve loping countries, does not rise to the level of entrepreneurial d istinction. The Saudi
scholar, Sheikh Salman AI Odeh, quoted in one of his lectures that only a small
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percentage (9%) of Saudi entrepreneurs saw in entrepreneurship a path for creativity
and innovation (AI Odeh,

2004, p.

1 1 ). Compatible with this q uoted fig ure, the finding of

this study indicated that only ( 1 1 %) of respondents saw in entrepreneurship an
opportunity to be creative and identified the purpose of starting their businesses with
innovation and creativity. Practicality, the refore, stipulated the adoption of an extended
working definition of entrepreneurship that accounts for all business undertakings
regardless of their motives , sizes, line of business or level of originality.

The findings

of this study have conclusively d emonstrated

that the

Saudi

entrepreneurship sector is frail and vul nerable. Entrepreneurship in Saudi Arabia d id
not prove to be a viable developmental strategy or even an economic development
tool; it did not create the expected level of jobs (for Saudis); its contribution to the GDP
of the cou ntry was by no means in proportion to the size of the small business sector it
has created . Furthermore, Saudi entrepreneurship did not add economic value nor d id
it expand the productive output of the national economy. Most importantly, it failed to
assume its intended Islamic role as an a lternative strategy leading to the well-being of
the Muslim ummah. Such a finding should not come as a surprise considering the
misunderstanding and the neglect that this sector has endured and the many h u rd les in
the path of Islamic entrepreneurship d evelopment in Saudi Arabia in particular. This
finding the refore emphasises the need for establishing an independent 'entity' that is
fully recognised as the voice of Sau d i entrepreneurship and small businesses. A
primary objective of such an entity would be to ensure the availability of the Islamic
means of financing and the inclusion of entrepreneurship education, especially from an
Islamic perspective, in the educational system and the higher educational institutions.
Furthermore, the proposed new agency should act as an intermediary between the
research community and policymakers to ensure that appropriate entrepreneurship
polices are adopted. Most importantly, this entity should have the proper authority to
oversee the implementation of adopted polices, thus it must be linked directly to the
Council of Ministers.

Islamic val ues
Despite the suggestions of modernisation theories of development that the relig iously
based Saudi culture would be the foremost obstacle in the way of cu ltivating a dynamic
entrepreneurship class in Saudi Arabia , the findings of this study suggest otherwise.
There is no evidence of incompatibility between Muslim values and entrepreneurship.
The

Sau d i

entrepreneurship

predicament

in

general

and

Islamic-oriented
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entrepreneurship in particular, is by no means the product of religious impediments. In
fact, Saudi entre preneurs were definite that their Islamic cu lture is one of the very few
positive pro-entrepreneurial ingredients that the Kingdom embraces. Therefore, the
lack of e ntrepre neurship in the Kingdom cou ld be explained in any, except religious,
terms, while the search for development models must be based on religious
foundations. The findings of this study also d emonstrate the power of cultural values
and lend support to Hofstede's ( 1 99 1 ) a rg ument that despite the strong influence of
religion on culture , relig ion alone does not shape culture , even in the conservative and
religiously based society of Saudi Arabia. There is a grey area where religious beliefs
and traditional customs are ofte n confused . One, therefore, must be m indful not to mix
the religious values and beliefs with synthetic customs and behaviours and so view
both aspects of culture as "Islamic culture".

The findings of this study identified three major obstacles that hinder the development
of a vibrant Saudi entrepreneursh ip sector: intrusive traditions and erroneous
perceptions; frosty state policies and vacuity in institutional support; and structural and
other external i m pediments.

Traditional wisdom and local customs
The negative attitude of Saudis towards certain business activities, wh ich a re perceived
inferior and degrading, can by no means be blamed on Islam. Saudis' kee nness to be
employed in the public sector, or in what they consider respectable and prestigious
businesses, is largely caused by intruding customs, habits and behaviours that have no
religious reference or inclination. Giving preference to q u ick returns in the short term
over long-term investment and business build - up cannot be explained by, or justified
on , religious g rounds. The Sau d i affection for a quick profit is the outcome of inherited
attitudes and learnt business practices that have been facilitated in recent years by the
prevailing oil-based reward structure. In fact, it is not su rprising that such an attitude
should emerge and spread in a rentier economy. Furthermore , some local customs and
traditions tend to view certain types of the (hands-on) businesses as substandard and
shameful, thus discouraged and averted larg e segment of the Saudi popu lation from
being associated with them: as employees or business owners.

These find ings are in line with the findings of another study that was recently carried
out in Saudi Arabia and confirmed the existence of negative relationship between
Saudi traditions and a range of business activities (AI Muqbili,

2004).

The study
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revealed that 63% of Saudi business owners considered local customs and traditions to
have a profound and ·decisive role in preventing Saudis from joining the private sector.
Furthermore, the study indicated that

36%

of the remaining

37%

of Saudi

'entrepreneurs' admitted that such traditional, not religious, values, have (to a certain
degree) adverse implications for the employment in the private sector.

The marginalised role of Saudi women i n the economy and their limited participation in
entrepreneurial activities are classical examples of the negativity of local culture being
blamed on religion or explained in religious terms. Saudi women entrepreneurs were
positive in their conviction that it is cultural traditions, not Islamic teachings that stand in
the way of their entrepreneurial aspirations.

The over-emphasis on the role of cu lture in entrepreneurship development carries the
risk of diverting attention away from other equally important factors. The variations
between the attitudes and the behaviours of Saudi entrepreneurs towards Islamic
entrepreneurship and the poor showin g of the entrepreneurship sector cannot be
explained in isolation from their immediate environment that is, institutional, and
structural issues.

The passive role of the state
The findings of this study draw attention to the state's failure to think of
entrepreneurship as an a lternative development strategy and to integrate it with in its
overall development strategy. The apparent lack of i nterest on the part of the state in
entrepreneurship development is evidenced by: the "policy of indifference" towards
entrepreneurship; addressing entrepreneurship through the small business sector; the
failure of recent reforms to account for entrepreneurship; and by the absence of a
state-sponsored central authority to p romote entrepreneurship and safeguard the
interests of new enterprises.

Despite the acknowledgements and repeated statements of intentions to promote the
small business sector, Government initiatives and programmes, if and when available,
were shallow and fragmented. They have ignored the entrepreneur and failed to
account for the basic needs of small enterprises. The state d id not undertake any
special supportive policy measures, nor d id it create specialised institutions committed
to promoting

entrepreneurship and

providing

preferential treatment for small
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businesses. On the contrary, Saudi entrepreneurs believed that adopted policies were
u njust and in many instances d iscriminated against small businesses. By espousing a
"hands-off policy", the state was under the illusion that entrepreneurship and the small
business sector would benefit from the generic policies aimed at uplifting the economy
-g iven that both entrepreneurship and small businesses were viewed within the small
business context.

The majority of Saudi policymakers, as well as Saudi intellectuals and e ntrepreneurs,
did not differentiate between 'entrepreneurship' and 'small busine sses' and largely
used the terms interchangeably. The su bject of the few studies that d ealt with the
Saudi small business sector and the few scattered pieces of literature I was able to
review mostly examined the problems facing this sector and highlig hted the potential
economic value of small firms. In contrast, I was unable to cite a sing le empirical and
systematic research project that explored the Saudi entrepreneurship sector with the
aim of fostering entrepreneurship culture and creating more and better q u ality
entrepreneurs.

The absence of a single independent institution or authority committed to the cause of
entrepreneurship

and

responsible

for the welfare

of small

enterprises

has

d isadvantaged this sector and deprived it of the opportunity to make its presence felt
and its voice heard within policymaking circles. Saudi entrepreneurs complained that
they do not know where to go to obtain soft assistance such as information and advice,
or the tangible help they need . The problem was acknowledged by Saudi officials who
were optimistic that the planned restructuring of the Saudi Credit Bank (SCB) -Bank AI
Taslif would make a difference, and have a really positive impact on development and
the performance of the small business sector.

The pertinent items of the fou rth article of the SCB's charter confirm that the bank
wou ld be the official state authority responsible for g uard ing the interests of the small
business sector. Firstly, the SCB would assume the responsibility of d rafting and
coordinating policies and programmes designed to promote and d evelop the small
business sector. Secondly, it would extend interest-free loans to new and existing small
firms and to Saud is with craftsmanship and vocational qualifications to encourage them
practise their professions and become self-employed (Bank AI-Taslif,

2004).

It is seems that the long awaited reforms had approached the issue from a small
businesses pers pective rather than placing it with in its wider entrepreneu rial context.
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More importantly, the projected reforms also failed to emphasise the importance of
mudarabah and musharakah, as two viable Islamic financial and developmental
instruments. The public's reaction to the idea that the SGB assumes the responsibility
for the well-being of the SMEs has been mild. Those who objected to the proposal took
into account that people will always link the bank with finance. It wou ld be difficult to
change the perceived image of the ban k and portray it as the carin g institution that
would offer the small business sector more than financial assistance. Another
shortcoming of the proposed plan is that the bank will not be fully d evoted to the
welfare of small businesses. In fact, it is expected that the ban k wou ld perform many
other major functions outside the domain of SMEs -raising the possibility of a conflict of
interest. Furthermore, it is important to bear in mind that the d evelopment of a
productive entrepreneurship sector requ ires more than a source of finance, despite its
paramount i m portance to the entrepreneurial process.
The SGB's solution copes with the symptoms without engaging in serious assessment
to deal with the syndrome. "What the government is doing is like a failing doctor who is
g iving a dose of painkiller to a dying can cer patient", remarked a Saudi entrepreneur.
The consecutive five-year development plans underscored the viability of SMEs to the
Saudi economy. This acknowledgment u nderpins the need for genuine, sweeping a nd
more dramatic changes in the approach of Saudi policymakers towards developing a
prod uctive indigenous e ntrepreneurshi p sector able to have a presence and so
compete in the g lobal economy.

The m issi n g role of institutions
As the find ings of this study highlight the serious shortcomings in supporting polices,
they also u nderscore the lack of functional Saudi institutions78 aimed at promoting
entrepreneurship in general, and from an Islamic perspective in particular. The
fundamental flaw in the institutional framework that enfolds the majority of Saudi
business activities is evident by the lack of conformity between the existing institutions
and the value system of the Saudi society. On the one hand is the Saudi Islamic-based
cu lture with its positive outlook towards ethical and productive entrepreneurship. On
the other hand is the state with its various institutions that hardly correspond with the
local culture or extend meaningful support to the development of ind igenous
entrepreneurship. While Saudi entrepreneurship suffers from a lack of economic,
78 This study did not examine of the role of the Saudi legal institutions in entrepreneurship
development.
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political, legal and social institutional support, the problem is more ingrained in the
financial and the educational institutions.

F inancial institutions
Commercial banks continue to play an uncooperative, and even an obstructive, role in
the promotion of entrepreneurial activities. Only 5% of the entrepreneurs managed to
mobilise needed financial resources th roug h commercial banking. The role of I slamic
financing, which is destined to be a powerful instrument for the creation of new
enterprises, was found not to be of any significance in this study. Strikingly, none of the
entrepreneurs who took part in this study was able to form a single partnership
agreement with any Islamic-based financial institution .

"Saudi banks are amongst, i f not, the most p rofitable a n d least pragmatic banks in the
world", commented a Saudi intellectual. Citizens deposit huge sums of money in
various local financial institutions and the majority would not accept interest on their
deposits on relig ious g rounds. Saudi banks and other financial institutions usually re
i nvest these d eposits in Western economies and financial institutions, depriving the
local economies of a vital source of funding for entrepreneurial activities. Local Saudi
banks do not extend financial assistance to those seeking to start their own
businesses. Instead , they make their financial facilities available to established
businesses and to those who do not really need such services. Loans, whe n given , are
usually designed and intended to encourage personal consumption . It is virtually
impossible for a young entrepreneur, unable to meet the bank's tough security
demands, to secure a loan to start a new business or to improve an existing one.
Commercial banks view small businesses as being h igh - risk investments; hence, they
are usually unwilling to share the risk by means of forming partnership agreements with
potential entre preneurs and extending their facilities to them.

The following o bservation made by a Saudi entrepreneur conveys the negative
perception held by a large proportion of Saudis of conventional ban king. "If I could go
back in time and have the opportunity to e n rol in a masters programme, my thesis
surely would examine the destructive role that the Saudi commercial banking system is
set to perform within the socio-economic blend of the country" (Alyami, 2 004). Saudi
commercial ban ks are recruiting inexperienced young Saudis and offering them very
attractive packages in their attempts to transform the attitudes and the perceptions of
the public of commercial banking, and to promote commercial ban king as legitimate
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and moral. Thus, Saudi commercial banks have, d irectly or indirectly, encouraged the
spread of interest- based financing, promoted consumerism behaviour, and p layed a
counterproductive role in the entrepreneurial equation.

Although the principles of Islamic financing date back fourteen centuries, it is only in
the past three to four decades of modern h istory that Islamic ban king has been
seriously debated as a possible alternative to the conventional banking system. The
banking institutions of the majority of Islamic economies are still operating in
accordance with Western financial principles. Only Ira n , Pakistan and Sudan have
transformed their banking systems to be e ntirely based on the Islamic mode of finance,
while other Muslim countries, including Saudi Arabia, are using both means of finance
in concert79 .
The findings of this study have shown that Saudi entrepreneurs hold a positive attitude
towards Islamic banking , and at the same time they have failed to establish a
meaningful and business-productive relationship between entrepreneurshi p and Islamic
ban king. As much as Sau d i entrepreneurs were positive in their attitude towards the
principles of Islamic banking, they were cynical about the actual role that Islamic
banking is playing in the d evelopment of local entrepreneurship.

Islamic financial facilities, as an alternative to commercial banking , did not prevail in
this study. Saudi entrepreneurs explained the insignificant role of the Islamic banking
system in entrepreneurship development by the absence of true Islamic banking
facilities. They further described the role of the state in promoting Islamic financing to
be marginal. Some even considered the absence of Islamic banking from the Kingdom
to be deliberate.

Many entre preneurs believe that the requirements and conditions imposed by Islamic
financial institutions on the potential entrepreneur far exceed those required by
conventional interest-based financial institutions. This is evidenced by the very few
partnership

agreements

between

Islamic

financial

institutions

and

potential

79

To protect their market share, commercial banks in the Ki ngdom have established internal
units to accom modate the increasing public demand for Islamic interest-free banking facilities.
These units were supposedly operating according to Islamic financial principles. However, many
entrepreneurs doubted the soundness of their practices and clai med that in many cases their
behaviours do not differ from those of interest-based commercial banks. Differences, they
argue, were limited to the form rather than the substance -such as the renami ng of "interest" to
be called "administrative fees" to give the i mpression that business is being conducted in
accordance with Islamic financing principles.
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entrepreneurs. The reason , some argue, is that Islamic banks are extra cautious to
protect the investments of their clients by taking minimal or virtually no risk. This
j ustification is rejected because it does not g ive credit to Muslim investors who d e mand
that their savings are invested in accordance with Islamic financial principles that is, in
productive and socially desirable activities such as entrepreneurship. In fact, Muslim
investors would rather invest in risky but ha/a/ and productive businesses than in a
g uaranteed profitable but haram business activity.

The fact remains that neither commercial nor Islamic banks assume a con structive role
in stimulating economic activities eithe r by offering easy loans or by entering into
partnership ag reements with potential entrepreneurs. Risk sharing by means of
musharakah and mudarabah as promoted by Islamic entrepreneurship is a concept
that many potential Muslim entrepreneurs are still eager to exercise.

While the combined investment of all Islamic financial institutions in the development of
new and existing businesses, by means of the musharakah arrangement, is
approximately $1 billion a year, American venture capital institutions provide ann ually
more than $25 b illion in equity financing for entrepreneurial activities. This peculiar fact
prompted Saleem (2005, p. 2) to claim, "In spirit and in real terms, United States
financial institutions offer more Shari'ah compliant financing and investment than that
provided by all the Islamic banks combined".

The lack of state-sponsored Islamic financial institutions in Saudi Arabia and the
scarcity of Islamic financing for Saudi entrepreneurs are hard to explain a nd harder to
comprehend. A Saudi entrepreneur explained that should the state sponsor some
Islamic financial institutions, it implicitly would be admitting that other existing
institutions are u n-Islamic -an implication that the state is neither willing to accept nor
is proud to be associated with (Entrep- 1 2 , 2004). Another entreprene u r explained that
the state believed that it was in the national interest to maintain the cu rrent system for
the time being (AI Fadel, 2004). Interestingly, Saudi intellectuals were cautious not to
be drawn into the debate by articulating d efinite answers; instead , they made the
observation that even the Saudi conventional banks are increasingly becoming more
involved in "Islamic banking".
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The institution of Zakah
Likewise, the institution of Zakah did not fulfil its entrepreneurial role; the Saudi
Authority of Zakah and I ncome fell short in meeting its obligations towards the deprived
and poor potential entrepreneurs. It failed to employ a portion of the Zakah fund to
guide this u nderprivileged segment of society to self-sufficiency and productivity
through self-employment and entrepreneurship80 .

Educational i nstitutions
Formal ed ucation systems in Arab countries, including Saudi Arabia, are traditional in
their contents, methodologies and approaches. Their role is limited to providing
students with information and they expect them to memorise information instead of
teaching them how to find, access, interpret and comprehend the impl ications of
information. Formal education , as it is currently, does not provide students with a
quality education that promotes positive thinking and creative reasoning, which are
crucial for e ntrepreneurship development, nor does it provide them with basic training
and skills n ecessary if one is to enter the job market with confidence. Learning by
relying on memorisation without further e mphasis on personal development, individ ual
initiatives and problem solving competencies will not enable Saudi youth to be self
assured and competitive i n this global era.
The lack of creativity, innovation and new business ideas among Sau d i entrepreneurs
is mainly the result of an improper and d eficient educational system that has failed to
nurture such entrepreneurial qualities among Saudis. Likewise, the lack of awareness
and the low level of entrepreneurial activity could be attributed , along with other factors,
to the exclusion of entrepreneurship ed ucation from the formal education system at
school and u niversity levels. Saudi graduates aim at being government officers in the
public sector or officials in large private corporations in part due to their lack of
awareness of the viability of entrepreneurship as a better option to employment.
Neither the theoretical nor the practical training they receive prepares them to think
independently and in a creative way -a condition for entrepreneurship development.

80

Businesses are required to produce a current certificate confirming that Zakah dues have
been paid as a pre-condition to entering into a business relationship with the public sector.
However, the state did not put in place a coherent mechanism for the collection and distribution
of Zakah at the "individual/personal" level.
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The failure of the educational system to adopt a modern a pproach based on
information technology, rationality and entrepreneurship has been at times unfairly
blamed on the religion of Islam. However, if truth be told, the discou rse and certain
practices of some Muslim religious groups and establishments provide justification for
such a perception. This is despite the fact that seeking and applying modern
knowledge and technology are obligations on all Muslims, independently as individuals
and collectively a s an ummah, in order for them to be productive, self-sufficient and
affluent.

The findings of this study a lso lead one to q uestion the state's commitment to
promoting Islamic entrepreneurship. Furthermore, they underscore the d eficiency of the
educational system at school and university levels for the lack of e m ph asis on the
concept of entrepreneurship in general and from an Islamic perspective i n particu lar.
Therefore, this study calls on the state to have a holistic view of the ed ucational
message and to invest heavily in the quality of education in order for it to carry out its
crucial role including developing an entrepreneurship cultu re and enterprising
individuals.

P ro-entrepreneurship i nstitutions
Despite the many attitudinal, cultural, institutional and structural obstacles in the way of
the emergence of a thriving Saudi entrepreneurship sector, the findings of this study
suggest that the Saudi culture is enriched with two invaluable pro-entrepreneurship
institutions namely: religion and family. Previous discussions have e mphasised the
importance of e xploiting the strong religious feelings amongst Saudis in the promotion
of Islamic entre preneurship, best achieved through proper explanation of the Islamic
perspective on, and attitude towards, entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneurial religion
The findings of this study clearly show that Saudi entrepreneurs hold a strong positive
attitude towards their Islamic-based culture and the role of Islamic business ethics in
entrepreneurship development. The wisdom and prominence of e ntrep reneurship in
Islam thus d id not inflame any controversy among Saudi entrepreneurs. To them, how
Islam regards entrepreneurship is a settled issue. The challenge, therefore , wou ld be
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how to activate, mobilise, and employ th is positive entrepreneurial attitude to serve the
cause of Islamic entrepreneurship in Saudi Arabia and in other Islamic countries.

Despite the fact that Islam praises and encourages entrepreneurship, such direct and
obvious praise virtually does not exist in the informal social or in the formal education
process. Informal religious institutions s uch as the mosque, Friday sermons, religious
schools, pu blic speeches, study circles and other religious activities could play a crucial
role in promoting entrepreneurship by raising awareness of, and explaining ,
entrepreneurship from a n Islamic perspective. Formal and informal institutions
individually and collectively can advance the cause of Islamic entre preneurship and
help in creating an Islamic entrepreneurship culture.
Muslim scholars are failing to attend to contemporary issues relevant to the well -being
of the Muslim ummah. They have focused their efforts on ibadat at the expense of
muamu/at. While there are a very few sheiks who occasionally address contemporary
developmental issues in their lectures and public speeches, the majority keep
espousing settled topics time after time. While conducting the interviews, a Saudi
entrepreneur handed me a classy brochu re that contained the names of about 300
highly educated and outspoken religious scholars and U/ama. He noted that only two of
them are actively engaged in educating the public that being self-sufficient and
productive is as important as performing other religious duties. The failure of Muslim
scholars to be active participants and advocates for productivity and progress is costing
the ummah dearly. Those scholars are highly regarded in their commun ities and well
respected by the d iverse seg ments of the Saudi society, a nd their guidance and advice
are usually well received and taken with little questioning. Hence, they are urged to
broaden the scope of their d iscourse and attend to the current problems facing the
ummah, especially at the socio-economic level, and suggest the coherent Islamic
a lternatives and solutions to confront such challenges.

Uncond itional family support
Equally important is the role of family in entrepreneurship development. The findings of
this study suggest that the Saudi family has a profound influence in fostering
entrepreneurial tendencies and qualities, shaping the attitudes of young Saudis
towards entrepreneurship, and in their decisions to pursue the path of entrepreneurship
and consequently on their success as entrepreneurs. The commitment and contribution
of families to their young entrepreneurs and to newly established businesses is
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invaluable. Family input is extended beyond passing on experiences, utilising social
and professional association and extend ing moral support, to providing financial and
physical support. Facts from the field show that three out of four Saud i entrepreneurs
come from families with links to entrepreneurship and 88% relied on personal savings,
and on help from family and friends to finance the starting of their businesses. A large
proportion of respondents who stated having inspirational role models prior to starting
their businesses nominated an immed iate or extended family member as their
motivational figu re.

Structural, external and other obstacles
Historically, the strateg ic location of the Ara bian Peninsula gave it a d istinct importance
with respect to trade routes between the d ifferent ancient civilisation s surrounding it and
as a convenient freeway to southern Asia and Africa. Such a g eographic attribute
u ndoubtedly affected the life of its inhabitants and their orientation towards business
and trade. The geography of the place partially explains the traditional link between
Arabs in general, and the dwellers of the Arabian Peninsula in particular, and their
passions for trade. The people of the Arabian Peninsula traditionally were identified by
the businesses they were in rather than by the titles they held. But, as one might expect,
their business activities were largely conducted in a tradesmen-ship rather than in an
entrepreneurship manner, and they were recognised beyond the boundaries of the
Arabian Peninsula as outstanding merchants and traders.

A h istorical reading of the Saudi business profile prior to oil discovery revea ls that
Saudis were "opportu nistic businesspeople" who aimed at exploring business
opportunities and exploiting them in a profit-seeking manner. Their e mphasis was on
short-term gains with little attention being paid to long-term investments and businesses
build up.

Focusing on h igh turnover and pursuing q u ick profit with minimum

reinvestment in the business are still widely the practices of the typical Saudi
entrepreneur. Oil rents have done l ittle, if anything, to revise such attitudes a nd steer
Saudis towards the path of entrepreneurship. On the contrary, the reward structure
created by the oil economy largely played again st the spirit of entrepreneurship in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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The policy of i nclusion and excl usion
Against expectations, the findings of this study indicate that Saudi entre p reneurs place
g reat emphasis on structural factors and on the Western policy of inclusion and
exclusion as key obstacles in the way of development in Muslim cou ntries, including
Saudi Arabia. Saudi entrepreneurs also explained the lack of entrepreneurship and
development in the majority of Muslim countries by the many decades of occupation
and imperialism imposed on them by Western colonisers:

Box 1 0.1

We are disqualified !

. . . The other cruel challenge facing the Arab/Muslim development predicament, in addition
to their flawed political establishments and outdated educational systems, is an external
challenge; we are being drawn into an unequal, unjust and mismatched brawl with Western
powers. We were fought when we tried to manufacture a portion of our natural resources for
export. America and other Western countries have put numerous barriers in the way of our
exports, i.e. , plastic industry.
We are not allowed to have a real productive economic base. We are meant to be
consumers and by no means a producing nation. Although it might not be officially declared,
this Western policy is a reality that we feel and experience every day. Below are some
contemporary examples:
A friend has cultivated a shrimp farm at the Red Sea with an annual production
•
capacity of 1 000 tons, which is fairly substantial , considering that the largest similar farm in
South East Asia produces roughly 200 tons per year. Despite the pre-signed agreements
with some European countries to buy its produce, once production started, these countries
returned all shipments with little or no explanations. New sets of unrealistic trade terms and
conditions were instantly imposed.
•
The southern region of the Kingdom produces a certain type of flower two months
ahead of its competitors in Holland. Somehow, and under some pretext, we were denied our
right to export.
•
Saudi wheat is known for its quality and for being one of the finest types of wheat.
We were not even allowed to donate some of our wheat to our brothers in Pakistan. Our
ships were intercepted in the middle of the sea and were forced back home.
Our purchase orders for certain types of machineries to be used in productive industries are
usually declined. We are excluded, we are not allowed and if we pretended otherwise, we
would only be deceiving ourselves and misleading our people. We are allowed to i mport
large rolls of tissue papers and cut them into smaller rolls and repackage them, but we
cannot buy the machine that makes them.
Another important point is that our markets are always flooded, with more of what we really
do not need. Thanks to the "free trade" and to the WTO, they are turning the m ajority of the
world population i nto working machines to exclusively serve thei r selfish interests.
Back to your question, the lack of entrepreneurship and development in Saudi Arabia by no
means is due to religious impediments or cultural barriers. Our government bears a share of
the responsibility.
Source: Extracts from a personal interv iew with a Saudi entrepreneur (Entrep-8, 2004)
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Western direct and indirect colonisation , domination , and exploitation of Muslim
resources, which were made possi ble by Muslims deserting their religion , deprived the
majority of Muslim countries of the economic and political will to emba rk on the path of
productivity and entrepreneurship. The American control over the Saudi oil industry
right through to 1 973 deprived the economy of a fair share of its most valuable
resource and meant that little industrial development has taken place in the Kingdom.
The discovery and the marketing of oil in a commercial volume did not help to change
the perceptions or attitudes of Saudis towards business activity. The govern ment,
which had total control over oil revenues, did little to promote entrepreneurship and
develop an e ntrepreneurial culture in Saudi Arabia. On the contrary, it can be argued
that the government has played a counterproductive role in promoting entrepreneurship
among a larg e segment of society, evidenced by the "welfare system", the "culture of
entitlements" and employment in the public sector. The Saudi entrepreneur has
continued the pursuit of business opportunities with immediate returns.

Saudi business activities mainly take the form of "buy/sell" arrangeme nts, replication of
what seems to be a successful business initiative, agency representation , and the
license to distribute certain products and services81 . However, activities within the
prod uctive sector (industry) remain limited. The inevitable outcome has been the
reaffirmation of the tradesman -ship culture at the expense of d eveloping ind igenous
entrepreneurs capable of bu ilding viable and competitive businesses.

The oil factor
It has been a rgued in this thesis that the Saudi oil wealth was both a blessing and a
curse to the Saudi economy for the all reasons discussed earlier in the thesis.
However, find ings from the field suggest that the incentive system created by the oil
culture rendered entrepreneurship, with the associated risk of starting a business, an
unattractive activity compared with the benefits of being employed in the public sector.
It also enforced the tradesman -ship orientation and the h u nt for opportu nities with q u ick
returns instead of building enterprises for g rowth.

81 Although these attributes are not considered entrepreneurial, they are by no means anti
entrepreneurship. With some guidance, direction and focus they could be transformed into
productive entrepreneurial qualities. Institutions, particularly education, bear exceptional
responsibility in transforming such attitudes towards entrepreneurship.
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Moreover, the (hasty) and poorly planned and administered social welfare system,
which emerged in the 1 970s, as the aftermath of the oil boom, and continued during
the first half of the 1 980s, had a negative impact on productivity and e ntrepreneurial
d rive. Oil rents also created a culture of dependency on the state and led to unrealistic
salary expectations among n ew Saudi jobseekers, thus limits their cha nces of finding
employment in the private sector. The private sector, which largely operates according
to economic rationality, u ndoubtedly, favoured the cheaper and more efficient
alternative, (foreign labour) over the Saudi labour.

Economic and cultural g lobalisation
Saudis have come to accept that globalisation is a fact that they cannot afford to reject
or ignore. Despite being excluded from the debates and having no access to
meaningful and systematic information on the subject, Saudi entre preneurs have
formu lated their attitudes based on their intuition and perceptions. They were not sure
of the probable impact of glo balisation and the joining of the (WTO) on the country's
social fabric and on the course of its economic progress. Thus, they showed mixed
feelings towards both phenomena. Once again, findings of this study were contrary to
expectations; Saudi entrepreneurs are more alarmed by the impact of the economic
dimension of g lobalisation than by its influence on their culture. This outcome could be
explained by the fact that Saudi entrepreneurs, after all, are business-oriented
individuals, who are more concerned with their self-interest and the well -being of their
businesses. If this rationalisation is accepted , then such an attitude could be seen as a
further indication that Saudi Arabia is a society in transition towards materialism and
individualism. Alternatively, this outcome could be interpreted as a reflection of the
Saudi entrepreneurs' strong confidence i n their cu lture, and of the view that their
Islamic values can defy the negative implications of cultural globalisatio n . However, It
would be i nteresting to contemplate whether the outcome would be different had the
attitudes of the Saudi public, rather than Saudi entrepreneurs, been surveyed.

The role of the med ia
Although the role of the media in entrepre neurship development was not specifically
addressed in this study, some entrepreneurs raised the issue and voiced their
concerns over the passive role of the Sau d i media in promoting an entrepreneurship
culture. My personal observations from the field, as captured by the research journal,
confirm the legitimacy of such concerns. Furthermore , the president of the Saudi
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Organization for Information and Communication, Dr. Ali AI Qarn i , pointed out that the
role of the Saudi media in promoting entrepreneurship, if it exists, is very limited and
ineffective82 .

The popular media play a major role in shaping the general perceptions of reality
(Tuchman, 1 978). Featu rin g successful and socially responsible entrepreneurs and
profiling their vision and struggle to achieve are certain to motivate and to inspire
others to pursue their dreams to a promising end. Positive portrayal of the entrepreneur
could also arouse the positive attitude of the investor, the banker, the customer, the
public servant and

the

ordinary citizen

towards the

entrepreneur and

the

entrepreneurial activity. Such a positive attitude wou ld be seen as a crucial step to
n u rtu ring an e ntrepreneurship culture in the Kingdom.

It is evident that Saudi Arabia did not mobilise the power of the media to create
awareness, foster positive attitudes and to advance the profile of entrepreneurship i n
general, a n d Islamic entrepreneurship in particular, among Saudis. The entrepreneur i s
not featured o n prime television. Success stories are seldom reported . The
businessperson of the year and small business awards are not celebrated. The
entrepreneur is not portrayed as an inspirational national champion. Articles and
editorials in s pecialised and widespread circu lations that profile local entrepreneurs and
explicate the importance of their entrepreneurial activities to the regional and national
economies are uncommon.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Research

a iming

at

promoting

entrepreneurship

in

various

countries

has

overwhelming ly concluded that each cou ntry is a u n iq u e case study in development
and entrepre neurship, which are the products of each society's cultural backg roun d ,
environmental conditions a n d historical account. Th us, "one should not expect
entrepreneurship to converge across societies" (Dana, 1 999, p . 2 1 0); each country
should adopt fitting entrepreneurship policy that promotes its own brand of
entrepreneurship, derived from the findings of its own home- based empirical research.

82

I n the proceedings of a seminar o n the role of Saudi professional organisations with regard to
Saudi Business-youth, organised by RCCI May, 1 1 , 2004, and attended by the researcher.
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Saudi entrepreneurs expressed their genuine concern that "entrepreneurship" was
largely excluded from the state's policy d ebates and, as a result, entre preneurship was
not promoted and potential entrepreneurs were undermined and prevented from having
access to basic support e ntitlements. The question "Why has entrepreneurship been
neglected by Saudi policymakersT is a legitimate question that deserves a convincing
explanation. Many factors, individually a nd/or jointly, have diverted or prevented the
state from adopting pro-entrepreneurship policies in general and , in particular,
extending its support to Islamic forms of business practices.

In line with the prevailing global attitud e of the 1 970s (which coi ncided with the
"rediscovery" of oil in Saudi Arabia), "While small might be beautiful , bigger,
nevertheless is better", Saudi development planners followed this worldwide trend and
perceived in large firms the symbols of power and success. Consequently, state
policies were true reflections of this attitud e , evidenced by the many state owned and
run larger enterprises such as ARAMCO a n d SABIC. In the midst of its focus on larger
firms, the state overlooked the small business sector and failed to pay d u e attention to
nurturing indigenous entrepreneurship, thus largely excluding entrepreneurship from
the Saudi long-term development strategy.

Saudi officials and policymakers generally lack a proper u nderstanding of the concept
of entrepreneurship and what it entails to be a Muslim entrepreneur. This lack of
understanding is coupled with a lack of awareness amongst policymakers of the
valuable potential contribution of entrepreneurship to the well-being of the Muslim
ummah, even when viewed purely from an economic perspective. Saudi policymakers
have a fuzzy picture of the true meaning and purpose of entrepreneurial activity and
thus they fail to regard Islamic entrepreneu rship as being an alternative development
strategy and su bsequently to integrate it within the overall national development
strategy.

This misreading of the concept and the role of entrepreneurship was nourished firstly
by a traditional ed ucational system that gave little regard to entrepreneurial activity and
thus failed to n urture entrepreneurial q u alities and create an awareness of its
significance, particularly amongst the youth. Secondly, the religious establishment
failed to understand and hence to assume its socio-economic responsibilities. Religion
has been neither employed to motivate and teach the young how to be Muslim
entrepreneurs, nor to inform policymakers that, in Islam, entrepreneurship is a religious
d uty. Thirdly, the Saudi underdeveloped research environment has thus fai led so far to
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include the term "entrepreneurship" in

its terminology, or make a ny tangible

contri butions to addressing the policy question .

State intervention i n the promotion of entrepreneurship i s warranted o n moral and
economic as well as on religious g rounds. In discussions in Chapter

4

it was arg ued

that "the visible hands of the Saudi state" were far reaching; they were extended to
manipulate the market dynamism and virtually gave the state great control over the
economy, throug h a string of interdependencies, which (arguably) it had created . In the
midst

of such

policy

ambiguity

and

state

affection for larger enterprises,

entrepreneurship development was not only overlooked , it was also hampered. The
state, therefore , is morally obliged to readdress the needs of this vulnera ble sector, by
including entrepreneurship development in its structu ral reforms package . State
intervention is also justified on socio-economic g rounds. The contributions that
entrepreneurship, man ifested by small businesses, is potentially capable of delivering
a re being threatened by internal weaknesses, such as the fragility of the Saudi small
business sector, and external challenges, such as increased com petition , particularly
after Saudi Arabia's accession to the WTO in December 2005.

The findings of this thesis suggest that Saudi Arabia lacks an entrepreneurship cu lture
and conseq uently it is faced with a shortage i n the supply of q uality entrepreneurs.
Muslims largely regard entrepreneurship as being a collective obligation (fard kifayah)
that must be performed by 'an adequate' number of quality entrepreneurs, in order to
meet the needs of the Muslim ummah. Should the private sector fail to fu lfil this
obligation by its own means, the state would be obliged to assume a more active and
responsible role in developing this sector. The fact that entrepreneurship in Islam has a
religious d imension compels the Saudi government to take a n affirmative attitude
towards

entrepreneurship

and to

be

actively

engaged

in

e ntrepreneurship

development.

The many failings of the Saudi entrepreneurship sector bring about the need to rethink
the current official approach to entrepreneurship, and underscore the need to formulate
an entrepreneurship policy with defined aims and objectives. The solution to the
problem of the low level of quality entrepreneurial activity in Saudi Arabia u ndoubted ly
requires the intervention of the state, most likely through a combination of directive as
well as facilitative policies. The primary objective of such interventions would be the
development of skilled a nd competent entrepreneurs, who are capable of creating
viable enterprises. However, the exact form, scope and nature of government
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intervention should be mapped in line with the findings of future research to be
designed specifically for policy purposes. This is because policy research demands
answers and generally aims at finding "how to", while trusting academic research to
find answers to the questions of "what" a n d "why".

Policies, presumably, are designed to serve the overall development strategy of
ind ividual countries consistent with each country's own vision of "development"; thus,
policies vary in their objectives, contents and means of delivery. It was neither the
intention nor the objective to conclude this thesis with a set of defined and workable
policy recommendations. Therefore, policy suggestions and implications are presented
in broad terms, and are primarily aimed at creating an awareness of the need for
adopting coherent entrepreneurship policies based on further policy-focused research
considering the Islamic read ing into the entrepreneurial activity as illustrated in Fig ure
9.2.

Among the many factors that influence the nature and the type of entrepreneurship
policies are:

how entrepreneurship is perceived and understood.

How does

entrepreneurship fit into the overall national development strategy? What is the main
function that entrepreneurship is set to perform? Moreover, what a re the major
contributions that entrepreneurship is most likely to render to the wel l -being of the
country?
Discussions thus far clearly indicate that the predicament of Islamic entrepreneurship,
as manifested by the Saudi experience, requ ires the immediate attention of Saudi
planners and

policymakers at the highest echelon.

In the absence of an

entrepreneurship policy, an appropriate starting point would be recognising the need to
have such a policy in accordance with the following guidelines: firstly, to ensure that the
national development strategy reflects the overall developmental vision of the country,
while e mphasising the Islamic foundations of the Saudi development process.
Secondly, to redefine the role of entrepreneurship in development as being an integral
part of the national development model. Third ly, develop an entrepreneurship strategy
compatible with the defined role of entrepre neurship in the development equation .
Fourthly, to devise an enabling entrepreneurship policy based on comprehensive and
focused local research . Policy is to be regarded as a developmental tool rather than a
reactionary measure to be triggered when the need arises. An explicit statement of
policy objectives and targets should be made clear and in precise terms because such
a statement of policy will determine the policy a pproach.
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A preliminary analysis of the conditions and the reality of the Saudi entrepreneurship
sector has identified the following themes as being relevant policy areas: the reg ulatory
e nvironment a n d the transpare ncy and efficiency in publ ic services, especially as they
relate to new business initiatives; the institutional environment and its sensitivity and
adaptiveness to Saudi Islamic values and beliefs; the availability of halal financing for
entrepreneurs through partnership agreements (musharakah) and the accessibility to
i nterest-free loans (AI qard AI hussan) and grants for research and innovation ; the
theoretical as well as the practical contributions of education to entrepreneurship
d evelopment; the role of media in general and religious media in particular in fostering
e ntrepreneurship culture ; and targeting the vulnerable and u nderprivileged g roups such
as women and the unemployed university graduates. The broad objectives of such
policy programme would be to:
•

Create more awareness of entrepre neurship and u nderstanding of the potential
role that entrepreneurship could play in realising the well- being of the ummah;

•

Explain the Islamic view of the entrepreneurial phenomenon and promote Islam
as an entrepreneurial religion ;

•

Develop a positive e ntrepreneurial attitude as a first step towards n u rtu ring an
enterprising culture ;

•

Revisit the existing role of Islamic financing in entrepreneurship development;

•

Emphasise the role of education in general and entrepreneurship education in
particular

in

developing

an

entrepreneurship

cultu re

a nd

enterprising

individuals, and
•

Highlight the eminent role of the university in entrepreneurship development by
advocating a combination of sound academic theory and contemporary
business practices.

Data from the field indicate that the absence of the state's involvement in
entrepreneurship development could be partially explained by the lack of awareness
and the paucity of credible entrepreneurship research available to policymakers. This
finding underscores the n eed to ed ucate policymakers and pu blic officials about the
enormous benefits of entrepreneurship and the positive link betwee n entrepreneurship
expansion and the well-being of the country. It is anticipated that such knowledge, if
supported with cred ible research findings, would encourage policymakers to have a
more constructive attitud e towards e ntrepreneurship and motivate them to focus on
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d rafting supportive policies and establishing s pecialised institutions a imed at promoting
entrepreneurship.

FUTURE RESEARC H DIRECTIONS

"It is not a sign of ignorance not to know the answers. But, there is great merit in facing
the q uestions" (Mamet, 1 999, p. 1 27). In the search for answers to key q uestions
regarding Islamic entrepreneurship within the Saudi Arabia context, this study has
raised many more questions. However, succeeding in creating awareness of the
relevance of the issue, identifying areas for future research a nd instituting a baseline
for accu mulative future research are indispensable contributions in their own right.

The Saudi context
At times, the researcher felt that he had to compromise wh ile trying to balance the
depth against the breadth of the investigated issues. Therefore, it is argued that each
of the eight stated objectives of this study could be addressed separately and pursued
as worthy research theme. Due to time and resources limitations, case studies
featured in Chapter 7 were mainly developed based on information produced by a
one-hour,

semi-structured,

face-to-face

interviews

with

Saudi

entrepreneurs.

Therefore, it is highly recommended that one or more of these case stud ies are
revisited and explored in more depth and over time to accou nt for and explain any
changes in the attitudes and practices of Saudi entrepreneurs. More importantly, the
main objective of the suggested longitudinal research would be to capture the essence
of Saudi entrepreneurship and measure the prevalence of Islamic values in the
practices of Saudi entrepreneurs.

The literature review established that the field of entrepreneurship research in Saudi
Arabia, especially when approached from an Islamic perspective, is laden with
opportunities for keen researchers. Amongst the most pertinent themes of research ,
with important policy implications, that this study has identified are: the role of Islamic
education and Islamic banking in entrepreneursh i p development, the impact of recent
economic reforms and the join ing of the WTO on the rate of new business formation ,
the relationship between entrepreneurship and the unemployment predicament, and
the role of Saudi women entrepreneurs in development.
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Future stud ies -need to focus on finding ways to integrate Islamic pro-entrepreneurship
values i nto the country's entrepreneurship model, and on defin ing a mechanism to
transform some Saudi cultural aspects that are deemed impediments to productivity
and entrep reneurship. The suggested research should also address the crucial role of
the religious institutions in promoting entrepreneurship by explaining the Islamic vision
and emphasising the positive attitude and the high status that Islam holds for
entrepre n eurship. In fact, the religious establishment with its formal and informal
institutions could capitalise on the high influence of relig ion in Saudi society to promote
productivity through entrepreneurship_

It is widely accepted that entrepreneurship is most likely to thrive in an environment
where the entrepreneur and the entrepreneurial activity are valued and respected .
Therefore, it is strongly recommended that further research with a larger and more
inclusive population base should be conducted to examine the level of awareness, the
general attitude and the behaviour of a cross-section of the population towards
entrepre neurship in general, and Islamic entrepreneurship in particular. Research
shou ld focus on providing policymakers with primary data to develop appropriate
policies and prog rammes in order to create an entrepreneurial cu lture and to promote
Islamic e ntrepreneurship.

Entrepreneu rship policy-oriented research is also needed in order to create awareness
amongst Saudi officials and provide policymakers with mean ingful data to consider
when debating and considering developing appropriate policies. Research and
su bsequent policies should d ifferentiate between entrepreneurship and small business.
Distinction should also be made between macroeconomic policies aimed at supporting
the whole economy as such polices mig ht, at times, impede entrepreneurship and
cause harm to small businesses, and targeted policies a imed at promoting
entrepreneurship and extending support to small businesses.

It is widely acknowledged that the unemployment d ilemma is one of the most alarming
challenges facing the socio-economic well -being and political stability of the cou ntry.
Although few might contest the viability of e ntrepreneurship as a job creation
instrument, the findings of this study indicate that Saudi authorities lacked the focus
and the tenacity to combat unemployment through entre preneurship. Thus, Saudi
entre preneurship has failed to deliver basic benefits to the national economy, not the
least being the creating of employment opportunities for young Saudi jobseekers.
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Therefore, there is a real need to examine the relationship betwee n entrepreneurship
development and job creation, probably through a longitude study a pproach.

More than one half of surveyed Saudi e ntrepreneurs failed to form an opinion regard ing
economic g lobalisation. They were largely insecure and troubled by the probable
impact of "free trade" on their busin esses as well as on the national economy.
However, Saudi Arabia has just succe ssfully negotiated its membership to the WTO,
opening its economy for many opportunities and many more threats. It would be,
therefore, a rewarding u ndertaking to embark on (a long-term) research project to
examine the impact of this new economic reality on the Saudi entrepreneurship sector

Saudi women a re rich, educated and they account for one half of the population .
However, their participation in the economy i s minimal, and often impeded by a string
of cultural constraints and traditional thinking . The high rate of unemployment
especially among university graduates and the recent interest shown by the state to
involving women in the economy could open a window of opportunity for women to
embark on the path of entrepreneurship. This development underscores the need for
further research addressing the particularities and the challenges of being a woman
entrepreneur in Saudi Arabia, and the contest between religious values and cu ltural
traditions in d etermining the level of entrepreneurship among Saud i women.

The

modest participation of women entrepreneurs in this study, despite the few
compromises in the methodological approach that the researcher made, is an
indication of the d ifficulties that male researchers face when wishing to carry out
research among Saudi women. Therefore, it is highly advised that a woman researcher
undertakes such research in order to ensure the participation of an acceptable number
of Saudi women .

Recent Saudi economic reforms have spanned a variety o f economic activities; more
relevant to this study is the impact of privatisation on the Saudi entrepreneurial
p rocess. It has been argued that privatisation would motivate the return of su bstantial
Saudi private deposits from Western and American financial institutions, a n d stimulate
foreign investment i n the cou ntry. However, the fundamental question remains as to
whether privatisation , as introduced, would encourage entrepreneurship and stimulate
the investment of the returned wealth in produ ctive new businesses and the expansion
of existing ones, or would the investments be confined to buying a slice of the
privatised public assets? The Saudi reform process is still in its early stages and the
government has stated its resolve to press ahead with the reforms despite the current
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sharp increase in oil prices. Therefore, it is highly recommended that further research
be carried out to assess the implications of the recent economic reforms for
entrepreneurship d evelopment in order to p rovide policymakers and other sta keholders
with consequential feed back to consider in futu re reform initiatives.

Beyond Saudi Arabia
The adoption of the triangu lation method in this study demonstrates the complementary
relationship between qualitative and quantitative research methodologies. Combining
q ualitative and q uantitative methods in a single study is not only possible but, when
appropriate, is necessary to gain an inclusive account of the phenomenon u nder
investigation. H owever, the inconclusive findings of this study regarding the prevalence
of Islamic entre preneurship and the role of I slamic values in development highlight the
need for further in-depth qualitative research to be underta ken in order to expand the
boundaries of existing knowledge on practical aspects of Islamic e ntrepreneurship.
Therefore, it is suggested that methodical qualitative field research be carried out to
explore business practices of Muslim entrepreneurs over time a n d across Islamic
countries.
Islamic banking and Islamic entrepreneurship education are considered pre-conditions
for any form of Islamic entrepreneurship to emerge and succeed. The Saudi
experience has shown that neither the financial system nor the educational process is
performing its developmental role, uderscoring the need for furthe r relevant studies
within broad e r Islamic context.

Although Islamic banking is increasin g ly attracting the attention of scholars and
economists, this growing global interest is not equally matched with systematic
research in itiatives, particu larly in the a rea of Profit and Loss Sharing (PLS) contracts
and their implication for entrepreneurship development. Islamic banking through
musharakah is being promoted as a cure for the ills of conventional banking and an
opportun ity for entrepreneurs regardless of their whereabouts to share, rather than to
bear, the risk of starting new businesses or expanding existing ones. However, this
study has shown that despite its sou n dness, the PLS concept remains challenging at
practical level, and the promise to take the economies of Islamic countries to new
levels was not fulfilled . Islamic ban king in reality is being operated , more or less, in the
same mode of the conventional banking system .
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The findings of this study seriously question the developmental role that I slamic
banking is assuming in promoting entrepreneurshi p and in developing the economies
of various Islamic countries. Further empirical research , therefore, is needed to
examine the relationship between Islamic banking a n d entrepreneurship develop ment
in variety of Islamic cou ntries. A com parative stud y that engages a range of I slamic
countries, to assimilate their experiences with Islam ic banking and entrepreneurship
would have twin -objectives: on one hand it would provide a conceptual explanation for
what seems to be a conflicting account between the potentials of Islamic banking and
the very limited success, if any, that it has achieved in promoting Islamic development
through entrepreneurship. The second objective of the suggested research could be
linked to its practical implications for policy environment.

The role of education in entrepreneurship development is another area where further
research is crucial. Participants in this study emphasised the significance of the early
exposure to the entrepreneurial process through d ifferent means, most notably the
educational system. A lon g itudinal study amongst diverse groups of Muslim students in
d ifferent Islamic countries is needed to capture their perceptions and views of
entrepreneurship and their attitudes towards being in business before and after their
exposure to principles of Islamic entrepreneurship. Such research undertakings would
provide policymakers and educational a uthorities with valuable information to consider
while drafting policies and designing curriculum aiming at promoting Islamic
entrepreneurship.

EXTENDING THE LANG UAGE AND THE PRACTICE OF
DEVELOPMENT
Development is largely criticised for its lack of cu ltural sensitivity and often rejected
because of its Euro-centric focus and approach. Alternative theories of development,
on the other hand, have been recognised for their relative tolerance and inclination to
account for other than q uantifiable variables in the development equation. This
approach to development sign ifies a departure from the rigid attitude ingrained in the
orthodox theories of development. However, it seems that

"alternative development"

a nd "other developments" s peak the same language of development, thus provoking
Crush (1 995) to ask whethe r
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"Is there a way of writing (speaking or thinking) beyond the language of
development? . . . Can we get around, what Watts calls, the 'development
gridlock'? Can, as Escobar puts it, the idea of 'catching up' with the West be
drained of its appeal" (Crush, 1 995, p. 1 8) ?
Although post-development theory strongly urges for "alternatives to d evelopment", it
has failed to offer any alternatives or even an i nclusive account to what might such
alternatives to development involve. This thesis has attempted to speak and think
beyond the language of development, thus it did not seek to add a new definition to the
more than seven h undred already existing definitions of d evelopment (Staudt, 1 99 1 ). It
rather sought to re-construct the concept of developme nt; not by introducing an
'alternative development' but by suggesting an 'alternative to development' based on
the I slamic inclusive concept of human well-being in this life a nd in the hereafter.

Entrepreneurship is recognised as being a key component of the comprehensive
Islamic well-being model, and thus has been defined in this study in religious terms.
The philosophy underlying the construction of the Islamic e ntrepreneurship model is
simply based on the logic that was best articu lated by Dr. Sopiee when he e loq uently
stated , "Certainly, it is easier to be rich and happy than to be poor and happy, but
,,
wealth - in itself - is not a sure i ndication of happiness 83 , a view later confirmed by the
fin dings of the H PI surveyB4 . The aim, therefore, is to be happy, that is, to attain the
state of well -being (falah) through spiritual salvation , which is a pre-condition to the
achievement of socio-economic justice and not vice versa. Together, spiritual salvation
a n d socio-economic justice form a winning formu la for falah in this life and a step
towards the falah in the hereafter. The first implication of this study therefore could be
linked to its contribution to the post-development debate (speaking beyond the
language of development) and to the well-being model it has promoted (thinking
beyond the language of development) while searching for alternatives to d evelopment.

The work of Max Weber and other scholars, as d iscussed earlier in the thesis, merely
examined the i mpact of certai n religion(s) on the entrepre neurial d rive at certain points
in time, such as the relationship between The Protestant Ethic and Spirit of Capitalism.
Moreover, the increasing voices that emerged demanding the i ntegration of spirituality
i nto development studies u sed much of the same d evelopment d iscourse. Thus, by

83 Or. Noordin Sopiee, Di rector General of the Institute of Strategic Studies in Malaysia,
speaking at the 1 996 Annual Summit of the Emirates International Forum . Retrieved August 23,
2003, from: www. alshindagah.com/decem ber/rich.htm
84 For more information on the HPI, please refer to relevant discussion and to footnote ( 1 2) on
page 26 of this thesis.
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g iving religious meaning to the economic activity and basing development models on
religious tenets, this thesis ventured to uncover the 'alphabets' of 'the othe r language'.

The implications of this study therefore present a multiple challenge to conventional
wisdom: firstly, the censuring of Islamic values for lack of socio-economic d evelopment
in the majority of Muslim countries must be rejected. Secondly, more emp hasis must
be

placed

on the

importance of integrating these values into the Islamic

entrepreneurship model. More importantly, the Islamic model is promoted as being a
credible alternative to the existing Western d evelopment model in realising the well
being of the Muslim ummah. The failure of the Islamic form of entrepreneurship to
prevail in the Saudi environment is by no mean s a sign of malfunction on the part of the
model, or lack of piety on the part of the entrepreneurs. It simply indicates that the
development of Islamic entrepreneurship is a long-term evolutionary process that
requires time for maturity and the right conditions (assumptions u nderlying the
construction of the model), such as political , educational and religious will and
commitment for success.

Having a homegrown model for development, though important, is not a g uara ntee that
development will occur. The model needs to have internal harmony between its d iverse
components, a fertile environment in order for it to evolve, and political commitment to
ensure its proper implementation. A lesson to be learnt from this study is that once an
indigenous developmental model is deemed appropriate for a society, then the model
should be adopted on its merit in order for it to yield results. The model, however,
cannot enjoy the lUxury of being half Eastern a n d half Western , or having Islamic
cultural values and Western institutional structure . Otherwise, how can a mode l that
promotes

PLS

through

musharakah as

being

a

main

source of financing

entrepreneurial activities succeed in a financial environment that does not offer the
entrepreneur such an option!

The Saudi Arabia experience clearly demonstrates the importance of taking a holistic
approach to entrepreneurship development and emphasising its key role in the overall
national development strategy. This high lights the need to create an environment
wherein policy and research can work together and be more sensitive and responsive
to the current and future requirements of Islamic e ntrepreneurship. Most importantly,
this thesis has led to the conclusion that the concepts of entrepreneurship,
development and well-being cannot be identified in religious terms and pursued
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otherwise. For instance, if it is believed that 'work is ibadah' then it must be practised
like ibadah too, with all that that entails.

Another lesson for development (theory and practice) that can be drawn from this
study is that of context. Just as there is no one-way or best way to pursue
development, there is no one best model of entrepreneursh ip germane to all nations.
As with d evelopment, "entrepreneurship is embedded in society, and the latter is
affected by historical experience and cultural values" (Dana, 1 999, p. 2 1 0), therefore
entrepre n eurship must be promoted utilising contextual approaches sensitive to the
social, economic and cu ltural d istinctiveness of each society.

The q uestion why entrepreneursh ip as a scholarly d iscipline and as a practical
developmental instru ment thus far has been left out of the sphere of development
studies i s worth asking . Evidently, the answer could be read through the lenses of the
mainstream theories of development, which emu late the values of the conventional
economic theory. Swedberg (2000, p. 1 1 ) explained that the few economists who took
an interest in researching entrepreneurship "have either had to invent some way of
fitting the entrepreneur into a conventional model or they have had to develop an
alternative model for how the economy works". This thesis underscores the relevance
and the significance of the relationship between entrepreneurship and development,
regard less of whether development is defined in purely economic, socio-economic
and/or religious terms. Thus the other lesson that could be learnt from this study is that
entrepreneurship

as

an

empowering

p henomenon warrants the

attention

of

development theorists and practitioners, and ought to h ave a central place in
development studies.
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APPENDICES

Appen d ix 1

Standard ised questionnaire
Thank you for taking the time and the effort to participate in this study. Please kindly
note that this survey q uestionnaire is to be completed by the Saudi entrepreneur
him/herself and its completion requires approximately 30-40 minutes.

Working defi nitions:

Entrepreneur: this study defines "the entrepreneur" to be an individual who

identifies/discovers a

business opportunity,

mobilises needed

resources and

independently starts a business regard less of the motive being opportu n ity or
necessity-driven . The owner founder maintains a strong presence and is actively
involved in the daily operation of the business.

Entrepreneurship: is the process by which the individual(s) identifies/discovers and

pursues a business opportun ity through the mobilisation of needed resou rces to create
a new business entity.

Small businesses: a business is considered small if its total workforce does not

exceed twenty e m ployees.
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Section 1 - The Profile of "the Saudi Entrepreneurship"
•

[ ] female entrepreneur

I am a Saudi : [ ] male entrepreneur

1 . What year did you start you r business?

-

--

---------

2. How many employees did you have at the time you started your business (including
relatives and family members)?
-- - ---

-

-

--

3. How many employees do you have now (including relatives and family members)?
-----------

For each of the fol lowing questions/statements, please tick
a ppropriate box(es)
4. You r age group is:

[ ]
[ ]

Less than 25 years
55 years and above

[ ] 25

-

34

[ ] 35 - 44

[...J ] in the

[ ] 45 - 54

5. Your age g roup at the time you started your business was:
[ ] 25 34
[ ] 45 - 54
[ ] Less than 25 years
[ ] 35 - 44
[ ] 55 years and above
-

6.
[
[
[
[

The h ig hest level of education you have achieved was:
] No formal education
[ ] High school
] Bachelor Degree from:
[ ] Arabicllslamic U niversity
] Master Degree from:
[ ] Arabic/Islamic University
] Doctorate Degree from: [ ] Arabic/Islamic University

[
[
[
[

] Undergrad. Diploma
] Western U n iversity
] Western University
] Western University

7. Did you h ave any entrepreneurship education throughout you r educational journey?
[ ] Yes
[ ] No
8. Have you ever been employed i n a small firm prior to starting your own business?
[ ] Yes
[ ] No
9. Did you have an entrepreneurial role model(s) prior to starting your business?
[ ] Yes, Who . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[ ] No
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1 0. Please, indicate whether members of your family are involved or have been involved in
entrepreneurial activities. (You may tick more than one if applicable).
[ ] Immediate family member(s); parent(s), spouse, brother(s)!sister(s)
[ ] Extended family member(s); uncle! aunt, in-laws
[ ] More than one family member
[ ] None
1 1 . Please, indicate the sector that b est describes your firm's line of business.
(You may tick more than one if applicable).
[ ] Manufacturing & Industry
[ ] Engineering & Information Techn ology
[ ] Construction & Contracting
[ ] Retailing & Wholesaling
[ ] Services
[ ] Othe rs (p lea se specify) ----------------------------------------------------------------------1 2. Please, state whether you had any business experience prior to your undertaking the
business venture .
[ ] Experience in the same field of venture
[ ] Experience related to (please specify)
[ ] No prior business experience
--------------------------------- ------------

1 3 . What was the main source of initial capital you have assembled to start you r
business?
[ ] Personal savings
[ ] Family and friends
[
] Islamic-based finan cial institution
[ ] Comme rcial financial institution
[ ] Other sou rces (please specify)

1 4. What is the main obstacle you perceive
from starting a business venture?
[
[ ] Finance! sou rce of capital
[
[ ] Govern ment regulations
Lack
of
advice
and
information
[
[ ]
[ ] Islamic values
[ ] Oth e rs (p lea se specify

that prevents a Saudi (potential) entre preneur
]
]
]

Lack of ideas ! opportunities
Cost involved
Cu ltural constraints

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 5. In which of the following forms of Network activities a re you involved?
Please tick [vi ] all relevant boxes.
[ ] Family and friends
[ ] Ex- colleagues
[ ] Professional association (formal network)
[ ] International link with similar type of venture
[ ] Network of private and public organizations
[ ] Religious associations
[ ] Other associations (please specify)
[ ] Not involved in any networks

---------------------------------------------------------- -
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1 6. The main motive for starting your own business was:
[ ] Exploit a commercial opportunity
[ ] Economic necessity
]
Life
style!
enjoyment
[ ] Be creative
[
[ ] Make more money
[ ] UnemploymenU threat of unemployment
[ ] Independence
[ ] (Altruistic) motive; to help others
[ ] Social status
[ ] (Partisan) motive; to participate in the development of the cou ntry
[ ] (Religious) motive ; to spread the word of Allah
[ ] Create employment
[ ] Others (please specify) -------------------------------------------------1 7. What does success mean to you? How do you perceive success -with relation to
motives?
[ ] Control of one's own life
[ ] Personal satisfaction
[ ] Loyal customer base
[ ] Good reputation of the business
Business growth
[ ] To cover cost
[ ]
[ ] Muslims [ ] Others
[ ] Employing : [ ] Saudis
[ ] Very profitable business
[ ] Advancement of the developmental status of the country
[ ] The fulfilment of a religious duty
[ ] The emergence of a moral and ethical entrepreneurial culture free of corruption and
greed
[ ] Others (please s pecify) -------------------------------------------------------------1 8. How do you rate the level of success that you have achieved compared with the level
of success you aspire to?
[ ] High
[ ] Moderate or acceptable
[ ] Low
[ ] No success has been ach ieved

1 9. The most fulfilling reward of owning and ru n n ing one's own business is:
[ ]
Making money
[ ] Gaining social ach ievement
Attaining self-fulfilment
[ ]
[ ] Being one's own boss. ( I ndependence).
Contributing to the development of the cou ntry.
[ ]
Helping others by creating employment opportunities.
[ ]
The spiritual feeling of fulfilling God's command
[ ]
Others (please specify)
[ ]
---------------------------------------------------------------

20. Which of the following two statements best reflects your attitude towards risk-ta king?
[ ] No risk, no loss
[ ] No risk, no gain

21 . What percentage (on average) of your n et profit do you annually re-invest in you r
business?
[ ] Above 80%
[ ] 60% - 79% [ ] 40% - 59%
Less than 20%
[ ] 20% - 39% [ ]
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S ection 2- Cultural Val ues and the Saudi Entrepreneur
Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following
statements/questions. There are no right or wrong answers to these questions.
After each statement, please fill-in the box with the number that best expresses
your feelings towards the given statement according to the following scale:
Strongly disagree
=1
=2
Disagree
Not sure
=3
Agree
=4
=5
Strongly agree
No.

Statement

1.

I reject Westernisation and cultural standardisation.

2.

I reject the explicit and/or the implicit suggestion that Westernisation is the
only path to modernisation .

3.

I embrace indigenous, home-based modern isation.

4.

The Saudi Islamic-based culture is superior to the Western secular culture.

5.

Saudi national culture places special emphasis on individual profit making.

6.

In the Saudi society, one achieves power through privilege and position
rather than through merit and knowledge.

7.

Scale

The individual Saudi is primarily identified based on his I her membership of
social g roups.

8.

SA can be modernised while preserving its cultural values and religious
beliefs.

9.

SA should build upon its Islamic values to advance the cause of its
d evelopment.

1 0.

The main objective of entrepreneurship is to maximize profit and personal
gain.

11.

To succeed in business, Muslim entrepreneurs must adopt Western
business practices.

1 2.

Being a successful entrepreneur also means adopting Western values.

1 3.

Cu ltural transformation towards individualism is a must in order for SA to
e m bark on the path of modern ization and entrepreneurship.

1 4.

I n general, Westerners are (better) entrepreneurs than Muslims.
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Please fill in the blanks for each of the following statements (2 1 -25 ) by choosing one
of the given answers.

1.

Islam ---------------------- entre preneurship.
- discourages
- encourages
- neither encourages nor d iscourages

2.

The current interpretation a nd utilisation of Islam has -------------------impact on the
development of the Kingdom of S A.
-a negative
- a positive
- no

3.

Islam had ---------------- influence on my decision to become an entrepreneur.
- no
- a strong
- a moderate

4.

5.

Islam has ----------------- influence on the way I conduct my daily business activities.
- a major
- a m inor
- no
Islam has ---------------influence on the strategic d ecisions I make regarding the
development and the direction of my business.
- a major

- a minor

- no

Some Muslim scholars have suggested that entrepreneurship in Islam is fard kifayah
(collective obligation). They refer to the following Qur'anic verse as a proof of their
interpretation and understand ing of the importance of entrepreneurship in Islam "And
when prayer is over, disperse in the world and search for the bounty of Allah ".

Against this background, how would you relate the above Qur'anic verse to
entrepreneurship?
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Section 3- Islam and Entrepreneurship: the Attitudes of the
Saudi Entrepreneur
P lease indicate your level of agreement with each of the following
statements/questions. There are no right or wrong a nswers to these questions. After
each statement, please fill in the box with the n umber that best expresses your
feelings towards the given statement according to the following scale:
I
Strongly disagree
=1
=2
Disagree
Not sure
=3
,
Agree
=4
!
=5
Strongly agree
No.

Statement

Scale

1.

I consider myself to be a good and devoted Muslim.

2.

Entrepreneurship g ives me the opportunity to spread the world of Allah
through my deeds and actions.

3.

The analogy between being a Muslim and bein g an entrepreneur is that
"both strive to succeed to the limit of their abilities".

4.

There is a religious dimension to my decision to start my own business.
- �

5.

Entrepreneurship i s the ideal means by which one expresses his/her
d utiful relationship to Allah Almighty.

6.

The moral restrictions imposed by Islam on the process of wealth
creation and wealth d istribution have negative implications on
entrepreneurship d evelopment in Muslim countries.

7.

Entrepreneurs are likely to be more religious than the rest of population.

8.

The Level of religious observance would be lower among entrepreneurs,
because entrepreneurs do not have time to practice religion .

9.

The Muslim entrepreneur optimises social benefits
maximises profit generated by entrepreneurial activity.

1 0.

Islam places priority and more emphasis on productive activity
(entrepreneurship) over employment

11.

Islam puts in place a comprehensive system that is conducive to
entrepreneurship development.

1 2.

There is a contradiction between being a good Musli m and being a
successful entrepreneur.

rather than
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1 3.

Islam is a static religion that lacks the compatibility with Western
innovative thinking; hence, it hinders development and impedes
entrepre neurship.

14

The main cause of the economic underdevelopment o f majority of the
Muslim countries is due to the conflict between faith (religion) and
reason (science).

1 5.

By its emphasis on "the hereafter", Islam discourages Muslims from
creating and accumulating wealth hence de-motivates them from
emba rking on the path of e ntrepreneurship.

1 6.

Satisfying the many physically demanding rel igious obligations such as
prayers five times a day, fasting d u ring the month of (Ramadan) and
taking part in the annual pilg rimage (Ha.iJ) rituals will have a negative
impact on productivity and leaves the entrepreneur with fragmented time
to practice entrepreneurship.

1 7.

I consider the welfare of society to be the p rime objective of my
entrepreneurial activity.

1 8.

The Muslim entrepreneur creates a new business primarily to help
others enter business and share in the success.

1 9.

I strive to reach a balance between my personal gain and the welfare of
society.

20.

The balance between spiritual secu rity and material gain is a core factor
that distinguishes Islamic entrepreneurship from the Western style of
entrepreneurship.

21 .

It is a compulsory d uty to learn all business ru les, laws and
from an Islamic perspective.

ethics
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Section 4- Islam and Entrepreneurs hip: the views and the
behaviours of the Saudi entrepreneur
Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following
statements/questions. There are no right or wrong answers to these questions.
After each statement, please fill in the box with the number that best expresses your
feelings towards the given statement according to the following scale:
Strongly disagree
=1
Disagree
=2
Not sure
=3
Agree
=4
Strongly agree
=5
No.

Statement

1.

The earth resources ought to be utilized carefully considering the needs
of future generations.

2.

People are trusted with wealth hence they should use it accordingly.

3.

It is a given rig ht for mankind to exploit the earth's resources in order for
him/her to maximize material gain.

4.

Through entrepreneurship, Individuals create wealth for themselves a n d
a d d value t o society.

5.

A Muslim con siders that entering into a business is consistent with the
sunnah that a business is a prime source of l ivelihood.

6.

In addition to its legality, entrepreneurial activity must be performed
within defined moral boundaries and social responsibilities.

7.

Successful entrepreneurs have a moral and social responsibility to g ive
back to their communities and to their cou ntry at large.

8.

In addition to its materialistic manifestations, entrepreneurship has a
spiritual d imension.

9.

The challenge facing the Muslim entrepreneur is how to strike a balance
between the pursuit of profit and the fulfilment of spiritual needs.

1 0.

I always conduct my business accord ing to the laws of Shari'ah.

11.

I always wal k the path of honesty and morality even when corruption is
close by.

1 2.

I do not misrepresent my products or services to customers at all.

Scale
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1 3.

I work hard to cut my overhead costs in order to charg e rea sonable
prices and work on reasonable profit margins.

1 4.

I work hard to cut my overhead costs in order to maximize my profit
marg ins.

1 5.

I allow my employees reasonable time to fulfil their religious obligations,
especially Sa/aah (prayer) and the Hajj (pilgrimage).

1 6.

Isla mic work ethics have a positive impact on my entrep reneurial
conduct and my daily business practices.

1 7.

Practicing Islamic work ethics have positively contributed to the success
of my business.

1 8.

My firm has lost many of what wou ld be profitable business opportunities
because of ad hering to Islamic work ethics.

1 9.

Sometimes I feel that I am u nder pressure to engage in unethical
business behaviour.

20.

I admit that I have been in a business situation where I had to
compromise my values and act against my basic beliefs.

21 .

I a m well aware of other Islamic financial avenues as alternatives to the
conventional financial institutions.

22.

I have an adequate understanding of the theoretical and mechanism of
the I slamic financial facilities.

23.

I conduct my personal and business financial transactions in accordance
with the principles of Islamic financing.

24.

The partnership a rrangements between the potential entrepre neur and a
reliable Islamic financial institution based on ha/a/ financing and risk
sharing definitely leads to more entrepreneurship.

25.

The benefits of a partnership between the "entrepreneur" and the
"Islamic financial institution" go beyond benefiting both the entrepreneur
a n d the investor to benefit society at large.

26.

The attitudes of Islamic banks towards new entrepreneurs are not
different from those of commercial banks.

27.

My association with Islamic ban king is (would be) primarily motivated by
relig ious convictions that reject dealing with interest-based financing.

28.

My association with Islamic banking is (would be) primarily motivated by
the good performance and attractive results of their financial activities
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29.

I wou ld like to see more e mphasis on Islamic entre preneurship
education in our schools and u niversities.

30.

Includ ing a comp rehensive module on entrepreneurship from an Islamic
perspective in the school curriculum will motivate younger generations to
consider self- employment and productive entrepreneurship.

Section 5- E ntrepreneurship and Globalisation
Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following
statements/question. There are no right or wrong answers to these questions. After
each statement, please fill in the box with the number that best expresses your
feelings towards the given statement according to the following scale:
Strongly d isagree =1
Disagree
=2
Not sure
=3
Agree
=4
Strongly agree
=5
Statement

No.

1.

"Free trade" is always "free".

2.

"Free trade" is "fair".

3.

Personally, I see economic opportunities in "free trade" and
consider
globalisation to be an opportunity rather than a threat to my business.

4

Globalisation benefits and stimulates the Saudi national economy.

.

5.

Globalisation presents Saudi entrepreneurs with valuable opportunities
to compete g lobally.

6.

Saudi Arabia will benefit by join ing The World Trade Organ isation
(WTO).

7.

Saudi Arabia should compromise and show flexibility in accepting the
terms for joining the WTO

8.

In a global economy, small firms -especially from developing cou ntriesare in no position to effectively compete and make a difference.

9.

No single country or economy can stand-alone and achieve prosperity.

Scale
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1 0.

Globalisation will have a negative impact on our culture.

11.

To preserve our culture , we must resist g lobalisation .

1 2.

Dealing with globalisation from an Islamic perspective entails the
optimisation of its economic gains and the minimisation of its cultura l
harms.

1 3.

Islam can withstand the threats posed by g lobalisation .

1 4.

There is no conflict between Islam and g lobalisation.

1 5.

As we are part of the global community, I have an overall positive view
of globalisation.

Should you wish to c omment on a ny part(s) a bove or those not covered in this survey,
please feel free to do so. (You may use additional paper or you may write on the back of
this questionnaire).
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Please kindly indicate your willingness to further participate in an approximately
one-hour face-to-face semi-structured interview with the researcher at a time and
place convenient to you. The purpose of the proposed meeting is to have more
in-depth discussions on raised and relevant issues.

[ ] Yes, I am willing to take part in the interviews.

I
I
I

Name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Phone No.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,

[ ] No, I am unable to participate in the interviews.

Once again, thank you for your time and effort in completing this questionnaire. The
researcher or one of his assistants will call-in to your premises within ten days to
collect this document in the attached unmarked envelope.
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Appendix 2

Sem i-structured face-to-face in-depth interviews with:

(A) Saudi entrepreneurs
Q1 : Please tell me briefly about yourself as an entrepreneur and about you r
entrepreneurial experience such a s the origi n . the motive. the start-up. the
development and the direction of your business activity.

Q2: What i nfluence did Islam have on your decision to become a n e ntrepreneur?

Q3: Do you think that Saud i Arabia has an adeq uate supply of q uality entrepreneurs? If
not. what would be the reason(s)?

Q4: How do you explain the d ifferences in the level of technolog ical ach ievements and
economic performance between Western and Muslim countries? Can such
differences be attributed to d ifferences in their value systems?

QS: Do you make any d istinction between the Western and the Islamic form of
entrepreneurship? P lease e laborate.

QS: How do you compare the personality. the fu nction and the role of the Muslim
entrepreneur with his Western cou nterpart?

Q7: In what ways does Islam manifest itself in your everyday business activity?

QS: How do you perceive the Islamic attitude towards entrepreneu rship development and
promotion?

Q9: As an entrepreneur. do you perceive the Saudi culture to be 'pro' or 'anti'
entrep reneurship? P lease elaborate.

Q1 0 : What are the major Saudi cultural values that you consider to be entrepreneurial?

Q1 1 : What are the main Saudi cultural values that you perceive to be anti- entrepre neurial .
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Q1 2 : Can you think of specific policies/programmes undertaken by the Saudi government
to promote entrepreneurship in general, and to encourage Islamic entrepren eurship
in particular?
Q1 3 : Does the Saudi government undertake any initiatives to actively encourage forms of
Islamic entrepreneurship?

Q1 4: Are you aware of any official policies or certai n attitudes (explicit and/or implicit) that
might discourage the development of Islamic e ntrepreneurship in the kingdom?

Q 1 5 : Have you had any business-related experience with Islamic banking? How do you
rate such experience compared with other forms of conventional banking?

Q1 6 : Should you have your say, what role do you think that the Saudi government should
assume in the development and promotion of entrepreneurship in general and
Islamic entrepreneurship in particular?

External/structural issues
Q1 : How do you assess the impact of the oil boom on the entrepreneurial spirit in the
kingdom?
Q2: Conservative estimates put the u nemployment rate among Saudi nationals at about
1 5-20%. This is despite the fact that around six million expatriates (includ ing their
families) fill employment opportunities at all levels and in all sectors of the Saudi
economy. How would you explain this paradox?
Q3 : As an entrepreneur, do you personally see economic opportunities in g lobalisation for
your business? Furthermore, does globalisation benefit and stimulate the Saudi
national economy, how?

Q4: As a Muslim entrepreneur, would you explain Muslims' low profile approach to
globalization to be driven by the fear of competition that globalisation entails, or is it
likely to be based on the anticipated negative impact that globalisation may have on
their culture?

Q5: There is an ongoing debate within Saudi policymaking circles regarding SA joining the
World Trade Organisation (WTO). It is understood that in order for the kingdom to
be g ranted membership of the WTO, it has to compromise and show flexibility in
accepting WTO conditions. Do you believe that joining the WTO would be beneficial
to SA? What issues do you con sider to be "off limits" that SA will not and should not
compromise under any circumstances as a pay-off for joining the WTO?
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(8) Saudi officials and ( policymakers)
Q1 :

Is entrepreneurship development part of the state's overall development strategy?
Please explain in terms of statement of policy, policies, institutions and supporting
prog rammes.

Q2:

Did the state adopt special policies designed to extend direct support to
entrepreneurial activity or does it have the attitude that e ntrep reneurship will benefit
from the macro-economic policies and initiatives a imed at stirring the whole economy
such as investing heavily in upg rading the country's infrastructure, adopting friendly
reg u latory policies and cutting taxes across the board?

Q3 : Is the state involved in any specific policies and/or certain action-plans to cu ltivate,
develop and promote e ntrepreneurshi p culture in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia?
Please be more specific.

Q4:

Please name key in itiatives (policies and programmes) undertaken by the
government to promote entrepreneurship and facilitate the creation of new firms.

Q5: Please name key institutions/agencies that are fully dedicated to or in part involved i n
S a u d i entrepreneurship development.

Q6:

Did the state consider adopting special policies to increase the level of
entrepreneurship, especially amongst special and disadvantaged g roups such as
women, unemployed individuals under the age of 25 or a mong the socially excluded ,
to limit the impact of the a larming high unemployment rate in the kingdom?

Q7: Does the national economic policy d ifferentiate betwee n policies directed towards
e ntrepreneurs and policies towards enterprise support? Please explain how and
why.

Q8: Despite the universal consensus of the importance of e ntrep reneurship education,
p reliminary findings of this research indicate that entrepreneursh ip education is
almost excluded from the Saudi formal ed ucation system. Is there any coord ination,
underway or planned, between policymakers and education specialists to attend to
this issue? Please explain.

Q9: How do you genera lly perceive the role of Islam in the overal l d evelopment of SA and
through the promotion of Islamic entrepreneurship in particular?
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Q 1 0 : Did the state u ndertake any policies or exert any efforts to promote " Islamic
entrepreneurship" such as the promotion of Islamic banking and the inclusion of
Islamic entrepreneurship education within its schools and higher educational
curriculum?

Q1 1 : H ow would you describe the relationship between policy a nd action with regard to
entrepreneurship development in SA? Are policies usually implemented? If not, why?

(C) Saudi academics and education officials
Q1 : -How do you perceive the relationship between education in genera l and level of
entrepreneurial activity in any g iven country?
- How do you perceive the relationship between entrepreneurship education and level
of entrepreneurial activity in any given country?
- How do you assess the role of ed ucation in general and entrepreneurship education
in particular with the level of entrepreneurship activities in the kingdom of Saudi
Arabia?
Q2: -Do you think that entrepreneurship education is adequately covered in the Saudi
educational systems?
-At what levels is entrepreneurship being taught in the Saudi educational
institutions?
- Do you share the view that entrepreneursh ip ed ucation should be incorporated in
the school curriculum and be taught as a compulsory subject at the early stages and
at all levels? Please elaborate.
Q3 : - Do you think that entrepreneurship education should target society as a whole rather
than targeting only (potential) entrepreneurs?
-What role does the Saudi educational system assume in cultivating and d eveloping
entrepreneurship in Saudi society, especially among the youth , i.e., transforming the
Saudi way of thinking from a "take-a-job" to a "create-a -job" attitude"?
-Are the Ministry of Education and/or the Ministry of H ig h er Education taking or
considering any practical initiative to ensure that such a shift in attitudes is
materializing?
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Q4: Entrepreneurship literature tends to categorize entrepreneurship education into three
categories:
•
Ed ucation a bout enterprise: creating awareness and understanding of the
entrepreneurial activity and developing a positive attitude towards
entrepreneurship.
•
Education for enterprise: d eveloping enterprise skills and providing training
for existing and new entrepreneurs.
•
Ed ucation through enterprise: linking educational institutions with
communities and the private sector a nd involving entrepreneurs in the
education process through real life practical projects.
How do you assess the status of Saudi entrepreneurship education with respect to
each of the above categories: in terms of attitudes, approache s and delivery
mechanism (education infrastructure)?
Q5:

In

your assessment, do Saudi universities maintain positive relationships with the
private sector? Do Saudi universities keep an open and active line of commun ication
with the labour market to identify and respond in a timely manner to emerging market
req uirements?

Q6: Is the re such a thing as "Islamic entrepreneurship"? What is your perception and
understanding of Islamic entrepreneurship? Does the Islamic concept of
entrepreneurship d iffer from the Western perspective . . . in what ways?
Can Islamic entrepreneurship be integrated within the Western model of
entrepreneurship? Alternatively, do the d ifferences justify the call for the construction
of an Islamic entrepreneurship model?
Q7: - Do you feel that Islamic entrepreneurship should be taug ht? If yes, at what levels
and i n what ways should it be taught?
- How do you explain the apparent lack of I slamic entrepreneurship education in
Saud i schools and universities?
-What are the obstacles preventing the kingdom from promoting Islamic
entrepreneurship among its citizens through education?
-Are there any action plans or initiatives being considered by Saudi educational
authorities and policymakers to revisit the statu s of entrepreneurship education in the
kingdom?

Q8: How do you assess the current state of coordination between education officials and
policymakers with regard to entrepreneurship education? Are there a ny concerns
you would like to stress or issues you would like to raise concerning the nature , l evel
and for effectiveness of this relationship? Please be specific.
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The purpose of this information sheet is to introduce the researcher and the research
topic and to explain the rights and the obligations of the participants. Participant in this
study have the option to sign the attached consent form or to g ive a verbal consent
showing their understanding and awareness of the nature and the purpose of the
research . Alternatively, by completing the q uestionnaire and attending the interviews,
participants would be giving their explicit informed consent.

Introduction
My name is Rasem Kayed. I am currently enrolled in a PhD programme in
Development Studies at Massey University, New Zealan d . I am undertaking this
research project a s an integral part of my study programme and I would like to i nvite
you to be part of it.

The a im of my thesis is to explore the relationship betwee n Saudi cultural values and
belief system and the development of its entrepreneurship sector. The thesis,
therefore, will examine the attitudes and the approaches of Saudi entrep reneurs
towards entrepreneurship and development, as well as the impact of Islamic values on
the course of Saudi entrepreneurial activity. The fact that Saudi Arabia is the spiritual
capital of the Muslim ummah, cou pled with its economic weight makes it the ideal site
for conducting my field research. A primary objective of my research is to explore the
visibility and viability of building an indigenous a lternative e ntrepreneurship model that
is based on Islamic principles and appropriate to the Saudi cultural value system, as
an alternative to the Western model of entrepreneurship.

I am confident that the findings of this research will not only b e of a theoretical interest
but a lso have practical positive implications for the cause of Islamic entrepreneurship
development in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and other Islamic societies.

Although this research is endorsed by and carried out under the supervision of Massey
University, I would like to underline the genuine interest that King Saud U n iversity
(KS U ) has shown in this research. Their extended support made a d ifference. It i s
hoped that this project will further the co-operation between both institutions.
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Please read carefully this information sheet for a wider view of the project and its
purpose before you decide whether or not to participate. If you decide to take part in
this study, I wou ld very much a ppreciate you r support and value your cooperation.

Should you have any questions or concerns regard ing any aspect of this research,
please feel free to contact me personally or any of my supervisors (please refer to
cover sheet for contact details).

P roject description and justificatio n of the study
Saudi Arabia (SA) is faced with many challenges: most notably is the attitude of Saudis
towards work in general and e ntrepreneurship in particular. The implications of such
attitudes are evident by the low rate of participation by Saudi citizens in productive
economic activities and its adverse outcome on the economic development of the
country. Being a n oil-based economy that relied on oil revenues for the past thirty
years to finance its development projects, Saudi Arabia has come to realize the
importance of diversifying its sources of income, and becoming less dependent on oil
revenues. This study arg ues that entrepreneurship is a viable diversification strategy
for SA to adopt since it creates jobs, encourages creativity, promotes competitiveness
and contributes to the "three goals of development (economic growth , more equitable
distribution of national income and autonomy)".
However, it has been suggested that reforming the economy and freeing the markets
in order to engage the private sector in entrepreneurial activity is problematic. The
relig iously based Saudi cultural values are not always compatible with the Western
perspective of entrepreneurship, and cu ltural transformation to ach ieve such
compatibility is not a viable option. Most e ntrepreneurship literature has Western
origins and carries Western values and that is because Western scholars within
Western environment undertake the vast majority of entrepreneurship-related
research . This Western viewpoint suggests that entrepreneurial activity flourishes were
values such as individualism; risk-taking, wealth making , competition, self-interest and
low power d istant are prevalent in society. However, the assumption that such values
are universal is u nsubstantiated and unwarra nted .

Scholars d rew attention to the lack of culturally based entrepreneurship research in a
non-Western context. They further warn non -Western nations against relying on
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"prescriptions" hailed in the Western entrepreneurship literature as remedies for their
economic ills. The transferability of Western -based research and theories to non
Western countries is not trouble free or a straightforward a pplication. The d ifficulty is
more evident especially where differences in value systems between countries exist
and h ave a predominant impact on other social, economic and legal systems as in the
Saudi case. It has been argued that any development model that is not culturally
based is most likely to be counter p roductive, and might result in 'de-development'.

Against this backg round, this study aims to explore Saudi e ntrepreneurship in terms of
the level of Saudi participation in business activity, the attitudes and the approaches of
Saudi entrepreneurs towards entrepreneurship and development. What is the impact
of Islamic values on the course of Saudi entrepreneurial activity? The mission is to
build or -at least- to make a contribution towards the building of an ind igenous
alternative entrepreneurship model,

based on

Islamic

principles,

and

wh ich

accommodates Saudi cultural values. To achieve this goal, the study will employ
distinct but complementary research

methodologies;

library research ,

survey

questionnaires, and multiple case studies designed to col lect qualitative as well as
quantitative data from Saudi entrepreneurs, Saudi officials and policymakers and from
Saudi intellectuals with a special interest i n entrepreneurship and/or Islamic
development

Eth ical issues
Researcher's responsibilities and obligations
The researcher will exercise his best efforts to ensure that:
•

Information obtained in the course of this research will mainly be used for the
p roduction of the thesis and its publication and for future publications and
presentations. A summary report of the research findings will be prepared and
m ade available to interested participants.

•

N o personal i nformation concerning any participant (in any form or shape) will be
disclosed or passed on to a th ird party.

•

Information provided by participants will not be shared with others without prior
permission.

•

Data collected will not identify anyone by name or by business association.
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•

Names of participating individuals and/or organization s will not be revealed unless
the researcher has explicit authorization of the concerned participants.

•

Data analysis will be performed and reported in such a way that information can not
be directly linked to any person.

•

Honesty, truthfulness and accuracy in data analysis and presentation shall be
maintained.

•

All relevant materials such as notes, q uestionnaires, consent forms and any other
relevant information will be kept in a secu re place accessed only by the researcher
and destroyed when no longer needed for the study (after the compilation and
analysis of the data and a s per u niversity regulations).

Participants' rights

As a potential participant, you have the rig ht to agree or decline to participate in this
research. Should you agree to participate, you have the rig ht to:
•

Refuse to answer any particular q uestion(s) without having to g ive an explanation.

•

Withdraw at any time without incurring any penalties or bearing any responsibilities.

•

Raise any q uestions regard ing the research at any time throughout your
participation.

•

Provide information willingly and voluntarily to the researcher.

•

Refuse permission for the tape-recording of the entire or part of the i nterview.

•
•

Be anonymous unless you agree otherwise.
Be assured that the data and information you provide will be kept confidential as
long as they are needed, and then the researcher will destroy them.

•

Access a summary report of the study fin d ings upon its completion.

•

Not to be deceived .

•

Not to be harmed.

What are participants asked to do?
Your participation in the study requires you to allocate approximately 40 minutes of
your time to:
•

Complete the enclosed su rvey questionnaire at your own time and space.

•

Indicate your willingness to further participate in the research. Further participation
involves a one-hour in -depth interview designed to generate riche r and more
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com prehensive information regarding the perception , attitudes and approaches of
Saudi entrepreneurs towards e ntrepreneurship and entrepre n eurial activity.

You will be invited to tell/talk about yourself, your business and your association with
entrepre neurship. Some q uestions will seek to examine your perceptions, your
attitudes and your approaches to entrepreneurship.

As a participant in this study, you will be g iven the option to sign a consent form that
demonstrates your u nderstanding and awareness of what the project i nvolves and to
confirm you r acceptance to participate in the interviews. Alternatively, your com pletion
of the q uestionnaire and participation in the interviews will be considered as an implicit
consent on your part.
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I N FORM E D CONSENT
Islamic entrepreneurs h i p: A case study of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

1 . I have read the Information Sheet and have had the details of the study explained
to me. My q uestions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I u nderstand that
I may ask further questions at any time.
2 . I understand that taking part in this p roject is volu ntary and I have the right to
decline to answer any q uestion(s) without having to g ive an explanation. Further, I
understand that I have the right to withdraw from the study at any stage without
incurring a ny penalties. If I decide to withdraw from the study, materials collected
will be destroyed or returned to me.
3. I agree to p rovide information to the researcher on the understand ing that such
information will not identify me, my job or the department of my e mployment. I n
addition, I understand that m y name will not be used without my explicit
permission.
4. It is also my understand ing that information I provide will be used only for the
pu rpose of this research and the possible publications/presentations as a result of
this research project.
S.

I understand that all relevant material s such as notes, questionnaires, consent
forms and any other relevant information will be destroyed by the researche r after
the compilation and analysis of the data.

6. I ag ree/do not agree to the interview being audio taped. I also understand that I
have the right to ask for the audiotape to be turned off at any time during the
interview.
7.

I have no objections to the findings of the research being shared with relevant
govern ment authorities in the form of a set of recommendations.

8. I know how to contact the researche r if I have any queries regard ing this project.
After having had enough time to consider whether or not to take part I hereby ag ree to
participate in this study under the conditions set out in the Information Sheet.
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Appendix 4

I nterviews timetable

(A) Saudi entrepreneurs
No.

Questionnaire
code

Participating
entrepreneurs

Date of
interview

Selected case
stud ies

1.

01 09

Entrep-1

May 4, 2004

2.

S 1 02

E ntrep-2

May 1 1 , 2004

AI-Jasim Engineering
Case study #1

3.

G110

Entrep-3

May 1 2, 2004

4.

L1 1 0

Entrep-4

May 1 5, 2004

5.

11 02

Entrep-5

May 1 6, 2004

6.

11 1 4

Entrep-6

May 1 8, 2004

7.

E101

Entrep-7

May 1 9, 2004

8.

G1 1 3

Entrep-8

May 1 9, 2004

9.

Z1 30

E ntrep-9

May 23, 2004

10.

U1 04

E ntrep-1 0

May 26, 2004

11.

R1 1 0

E ntrep-1 1

May 29, 2004

1 2.

W1 1 0

E ntrep-1 2

J une, 5 , 2004

1 3.

T101

E ntrep-1 3

June 9 , 2004

1 4.

W1 06

Entrep-1 4

J une 1 2, 2004

1 5.

T1 09

Entre p-1 5

J une 1 4, 2004

1 6.

X101

Entrep-1 6

J une 1 7, 2004

1 7.

A1 1 7

Entre p-1 7

J une 1 9, 2004

Alyami Contracting
Case study # 2
S habanah T rading
Case study # 3

The Software House
Case study # 4

AI- Fadel Marketing
Solutions
Case study #5

Dr. Khamis
Case study # 6
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(8) Saudi officials
No.

Organizationl institution

Participating officials

Date of
i nterviews

1.

Riyad h Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
( SMEs development Center)

Official-1

J une 6, 2004

2.

Ministry of Industry and
Commerce

Official-2

J une 7, 2004

3.

Genera l Organization for
Tech n ical Education &
Vocational Training

Official-3/1 {group
Official-3/2 discussion}
Official-3/3

J une 8, 2004

4.

Council of Saudi Chambers of
Commerce and Industry
(SMEs development Center)

Official-4

J une 1 3, 2004

5.

Ministry of Economy and
Planning

Official-5

J une 1 5, 2004

6.

Bank AI- Tasleef (Credit Bank)

Official-6

J une 1 6, 2004

7.

Saudi Arabian General
Investment Authority

Official-7

J u ne 1 6, 2004

8.

Council o f Saudi C hambers of
Commerce and Industry
( Research and Economic
Studies)

Official-8

J u ne 1 9, 2004

9.

Industrial Development Fund

Official-9

J une 20, 2004

1 0.

Human Resources
Development Authority

Official-1 0

J u ne 21 , 2004

11.

Authority of Zakah and
I ncome

Official-1 1

J une 26, 2004

1 2.

Ministry of Labour

Official-1 2

J u ne 30, 2004
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(C) Saudi intel lectuals and development special ists
No.

Organ ization/institution

Participating
intellectuals

Date of
i nterviews

King Saud University (KSU)
Business Administration

Intellect-1

J une 1 3, 2004

(KSU)
Department of Economics

Intellect-2

J une 1 3, 2004

(KSU)
College of Administrative Science

Intellect-3

J une 1 4, 2004

( KSU )
College of Islamic Studies

Intellect-4

J une 1 5, 2004

( KSU )
Islamic C ulture/Education

Intellect-5

J une 22, 2004

Islamic Development Ban k

Intellect-6

J une 23, 2004

7.

King Fahd University of
Petroleum and Minerals (KFUPM)/
Dhahran

Intellect-7

Via Fax

8.

Imam Muhammad bin Saud
University / Riyadh

Intellect-8

J une 26, 2004

9.

Islamic Scholarl Public figure

Intellect-9

June 27, 2004

1 0.

Ministry of Education
Deputy Minister
(E ducational development)

Intellect-1 0

June 28, 2004

11.

Ministry of Education
(Consultant)

Intellect-1 1

J une 28, 2004

1 2.

Ministry of Higher Education

Intellect-1 2

J une 29, 2004

1 3.

Sa udi Management Association

Intellect-1 3

J une 30, 2004

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Appendix 5

Relevant entrepreneurship research around the g lobe

A partial list of relevant entrepreneurship literature in different parts of the world
Country

Scholar{s) and Date

T itle

Albania
Angola

Dana, 1 996

Albania in the Twi l ight Zone

Gray & Allison, 1 997

Microenterprise in a Post-E mergency
Environment

Argentina

Dana, 1 997

A Contrast of Argentina and Uruguay

Australia

Carstairs & Welch, 1 982

Licensing and Internationalisation of
Smaller Companies

Cavusgil, 1 994

A Quiet Revolution Among Australian
Exporters

Dana, 1 987

Entrepreneurship and Venture Creation An International Comparisons of Five
Com monwealth Nations

Hol mes, 1 998

Small Business Research

Meredith, 1 984

Small Enterprise Policy and Programme
Development: the Australian Case

Austria

Dana, 1 992

A look At Small Busi ness in Austria

Bangladesh

Nehrt, 1 987

Entrepreneurship Education in
Bangladesh: A Beginning

Sarder, Ghosh &Rosa, 1 997

The Importance of Support Services To
Small Firms in Bangladesh

Brazil

Quesada & Mello, 1 987

Empirical Observations on the Social
Entrepreneurship in Brazil

Brunei

Wimalatissa, 1 996

The Emerging Class of Businesswomen
and Women-Owned Business Firms i n
Brunei Darussalam

Burkina
Faso

Camilleri , 1 997

The impact of Devaluation on Small
Enterprises in Burkina Faso
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Canada

Dana, 1 990

Towards a Integrated Needs-Related
Policy on Entrepreneurshi p

Dana, 1 993

A Goods and Services Tax (GST) and the
Small Business Sector: Some Canadian
Reflections

Dana, 1 996

Self-Employment i n the Canadian SubArctic

The
Caribbean

Dana, 1 995

Public Policy and Entrepreneurship in the
Caribbean: N i ne Styles of Policy

China

Chau, 1 995

The Development of China's Private
Entrepreneurship

Dana, 1 999

Small Business as a Supplement in the
People's Republic of China

Dandridge & Flynn, 1 998

Entrepreneurship: Environmental Forces
Which Are Creating Opportunities in China

Fan, chen & Kirby,

Chinese Peasants Entrepreneurs: An
Examination of Township and Village
Enterprises in Rural China

Siu, 1 995

Entrepreneurial Topology

Williams and Li, 1 993

Rural Entrepreneurship in the People's
Republic of China

Liao, D. & Sohmen, P. , 2001

The Development of Modern
Entrepreneurship in China

Lee & Peterson, 2000

Culture, entrepreneurial orientation, and
global competitiveness

Zapalska, A. & Edwards,
2001

Chi nese entrepreneurshi p in a cultural and
economic perspective

Croatia

Martin & Grbac, 1 998

Small and Large Firms' Marketing Activities
as Responses to Economic Privatisation

Cuba

Dana, 1 996

The Last Days of the Com panero Model in
Cuba

Czech and
Slovak Rep.

Rondinelli, 1 991

Developing Private Enterprise in the Czech
and Slovak Federal Republic

The Czech
Republic
Egypt

Sacks, 1 993

Privatisation in the Czech Republic

Brockhaus, 1 991

Entrepreneurship Education and Research
Outside North America

Estonia

Liuhto, 1 996

The Transformation of the Enterprise
Sector in Estonia
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Fiji

Meredith, 1 989

Successful Small Agro-enterprises as
Catalysts for Small Enterprise
Development in the Pacific: a Fijian Case
Study

France

Pache, 1 996

The Small Producer in French Food
Distribution Channel

Germany

Dana, 1 994

Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Change
in Former East Germany: An Ethnographic
Account

Simon, 1 992

Lessons From Germany's Midsize Giants

Simon 1 996

Hidden Champions

Ghana

Dana, 1 992

Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Change
in Dev el oping Countries

G reat Britain

Gibb, 1 986-7

Education for Enterprise

Ward, 1 987

Ethnic E ntrepreneurs in Britain and i n
Europe

Greece

Dana, 1 999

Small Business in Greece

G uyana

Raghunanda, 1 995

Entrepreneurial Survival Skills in the M idst
of Economic Chaos

Honduras

Befus, Mecon, Mescon &
Vozikis, 1 988

I nternational Investment of Expatriate
Entrepreneurs

Hong Kong

Chau, 1 993

Hong Kong: A Unique Case of
Development

YU, 1993

Entrepreneurship and the Economic
Development of Hong Kong: An analytical
framework

Yu, 1995

Kirznerian Entrepreneurship and the
Economic Development of Hong Kong

YU, 1997

Entrepreneurshi p and Economic
Development of Hong Kong

Hisrich & Fulop, 1 995

Hungarian Entrepreneurs and Their
Enterprises

Hisrich & Vecsenyi, 1 990

Entrepreneurship and the Hungarian
Transformation

Noar, 1 985

Recent S mall Business Reforms in
Hungary

Webster, 1 993

The Emergence of Private Sector
Manufacturing in Hungary

Hungary
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I ndia

Gadgil, 1 959

Origins of the Modern Indian Business
Class

Hazlehurst, 1 966

Entrepreneurshi p and the Merchant G ates
in a Punjabi City

Patel, 1 987

Entrepreneurshi p Development Program in
India and Its Relevance to Developing
countries

Rutten,

The study of Entrepreneurship in India; In
Need of a Comparative Perspective

Geertz, 1 963

Peddlers and the Princes: Social
Development and Economic Change in
Two I ndonesian Towns

Tambunan , 1 992

The Role of Small Firms in I ndonesia

Van Dierman, 1 997

Small Business in I ndonesia

Ireland

Walsh & Anderson, 1 995

Owner-Manager Adaptation!1 nnov ation
Preference and Employment Preference

Japan

Dana, 1 998

Small But Not I ndependent: S M Es in
Japan

Morita & Oliga, 1 991

Collective Global Entrepreneurship

Dana, 1 997

Change, Entrepreneurshi p and Innovation
in the Republic of Kazakhstan

Taylor, M . , 1 997

The business culture in Kazakhstan

Kenya

Dana, 1 993

The Trade Faci litation Model : Towards the
Development of an Indigenous Small
Business Sector in the republic of Kenya

Laos

Dana, 1 995

Small Business in a Non-Entrepreneurial
Society: The Case of the Lao People's
Democratic Republic

Latin
America

Mueller & Thomas, 2000

Culture and entrepreneurial potential: A
nine country study of locus of control and
innovativeness

Tiffin, S. (ed.), 2004

Entrepreneurship in Latin America

Dana, 1 997

Voluntarily Socialist Culture and Small
Busi ness in the Kingdom of Lesotho

Dana, 1 998

Waiting for Di rection in the Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

I ndonesia

Kazakhstan

(Mexico,
Chile, Peru,
Venezuela,
and Brazil )
Lesotho
Macedonia
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Malaysia

Dana, 1 987

Industrial Development Efforts in Malaysia
and Singapore

Sloane, 1 999

Islam, Modernity and Entrapreneurship
among the Malays

Grabinsky, 1 996

Crises in Mexico: Its Effects on Family
Owned Businesses

Silva-Castan , Prott & AngolaRojas, 1 997

An Innovative Program in Entrepreneurship
Development at a Mexican University

Lee & Peterson, 2000

Culture, entrepreneurial orientation, and
global Competitiveness

Moldova

Dana, 1 997

Stalemate in Moldova

Mozambique

Dana, 1 996

Small Business in Mozambique After the
War

Namibia

Dana, 1 993

An Analysis of Strategic Interventionist
Policy in Namibia

The
Netherlands

Bijmolt & Zwart, 1 994

The I m pact of Internal Factors on the
Export Success of Dutch Small and
Medium Firms

Boissevain & Grotenberg,
1 987

Ethnic Enterprising in the Netherlands: The
Surinamese of Amsterdam

Ghosh & Taylor, 1 995

Marketing Practices

Cameron & Massey, 1 999

Small and Medium Enterprises - A New
Zealand Perspective

Cameron & M assey , 2002

Entrepreneurs at work

Nigeria

Anyansi-Archi bong, 1 987

The role of entrepreneurship in Economic
Development

Northern
Ireland

Hisrich, 1 998

The Entrepreneurshi p in Northern I reland

Jenkins, 1 984

Ethnicity and the Rise of Capitalism in
Ulster

Norway

Weaver, Berkowitz & Davies,
1 998

Increasing the Efficiency of National Export
Promotion Programs

Panama

Dana, 1 995

An Ethnographic Account of the
Environment for Entrapreneurshi p in the
Republic of Panama

Papua-New
Guinea

Ojuka-Onedo, 1 996

I nterventionist Policy i n Enterprise
Development Using the Rural Poor in
Agrarian Developing Countries

Mexico

New Zealand
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Peru

Dana, 1 988

M ore Small Business is Not the Answer for
Peru

The
Philippines

Chen, 1 997

The Sari-Sari Store

Poland

Arendarski, Mroczkowski &
Sood, 1 994

A Study of the Redevelopment of Private
E nterprise in Poland

Zapalska, 1 997

A Profile of Woman Entrepreneurs and
Enterprises in Poland

Zapalska, A. 1 997

Profiles of Polish entrepreneurshi p

Bruton, 1 998

Incubators and Small Business Support in
Russia

Hisrich & Gratchev, 1 993

The Russian Entrepreneur

Saudi Arabia

Sabri, 2001

Royal Entrepreneurship

Scotland

Ki nsey, 1 987

Marketing and the Small Manufacturing
Firm in Scotland

St. Martin

Dana, 1 990

Saint Martin/Sint Maarten: A Case Study of
the Effects of Politics and Culture on
Economic Development

Singapore

Dana, 1 987

I ndustrial Development Efforts in Malaysia
and Singapore

Slovakia

Ivy, 1 996

S mall Scale Entrepreneurs and Private
Sector Development in Slovak Republic

South Koria

Dana, 1 990

The Increasing Role of Entrepreneurship
and the Small Business Sector in South
Korea

Lee, 1 998

Q ual ity Management by Small
Manufacturers in Korea

Soviet Union
(former)

Lee & Peterson, 2000

Culture, entrepreneurial orientation, and
global competitiveness.

Spain

Dana, 1 995

E ntrepreneurship in the Basque Country:
An Ethnographic Account

Swaziland

Dana, 1 993

Towards I nternationali sation of
Entrepreneurship: Two Models in Eastern
Africa

Sweden

Holmquist & Sundin, 1 988

Women as Entrepreneurs in Sweden

Johannison, 1 987

Towards a Theory of Local
Entrepreneurshi p

Russia
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Taiwan

Dana, 1 994-1 995

A Comparison of Policy on
Entrepreneurship in Taiwan and South
Korea

Lin, 1 998

Success Factors of Small and MediumSized Enterprises in Taiwan.

Tanzania

Van der Land & Uliwa, 1 997

Applying Sub sector Analysis in Tanzania

Togo

Dana, 1 992

Entrepreneurship, Innovation and change
in Developing Countries

The Ukraine

Ahmed, Dana, Anwer &
Beidyuk, 1 998

The Envi ronment for Entrepreneurship and
I nternational Business in the Ukraine

Uruguay

Dana, 1 997

A Contrast of Argentina and U ruguay

Venezuela

Dana, 1 996

Devaluation, Entrepreneurship and
Change in Venezuela

Vietnam

Dana, 1 994

A Marxist Mini-Dragon? Entrepreneurship
in Today's Vietnam

Yugoslavia

Dana, 1 994

The Impact of Culture on
Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Change
in the Bal kans: The Yugopluralist Model

Zimbabvve

Neshamba, 1 997

A Transition of enterprises from informality
to formality

Source: Dana ( 1 999, p. 1 -2) and v arious entrepreneurship literature
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Appendix 6

Descriptive data: The Saudi entrepreneur a nd the Saudi enterprise

(A) The demography and the characteristics of Saudi entrepreneurs

Table 6.1

Gender distribution of respondents

Gender

Count

Percentage

Male

89

9 1 . 75

Female
Total

8
97

8 .25
1 00

Table 6.2

Age d istribution of respondents
At the start
(Valid percentage)

Age gro u p

Male
( M)
27 . 58
52. 87
8 . 05
9 . 20
2 . 30
1 00

Under 25
25 ...: 34
35 - 44
44 - 55
55 /0ver
Total

Table 6.3

Female
(F)
1 2.5
87.5
--

--

--

1 00

C urrently (2004)
(Valid percentage)

M&F

26.3
55.8
7.4
8.4
2. 1
1 00

Male
jMJ
3.45
1 7.24
36. 78
24. 1 3
1 8.40
1 00

Female
JFl
---

25.0
62. 5
1 2. 5
-

1 00

M& F

3.2
1 7. 9
38.9
23.2
1 6. 8
1 00

Respondents' formal educational achievements

Qualification
No formal education
High School Diploma
Undergraduate diploma
Bachelor Degree
Master Degree
Doctorate De�ree
Total
No response
Totals

Frequency

6.0
28
14
39
6.0
2.0
95
2.0

Valid
Percent

6.3
29.5
1 4. 8
4 1 .0
6.3
2.1
1 00

Arabic/
Islamic
University

Western
University

--

---

--

---

---

---

30.5
2.1

1 0. 5
4.2
2.1
1 6. 8

---

32.6

97
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Table 6.4

Respondents' exposure to entrepreneurship education

Item

Frequency

Percentage

28
69
97

29.9
71 .1
1 00%

Entrepreneurship education
No entrepreneurship education
Totals

Table 6.5

Role models and the Saudi entrepreneur

Item
Role model
No role model
Total
No response
Totals

Ta ble 6.6

Valid Percentage

44
52
96
1
97

45.8
54.2
1 00

The involvement of family member(s) in entrepreneurial activities

Family in entrepreneurship
Immediate family member(s)
Extended Family Member(s)
More than one family member
None
Total
No response
Totals

Table 6.7

Frequency

F requency

Percentage

37
14
26
19
96
1
97

38.5
1 4.6
27. 1
1 9. 8
1 00

Entrepreneurs' prior business experience

Experience
Related experience
Un-related experience
No prior business experience
Totals

Frequency

Percentage

54
15
28
97

55.70
1 5. 50
28.90
1 00%
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Table 6.8

Entrepreneurs' prior employment i n S MEs

Employment in SMES

Frequency

Percentage

42
55
97

43.30
56.70
1 00

Prior employment in SMEs
Never been employed in S MEs
Totals

Table 6.9

Age of participating firms

Central tendency

Age (years)

Starting year

6

1 998

Mode
Median
Mean

Table 6 . 1 0

13

------

Business sector

Sector
Manufacturing & Industry
Engineering and IT
Contracting & Construction
Retailing & Wholesaling
Services
Others·
Totals-

1 994

10

Male
Count
16
16
20
30
21
16

1 19

(M)
%
1 3.45
1 3.45
1 6.80
25. 2 1
1 7.64
1 3.45

1 00.00

Female (F)

Overall %
(M) & (F)

Count
2

%
1 8. 1 8

-

-

1
3
4
1

9 . 09
27.27
36. 37
9.09

1 3.85
1 2. 3 1
1 6. 1 5
25.38
1 9.23
1 3.08

11

1 00

1 00

"'Majority of reported activities under this category could be enlisted under the serv ice sector.
** Multiple entries are allowed
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Age of participating firms

Figure 6.1

The age of surveyed businesses
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(8) Key elements of the Saudi enterprising process
Table 6.1 1

The motives of the Saudi entrepreneurs
Motive

Economic Necessity
Business opportunity
life style
Make more money
Be creative
Independence
Unemployment
Partisan (national) motive
Social status
Create employment
Religious motive
Others
No response
Totals

Table 6.1 2

Count
Male
(M)
8
18
6
30
10
9

Percentage

Femal«
(F)
1
--

1
---

1
5

-

-

3
3
1

--

--

---

--

-

Male
(M)
9.0
20.2
6.7
33.7
1 1 .2
1 0. 1
0
3.4
3.4
1.1
0
1.1

Female
(F)
1 2. 5

Percentage

1 2. 5
62. 5

Overall
(M) & (F)
9.3
1 8.6
7.2
31 .0
1 1 .3
1 4.4

-

-

--

1 2. 5
---

---

--

--

---

3. 1
3. 1
1 .0
---

1

---

-

---

--

--

---

89

8

1 00

1 00

1 00

--

1 .0

Barriers to entrepre neurship
Count

Obstacle

Percentage

Percentage

Male
( M)

Femal«
(F)

Male
(M)

Female
(F)

Overall
(M) & (F)

Finance

27

3

30.7

37.5

31 .3

Lack o f ideasl opportunities

16

1

1 8. 2 1

1 2.5

1 7. 7

Government regulations

11

--

1 2. 50

--

1 1 .5

Cost involved

2

-

2.30

--

2.1

Lack of advice and
information
Islamic values

20

--

22. 70

--

20.8

-

-

--

---

--

Cultural constraint

9

4

1 0. 24

50.0

1 3. 5

Others

3

-

3.40

---

88

8

1

---

89

8

Total
No response
Totals

1 00
---

3. 1

1 00 . 0

1 00

---

---
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Table 6 . 1 3

Sources of finance

Source

Count
Ma le
( M)

Female
(F)

Male
( M)

Female
(F)

Overall
( M) & (F)

4
31
4
0
7
89
0
89

2
5
1
0
0
8
0
8

52.8
34. 8
4.5
0
7.2
1 00

25.0
62.5
1 2. 5
0
0
1 00

51
37
5
0
7
1 00

Personal savings
Family and friends
Commercial financing
Islamic financing
Other sources
Total
No response
Grand totals

Table 6 . 1 4

Percentage

Percentage

Saudi entrepreneurs' networks

Network

Frequency

Percentage

Ex-colleagues

45
25

33
18

Formal/professional associatio n

16

12

International link with similar type
of business

14

10

Network of private and public
organizations
Religious associations

8

6

1

1

Other associations

1

1

Not involved in any

26

19

1 36 *

1 00%

Fami ly and friends

Totals

* Multiple entries are allowed
Figures represent both male and female entrepreneurs

Table 6.1 5
Risk-taking
No risk, no loss
No risk, no gain
Totals

Saudi entrepreneurs and risk-taking
Frequency
Male
Female
37
3
52
5
89
8

Percentage
ale
Female
M
4 1 .6
37.5
58.4
62 . 5
1 00%
1 00%

Percentage
( M ) & (F)
41
59
1 00%
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Table 6.1 6

Level of Saudi entrepreneurs' re-investment i n business

Male
(M)
14
12
19
20
23
88
1
89

Above 80%
6 0 - 79%
40 - 59%
20 - 39%
Below 20%
Total
No response
Totals

Table 6.1 7

Percentage

Count

Annually re-invested
proportion of profit

Femalt
(F)
1
1
2
3
1
8
0
8

Male
(M)
1 5. 9
1 3.6
2 1 .6
22.7
26. 1
1 00

Frequency

Percentage

36
19
7
1
6
9
0
1
0
7
5

37.90
20.0
7.37
1 .05
6 . 32
9.47
0
1 .05
0
7 . 37
5 . 26

1
1

1 .05
1 . 05

2
2
97

2. 1 1

Personal Satisfaction
Control of one's own life
Good reputation of the business
Loyal customer base
Covering cost
Business growth
Employing Saudis
Employing Muslims
Employing others
High profitable business
Contributing to the development of the
country
Fulfilling of religious duty
The emergence of moral and ethical
entrepreneurship
Others
No response
Totals

1 00

Achieved level of success
Count

Level of success

High
Moderate
Low
No success
Totals

Overall
( M ) & (F)
1 5. 6
1 3. 5
2 1 .9
24
25
1 00

S uccess as vievved by Saudi entrepreneurs

Success

Table 6.1 8

Female
(F)
1 2. 5
1 2. 5
25.0
37.5
1 2. 5
1 00

Percentage

Percentage

Male

Female

Male

Female

23
48
14
4
89

2
2
4
0
8

25.8
53.9
1 5. 7
4.5
1 00

25.0
25.0
50.0
0
1 00

Percentage
Overall
( M) & (F)
25.8
51 .5
1 8.6
4. 1
1 00
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The typical Saudi e ntrepreneur
Data presented in Appen d ix 6 indicate that the typical Saudi entrepreneur is a male in
his mid -thirties to mid -forties who regards himself to b e a true and devoted Muslim. It is
most likely that he started his business within the last 10 to 15 years, mainly motivated
by the prospect of making more money. He is well educated and likely to hold a
d iploma or a university degree from an Islamic/Arabic university. Entrepreneurs with
post-gradate qualification s are most likely to be educated in the West. The line of h is
business activity is most likely to be in the retailing, contracting or service sectors a nd
not necessarily related to his previous personal business experience.

The typical Saudi entrepreneur comes from a family where one or more of its members
have link to entrepreneurial activities. H is role model could be a family membe r, a
national figu re or a successful international personality. Secu ring needed capital to
start the business is the main obstacle in the way of his entrepreneurial endeavour.
Hence , he relies heavily on h is social capital and personal connections, such as fam ily
members and friends, for financing and promoting h is business u ndertaking. Saudi
women entrepreneurs regard cultu ral constraints to be the main barrier in their quest to
prove themselves as serious entrepreneurs.
The Saud i entrepreneur has mixed feelings towards risk-taking , and his re-investment
pattern in the business does not reflect long -term growth -orientation. He views success
to be a personal achievement, which is frequently expressed in economic terms. H e
considers t h e level of success he achieved ( i n relation to h i s definition o f success) to
be moderate and acceptable.
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Appe ndix 7

Islam and productivity:
Evidence from the Holy Qur'an and the noble Sunnah

The claims d iscussed in (Chapter 3, pp. 84-86) which a rg u ed that Islam i s an anti
developmental religion provided a valuable sou rce for the survey questionnaires and
interview questions. Nevertheless, the researcher felt that it would be appropriate to
p re sent an overall brief response to counter these claims p u rely from the Holy Qur'an
a n d the noble Sunnah:

Firstly, the sign ificance of work and the h igh regard for p roductivity in Islam are clearly
d e monstrated by the Qur'anic verse where The Almighty Allah addressed Mary at the
time of giving birth to Jesus (PBUH). "And shake towards thyself the trunk of the Palm
tree: It will let fall fresh ripe dates upon thee" (Qur'an ,

1 9, 25)1.

It is a fact that the hard

work of a nu mber of strong men shaking the trunk of a palm tree would not cause dates
to fall. Yet, Allah Almighty ordered Mary to exert an effort despite the fact that her
action (shaking the palm tree) would not yield any results on its own. The lesson to be
learned from this symbolic motion is that all are expected to put forth their utmost
efforts at all times. Moreover, while this Qur'anic verse highlights the i m portance of
productivity and enforces the principle of 'being p rod uctive', it sets the rule that no
rewards are to be expected without exerting due effort.
It has been narrated that the P rophet (PBUH) said "Earn ing a lawful (ha/a/) living is an
o bl igation (fard) after obligatory worship" (al-Tabaran i ; al-Baihaqi). The Prophet
(BPUH) emphasised the importance of productivity and u rged Muslims to be positive
a n d dynamic to the end "if the moment of the truth (the end) arrives while one of you
,,
has a little plant in his hand, he should go ahead a n d plant it if he can 2 . In this
a uthenticated hadith , which is filled with optimism and hope, the Prophet (PBUH) g ave
the most comprehensive response to those who claim that Islam is a religion solely

1 Cited Qur'anic verses are referenced according to the chapter's (surah) number fol lowed by
the verse's (ayah) number. Thus the reference (Qur'an, 2, 1 43), for instance, refers to Verse
1 43 of Chapter 2.
2 The cited Prophetic traditions are referenced by i ncluding the name(s) of the Muslim scholar(s)
who narrated the Hadith, (in brackets, separated by ;) right after each Hadith.
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focu ses on the next life, and that it is short on motivation a nd lacks regard for this
worldly life.

Secondly, Islam is the religion of moderation , even in fulfilling religious duties. "Thu s
have we made o f you an ummah justly balanced" (Qur'an , 2, 1 43). The Prophet
(PBUH) observed a man frequently spending much time in the mosque at times othe r
than prayer times. The Prophet a pproached h i m , a n d asked him why he was spending
so much time in the mosque, and whether he had a family to care for, "Yes Allah's
messenger" , replied the man. "Who provides for their needs", asked the Prophet
(PBUH). "My brother", answered the man. "Your brother is more pious and devout than
you are", said the Prophet (PBUH).

Third ly, it suffices to point out that the first Qur'anic revelation to the unlettered Prophet
(PBUH) was
"Iqra" -"Proclaim! Or "Recite in the name of thy Lord and Cherisher Who created
- Created mankind out of A (mere) clot of congealed blood: Proclaim! And thy
Lord is Most Bountiful, He who taught (the use of) the pen, taught mankind that
which he knew not" (Qur'an, 96, 1-5).
Such a revelation presents Muslims with an ongoing and an open challenge that goes
beyond reading and writing, study and research to include all disciplines of knowledge
(AIi , 1 983). "Those truly fear Allah , among H is Servants, who have knowledge" (Qur'a n ,
35, 28). This verse unambiguously refutes t h e implicit and/or explicit clai m that a
fundamental contradiction between Islam and reason exists. Knowledge occu pies a
higher prominence in Islam and constitute leg itimate basis for exaltation "Allah will exalt
those who have Faith amongst you , and those who have knowledge to high ranks"
(Qur'an, 58 , 1 1 ). The Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) also stressed the critical role that
knowledge and reason play in the well-being of individuals and societies alike. "If a son
of Adam dies, his good deeds come to an end except for three: charity that keeps
providing benefit, knowledge that people still benefit from, and a pious child who
supplicates for him" (Muslim).

Islam endeavours to build a dynamic open-minded nation based on knowledge in all

facets of life. " . . . 0 my Lord ! Advance me in knowledge" (Qur'an, 20, 1 1 4); "Are the
possessors of knowledge equal with those who possess not knowledge? It is the
possessors of understanding that are mindful" (Qur'an, 39, 9). The Prophet (PBUH) not
only advised but also commanded all Muslims to seek productive and positive
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knowledg e "seek knowledge from the cradle to the g rave", because "seeking
knowledge is an obligation upon every Muslim" (Ibn Majah; Muslim). He further
demanded that acquired knowledge must be put at the service of the ummah because
everyone will be asked at the Day of Resurrection about five matters: "on what he
spent h is years, in doing what he made his youth pass away, where he acquired his
property from, what he spent his money on, and what he d id with his knowledge (al
Tirmithi).

It is evident that Islam exploits every opportunity to emphasise the importance of
pursuing and practising useful knowledge; seeking knowledge is an ongoing activity
that is not bound by physical boundaries or time restriction. Acquiring beneficial
knowledge including , but not limited to, religious knowledge, has a high priority in
Islam. The purpose of acquiring beneficial knowledge is to employ it for the good of the
ummah. The rewards of pursuing good knowledge are two-fold: it contributes to the
well-being of the ummah and brings ongoing benefits to the Muslim scholar even after
his world ly life ceases to be.
Fourthly, Islam is an e mpowering religion. It aims at creating a productive society with
positive attitudes towards the hereafter without discounting the moral delights of this
worldly life:
But seek, with the (wealth) which God has bestowed on thee, the Home of the
Hereafter. Nor forget thy portion in this World: but do thou good, as God has been
good to thee, and seek not (Occasions for) mischief in the land: For God loves
not those who do mischief' (Qur'an, 28, 77).

Islam does not impose any limits on what one might achieve. Muslims are a lways
challenged to strive to realise their full potential and reach n ew horizons, while
preserving their identity and conforming to their value system. In h is explanation of the
implications of the Qur'anic verse that "a person can have noth ing but what he/she
strives for" -through labour (Qur'an, 53, 39), Ansari ( 1 977, p. 374) pointed out that this
verse "lays down the law that value lies in labour" , emphasising the h ig h regard that
Islam holds for prod uctive work. A golden ru le that g u ides Muslims throug h their
striving to reach a balanced attitude towards h is worldly life and the hereafter is for
them to "prepare for their worldly life as if they a re going to live forever, and prepare for
the hereafter as if they are dying tomorrow".
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The majority of researchers who have attempted to i nvestigate the impact of Islam on
the attitudes and behaviours of Muslims towards economic progress overlooked a
simple but a fundamental fact; the notion of development in Islam takes on a d ifferent
meaning, a meaning that does not validate the Western perspective of 'development'.
Islam considers economic development (economic well-being) to be a natural outcome
of the realisation of spiritual well-being, hence economic development, while important,
is not the overriding ambition of development from an Islamic perspective. Therefore,
when development in an Islamic country is measured against Western standards, the
outcome is predictable; Islam, at its best, is not a developmental religion. Furthermore ,
Western thinkers read Islam through t h e actions o f (some) Muslims and justifiably
assume that Muslims as individuals and states truly live out Islam, whilst the reality as demonstrated throug h the accounts of Saudi entrepreneurs in Chapters 6 and 7 does not always conform to the expectations.
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